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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation explores the cultural politics of identity formation among an 
indigenous people known as the 'Waiwai," residents of multiethnic villages in the Guiana 
region (northern Amazonia) of Lowland South America. For several decades, the Waiwai 
have been mounting contact expeditions in search of remote groups in the region, whom they 
call the "unseen tribes," in order to pacify them and persuade them to join the Waiwai 
villages. Once they move in, these groups undergo a series of transformations in identity 
designed to gradually "Waiwai-ize" them over the next several generations. I trace the roots 
of these practices to the immense exchange network that has linked myriad indigenous and 
African Maroon societies in the Guiana region for many centuries, and to their recent history 
of contact with missionaries, colonists, and development agents. The complex notion of 
"Waiwai" identity, I argue, serves as a cultural template for negotiating contradictory and 
shifting orders of experience erupting from interethnic relations. Drawing on theories of 
ethnicity, exchange, and power, I interpret the Waiwai's contact expeditions as campaigns 
to expand their influence over the multiethnic landscape, to harness external sources of 
power for social reproduction, to coordinate various developmental cycles, and ultimately 
to resituate themselves in the center of their social universe. (Keywords: Lowland South 
America, ethnic identity, exchange, power, missionization) 
. . . 
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me learn their language and culture; Kwarurnna, Tawosi, and their daughter MiEwana, my 
enize komo who volunteered to "look after" me when I arrived, taught me to speak Waiwai, 
and provided thorough explanations of cultural concepts; Yewira and Coowi, my next-door 
"grandparents" who freely shared their memories, news, and companionship with me, plus, 
from Coowi, extensive help on the Mawayana linguistic survey; KanamafiEi, who opened 
her heart and championed the value of my questions on sensitive topics when others felt 
hesitant; Yakamay, who quietly taught me more through example than through words and 
to whose home I often repaired for calm and respite; Kawiri, her spirited adolescent daughter 
who kept me buoyant and who patiently helped me transcribe dozens of tapes; Xexewa and 
Makama, my Waiwai "mother" and "father" who helped socialize me by tutoring, teasing, 
or scolding me when appropriate, taking me on long trips, and collaborating in the Xerew 
linguistic survey; Ixakna, their charismatic son being groomed for leadership, who enjoyed 
playing the role of informant and who constantly bolstered me with personal encouragement; 
Warapuru and Pooto, brilliant orators and inspired leaders who often came to fill me in on 
current political debates and historical accounts; and Awaei, my "sister" who was born in the 
same month as me but who led such an utterly different life with her nine children, 
magnificent manioc gardens, and perspective on the world which I probably will never fully 
grasp, yet who nonetheless managed to bridge our differences with friendship. Apinin yaw 
so thakwa was6 okwe: I miss all of you deeply. 
NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY 
The orthography used in this work largely follows the system adopted by the Waiwai, 
most of whom are now literate in their own language; the only modifications I have made for 
greater clarity are the addition of some commonly used diacritics. The Waiwai orthographic 
system was developed by the missionary linguists W. Neil1 Hawkins and Robert Hawkins 
in the 1950s (and revised in the 1970s), following the methods of Kenneth L. Pike of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics (see R. Hawkins n.d. [1976]; W. Hawkins 1952, 1962; W. 
Hawkins and R. Hawkins 1953). The principles employed in Waiwai orthography are 
phonemic: each symbol represents a significant (i.e., contrastive and meaningful) sound unit, 
which may embrace several noncontrastive allophonic variations, depending on the phonetic 
environment. The only nonphonemic practice used in written Waiwai is the pronunciation 
aid of doubling vowel symbols to indicate long vowels in certain two-syllable words, 
although vowel length does not establish any phonemic contrast. I have avoided the common 
practice of anglicizing the spelling of Waiwai words, since it introduces serious linguistic 
distortions and violates the Waiwai's own sense of proper spelling. 
The following list gives the phonemic symbols used in Waiwai orthography along 
with their approximate phonetic equivalents in English or Romance languages. More precise 
phonetic descriptions and comparisons with other languages spoken in their villages can be 
found in the appendix on linguistics (see Appendix C). 
Vowels 
a, e9 similar to the standard values these represent in Spanish or Portuguese; 
i, 0, cc the approximate equivalents in English are: 
a like the a in "father" 
e like the e in "set" 
i like the ee in "beet" 
0 like a nondiphthongized o in "open" 
cc like a nondiphthongized u in "sue" 
E a high, central, closed, unrounded vowel, similar to spreading the lips to 
pronounce "ease" but saying "cushion" instead (variously written asi, i; or ii 
for other Amazonian languages) 
Consonants 
h, s, w pronounced like the corresponding sounds in English 
k, t similar to the unaspirated k and t in the English "skit" and "stop" 
my usually pronounced like the English "mu and "n," except after unvoiced 
consonants, when they become an imploded [b] and [dl , respectively (e.g., 
&seresrnamu [Ceseresbaxbu], "glutton"; knoiivan [doCwan], "our mother") 
f i  usually pronounced like the ny in the English "canyon," except after 
unvoiced consonants, when they become an imploded [dy] or glottal stop 
['fi] (e.g., Mentan^ [dyentari], "something we hear"; rneyukyaMe 
[meyukya'fie], "you answered") 
G' like an unaspirated version of the ch in the English "chain" 
P a bilabial fricative, producing a sound somewhat like the English f 
r a voiced flap pronounced like an unaspirated d in the English "ready" (cf. the 
single r of the Portuguese "caro") 
r' an r flap released with a rapid y [rYI9 somewhat like pronouncing the English 
"medium" in two syllables 
x like the sh in the English "shaman" (cf, the x in the Portuguese "xamii") 
Y an asyllabic y like that in "yes" 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE CONTACT EXPEDITIONS 
Looking back on the impact of Western influences since his visit to the Waiwai 
Indians, the Danish anthropologist Niels Fock wrote this requiem: "The Waiwai culture, 
which in 1955 was vigorous and in the main unaffected by civilization, has already ceased 
to exist" (1963:242). Yet the population of those who proudly identify themselves as 
"Waiwai" exploded from 180 in 1955 to more than 1,200 by 1985, despite intensifying 
interaction with members of Western society. Their growth reflects not only increased ratios 
of fertility over mortality, but also the robust political expansion of Waiwai society as it has 
assimilated other indigenous groups in a wide area of northern Ammonia. They have also 
managed to retain an unusual degree of influence over the relations and interactions they 
have with non-Indians. Such vitality hardly suggests a loss of cultural vigor. What did Fock 
fail to understand about the resilience of the Waiwai? 
Rather than augur the demise of the Waiwai, increasing exposure to missionaries, 
colonists, and government agents triggered a form of millenarian reaction by the Waiwai to 
reassert control over their destiny. They initiated their own Age of Discovery, plying the 
rivers and paths of northern Brazil, Guyana, and Surinam in search of remote groups whom 
they called the "unseen tribes." After making contact, the Waiwai sought to "pacify," 
incorporate, and transform them into proper Waiwai, much as they themselves were 
transformed into Brazilian citizens by the state and into "children of God" by the 
missionaries. The history and ideology behind these contact expeditions and the 
ethnogenesis they have entailed are the subject of the pages that follow. 
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In their early journeys, the Waiwai aimed their attention at neighboring groups with 
whom they had a lengthy history of intermarriage and trade. After persuading these peoples 
to join them, the Waiwai expanded their scope by organizing expeditions to seek more 
distant or hostile groups. Their explicit motives for initiating these contacts have been many 
and varied: to save souls in the name of their newly acquired Christianity; to protect these 
groups from the threats of the advancing colonist frontier; and to resocialize them into 
complete human beings. These explanations have formed an ideological framework for an 
exuberant process of political expansion. The impressive demographic increase of the 
Waiwai since the 19-50~~ which reversed a long era of depopulation due to the spread of 
European diseases, attests to the success of their enterprises. Their impact upon the history 
of the region known as the Guianas or northern Amazonia has been profound but hitherto 
unexplored in the anthropological literature. 
These expeditions were the focus of my fieldwork among the Waiwai of the village 
of Kaxmi in northern Brazil from early 1984 to late 1986. Besides documenting the 
activities involved in the preparation, undertaking, and aftermath of these journeys, my aim 
was to investigate their rationale from the Waiwai's point of view and to situate them in their 
broader political, economic, and ideological contexts. This entailed exploring such issues 
as the social relations within Kaxmi and with other Waiwai villages, other Amazonian 
groups, and non-Indian groups; the conceptual categories underlying Waiwai notions of 
identity and ethnogenesis; and the narrative constructions the Waiwai place upon the history 
and eschatology of their expeditions. The data I collected on these topics suggested that 
concepts of what it means to be "Waiwai" are intimately linked to a fundamentally dialectical 
orientation of their society, a perspective that considers external resources, powers, and 
persons as raw materials to be harvested and absorbed into their own society, which 
transforms both these materials and Waiwai society in the process. In contrast to the typical 
description of Guianese groups as inward-looking, insular "tribes," I argue that Waiwai 
behavior, discourse, and attitudes reveal an incessant preoccupation with things and peoples 
from afar and an almost phagic desire to consume and digest them into something "Waiwai." 
This is evident in mundane subsistence pursuits as well as in ritual events, in styles of dress 
and hairdress, in marriage patterns and exchange practices, in attitudes toward Western 
technology and Christianity, in political stratagems of influential leaders, and even in forms 
ofhumor. In this dissertation, I seek to demonstrate that the dialectical orientation of Waiwai 
culture structures their multifaceted model of ethnic identity and guides their contact 
expeditions. Not only do these treks involve seeking out and "Waiwai-izing" other 
indigenous groups, but they also entail the Waiwai adopting practices fi-om these newly 
assimilated groups. The identities of both are transformed in the process, although neither 
completely abdicates its distinctiveness. At the same time, their identities are transformed 
in relation to various segments of Western society, including missionaries, colonists, and 
government agents, Through coordinating this complex, hierarchically ordered set of 
transformations (Turner 1979: 170-1 7 1 ; n.d.b: Chap. 5), the Waiwai assure their own social 
reproduction and construct their dominance in relation to others. 
During my fieldwork, the village of Kaxmi was engaged in two main campaigns to 
contact "unseen tribes9': the first focused on the Waimiri-Atroari to the southwest, while the 
second aimed at the Karafawyana to the southeast. The survival of these groups was 
threatened by the Brazilian government's plans for opening up and developing northern 
Amazonia. When these groups resisted contact, either violently (when the Waimiri-Atroari 
killed Brazilian expedition members) or passively (when the Karafawyana retreated yet 
further into the interior), the Waiwai persuaded the government Indian bureau to let them 
organize their own expeditions, arguing that, unlike the Brazilians, the Waiwai were 
"Indians" who knew how to make contact with fellow Indians and successfully "pacify" 
them. They established the villages of Kaxmi and Jatapuzinho strategically near the 
Waimiri-Atroari and Karafawyana, respectively, as convenient sites from which to launch 
contact expeditions. The Waiwai planned to befriend these peoples, whom they solicitously 
considered their "backward brethren," and then persuade them to move into their villages, 
where they could pacify, resocialize, and evangelize them. More resistant than earlier groups 
they had easily assimilated, the Waimiri-Atroari and Karafawyana posed special challenges 
to the Waiwai that engendered considerable political controversy within their villages. 
I was intrigued when I first read the sketchy reports about the Waiwai's contact 
expeditions (Ricardo 1983:224-49), but also disappointed over reports that missionary 
contact had made heavy inroads into Waiwai culture. Suffering from the "anthropologist's 
dilemma" (LCvi-Strauss 1973 [1955]:43), I imagined that, had I arrived only thirty or forty 
years earlier, perhaps I might have known the "untouched" and "authentic" Waiwai. But of 
course, at that time the practices that sparked my curiosity in the first place did not yet exist, 
and I would have found other reasons, as Fock did, to mourn the loss of a hypothetical 
cultural "purity" that seemed to recede perpetually into the past. 
More striking than such existential nostalgia, however, was the impression I got from 
the reports that, in these contact expeditions, the Waiwai had developed a novel and brash 
response to the dilemmas of Western contact. Rather than leave the contact of neighboring 
groups in the alien hands of missionaries or government agents, the Waiwai seemed to 
exercise a proprietary sense of responsibility for these groups. Furthermore, far from 
evincing a loss of ethnic pride or a constriction of their horizons after contact, the Waiwai 
demonstrated that they comprised a vibrant society that was not only holding its own, but 
indeed expanding its boundaries in an emphatic display of dominance. 
The anthropologist Fock was certainly correct insofar as Waiwai culture has gone 
through profound changes under the influence of the U. S .-based Protestant missionaries who 
began proselytizing among them in 1950. Indeed, one of the classic books circulating within 
the fundamentalist community, provocatively entitled Christ's Wtch Doctor: From Savage 
Sorcerer to Jungle Missionary (Dowdy 1963), presents a congratulatory tale of the Waiwai's 
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collective conversion after the Bible "won over" an influential shaman and leader from his 
former servitude to the Prince of Darkness. However, Fock's blanket assertion that Waiwai 
culture had "ceased to exist" (1963:242) was a facile dismissal of the strength and resilience 
it continues to reveal. Their culture has shown a surprising capacity to transform outside 
influences into distinctive Waiwai traits with a persistence that remained unsuspected at the 
time of Fock's requiem. Some of these traits have been tucked away behind a tough public 
fagade that the Waiwai have devised to deal with missionaries, colonists, and government 
agents, a protective front I was allowed to peer behind only later in my fieldwork (and still 
only partially) after a long period of gaining their confidence. Furthermore, recent history 
suggests an alternative reading of the vectors of culture change that challenges Fock's 
unidirectional model of irreversible loss. Members ofthe last Waiwai village left in Guyana, 
who have had no mission assistance since 1969, have been reviving certain pre-contact 
practices designed to control the spirit world, which in their eyes had never really been 
extinguished, but merely temporarily superseded by the Christian god. Finally, considerable 
advances have been made since Fock's day in culture theory, offering a richer, more complex 
understanding of what "culture" is than merely an inventory of traditional beliefs and 
practices. Underlying my approach to Waiwai culture is a dialectical model of meaningful 
social action, focusing on how processes of interaction are informed by and mobilize 
symbols and values, which are themselves created and transformed through such processes 
(Munn 1986:6-10; Comaroff and Comaroff 1991). 
If the Waiwai have not remained "unaffected by civilization," neither have they lost 
their cultural "vigor." Their contact expeditions are inspired by the confidence that being 
"Waiwai" is so desirable that, once neighboring groups overcome their hostility, they will 
embrace the opportunity to emulate them. Furthermore, their "backward brethren" are not 
the only ones who the Waiwai believe could benefit from learning their ways: Westerners 
too suffer from inadequate socialization, which the Waiwai patiently try to remedy when 
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dealing with them. Although perturbed by regional colonists' prejudice against Indians, and 
undeceived about their unequal economic footing vis-A-vis the missionaries and the 
government Indian agents, the Waiwai seem convinced of their ultimate cultural superiority. 
Not only have they proved to themselves that they can selectively assimilate and exploit 
various outside resources, but they have also demonstrated an ability to control significant 
aspects of the interactions they wish to maintain with Western society. 
In retrospect it is not possible to say that the Waiwai or their neighbors were free of 
Western influences before missionaries converted them in the 1950s-nor, for that matter, 
in the 1920s when the anthropologist William Roth (1924, 1929) found the villages of the 
hilated by repeated bouts of influenza, occupied by surviving Waiwai; nor at 
the turn of the century when they approached the geographer Olga Coudreau (1903) to ask 
for knives, scissors, and beads; nor in the 1830s when various groups fled from the explorer 
Robert H. Schomburgk (1 840-41, 1845), mistaking him for a Portuguese slaver; nor when 
the Dutch traders Sanders and Jacobs first reported them living on the upper Essequibo River 
in the 1720s (Bos 1985). Even in advance of the arrival of Europeans in person, the 
interethnic circulation of iron tools, hymns, and epidemics testified to the paths of Western 
influences that wended their way through thousands of miles of Amazonian forest. The 
contemporary Waiwai are neither unaffected by nor unaware of the dangers that the West 
represents, but they have endured by doing their best to creatively reconfigure its powers and 
rechannel them toward their own ends. 
Manifest Destinv in the Rainforest 
Shortly after I arrived in Kaxmi in 1984, the village headman, Yakuta, drew up plans 
to organize an expedition to the Rio Jatapuzinho to seek out the Karafawyana. Contacts with 
the Wimiri-Atroari had been fiustrated for several years, so the discovery of a new 
"uncontacted tribe" rekindled the enthusiasm and sense of purpose of Kaxmi residents. 
Ewka, the elder brother of Yakuta and leader of the southern Waiwai village, Mapuera, had 
recently been successful in persuading a small number of Karafawyana to join his village. 
Not to be outdone, Yakuta was determined to establish a new village to contact the rest of 
the Karafawyana still deep in the forest. 
Rather than being a simple matter of recruiting able-bodied followers for the 
expedition, a drama unfolded over the next six months that lay the groundwork for the 
eventual fragmentation of Kaxrni village several years later. In order that God smile upon 
an expedition party and protect it from the Devil, the Waiwai said, not only did the travelers 
have to be in a state of moral purity, but the entire village had to be purged of interpersonal 
conflicts. Even ill health was taken as an ominous warning of a loss of grace: an outbreak 
of mumps was cause for much speculation and a postponement of the trip. In the months 
leading up to the departure of the expedition, Waiwai pastors began what they called their 
"work on people," holding lengthy meetings with aggrieved families to resolve disputes. 
After repeated delays, an actual date for the expedition team's departure was solidified. 
Members then publicly confessed any unresolved transgressions in church, and other 
villagers were encouraged to voice any opposition to their participation in the journey. 
Community members brought food supplies to the feast house for distribution to the 
travelers. After the team left the village, those remaining held collective prayer sessions 
asking God to guide the expedition through perilous challenges. 
In my final conversations with the travelers, I was surprised to learn that they were 
not actually going to look for the Karafawyana this time, but simply to open up gardens for 
a future site that would be used as a base for expeditions in the future. Subsequent trips to 
the Jatapuzinho region, organized with great fanfare in the name of contacting the 
Karafawyana, also ended up focusing on more mundane tasks in preparation for later 
expeditions. Two years later, I realized in retrospect that these had been the initial chapters 
in Yakuta's strategy to found a new village on the Rio Jatapuzinho and persuade the residents 
of Kaxmi to move there. A highly intelligent and politically astute man, Yakuta lay the 
groundwork for this move by utilizing the contact expeditions as a legitimating device. In 
order to mobilize people to follow him-and thereby reconfirm his leadership-a powerful 
argument was necessary to overcome resistance to the move. The issue gradually became 
factionalized as rival leaders engaged in both covert and overt political maneuvers to 
persuade people to leave or stay. For a people who spent their lives in the intense 
interdependence of daily contact, a pending split such as this was socially traumatic. The 
intention of contacting and evangelizing the Karafawyana was the sole argument capable of 
legitimizing the split and igniting the moral passions of the villagers. The enterprise 
appealed to the Waiwai's sense of manifest destiny, a belief that their special role in the 
scheme of things was to "civilize" the unenlightened peoples in the interior. This ideology, 
a synthesis of endogenous and Christian attitudes, portrayed their expansionism as no mere 
bid for power, but as a divinely ordained manifestation of their moral duty to spread the 
benefits of being "Waiwai." Over the next two and a half years, I witnessed the momentum 
build to a final climax when, shortly before I left, Yakuta's faction departed definitively for 
the Jatapuzinho village. Bereft of its political center of gravity, the village of Kaxmi 
gradually disintegrated as more and more families moved out to other villages in the north, 
east, and south. By the early 1990s, Kaxmi was deserted. 
As I will demonstrate, the contact expeditions involved a complex network of social 
exchanges and were deeply implicated in village politics. Leaders who competed with each 
other used various stratagems to attract followers and influence village decisions by 
demonstrating their ability to garner and redistribute different kinds of internal and external 
resources. These resources included food, labor, material goods, persons, and knowledge 
obtained from within the village and from other villages, from missionaries and government 
agents, from colonists and even anthropologists. I found that models of social exchange 
originally elaborated in Melanesia to be extremely useful for understanding the flow of 
resources in political competition and their role in social reproduction through the contact 
expeditions. My theoretical focus on the symbolism of exchange was paralleled by the 
Waiwai's unflagging attention to the movements of exchange media through the social 
network. I will argue that exchange was one of the privileged avenues for constructing, 
displaying, and transforming the attributes of ethnic identity. 
In this dissertation, I examine various sources of data to develop an interpretation of 
the contact expeditions. My argument relies on two major historical contexts: (1) an 
examination of the Waiwai's participation in a centuries-old regional exchange network; and 
(2) an inquiry into the impact of Western contact, particularly from missionization and the 
national development front. I argue that the current form of the Waiwai's expeditions grows 
out of their history of interaction with surrounding groups in the exchange network, 
conditioned by new strategies they adapted from evangelical Protestantism and by their 
perception of the threat of the encroaching Western colonist frontier. 
The Waiwai are considered to be part of the Guiana region, which Rivikre (1984:2) 
defines as "the 'island' of northeastern South America ... surrounded by water: the Amazon 
River, the Rio Negro, the Casiquiare Canal, the Orinoco River, and the Atlantic Ocean." 
This region comprises most of the central northern portion of Brazil, southern Venezuela, 
Guyana, Surinam, and French Guiana. As a culture area, "Guiana" or "the Guianas" includes 
the groups living in the forests and savannahs of this geographical region, excluding the 
Warao on the coast and the Yanomami groups, which are markedly different from the others. 
The majority of the languages spoken in the Guianas belong to the Carib, Arawak, and Tupi 
linguistic families. These groups are interconnected through an immense regional exchange 
network, which also links up with national and Maroon populations.' For five centuries, 
"he term "Maroons" refers to fugitive African slaves in the Americas (and their 
descendants) who reestablished their societies in remote areas. Today the largest and most 
numerous Maroon co ities are located in Surinam (formerly Dutch Guiana), which 
continue to barter goods with neighboring Amerindian groups. 
Western merchandise has entered the region and circulated through intervillage exchange 
links, reaching remote groups long before they had any direct contact with Westerners. 
These goods have been traded for a wide variety of natural resources (such as arrow 
components, quartz, feathers, resin) and local products (such as bows, basketry, loincloths, 
ornaments), as well as tamed or domesticated animals (such as parrots and dogs), and, in 
certain areas during the era of European slavery, human captives (Lathrap 1973; Sweet 1974; 
Porro 1985; Boomert 1987; Whitehead 1988; Farage 1991). 
The Waiwai continue to be enthusiastic participants in this exchange network. Their 
village trade specialties include trained hunting dogs and talking parrots, manioc graters, 
cotton thread, facial paints, and arrow cane. An elaborate system of exchange values, 
ceremonial relations, temporal and spatial coordinates, and codes of conduct prevail in their 
trading activities. Far more than merely a utilitarian set of economic relations, this network 
engages cultural symbols and political values of the highest order in a totalizing process of 
social regeneration. Furthermore, it has provided a forum for the Waiwai to appropriate what 
they want from foreigners while exerting a certain degree of control over relations with them. 
The Waiwai have adapted their traditional exchange practices to their expeditions in 
search of enfhnf komo, the "unseen" or uncontacted peoples in the region, in order to "pacifL" 
them and persuade them to move in to the Waiwai villages. Many of the groups that joined 
the Waiwai had already assimilated other groups, suggesting a long history of interethnic 
affiliations in this region. However, the Waiwai's efforts to absorb other peoples intensified 
from the 1950s onward, after North American Protestant missionaries settled among them. 
The evangelists seemed to control formidable sources of material and spiritual powers, 
harnessed through their unsettling practices of prayer and writing, and evidenced in their 
seemingly inexhaustible supplies of manufactured goods, inscrutable machines, and 
efficacious medicines. This sudden influx of new resources into the Waiwai villages upset 
the regional balance of power, tilting it in their favor. The Waiwai exploited their access to 
the missionaries' merchandise and medicines to expand the array of attractive items they 
could offer to neighboring groups and persuade them to resettle in Waiwai villages. 
The Waiwai's intense curiosity about other groups and their propensity for 
assimilating "exotic" goods and practices led to a mClange of features I observed that 
contrasted sharply with the ethnographic descriptions presented by certain other 
anthropologists working in the Guianas (Kaplan 1975; Rivikre 1984). For instance, the 
house styles within Kaxmi village appeared to form an eclectic array that imitated a variety 
of styles used by other indigenous groups as well as non-Indians. Similarly, festivals were 
composed of diverse traditions that had been borrowed over time from various other 
societies. Besides the Waiwai language, four other languages or dialects were spoken in 
Kaxmi by members of other groups who had joined the Waiwai over the years. During the 
dry season (a period of easy travel, plentihl food, and intense sociability), many residents 
organized trips to visit other Waiwai villages, those of surrounding groups, or Brazilian 
towns to conduct trade, exchange news, or simply satisfy their curiosity. Upon their return, 
they often sported some new fashion of hair style or adornment they had picked up, which 
quickly spread through the village until the novelty wore off. Sometimes, in fact, two or 
three families would pack up their canoes with their belongings, pets, and children and travel 
long distances to spend a year visiting the Wapixana in Guyana or the Tiriy6 in Surinam to 
learn their language, find out new weaving techniques or tapioca recipes, exchange songs, 
consider marriage prospects for maturing children, and return home with news and stories 
that could be told and retold for years. Even my role as anthropologist, although initially 
unfamiliar, was soon assimilated into their category of &tarisom, "inveterate traveler," a 
term applied to individuals known for their penchant for visiting other groups. 
The impression I acquired of the Waiwai accorded much more closely with Guss's 
(1 986, 1989) depiction of the Yekuana, a related Carib group found mainly in Venezuela. 
He convincingly argues that Yekuana basket weaving and mythic songs represent means of 
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assimilating external powers, which, although perceived as potentially lethal, are a source 
of vitality when successfblly controlled and assimilated into their society in their own terms. 
Historical records from the era of Spanish, Dutch, and British colonialism in the region 
document remarkable journeys over thousands of miles by Yekuana emissaries to negotiate 
better treatment by colonial representatives, to discover the source of European power, and 
to obtain merchandise to bring back to their villages. The Yekuana7s own mythohistorical 
accounts of these journeys (Cuss 1986; Civrieux 1980) testify that, despite their fascination 
with Western exotica--or, perhaps, because oftheir ability to handle them responsibly-they 
preserve a firm sense of their own moral superiority. 
Anthropology professors routinely teach their students that most societies, if they are 
to succeed in socializing their young into respectable adults, inculcate a sense of 
ethnocentrism, if not outright superiority, about their group's values and standards for 
behavior. In support of this point, many examples are offered of small-scale societies that 
call themselves by terms that mean "human beings" or "real people." Real people are often 
identified as those who follow a certain code of conduct or who share a common origin myth. 
Outside the boundaries marked by such ethnonyms, codes, or myths are entities that are often 
considered inferior beings, enemies, or animals. Less than fblly human, they deserve only 
ridicule, servitude, or warfare. 
Like many ethnic groups, the Waiwai believe that they are the most fully socialized 
human beings, and, like others, often make fun of outsiders who fail to conform to their rules 
of behavior (a prime example being their "Visitors" caricature, which is explored in Chapter 
VIII). What is less common, however, is the Waiwai's preoccupation with socializing 
outsiders to become "true people." The main culture areas in Lowland South America where 
this inclination is manifested are the Guianas, the Upper Xingu, and the Northwest Amazon. 
Schaden (1 965) identified these three regions as "areas of intertribal acculturation," where 
dense networks of exchange, marriage, and other forms of interaction among neighboring 
groups have led to an exceptional degree of cultural syncretism. Such hybridity is, however, 
counterbalanced by a continued assertion of distinctive ethnic identities. Furthermore, some 
of the groups in these regions have managed to achieve a certain ascendancy over others and 
to dominate the direction of acculturation. For instance, in the Guianas, the Wayana have 
succeeded in "ac~ulturating~~ the Apalai (Gallois 1980); the Maiongong (Yekuana) are now 
engaged in "civilizing" the Sanuma (Ramos 1 980); and Frikel(195 8, 1 96 1, 1 962) found a 
widespread attitude of superiority among "indios mansos" (a phrase meaning "peaceful" or 
"tame Indians") who were trying to "pacify" other groups described as "indios bravos" 
("fierce" or "wild Indians"). In the Northwest Amazon, the Tukanoans claim to have 
"domesticated" the M a k ~  (C. Hugh-Jones 1979; Jackson 1983), while groups in the Upper 
Xingu have repeatedly refashioned immigrants such as the Trumai, Suya, and Kren-akorore 
into "proper" Xinguanos (Murphy and Quain 1955; Seeger 198 1 ; Schwartzman 1988). All 
of these ethnographic cases provided crucial comparative materials for the present study. 
What distinguishes the Waiwai from these groups are their deliberate, persistent 
quests to discover and socialize others. While the Xinguanos acculturate groups that drift 
into their region or are relocated there by the Brazilian government, the Waiwai take a more 
aggressive stance, leaving their villages to seek out and bring back groups they consider more 
"primitive" to resocialize. While the Protestant missionaries provided the immediate 
impetus for the Waiwai to organize formal expeditions, the roots of these journeys predate 
such Western contact by many years. In other cases where indigenous peoples participated 
in expeditions to contact other ethnic groups, they were recruited by missionaries or 
government Indian agents to serve as guides, interpreters, or scouts, but they rarely initiated 
journeys on their own: examples include mission Indians who accompanied colonial Jesuits 
seeking to attract more groups (Hemming 1978:97-118, 436-438), or, in this century, 
individuals from the Parintintin (Waud Kracke, personal communication) and Wari (Vilaqa 
1996) who assisted the Servigo de Proteqiio dos indios (SPI) on "pacification" expeditions. 
Some of the closest parallels in South America to the Waiwai case are found in the 
foothills of the Ecuadoran Andes, where various Lowland Quichua groups have long been 
mediating and melding together various ethnic groups (Whitten 1976; Hudelson 1995). Like 
the Waiwai, the Lowland Quichua have an ethos that favors pacifism, and, like them, they 
have also been incorporating more aggressive, remote groups, such as the Jivaroans, for 
many centuries, especially during periods of rapid colonial expansion. There is also a belt 
of multiethnic groups in the upper Amazon in Peru that display an ideology of continuous 
intermixture, which reveals striking similarities to Waiwai notions (see, e.g., Gow 1991 on 
the Piro). 
Studies of Lowland South American millenarian movements offer valuable insights 
that can be extended to the eschatological and religious aspects of the Waiwai's efforts to 
absorb other groups: examples include the Akawaio and Patamona (Butt 1960; Colson 
197 1); the Makuxi (Staats 1996); the Wakubnai (or Baniwa) (Wright and Hill 1986; Wright 
1998); the Krah6 (Melatti 1972); and the Canela (Crocker and Crocker 1994) (see also 
Brown's El9911 Amazonian comparisons). These movements pursued potent visions of a 
new society with a promise of new life after death to followers who adopted radically new 
religious practices, which, these authors argue, arose as complex historical responses, both 
imitative and resistant, to European domination. Certainly all of these movements had roots 
in indigenous cultures before Western contact (which H. Clastres 1995 El9751 emphasizes 
in the case of Tupian messianism), but they took on new forms and appeared at particular 
historical junctures under conditions that included the European presence. The Waiwai 
ethnographic situation also invites comparisons with millenarian and so-called "cargo cult" 
movements in Melanesia, especially given the important symbolic role played by Western 
commodities in Waiwai expeditions and interethnic trading (see, e.g., Burridge 1995 [1960]; 
Worsley 1957; Lindstrom 1993). 
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All of the above ethnographic cases are helpful in illminating various facets, both 
traditional and post-contact, of the Waiwai expeditions. As with every society, however, 
their case cannot be reduced to others or dissolved into generalities. As Jean Comaroff 
points out (1985:13), "the significance of such movements lies in the fact that they are 
specific responses to a structural predicament common to many peripheral Third World 
peoples; systematic revaluations, mediated by local symbolic orders, of elements of the 
increasingly global culture of industrial capitalism" (emphasis in original). In short, what 
I seek to reveal in the following chapters, through a thematic focus on their contact 
expeditions from a variety of perspectives, is what it is that makes the Waiwai distinctively 
"Waiwai" in the contemporary world. 
Civilizin~ the Anthropolo~ist 
My research in Brazil covered a span of four years, from December 1982 to 
December 1986; except for a one-month trip back to the U.S. halfway through, my residence 
in Brazil was uninterrupted during this period. The overarching topic of my research 
project-the construction of ethnic identity in Brazil-was composed of two complementary 
parts: the first explored various Brazilian perceptions of "Indians" and the "indigenous" in 
relation to images of national "Brazilian" identity; the second investigated how one particular 
"Indianq' group defined its own identity in relation to other groups, both indigenous and non- 
indigenous. In both phases, I explored the interplay of different categories of external and 
internal Others in the formulation of ethnic identity. In particular, I used theories of symbolic 
exchange and the construction of identity to examine how interaction among ethnic groups 
expands, contracts, modifies, or transforms identity attributes and the boundaries that form 
their interface. Outside of Melanesia, little was being done to apply symbolic exchange 
models to ethnic identity, and Brazil seemed a fertile ground to experiment with them. 
Moreover, indigenous political movements in Brazil were gaining momentum in the 1980s, 
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profoundly transforming the national perception of interethnic relations. It was an exciting 
time to be in the midst of these changes. 
The first phase of this project involved exploring attitudes towards indigenous 
peoples held by various sectors of the Brazilian population: colonists, government 
hctionaries, missionaries, journalists, and anthropologists. I spent my first year in Brazil 
doing research in anthropology departments and indigenous rights organizations in Rio de 
Janeiro, Siio Paulo, and Brasilia (primarily the Museu Nacional, the Centro Ecumitnico de 
Documentaqiio e Informagiio, the Universidade de Siio Paulo, the Conselho Indigenista 
Missionhrio, and the Universidade de Brasilia). While waiting for my research permits fiom 
government offices in Brasilia, I was allowed to observe classes at the Summer Institute for 
Linguistics, where Protestant missionaries studied language and social change. Later, during 
field breaks from the Waiwai village, I spent short periods of time in various places to 
broaden my exposure to different segments of the national society: Entre Rios, where I spent 
a month among colonists in the fiontier zone; BelCm, where I consulted resources and 
anthropologists at the Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi; and Manaus, where I visited the 
Institute Nacional de Pesquisas Amaz8nicas. 
My main base during field breaks was Boa Vista, the regional capital of the Federal 
Territory of Roraima (at the time too sparsely populated to merit statehood). This small 
frontier city served as headquarters for the regional offices of the government Indian agency 
and the Protestant mission active among the Waiwai and other groups. Located near the 
territory of the Yanomami Indians, where gold and other valuable minerals were discovered, 
Boa Vista witnessed intense pressure by regional politicians and itinerant prospectors to open 
indigenous reservations to mining. Anti-Indian sentiments mounted along with rising 
xenophobia, stemming fiom the suspicion that foreigners were smuggling gold out of the 
country from Indian lands. For Brazilians, this idea seemed to resolve the contradiction of 
why their country was crippled by the enormous foreign debt it owed to First World financial 
institutions, despite being endowed with an abundance of natural resources, which the 
military government had promised it would develop for the prosperity of all. The brunt of 
this suspicion fell on foreigners who worked with native peoples: missionaries (mostly 
North American Protestants and Italian Catholics), anthropologists, indigenous rights 
activists, and medical personnel. Some Brazilians insisted that the Yanomami were not even 
living on their traditional lands, but, rather, had been transported there by clever missionaries 
who had flown them in (all 10,000 of them!) and resettled them atop gold-rich lands to serve 
as a cover for foreign mining operations. Politicians alleged that the international campaign 
to demarcate a Yanomami reservation was simply a ruse to keep Brazilians from discovering 
what was going on right under their noses. Others said that Indians had an instinct for 
locating gold and always settled on top of it, even if they didn't know its worth. Americans 
supposedly took advantage of this naivetd and invented alibis for working among them. 
Being an American, my claim to be an anthropologist interested in studying Indians for their 
own sake usually met with skepticism: "Do you expect us to believe that you left the richest 
country in the world to come live with a horde of savages just to write about them?!" 
Although my research project among both native and non-native peoples in Brazil 
informed my understanding of interethnic relations, this dissertation is restricted in scope to 
the period of my research among the Waiwai. I first arrived in the village of Kaxrni on the 
Rio Novo in April 1984 and concluded my fieldwork in November 1986. The total amount 
of time I resided in Waiwai villages over this period was 22 months, spent almost entirely 
in Kaxmi, with a one-month visit to a new Waiwai village on the Rio Jatapuzinho. I was 
sometimes able to conduct additional research with Waiwai informants during field breaks 
in the city of Boa Vista. Since the Waiwai live in areas that are remote from Brazilian towns 
or cities (the trip upriver to Kaxmi took between four and seven days), access to or departure 
from their villages was arduous (if by land) or expensive (if by air) and invariably 
complicated to arrange. This meant that my fieldwork had to involve periods of continuous 
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residence within the villages, which I tried to prolong as long as my supplies, research visas, 
health, tolerance levels, or my hosts' hospitality would hold out. Usually these periods lasted 
four to five months (the shortest time being five weeks, the longest, seven months), 
comprising a total of six fieldwork periods. My field breaks usually lasted about a month, 
during which time I would restock supplies for myself and informants, renew research 
permits and submit reports to granting agencies, catch up on world news, and regain a sense 
of perspective and privacy after the intense collective existence in Waiwai villages. 
When I first arrived in the village of Kaxmi, I said that I had heard about the Waiwai 
in Siio Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, where many people wanted me to find out more about their 
way of life, language, and expeditions. Since nobody seemed to know what I meant when 
I said I was an anthropologist, I explained that I wanted to write a book on what I learned 
while living with them and taking part in their daily activities. I pointed out that many books 
had been written about the history of North Americans and Brazilians, but hardly any about 
the Waiwai, who deserved a book like any other people. This explanation reminded them 
of some earlier visits by evangelical journalists who, like me, were from the U.S. and 
interested in the Waiwai's contact expeditions. However, my identity as an American who 
was not a missionary or an evangelist posed an anomaly to them, since their term Amerkan 
equates the two. Furthermore, I was and was not a karaiwa, a term used by the Waiwai to 
refer Brazilians who are not missionaries or Protestants. Some of the villagers tried to 
resolve the ambiguity by asking me what I intended to change about them: the missionaries 
came to change their religion, government agents came to change their economy; what about 
me? I explained that I had not come to change them; rather, I hoped they would change me. 
I knew nothing about how to garden, how to speak Waiwai, or how to participate in village 
life, which I hoped they would teach me. While this appealed to their sense of pride in their 
ability to educate and "civilize" other peoples, it also left many villagers wondering if I had 
some ulterior motive. Some speculated that I had come to find a husband, since I was single 
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and fiom the U.S., which had already exported a surprising number of unmarried female 
missionaries. However, since I did not even belong to an fundamentalist church, a few 
Waiwai recalled warnings by Robert Hawkins, the missionary who first converted them, 
about visitors who might come in the guise of researchers interested in their culture, but who 
really wanted to undermine their new-found Christian faith and persuade them to revert to 
"Satanic" practices such as shamanism and sorcery. Given such suspicions, it was not 
surprising that the Waiwai monitored my behavior for several months before they began to 
trust my motives and believe that my interest in their culture was genuine. 
One family in particular was intrigued from the start by the explanations I gave for 
coming, especially my interest in learning the Waiwai language. Kwarumna, the head of this 
household, was an intellectually exuberant man in his mid-thirties, who sometimes served 
as a linguistic consultant to the missionary engaged in translating the Bible into Waiwai. His 
wife, Tawosi, was a more reserved but equally brilliant woman, who had tutored one of the 
female missionaries in the Waiwai language. When younger, both had taught children in the 
village school to read and write Waiwai, and both were now serving as medical assistants in 
the village first-aid clinic. With only two (and later, three) children, they had more time 
available for such activities than most other couples their age, who usually had larger 
families. Their interest was also piqued by my offer to compensate a family that could offer 
me food and shelter. After they conferred with Tawosi's grandmother, who had an spacious 
cookhouse that could house me, Kwarumna and his wife volunteered to be my hosts, or en@e 
komo, literally, those who would "look after" me. For the first several months of my 
fieldwork, I was intensely involved with this family and their close relatives. They invited 
me over for meals, took me on outings to harvest the garden or fetch firewood, and assigned 
their ten-year-old daughter MiCwana to be my constant companion. All the while, they 
drilled me on Waiwai phrases, showing me off in the evenings when visiting families came 
to stare and listen to me answer simple conversational questions. 
I was rarely alone during the first few months in Kaxmi. Not only did my hosts' 
daughter string up her hammock near mine to "keep me company" while I lived in the 
cookhouse, but two of her cousins moved in as well to keep her company. Every night they 
talked and giggled over each other's stories (often about my misadventures), which I 
gradually began to join as I learned the language. Every morning I woke up to the sounds 
of Tawosi, her grandmother, or other female relatives peeling or grating manioc tubers, or 
making bread fi-om manic flour. Although I was delighted with the opportunities these 
activities offered me for participant observation, the constant lack of privacy began to wear 
me down and make me yearn for a space of my own to which I could retreat to write up 
fieldnotes and recuperate my sense of balance. Following Waiwai protocol, I asked 
permission fi-om the headman to have my own house built, which he granted. A small 
structure about the size of a dormitory room was eventually completed, conveniently located 
between two main kinship blocs in the neighborhood and near the central area where public 
activities took place. However, once I had my own space, a wider spectrum of people from 
different social blocs in the village felt comfortable about visiting me, so my privacy became 
even more of an abstract notion. 
Everybody in the village got into the spirit of "civilizing" me, drilling me in greetings 
when we crossed paths, showing me how to dance during a festival, or correcting me for 
inappropriate behavior. They laughed and praised each new phrase or skill I learned and 
periodically congratulated me for becoming more and more "Waiwai-ized." Most of my 
interaction in these early months was with my host family and their matrilateral kin, who 
made up the Mawayana social bloc. This was a good group to be associated with, since it 
managed to maintain an intermediate position between other social blocs, which were more 
directly involved in factional politics. Furthermore, it had provided many spouses to the bloc 
that was considered to be the "original Waiwai." As affines, the Mawayana were thus allied 
to the dominant bloc urithout being submerged in it, allowing them to maintain a certain 
political independence and cultivate associations with other blocs. 
As time went on, I developed relations with families in other social blocs in the 
village. I began exchanging trade goods for artisanry, conducting a linguistic survey, and 
helping women of various households with gardening or manioc processing. Since 
transforming manioc tubers into edible food was tedious, back-breaking labor that dominated 
women's time, they welcomed my help-except when I tried to flip the huge tortillas (two 
feet in diameter) while cooking on the griddle, tearing them and ruining the final product. 
The trade goods I brought were basic ones already integrated in their material culture: 
knives, machetes, scissors, fishhooks, notebooks and pens, cloth, T-shirts and shorts, and the 
like. I learned the hard way that I had to bring enough of each item for every household, 
otherwise those that were left out would get upset. Like many other anthropologists in 
Amazonia (Maybury-Lewis 1965; Basso 1973; Viveiros de Castro 1992), I felt overwhelmed 
by the unrelenting pressure to supply ever more merchandise. Although each family's 
requests were modest, collectively they amounted to a scale I could never satisfy. I realized 
I had to guard against losing my role as anthropologist to that of a trader. The missionaries 
and government Indian agents dealt with this problem by opening their small stores only 
once a week, but I wanted to avoid formalizing trading practices altogether. I rarely used 
money in transactions, since national inflation was running so high that it lost most of its 
value in a few months. Some of the merchandise I brought went toward paying for food, 
transportation, and construction of my hut, while some served as a vehicle for establishing 
a social relationship when a family or individual brought artisanry to trade. I did not pay for 
information or interviews, except for time that informants spent on more formalized 
assistance, such as help while I transcribed taped speeches, information for the linguistic 
survey, or granting a series of taped life history interviews. However, when families or 
individuals spent extra time teaching me about things or answering my questions, I would 
informally reciprocate with goods they needed, treating them as unsolicited prestations rather 
than negotiated payment. Whenever I left for field breaks, I distributed certain goods to 
everybody in the village as thanks for helping with my research, putting up with my 
intrusions, and being so hospitable. 
Since the missionaries in this region had developed an orthography only for Waiwai 
(and, in the south, for Wixkaryana), the other social blocs-Mawayana, Katuena, and 
Xerew-were pleased that I considered their languages important enough to write down and 
tape record (discussed further in Appendix C). My constant exposure to spoken Waiwai, the 
existence of an alphabet in which most villagers were literate, plus the exceptional teaching 
skills of my hosts Kwarumna and Tawosi made it possible for me to learn the language fairly 
rapidly. This was not only desirable for the kind of intensive fieldwork I intended to do, but 
indeed necessary, since few villagers spoke much Portuguese or English. Only a couple of 
young men resident in the village were relatively fluent in Portuguese; most men knew only 
a smattering of trade phrases in Portuguese, while the women and children knew almost 
nothing, Kwarumna remembered some English from the days when the Waiwai lived in 
British Guiana, enough to help me initially make the bridge to speaking Waiwai, which he 
quickly pushed me to use in my conversations. Most of my language learning came in the 
course of participating in everyday activities with people. I found it helpful to transcribe tape 
recordings of public speeches along with an informant who would slowly repeat phrases as 
I wrote them down. I resisted relying on the resident missionaries for much help, even 
though they were fluent in the language. After I had gained some basic skills in the 
language, however, the head missionary Joseph Hill gave me a mimeograph of some Waiwai 
language lessons for new missionaries and a valuable list of verb roots he had compiled. 
My relations with the local members of the government Indian agency (FUNAI, the 
National Indian Agency) were even more tenuous than with the missionaries, since the 
Indigenous Post (as their station was called) was located about two hours by foot outside of 
Kaxmi. The Post was originally set up in the area to guard the reservation from intruders and 
to develop economic projects among the Waiwai. However (as I discuss later), the local 
agents at the Post received little support from regional or national FUNAI headquarters, and 
their relations with the Waiwai deteriorated as their projects and promised payments 
repeatedly fell through. Because of these strained feelings, the agents rarely came to the 
village, and then only to hitch rides to or from the area on missionary planes. Their relations 
with the mission were just as strained, since both were in competition for the Waiwai's 
loyalty, which the mission, with its more stable financial resources, was clearly winning. 
Being female, it was easy for me to develop ties with Waiwai women, since most 
daily subsistence tasks were divided along gender lines and usually involved cooperation 
among members of the same sex from two or three related households. Given my research 
topic, however, I wanted to have access to both men and women. I took advantage of my 
role as a foreigner to develop relations with male as well as female informants. In Waiwai 
society, it is the men who negotiate relations with outsiders, cross ethnic boundaries, and 
bring foreign resources into the village. Women are considered to be on the "inside"; they 
rarely go to Brazilian towns, do not speak directly to male visitors, and tend to reside 
uxorilocally after marriage. Although the behavioral norms associated with my role as a 
single female conflicted with my foreign identity, I exploited their contradictions to push 
limits and renegotiate my role. As a non-related outsider, I was addressed by a simplified 
set of generic kinship terms, which permitted a certain degree of informality to develop based 
on the metaphor of cognatic relations: I was called "Grandchild" (Okgpuff) by the elderly; 
"Elder Sister" (Aa6) by men of my generation, whom I was told to address reciprocally as 
'"Elder Brother9' (Nooflo); "Sister" (Oyakno) by women of my generation, whom I also 
addressed as Oyakno (a term of address used by parallel same-sex cousins rather than sisters 
of the same nuclear family); and "Grandmother" (&a&) by children. Using these terms 
precluded the awkward formality or sexual overtones conveyed by terms for affines, as well 
as the intimate familiarity of terms used within the nuclear family.2 After the first year when 
I had proved I could be trusted not to engage in illicit affairs, I was allowed to interact freely 
with men or women and even travel without a female escort. 
During most of the first year of my fieldwork the Waiwai gave me a sort of public 
relations version of themselves, reiterating that they werey9peaceful people" (tawakem komo), 
they all loved each other, they had no conflicts, and so on and so forth. Since I had told them 
that I planned to write a book about them, the headman was concerned that what I put in that 
book should present a good image of them to Americans, who were the main source of 
financial support for the mission's medical and educational services, plane transportation, and 
Western commodities. I was not happy when I found out that in some public speeches he 
exhorted people not to repeat gossip or other "nasty talk" to me, since that would make 
foreigners think badly of them and might jeopardize their continued assistance. However, 
this did not unduly impede my research during the first year, since I was still learning the 
basics ofthe culture and language; moreover, my research focus, the contact expeditions, was 
something about which the community was proud and more than willing to discuss. I knew, 
though, that I would have to get beyond the superficial level if I wanted to understand what 
was really going on. 
After a brief trip to the new Waiwai village on the Rio Jatapuzinho (conducted with 
George Mentore, a British anthropologist who had worked with the Guyanese Waiwai), I 
returned to Kaxmi for my second year of fieldwork. This time the residents were much more 
forthcoming with me and willing to talk about political tensions and inter-household 
* After I became close to a particular couple (leaders of the Xerew social bloc) who 
were a generation older than me but not elderly, I experimented with changing our terms of 
address by proposing to call them "Father" (Apa) and "Mothery9 (Yeme), since, I pointed out, 
they were educating and feeding me as parents would, and since I called their grown children 
by sibling terms. Although at first this caused a lot of laughter, they agreed to go along with 
the suggestion and even announced it at a community meeting. Their interactions with me 
began to alter, involving more informality, "parental" advice, and food sharing, often framed 
by jokes that played on ow metaphorical parentkhild relationship. 
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disputes. I discovered that there were long-term political conflicts between the certain 
residents of Jatapuzinho and Kaxrni, and that the fissures created or widened by these 
conflicts seemed to run along lines that also distinguished social blocs within Kaxmi. I 
learned a great deal more about the competition between Kaxmi's headman, Yakuta, who 
wanted everyone to move to Jatapuzinho, and Xexewa, the main worker leader and head of 
the opposing faction that was against the move. Xexewa's faction interpreted my return to 
Kaxmi as a sign of my disapproval of the move, so they began to cultivate more intensive 
relations with me to garner support for their side. They let me in on valuable information 
about long-term struggles between different social blocs, factions, and villages, dating back 
to the their days in British Guiana when they began residing in the large confederated 
villages around the first mission. Furthermore, I was able to ask better questions and gather 
better data during this period, since I was becoming more fluent in the language and more 
attuned to underlying cultural assumptions. More people seemed willing to trust me with 
more sensitive information than before, perhaps because they began to take more interest in 
my understanding their society, perhaps simply because they were getting used to me hanging 
around and asking questions. No doubt, part of what made me more interesting was my role 
as an external ally in the political contests that were intensifying in the village. Factions 
sought my support, just as they sought that of the mission and FUNAI, as yet another 
argument for persuading people to take sides in the controversial move. Whatever the 
reasons, I found it gratifying to be told by many, "We are becoming fond of you." 
By the time I left Kaxmi in November 1986, thirty-one months after my first arrival, 
the Waiwai felt that they had "civilized" their anthropologist enough to send her forth to 
write their book. For my part, I felt I had enough of a grasp of the cultural context and 
political significance of their contact expeditions to venture an interpretation for a wider 
audience of anthropologists and other readers. This dissertation is the fruit of our reciprocal 
efforts. 
The impression one gets from many ethnographies of Lowland South America is that 
the cultural "authenticity" of indigenous groups depends on their social isolation and that 
contacts with non-Indians necessarily entail contamination and decay. As I prepared for 
fieldwork, several Brazilian colleagues opined that the reason no one had done recent 
research among the Waiwai was that American missionaries had "ruined their culture" and 
that there was "not much of interest left to study about them." The Waiwai's incorporation 
of Western commodities was similarly viewed as a sign of corrupted purity. For instance, 
curators at a Brazilian museum who asked me to bring back some Waiwai artifacts rejected 
any ornaments made of glass beads (used by the Waiwai for at least two centuries) as 
inauthentic novelties, but warmly accepted replicas of the same ornaments made out of 
seeds-items that the Waiwai produce purely for sale to tourist shops and which they 
consider evidence of Brazilians' crude aesthetic tastes. 
Such attitudes illustrate what Clifford (1988) describes as the "allegory" of virginal 
native cultures as fragile, passive entities that are violated and destroyed by the intrusion of 
Western contact. Although the allegory highlights the typical decimation, enslavement, or 
exploitation of indigenous peoples by Westerners, it paradoxically erases the specifically 
historical nature of such encounters, substituting it with an essentialized portrait that depicts 
these conflicts as the regrettable but inevitable result of inherent differences between the two 
cultures. It attributes agency only to the West, overlooks the possibility that indigenous 
societies may structure the encounter along their own lines, and fails to account for the 
greatest enigma of all: how, in the face of the such intense oppression and sheer brutality 
from Western colonizers, native cultures managed to survive at all. Indeed, the allegory 
works to undermine, not advance, efforts on behalf of their survival, since it portrays their 
cause as a lost one, doomed to failure in the face of the relentless advance of civilization. 
The Waiwai assimilation of Western traits must be viewed in its historical context. 
Even before their interaction with local colonists, government agents, or missionaries, fiom 
whom they adopted many elements, the Waiwai had a long history of actively procuring 
features from outside groups and tailoring them to their own system of values. Their sense 
of identity as Waiwai rests less on a determinate set of cultural traditions and more on an 
ability to continually transform external resources into internal means of social reproduction. 
To be 6'Waiwai" is to engage in a constant dialectic of "Waiwai-izing" that which is not 
Waiwai, while simultaneously altering that which was Waiwai by adopting that which was 
non-Waiwai. Paradoxically, it is through this reciprocal adulteration that the Waiwai 
reaffirm their authenticity. 
The Waiwai epitomize what Clifford meant when he wrote that "identity, considered 
ethnographically, must always be mixed, relational, and inventive" (1988:lO). As a 
"constructed domain of truth," Waiwai ethnogenesis is indeed a "hybrid, often discontinuous 
inventive process" (1988:lO). Their focus on "Waiwai-izing" remote groups whom they 
have contacted offers a prime example of how "identity is conjunctural, not essential," 
arising out of the juxtapositions of groups and the awareness of differences (1 988: 1 1). 
My review of the literature of the Guiana region before and after fieldwork gave me 
little help in developing a vocabulary for this conjunctural, relational character of Waiwai 
identity. Most works proceed on the positivist assumption that ethnic categories correspond 
to ethnic groups, that identity correlates with ethnonyms, and that ideological distinctions 
parallel sociological ones. Thus, for instance, Rivikre (1 966-67) claimed to have solved the 
mystery of the "true identity" of the enigmatic T a, an extinct group that used to live near 
the Waiwai, by collating data fiom reports about settlements called "Taruma" by surrounding 
groups on all sides. He treated discrepancies in the data as evidence of their migration, 
assimilation, or decimation. He overlooked the possibility that the intension and extension 
of the ethnonym "Taruma" might differ among neighboring groups in the region. 
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Jens Yde, a Danish anthropologist who studied material culture among the Waiwai 
in the 1950s, found the lack of clear-cut tribal divisions in the village confusing, but he 
blamed social decay following missionization, rather than his theoretical model, for such a 
muddle. To him, the diversity of groups residing in the conglomerate villages expanding 
near the mission represented "an extremely motley crowd, in which the components are 
losing their tribal characters and developing a uniformity, where it is impossible to assign the 
single individuals to the tribes to which they formerly belonged" (Yde 1965: 19-20). 
However, historical reports going back to reports in the nineteenth century suggest 
that many villages in this region comprised mixed ethnic groupings. One reason, no doubt, 
is that Western diseases had already wreaked havoc in this area, causing survivors to 
consolidate their settlements (Farage 1991; Hemming 1987). Evidence also suggests that 
intrinsic tendencies within the political dynamics of many groups in this region encouraged 
such alliances. Even Yde's colleague Fock, who studied Waiwai religion and society, saw 
great historical depth to the "gradual acculturation of the Waiwai by means of tribal mixing9? 
(Fock 1963 :9). In his 191 3- 14 expedition, Farabee likewise found all the villages composed 
of mixed ethnic origins (1 924: 176). Frikel(1958) argued that a widespread pattern existed 
in the Guianas of the "acculturation" of "wild tribes" by more "cultivated" ones through 
exchange and intermarriage. Although Rivi2re (1 984:40,5 1-53,8 1) dismisses data on mixed 
groupings as compromises between the ideals of endogamy and the demographics of 
survival, I am suspicious of the validity of portraits of these groups as self-contained or 
endocentric. The eagerness with which the contemporary Waiwai seek out contacts with 
distant peoples seems to add cogency to an alternative view. 
With the rise of anthropological interest in issues of "ethnicity," many Amazonianists 
have questioned the ontological nature of the "tribe" and replaced it with notions of ethnic 
or group "identity" (see, e.g., Cardoso de Oliveira 1976; Viveiros de Castro 1977; C. Hugh- 
os 1980; Jackson 1991). This opens up the forum to considering the 
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indigenous ethnologies of intergroup relations, since "ethnicity9' is a symbolic construct that 
emerges in the interface of contacts with various kinds of Others in an on-going historical 
process. As a cultural construct, ethnic identity engages other domains of socially significant 
categories. As a relational category, it selectively activates certain facets of contrast, 
parallelism, or gradation vis-a-vis different categories of Others. As a dialectic, it is subject 
to a continual process of construction, historical accrual, renewal, and transformation. 
My research was premised on the conviction that ethnic identity cannot be confined 
to relations between indigenous groups, but must also be examined within the broader 
context of contacts between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. The Waiwai case 
dramatizes how the two dimensions intersect each other in the construction of social identity. 
For the villagers with whom I worked, what it meant to be "Waiwai" in relation to other 
ethnic groups, both native and foreign, was not an idle play of theoretical niceties, but a vital 
topic of robust debate and innovation. 
For many years, anthropologists working in Lowland South America approached 
interethnic relations between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples as a problem of 
"acculturation." The dominant models in acculturation studies were the syncretistic and the 
developmental paradigms. The syncretistic models tended to approach "culture" as if it were 
a recipe combining certain proportions of each society in contact (e.g., Butt 1960; Frikel 
197 1 ; Schaden 1974 [1954]). These models lined up the belief systems of two societies "in 
contact" and then searched for similarities and differences between them. While this may 
have been a useful starting point, their comparisons too often remained stuck at the level of 
culture trait descriptions or functional analysis. It is useful to recall Jean Comarofl's 
statement (1985:13) that each native society will respond differently to similar outside 
influences, depending on its cultural configuration. Simply to identify parallels between the 
two cultures in contact is to beg the question of whether these similarities in form represent 
similarities of meaning. Or, as Cunha states, 
The traditional nature of a group cannot be measured, in effect, by the persistence of 
its old style of dress, agricultural techniques, or houses, but, rather, by the 'use9 it 
makes of its old categories as organizing principles of lived reali ty... [Non- 
Indians] ... seem to have furnished new signifiers but not new signifieds. (Cunha 
1 978:s [my translation]) 
Like acculturation studies in general, syncretistic models ultimately mistook mere 
taxonomies for cultural analysis. 
On the other hand, developmental paradigms posited a unidirectional sequence of 
stages in the trajectory of social change as indigenous societies reacted to contact with 
Western society. The assimilation model proposed by Darcy Ribeiro (1968, 1970) was 
perhaps the most influential of these paradigms in Amazonian studies. In Ribeiro's view, the 
determinant factors of change induced in native societies are the socioeconomic 
characteristics of the encompassing national society. Acknowledging that the national 
society does not impinge on native societies as a monolithic whole, he discussed different 
types of "fronts of expansionY9--e.g., the "extractivist front," the "pastoral front," and the 
"agricultural front'?--each a partial instantiation of the broader economic system of the 
national society (Ribeiro 1 970).3 Each of these fronts wreaks its own particular impact upon 
the indigenous societies whose labor and lands it exploits. The type, rate, and degree of 
"a~sirnilation'~ of each indigenous group into Brazilian society vary according to the 
dynamics of each economic front. However, Ribeiro asserted more simplistically that, for 
any given historical moment, each group could be classified along a spectrum of 
acculturation from "remote" to "assimilated." The process of incorporation is thus 
essentially a narrative of indigenous deculturation. With intentional irony, he called this 
transformation the "civilizing process" (1968). His approach to the incorporation of 
indigenous societies into national Brazilian society paralleled the paradigm utilized at the 
Frikel(1971) added the "missionary front" as a fourth type of economic frontier. 
Elsewhere I have suggested a fifth, the recently emerging "environmentalist front9' (Howard 
n.d. [1990]). 
intemational level by anthropologists influenced by world systems theory, such as Wolf 
(1 982), who portrayed non-Western societies as being relentlessly swallowed up by the 
Western capitalist system. 
Although Ribeiro formulated this model to decry the destruction of Amazonian 
cultures, his model risked reproducing within the field of anthropology the biases of an 
earlier age. Like Lewis Henry Morgan's model of social evolution (1964 [1877]), the 
yardstick was Western "ci~ilization,~~ in comparison to which "primitive" societies were 
arranged in a hypothesized series of "stages" that gradually narrowed their cultural distance 
fiom the West. Ribeiro's developmental model collapsed the diversity of responses by 
indigenous groups to various contact situations into a unidimensional axis based on their 
degree of approximation to Brazilian national society. More insidiously, it portrayed native 
groups as merely reactive, the dependent counterpart to the active role played by the several 
fronts presented by the Brazilian economy. Ribeiro largely ignored the impact of indigenous 
economic, political, or cultural factors on the local Western front or even on the contact 
situation. However, events of the past few decades in Brazil have been undermining the 
unidirectional assumptions of his model, as indigenous groups have become increasingly 
effective in their political strategies for resisting their supposedly "inevitable" assimilation. 
The research project coordinated by Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira in the 1960s and 
'70s on "Areas of Interethnic Friction" sought to redress the problems of the developmental 
paradigm. This project investigated the sociological variables of both societies in contact 
and focusing on the contact situation itself as a microsociological system generated in 
specific historical encounters (Cardoso de Oliveira 1968,1972 119641). He argued that both 
the indigenous society and the segment of the national society that interact with each other 
have their own social systems, which are mutually contradictory and therefore generate 
"friction." He sent out students to collect data on various contact situations, which he 
analyzed in terms of their "interethnic systems of social relations." By comparing these 
interethnic systems, Cardoso de Oliveiraplanned to develop a taxonomy of relevant variables 
and constants (1976:55). The results, however, were superficial, based on the contrasting 
categories of social relations such as "symmetry/asymmetry," "hierarchylegalitarianism," and 
6'subjugation~domination.99 Although presented as heuristic descriptions, these labels ended 
up serving as explanations. Drained of cultural substance in order to let the bare sociological 
bones show through, the comparisons were overgeneralized, the argumentation tautological. 
More illuminating were some of Cardoso de Oliveira's other concepts concerning 
ethnicity as a symbolic construct. His notion of "ethnic identification" referred to the 
generative process by which an identity as "Indian" develops in contrast to the c6non-Indian," 
and vice versa, within a particular interethnic encounter (Cardoso de Oliveira 1960, 1972 
[1964]). Years later, he amplified this notion by situating it within a multifaceted cultural 
context, leading to his concept of "ethnic articulation," the dialectical relationship between 
contrastive notions of ethnic identity that emerge from a historically situated, ideological 
"culture of contact" (Cardoso de Oliveira 1976). Ie this innovation, his untranslated 
Portuguese texts anticipated the more widely-known English publication on ethnicity edited 
by Fredrik Barth (1969a). Studies utilizing a cultural, relational approach to indigenous 
ethnicity have been gaining momentum and developing in new directions as symbolic 
approaches to identity take on more rigor and as political developments make ethnicity ever 
more relevant (see, e.g., Drummond 1974, 1977; Comissiio pro-]indio 1983; Turner 1988b; 
Vilaqa 1 996; Ramos 1998). 
Another important dimension of ethnic identity that Cardoso de Oliveira (1976) has 
addressed is the connection linking interethnic relations between Amerindians and 
Westerners, on the one hand, and relations among various indigenous groups, on the other. 
Until recently, this metalevel of interrelationships had not received much attention. 
However, more studies using this perspective have been appearing lately, such as the 
volumes on history, myth, and ethnogenesis edited by Hill (1988, 1996) and another on 
warfare and colonialism edited by Ferguson and Whitehead (1 992). 
With the exception of some of the works cited above, the Guiana region is hardly 
ready for such syntheses of interethnic relations. This is partly due, I would argue, to the 
focus on a reified notion of "society" that continues to haunt much of the regional literature 
and which hinders the development of relational, interactionist paradigms, whether among 
native groups or between them and national populations. Many of the ethnographies in the 
Guianas portray each society or community as if it formed an ideally autonomous or 
endocentric unit, an ideal, however, which can never be fully realized. A typical example 
is Fock9s assertion about the Waiwai of the 1950s: 
The individual Waiwai seems to possess a natural tendency towards isolation. 
Among other things this urge would seem to be rooted in the occupation of hunting, 
which is spoiled when too many congregate ... Fear of disagreements seems often to 
result in a conscious isolation between village groups ... These tendencies, which can 
cause family groups of 10-20 persons to isolate themselves in a village community, 
are counteracted by the need for a certain communication. This reciprocal effect has 
already been reflected in the history of the Waiwai, where repeated divisions of the 
tribe (isolation) were succeeded by a vigorous admixture with other tribes. (Fock 
1963:233,238) 
Based on statements such as this, Rivikre's interpretation (1 984) of the ethnographic literature 
on the Guianas pushes this endocentric perspective to its theoretical extreme. Arguing that 
there is essentially "no society outside the settlement," he claims that Guiana villagers "wish 
to lead an isolated and self-contained existence from which otherness is excluded" through, 
for instance, their "almost universal preference for settlement endogamy, which ... implies 
kindred endogamy as well" (1984:98, 71, 40). He treats the voluminous data that might 
suggest a contrary view-trade, migration, intermarriage, etc.-as the imperfect realization 
of the "ideal" in the "real"; as a functional means to prevent the total isolation of the group 
that could lead to its extinction; or as the result of the "breakdown" of traditional patterns by 
the introjection of "exogenous" factors after contact with non-Indians. 
Like many of those whose works he reviews, Rivikre uses an atomistic notion of the 
ity derived from an essentialized model of society. Asserting that "It is safe to start 
from the position that the settlement is an autonomous unit," he focuses on its social 
organization to search for "mechanisms9' and "institutions" (such as "two-line prescriptive 
relationship terminology," "endogamous bilateral kindred," and "gynecostatism9') that give 
some form of regularity to the apparent 66formlessness," individualism," and "looseness" of 
social interaction (1984:72, 4, 80-85, 102, 107). But finding only a minimum of such 
mechanisms, he concludes that in Guiana, "Society is no more than the aggregate of 
individually negotiated relationships" (1984:98). Rather than admit his own failure to 
understand Guianese sociology, he conveniently concludes that groups in this region 
represent the "simplest societies" in all of Lowland South America (1 984: 102). 
It is questionable whether this alleged simplicity is indeed an attribute of the 
ethnographic reality or, rather, an artifact of an approach that looks in the wrong place for 
principles that order Guiana societies. The problems with such a model are similar to those 
arising from earlier notions of pristine "tribes," which Fried (1975) has effectively 
undermined. By using a reified notion of "society" and focusing on the settlement as an a 
priori autonomous unit, the entire realm of supralocal relations is relegated to a secondary, 
derivative status. Yet it is precisely in this domain of intervillage and interethnic 
commingling that some of the key aspects of Guiana social life are found. The plethora of 
evidence that regional relations structure local organization in significant ways suggests that 
this broader dimension warrants more sophisticated theories than the prevailing reductionist 
approaches. The need to develop a model adequate to the ethnographic facts is especially 
acute in the case of the Waiwai, who are not only made up of at least a dozen amalgamated 
named groups, but whose kaleidoscopic transitions among multiple identities call into 
question the very notion of the swial "group" with which we are dealing. 
To avoid thinking of these groups as hypothetically independent units that 
subsequently came into contact, we need to consider the system of relations as primary, and 
the groups within the system as particular refractions of these relations. The challenge is as 
much epistemological as it is ethnographic: epistemological, since each time we shifl our 
attention from the system of interrelationships to the groups that are thus interrelated, we risk 
essentializing those groups; ethnographic, since the very fact that members of the Waiwai 
villages use labels to name these groups suggests a kind of indigenous es~entialism.~ The 
resolution to these problems lies in understanding that these "groups" are provisional 
categories, not fixed entities; that these categories derive their meaning from their position 
within a spectrum of relations; and that any particular set of categories is only one way of 
dividing up a spec and conceptualizing a system of differences and similarities. Our 
ethnographic task is thus exploring what types of meanings our informants associate with 
certain sets of categories they use in certain social contexts, and how these meanings vary 
in different contexts in which different categories become relevant. In other words, we want 
to comprehend why our informants appear to reify social groups, rather than incorporate such 
reifications into our own theoretical models. 
To meet these challenges, I urge that we think of the groups comprising the Waiwai 
social universe by using models of ethnic identity. More specifically, I argue that the Waiwai 
employ multiple codes of ethnicity, that is, variable modes of conceptualizing social 
interaction in terms of cultural categories of affiliation. These codes are symbolic constructs 
that the Waiwai selectively invoke according to context-specific conditions to produce 
particular contrasts between self and other, "us" and "them," insiders and outsiders. Rather 
than treat these ethnic categories as preexistent groups, I explore how the Waiwai construct 
such categories in certain situations and reconstruct them in others. 
I would like to thank Marcio Silva (personal communication), anthropologist of the 
Wahiri-Atroari, for this perceptive point. 
The approach I will take in this dissertation utilizes a generative model of symbolic 
exchange to understand the processes of constructing identity. As Mauss argued, exchanges 
"give the two sides an identity" (1 969 [I9251 : 1 8), which Merleau-Ponty elaborated by 
stating, "exchange [is] not an effect of society, but society itself in act," (1964 [1960]: 1 16). 
If so, then the give and take of everyday life may provide ideal access to how social 
categories are formulated, how power relations are negotiated, and how ethnic identities are 
constituted and historically reconstituted. This approach necessitates expanding the range 
of resources beyond the typically "economic" (food, commodities, labor, money, land) to 
also include more abstract notions such as nurture, potency, growth, knowledge, souls, and 
persons. I argue that a common system of values and cultural assumptions informs the logic 
of exchange and the formulation of ethnic identity. Moreover, the Waiwai themselves 
discuss ethnic transformations in the language of exchange, and, conversely, conduct 
cumulative series of exchanges that eventually cross-and constitute--ethnic boundaries. 
In their view, becoming Waiwai is something that occurs only through patient and protracted 
"work on people" (etapiGka~Yzo tooto poko), a phrase used for conception, dispute 
resolutions, and pacifying the "fierce peoples." Thus, both theoretically and 
ethnographically, an approach that lends substance and specificity to the notions of ethnicity 
and identity by tracing their construction through symbolic exchanges has the potential of 
yielding valuable insights into the Waiwai contact expeditions. 
In the chapter following this introduction, I ask the most basic question that 
confronted me throughout my research, "Who are the 'Wai~a i ' ?~  I present an initial portrait 
of the Waiwai by outlining the problem of ethnonyms, ethnographic portraits, and ethnic 
identification. I review accounts of the past three centuries to trace who the Waiwai were 
according to non-native observers, making use of the admittedly sparse historical data for 
early encounters, but focusing on the much more thorough documentation of the past four 
decades, which witnessed some of the most dramatic phases of Waiwai ethnogenesis as they 
entered into sustained contact with non-Indians. The narratives by both sides in these 
interethnic encounters share a sense of confronting the Other, an exotic alien, which triggered 
a corollary self-consciousness. The next section brings the historical accounts up to date 
with an ethnographic overview of the village of Kaxmi, the main site of my fieldwork. I then 
analyze the multiple criteria that lie behind various identity claims made by village members, 
which coalesce in alternate "codes of ethnicity." 
In Chapter 111, I diagram the Waiwai universe by building up a map of social relations 
in several overlays. I first describe the two broad dimensions of social space-time, vertical 
and horizontal, and then focus on the various categories of people who populate concentric 
zones radiating out from the center of the terrestrial level. This leads to a discussion of the 
Waiwai's ethnocentric classification of social relations. Next, I focus on the spatial layout 
of Kaxrni, which is divided into four neighborhoods, each headed by a leader who founded 
it and convinced the families of his kin, affines, and other groups to settle around him. I 
describe the composition of each neighborhood and then propose an abstract model of the 
developmental cycle of neighborhood formation. The final section follows the Waiwai to 
their gardens and seasonal camps. The socio-agricultural cycles of crop production and 
exchange that surround these gardens form the basic organizing framework for the annual 
rhythms of village life. 
My aim in Chapter IV is to explore the values and practices that orient the Waiwai 
invention of community. First I analyze the schema of social sentiments the villagers employ 
to describe and evaluate the conduct of each other and outside groups. Leaders are 
responsible for ridding the village of dangerous sentiments and inducing a state of 
peacefulness. One of the main avenues for exercising leadership is through persuasive 
oratory delivered at public gatherings, which I discuss in the next section. Finally, I describe 
the ritual occasions when the community reinvigorates itself through an intensified period 
of collective effervescence (Durkheim 1965 [1912]), which the Waiwai describe as a time 
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of "j~yfulness.~' In these rituals, a quasi-mythic state of primal homogeneity is recreated and 
then gradually differentiated by introducing a series of contrasts based on complementary 
exchanges, which become integrated into a totality representing Waiwai society. 
The regional exchange network in which the Waiwai participate is the subject of 
Chapter V. The trade specialties of Kaxmi are hunting dogs and talking parrots, which, I 
argue, represent metaphorical "substitutes9' for persons. These pets are traded for Western 
manufactured items, such as metal tools and pots, cloth, and beads, which serve as vehicles 
for appropriating the powers of non-Indians. I then pay special attention to the symbolism 
of glass beads, which the Waiwai consider to be the most valuable of foreign wealth items 
they can acquire through trade. Beads are also thought to be capable of transforming "fierce 
peoples" into "peaceful peoples" like themselves. 
In Chapter VI, I examine in greater detail the history of the Waiwai's contact 
expeditions and their ideology of pacifying the "unseen tribes." I narrate the two major series 
of expeditions undertaken by members of Kaxmi village over its fifteen year history, one set 
focused on contacts with the Waimiri-Atroari, the other concentrating on the Karafawyana. 
The initiation, elaboration, and conclusion of a series ofjourneys to a particular ethnic group 
formed what I call an "expedition cycle." These cycles followed a developmental trajectory 
through time and space, which I analyze as a template for contemplating, organizing, and 
pursuing other developmental cycles, such as the life careers of influential leaders, the 
growth and decline of Waiwai settlements, and the origin and eschatology of Christian 
cosmology. I then examine in detail the Waiwai's ideological portrayals of their first 
contacts with "unseen tribes," why these peoples are so prone to hostility, and how the 
Waiwai initiate the stages of "pacification." 
After these newly-contacted peoples are persuaded to move into Waiwai villages, 
they must undergo aprotracted process of resocialization. In Chapter VII, I analyze the steps 
in their "Waiwai-ization" through three main arenas of social exchange: the circulation of 
food, spouses, and knowledge. garden labor, and plots; marital exchanges of sisters and, 
later, cross-cousins; and transfers of knowledge, in which the Waiwai teach the newcomers 
about non-Indians, the Waiwai language, and proper forms of Christian conduct. It takes 
several generations until the descendants of a foreign group are considered to be fwll 
"Waiwai" citizens-and even then, they maintain elements of their original identity. At the 
same time that the Waiwai are reworking the identity of the "fierce peoples," they are 
reworking their own through a reciprocal process of ethnogenesis. This dialectic also entails 
redefining their relations with Western missionaries, colonists, and government agents. As 
each of these contingents has expanded their presence and control into northern Arnazonia, 
they have demonstrated great interest in the Waiwai's contact expeditions on the edge of the 
frontier. The Waiwai have astutely exploited such interest in strategic ways to achieve their 
demands for economic assistance, land rights, medical services, and, most recently, political 
representation. At an even broader level, the Waiwai believe that contacting, pacifling, and 
evangelizing the "hidden tribes" is a form of exchange with God and Jesus, who will "repay" 
them with immortality after the Last Judgment. Ultimately, I argue, what lies at the heart of 
their expedition is a hope of collective ethnic resurrection. By expanding their influence over 
their social cosmology, the expeditions allow the Waiwai to ritually transform themselves 
into active agents of their own creation and remold the universe into a reflection of 
themselves. In so doing, they recapitulate the radical creativity of their ancestor figures, both 
autochthonous and Christian, thus guaranteeing their social reproduction and cultural 
regeneration. What makes the expedition paradigm so compelling for the Waiwai is thus its 
capacity to epitomize, in a complex and condensed form, the many facets of Waiwai power: 
sociocultural, personal, political, economic, ethnic, biological, and cosmological. 
As a way of reviewing major themes of the preceding pages, Chapter VIII considers 
a humorous version of contacts between the Waiwai and "fierce" peoples through a type of 
improvisation called "The  visitor^^^ performed during seasonal festivals. In these parodies, 
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actors impersonating ly, backwards tribes who have come to visit the Waiwai from 
distant locales. Other actors representing the Waiwai hosts do their best to meet their guests' 
imperious demands for food, trade goods, and marriage partners, in exchange for promises 
to conduct themselves peacefully. Through their negotiations, the Waiwai manage to teach 
their primitive guests more enlightened forms of behavior and cultural values. At the same 
time, the improvisations portray the visitors as sexually fertile, vibrant, and therefore 
appealing to the Waiwai, whose community needs to be revitalized through contacts with 
foreign visitors. 
As a coda, Chapter IX highlights the paradoxes of Waiwai ethnicity, which provoke 
in them a sense of incomplete identity but which also stimulate the dynamism of their 
society. One of the core contradictions of Waiwai identity was disclosed to me shortly 
before the end of my fieldwork by one of my main informants. I argue that their contact 
expeditions and their (re)construction of ethnic identities through exchange represent an 
effort to resolve such contradictions, something which is, of course, impossible. 
The final appendixes contain detailed data supporting various analyses and 
interpretations presented in the body of this thesis. The first lists historical sources and 
population figures for the Waiwai and related groups, dating back to 1720. The second 
appendix includes a household census of Kaxmi and several demographic charts. Since 
language served as a prominent emblem of ethnic identity, the third appendix presents the 
results of a linguistic survey I conducted on the five main languages and dialects used in 
Kaxmi: Waiwai, Katuena, Hixkaryana, Xerew, and Mawayana. The last appendix contains 
translations of sample texts of public speeches by various Waiwai leaders, to illustrate some 
of the discursive materials used in my analyses; besides, what the Waiwai have to say is far 
richer than I could ever paraphrase. A bibliographic list of references consulted for this 
research brings this dissertation to a close. 
CHAPTER I1 
0 THE WAIWAI? 
A common piece of advice given to novice fieldworkers is to spend the first few 
weeks of research introducing themselves to each household by collecting basic census data. 
This not only provides useful data right away, but allows people to get acquainted with the 
anthropologist's research through a fairly innocuous form of questioning, In my case, census 
gathering also provided the Waiwai with a new source of comedy. To my naive question, 
"To which tribe do you belong?", villagers laughed and made comments such as, "1 have no 
idea!" or "Who knows, maybe the Tortoise People, we only eat leaves!" Wondering what 
fauxpas I had committed, I rephrased my question with specLfic ethnonyms by asking, "Are 
you Waiwai? Mawayana? Xerew?' but this simply triggered more jokes. Only later, during 
the festival season, did I discover that my question echoed the opening line of a caricature 
called Pawana, "The Visitors," which parodied backward guests from "unseen tribes." 
So who are the Waiwai? As I discovered over the next two and a half years, the 
apparent simplicity of the question masks unsuspected complexities about ethnicity and 
alterity. In this chapter, I first consider answers fkom the perspectives of government 
officials, missionaries, and colonists. After musing over the puzzle of ethnonyms, I review 
the historical and ethnographic sources in the literature on the Waiwai and related groups. 
Next, I compare the narratives produced by missionaries and these peoples about their first 
contacts. I then trace the development of the post-contact, multiethnic "Waiwai" villages, 
especially Kaxmi, my main field site. Finally, I explore the criteria used by villagers ta 
determine ethnic identity. Because their identity claims are situationally variable, but 
nonetheless patterned, I argue that they be analyzed in terms of multiple codes of identity. 
An Initial Portrait 
Since ethnicity becomes salient at the interface of groups that define themselves in 
contrast to each other, let us start by asking how outsiders answer the question, "Who are the 
Waiwai?Teplies vary according to which group of outsiders is being asked. Members of 
the Brazilian state, the Protestant mission, and the colonist fiontier have differing opinions 
that reflect their particular relationship to the Waiwai. As heirs to Western ideological 
traditions, however, they all share certain assumptions about indigenous peoples, considering 
them to be more "childish," "unenlightened," or "primitive" than themselves. As Ramos 
argues, it is crucial that we interrogate the "surreptitious meanings" of such notions in order 
to understand how they contribute to "the picture of the Indian of the interethnic 
imagination" (1 998: 14). 
From the perspective of the Brazilian state, the Waiwai are defined as one of many 
different groups of "Indians," an ambiguous term with extensive legal ramifications. The 
Federal Indian Statute specifies the status of Brazilian citizens classified as 661ndians" without 
actually defming the label. When the Statute was adopted in 1973, the Brazilian Constitution 
did not even use the word indios to refer to indigenous peoples, instead calling them 
silvicolas, a term denoting "forest-dwellers" (thus excluding urban Indians) and connoting 
"primitive," "wild," and "savage" (selvagern, derived fiom the same Latin root "silvaticus"). 
Official Brazilian censuses have classified people only on the basis of skin color, leading 
indigenous peoples to be listed aspardo, "brown," a catch-all category that is also used for 
any descendant of "black-white" or other interethnic unions (Oliveira 1999).' The 
contradiction between the specific, far-reaching legal rights guaranteed to indigenous 
Brazilians, on the one hand, and the lack of clear definitions for any term used to refer to 
The 1970 national census even eliminated questions about skin color, since military 
nt officials considered such questions to be racially divisive and an impediment to 
the pan-Brazilian national identity they were trying to promote (Oliveira 1999). 
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them, on the other, allowed the law to be manipulated in ways that severely curtailed the 
exercise of those rights. 
In an attempt to eliminate this contradiction, indigenous rights supporters successfblly 
lobbied Congress during deliberations for the new Brazilian Constitution of 1988 to use the 
term "Indians9' for persons who identifl themselves as belonging to a community that 
maintains historical ties with pre-Colurnbian peoples living in the Ameri~as.~ The most 
reliable figures (compiled by the Instituto Socioambiental of Silo Paulo) estimate that the 
population conforming to this definition is between 280,000 and 300,000, approximately .2% 
of a total national population of some 149,000,000 Brazilians (Ricardo 1996:xii). 
However, the 1973 Federal Indian Statute has still not been revised. It considers 
indios to be only "relatively capable" persons, rendering them wards of the Brazilian state, 
which exercises the power of guardianship (poder tutelar). Viewed as more capable than 
children, but less so than full adult citizens, Indians were assigned this status because their 
social, cultural, and linguistic differences from the nation-state allegedly render them unable 
to exercise or comprehend the responsibilities of full citizenship. Their lack of familiarity 
with Brazilian laws and codes of conduct means that they are not deemed accountable for 
certain acts, such as committing crimes, signing contracts, or selling land, for which "fully 
capable adults" are held liable. The civil status of "relatively capable" persons provides a 
certain degree of legal protection needed by certain interstitial categories of Brazilian 
citizens, such as minors between sixteen and seventeen years old, mentally deficient adults, 
and native peoples (Dallari 1983; s 1998: 15-24). In practice, however, this status has 
allowed the government to deny Indians their full rights as citizens (Lima 1995; Souza Filho 
Although some U.S. Americans may take exception to the term "Indian," its use was 
supported by indigenous rights organizations that lobbied the 1988 Constitutional hearings, 
who argued that the term represented a vast improvement over silvi'cola. As their next step, 
these organiqtions are urging the Federal gove nt to replace the 1973 Indian Statute 
(Estatuto do Indio) with a new "Statute of Indigenous Societies" (Estatuto das Sociedades 
Indigenas), which will shift the focus away from individual rights to group rights (such as 
collectively-held territories). 
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1983,1998). Serving as the legal guardian of the Indians is the Fundaqiio Nacional do fndio 
(the National Indian Agency), commonly known by its acronym FUNAI. Prior to the more 
progressive Constitution of 1988, FUNAI and its precursor, the Servigo do Proteqiio aos 
fndios (Indian Protection Service, or SPI), were charged with the task of "acculturating" and 
"assimilating" its wards into Brazilian society. The effects of such policies were to 
incorporate native peoples into the national economy and deprive them of their native 
cultures, languages, and lands.3 For the first time, the 1988 Constitution overturned such 
policies and stated that Indian communities have a right to maintain their own cultures, to 
speak and be taught in their own languages, and to use the resources of their own lands 
(Souza Filho 1998). Despite these progressive clauses, indigenous peoples continue to suffer 
pressures fiom the national society to assimilate (Ramos 1998; Ricardo 1996). 
If Brazilian government officials considered the Waiwai to be relatively 
unacculturated, the missionaries residing in Waiwai villages in the 1980s considered them 
to be relatively evangelized. These fundamentalists, who worked under the umbrella of the 
Unevangelized Fields Mission (UFM), an international nondenominational Protestant 
organization, felt that the seeds of Christianity had been successfully planted among the 
Waiwai and were beginning to bear fruits. They saw the Waiwai as a testament to the power 
of Jesus to enter the hearts of the unredeemed and cause them to be reborn as "Children of 
God" (Dowdy 1963). Although the Waiwai still needed guidance in interpreting the 
Scriptures, they were now carrying Christ's Word to other Indians living even deeper in the 
The SPI lasted from 19 10 to 1967. After exposCs about corruption within SPI and 
abuse of native peoples by SPI agents, it was replaced with FUNAI. Control over §PI and 
FUNAI was shifted from one government department to another over the years (e.g., the 
Ministries of Defense, Agriculture, Education, Labor, etc.), all of which pursued aims that 
were at odds with the interests of indigenous peoples (Oliveira 1990). During my fieldwork, 
FUNAI was subsumed within the Ministry of the Interior, which was charged with 
developing the economic potential of the country's natural resources, a goal to which the 
Indians' welfare was sacrificed. To prevent such contradictions fiom arising in the future, 
the new Constitution of 1988 placed the responsibility for protecting Indian rights directly 
within the Federal Prosecutor's Office and demoted FUNAI to an auxiliary role (Ricardo 
1991). 
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jungle of darkness (Dowdy 1995). UFM missionaries subscribed to the fundamentalist 
doctrine that salvation depended solely upon accepting Jesus Christ as one's personal savior. 
This meant that unevangelized peoples were irrevocably condemned to the fires of Hell, 
since they had not even heard about Jesus and therefore had not accepted him (the argument 
that they had not rejected him either and therefore could not be damned carried no weight 
with UFM). Evangelism thus involved bringing the Light-the story of Jesus Christ-to the 
unenlightened and thereby giving them a chance to make a choice for salvation. Thus, while 
the Brazilian state has paternalistically treated the Waiwai as legal minors, the North 
American mission has urged them to adopt Jesus into their hearts and thus become Children 
of God, the Father. 
From the point of view of local colonists living near the Rio AnaG in the territory 
of Roraima, the Waiwai are usurpers of the rich Brazil-nut groves that line the banks of the 
river. Although archaeological and historical data indicates that the upper Anaua was 
formerly occupied by indigenous peoples, they periodically migrated elsewhere. The ecology 
of the region was not conducive to rubber trees, protecting the inhabitants fiom the rubber 
boom that ravaged other parts of the Amazon in the early twentieth century. Although the 
abundant Brazil-nut trees represented a marketable commodity, access to them was difficult, 
since the Waimiri-Atroari staunchly defended their territory around rivers that served as the 
main thoroughfares in the region. It was only when the Brazilian government opened up 
roads through the area in the 1970s (decimating the Waimiri-Atroari as well as offering 
alternative access) that colonists could successfully harvest the Brazil-nut groves along the 
Rio Anaua to supplement their meager incomes. Soon afier the Waiwai moved from Guyana 
to the Anauh headwaters in the 1970s, they began to harvest the nuts as well. For several 
years, colonist and Indian coexisted peacefully and shared the abundant resources. But when 
FUNAI declared the area to be a Waiwai reservation in 1979, confiscated the harvests of 
colonists who were now defined as "trespassers," and organized the Waiwai to sell the Brazil 
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nuts themselves, interethnic relations soon soured (Corbineau 1979; Gonqalves 1979). The 
colonists began to view the Waiwai as the illegitimate beneficiaries of preferential policies 
that unfairly disadvantaged full Brazilian citizens like themselves. Although fortunately no 
incidents of violence took place, many of the colonists took out their resentment by cheating 
the Waiwai whenever transactions of cash, commodities, or labor took place between them. 
Whether viewed as adult children, redeemed sinners, or privileged inferiors, all of 
these portraits formed interlocking facets of the contradictions embedded in the status of 
native peoples. Irreconcilable but unavoidable, these logical discrepancies have generated 
tensions and inequalities at the local level whenever the Waiwai interact with members of 
non-indigenous society. 
If these assorted opinions about the Waiwai by their non-Indian contemporaries 
simply serve to distort our understanding of their identity, perhaps the historical record can 
shed some light on who they are. 
The origins of the ethnonym "Waiwai" have faded into the misty realm of folk 
etymologies. Compounding the problem is the multiplicity of languages used by various 
outsiders-Danish, English, German, French, Portuguese, and Dutch-who attempted to 
transcribe ethnonyms used by or for this people, yielding Wai Wai, Waiwd, Woyawai, 
Ouayeoud, Uaiuai, Weij weij, etc. The most common ethnographic explanation for their 
name is that it comes fiom the Wapixana term for "tapioca." The Wapixana are the Waiwai's 
northern neighbors on the savannahs of British Guiana, who usually served as guides for 
Westerners visiting the Waiwai. Roth (1929:~) was told that the name described the lighter 
skin color of the Waiwai, who lived in dense forests that protected them fiom the sun. A 
different Wapixana explanation I heard was that the Waiwai earned the name because of the 
huge quantities of fermented tapioca drinks they used to serve at intervillage festivals. When 
I asked the Waiwai, they said it had no meaning, saying, "It's just a name." One informant 
said that the name only caught on when missionaries came in the 1950s: 
-4 I -  
We hardly ever heard the name "Waiwai" until the missionaries came saying, "Yes! 
That is what your neighbors call you, 'Waiwai,' 'Waiwai,' 'Those are the Waiwai' is 
what they keep saying." "Is that so?' we said. "Well, you can call us that if you 
like." So that's what they continued to call us. Now when a visitor like you asks 
what our name is, we say, "We're called 'Waiwai,' that's apparently what our name 
is." But we didn't used to call ourselves anything; we felt too shy to use our names. 
Some historical reports, however, suggest that at least some people were willing to 
use this ethnonym much earlier. In 172 1, two Dutch explorers came across a village on the 
Essequibo River "whose inhabitants call themselves Weij weij" (Sanders 1721, in Bos 
198523). The pronunciation of this name in Dutch, Iwey weyl, is similar to the Waiwai term 
wewe, "tree, wood," which Farabee (1 924: 182) speculated might be the source oftheir name. 
One of the Dutch explorers added that the Weij weij village was surrounded "with all types 
of heavy trees. This nation makes from these big trees the most beautiful boats" (Sanders 
1721, in Bos 1985:8).4 Could the name "Waiwai" ("Tapioca People") be a Wapixana 
corruption of the autodenomination of "Wewe" ("'Forest People")? Unfortunately, this 
conjecture is merely one more variant in the origin myth of their ethnonym. 
One way to deal with these confusions over meanings and origins is to focus instead 
on how an ethnonyrn is used. During my fieldwork, the name "Waiwai" was used as a 
collective ethnic label by residents of four villages to the north and south of the Acarai 
Mountains, one in Guyana on the Essequibo River and three in Brazil on the Mapuera, 
Jatapuzinho, and Novo Rivers (see map in Fig. 1). These villages, with a total population 
of approximately 1,200 people in 1986, were in fact comprised of various overlapping groups 
whose members invoked alternative ethnic identities on different occasions. They included 
groups who called themselves Waiwai, Parukwoto, Taruma, Mawayana, Xerew, Katuena, 
Karafawyana, Tunayana, and Cikyana, as well as in-married individuals from neighboring 
This remark challenges Fock's speculation that the Waiwai did not travel by water 
or know how to make canoes or barkskins until the early twentieth century, when supposedly 
they learned such skills from the Wapixana (1963:6-9). 
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Hixkaryana, Wapixana, and Tiriy6 villages. The logic behind the invocation of various 
ethnonyms was complex but not random, as I will discuss later. Suffice it for now to 
highlight the open-ended, elastic nature of "Waiwai" identity. 
Historical and ethnographic informationon the groups that now live in the composite 
"Waiwai" settlements is thin but nevertheless better than in many regions of Brazil. Excerpts 

(A Critica 1976; Estado de Silo Paulo 1977; Fogtrnan 1979; Folha da Tarde 1976; Folha de 
Silo Paulo 1979; FUNAI 1978; Globo 1976; Gonqalves 1979; Guinet 1979; Jornal do Brasil 
1976). Franqois Corbineau (1979) produced a documentary film about the new Waiwai 
reservation on the Rio Anauh in Roraima and the tensions it caused with local colonists 
(reviewed in Jornal de Santa Catarina 1982). The Centro Ecumenico de Documentqgo e 
Infomagilo (CEDI), a Brazilian indigenous rights organization, summarized missionary and 
government reports for an article on the multiethnic Waiwai settlement of Mapuera in the 
state of Par& (Ricardo 1983), which triggered my curiosity about those in Roraima. The 
Waiwai who remained in Guyana were the subject of doctoral research by George Mentore 
in 1979, who focused on their political economy (Mentore 1983-84, 1984, 1987). Their 
village was briefly visited again in 1985 by an anthropological research team that included 
Peter Roe (1989, 1990, n.d.[1985]) and Peter Siege1 (1985, 1987). Since my fieldwork in 
1984-86, two Brazilian graduate students conducted master's research among the Waiwai, 
one dealing with missionization in Mapuera (Ruben Caixeta de Queiroz 1999) and another 
examining settlement patterns and kinship in the village of Jatapuzinho (Carlos Machado 
Dias 2000). These, then, are the primary sources available on the groups who now live in 
"Waiwai" villages, which I use in the following historical sketch. 
The ethnographic literature for this region suggests that, before joining the 
multiethnic or confederated villages now identified as "Waiwai," older residents and their 
ancestors had lived in small settlements scattered throughout the Essequibo, Mapuera, and 
Trombetas river basins, which were interconnected through networks of trade, intermarriage, 
and cycles of rituals and feasting. Different villages became specialized in particular 
exchange items, due not so much to the economic need for unevenly distributed ecological 
resources, but more to the desire for social interdependence. Most of these groups spoke 
closely related Southern Guiana Carib languages, interspersed with a few Arawak-speaking 
 group^.^ Although raids and hostilities sometimes flared up, these groups shared a great 
many cultural features and a sense of common identity as "forest-dwel1ers"in contrast to 
"savannah-dwellers" like the Wapixana or Makuxi. Sociopolitical dynamics among these 
settlements represented a complex interplay of endogenous pressures, such as those arising 
from kinship, marriage, and leadership practices (Rivikre 1984). Pressures leading to 
domination or assimilation of one group by another were complemented by other factors 
leading to fissioning or warfare, while both were counterbalanced by features allowing 
groups to maintain a relative, if at times unstable, parity. Fock describes this history as an 
"interesting, ever-repeated process of tribal admixture and division" (1 963 :9). 
These endogenous dynamics were intensified and distorted by exogenous pressures 
arising from the effects, both direct and direct, of the arrival of non-indigenous populations 
on the continent. For example, we know from explorers' accounts (R. H. Schomburgk 1840- 
41, 1845; H. Coudreau 1886; 0. Coudreau 1903) that rubber-tappers, Brazil-nut gatherers, 
Maroon communities, and colonists were moving northward from the Amazon into the 
Branco, Mapuera, and Trombetas river basins. Brazilian slave-raiders made incursions as 
far north as the Essequibo River, while from the north and south came Carib and Manaos 
Indians who captured slaves for the Dutch (Hemming 1987; Whitehead 1990). Western 
commodities obtained in exchange for captives and labor filtered their way through native 
trade routes (Ferguson 1990; Farage 1 99 1). These various factors intensified competition 
among indigenous groups and pushed many into the territories of other groups, sparking 
intervillage hostilities, alliances, assimilation, or accommodation into the regional system. 
Linguistic data in the literature, as well as the surveys I collected in the field (see 
Appendix C), suggest that Waiwai and Katuena are dialects of the same language, and are 
osely related to Xerew and Hixkaryana, another pair of dialects; groups identified as the 
ikyana, Tunayana, and Karafawyana probably spoke related dialects. All of these belong 
what Migliazzo (1985) classified as the Southern Guiana branch of the Southern Carib 
linguistic family. e exceptions are Mawayana and Wapixana, which are Arawak 
languages, and T , an unidentified language that disappeared when the 1920s flu 
epidemic wiped out its speakers. 
Besides these foreign influences, missionaries were also active in the region. From 
1657 to the early 1700s, Jesuits and Carmelites missionized Taruma Indians on the Rio 
Negro, possibly the ancestors of the "T ' who later appeared on the upper Essequibo 
River (see Colson and Morton 1982 on the debate in the literature over the Tarurna). In 1725 
a mission was set up on the lower Nhamundh near the Amazon River among the "Wabui" 
(Hixkaryana and Xerew) who had been lured from the Trombetas. After Pombal secularized 
missions in 1759 and civil authorities tried to exploit the labor of resident Indians, the Wabui 
dispersed to the Mapuera and Nhamundh regions (Frikel 1958: 18 1). 
Ever since the nineteenth century (if not before), villages identified as "Waiwai" (or 
its variants) have been located on either side of the Acarai Mountains, straddling Brazil and 
what is now Guyana. Although the Waiwai language was used in these villages, their mixed 
ethnic composition suggests that they intermarried with members of other linguistic groups, 
such as the Taruma, Mawayana, and Parukwoto. Similarly, people described as "Waiwai" 
intermarried into villages dominated by other ethnic groups and their languages. 
Fock (1963:5-9) speculated that around the turn of the century, the Mapuera must 
have been "fiighthlly ravaged" in a massacre by some unnamed hostile tribe, which sent the 
surviving Waiwai fleeing over the mountains into British Guiana. Although "the disruption 
of the Waiwai was complete," he argued, they began marrying the more populous Parukwoto 
from the south, absorbing their "racial and cultural traits" but imposing their ethnonym since 
they were the original inhabitants (1963:7). 
These speculations are, in my opinion, implausible and, moreover, contradicted by 
the historical data. For one thing, Ogilvie (who lived for over twenty years in southern 
British Guiana) reported that the Waiwai migrated in the opposite direction just after the turn 
ofthe century to escape a Western epidemic (not a "hostile tribe") that was spreading through 
the area (Ogilvie n.d.a [1940]: 12-13). The T a, intermediaries between the remote, 
biologically susceptible Waiwai and the more acculturated, resistant Wapixana, were 
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especially hard hit by Western diseases that repeatedly ravaged their population (Ogilvie 
n.d.a [1940]; Farabee 1924; Roth 1929). The international influenza pandemic following 
World War I spread from the port of Georgetown to the interior of British Guiana, infecting 
the Wapixana and then killing off most of the remaining Taruma in the early 1920s. Some 
of the Waiwai married the few survivors and moved onto Taruma lands (Roth 1929:ix). 
Even weaker than Fock's speculative history is his reification of ethnic names, which 
he confuses with ethnic groups. Frikel (1958) argues more plausibly that the ethnonym 
"Parukwoto" (also spelled "Parikutu9' and "Farokoto" in the literature) is simply a general 
name applied to residents of the Mapuera region, since the term 'Farukwotho" literally 
means "those who used to live on the f aru (or Faro) River," which is the former name of the 
Mapuera. Many of my informants used this ethnonym as an overlapping, more inclusive, or 
alternate name for "Waiwai," "Xerew," or other groups from the south. 
Postponing broader questions about the ideology of ethnic identity until later, here 
I simply want to argue that, by occupying and migrating between both sides of the Acarai 
Mountains, groups described as "Waiwai" have been able to maneuver more widely, expand 
their flexibility, and exploit a broader range of natural, economic, and social resources than 
they could if they had remained fixed on one side. The historical sources note that the 
northern groups identified as "Waiwai" pursued active trade and intermarriage relations with 
the Ta.ruma, while eastern Waiwai villages developed trade links with the Mawayana and 
Pianokoto, and southern Waiwai on the Rio Mapuera in Brazil interacted with the Xerew, 
Japii, Tarim, and Toucano. Hostile groups, such as the Karafawyana, Cikyana, and Wairniri, 
sometimes attacked the Waiwai and Parukwoto, preventing them from expanding beyond 
their territory (H. Coudreau 1886:90, 107, 7; Farabee 1924: 184-1 86, 194). Maintaining 
settlements on both sides of the Acarai Mountains also provided the Waiwai with an escape 
route from Western slave-raiders and diseases as they fanned out from colonial settlements 
in the north and south. To this day, this settlement pattern offers strategic advantages to the 
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Waiwai by affording them various alternatives to pursue in their relations with other native 
villages, as well as with colonist populations and gov ent officials of Guyana and Brazil. 
These particular historical vicissitudes were absorbed into a regional system in the 
greater Trombetas-Essequibo river basins that had developed a certain degree of dynamic, 
albeit shifting, equilibrium. Although many groups migrated, fissioned, emerged, or 
disappeared, and although the effects of European colonizers, trade goods, and diseases 
rippled throughout the region, the system itself appears to have been maintained. The 
intervillage exchange network was both an expression and a means of perpetuating this state 
of affairs. It even extended beyond theTrombetas-Essequibo region to link up with other 
groups, forming a vast network that stretched from northern Brazil to Venezuela and the 
former colonies of British, Dutch, and French Guianas. No doubt the current set of 
intervillage ties is only a skeleton of a once much vaster system. 
In 1950, North American Protestants of the Unevangelized Fields Mission set 
up a station among the Waiwai of the Essequibo. They spent several years learning to speak 
Waiwai and analyzing its linguistic structure in order to evangelize them in their own 
language. The Waiwai resisted the missionaries' early efforts to convert them and even tried 
once to kill the head missionary, Robert Hawkins. But he concentrated his efforts on an up- 
and-coming young shaman named Ewka. His conversion was a gradual process as he tested 
shamanic taboos and curing rites, repiacing them with Christian prayer and Western 
medicines (cf. Queiroz 1999). When he finally agreed to be baptized, most of the other 
villagers followed suit, demonstrating the influence of charismatic leaders in their society. 
The missionaries began to take advantage of the Waiwai's propensity for visiting 
other villages, exploiting it to evangelize other groups from the south and east in the 
Mapuera-Trombetas region. For their part, the Waiwai took advantage of their privileged 
access to missio trade goods, medicines, novel forms of ritual knowledge (such as 
writing), and new sources of spiritual power (Christianity) in order to persuade other groups 
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to join the Waiwai villages. The sociopolitical forces that formerly held the power of each 
group in check were undone, allowing the Waiwai to gain ascendancy in the region. Their 
assimilation of other groups accelerated and the composite villages surrounding the mission 
on the Essequibo River expanded dramatically. 
By the mid-1960s, enough Waiwai pastors had been trained that they could assume 
responsibiliv for the native church. They also took over leadership of the contact 
expeditions. Although they continued to rely on the mission for material and logistical 
support in these undertakings, the missionaries no longer accompanied them on the treks. 
The Waiwai appropriated the language of evangelization as one of many strategies for 
persuading groups to join them, but they shaped it to their own ideological models and 
political ends. They broadened their net to reach ever more distant groups, drawing them 
into their villages and pressuring them to adopt new forms of conduct that followed the 
evolving Waiwai Christian ethos. 
In 1966, the colony of British Guiana gained its independence and became the 
nation-state of Guyana. The nationalistic new socialist government did not appreciate the 
presence of American missionaries, whom it considered foreign imperialists, in its sensitive 
frontier region in the south. Because of undue pressures and impediments from the 
government, the UFM missionaries pulled out of the country in 1971 and regrouped in 
Brazil. By the time of my fieldwork in the 1980s, only two of the four Waiwai villages 
(Kaxmi and Mapuera) had resident missionaries, and even their involvement in the Waiwai's 
lives was curtailed. While the Waiwai appreciated the assistance of the mission, at times 
their decisions ran counter to its opinions, and criticism of its actions were not lacking. 
Given this historical overview, let me now turn to some of the key episodes in the 
early interactions between the Waiwai and the missionaries. Narratives of their first 
encounters dramatize the central components of identity, which will help us later understand 
the processes of ethnogenesis that ensued as their relationship evolved. 
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listened with real interest though the dogs made so much noise they couldn't hear too well" 
The missionaries believed that only those who had accepted Jesus Christ as their 
personal savior would be resurrected after Christ's Second Coming and the Last Judgment. 
People who, like the Waiwai, had never heard of Jesus would be irrevocably condemned to 
burn in the eternal fires of Hell. As evangelists who were spreading the Good Word, the 
missionaries saw themselves as offering the Waiwai the possibility of salvation. This 
conviction fed their sense of moral superiority, not only in religious terms but in 
comprehensive social and cultural terms as well. Hawkins described the Waiwai as 
"idolaters of the old Biblical type," and complained that "The Shedeus [Xerew], though 
friendly, are just as lazy and sordid in their lives as the Waiwais" (1 953-54:8,10). Since the 
path to salvation was choked with the sin of sloth, Hawkins proposed instilling the work 
ethic through a miniature capitalist venture, part of a broader project to civilize the Indians 
and redeem their souls: 
Claude and I have been discussing what a station might be like in this area. As for 
a field to grow cassava, bananas, etc. we could have a large one at first and then 
probably reduce it by urging the people to plant more of various things and buying 
from them. Maybe if we bring wire netting and for a small price sell it to the people 
to make chicken coops they would raise chickens and sell us eggs. It would be a 
good thing to get the people to raise all these things anyway. We not only have to be 
preachers but teachers of all good things and judges of what is right and wrong. For 
instance, shall we tell Waiwai men to cut their [hair] queues or not? How many 
people are enough to have in one village? What about taking fermented drinks? 
...[ WJe can and will warn against gluttony and drunkenness. (R. Hawkins 1 953 -54:9) 
To eradicate the Waiwai's "idolatrous" practices and translate Christian concepts into 
terms they could grasp, the missionaries studied the native language and culture. Sometimes 
they ran into snags, such as when they had trouble choosing a term for "God." The Waiwai 
pantheon lacked any supreme deity, but Hawkins realized that the common missionary 
practice of introducing a foreign term for the new concept was problematic, since "the word 
in Portuguese is Deus and there is a Waiwai word erewsi, which means 'vegetables' and 
sounds almost the same to their ears" (1953-54:8). At other times, the missionaries' 
"research" prompted them to express their disgust over native practices: 
In getting information for the anthropological paper, we had to ask about all their 
miserable customs and superstitions and stories, but we explained that God's Book 
spoke differently and that His Book is true. (R. Hawkins 1953 -54: 1 1) 
It may be too much to expect evangelist missionaries to adopt a cultural relativist perspective 
on the religious beliefs of another society, but Hawkins seemed to be especially intolerant 
of practices not explicitly sanctioned by the New Testament. His inability to reflect on his 
ethnocentrism, even when confronted with striking parallels in spiritual beliefs, is especially 
obvious in this vignette: 
[W]e spoke out twice against bush spirits saying that they would just deceive people 
and later the people who were their companions would be cast into the fire with the 
spirits. The day before we left they made a fire down near the tarpaulin. Then 
heating two old axes they asked [someone] to come pour water on them. When he 
did so, the women with little children came and stood holding their babies so the 
steam would come up over them. I told the people that God's Word didn't say for us 
to do that way but the bush spirits told them that. Telling them we should trust God 
we sang a song and had a special prayer for the babies. (R. Hawkins 1953-54: 1 1) 
In all fairness, it should be noted that the opinions expressed by Wawkins were more 
intolerant than those held by some of the other missionaries, in particular, the nurse Florence 
Reidle (who was raised as a Congregationalist) and, more recently, Joseph Hill (who had 
studied some anthropology), who were considerably more open-minded about Waiwai 
customs. However, as head missionary for over twenty-five years, Hawkins left an indelible 
stamp on the tenor of evangelizing the Waiwai. 
In comparing the missionary's version with accounts of the same encounter from the 
Waiwai's point of view, it is not entirely clear who is civilizing whom. One of the most 
dramatic accounts about first contacts that I collected during fieldwork was told by 
Warapuru, a highly respected pastor of Xerew descent. In his forties when I taped his 
narrative in 1986, he was about seven years old when the missionaries first visited his 
settlement. Warapuru vividly described to me how everyone in the village was both afraid 
of and disgusted by the white-skinned strangers who had dead grass for hair. Ignorant of 
what food was proper for human beings, they cooked and consumed large quantities of what 
appeared to be wasps' eggs. They had various alarming contraptions, one that exploded 
fkightfully and killed animals, and another instantly produced a loud, hissing fire for light. 
When they pointed another machine at the villagers in order "to make pictures," Warapuru's 
mother cried out in fear of being shot too. To her horror, the strangers came inside the 
collective house at dusk to ask for bananas stored in the rafters, pointing a metal arrow 
upwards and throwing fire all over the ceiling. She screamed in panic until, with a click, the 
fire disappeared. Worse yet, Warapuru recounted, one of the strangers had imprisoned his 
wife in a small box with a spinning plate. '"Come here and listen to my wife sing about 
Jesus!' he said. We watched him wind it up, and a voice started singing. 'How awful!' we 
exclaimed! 'He's got her inside the box! He's making her sing! Why doesn't he let her 
out?!"' These barbarians seemed to be contemptuous of all kinship norms. At first the 
Xerew thought they were karaiwa, Brazilians, which prompted Warapuru's mother to warn 
him not to go near the strangers, lest they kidnap and carry him off. But the Wapixana told 
the Xerew that these pale s 
We considered them to be worthless nobodies (noro pintho); to us, they seemed 
ignorant, puerile (akpintho)! We didn't like them at all! We'd heard about 
panarakari, people with white skins who lived far to the north. When we saw them, 
we were afraid of them because they had white skin. The Wapixana had bodies like 
ours, with tawny skin, so we thought of them as relatives (poyino) of ours. The elder 
men said the paranakari must be forest spirits (kworokyam), some of Mawari's 
people. "They're Mawari's people, just look at them! They're completely different 
than us (anariro), they're certainly not related to us in any way! They'reparanakari, 
their skin is all white; leave them alone, ignore them if they talk to you!" 
Mawari was the Waiwai ancestor who created or obtained control of crucial material 
objects, instituted hunting and agriculture, fashioned his body in human form, and initiated 
sex and marriage. He was described as light-skinned, very tall, hairy and bearded, and 
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lacking clothes or ornaments. In many ways, he represented a "raw," incompletely socialized 
being. After quarreling with his descendants, he went up to the sky in anger, vowing never 
to return (Fock 1963:35-36,40-47). 
The strangers called themselves Kaan xfkri, children of God, and claimed that they 
could speak with their Father. W a r a p  told me, "They would close their eyes, drop their 
heads down and talk to the air. 'Who do they think they're talking to?' we said. 'Kaan,' they 
said. We laughed at them. There was no one there! We thought they were ridiculous." 
These spirit children also told them how they reproduced. Although they could 
copulate like ordinary people, they seemed bizarrely proud of their ability to practice 
abstinence, even encouraging their spouse to avoid sex despite their mutual desires: 
They told us, "The longer we wait, the happier God is. No matter how impatient our 
wives get, we tell them, 'No, Wife, wait: we must please God. We must wait until 
the end of the week.' So we wait: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
and then, ahhhh, it's Saturday, and we say, 'Well, Wife, shall we have sex?' And she 
says, 'Yes, let's.' And when we do, it's really delicious!" All of us just laughed 
hysterically. "That's certainly not how we practice sex!" we said. And we still don't. 
That's a custom we never imitated! 
Hawkin's version of this same lesson is more enigmatic and self-righteous: 
I told them one day about God's standard for the relation between men and women 
and that we carefully observed it. They oh'd and ah'd and said that the other civilized 
people that they had heard of were certainly not that way. I said, "That's because they 
are not Jesus' companions." (R. Hawkins 1953-54: 1 1) 
Through Waiwai interpreters, the strangers then told a terrifying story of a Big Fire 
about to come that would destroy the earth and heavens. Kaan, who created humans and 
lived up in the sky, would be angry because humans were acting so badly. This went over 
badly with the audience, for whom anger connoted a regression from civility, a descent into 
warfare. Frightened, young Warapuru said he would go hide in an old animal burrow as a 
safe haven when the Big Fire came. "'That won't do any good,' the Waiwai interpreters said. 
'They say everything, even rocks, water, stars, and sun, everything is going to bum up!"' 
But the strangers brought trade goods, providing a chance for the villagers to establish 
some kind of relationship with these unpredictable beings and bring them under control. 
Despite his fears, Warapuru's mother told him to bring the strangers some tapioca and 
manioc bread to replace their ghastly rice. In exchange he received some precious fishhooks. 
Pleased with his success, Warapuru then brought them some bananas and got more hooks. 
Considerably more was involved in these transactions than mere commercial 
relations. Manioc products are the quintessential humanizing food; they were the first food 
given to children, sick people, mourners, initiates, and menstruating women, persons whose 
souls are apt to wander and whose bodies are easily invaded by spirits. Eating manioc, 
followed by other 64bloodless" and "odorless" foods (bananas, yams, certain fish), gradually 
anchored the human soul to the body. To this day, manioc is considered to be the type of 
nourishment par excellence that elevates ingestion into a meal. It marks a relationship of 
"caretaking" (enifie) and "nurturance" (ktoabec7zo) between giver and receiver, resembling 
the bond between parents and children. Similarly, when visitors arrive in a village, they are 
given tapioca and manioc bread as a way of "humanizing" and "pacifying" them; in 
exchange, they hand over raw or smoked game, which has to be boiled before eating to 
remove its wild odor. The "raw" visitors themselves are "cooked" when the hosts walk 
circles around them with a burning brand (Fock 1963: 143,175). Although the missionaries 
did not bring meat, they at least brought implements for acquiring it: fishhooks, flashlights 
(for night hunting), and their frightful guns. One of the Xerew men offered them a bow, 
receiving in exchange a new knife. This fit neatly into the Xerew's specialization in bows 
and arrows, which they traded for iron tools from the savannah Wapixana. In short, the 
strangers were being inserted into a logic of exchange that allowed each side to trade symbols 
of themselves and transform their radical antithesis into a complementary partnership. 
Some of the Xerew men accompanied the missionaries, Waiwai, and Wapixana on 
their return to the Essequibo, partly out of desire for the machetes they would get paid for 
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transporting the missionaries' belongings upstream, partly out of curiosity about Kanaxen, 
and partly out of anxiety about this story of the Big Fire. They came back with reports of 
church meetings, new songs, and the Waiwai's generosity in giving gifts of iron tools, soap, 
fishhooks and line, and beads. "They said they were concerned for us because we didn't have 
any," Warapuru recalled. "That's how we Xerew feel nowadays about the other uncontacted 
groups we reach; that's why we give them gifts of things they've never seen before." The 
father of his future wife brought back a machete, axe, hoe, beads, and a flashlight, all of 
which he obtained by exchanging a hunting dog with a Waiwai trade partner in Kanaxen. 
These exchanges represented means for gradually situating the missionaries within 
the category of "hman being" and domesticating their resources by channeling them through 
a network of kinship, affinity, and trade partnerships. The act of giving socializes not only 
the receiver but also the giver, whose human status is ratified by demonstrating generosity. 
As Mauss argued (1 967 [1924]), such prestations create complex social ties and networks 
of obligation. In the thickening web of mutual giving, taking, and indebtedness, the actors 
at Kanaxen embedded elements of themselves in each other and gradually came to share 
aspects of each other's nature. 
While Hawkins and Leavitt were gone on their Mapuera expedition, a tragedy 
occurred back at the Essequibo station, where only Hawkins's wife, Florine, and the mission 
nurse, Flo Reidle, were left. An in-married Wapixana man had murdered some Waiwai 
women and children over some glass beads they had received from the missionaries. Perhaps 
this sudden entry of wealth items directly from the missionaries-mediated by kinship, 
affinity, or trade partnerships-represented too raw and unsocialized a threat to the balance 
of social relations. With the help of some Wapixana men, the missionary women had the 
man tied up in his hammock and thrown in a shed they used as a kitchen. Afraid that he 
might escape and attack them, the women barricaded themselves inside their house by nailing 
chicken wire and wooden slats over the windows and above their bedroom (R. Hawkins 
1953-54: 14-1 5). The image of this self-imprisonment is a striking testament to the mission's 
insulation from the surrounding culture they tried to imprison within the tenets of their 
apocalyptic religion. 
Meanwhile, word was spreading through the villages about the Big Fire that was 
about to consume the world. As Hawkins and Leavitt made their way back to the mission 
at Kanaxen, they encountered hastily abandoned houses and panicked families who were 
fleeing from the rumored flames and heading for the mission, which they thought would be 
spared. This sudden influx of people seeking the Lord's Word exceeded the missionaries' 
fondest hopes. When Hawkins and Leavitt got home and heard about the murders that had 
taken place in their absence, they worried that perhaps they had absorbed too many of the 
prayers from the radio audience in Texas, leaving few to protect "the girls" back at Kanaxen 
(1953-54: 12). Fearing revenge, they radioed to Georgetown and asked the police to come 
arrest the Wapixana murderer. A posse arrived in the pouring rain and captured the 
delinquent in a village upriver. Once they flew him to Georgetown and put him in prison, 
the British colonial authorities were in a quandary about how to put him on trial. A Waiwai 
jury could not be impaneled, since they were unfamiliar with British law; the government did 
not have funds to fly jurors from Georgetown to Kanaxen; and the two Waiwai witnesses had 
gone south to Brazil. Hawkins simply prayed that God would handle the case appropriately 
(1 953-54: 15- 16). As I learned from Flo Reidle three decades later, the defendant ended up 
spending six months in jail and was then released for lack of a resolution to the legal 
conundrum, much to the missionaries' dismay. 
To prevent more violence, the Waiwai began to amplifL their role as intermediaries 
between the missionaries and the other groups that came to join them. They socialized the 
missionaries' trade goods and made them safe for others by processing the items through their 
networks of social relations, proper exchange values, codes of conduct, and appropriate 
rhythms of reciprocity. They also began to dissuade the missionaries fiom going on their 
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expeditions to contact the "unseen peoples" (enihni korno), arguing that their eerie 
appearance---pale, hairy, and oversized-frightened groups who had never seen white 
people. Several years later in Brazil, the Waiwai similarly argued that Catholic missionaries 
and FUNAI agents should turn over the task of contacting remote groups to them. After 
more than twenty Brazilians were killed by the Waimiri-Atroari during botched efforts to 
"pacifyq9 them in the 1960s and Ws,  the Waiwai intensified their efforts to assume control 
of the contact expeditions. 
The ambivalence toward Westerners that emerges from Waiwai and Xerew accounts 
of their early encounters with missionaries is reminiscent of what Henri Coudreau found 
during his expedition a century earlier. As he eloquently put it, 
It would be committing a singular illusion to imagine that the Indians consider us as 
superiors. Our civilization astonishes them, but it does not provoke their admiration. 
We are beings who are different but inferior. The Indian has no need of us and we 
have need of him. What is the use of having houses of stone, complicated clothes, 
bizarre instruments? When you are alone with them, the sentiment that you inspire 
in them with all your superiority is that of a disdainful commiseration. (H. Coudreau 
1886:125 [my translation]) 
The Residents of Electric Eel Villa~e 
The village of Kaxmi ("Electric Eel Village"), where I did most of my fieldwork, was 
one of four settlements occupied by the Waiwai during my fieldwork. It was situated on the 
Rio Novo beyond the treacherous rapids of the Rio AnauB, some four to seven days upriver 
by boat fiom the Brazilian colonist town of SiZo Luis de Anauh (see map in Fig. 2). During 
the time I lived in Kaxmi (April 1984-November 1986), the population fluctuated between 
169 and 202 people, distributed among 49 households. Xapariymo (Big Dog Village) was 
located to the north on the Essequibo River in Guyana, occupied by about 140 people who 
had stayed behind when the rest of the Waiwai migrated to Brazil in the 1970s. While some 
migrants settled in Kaxmi, most continued er south to ancestral Parukwoto lands on the 
Rio Mapuera. The population of the Mapuera village in 1983 was almost 750 people, an 

unusually high number for settlements in the Guianas. By 1985, the seams of the village 
began to burst, and 54 people left to settle a new village on the Rio Jatapuzinho. This 
settlement was strategically located half-way between Mapuera and Kaxmi, close to the 
Brazilian town of Entre Rios, and on a tributary of the Rio Jatapu, the gateway to the territory 
of the Karafawyana and other uncontacted groups. 
The village of Kaxmi was located in the center of the h e a  Indigena Waiwai, a 
reservation of 330,000 hectares that straddled the headwaters of the Rio Anaui and its first 
tributary, the Rio Novo (see map in Fig. 3). FUNAI delimited this reservation (i.e., indicated 
the boundaries on maps) in 1982 but never demarcated it (i.e., put physical boundary markers 
around the territory), which made it vulnerable to incursions by colonists. The region had 
been settled before, as evidenced by litters of pottery shards found in many sites, by ancestors 
of the contemporary Waiwai, such as the Taruma, whom R. H. Schomburgk mentioned as 
residents of this area (1 840:264). 
The Waiwai came to the Rio Novo from Guyana in order to establish a village near 
the Waimiri-Atroari Indians, whom they intended to contact and evangelize. The first three 
Waiwai families migrated in 197 1 to pioneer the first settlement. They were encouraged by 
FUNAI to settle a spot where a small strip of savannah formed a natural airstrip. This 
village, originally called Anawa (the Waiwai rendition of Anaui, the Brazilian name of a 
nearby mountain), was abandoned after a few years because of the poor conditions of the 
soil.6 The residents moved downriver to a new location where some families had opened up 
a garden site, known as Yawko, meaning "sauba ant," which were rampant in the area. 
Several more families from Guyana joined them at Yawko. As the ants overran their 
gardens, this settlement too was gradually abandoned. Some families began living year- 
round at their garden camps hrther down the river. The elevation was higher, avoiding the 
After abandoning a village, the Waiwai modify its name by adding the suffix -tho, 
meaning "old" or "former." Thus, Anawa became Anawatho and Yawko became Yawkotho. 
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floods, so garden soils were better and insects were not a problem. The prevalence of electric 
eels in this stretch of the Rio Novo led to the site being dubbed "Kaxmi." The residents 
persuaded other relatives to settle with them, who opened up nearby garden sites. This 
followed the typical process of attracting allies and gradually converting a temporary garden 
camp to a permanent settlement (see Mentore 1984:273-28 1 on the Waiwai; cf. Viveiros de 
Castro 1992:98-99,114-115 on the ArawetC). From 1976-1 978, more families joined them 
from Yawko and Xapariymo, and Kaxmi eventually became an independent village. 
Over the next six years, the population of Kaxmi grew from 136 to 161, reflecting 
the high ratio of births to deaths and the arrival of more families from other villages. The 
villagers were healthy, due to the low rate of exposure to Brazilian diseases and to the health 
care provided by the mission. The nearest Brazilian town, S2o Luis de Anaua, was several 
days downriver from Kaxmi, and few people, Waiwai or Brazilians, traveled between them 
except during the Brazil-nut harvest season. The vaccinations, medical care, and first aid 
training administered over forty years by Flo Reidle, the missionary nurse, ensured that few 
Waiwai died from alien diseases as they entered into sustained contact with Westerners. 
In 1986, almost half the population of Kaxmi's 169 people was under the age of 18, 
with a high birth rate of about 4% (for details on the number of births and deaths per year, 
see Fig. 40 in Appendix B). As in all four Waiwai villages, the gender ratio in Kaxmi was 
skewed, with 56% being male and 44% being female (for comparisons with the other three 
Waiwai villages, see Fig. 41 in Appendix B). This gender imbalance, previously noted by 
Farabee (1 923) and Ogilvie (n.d.a [1940]) mainly reflects the higher number of male births 
among the general Waiwai population.7 These age and gender statistics are represented in 
the graph below (Fig. 4). A population pyramid of this shape-widening dramatically at the 
This disproportion between male and female births does not appear to be correlated 
with any gender bias in traditional infanticide, since the imbalance persisted long after the 
Waiwai abandoned the practice under missionary pressure. Although I have little data on 
pre-contact infanticide practices, the evidence does not seem to suggest any gender bias; 
however, further research through oral histories might uncover such a bias. 
Population Distribution by Age and Sex 
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base, tapering gradually toward the peak-suggests that a population explosion is underway. 
The Waiwai's demographic history is unusual for indigenous Amazonian groups, who more 
often suffer a 50%-90% death rate during the first decade of contact with non-Indians, due 
to the lack of adequate health care or land protection (Hemming 1978:492). 
Ironically, when word spread that the village of Kaxmi was about to break up, a 
number of families from other villages moved in-many to arrange marriages and persuade 
relatives to move to their villages. This temporarily pushed the population up to 202 in 1985, 
after which it fell steadily over the next several years as the village broke up. In late 1986, 
families affiliated with the faction of Yakuta, the former headman, left Kaxmi and moved 
west to the Rio Jatapuzinho to contact the remaining Karafawyana Indians who had not yet 
joined the Waiwai. Without Yakuta's stabilizing presence, residents emigrated over the next 
several years to the Waiwai settlements. The shifts in the Waiwai population on the Rio 
Novo, including the sites at Anawa, Yawko, and Kaxmi, from their arrival in 1971 until 
1987, are indicated in the graph below (Fig. 5). 
A Post established by FUNAI, the government Indian agency, was located a couple 
of hours by footpath from Kaxmi, usually staffed by two functionaries, with or without their 
families. When the Waiwai first migrated to the Rio Novo in the early '70s, FUNAI was 
flush with funds and eager to prove itself after the international expos6 of human rights 
violations by its predecessor, the Indian Protection Service (SPI). The Waiwai were able to 
coax large amounts of coveted goods out of FUNAI: shotguns, iron pots, knives and 
machetes, fishing gear, clothing and cloth, and sundry petty goods. Potential conflict with 
colonists harvesting the rich Brazil-nut groves in their territory was averted in the late 1970s 
when FUNAI-under the bright lights of a documentary film team from France (see 
Corbineau 1979)-took strong action to expel the colonists by calling in Federal Police 
agents and confiscating their harvests. In 1979, a new agent was sent in to head the FUNAI 
Post, Roger Martins Gongalves. Initially idealistic and enthusiastic, he set up a Brazil-nut 

gathering program for the Waiwai, but for various reasons (including bureaucratic 
mismanagement and a severe drought), it collapsed several years later. He rallied the 
Waiwai to clear an airstrip far from the mission, which he viewed as foreign competition, but 
the deepening financial crisis of FUNAI in particular, and Brazil in general, dried up h d s  
to pay for the labor or to repair malhctioning airplanes. After increasingly bitter quarrels 
with Gongalves, the Waiwai refused to perform any er work for FUNAI. They renewed 
interactions only after the arrival in 1985 of a new head agent, Filipe S6rgio Carvalho Lima, 
a congenial young man who had medical experience and greater success in mustering 
supplies from FUNAI district headquarters. Although the Waiwai sporadically helped him 
clear the now-overgrown airstrip, FUNAI still had no planes to fly and, by 1988, the majority 
of Waiwai had abandoned the reservation for other villages. The government agency was 
understandably upset about having an indigenous reservation with no Indians. It was not 
until the 1990s that some of the Waiwai moved back and established a new village farther 
south on the Rio Anauit within earshot of Brazilian colonists (Dias n.d. [1999]). 
Most of the interaction between the Waiwai of Kaxmi and the national society was 
mediated through the Missgo Evangklica da Amazcinia (MEVA), a Brazilian affiliate of the 
Unevangelized Fields Mission.' The missionaries who lived in the village included Joseph 
and Tamara Hill, a North American couple in charge of the station who were studying 
linguistics; Ruth Langar, a Brazilian schoolteacher; and Florence Reidle, the long-term 
American nurse, who divided her time between Kaxmi and Mapuera villages. Langar had 
trained several young adult Waiwai (Seyri,Pifokma, and Waari) to help teach children in the 
school, while Reidle had trained two Waiwai couples (Kw and Tawosi, and 
and MahCikiwi) to meet the daily medical needs in Kaxmi. The church had long 
been in the hands of Waiwai pastors (Yakuta, Pooto, Arawi, Mamiewa, and Warapuru), but 
' For bureaucratic reasons, the same mission was known in the southern Waiwai 
village as the Missiio Cristii Evangklica do Brasil (MICEB), but the personnel and 
headquarters were the same as MEVA. 
they still discussed scriptural interpretations with Joseph Hill. About once every four to six 
weeks, MEVA headquarters flew in supplies for the missionaries and stocks of medicines 
and trade goods for villagers, such as soap, salt, fishhooks and line, pens and paper, clothing 
and cloth, and the like. The Waiwai requested these services so that they would not have to 
leave the village and go downriver to the town of SZio Luis de Anauti, where many colonists 
took advantage of their lack of familiarity with money. 
Kaxmi residents sold artisanry and manioc meal to eam money, mostly through the 
mission (and occasionally to FUNAI or colonists), which transported these products to the 
regional capital of Boa Vista. In the 1970s, they sold jaguar furs to a Brazilian trader in 
exchange for sewing machines or shotguns, until most of these dangerous creatures were 
killed off and the government enforced a ban on hunting endangered species. To make up 
for the lost revenue, some Waiwai turned to making canoes for Brazil-nut gatherers. Most 
youths had worked a couple of times on Brazilian farms for a month or so, undertalcen as 
much for the adventure of visiting an exotic society as to earn money. A few Kaxmi 
residents had been to the city of Boa Vista, usually because of medical emergencies that the 
mission could not treat. 
Waiwai attitudes toward, and reliance on, FUNAI and the missionaries varied in all 
four villages. Kaxmi residents were largely satisfied with mission assistance, but were 
repeatedly frustrated with FUNAI. The huge southern village on the Rio Mapuera relied 
mostly on FUNAI, which operated there more effectively than in Kaxmi and which restricted 
the services of the missionaries to schooling and health care. Members who broke away 
from Mapuera to establish a new village on the Rio Jatapuzinho in 1985 were disaffected 
with the missionaries for failing to supply trade goods and decided to develop closer relations 
with colonists, settling a mere one or two days away from settlers and the town of Entre Rios. 
The northern village in Guyana, lacking missionaries or government agents, obtained 
Western goods through trade with the Wapixana on the savannas and the Tiriy6 in Surinam. 
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In a sense, each of the Waiwai villages "colonized" a different group of outsiders to gain 
access to the manufactured goods and other resources they wanted. 
Waiwai subsistence is based on hunting, fishing, gathering, and horticulture. The 
annual cycle alternates between markedly contrasting dry and rainy seasons, the former a 
time of plentiful food and intensified collective life, the latter a time of scarcity and dispersal 
to forest camps. The Waiwai clear small, scattered gardens by slash-and-burn methods and 
use them for about three years, when their fertility drops and weeds take over. Although men 
do the initial labor of clearing the trees, gardening is primarily associated with women. The 
main crop they grow is bitter manioc, a hard, poisonous tuber that must be laboriously 
processed to remove the toxin and make bread, farina (coarse, toasted manioc meal), and 
tapioca drinks. Also cultivated are sugar cane, fruits such as bananas, pineapples, and 
melons; tubers such as non-poisonous manioc, sweet potatoes, yams; and useful raw 
materials such as cotton, sisal, and gourds. The forest provides palm fruits, nuts, and other 
utilitarian materials (see Yde 1965 for exhaustive data on botanical species cultivated or 
gathered by the Waiwai.). The men hunt with bow and arrow, trained hunting dogs, and 
shotguns, obtaining tapir, peccaries, rodents, deer, monkeys, lizards, tortoises, and wild fowl. 
However, the Waiwai avoid the meat of carnivores or domesticated animals. Both men and 
women engage in fishing: men tend to catch larger species, using metal fishhooks, bow and 
arrow, or, formerly, weirs and traps, while women catch smaller species, using smaller 
fishhooks. (Again, see Yde 1965 on the species of animals the Waiwai hunt and fish.) When 
the high waters of the rainy season recede, families go out in groups to catch fish with timbii, 
a sap of certain vines and roots that suffocates the fish and allows them to be scooped out 
with bowls or caught by hand. A meal, to be considered "proper" by the Waiwai, should 
have meat or fish, tapioca, and manioc bread or farina, thus combining foods that are 
associated with male and female, forest and garden, animal and plant. A mirror of social 
complementarity, a Waiwai feast es both the individual and the social body. 
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The division of labor along gender lines is extensive in Waiwai life, although men 
and women may sometimes help one another in gender-marked tasks. They usually conceive 
of their separate spheres as complementary rather than antagonistic. When explaining their 
different responsibilities to me, informants paired off taslts in a series of binary oppositions. 
Besides contrasting male hunters and female gardeners, they said that men greet outside 
visitors while women prepare their food. More broadly, men dominate the public arena 
(through leadership, oratory, and external relations) while women are identified with the 
domestic arena (through preparing food, collecting firewood and water, and caring for 
children). They also said that men weave basketry while women make pottery graters, and 
that the former make featherwork ornaments while the latter make beadwork ones. Men 
construct houses; women keep them orderly. Again, men fell trees for garden and village 
clearings; women keep them free of weeds. Both sexes collaborate to create a family, and 
as a family, they plant the new gardens that will sustain them. 
Nowadays, the vast majority of Waiwai households are composed of nuclear families, 
each living in a separate house; occasionally they include relatives such as a widowed parent, 
an unmarried adult sibling or daughter, or a foster child. Over the course of my fieldwork, 
there were 42 independent households in the village of Kaxmi. These were grouped into four 
neighborhoods, each of which was organized around a dominant, focal family that assumed 
leadership responsibilities. These neighborhoods had several overlapping, though not strictly 
coterminous, facets to their collective existence, based on residence, kinship and affinity, and 
political alliances; furthermore, each neighborhood tended to be identified with a particular 
ethnic group that had joined the Waiwai over the years. Before analyzing the composition 
of these neighborhoods in the next chapter, it is necessary to understand first how ethnicity 
is determined among the Waiwai. The criteria they use will help shed light on the central 
question of this chapter: who are the Waiwai, after all? 
Shiftin? Codes of Ethnic Identitv 
In this final section, I explore how members of the composite Waiwai settlements 
identify themselves and what criteria they use to determine ethnicity. AfCer outlining the 
main arguments about which criteria are most significant to the Waiwai, I demonstrate that 
the complexity of the ethnographic situation demands a more intricate, multifaceted model. 
Rather than reduce ethnicity to fixed criteria, I argue that the Waiwai employ multiple codes 
of ethnic identity in shifting-but nevertheless systematic-ways. 
Two main positions on ethnic identity are represented in the literature on the Waiwai 
and related groups, which differ in the emphasis they place on linguistic and kinship criteria, 
on the one hand, or cultural criteria, on the other. Protasio Frikel best represents the first 
position, while Niels Fock represents the second. 
In his survey of tribes in north-central Amazonia (including the Waiwai), Frikel 
(1 958: 126- 127) argued that these groups categorized each other primarily according to the 
criteria of language and blood. He used the terms "blood" and "ethnicity" as synonyms of 
"descent," which he claimed was reckoned patrilineally at all levels of the social structure, 
from the nuclear family, to the "sib" (which he defined as the group of patrilineally related 
families living in patrilocal villages), and upwards to the "tribe9' (defined as the maximal 
nonlocalized grouping that shared patrilineal descent and spoke the same language) 
(1 958: 1 17, 120). He said that even if members of a tribe acknowledged that they were of 
mixed ancestry or that their language had changed over the generations, they still made a 
distinction in the present between "people of the same language and blood" and "different 
people" (1958: 126-127). 
Given these comments, Frikel seems to be using a reified, primordialist notion of 
ethnicity rooted in the supposedly objective givens of genealogy. Furthermore, his allegation 
of patrilineal descent is easily refuted, since all other reliable evidence in the regional 
literature demonstrates that none of these peoples trace descent or lineality, and that post- 
marital residence, if anything, shows an uxorilocal tendency (without being a prescriptive 
rule). However, a further reading of Frikel suggests that, in some respects, he understood the 
artificial, perspectival nature of ethnic identity. 
Frikel's discussion of ethnonyms rests on the assumption that ethnic identity is a 
conceptual matter that depends on relative perspective. He warned that autodenominations 
were a poor guide to "tribal" groups, since they often varied among communities in the same 
tribe. Self-designations were usually not even ethnonyms, properly speaking: sometimes 
they simply referred to village location or to the notion of being "human,"and sometimes 
were derived from names given to them by neighboring groups, who often knew little about 
them or described them in derogatory terms (1958:125, 127). Local groups had only 
fragmentary knowledge of the extension of other tribes, which they often mislabeled on the 
basis of overgeneralizing the names they used for neighboring local groups. Indeed, even the 
outer limits of a group's own tribe were vague and imprecise. Furthermore, Frikel seemed 
to acknowledge that group identities reflected ideal correlations rather than the real 
inconsistencies among descent, residence, language, and culture. Even when two branches 
of the same tribe no longer shared the same cultural features, they might continue to identify 
each other as part of the same "ethnic and linguistic circle" (1958:127). The multiple, 
overlapping appellations that Frikel listed for each population in this region reflected the 
wide variations among the limited perspectives of different groups, each of which had its 
own way of classifying itself and its neighbors. 
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, Frikel's position still implies that tribal groups 
based on language and descent "really" existed at some point in the past or the present, 
however much they changed through time or however imperfectly group boundaries were 
perceived by their members. If this view is taken to its logical extreme, tribal "identities" 
become a reflection of actual "groups,99 which in turn can be reduced to particular 
"populations." This is precisely the approach that FUNAI hctionaries and UFM 
missionaries took in the 1970s and '80s in census reports they made about the tribal groups 
living in the composite "Waiwai9' villages. For the purposes of tabulation, they grossly 
oversimplified the variability of ethnonyms by treating them as names of specific groups. 
They assigned individuals to each group according to their group of origin and patrilineal 
descent, and then calculated the results (Gonqalves 1979; Almeida 1981, in Ricardo 
1983:229). Thus, for example, FUNA13s census for the village of Mapuera in 198 1 listed 
214 Waiwai, 136 Katuena, 128 Hixkaryana, 89 Xerew, 64 Mawayana, 31 of"  
origin," and so on (Alrneida 198 1, in Ricardo 1983:229). 
The seeming facticity of the census figures, however, masks the arbitrariness of the 
criteria on which they were based. The very design of the census suffered &om several 
flaws: not only did it mix several different criteria, but the criteria for assigning individuals 
to particular groups were not even clearly defined; they were not applied consistently; they 
were not ethnographically valid; and they were not based on indigenous concepts. Thus, for 
instance, the census used an ill-defined criterion, "patrilineal descent," for determining the 
identity of some but not all individuals. Moreover, despite the efforts of FUNAI and the 
mission to promote the use of patronymic last names to acculturate villagers to national 
Brazilian norms, the relevance of patrilinearity to a survey of ethnic identity in the "Waiwai" 
villages is nil. In the final analysis, it is not clear what, if anything, these census reports 
actually represent. To dramatize how varied statistical profiles of the multiethnic settlement 
of Kaxmi could look according to different criteria, I conducted an experimental survey of 
its residents to see how they would respond to questions about self-ascribed ethnic affiliation 
according to three separate indigenous criteria: ethnicity of village of birth; ethnicity of 
parents' primary identity; and language competence. The results (presented in Appendix B 
as Figs. 42-44) reveal striking differences, leading one to question how such rich variability 
could be reduced to a identity. 
The other main position on Waiwai notions of ethnicity, represented by Fock (1 963), 
places primary weight on perceptions of shared culture. He explicitly challenged Frikel by 
asserting that the Waiwai classified their neighbors on the basis of cultural traits, such as 
dress or way of life, rather than language or blood (1 963:233,235). He argued that "cultural 
affinity" could even override linguistic differences, as in the case of the Mawayana or 
Tarwna, who spoke entirely different languages than the Waiwai, but whom the latter 
described as "like ourselves" because they shared so many culture traits (1963:234). Groups 
that were considered too "different," such as the savannah Wapixana, were not considered 
desirable marriage partners, which therefore discouraged the intermingling of blood and 
languages (1 963:233). Fock denied that descent (or "blood") was significant in determining 
identity, since the degree of intermarriage among these groups was so high that it obscured 
whether "those who today regard themselves as Waiwai are really so genetically" (1963:235). 
Fock's approach is considerably more satisfactory than Frikel's in that it avoids the 
latter's reductionism and essentialism, and shifts the question of "identity9' away from 
naturalist criteria to culturalist ones. In this respect, Fock is closer than Frikel to 
contemporary notions of "ethni~ity,~~ which, ever since Barth's influential collection (1 969a), 
have treated it as an ideological construct based on conceptual distinctions, rather than as a 
primordialist one based on shared biological or historical characteristics. The flexibility of 
Waiwai ethnicity in Fock's approach is inherent to their very mode of reckoning identities, 
rather than being apost hoe modification of originally pure identities. 
In some ways, however, Fock did not altogether escape the assumptions about 
ethnicity common to many anthropologists writing before Barth. He tended to view ethnic 
identities as basically the same as ethnic groups, a distinction that is crucial to current models 
of ethnicity. He also treated identity as a reflection of shared "culture traits," which, as Barth 
argued (1 969b: 1 1-1 5), are not necessarily correlated with ethnic boundaries at all. Some 
populations share few, if any, culture traits, but still classify themselves with other 
populations as members of the "same" ethnic group; conversely, some ethnic groups share 
virtually all the same traits, but refuse to identify themselves together. Furthermore, 
inventories of culture traits can change completely over time without ethnic identities being 
altered. Even though Fock discussed Waiwai perceptions of group similarities or 
differences, he still treated these perceptions as reflections of objective "culture traits," an 
emphasis that suffers from misplaced concreteness. Barth's insight was that culture traits 
were markers of ethnic boundaries, not determinants of those boundaries. As he put it, 
... although ethnic categories take cultural differences into account, we can assume so 
simple one-to-one relationship between ethnic units and cultural similarities and 
differences. The features that are taken into account are not the sum of "objective" 
differences, but only those which the actors themselves regard as significant ... The 
critical focus of investigation from this point of view becomes the ethnic boundary 
that defines the group, not the cultural stuff that it encloses. (Barth 1969b: 14-1 5) 
When I tried to determine how the members of Kaxrni village used criteria such as 
language, kinship, or cultural practices to determine ethnicity, the ethnographical situation 
turned out to be far more complex than either of the above positions implied. In my 
fieldnotes, I recorded many cases of considerable lability in identity claims. For instance, 
individuals who called themselves Waiwai on certain public occasions might assert their 
Xerew affiliation on others, while in a domestic setting they might contrast themselves with 
their Xerew neighbors and claim Tunayana identity, which, however, might be challenged 
behind their backs in gossip about their Katuena roots. Similar examples that both Frikel and 
Fock encountered in their fieldwork led them to agree that affiliation with a "tribe" was 
"extremely loose" (Fock 1963:233) and "very weak" (Frikel 1958: 1 17). Like more recent 
descriptions of societies in the Guiana region as "amorphous" or "loosely structured" 
(Rivikre 1984), such adjectives attest to the difficulty of explaining the foundations on which 
ethnicity is based in anything other than negative terms. Although Kaxmi villagers' claims 
of ethnic affiliations were indeed "flexible," this did not mean that they were unconstrained 
or left to the whim of individual negotiations. As Kuhn (1970 [1962]) has argued, the 
accumulation of "exceptions to the rule" in scientific paradigms is often handled by initially 
describing the rules as "flexible" or "loose," until they are stretched beyond their capacity 
to sustain the paradigm, which must then be replaced by a more comprehensive one. These 
were the problems that led Barnes (1962) to argue that models of kinship and social 
organization derived from African studies were distorting our understanding of New Guinea 
societies and had to be abandoned. Similar problems in Lowland South America prompted 
Seeger, Da Matta, and Viveiros de Castro (1979) to challenge the relevance of genealogical 
and descent models in this region. In this same vein, I urge that we push beyond vague 
descriptions of ethnicity and identity as "amorphous" or 'flexible" and rethink our 
assumptions that prevent us from understanding their logic. To shed light on the principles 
underlying ethnicity that allow individuals in Kaxmi to juggle multiple identities, let us 
examine the various models of classification and criteria that they use in different contexts. 
As we have seen, several groups joined the "Waiwai" villages at different times over 
the last four decades. As a result, contemporary villages are made up of overlapping groups 
in varying stages and degrees of being 'Waiwai-ized," a mantle they take on without, 
however, entirely shedding their previous identities. The specific referent of the term 
"Waiwai" vary considerably according to the context of use and intent of the speaker. At 
times it may refer to the "original" members of the "Waiwai" villages who were first 
contacted by the UFM missionaries and who formed the "core" group around which other 
groups congregated over time. This historical priority allows this core group of "Waiwai" 
to assert a degree of social centrality, which can be translated into enhanced prestige and 
political advantage. At other times, "Waiwai" identity can be invoked as a way of expressing 
the bonds of solidarity that unite village members at the broadest level. On such occasions, 
historical, social, or political distinctions among residents become irrelevant, dissolved by 
the focus on their shared codes of conduct, which outsiders, by definition, do not follow. In 
other contexts, villagers can activate several other "virtual identities" (Cardoso de Oliveira 
1976: 1 l), which use criteria such as their village origin, natal language, or kindred affiliation 
to align themselves with certain groups in contrast to others. An individual's identity claim 
depends on the particular context in which it is being made, the relevant level of contrast or 
similarity with others, the type of relationship sought with interlocutors, and similar 
variables. Despite such complexity--or, rather, because of it-the invocation of ethnic 
identities always conveys culturally meaningful information. 
A useful approach for analyzing alternate claims of ethnic identity comes from 
Viveiros de Castro (1977), who suggested that the Yawalapiti of the Upper Xingu 
implemented different models of classification, depending on the type of relationship they 
were emphasizing. He identified two main models, which differ in their method of 
comparison: "segmentary classification" and "continuous classification" (1977:88-90). 
Segmentary classification is based on a hierarchy oftaxonomic oppositions, while continuous 
classification is based on degrees of relatedness in a spectrum of gradations. I found that the 
ways in which the Waiwai compared and contrasted ethnic identities often fell into these two 
models of classification, which shed a great deal of light on the systemic nature of their 
multiple identity claims. In addition, their ethnic comparisons sometimes followed a third 
model, which I would describe as "homo1ogous classification," when a set of ethnic 
categories is based on analogies with another set of ethnic categories. Let me explain each 
of these in greater depth and how they were used among the Waiwai. 
As Evans-Pritchard (1969 [1940]) originally argued, segmentary systems of 
classification are based on hierarchically ordered taxonomies, in which each pair of 
oppositions can be neutralized when they are unified and contrasted with another term in a 
broader set of oppositional social relations. Both Viveiros de Castro (1977) and Basso 
(1973) have explored how such social taxonomies are expressed in the multiethnic Upper 
Xingu region. Among the Waiwai, segmentary classification was used when people aligned 
themselves in ethnically labeled groups that accentuated their contrastive relationship and 
qualitative differences. Such relations became relevant when their interactions were based 
on positive or negative "reciprocity" (&serntakan). Urban (1 986) argued that the Waiwai's 
ceremonial dialogues followed the same pattern of balanced reciprocity between opposed 
partners that pervaded so many other arenas of their social interactions. Positive reciprocity 
was most evident on occasions of complementavy exchange, such as trade negotiations or 
marriage arrangements, when groups defined themselves in a vis-a-vis relationship. 
Negative reciprocity was epitomized by cycles of revenge, or when exchange relations broke 
down and led to antagonistic interactions. 
Continuous classification refers to a model of categorization that uses a quantitative 
method of comparison ("more or less," "a little or a lot"). Such comparisons are applied 
when people wish to emphasize degrees of relatedness among themselves within a 
continuum of gradual transitions between two poles. According to Viveiros de Castro 
(1977:89), the Yawalapiti classified their relations with other ethnic groups along such a 
spectrum by focusing on shared substances that linked them (food, semen, blood, etc.). 
Similarly, the Waiwai often invoked the sharing of substances when using the model of 
continuous classification, although it was not the only means of doing so. Learning another 
language and adopting the code of conduct associated with a particular ethnic group were 
other relevant ways of constructing relatedness and ameliorating ethnic differences within 
a continuum. As I discuss later, these strategies were crucial to the gradual process of 
"Waiwai-izing" other groups and individuals. 
Homologous classification results from a method of comparison based on analogies, 
in which similar relationships are reproduced among different contents in parallel series. 
Ldvi-Strauss's well-known theory of "totemic classifi~ation~~ (1963, 1966) deals with 
homologous classificatory systems involving analogies between two or more series, one of 
which is human. Among the Waiwai, homologous classification could be applied to ethnic 
identities when either positive or negative relationships were involved, often to call attention 
to the particular tenor or moral character of those relationships. For instance, Waiwai pastors 
often drew analogies between ethnic relations in the village and those narrated in the Bible 
in order to illustrate a moral lesson. I witnessed an especially intriguing example of 
homologous classification by the recently contacted "Karafawyana" (the ethnonym given to 
them by the Waiwai) who, being former enemies of the Waiwai, found their "KarafawyanaY' 
identity stigmatized. They learned the politics of ethnic identities operating in the village 
(among Waiwai, Xerew, Mawayana, and so on) and used this series of ethnonyms to 
represent their own divisions. They took on these new identities and insisted they were 
"long-lost relatives" of those whose ethnonym they shared, which implied a whole array of 
kinship obligations should be assumed by the parties so linked. 
These various systems of classification can be used by individuals to conceptualize 
interethnic relations in different ways, depending on whether someone wants to highlight 
certain kinds of similarities or differences with another, whether their interactions are 
positive or negative, and which kinds of symbols of relatedness are used. The symbols are 
based on a limited number of components, which represent what Nash (1989) calls the 
6'building blocks" of ethnic identity. In the Waiwai case, these building blocks can be 
summarized as follows: 
1 .) language (including that spoken in the natal home and those learned outside the 
home or as an adult); 
2.) residence (including the village or neighborhood where an individual was born 
and raised, as well as the location of post-marital residence); 
3 .) norms for conduct (especially those learned as a child was socialized or when an 
adult was resocialized among a new people); and 
4.) nurture or caretaking (a complex symbol that includes the sharing of substances, 
such as food and bodily fluids, as well as knowledge and other abstract resources 
that "grow" people, or, at a higher level, allow their kin groups to endure). 
As Schneider (1 972) argued, kinship relations are often represented by symbols of 
shared substance and codes for conduct. Indeed, ethnic relations in the Waiwai villages often 
drew on the imagery of kinship; sometimes they were portrayed as if they simply represented 
the maximal extension of kindreds. However, ethnicity referred to a different level of social 
organization than kinship. As a system, the set of ethnic identities among the Waiwai 
comprised a sociocentric schema for conceptualizing relations between actors, in contrast 
to egocentric schema of kinship. Although the Waiwai communities lacked sociocentric 
groupings such as moieties or lineages, their set of ethnic groups revealed certain parallels 
to them. The sociocentric level functioned at the hierarchically superior plane by abstracting 
the principles that applied to lower-level egocentric relations. In this respect, ethnic 
identities among the Waiwai can be described as social "templates9' (Turner 1979) for 
conceptualizing and coordinating relationships that otherwise different actors perceive in 
conflicting ways according to their own viewpoints. 
The symbols of relatedness (including language, residence, norms, and nurture) 
could be mobilized in different circumstances in conjunction with the models of 
classification, together constituting diverse registers or "codes" of ethnic identity. Such 
codes represented alternative ways of framing social relationships between groups, or 
between individuals considered as members of certain groups. Which code was applied in 
Kaxmi depended in each particular situation on how people aligned themselves in relation 
to others and how they evaluated the nature of their interaction. The discourse of ethnic 
identity became relevant when villagers wished to evaluate or comment on the type of 
relations among groups on the basis of language, residence (historical or contemporary), 
norms for conduct, or circles of nurture. Ethnic distinctions could be drawn between 
extended families, neighborhoods, villages, or even beyond to the broad contrast between 
Indians and non-Indians. 
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By way of conclusion, let me discuss an occasion I witnessed during fieldwork that 
dramatically illustrated how Kaxmi residents could shift from one code of identity to another 
by advancing different criteria of relatedness and switching from one model of classification 
to another. The example also shows how positive reciprocity can break down into negative 
reciprocity. 
During a visit home after working for Brazilians for the past year, an ill-adjusted, 
unmarried young man named Esira had instigated several fights with other youths during 
soccer games they played in the late afternoons. The arguments appeared to be triggered by 
accusations of foul play; however, after analyzing these quarrels, I realized they were not 
random incidents between competitors for the soccer ball, but were actually structured 
conflicts between competitors for the same marriageable girls. The quarrels did not advance 
beyond shoving and threats, but given the extreme emphasis on peaceful interaction among 
the Waiwai (discussed in Chapter IV), these scuffles constituted a village crisis. The 
headman, church pastors, and work leaders called a public meeting for community members 
to air their grievances about the youth and to hear his family's side of the story. Esira's 
father, Yarka, defended his son's behavior as the understandable frustrations of a young man 
who was being denied a wife unjustly by the rest of the village, a situation he defined in 
ethnic terms. 
Like everyone else, Yarka usually identified himself as a "Waiwai" when involved 
in collective activities in which all residents of the village cooperated. Indeed, during the 
recent Easter festival, Yarka had explained to me that food, drink, and gifts had to be pooled 
and redistributed in order to obscure the kinship relations and ethnic affiliations of givers and 
receivers, so that "everything gets all mixed together" and "we all celebrate being Waiwai." 
This symbolism of sharing nurture was expressed through the logic of continuous 
classification as a vehicle for asserting the solidarity, unity, and harmony among villages at 
the broadest level of a common ethnic identity as "Waiwai." 
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However, at the meeting to discuss his son's troublemaking, Yarka invoked the 
"Mawayana" identity of his kindred in opposition to the "Waiwai." In this situation, 
"Waiwai" identity referred to the core group of original 'Wa i~a i ,~ '  who formed the nucleus 
of the confederated villages after permanent mission contact. Yarka angrily accused the 
"Waiwai" of cheating his people, the "Mawayana," by not providing them with enough 
women to marry, even though the Mawayana had voluntarily given up their independent 
villages to join the confederated "Waiwai" villages, in exchange for the Waiwai's promise 
to "take care of them," which, Yarka insisted, included ensuring their ability to form new 
families. He said, 
When we Mawayana left our own villages and moved in with all you Waiwai, we 
agreed to become your followers! You are supposed to look out after your followers 
and their needs! My son needs a wife! ! He has been very patient and waited a long 
time for a Waiwai wife; but you Waiwai are stingy! You won't let him have a wife! 
You won't give him any of your daughters! So my son is very unhappy (ahwora)! 
He has been provoked into fights by your Waiwai boys! Don't blame my son, it's 
your fault for being so stingy! 
In his diatribe, Yarka invoked the contrastive relations among ethnic groups within a 
segmentary model of classification. He portrayed the conflictual nature of the youth's fights 
as part of a larger, on-going pattern of negative reciprocity, instigated by the stinginess of the 
"Waiwai," who reneged on their obligations to provide the means of reproduction to the 
Mawayana, who had become their dependents. More specifically, his accusation was aimed 
at the kindreds of Yakuta and Kirpaka, the most influential leaders of the village, whose 
relatives included marriageable girls in whom Esira was interested. Through an astute 
manipulation of the symbols of residence, normative codes of exchange, and caretaking, 
Yarka attempted to control the definition of the situation in a way that not only exonerated 
his son, but blamed the Waiwai bloc for a much greater transgression as a way of pressuring 
them to make good on their unreciprocated debt. However, after an hour of hearing all sides, 
Yakuta, as headman, closed the meeting with a reprimand to Esira to control his temper from 
now on. Not surprisingly, Esira left the village for good the next day. 
The logic behind the shifting codes of ethnic identities is often implicated in such 
social stratagems and village politics. This will become increasingly clear in the next chapter 
when I discuss relations between neighborhoods, which represent ethnically marked social 
blocs unified by common residence around an influential household. However, the symbol 
of shared residence, so important to concepts of village ethnicity, is actually only one 
CHAPTER I11 
MAPPING SPATIOTEMlPOaAL RELATIONS 
To convey a better understanding of the Waiwai social universe, this chapter maps 
the spatial and temporal coordinates that they use to distinguish various kinds of people and 
categories of social relations. This will lay the foundation for subsequent chapters that 
discuss how people can be transformed from one category to another. The first section charts 
the two broadest dimensions of social space-time: the vertical axis, made up of several 
cosmological tiers (subterranean, terrestrial, and celestial levels); and the horizontal axis, 
which differentiates the terrestrial level into a series of expanding concentric zones. I briefly 
describe the types of peoples and resources that are found in each of these zones. 
Traditionally, the Waiwai assumed they represented the epitome of full human beings, who 
occupied the core of the terrestrial plane; all other peoples were considered undersocialized, 
marginal beings. The coming of the missionaries and colonists threatened to dislodge the 
Waiwai from the center, prompting them to devise various strategies to recapture the core. 
As I argue later, their expeditions to contact and assimilate other native groups constitute 
their primary strategy for resituating themselves in the center of their universe. 
I then analyze the paradigms of social relations that the Waiwai use to classify people 
into broad categories of relatives and nonrelatives, and the former into various categories of 
kin and affines. These paradigms were vividly grounded in the spatial arrangement of houses 
in the village of Kaxmi, which I describe in the next section. The village was composed of 
four distinct neighborhoods, each named after the male leader who founded it and who 
headed the focal household around which kin, affines, and political allies settled. These 
neighborhoods also instantiated the historical relations among the various ethnic groups 
that joined the confederated "Waiwai" settlements. The chapter closes by following Kaxmi 
residents downriver and upriver to their garden sites and seasonal camps during the annual 
cycle, which integrated fundamental rhythms of ecological and social time. 
Vertical and Horizontal Axes of Social S~ace-Time 
Arriving among the Waiwai in 1954, a transitional period in their reactions to mission 
activities, the anthropologist Niels Fock recorded descriptions of traditional Waiwai 
cosmology (1963: 101-103). This information was originally collected by the missionaries 
Robert Hawkins and Claude Leavitt as the first stage in their strategy of conversion. Once 
they understood traditional Waiwai cosmological and spiritual beliefs, they devised ways of 
rendering Christian concepts into terms the Waiwai could assimilate. After a phase of 
promoting Christian parallels as substitutes for indigenous notions, the missionaries 
pressured the Waiwai to censor discourse and thoughts about traditional beliefs that were not 
explicitly contained in the Christian Bible. Consequently, I found most of the Waiwai 
unable to remember or unwilling to discuss preconversion cosmology or mythology with me, 
with the notable exception of some of the Waiwai pastors, whose faith was considered strong 
enough to control the threat of indulging in discussions about these beliefs. Furthermore, I 
found that many allusions to spiritual beliefs in casual conversations by ordinary Waiwai 
made more sense to me if I placed them in the context of their traditional cosmology as 
described by Fock and Hawkins. A review of these materials is therefore in order. 
The Waiwai's traditional cosmology featured five vertical layers. The very lowest 
level was the dry underworld of the cicada people, heralds of the dry season and the 
mythological source of fermented drinks. Above it was the terrestrial level populated by 
humans, plants, animals, and wild lcworokyam spirits. The first heaven above this was the 
realm of the afterlife, where the eye-souls of the dead went to dance forevermore in their 
most beautiful and brightly colored finery. Above this level was another heaven occupied 
by powerful kakinaw spirits, who represented the essence of natural species and whom 
shamans contacted to obtain cures and names. Birds were especially active among the 
kakinaw, the harpy eagle being a prominent mediator between earth and sky on behalf of 
shamans. The sun, said to be a manifestation of a certain kakinaw spirit who looked like a 
human, also occupied this level. In the highest heaven, so distant that communication with 
it was rare, was the land of the vulture people (Fock 1963: 101 - 102). 
Each of these creatures incarnated certain powers of the domain from which it came. 
Birds in particular were symbols of the heavens and the forests. Because of their ability to 
fly and cross thresholds between cosmological layers, they were apt delegates for 
communicating between them and linking them conceptually. When a shaman contacted 
celestial entities such as the harpy eagle spirit, he transcended the narrow limits of the village 
to tap distant potencies that could be directed to curative ends. His medicine basket 
contained various items for putting him in contact with the spirits: tobacco, anteater claws, 
"hawk" whistles, harpy eagle down, and quartz stones (Fock 1963:125-129). These 
paraphernalia were drawn from the gardens, forest, skies, and rivers, rendering the basket a 
sort of miniature container of the cosmos. Similarly, the arrangement of featherwork in the 
festive outfit of an influential leader charted out a microcosm of the universe (Roe 1990). 
At the same time, he symbolically expanded himself to macrocosmic proportions and 
dramatized the articulation of the cosmos into an integrated whole (Howard 1991). 
As Munn (1 983,1986) demonstrated for the Massim, and 6. Hugh-Jones (1 979) for 
the Northwest Amazon, I suggest that each cosmological domain followed its own distinctive 
kind of temporal rhythm. The underworld worked on the oscillation between the dry and 
rainy seasons, and between night and day. The terrestrial level was characterized by 
numerous rhythms, most notably the temporality of the human life cycle and its gradual 
processes of birth, growth, maturation, death, and decay. The celestial layers were the source 
of various existential transformational qualities that transcended death and ordinary 
temporality. The first heaven above, home of the dancing eye-souls purified of their mortal 
bodies, was a realm drained of human temporality, in perpetual motion but without change 
or decay. The next layer was a realm in which kakinaw spirits could cause great 
transmutations, even reversals, in human states of being when they impinged on earthly 
affairs through direct contacts, illnesses and cures, shamanic trances and dreams, and name 
bestowals. As the domain of archetypal essences, it was an ancient realm of spirits who 
existed long before the events of origin myths-perhaps even without beginning. By 
contrast, the uppermost realm of the buzzard people--carrion eaters who draw life from 
rotting carcasses--existed on the yonder side of death and putrefaction. In Waiwai modes 
of thinking, distance in space (vertical or horizontal) is correlated with depth in time. Both 
in turn are associated with varying degrees and kinds of natural, supernatural, and social 
powers. As Helms observes, 
[Allthough in traditional world views cosmic powers or forces are believed 
to be inherently intangible, they often are thought to be expressed in tangible 
forms ...[ Mlaterial goods that come from a distance ... are likely to be considered as 
unique and powerful, as containing exceptional potency and magical strengths and 
abilities. If the things that come from a distance are also acquired from a mystically 
charged source ... then potency is virtually assured. (Helms 1988: 1 13) 
Various means existed for integrating the different spatial and temporal domains, 
such as dance, song, tobacco, exchange, or featherwork. Because birds moved between these 
various zones, they were capable of articulating the various rhythms with each other. 
Without some process of weaving them together, the universe would disintegrate into a 
disjointed muddle with its parts out of synchrony. On the other hand, different temporalities 
sometimes had to be kept separate to avoid disharmonies, as when a mourner, embroiled in 
the immediate terrestrial rhythms of the body and mortality, refrained from wearing any 
feather ornaments, which would connect him to celestial rhythms of perpetuity. 
Elsewhere, Fock (1986) discussed how the vertical and horizontal zones of the 
Waiwai's circular house replicated certain aspects of the cosmos at large. Formerly most of 
a village's inhabitants lived in this co a1 house; nowadays, it is used as a feast house or 
meeting place, while smaller versions may be built for nuclear families. The vertical 
organization of the house paralleled the five layers of the cosmos. Below the floor was 
buried a stone axe; the ground level was occupied by humans and pets; the roof area was 
divided into upper and lower parts by a storage platform and distinguished by different kinds 
village, and cosmos were iconically condensed in a single model (Fock 1986). 
By the time I arrived in 1984, this complex cosmology had become considerably 
simpler and vaguer. In the intervening thirty years between Fock's research and mine, the 
Waiwai had embraced Christianity and stopped talking about many traditional beliefs. They 
still conceptualize the universe in terms of vertical layers, but some of the distinctions 
became blurred, so that the three heavens seem to have merged into one, which is identified 
with the abode of the Christian God. The underworld is rarely mentioned any more. In 
addition, the Waiwai now talk about a nonlocalized limbo where the dead go, waiting for the 
Second Coming of Jesus and the Last Judgment. Those who are granted immortality will 
live with God in heaven; those who are condemned will be thrown in a Big Fire, the location 
of which nobody knew (my informants resisted any suggestion of hell as an undenvorld). 
Nonetheless, comments I heard on various occasions led me to surmise that the traditional 
cosmology persisted in the background as a template that helped the Waiwai make sense of 
the Christian cosmology and, conversely, allowed them to indigenize foreign beliefs 
introduced by the missionaries. 
The cosmological level that receives the most attention is the terrestrial level, our 
"earth." I-Iorizontally, it is divided into concentric domains moving outward from the 
Waiwai village, each of which is occupied by different kinds of people (see Fig. 6). These 
zones include the central socialized sphere of the Waiwai village; the domain of Waiwai 
gardens, cultivated mainly by women; the surrounding forest, where men venture forth to 
hunt and where other forest Indians live; the zone of the savannahs, home of the Wapixana 
and related native peoples; the distant wilderness, where non-Indian forest-dwellers like the 
Maroons of Surinam live; Brazilian and Guyanese cities, where members of the national 
societies live or originate; and beyond that, North America, conceptualized as a rich urban 
land where everyone is a missionary ("Amerkan komo"). In later chapters, I will describe 
each of these types of people and their interactions with the Waiwai in greater detail. 
In this spatial schema, rivers, paths, and roads meander across and radiate outward 
from the village, crossing the various horizontal zones and allowing for communication and 
transformations of persons, objects, and powers across them. Following Munn (1986), I 
suggest that such movements are essential for weaving the different zones into a coherent 
and totalized whole. Various activities are designed to maintain or renew the Waiwai's 
position in the center of this topography, from which they exert control over the other 
domains in the periphery. Each outer zone has certain resources and potencies that Waiwai 
society seeks to assimilate, such as the feminine powers from garden resources; 
masculine powers of strength from game animals; labor and procreative powers from affines 
from other indigenous villages; social reproductive powers from uncontacted peoples sought 

by the Waiwai; and manufactured trade goods from distant peoples such as the Maroons, 
Brazilians, and North American missionaries, the latter of whom also bring spiritual powers 
in the form of Bibles and medicines. Ultimately the vertical and horizontal axes are 
integrated where they meet up at the horizon, the border that dead souls cross to gain entry 
to the heavens. 
The absorption of external powers depends on certain basic iconic operations, such 
as detaching elements fiom one domain and recontextualizing them into new domains (Munn 
1974). Because diverse entities, items, or elements incarnate certain characteristics and 
powers of the domain from which they come, each can therefore serve as a representative of 
its domain in other contexts. As such, they become synecdoches that can import powers 
from their place of origin. Incorporating these synecdochic icons is thus a means of 
assimilating powers that characterize the various domains lying at different spatial, temporal, 
and social distances from an ideological center. The Waiwai display a passion for adopting 
and assimilating outside icons and the power-laden meanings they convey. 
A variety of everyday examples illustrate this passion. For instance, the house styles 
seen in contemporary VVBiwai villages present a wide array of styles and innovations 
borrowed from outsiders: traditional circular and rectangular houses; rectangular ones with 
round ends adopted from other Guiana groups; wattle-and-daub houses like savannah Indians 
and Brazilians; houses built on stilts like those of the missionaries, etc. Likewise, Waiwai 
gardens contain a large variety of manioc species cultivated fiom cuttings brought back after 
visits to other villages, ethnic groups, and colonists. When women get together to grate 
manioc tubers, they amuse themselves by grating in time to a series of different syncopated 
rhythms (accentuated by loud "sh-sh" vocal effects, also used in dancing), each of which is 
named after the native group that created it. Similarly, during festivals, rnusicians play 
various melodies on bamboo or deer-bone flutes that are identified with the group that 
composed them. In addition, the Waiwai borrow hymns from neighboring groups (such as 
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the Tiriyci, Hixkaryana, or Wapixana) or non-Indians and translate them into Waiwai.' Every 
time villagers return from visits to other ethnic groups, they are badgered with eager requests 
from those who stayed behind to teach them new melodies, basketry designs, recipes, hair 
styles, or ritual practices that the travelers learned from their hosts. Distributing new kinds 
of knowledge acquired from afar, like distributing new trade goods, is a common means of 
gaining prestige among the Waiwai. Villagers obviously take great delight in performing, 
enumerating, labeling, or otherwise displaying these collections of exotica, reminding me of 
curiosity cabinets from seventeenth-century Europe or ethnic folk festivals in the 
contemporary U.S. 
The outlay of the village of Kaxrni represented a condensed model of certain aspects 
of their history of absorbing resources from social groups in various outlying domains in 
their social topography. The community meeting house (umana), the anchor of collective 
"Waiwai" identity, was situated in the middle of the central neighborhood of the village; 
immediately around it were the houses of the kindred who belong to the "original" Waiwai, 
(other members of this group lived in the first neighborhood that was cleared, the 
"historically central" one). Other groups that had been gradually assimilated into the 
collective "Waiwai" village over time were located in surrounding neighborhoods in varying 
' Relevant to this last point is a comment made by the missionary Cary-Elwes during 
a visit to a Tarurna village in 1923 : 
When I left the Tarumas and Waiwais three years previously, I do not think 
one, even among the children, knew the prayers; nor did they give me the 
impression of being keen to know them. I now found to my astonishment 
that ... all the children, nearly all the men and many of the women, know the 
prayers well ..." However did you get to know the prayers?" I asked them. 
"We sent four women to the Wapishana country," (a fifteen days' journey) 
"and told them not to return till they knew the prayers perfectly" (Cary-Elwes 
1923, in Colson and Morton 1982:241). 
Colson and Morton point out that the women would likely have been elderly ones (a 
strategy used by some groups of sending senior "ambassadresses" who will not be accosted). 
It is certainly evocative of the Waiwai's pattern of sending out delegates to different distant 
realms and returning to the center with various exotica, powers, and ideas to incorporate into 
the village's repertoire of "valuable things." 
distances that were roughly correlated with the length of time since they arrived. The 
schoolhouse, church, and mission buildings were located in the periphery of the central 
neighborhood. As structures where residents from all the groups came together, it was fitting 
that they should be located in the central neighborhood, but as structures instantiating 
institutions assimilated from Western society, it was appropriate that they were built on the 
margin of this neighborhood. About two hours outside the village is the FUNAI Indian Post, 
barely integrated at all into the life of Kaxmi. 
At the height of the ceremonial season, community rituals dramatize how Waiwai 
society draws numerous resources from outer domains: people from different kindreds, 
neighborhoods, villages, and ethnic groups; foods (both vegetable and meat) through 
feasting; forest powers through animal, imitation games; celestial powers through 
featherwork; spiritual potencies (traditional and Christian) through music and invocations; 
accounts of the historical and mythological past; and the like. In this way, Waiwai society 
not only centers itself in the cosmos, but indeed rejuvenates the basic organization of the 
cosmos as a whole for yet another season. I shall return to this topic in the next chapter. 
Like the vertical layers, each horizontal zone is characterized by certain 
temporalities, and the movement between them obeys particular rhythms. For example, the 
trek back and forth from village to gardens (by women) and from village to forest (by men) 
mark everyday rhythms of subsistence and bodily growth. The life crises of birth and death 
traditionally followed similar rhythms by sending expectant mothers to birthing huts in the 
forest and bringing corpses there to be cremated (current practices are to give birth at home 
and to bury corpses nearby). Seasonal rhythms are marked by dispersing to more distant 
garden camps in the forest during the rainy season and returning for collective village life 
in the dry. Relations with other villages are also orchestrated with seasonal changes, with 
travel and heightened sociality made possible during the dry season, and both restricted 
during the rains. Intervillage contacts also provide access to intergenerational rhythms for 
through the acquisition of spouses and affines, who exchange nieces and nephews in 
marriages in subsequent generations, thus guaranteeing the perpetuation of one's kindred. 
Since affinity is deeply implicated in issues of influence, persuasion, and power, marital 
exchanges also promote the intercalation of household and political life cycles. The 
assimilation by the Waiwai of other ethnic groups through their contact expeditions 
constitutes an even higher-order model of political influence, since it requires the 
mobilization of wider social networks and greater amounts of resources. These forays not 
only traverse wider distances, but they are also played out over a grander temporal scale, as 
the transformation of newly-contacted peoples into "Waiwai" reiterates the stages through 
which the Waiwai moved historically and mythically. Conversely, the Waiwai say these 
peoples are like they "used to be" long ago. By contrast, the wealth of Brazilians and 
Americans represents a fantasy toward which the Waiwai aspire in an ever-receding future. 
Many of the locales where mythical and Biblical events occurred are situated vaguely in 
faraway other places on a plane of ancient temporality that is still accessible, though not 
always ~ is ib le .~  At the very outer reaches of horizontal space are domains marked by 
perpetuity, where death is transformed into life, transcending the decay and mortality that 
inevitably results from the playing-out of the other rhythms. In traditional eschatology, this 
realm is where the eye-souls of the dead were killed "a second time" by supernatural stinging 
wasps and then revived (Fock 1963:82-84), readied to proceed to the upper heaven. These 
images resemble the Waiwai post-Christian notions of going to heaven or suffering a "second 
death" in the Big Fire of hell, the two considered separate fates to be meted out by God at the 
Second Coming. 
The strength of these spatial and temporal associations sometimes emerged when 
I unknowingly challenged such links. For instance, when I once mentioned the current war 
in Israel, the Waiwai were incredulous that it could be an ordinary place, existing in the 
historical present, that anyone could visit. On another occasion when I brought some Waiwai 
to a museum in Boa Vista, they had trouble understanding the notion that a replica of the 
interior of a nineteenth-century colonist house represented something from the past, since 
they seemed to consider Brazilian society to be situated in an unchanging present. 
Cate~orizine ""Relatives" and ""Just Plain Peo~le" 
The image of the cosmos as a series of vertical layers and horizontal domains 
represents one model for classifying the diversity of entities and societies that the Waiwai 
encounter. Conceptualizing the earth as a series of ever-widening concentric circles is a way 
of distributing human beings (and other entities) according to their degrees of similarity and 
difference along a spectrum of continuous classification (Viveiros de Castro 1977:88-89). 
Moving outward from the center, one confronts more and more differences in groups in 
comparison with the group occupying the center, while, conversely, moving inward from the 
periphery, one finds more and more similarities. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, another approach the Waiwai used for 
comparing themselves to other groups was the model of segmentary classification, which 
was based on a taxonomy of contrasts. This mode of thinking about relations distributed 
human beings according to differences between pairs of binary oppositions. This type of 
segmentary model was implicitly used when individuals categorized other people from an 
egocentric perspective into various kinds of relatives and nonrelatives. 
The schema below (Table 1) represents this Waiwai paradigm of social relations in 
diagram form. It is composed of two pairs of oppositional principles: the presence 
vs.absence of nurturance, and the contrast between intimacy vs. avoidance. The intersection 
of these two oppositions yields five categories of people in Waiwai terminology: "relatives" 
(in broad and narrow senses), "just [plain] people," "affines," "fiiends," and "strangers." The 
term "relatives" (poyino komo) can apply at two hierarchical levels: one in the sense of "kin" 
as opposed to "affines" (woxin komo); and the other, when combined in the pair "kin + 
affines," in the sense of "folk" as opposed to "just people " (tooto muki ). The latter category 
refers to nonrelatives (neither kin nor affines), who can include "strangers," anari ro, and 
"friends," yukrono. 
TABLE 1 
P IGM OF SOCIAL "RELATIONS 
POYINO K O M  WOXIN KOMO 
""RELATIVES" (KIN) 'SFFINES" 
"FNRIEND" "STRANGERS" 
Let me explain in more detail how this diagram translates Waiwai conceptual 
categories. The broadest contrast (shown on the left) exists between poyino komo, 
"relatives" (or, more colloquially, "folk"), and tooto maki, "just plain people" (or "mere 
people"), which is based on the most generalized opposition between two categories of social 
relations. These relations depend on the presence or absence of what I call nurture, that is, 
obligatory, long-term bonds of reciprocity and shared substances, which emerge from the 
dense, overlapping, continuous exchange of a variety of foods, goods, labor, and persons. 
"Relatives7' are people whose social relations are marked by the presence of such bonds, 
while those who lack such bonds are ''just people." In terms of this contrast, poyino b m o  
usually applies to a kindred (including in-married or allied members), such as Xexewa 
poyino komo, "Xexewa's relatives" or "Xexewa's folk," or, more broadly, to a 
sociolinguistic ethnic group, such as Mawayanapoyino komo, "Mawayana relativeslfolk," 
who are presumed to have a history or ancestry of shared substances. However, the concept 
could be expanded even fbrther: I sometimes heard leaders give public speeches describing 
other indigenous peoples, especially uncontacted or recently contacted groups, as "our 
relatives" who deserved food, care, and other kinds of nurture; I also heard them sometimes 
describe the missionaries not simply as "friends" but also as "relatives9' because they (the 
missionaries) had spent so many years living among them. In all the senses, "relatives" are 
opposed to "mere people" with whom there are no bonds or expectations of long-term, 
intensive sharing and reciprocity. When I heard the term tooto ma& used, the tone and 
connotation could be either neutral and factual (in the sense that they were "simply people" 
or "people with whom I have no kinship bonds9') or pejorative (implying they were "mere 
people with whom I have and want no interaction9'). Frikel(1958: 143) even heard the term 
used in a hostile sense for "enemies." 
When this broad opposition of "relatives" and "just people" is cross-cut by another 
contrast, the opposition between intimacy and avoidance, narrower contrasts and ranges of 
meaning emerge. "Relatives" (poyino komo) include 66kinspeople," also referred to aspoyino 
komo, whose interaction is marked by intimacy and familiarity, and "affines," woxin komo, 
whose interaction is marked by avoidance and respect. Avoidance is strongest between a 
son-in-law and his parents-in-law, who rarely look at or speak directly with one another, 
usually relying on the wifeldaughter to serve as a go-between. The Waiwai described the 
emotions that the son-in-law felt toward his parents-in-law (especially his wife's father) as 
respect, fear, embarrassment, or shame, all of which result from the extreme deference he 
owes them because of the woman he received from them in marriage. The emotions they 
described for kinspeople (especially younger kin and dependents) were affection, fondness, 
longing, or love. 
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Kinspeople represent the essence of what it means to be "relatives." The presence 
of bonds of reciprocity and the repetitive sharing of substances lead to the construction of 
bodily and spiritual continuities over time and space. Relatives, especially kin, are those who 
partake of such continuities (cf. Turner n.d.b) and who are in a very real sense derived from 
each other. The reciprocity among affines is more formal and measured than the generalized 
sharing of substances that occurs among kinspeople. However, the spouse is an affine who 
becomes more and more like a kinsperson because of the intensive, long-term, and 
generalized sharing of many kinds of bodily substances (food, sweat, semen, etc.), to the 
point where they actually do construct bonds of continuity. The term for relatives, poyino 
komo (literally, "those from whom I come"), comes from the root poyi, which, as a 
preposition, means "from," in the sense of deriving, originating, or coming away from. As 
a noun, poyi refers to the practice of abstaining from certain foods, materials, or activities 
while person or close relatives are in a vulnerable state.3 Poyino komo are thus those for 
whom one observes taboos, precisely because the activities of one person can h a m  the health 
of relatives with whom one shares physical and spiritual continuity. As Turner (1980) 
showed in the case of the Kayap6, spouses also abstain on behalf of each other because their 
sharing of substances has led to strong continuities between themselves, almost as if they 
belonged to the same body. 
When the category of nonrelatives, or "just people" ( tooto makf ) is divided by the 
contrast between intimacy and avoidance, a parallel set of distinctions results. Nonrelatives 
who have developed a degree of intimacy described each other as a friend, yakono, literally, 
"someone I go with." Friends are people who like to get together to do things with each 
Fock provides information on numerous kinds of abstentions observed by relatives 
surrounding birth, menstruation, death, illness, hunting, and the production of powerful 
substances such as arrow poison or fermented beverages (1 963 : 16- 19, 12 1 - 122, 13 1-1 32, 
1 3 9- 144,154- 1 59,162- 1 63). Many traditional taboos are no longer followed by most of the 
Waiwai, since the missionaries discouraged them from continuing practices that challenged 
the spiritual power of the Christian God. 
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other. Children who often play together, men who frequently go hunting with each other, 
or women who enjoy spending time together while they garden or process manioc are 
yakrono. The term suggests a particularized, special relationship between two individuals. 
It is no coincidence that the term is always used in the singular, since a person's friends do 
not form a collective group (at most, only a sum of individual friendships). Conversely, the 
term for "affmes" is always used in the plural, even when someone is referring to only one 
of them, since an in-law is only the representative of an affinal group. In its purest sense, a 
friendship is a voluntary relation created between two individuals who have no kinship bond 
or relationship other than living in the same village. However, a friendship can also be 
overlaid on a preexisting relationship between two kinspeople, in which case it connotes a 
special, nonobligatory tendency they have to do things together because of an extra feeling 
of pleasure they take in each other's company. Partners in a friendship are always peers and 
equals, unlike the hierarchical relations among kin or affines. Neither one dominates the 
other, and their reciprocity is always balanced. Unlike relatives, however, their reciprocal 
exchanges are not intense or long-term, and therefore do not involve the degree of nurturance 
that mark the bonds between relatives. 
Strangers, too, are equals, but their equality stems from ignorance rather than 
familiarity. They are potentially dangerous equals who may try to overpower and dominate 
their counterpart. The term for strangers, anar9 ro, literally means "completely Other," in 
the sense of being alien, someone who is extremely dissimilar and foreign. Informants 
described the emotions that strangers stirred up in them as apprehension, discomfort, fear, 
or disdain. Although strangers may not be enemies, the possibility of hostilities erupting 
means that they certainly are people to be avoided. Unlike the situation with affines, a 
person has no intermediary to bridge their avoidance of a stranger: the separation is 
complete, or ought to be. Again in contrast to in-law relationships, strangers are not 
indebtedness to each other, precisely because of the absence of any exchanges between them. 
Within the categories of "friends" and "strangers," no further distinctions are drawn: 
"just plain people" simply do not vary sufficiently to warrant more detailed differentiation. 
This is not the case with the categories of "kin" and "affines," which can be further divided 
into various subcategories. To avoid the genealogical reductionism implied by traditional 
kinship diagrams, I have represented these categories in a paradigmatic chart (Table 2), 
TABLE 2 
WAIWAI CLASSIFICATION OF ""RELATIVES" 
------ 
equations: G - 1, G - 2 affines = G - 2 kin 
G + 1, G + 2 female &ne = G + 2 female kin 
G + 2 male affine = G + 2 male kin 
which conveys a better idea of how the Waiwai classify the social universe of "relatives" in 
contrast to "nonrelatives." All of the terms shown are "classificatory" in the sense that they 
apply to all persons who fall in a particular category, regardless of genealogical relatedness. 
Individualized terms are not given in the chart, but are discussed below. 
This paradigm is constructed by applying a series of three main criteria: generation 
and relative age; gender (absolute or relative); and affinibility (Basso's useful term, 1975). 
The major criterion that the Waiwai apply to the mass of relatives is affinibility, 
which distinguishes potential affines (relatives who may become ego's in-laws through a 
marriage) fiom kin (relatives who may never become ego's in-laws). As discussed above, 
one's kinspeople are epitome of one's relatives, hence the same termpoyino komo is used 
for both. However, over time, affines become more like kin, and they are the means by 
which one produces more kinspeople. 
The criterion of generation introduces distinctions into the sets of both kin and 
afines, based on the temporal series of different pairs of parents and children. Kinspeople 
are divided up into five generations (ego's generation, two older ones, and two younger 
ones), with finer distinctions of relative age being introduced into ego's generation. Affines, 
on the other hand, are divided up into three main generations (ego's generation, one older, 
and one younger), using terms for the older and younger ones that exaggerate the hierarchical 
difference between the generations. In addition, one particular category of afline (tamru), 
to which mother's brothers and ego's father-in-law belong, is further distinguished from the 
generation above, perhaps because of the strongly marked relationship of respect and 
avoidance between ego and those in this ~ategory.~ 
In addition, after men get married, they often use the term aa&, "elder sister," to 
address their mother-in-law, singling her out from other women in the older generation of 
affines. In this instance, however, the generational distinction between ego and his mother- 
in-law is collapsed This equation between the elder sister and mother-in-law is widespread 
in the Guianas, which has prompted speculation about "sister's daughter marriages" (see, 
e.g., Rivikre 1969b, D. Thomas 1979). However, the Waiwai insisted they were not really 
marrying their sister's daughter (although this would be permitted, but not especially 
Finally, within all generations except the youngest, gender distinctions are applied 
to distinguish males from females. For terms of address, the gender distinctions are absolute 
(that is, the terms identify the gender of those they label).5 In the case of ego's own 
generation, the terms of reference make gender distinctions that are relative (that is, the terms 
distinguish between those of the same or opposite sex as ego and are used reciprocally by 
both parties). Thus, brothers and sisters refer to each other as oyepeka, while brothers refer 
to each other as oyakno, the same term used between  sister^.^ Correlatively, female cross- 
cousins refer to each other as opamori, just as male cross-cousins do, while female and male 
cross-cousins refer to each other as owayamnu (a term that literally means "my tortoise"). 
There is no term of address for opposite-sex cross-cousin who are not spouses, since, as the 
Waiwai explained, their sexual availability and marriageability makes them too embarrassed 
to speak to each other (at least in public). However, once two particular cross-cousins get 
married, they refer to their spouse as opin", 'my wife," or oyiiiio, "my husband," and address 
each other reciprocally as &wya, "spouse." 
In later chapters, I will show how this system of classification was mobilized to 
transform recently contacted groups from strangers to affmes and eventually into kinspeople. 
For the time being, however, let me turn to a description of the make-up of Kaxmi's 
neighborhoods, the principle arena of interaction between various kinspeople and aff~nes. 
approved), but simply using the term "aa8' as a term of address. They could explain why 
no further than to say, "That's just the way we do it." It is notable, however, that the term 
is also used by men as a respectful term for women of outside groups of roughly the same 
generation. Thus, many Waiwai men used this term to address female missionaries and 
myself. 
However, the term moofia can only be used by a female speaker for a YZ , and the 
term piti can only be used by a male speaker for a YB, since both terms are rather vulgar 
terms for"vaginaW and "penis," respectively. For younger siblings of the opposite sex, or for 
those with whom relations are more restrained, the term okquii', "child," is used. 
In addition, same-sex siblings who are distant or unrelated genealogically may 
address each other as oyakno, a term of equality that avoids distinctions of relative age. This 
was a term that women of my generation often used reciprocally with me. 
Household Histories and Nei~hborhood Narratives 
During my fieldwork, the village of Kaxrni was divided into four distinct sections 
which, extrapolating from Waiwai usage, I call  neighborhood^.^ The following data on these 
neighborhoods should clear up errors in the literature on Waiwai village composition 
stemming from the misplaced debate between Niels Fock and Betty Meggers. Drawing on 
his 1955 data, Fock asserted that the core unit in all four Waiwai settlements consisted of 
adult epeka komo, a term referring to full, half, or classificatory siblings, especially brothers 
and sisters (1 963: 191, 194, 200, 201). He argued that although "disharmonies" in their 
kinship terminology suggested that matrilocality had once been the norm, it had been reduced 
to an occasional or temporary practice for the first year of marriage when a man owed bride- 
service to his in-laws. The desire to escape this burdensome service, coupled with the 
strength of the childhood bond between brothers and sisters, resulted in the predominance 
of what he called "epeka-locality" (1 963 : 19 1). 
Meggers (1 964) challenged this interpretation by presenting her earlier genealogies 
from 1952-53. Since these data were collected before diseases and missionaries distorted 
traditional patterns, she claimed that they represented a truer picture of Waiwai settlement 
practices. In three out of the four Waiwai villages, she found that the residential core 
consisted of the link between sisters or between mothers and daughters (1964:200). Such 
matrilocality was harmonious with a principle of "matrilineality" that she inferred fiom their 
marriage rules. The only village that did not conform to the matrilocal pattern was an 
6'unstable" village that was "in a state of flux" (1964:200, 205). In similar terms, she 
dismissed Fock's conflicting data as the result of the "rapidity of social breakdown among 
the Wai Wai in the face of acculturative pressures" (1964:205). 
I also follow the lead of D. Thomas (1982:71-84), who describes the unnamed but 
spatially and behaviorally marked "neighborhoods" in Pemon villages of Venezuela. 
Both positions suffered from the fallacy of misplaced concreteness by focusing on 
isolated phases of Waiwai settlement histories instead of contextualizing them within their 
full developmental cycles. By adapting Turner9 s paradigm of the developmental cycle of GC 
and Bororo households (1979a9 1979b) to the Waiwai case, and drawing on ethnographic 
data from other Guiana societies (Arvelo-Jimenez 197 1, 1977; D. Thomas 1982; Henley 
1982; Kaplan 1975, 1984; Rivi6re 1969a, 1984), I argue that such cycles follow the 
establishment, expansion, maturation, and reproduction of residential units at the levels of 
the household, neighborhood, and village. Meggers and Fock also failed to appreciate the 
range of possible variations in the configuration of key relationships among coresidential 
households. As I shall demonstrate, influential leaders are especially likely to exploit these 
possibilities to expand the number of people living within their residential orbit. 
Certainly Waiwai settlements have undergone considerable changes since Meggers's 
and Fock's days, primarily in their dramatic population expansion, the break-up of communal 
houses into nuclear family homes, and the clustering of households into neighborhoods. 
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Nonetheless, I contend that the same fundamental dynamics can be observed in their 
contemporary village configurations. As Waiwai settlements swelled after mission contact, 
they subdivided into neighborhoods that closely followed the configuration and population 
of traditional villages. Even though contemporary nuclear families are separated by house 
walls rather than merely house posts, their links to the household of an influential 
neighborhood leader are essentially the same today as those that used to bind families to the 
head of a communal house. This continuity testifies to the primacy of the same processes 
that generate the developmental cycle of the household and its interhousehold ties. Evidence 
for the persistence of these basic principles should help explain how the Waiwai adapted to 
their new multiethnic, post-contact settlements. It should also dispel the illusion that 
contemporary Waiwai villages manifest the "decay" of traditional organizing principles, 
suggested by both Fock and Meggers, or that they now represent "aberrations" of the 
regional patterns in Guiana settlements, as Riviere (1984) claims. 
The structure of a Waiwai neighborhood can be understood in several different ways: 
as a spatially discrete cluster of houses; as an interrelated set of kindreds; as a circle of 
political allies; or as part of an ethnic bloc that was lived in its own village before joining the 
"Waiwai" confederation. Each of these depictions is meaningful in alternate ways, since 
each represents one facet of social relations that link neighborhood residents. Depending on 
circumstances, Kaxrni residents could mobilize different frames for defining neighborhood 
relations and rendering their social interactions intelligible. Although the other frames might 
be held in abeyance, they could be brought forward when the situation changed. 
Spatially, each neighborhood was made up of a cluster of houses occupying the same 
clearing and separated from other clearings by unoccupied expanses of bush or forest. Each 
clearing lay a short distance (from 300 to 2000 feet) along a path from the next one (see map 
in Fig. 7). The spatial separation of the neighborhoods also represented different moments 
in the history of the village as new families moved in from the former settlement site of 
Yawko upriver. Neighborhood I was founded in 1978 as the original site of Kaxrni; the 
members of Neighborhood I1 built their houses in 1979; Neighborhood 111 was set up in 
1980; and Neighborhood IV became an independent residential area in 198 1. 
Besides being a spatially demarcated cluster of houses, a neighborhood can also be 
understood as a socially articulated network of households that form a kindred or interrelated 
kindreds. In this sense, contemporary Waiwai neighborhoods resemble the composition of 
traditional small villages assembled out of bonds of kinship and affinity, shared substance 
and exchange. However, neither neighborhoods nor villages merely reflect "natural" bonds 
of kinship or marriage; rather, they are constructed out of culturally defined relationships and 
shaped by sociopolitical factors. Each neighborhood is built up of families who claim 
kinship or affinity to the senior couple that founded it. Adult men and women in the senior 

(but not elderly) generation of 35-55 years old, whose children are beginning to marry, 
attempt to persuade not only their daughters and sons to build their houses next to theirs, but 
also to persuade relatives of their sons-in-law and daughters-in-law to settle in the vicinity 
or to follow them in establishing a new neighborhood or village. Influential senior couples 
thus not only control their own household and dependent junior ones, but through them also 
gain access to a broad array of other households that they may influence. In taking the lead 
in staking out a site and mobilizing others to follow, this couple reconfigures the social 
networks that make up the village, crystallized in a new neighborhood. Through persuasion, 
pressure, and power, this couple convinces various others to reside in its neighborhood, 
defining itself as the pivotal household around which all the others are arranged. This couple 
exploits its kinship and affinal ties as a source of political power by recasting spatial 
contiguity as residential control over its neighbors, thereby becoming the social center of 
gravity in the neighborhood. 
This focal or "reference household" (Oliveira 1988:198) wields considerable 
influence over the others within the neighborhood and, to varying degrees, over households 
in other neighborhoods through cross-cutting kinship and affinal ties. This household has 
successfully parlayed its contingent position within a web of various social relations into the 
constitutive armature of an articulated social network. In other words, the reference 
household becomes the point of departure for configuring the kindred that make up the 
neighborhood; other households define themselves in relation to its perspective. The 
influence of this focal household is reflected in its ability to have its version of neighborhood 
relations prevail among alternative versions. This does not mean that such a construction is 
uncontested or does not alter over time, but, rather, that competing versions and changes are 
interpreted in relation to this household's privileged viewpoint. 
In sum, the focal household succeeds in positioning itself as the center of the 
neighborhood in terms of historical precedence, kindred perspective, and political 
prominence. The male head of this household is therefore also considered the head of the 
neighborhood, which is generally labeled as "his" neighborhood. Thus, for instance, 
Neighborhood I was called Yakuta rnitwono korno, literally, "those who are Yakuta's 
neighbors," or "Yakuta's neighborhood." Such eponyms reflect the fact that this leader gives 
coherence to the neighborhood as a whole by providing the organizing framework for an 
otherwise random collection of people and interactions. As Huber (198053) remarked in 
an analogous case in Melanesia, "He makes the structures of whole and parts ... visible in a 
certain way which starts from his own position in the community.99 Kaxmi's neighborhoods 
and their eponymous leaders are listed below in Table 3, along with the number of 
households and people for each one. 
The political dominance of the focal household is not confined to the inter-household 
level of relations within the neighborhood. At a higher order, the male heads of this 
household occupy formal positions of authority in the village council of leaders and are thus 
able to exercise influence over the community as a collective body (to be discussed in the 
TABLE 3 
NEIGHBORWOOD PROFILES 
Neighborhood Headman # Households # People 
I Yakuta 14 70 
I1 Kipaka 15 74 
I11 Xexewa 15 82 
IV Kumara 5 24 
TOTAL: 49 250 
next chapter). The focal household depends on a dual source of influence for its prominence, 
both at the domestic (inter-household) level and at the collective (village-wide) level. It thus 
occupies a position of dominance that enhances the legitimacy of its particular perspective 
on sociopolitical realities (Comaroff 1978; Turner 1979). 
Besides their identification with kindreds, the four neighborhoods in Kaxrni were also 
correlated with segments that I call sociolinguistic or ethnic blocs. This means that when 
villagers focused on finer ethnic distinctions than the pan-Waiwai identity of the community 
as a whole, the members of each neighborhood or sector (a division of a neighborhood) 
usually identified themselves with an ethnic groups that claimed to have its own independent 
historical roots, social network, and language. Members who were born in non-Waiwai 
villages sometimes still used their natal language among themselves. Although not all the 
members of a particular ethnic group lived exclusively in one neighborhood, its ethnonym 
could be used as an alternative way of identifling the neighborhood. For example, villagers 
sometimes referred to Xexewa's residential constellation as the Xerew neighborhood, since 
Xexewa9s family and neighbors considered themselves to be members of an ethnic bloc that 
emphasized its historical and linguistic links to Xerew ancestors. Even though some 
individuals or households might have come from other ethnic blocs, from the perspective of 
the rest of the village, their identity was usually merged with that of the focal household or 
dominant kindred(s) in the neighborhood. I-Iowever, if they ran into conflicts with other 
families in the neighborhood, their different ethnic roots were often emphasized as a way of 
calling attention to their status as outsiders to the neighborhood; at other times, they might 
emphasize their distinctive ethnicity to boast about their bloc's contributions to the 
neighborhood or the "Waiwai" collectivity. 
The dynamics that nowadays lead to the formation of new neighborhoods echo the 
complex processes of fission and fusion that formerly led to the founding of independent 
villages. Similarly, neighborhoods are organized along the same principles that autonomous 
villages once were. Moreover, such structural continuity is paralleled by a degree of 
demographic continuity, since the core of a neighborhood is usually made up of related 
families who lived together in previous settlements, going back in the older generation to 
independent villages they lived in before joining the post-contact confederated "Waiwai" 
settlements. While the many accretions and losses in membership that occur over time 
complicate such a picture, the continuity of these core constellations of families, and their 
reproduction of social relations in succeeding generations, is yet another factor that lends 
coherence to the social fabric within each neighborhood. 
In the following sections, I shall describe the particular formation of each of the four 
neighborhoods, then summarize the principles that underlie their configurations and explain 
how they fit together as stages in a developmental sequence. 
Yakuta's Neighborhood (I) 
The focal household in this neighborhood was headed by Yakuta and his wife Cohki 
(see photo in Fig. 8). Yakuta had been the leader of the church pastors in all three villages 
on the Rio Novo (Anawatho, Yawkotho, and Kaxmi), and also served as village headman 
in Kaxmi from 1 98 1 to 1985 . After his first wife, Tarixi, died of cancer in 1980, he married 
Cohki, who was Tarixi's BWD. Yakuta's neighborhood was the oldest one in Kaxmi, 
having been the original site of the village when it was permanently settled in 1978 on the 
site of Yu'akuta's garden camp (see section on village history in Chapter 11). Although Kipaka 
was long considered the headman of all the village sites on the Rio Novo, since he led the 
first group from Guyana that opened gardens in this region, Yakuta had specifically cleared 
the garden at Kaxmi, the third of the Rio Novo sites, which helped legitimate his bid for 
headmanship later on. As Kaxmi grew and nearby gardens became exhausted, new 
neighborhoods were spawned in the abandoned clearings as families built new houses next 
to other leaders. During my fieldwork, members of the village referred to the residents 
Figure 8. Yakuta and Cohki's household, 1984 
in Fig. 9, and 
key to households in Table 4, below). Not only was his kindred often described as part of 
the "original Waiwai," but it included many families who were first contacted and converted 
by the missionaries in British Guiana in the 1950s. 
However, this general description of the neighborhood masked greater complexities. 
The neighborhood was actually composed of two distinct kindreds that maintained an uneasy 
coexistence. Besides Yakuta's kindred, identified with the Waiwai ethnic bloc, this 
neighborhood also included Yawti's kindred, identified with the Katuena bloc. The Katuena 
were the most recent ethnic group in K a m i  who had joined the Waiwai, having moved in 
with them in 1967. The titular head of the Katuena group in K a m i  was Yawti, whose wife 
was Panakmiriri. The social and political distinction between these two kindreds was clearly 
delineated in their spatial segregation. Yaltuta's ltindred (households 1-8 in Neighborhood 

I) occupied the northeastern half of the clearing, while Yawti's kindred (households 9- 12 and 
44 in Neighborhood 1) occupied the southwestern half. Doors were strategically located so 
that most of them faced toward the houses of members of the same kindred and away from 
those of the other. The houses of each kindred centered around an open area, separate from 
the other's, that served as a sort of plaza where many shared social activities took place (e.g., 
shared meals, artisanal activities, child's play, and the like). Furthermore, Yakuta's kindred 
and Yawti's kindred had separate ports and bathing spots on the river, connected to their 
respective houses by mutually exclusive footpaths. 
Embracing both the oldest and the newest ethnic groups in Kaxmi, this neighborhood 
thus spanned the widest social distance possible. As the most "Waiwai-ized" bloc, Yakuta's 
kindred was considered the most "peaceful" and socially responsible, while Yawti's was 
viewed as the least Waiwai-ized and thus "fiercest" and most antisocial. Yakuta himself was 
village headman and leader of the church pastors, while Yawti resisted converting to 
Christianity until 1986 and was shunned by most villagers, who suspected him and his wife 
of sorcery. His sons were not fully trusted either and were often accused of physical 
violence, including wife and child abuse. These two highly contrasting blocs were linked 
by historical and normative bonds. Yakuta was the leader of an expedition that successfully 
contacted the Katuena in the mid-1960s and persuaded many of them to join the multiethnic 
Waiwai settlement in British Guiana. Since expedition leaders have an obligation to look 
after the interests of those they contacted, Yakuta was considered the "caretaker" of the 
Katuena bloc, their enEe korno, the "one who looked after them," much like a parent looks 
after children and completes their socialization into proper "Waiwai." Politically, this 
juxtaposition enhanced the status of both groups. Yakuta9s group gained prestige by 
exercising vigilance over the group considered to be the most volatile and uncivilized, while 
Yawti9s group gained some degree of respectability through its protection fiom Yakuta. 
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The only direct link between the Katuena and Waiwai sectors was a weak one, found 
between two brothers who recently married women in the neighborhood. Xokokpo had 
married Yawti's daughter Rukuxi (household 9), followed by his brother Ahei's marriage to 
Yakuta's daughter Ayamaru (household 2) (see Fig. 9, above, and Table 4 and Fig. 10, 
below). Each was living uxorilocally and rendering weighty bride service to their respective 
fathers-in-law. That they had both married into the same neighborhood, although different 
sectors, reflected less a marital strategy of either Yakuta or Yawti, and more the fact that they 
came from a very large sibling set, the offspring of Kiemtu and Yomi (household 19 in 
Neighborhood 11), which intermarried with members in all the neighborhoods. 
Although Yakuta's sector was often described as "Waiwai," it actually included not 
only members of the "original Waiwai" (Paraneikna, Kayawciri, and Yakuta), but also some 
of the earliest Mawayana (Pofiwe, Kamakiiari) to join their expanding villages. These two 
blocs had become thoroughly intermarried with each other through three generations, such 
that they now formed a single kindred that was identified simply as "Waiwai." However, 
in certain circumstances, their more specific ethnic identities, coded in terms of villages of 
origin or descent, would become relevant, and hence individuals or families might be 
described as part or wholly "Mawayana" or "Waiwai." In fact, when I had in-depth 
conversations about ethnic origins with some of the residents, even the identity of these core 
"Waiwai" dissolved into other ethnic identities: Tunayana, Taruma, and Parukotho. In 
addition, two Waimiri-Atroari orphans had been adopted by Twepu and Raapi (household 
5),  and, for a while, a recently-contacted Karafawyana youth lived in Yakuta's household. 
Similarly, although Yavvti's sector was generally identified as "Katuena," it included 
members who originated from other ethnic groups (Tunayana, Cikyana, and Tiriy6) before 
intermarrying with the Katuena. Yawti's older sons and daughters married only other 
"Katuena," since none of the more "Waiwai-ized" residents were willing to risk an alliance 
with such allegedly undersocialized, recent arrivals. However, his younger children were 
TABLE 4 
NEIGHBORWOOD I: 
KEY TO HOUSEHOLDS BY NUMBER 



















10 Witaia Puuku 4 
12 Susmi Awakakna 4 
44* ParanCikna 2 Miipi 9 
45" Ixikita Xiwkana 6 
* Households #44-45 were newcomers who arrived in Kaxmi in 1986 
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daughters, who grew up among the Waiwai, were considered to be somewhat more 
socialized, "pacified," and therefore marriageable. Piito (household 22) was able to arrange 
a sister-exchange marriage with Xokokp (household 9), who was Waiwai, a form of direct 
exchange that was usually the initial step for two unrelated groups to develop alliances. 
The composition of the Katuena residential sector illustrated a basic unit of 
neighborhood formation: a mature household retaining residential control over the 
households of both sons and daughters. Specifically, the senior couple (Yawti and 
Panakmiriri, household 11) were surrounded by the families of their sons Susmi and 
ParanCikna (households 12 and 44), that of their daughter Rukuxi (household 9), and that of 
their daughter's son Witafa (household 10). As I argue later, this type of formation was only 
slightly more complex and developmentally advanced than the basic building block of inter- 
household alliances, the link between a mature household and that of its married daughters 
and, through them, its sons-in-law. 
The composition of Yakuta's sector was considerably more complex than Yawti's. 
It was made up of the families of Yakuta's sons and daughters by his former wife Tarixi, as 
well as her parents and her siblings' families. Thus, among his children's households were 
those of his eldest daughter Kanahki (household 6), another daughter Ayamaru (household 
2), and his son Meneurnen (household 8). On his former wife's side were her parents 
ParanCikna (not to be confused with Yawti's son) and Kamakiiari (household I), her brother 
Waari (household 3), and her sister Xiwkana (household 45). Besides these immediate 
relatives were other families that were more distantly related to his former wife: Poiivve 
(household 4), who was her male cross-cousin, and the latter's sons,Twepu and Coom 
((households 5 and 6). The cross-cousin marriage between toom and Kanahki reinforced 
the bonds of intermarriage already linking the kindreds of Yakuta and his former wife Tarixi. 
After she the latter died, Yakuta d her BWD, Cohki, again reinforcing his ties to his former 
wife's kindred. 
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In essence, Yakuta had managed to exert a high degree of residential control over a 
wide array of affines and dependents spanning four generations. This influence was all the 
more astonishing in that he had no siblings or other close kin in his own generation or the 
ascending one residing in his neighborhood or village. Furthermore, he was strong enough 
to maintain his control even after his wife died and severed his direct link to her kindred. 
This was quite an unusual feat among the Waiwai, given the constant pressures exerted by 
other senior men competing to pull as many families as possible into their residential sphere 
of influence. Indeed, Yakuta succeeded in persuading an entire kindred from an utterly 
foreign ethnic group, the Katuena, to take up residence next door. Structurally, it suggests 
that this neighborhood was exceptionally complex and developmentally very mature. 
In sum, Neighborhood I comprised two residential sectors, the large, prestigious, and 
influential Waiwai sector headed by Yakuta, and the small, shunned, and dependent Katuena 
sector headed by Yawti. Their relationship was complementary, since the Waiwai acted as 
agents of socialization with regard to the Katuena. This complementarity, we shall see, was 
fundamental to the ethnogenesis of "Waiwai" identity. 
Kimaka's Neighborhood and Village Center (111 
This part of the village functioned as both a residential neighborhood and as the 
village center (see map in Fig. 11). Gatherings and activities that concerned the entire 
community took place in this area. After briefly discussing the public buildings in this part 
of the village (a subject revisited in the next chapter on collective activities), I concentrate 
on describing the social ties among households in this neighborhood. 
The central focus of collective life in Kaxmi was the umana, or community meeting 
place. This was a huge circular building where all public gatherings were held, including 
feasts, work recruitments, and receptions for visitors. For many years, religious services and 
school classes were in the umana, until separate structures were built for each of these 
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Figure 11. Kirpaka's neighborhood and village center (I), 1985 
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of these activities (a schoolhouse was constructed in 1981, a church in 1986). These 
structures were constructed on the periphery of the village center, not merely because empty 
space could be found there (theoretically other locations could have been selected), but 
because both activities-formal classes and formal religious services-were directly adopted 
from Western outsiders, specifically the evangelical missionaries. Indeed, all structures 
embodying Westem-introduced functions were located on the periphery of the village center: 
they were part of the center, because, like the umana, they were public sites that integrated 
all the households of the community; and on the periphery, because they were still regarded 
as foreign borrowings and linked the village to the external Western world. The airstrip was 
the physical link to the outside world, while the school and church were the ideological links; 
tangible embodiments of Western powers could be obtained from the store in the form of 
trade goods, and from the medical dispensary in the form of medicines. Furthermore, the 
houses of the missionaries, representatives of the West in person, were built on the outer 
margins of the village center (one so far that it merged with another neighborhood). In sum, 
the seemingly anomalous location of Westem-introduced institutions on the periphery of the 
village center was the result of the contradictory processes at work in assimilating foreign 
powers (Christianity, medicine, literacy) into Waiwai society. They infiltrated the heart of 
collective life, and yet they were still identified with foreign influences that were not yet 
completely "Waiwai-ized." 
Understanding the composition of this neighborhood as a residential section of the 
village proved more difficult than dealing with its function as the center of public life in 
Kaxmi. Early in my fieldwork, I was perplexed at the seeming amorphousness of leadership 
in Neighborhood 11. For all the other neighborhoods, my question, "Onoke m?fwono komo 
tan??" "Whose neighborhood is this?", was answered with the same name by everybody. 
However, answers to my questions about Neighborhood I1 were hesitant and contradictory. 
I was sometimes told it was associated with MarniEwa (a church pastor); sometimes Emehta 
(a work leader); and other times I was told, "No one, it belongs to everybody" (since it was 
the village center). Then again, sometimes I was told that the neighborhood belonged by 
Kirpaka. But who was Kirpaka? I h e w  no one in the village by this name. 
ICipaka, I gradually learned, was a senior man who was traveling around to other 
villages with his unmarried children (see photo in Fig. 12). several of his married children 
and their families continued to reside in Kaxmi, while others lived in the northern Waiwai 
village of Xapariymo. I only learned the full story of this powerful but mysterious figure 
when he returned to Kaxmi for a visit in 1985. 
It was Kipaka who had established the site of the first settlement, laown as AnauB, 
on the Rio Novo as a launching spot for contacting the Waimiri-Atroari. As the founder of 
the settlement, he was acknowledged as its kayaritomo, headman or chief. Orphaned at an 
early age, he was raised by his mother's sister Uoxui, who, with a series of husbands, bore 
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Figure 112. Kil-paka's household, 1985 
a large number of children who grew up to form a strong epeka komo (sibling set). The 
young Kirpaka lived in the village that was in fact arnong the first to be contacted by the 
Unevangelized Fields Mission in 1949. As he was growing up, Kipaka formed a special 
friendship with the missionaries.. When he became an adult, he was one of the first Waiwai 
to volunteer for baptism and one of the first to be ordained as a pastor. When all the Waiwai 
lived in British Guiana, Kirpaka became the head of one of the satellite villages that were 
built up around the central village Kanaxen (headed by the powerful leader Ewka). 
As he matured, Kipaka also became an active participant on contact expeditions. 
After mobilizing and leading a few exploratory expeditions to Waimiri-Atroari territory in 
the early 1 970s, he successfully recruited a core of households to move out of the Kanaxen 
area and migrate south to the Rio Novo in Brazil to be closer to the Waimiri-Atroari. This 
new village was conceived as a launching pad for more concerted expeditions and sustained 
contact with this rather hostile ethnic group. By founding an independent village in the name 
of contacting and "pacifying" the Waimiri-Atroari, Kirpaka was able to exercise and display 
a much greater degree of power than before. He brought his epeka komo with him to Kaxmi, 
as well as other followers from different ethnic blocs whose enthusiasm was fired up by the 
idea of participating in the pacification mission. Kirpaka and his wife continued to bear 
several more children, until they had a sizeable brood. As their sons and daughters came of 
age, then married and founded their own households-paralleled by the maturation and 
marriages of his siblings' children-Kipaka's kindred expanded to form a considerable 
proportion of the village population. 
Tragedies struck Kaxmi in 1978 and 1980. Kirpaka's wife Pehya died during 
childbirth; two years later, Yakuta's wife Tarixi died of cancer. Village suspicions were 
aroused that sorcery might be underfoot. Although men are the titular leaders in Waiwai 
society, it is actually a married couple that, as a unit, meets leadership responsibilities. A 
single male cannot fulfill the entire range of obligations expected of a household, especially 
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an influential one. When both of the most powerful leaders in Kaxmi lost their wives, each 
had to find a new wife if he were to continue to be regarded as a village leader. Both men 
were in their forties at the time; all women available for marriage were adolescents (there 
were no widows or otherwise unmarried women above the age of twenty in Kaxmi). Both 
men attempted to find wives within the village, but only Yakuta was successful. Kirpaka, 
however, was not so lucky. He eventually gave up and hit the road to look for an eligible 
woman in another village. Eventually, a Tiriyci man in Surinam, whom Kirpaka addressed 
as mother's brother (a potential affine), sent word that he had a daughter to offer in marriage. 
So Kirpaka set out for Surinam with his unmarried children to meet her and make 
arrangements (stopping along the way in the Waiwai village in Guyana to marry off one of 
his own daughters). I met Kirpaka when he came back to Kaxmi to collect his married 
children's families and make a permanent move to Mapuera. It was only upon this return 
visit that the coherence of Neighborhood I1 became apparent to me. Kirpaka, I realized, was 
the linchpin, which even when absent, held this residential group together. 
Like Neighborhood I, Neighborhood I1 was composed of two major ethnic blocs, in 
this case, Waiwai and Mawayana (see Fig. 12, above, and Table 5 and Fig. 13, below). The 
members of each bloc formed a kindred unit and occupied houses that clustered near each 
other. These two kindreds had been living together and intermarrying for a much longer time 
than the Waiwai and Katuena kindreds in Neighborhood I, although not as long as the 
Waiwai and Mawayana of Yakuta's sector in that same neighborhood. The distinction 
between the two kindreds in Neighborhood I1 could be detected in the spatial location of the 
houses, which formed two overlapping sectors (see Fig. 12). The Waiwai sector was 
centered on the household of Kirpaka (household 17), who belonged to the 6-0 generation 
of active senior adults. Arrayed around him were households of two elderly couples @art 
of the Etl generation) who were retired from active political engagement: they included 
TABLE 5 
KEY TO HOUSEHOLDS BY NUMBER 
Household # Husband Wife Number of members 
13 Kw a Tawosi 5 
14 Emehta KanamaEiEi 5 
Uruxa 
Pekaiia 
17 Kirpaka Pehya O() 5 
18 Nataiiu Frieda 2 
19 Eemtu Yoxui 2 
20 MamiEwa Mapesi 9 
2 1 Cemuswe YooEi 3 
22 Piitho Waniyawa 5 
23 Yewira Coowi 2 
24 Kukupina Pifokma 3 
25 Yarka Yakamay 9 
47" CahEa Makupa 9 
48" Paname Hanahpo 5 






HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIPS IN KIRPAKA'S NEIGHBORHOOD (11) 
%) residents of Kaxmi 
household unit living ir; 
Klrpaica's nlli~hborhood A 0 residents of other villages 
Kirpaka's MZ Yoxui and her husband Klemtu (household 19), and, next door, Kirpaka's MB 
Cemuswe and his wife YooEi (household 21). Yoxui and Cemuswe were fraternal twins 
who lived next-door to each other, forming a coresidential sibling unit (epeka komo). This 
epeka relationship was reiterated in the next generation as their children matured and 
established coresidential households, with Kirpaka as the most influential member. 
Kirpaka's neighboring epeka komo knit together household 13 (through his brother 
Kwanunna); household 22 (through his sister Waniyawa); and household 20 (through his 
sister Mapesi). The latter sister had contracted an ideal cross-cousin marriage with 
MamiCwa, her MBS; this meant that Kirpaka could also count on social and political support 
from Mamiewa as his poimo (same-sex cross-cousin). In the next generation (G-1) were 
several junior, dependent households that included the families of three of Kirpaka's children 
(Tihkiwi, Meesi, and Natailu, in households 15,16, and 18, respectively). When MamiCwa 
became a church pastor, his prestige redounded to the benefit of Kirpaka's entire kindred. 
Besides Kirpaka's kindred, Neighborhood I1 also included a kindred united by close 
matrilateral bonds to an elderly, yet forceful, woman named Coowi. The households that 
made up this kindred were distinguished spatially (occupying the western and southern 
sectors of the clearing) and ethnically (identified as members of a Mawayana bloc). They 
included Coowi and her last husband Yewira (household 23); the households of her adult 
children, KanamaCiCi, fekaiia, and Yakamays (households 14, 16, and 25); and the 
households of her granddaughters, Tawosi and f ifokrna (households 13 and 24). Arnong 
these families, household 14 was prominent, since KanamaEiCi's husband Emehta was a 
solemn, respected work leader who deliberately maintained many precontact traditions. 
Their daughter Tawosi and her husband Kwarumna (household 13) were two of the most 
brilliant people in the village. Both of them had taught in the village school when they were 
younger, tutored missionaries in the Waiwai language, and became health practitioners at the 
Of these children, only the youngest, Pekaiia, was fathered by Yewira. 
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medical dispensary. Their household formed one of the main links between the Waiwai and 
Mawayana kindreds in this neighborhood, since K a was Kirpaka's brother and 
Tawosi was KanamaeiCi's daughter. For a while, their household was located precisely half- 
way between the two sectors, representing a sort of bilocal residence. 
The other household that linked the two kindreds was household 16, which included 
PekaEia ( Coowi's son) and Meesi (Kirpaka's daughter). The latent competition between the 
two kindreds was most acutely felt in this household: both sets of parents attempted to exert 
residential control over them, leading to an unusual compromise: PekaEia built two houses, 
one next to his parents and the other next to his parents-in-law, and alternated residence 
between them every few months. 
The framework of this kindred was made up of strong links between several 
generations of Mawayana women (see Fig. 13, above). They formed a core of mother- 
daughter ties spanning four generations, to whom various men (mostly non-Mawayana) were 
married. Headed by Coowi, whose assertive personality dominated the kindred, with active, 
hard-working daughters and granddaughters, the kindred could almost be described as 
matrifocal. Coowits husband Yewira put up with a lot of bullying fiom his wife and often 
helped her peel manioc, not only because he was good-natured but also because he had a 
lame leg (due to a case of polio he contracted as a young man) and was thus unable to 
perform most tasks expected of adult males. Although, as a woman, Coowi could not 
assume any formal leadership role in the village, she used every strategy available to amplifj 
her influence in the domestic sphere over her entire kindred. She vicariously attempted to 
gain power through her youngest son Fekaiia, but he grew up to be weak and rather slow. 
Even worse, he had an illicit affair with his wife's sister, who bore a son by him. His 
irresponsibility and lack of ambition undermined his strong-willed mother's plans for him.9 
However, after I left the field and the village was disintegrating, I got a letter from 
fekaiia saying he had become the headman, a move no doubt instigated by his mother. 
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The Mawayana women actualized their kinship ties through daily cooperative work. 
Coowi's relationship with her eldest daughter KanamaCiCi was somewhat distant, since 
Coowi had been unable to raise her to adulthood. When Coowi's first husband died, she tried 
to support her three children on her own while traveling around in search of another husband, 
but found the enterprise too difficult. She left KanarnaCiEi, who was about ten years old, in 
the house of Emehta's parents, with the understanding that the girl would marry Emehta 
when she reached puberty. This practice of handing over a daughter to future in-laws was 
an acceptable custom, although not common. Usually a family would hold onto its 
unmarried daughters as long as possible, trying to negotiate the best marital arrangement. 
Sometimes, however, parents would relinquish control over their daughter to another senior 
couple even before she reached puberty. This allowed the latter couple to obtain a 
prospective wife for their son before anyone else did. The boy's parents were said to "finish 
raising" the girl, which was seen as an investment of value-creating labor. Her own parents 
had put less time into raising her, so they had little claim on their son-in-law's labor. Thus, 
in a sense, KanamaEiCi had parents-in-law before she had a husband. She married Emehta 
upon puberty, but his parents died only a few years later, so she assumed the task of raising 
her husband's younger siblings. For a while, she maintained a polyandrous relationship with 
Emehta and his brother, but this was only temporary until the latter found his own wife. 
Even though KanamaCiEi and Emehta's marriage had been an arranged one, it 
matured into an exceptionally strong, harmonious union (household 14). When Emehta 
became a work leader, KanamaCiCi became an enthusiastic partner and leader of women's 
labor. As their children began to marry, their prestige made it possible for them to keep not 
only their daughter's household next door (household 13), but also their eldest son's, until 
his wife died of malaria in 1984 and he left Kaxmi to find a wife among his father's relatives. 
Coowi was closest to her daughter Yakamay both emotionally and spatially. They 
often worked together, shared food, and trekked together to rainy-season garden camps. 
Yakamay married Coowi's brother's son Yarka, her matrilateral cross-cousin. Yarka felt no 
indebtedness to Coowi's husband Yewira, since the latter had not fathered or raised 
Yakamay, but Coowi certainly did not let him forget his debt to her. In turn, Yarka and 
Yakamay (household 25) were able to retain residential control over their eldest daughter 
Pifokrna and her husband Kukupina (household 24). Since Kukupina was the son of 
Cemuswe and YooEi (household 21), who lived in the Waiwai sector of the neighborhood, 
his marriage to Piiokma constituted yet another cross-cutting tie between the Waiwai and 
Mawayana kindreds. Their son Sakaraya married a girl from Mapuera, temporarily living 
in his parents' house before moving to his wife's village for good. Even though Yarka and 
Yakamay had several other children, no one else in Kaxmi was willing to negotiate marriages 
with them, since Yarka had a reputation as an "angry" ( t fmo f f e )  man who easily lost his 
temper. In fact, Kukupina had to overcome many obstacles to many Yarka's eldest daughter 
Pifokma, but his passion for her weathered Yarka's temper and his own parents' resistance 
to an alliance with the likes of Yarka's family. 
Yarka's eldest son Esira had an even worse temper. His case was a sad one. He was 
taken away as a boy by one of the Brazilian FUNAI Indian agents to be a house servant at 
the Post and in the city of Boa Vista. This agent was a terrible influence on the 
impressionable boy: he was illiterate and gullible, often d d  and rowdy, and unable to 
sustain a steady relationship with a woman. In this atmosphere, Esira picked up the worst 
habits of city life and brought them back to the village during periodic visits. Usually these 
trips were motivated by his running into trouble with Brazilians, nostalgia for his family, and 
the desire to find a Waiwai wife. Although a few girls manifested some initial interest in this 
seemingly cosmopolitan young man, they soon lost enthusiasm for marrying such a ne'er-do- 
well who often got into disputes with others. In the last chapter, I discussed a village 
meeting in which his father, Yarka, portrayed his son's outbursts as legitimate protests 
against the failure of the original "Waiwai" to provide him, as a member of the dependent 
"Mawayana" ethnic bloc, with a wife. 
In sum, the most consistent social principle that structured each kindred in this 
neighborhood appeared to be the vertical links between senior and junior households, 
especially parents-in-law and sons-in-law, which were multiplied over several generations. 
However, since the members of the eldest generation was retired fkom public political life, 
it is more appropriate to focus on the principles organizing the households of their adult 
children, members of the active senior generation. If we recall Meggers9s and Fock's debate 
over settlement organization, it seems we must call it a draw so far. The Waiwai sector 
appeared to exemplifl Fock's model of "epeka-locality9' (1963: 191), a set of coresidential 
brothers and sisters, while the Mawayana sector seemed to epitomize Meggers's model of 
"matrilocality" (1 964:200), a set of coresidential sisters or mothers and daughters. We will 
need to consider er data fkom other neighborhoods to weigh the validity of these models. 
In 1986, some new households moved into Neighborhood 11, all of whom were 
related to Kirpaka through his daughter's husband, Uruxa (see Fig. 14, below). By this time, 
however, Kirpaka and his dependents had left Kaxmi. First, Watakawa and WoEkana 
(household 30) moved into the house abandoned by Uruxa. Tensions had been mounting 
between Watakawa and Xexewa; also, his wife WoCkana wanted to live closer to her sister 
Xwixwi down the path in Neighborhood IV. Once Watakawa and Woekana moved into the 
abandoned portion of Kirpaka's sector, their household attracted two more families from the 
village of Mapuera: Watakawa's parallel cousin Makupa with her husband CahEa (household 
47), and their son Paname with his wife h a h p o  (household 48). One of the reasons why 
they moved to Kaxmi was the large number of unmarried children in both households 30 and 
47 who were contemplating cross-cousin marriages. Watakawa was not the only one who 
wanted to arrange such marriages between his children and Makupa's; Xexewa too hoped his 
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were parallel cousins, i.e., brother and sister. The competition between Watakawa and 
Xexewa certainly intensified at this point. All these comings and goings were symptoms of 
the centrifugal forces dismantling not only Xexewa's neighborhood, but also the village at 
large on the eve of its complete dispersal in 1987-88. 
-1 
This neighborhood was the third one founded in Kaxmi, having been started by 
Xexewa and his wife Maltma, the focal household of the Xerew ethnic bloc (see photo in 
Fig. 15 and map in Fig. 16). The name "Xerew" referred to a group that joined the Waiwai 
in the early 1950s. They acknowledged their close historical and linguistic ties to the 
Hixkaryana by sometimes referring to themselves or their language as Hixkaryana (see 
Appendix C). All Xerew became perfectly fluent in Waiwai, but many ofthem, especially 
Figure 15. Xexewa and Maltama's household, 1985 
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the older members, continued to speak Xerew among themselves. Thus, a linguistic 
consistency reinforced the spatial delineation of this bloc within the village. 
Xexewa was an ambitious and hard-working man of middle age who established this 
neighborhood as a way to gain greater independence for himself and his kindred. He 
assumed the position of work leader (antomafie), a role which he exercised with great verve 
and creativity. He was a master at pressuring members of the village to take part in 
collective work projects. The rivalry between Xexewa and Yakuta for influence in village 
affairs stirred up a constant undercurrent of tension, sometimes expressed in subtle but 
palpable political maneuvers, other times erupting into overt competition over collective 
decisions and labor. Whereas Yakuta exploited his ties to the mission for external power, 
Xexewa relied on elaborating a relationship with FUNAI. The repeated insolvency of the 
Indian agency and the fickleness of its representatives undermined the scaffold of Xexewa's 
power. Furthermore, Xexewa's wife Makama, a forcekl personality in her own right, 
suffered from chronic back problems from overexerting herself in manioc processing, and 
therefore made it clear to her husband that she did not want to assume the added 
responsibilities of being a headman's wife. 
The social ties among the mature, politically active households in Neighborhood 111 
was sometimes described in a kinship idiom as a set of brothers and sisters (epeka komo), 
and sometimes in an affinal idiom as a set of brothers-in-law (poirno). These households 
were surrounded by the families of their dependent children and children-in law (see Fig. 16, 
Table 6 and Fig. 17, below). Many of them were linked by numerous and overlapping ties 
of intermarriage, such that the majority of them now followed the ideal pattern of cross- 
cousin marriage. Xexewa and Makama were the only couple in the 6-0 generation who were 
strong enough to hold this extensive set of relatives together. 
The cohesiveness of this residential group was not without its tensions, which 




KEY TO HOUSEHOLDS BY NUMBER 
Household # Husband Wife Number of members 
26 Tamoka Munusu 
27 Y aawi Tahpi 
Arawxi Takuna 10 
Watakawa WoEkana 9 
Xeiiemtu MaCapi 5 
3 2 Muruku ApiEa 2 
3 3 Kamayi ACimta 2 
34 Wepaxi Mixixiw 6 
35 KaEiwana Ruhtu 4 
36 Xexewa Makama 4 
3 7 Ixakna Wihxi 4 

tensions stirred up centrifugal pressures that sometimes threatened the neighborhood's 
solidarity. In fact, Neighborhood IV was formed when these centrifugal forces spun out of 
control, leading one senior household and its dependents to leave. Another fault line that 
was sometimes exposed split Xexewa's neighborhood into two overlapping sectors: one was 
arrayed around Xexewa and Makama (household 36), the other around Xexewa's elder half- 
sister ApiEa and her husband M (household 32). In contrast to Xexewa and Makama's 
prominent role in village politics, M and ApiEa were a retired couple (viewed as part 
of the grandparents' generation) who were no longer politically active. Each of these senior 
couples was surrounded by several households of subordinate sons and daughters, a few of 
which were beginning to marry off their eldest children-mostly to children of the other 
sector. Thus, Muruku and Apifa retained residential control over households 30,3 1,33, and 
34, while Xexewa and Makama retained control over households 27, 37, and 38; both 
couples shared control over households 35, 39, and 49, which were formed by marriages 
between their children or grandchildren. The tug-of-war between sets of parents in the two 
sectors was spatially resolved by having the newly-weds build their houses exactly halfway 
between them (see households 33 and 35 in Fig. 16), another instance of bilocal residence 
that was also seen in Neighborhood 11. These cross-cousin alliances helped bridge the gap 
that sometimes opened between them, but at times, they may have heightened the 
competition between the two sectors. Xexewa increased his prestige when he persuaded his 
highly respected brotherin-law Warapuru and his wife Kamiiari (household 28), along with 
their daughter's family (household 27), to move to Kaxrni in 1985-86. Warapuru was a 
brilliant orator and charismatic church leader whom Xexewa recruited as part of his bid to 
assume leadership of the village at a time when Yakuta's authority was waning. 
On the outskirts of Neighborhood 111 (spatially and socially) were two large families, 
that of Tamoka and Munusu (household 26), and that of Axawxi and Takuna (household 29). 
The first household was built in this neighborhood because of Munusu's distant kinship to 
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the Xerew kindred, but both she and her husband were disliked by most of the village and 
estranged fi-om others in the neighborhood. In 1986 Tamoka's daughter married M 
son Parwe, (against their parents' will), and the young couple lived uxorilocally in Tamoka's 
house. The other household in this sector was a large family headed by an amiable 
I-Iixkaryana couple who had no kinship ties to anyone in the village except the presumed 
historical links to speakers of the Xerew dialect: Arawxi, a fi-iendly church pastor, and his 
wife, an extremely shy woman, avoided partisan politics in the neighborhood and the village 
at large. In short, the location of Tamoka's household (#26) and Arawxi's (# 29) within the 
ambit of Neighborhood I11 but on its outskirts made perfect sense in light of the vectors of 
social pressures that pulled and pushed households in and out of the orbits of each residential 
constellation. 
Despite tensions between the two sectors of this neighborhood, they were closely 
interrelated in multiple ways. Since Xexewa and Ap5a shared the same mother, she was by 
extension parallel cousin to adults in households 36 and 28, and Xexewa was a MB (taam) 
to adults in households 34,3 1, and 30. Leadership roles were skewed in favor of Xexewa's 
sector: whereas all adult males in the senior households in his group had formal leadership 
roles as work leaders or church pastors (Xexewa, Pooto, Warapuru), none of the adult males 
in the other sector held village posts. Formerly Kumara, a work leader, lived in 
Neighborhood I11 allied with M 's sector, but he left to form his own neighborhood. 
The imbalance of power between the two subgroups made M 's sector relatively 
dependent politically upon Xexewa's sector. This dependence manifested itself primarily at 
the village-wide level, when members of Muruku's sector would tend to side with Xexewa's 
group in any decisions. Within the neighborhood, however, M W s  subgroup proudly 
maintained a degree of independence and even distance from Xexewa's subgroup. 
The enigma of this neighborhood is how it managed to cohere at all, since it was 
based on a profound social contradiction: the central couple Xexewa and Makama were 
actually close parallel cousins (MZS and MZD), which made them "brother" and "sister"; 
their marriage was therefore formally incestuous (see Fig. 17, above). Although their 
alliance was contracted long before they even joined the Waiwai, nobody forgot the scandal; 
even by the time of my fieldwork, I sometimes heard unkind gossip about this breach of 
marital norms. Some of this gossip was stirred up when Warapuru and his family moved to 
the village in 1985. I heard him addressed as "brother" by Makama and "brother-in-law" by 
Xexewa, but in private some people told me that he was also Xexewa's brother, since their 
mothers were full sisters. This incestuous marriage was not taken lightly, but apparently 
Xexewa and Makama had resistedpresswes to split up and weathered the gossip successfully 
over the years." That such a marriage was allowed to endure without impeding their rise to 
leadership suggests an unusual degree of social tolerance or political acumen. Although 
never fully approved, the marriage between Xexewa and Makarna was widely accepted; in 
fact, it struck me as one of the strongest relationships in Kaxrni. 
Kumara's Neighborhood (IV) 
Kumara and Xwixwi were the husband and wife of the focal household of the newest 
and smallest neighborhood in the village (see photo in Fig. 18 and map in Fig. 19). The story 
behind Kumara's decision to found his own nucleus starkly exposed certain principles and 
processes behind neighborhood formation. Kumara and his wife Xwixwi used to live in 
Xexewa's neighborhood, and, like him, came from Xerew villages before joining the Waiwai 
in the late 1950s. Xexewa and Xwixwi were considered cross-cousins (ZHDIFWB) and thus 
potential lovers and affines (see Fig. 17, above). According to the gossip network, Kurnara 
lo Mentore (1 984) makes the strange claim that the Waiwai often marry their parallel 
cousins and simply call them cross-cousins, resisting his assertion that this should be a 
proscribed marriage. An examination of the kinship charts he offers to verify this claim 
shows that he has does not understand the difference between parallel cousins and cross 
cousins in the second generation: his chart shows a marriage between a male ego and his 
FMZDD-which, according to the logic of anthropological reckoning and the Waiwai's own 
reasoning, is clearly a cross-cousin, not a parallel cousin, as Mentore claims. 
discovered that his wife was having an affair with Xexewa. Furious at this infidelity, 
Kumara pulled up stakes and built his house at some distance from the village. We 
discouraged contact by his wife and children with the rest of the village and resigned his 
position as work leader for about four years. As his sons and daughters came of age and 
mmied, he tried to insist that they build their houses around his. Not only did he retain the 
families of his two daughters MahEikiwi and Turumi in the vicinity (households 40 and 431, 
but he also demanded that the families of his sons Uaymo and Cokma (households 41 and 
46) set up house next to his (see Fig. 19, Table 7, and Fig. 20, below). Unfortunately, both 
of Kumara and Xwixwi's sons had married women from Mapuera village, a long distance 
from Kaxmi. Their wives' parents were just as insistent that the young couples reside 
uxorilocally. Although Kumara was unable to retain his sons permanently, they did accede 




KEY TO HOUSEHOLDS BY NUMBER 
Household # Husband Wife Number of members 
4 1 Yaymo Tawafa 5 
42 Kumara Xwixwi 7 
46* Cokma Remeka 3 
* Household #46 was established by marriage in 1986 
long as a few years) residing in Kaxmi next to their parents. Another son, Maata, was living 
uxorilocally as a permanent resident of Mapuera. This residential constellation was typical 
of middle-aged couples at this stage of their household's developmental cycle. They had 
recently reached the end of their own reproductive years (after bearing nine children, a large 
number by village standards) and had moved into the senior age grade of mature couples 
whose oldest children were beginning to marry, establish their own households, and raise 
families themselves. Kumara and Xwixwi's married sons were still young and indebted to 
their parents-in-law, which meant they had onerous bride-service obligations and were easily 
pressured into living uxorilocally. That Kumara was able to counteract this pressure at least 
temporarily and persuade his sons to live part-time in his neighborhood was in part a 
reflection of his household's maturation and his expanding political influence, signaled by 
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his resumption of his public role as a work leader in 1983. Although he was not yet 
influential or senior enough to retain permanent residential control over his sons, he was still 
able to exert such control over his young sons-in-law by exploiting their indebtedness to him, 
incurred through their recent marriages to his daughters. 
Since both Kumara and Xwixwi, the senior couple, had their roots in Xerew villages, 
their residential group as a whole was identified ethnically as Xerew, even though the 
spouses of four of their married children came from other ethnic blocs (Waiwai and 
Katuena). These interethnic marriages were arranged through the exchange of sisters 
between the young men, which was the most common form that new marital alliances 
between formerly unrelated kindreds took place, especially if they were from different ethnic 
groups. Two of the households (#43 and #46) resulted from one pair of sister-exchange 
marriages, involving a Katuena brother and sister (Kapaiie and Remeka) and two of 
Kumara's children ( i and Cokma). Two other households (#40 and #15, the latter 
located on the closest edge of Kirpaka's neighborhood: see Fig. 1 1, above) were produced 
by another exchange of sisters in marriage, involving a Waiwai brother and sister 
(Panahruwe and Tihkiwi, who were Kirpaka's children) with Kumara9s daughter 
(MahEikiwi) and classificatory son (Uruxa, his BS). The reduplication of an affrnal bond 
through such direct exchanges made these couples eager to live close to each other, a fact 
that Kumara exploited to keep his sons9 households nearby for at least some periods of time. 
In short, this neighborhood represented an elegant distillation of basic principles of 
residential control that a focal household could exercise over a constellation of junior 
households. The neighborhood evolved from a neolocally established household into a set 
of uxorilocal junior households arrayed around a focal household, which then began to pull 
in virilocal junior households. Even though Waiwai neighborhoods rarely start out so 
dramatically as a single neolocal household, this example illustrates with great clarity how 
Analysis of Nei~hborhood Configurations 
The descriptions of the four neighborhoods presented above demonstrate that several 
different kinds of organizing principles can be exploited to tie together various households 
into residential clusters in a Waiwai village. These principles, I argue, represent not merely 
alternative configurations, but, more comprehensively, temporal phases in the developmental 
cycle of the Waiwai neighborhood. The model of this cycle that I will propose here has been 
inspired by Turner's analysis (1 979a, 1979b) of the developmental cycles of 6 2  and Bororo 
households, and bolstered by certain parallels in the ethnographic literature of the region. 
By adapting this type of transformational approach to the Waiwai data, we can resolve the 
debate between Fock (1963) and Meggers (1964) over the core principle of social 
organization in Waiwai villages. Recall that Fock emphasized the links between brothers 
and sisters, while Meggers stressed bonds between sisters or between mothers and daughters. 
The problem with both positions, I contend, is that each of them focused on only one 
dimension of social relations in one developmental phase, declaring it to be the principle 
informing settlement patterns. 
Before elaborating my analysis, let me summarize the features of Kaxmi's four 
neighborhoods, this time starting with the simplest neighborhood and moving to 
progressively more complex ones, a sequence that follows the developmental cycle from the 
earlier to the later stages. 
Neighborhood IV: The household relationships in this residential cluster illustrated 
the dynamics of a small, simple neighborhood in the earliest phases of its development. It 
originally consisted of a single nuclear family (a married couple and their children) that 
broke away from another neighborhood when Kwnara, in an effort to control his wife's 
sexuality, emphatically asserted his dominance as household head by establishing neolocal 
residence. As his children began to marry and set up their own households, he retained 
uxorilocal control over his daughters and, through them, his sons-in-law. He then began to 
assert virilocal control over the households of his sons and daughters-in-law, which pitted 
him in competition with the latters' fathers. Two pairs of his children's households were the 
products of sister-exchange marriages, which enhanced (without guaranteeing) his success 
in this rivalry for residential control, since junior in-laws were less reluctant to move in if 
they had a sibling next door. Despite this increasing complexity, the social profile of the 
neighborhood was still quite rudimentary, since it included only three generations, one senior 
household, and one main sociolinguistic bloc (Xerew). A few members from other ethnic 
groups (Waiwai and Katuena) were represented, but only as junior in-laws who were 
considered outsiders married into the bloc through cautious sister exchanges. 
Neighborhood 111: Xexewa's neighborhood consisted of an extensive but tightly 
integrated set of households, most of which belonged to one main kindred composed of 
multiple ties of kinship and marriage. This neighborhood was further advanced in the 
developmental cycle than Neighborhood IV, since the focal household was more mature, 
its grandchildren were beginning to marry, and it had pulled in a larger number of 
households through a wider variety of inter-household ties. It demonstrated well the 
increasing complexity of a maturing neighborhood as it exploited new principles for 
expanding its membership. In comparison with Neighborhoods I and 11, however, this 
residential cluster was less complex, since it was composed almost entirely of a single 
kindred from a single sociolinguistic bloc (Xerew), with only one unrelated household from 
another group (Hixkaryana), which spoke a similar dialect. The few members from other 
ethnic blocs (Waiwai and Katuena) were, once again, linked through sister-exchange 
marriages. Four generations were represented in this neighborhood. Members of the eldest 
generation, when younger and politically active, had gradually built up residential clusters 
by retaining both their daughters' and sons' households; their retirement exposed the bonds 
among the members of the next generation, who formed a set of senior coresidential cross- 
sex siblings (epeh  komo). However, given the Waiwai emphasis on male heads of 
households-a corollary of men's dominance over women in their society-their ties were 
often described as affinal bonds between brothers-in-law ('poimo). 
Neighborhood 11: Like Xexewa's neighborhood, this one (identified with Kirpaka) 
was based on a set of senior households headed by men who called each other poimo, due 
to many overlapping ties as brothers-in-law and/or male cross-cousins. However, this 
neighborhood was more complex than the prior one, since it was composed of two 
substantial sociolinguistic blocs (Waiwai and Mawayana), which, despite repeated 
intermarriages, were not yet completely fused into one kindred. Over the decades, these 
marriages had transformed their former relations as "strangers" (anari ro) into "affines" 
(woxin komo). The Mawayana sector was founded on the most basic residential principle 
of all, the control of a senior couple over the households of their daughters and sons-in-law, 
a principle that was reduplicated in succeeding generations. None of the households was 
strong enough to parlay this uxorilocal control into the more challenging, complex strategy 
of exerting permanent residential control over their sons9 households. The Waiwai sector 
of this neighborhood was more advanced: its senior households were headed by a pair of 
politically active brothers-in-law (Kirpaka and MamiEwa) who were also cross-cousins, and 
whose elderly parents were also linked through a brother-in-law tie. The households in both 
generations had succeeded in retaining some of their sons' and sons-in-law's households. 
Kirpaka's tenure as village headman solidified the centrality of this kindred politically and 
geographically. When his first wife died and he emigrated to remarry elsewhere, the center 
of gravity disappeared from this neighborhood and it began to disperse. 
Neighborhood I: In many ways, this was the most developmentally advanced 
neighborhood of all. Headed by Yakuta, who replaced Kirpaka as leader of the entire village, 
the complexity of this neighborhood was both a reflection and a vehicle of his political 
prominence. It was composed of two different ethnic blocs (Waiwai and Katuena), linked 
by a purely political relationship of dominance and subordination between "caretakers" and 
"caretaken." Each group constituted an autonomous kindred occupying its own residential 
sector. The Katuena sector was organized around a single senior household that was mature 
enough in its developmental cycle to exert control over several dependent junior households 
through a combination of uxorilocal and virilocal residence. The Waiwai sector was even 
more advanced, based on the ability of an influential man to retain not only the households 
of his children and their spouses, but also those of his first wife's kindred, which was also 
built up of various principles of residential control. Even though Yakuta's wife had died, 
these coresidential bonds had persisted, a testament to the complexity of relationships in this 
sector, the strength of their temporal depth, and the transformation of affinal bonds into 
kinship ones. Their different ethnic roots as Waiwai and Mawayana had melded into a single 
kindred labeled "Waiwai"; alternative identities were only occasionally asserted, and then 
only with reference to individuals. Yakuta's sector therefore represented a higher-order level 
of residential cohesion, which was logically more complicated and politically more 
challenging to hold together than any other in the village. 
The summary above suggests that the order in which the neighborhoods in Kaxmi 
were chronologically founded (I, 11,111, IV) is the reverse of the order followed from the 
simplest to the most complexly organized neighborhoods (IV, 111, 11, I). Although the 
historical age and developmental maturity of Waiwai neighborhoods are not necessarily 
correlated, in the case of Kaxmi, they happened to mesh neatly. They also illustrate well 
how the sequence of stages in the development of a neighborhood is an extension of the 
developmental cycle of the focal household as it retains and expands control over dependent 
households; in turn, the development of the focal household reflects the maturation of its 
senior members through their life cycles (cf. Turner 1979b: 1 8 1 - 1 88). 
At the risk of disregarding current cynicism about ideal types, let me propose an 
abstract model of the phases in the developmental cycle of Waiwai neighborhoods: 
1. an embryonic phase, consisting of a household made up of a nuclear family of 
two generations, in which the parents exercise control over their children, 
especially over their daughters; this phase is "embryonic" because it contains 
the basic seeds of gender and generational control that this household can 
nourish to become the center of an expanding residential cluster and 
potentially independent neighborhood; 
2. an emergent phase, when a focal household exploits the dominance it already 
exercised over its daughters within the nuclear family to retain uxorilocal 
control over the daughters9 households after they marry, and thereby exercise 
dominance over its sons-in-law, who owe heavy bride service to work off their 
indebtedness as wife-receivers; this phase thus consists of a senior households 
and several junior ones, which together span three generations; 
3. an intermediate phase, when the focal household, in competition with other 
senior households, pressures its married sons, whose period of bride service is 
becoming attenuated, to move back to their parents9 neighborhood; as a result, 
a senior household is surrounded by the households of several married sons 
and sons-in-law, who may be linked through sister-exchange marriages 
(especially if they are from unrelated kindreds or ethnic blocs); 
4. an advanced phase, when the senior couple becomes elderly and retires, such 
that the neighborhood now relies on the ties among mature brothers-in-law in 
the next generation, whose own children are beginning to marry and 
intermarry, thus spawning a fourth generation; as one of these mature men 
becomes politically prominent, his family emerges as the new focal 
household, which, aided by his brothers-in-law, attempts to draw in a wider 
array of dependent affines, who may comprise an entire kindred, through a 
form of residential control that can be called "affinal locality"; 
5. a peak phase, attained by only the most advanced, complex neighborhoods 
held together by the most influential political leaders; in this phase, the 
principles of attraction and residential control, already exercised in prior 
phases, are generalized and extended over entire ethnic blocs, especially 
recently contacted ones, whose relationship with the focal household is one of 
political dependence; if the leader dies, the neighborhood begins to dissolve, 
since the bonds among the households, kindreds, and blocs span such wide 
social distances that little may survive the loss of their mediating link. 
The phases in this developmental cycle are represented graphically below (Fig. 21). 
This figure portrays the transformations in the Waiwai neighborhood as a sequence of steps 
located at the intersection of temporal and structural axes-a visual artifice for illustrating 
how the developmental cycle of the neighborhood emerges from the temporal maturation of 
the focal household as it achieves higher levels of structural complexity. 
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These stages of neighborhood formation afford us a glimpse of the developmental 
cycle of traditional Waiwai villages. After missionary contact, their villages rapidly 
expanded in population and communal households fragmented into nuclear families living 
in separate houses, which clustered into spatially discrete neighborhoods. Despite these 
changes, I believe the processes of residential development underlying contemporary 
neighborhoods and traditional villages are fundamentally the same. Moreover, the first four 
phases in the developmental cycle of Waiwai neighborhoods exhibit many parallels to the 
stages of village formation described for other Guiana societies, such as the Yekuana 
(Arvelo-Jimenez 197 1,1977), Pemon (D. Thomas 1982), Panare (Henley 1982), and Piaroa 
(Kaplan 1975,1984). However, even though all of these groups practice some intermarriage 
across ethnic lines, the deliberate expansion of residential control over in-marrying ethnic 
groups, found in the fifth phase of Waiwai neighborhoods, does not appear to be typical of 
most other Guiana societies, although Ramos (1 980:chap. 2) discusses a similar multiethnic 
settlement among the Makiritare (Yekuana), and D. Thomas (1982:84) suggests that 
interethnic marriages among the Pemon are an extension of the same structural principles 
generating lower-level residential arrangements. 
This model makes it possible to resolve the MeggersIFock debate over Waiwai 
settlement structure. Meggers focused on the residential principle that was most typical of 
stage 2, uxorilocality, based on the dominance of a father-in-law over his son-in-law (or, in 
her terms, "matrilocality," since she looked at the correlative ties between mothers and 
daughters). By contrast, Fockprivileged the principle that most closely matched that of stage 
4, affinal locality, epitomized by ties among brothers-in-law (or, as Fock put it, "epeka- 
locality," based on ties among brothers and sisters). Both of them tended to ignore the 
essentially political dimension of residential control, rooted in the dominance of senior men 
over junior men, and of men over women. The contrast between their two perspectives 
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periods of fieldwork (Meggers in 1952-53, Fock in 1954-55), whether due to developmental 
maturation or, as Meggers contended (1964:205), to "social breakdown" after missionary 
contact. More likely, the contrast reflects each ethnographer's focus on a different residential 
principle, to the exclusion of any other present at the same time, and from both believing that 
one principle represented the essence of all intact villages. Both were unable to see the long- 
term, progressive nature of the transformations through which settlements passed. 
Of course, not all Waiwai neighborhoods go through all these stages, nor is their 
development strictly unidirectional; some may fail to mature successfully, others may 
oscillate between two phases for a while, and yet others may suddenly switch to another 
phase if a bloc of households departs or arrives. Moreover, the contradictory impulses in the 
politics of residential dynamics to consolidate inward versus expand outward take their toll 
on neighborhood composition. Historical contingencies and the idiosyncracies of 
neighborhood leaders may also modifl the way that the developmental cycle will play out. 
But such factors do not undermine the heuristic value of the model of these stages, which, 
as an explanatory device, lies in a different order than the empirical realities it illuminates. 
Rivi2re's failure to understand this led him to state that, in the Guianas, "societal and 
individual relationships remain at the same order of complexity" (1 984:98). 
Perhaps Rivikre's confusion stemmed from the heterogeneity of residential principles 
that Guiana societies exploit, making it seem as though they are purely a matter of individual 
choice. However, if the model I proposed above is valid, these principles of residential 
control are deployed in a precise, logical, and cumulative sequence. What is encouraging 
about the model is that the patterns in all four neighborhoods in Kaxmi conform so closely 
to the sequence it proposes. It demonstrates that the capacity of a Waiwai neighborhood to 
move from one stage to the next depends on its ability to add new strategies of control to 
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Of all the various principles of residential control, uxorilocality is the first to emerge, 
the most fundamental, and the most persistent in all phases of neighborhood development. 
This illustrates the strength of uxorilocal control in many Lowland South American societies, 
which, as Turner demonstrates, allows parents9 control over their daughters' productive and 
reproductive capacities to be easily converted into affinal control over their son-in-law and 
his household as a whole (1 979a: 1 57- 160). Control over a dependent's household represents 
a more complex level of social reproduction (of the family) than biological reproduction (of 
the person); indeed, it is this control over social reproduction, Turner argues, that is the 
foundation for the generalized quality of dominance that senior males exercise in the village 
at large (1 979a: 1 59- 160). He further argues that the immediate control that uxorilocality 
allows (favored by societies such as the Gi2 and Bororo) makes it stronger in the short run 
than virilocality, based on parents9 weaker control over their sons. However, the virilocal 
strategy (preferred by long-house societies such as the Tukanoans) is stronger in the long run, 
since it involves less intense exploitation of junior males and is thus less likely to segment 
along interfamily fault lines (1 979a: 164-166). Given these contrasts, we might say that the 
Waiwai have combined the advantages of both strategies by relying first on the immediate 
strengths of uxorilocality and then adding the longer-term strengths of virilocality. 
To avoid the functionalist overtones of this last point, let me rephrase it in 
developmental terms. If uxorilocal residence allows a senior couple to extend their control 
over a daughter's reproductive capacities to the social reproduction of her household, the 
next stage, when this senior couple expands their control through virilocal residence, 
represents yet another step up in hierarchical generality and complexity. The effort to attract 
their son back into their residential orbit constitutes an intensely competitive venture, since 
their son's household also represents another senior couple's dependent household (their 
daughter, son-in-law, and grandchildren), which they are naturally reluctant to lose. This 
means that, in its bid to pull its maturing son's household back to its neighborhood, a senior 
household is detaching not just someone else's son-in-law, but, more broadly, it is detaching 
and appropriating someone else's base of dominance, a subordinated uxorilocal household. 
As a principle of residential control, this retroactive virilocality is more than the counterpart 
of uxorilocality, since it involves generalizing and abstracting the principle of residential 
subordination itself and assimilating it at a higher level as control over junior households at 
large. The intensity of the high-stakes competition between senior household heads at this 
stage dramatizes the fact that they are no longer struggling for simple control over a daughter 
and son-in-law, or even for control over children and their spouses, but, more broadly, over 
the principles of residential control themselves, and with them, the very possibility of 
controlling the next generation's productive and reproductive capacities. Meeting this 
challenge is essential if a senior household is to advance to the next developmental stage. 
Such success is also crucial if the male head of a neighborhood's focal household aspires to 
formal political leadership at the community level, since the influence needed to achieve 
public office is rooted in mastery of the domestic politics of residential control. 
Once a senior household is successful in achieving this more complex level of 
control, the path is clear for pursuing a whole array of other strategies for attracting more 
households. As in prior phases, the focal household expands its control through an accretion 
of residential principles, each one building on the prior ones rather than replacing them. The 
heads of these households come from both the G-1 and GO generations, and increasingly 
from the G+l generation as it retires from active political life. This is the stage when the 
head of the focal household consolidates his hold on a high-ranking political position in the 
village, using it to enhance his influence, prestige, and control even further. The satellite 
households gathering around the focal one include not only the households of immediate kin 
and affines, but also some that are more distant and mediated (such as the kin of affines, the 
affines of kin, f i n e s  of affines, and so on). Indeed, successful focal households at this stage 
in their developmental cycle generalize their control by extending it to an entire kindred, 
often one pulled in through a brother-in-law or other significant affine. Multiplying the 
intermarriages with this kindred ensures its loyalty (and its dependence), until the boundaries 
dissolve and the neighborhood becomes what Kaplan (1984:128) aptly calls an "alliance- 
based kinship group." 
However, the key to political influence and dominance among the Waiwai requires 
an incessant expansion beyond the coresidential kindred to attract ever more followers. This 
means that, if a leader hopes to maintain his power and prestige, he must search farther afield 
for households to pull into his residential orbit, not only at the neighborhood level but also 
at the village level. At this stage, too many other leaders are competing for followers and 
residential dependents for him to relax his vigilance; if he does, he risks losing his political 
base with devastating speed. This is especially true of contemporary Waiwai villages, 
swollen with such large populations that contain a number of frustrated would-be headmen 
who are anxious to seize any opportunity to increase their influence, replace a momentarily 
weakened headman, or uproot their followers and found a new neighborhood altogether. 
What other strategies for expanding their residential base of dominance are left to 
Waiwai leaders after they have achieved this stage in their political careers? Otherwise put, 
what further principles of residential control can be elaborated in their neighborhood, once 
it has achieved such an advanced phase in its developmental cycle? Achieving a higher, 
more complex level of dominance will not occur by merely adding more and more 
households through the same tried-and-true principles of uxorilocality, virilocality, affinal 
locality, or other rococo variants. 
Answering these questions provides a key to understanding the particular genius of 
Waiwai sociopolitical dynamics. The next stage in the residential developmental cycle is 
attained by once again generalizing and abstracting the principle of residential control in the 
prior stage to a yet broader level of social grouping. In this case, the previous strategy of 
extending control over an entire kindred through affinal locality is generalized to encompass 
a new ethnic group-that is, a hitherto own sociolinguistic bloc of "strangers9' (anari 
ro). The specific means for accomplishing this is through mounting contact expeditions in 
search of another "unseen tribe" and persuading it to move into a Waiwai village. Because 
this new strategy of expanding residential control grows out of the prior stage of affinal 
locality, it is altogether fitting that a newly-contacted ethnic group is often described and 
treated by the Waiwai as if it were a cohort of subordinate sons-in-law or dependent affines, 
no matter what their actual age. For instance, Yakuta explained to me that in many ways he 
acted like a generic father-in-law to the subordinate Katuena living in his neighborhood. So, 
too, Kirfnaw, headman in the village of Jatapuzinho, would sometimes assign tasks to the 
entire Karafawyana bloc (contacted and attracted only a few years earlier) that were 
ordinarily tasks that only sons-in-law could be pressured to perform. 
The centrihgal thrust of these contact expeditions, reaching outwards to "discover" 
new populations, followed by the centripetal effort to attract and draw them into Waiwai 
villages, can thus be viewed as a continuation of the same sociopolitical dynamics that were 
operating ever since the earliest stages of neighborhood formation. This may partly explain 
why the Waiwai so readily adopted the practice of organizing contact expeditions after the 
missionaries arrived, since it relied on the same basic logic that their previous intervillage 
contacts entailed. Later I will explore other dynamics behind the Waiwai's expeditions in 
search of new ethnic groups, but the intent of the present argument has been to delineate their 
roots in the principles of residential control at the most humble domestic level. 
In conclusion, I hope that this analysis casts doubt on Riviere's claim that, "If the 
peoples of Guiana have not developed complex social structures, it is because they have no 
need for them" (1984:4). The apparent fluidity, flexibility, and variability of Waiwai 
neighborhoods on the ground does not mean that they are structurally "amorphous9' and 
"atomistic" or that they suffer from "formlessness" and "looseness" (1 984:4,100,102). To 
the contrary, this proposed model of the developmental cycle of Waiwai neighborhoods 
shows that they exhibit a remarkable degree of structure, a type that is more processual than 
static, more interactional than institutional, but nonetheless systematic and complex. This 
analysis should also demonstrate that the traditional residential strategies were powerful 
enough to allow for creativity and innovation, as the present-day contact expeditions attest. 
Garden Sites and Socio-A~rieultural Cveles 
Besides neighborhoods, garden sites represented another domain where Kaxmi 
households generated and expressed social relationships in space and time. They also 
offered another forum for ambitious men to wield influence in the community by becoming 
garden sponsors, which involved mobilizing volunteers to clear a new site, distributing 
household plots, and managing collective harvests for large feasts. The labor required to 
open, weed, and harvest these sites brought together a variety of families drawn from 
different kindreds, neighborhoods, ethnic blocs, and political factions in the village, thereby 
countering some of the centrifugal pressures such divisions generated. The cycles of garden 
labor provided one of the fundamental frameworks for coordinating the primary rhythms of 
what Evans-Pritchard (1 969 [1940]:94- 108) called structural and ecological time. I argue 
here that they also served as a medium for transforming the social dynamics at the domestic 
level of neighborhoods into the social dynamics at the higher collective level of the village. 
Hence, garden sites grew much more than food: they also produced leaders and coalitions, 
rooted the community in time and space, and nurtured and reproduced the social body. 
During my fieldwork, there were thirteen active garden sites near the village (shown 
as sites #2-14 in Fig. 22 and Table 8, below), plus seven other gardens in more distant rainy- 
season camps (sites #I$-24). In addition, there were many abandoned gardens through the 
area, including three (sites #15-17) that the Waiwai had gradually converted, one after the 
other, into the community's main residential site, and another (site #I) that government 
functionaries had taken over for their residence and the FUNAI Post. 

TABLE 8 
EN, CANLP, AND VILLAGE SITES 
Site name 
(# corresponds 
to # on map) 
Name of garden sponsor Number Number 
(bold = founded neighborhood, of of 
* = holds formal village office) plots huts 
1. FUNAI Post Pekaiia FUNAI site since 1980 
2. Kuuri ("Red Earth") Xexewa* 7 0 
3. Turumiti ("Grove of Turu Trees") Kumara*, Tamoka* 12,7 0 
4. Kuuxi Yewton ("Pig Garden") Xokokpo 8 2 
5. Orosimiti ("Cashew Tree Grove") ParanCikEia 1 6 0 
6. Pakathiri ("Cow Site") ' Yakuta* 7 4 
7. Oyomotohru ("Wasps on Rocks") Watakawa 6 0 
8. Xexinati (west) (species of vine) Muruku 4 0 
Emehta* 7 0 
1 0. Xexinati (east) (species of vine) Xexewa* 8 0 
1 1. WayamutM ("Tortoise Place") Yarka 2 0 
12. X i i k a W  ("Fishtrap Place") Kiqaka*, MamiCwa* 10,7 0 
1 3. XakwarI (species of oriole) Xexewa* 7 2 
14. Panatari ("Earring Place") Kumara* 3 2 
1 5. Kaxmi ("Electric Eel" Village) Yakuta* village site since 1976 
16. Yawkotho ("Leaf-cutter Ant Place") Kirpaka* village site 1973-78 
17. Anawatho ("AnauB Place") Kiqaka* village site 1 97 1-74 
18. Nasar6 Waari 2 8 
19. Traira Kiwaka*, Pekafia 4 5 
20. Ririta Xexewa* 4 10 
21. $50 Roque Yarka 1 2 
22. Tetew Xokokpo 1 3 
23. Japim MamiCwa* 1 4 
24. $50 Jog0 Emehta* 1 2 
' So named after a colonist's cows invaded the garden; formerly called i Yewko, "Electric Eel 
Stream," where the first gardens were opened near the latest village site (#15) of the same name. 
Sites # 18-24 kept the names originally used by Brazilian colonists, who first cleared them as camps 
to use during Brazil-nut gathering in the rainy season; after FUNAI declared the area an indigenous 
reservation, the Waiwai took over the camp sites. 
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Each village garden site had one or two clearings (and often some older, abandoned 
clearings), which was usually divided into six to eight plots belonging to individual 
households (or, in some cases, pairs of closely related households); the smallest and largest 
clearings had two and twelve plots, respectively. Correlatively, each household usually had 
plots in three different garden sites near the village, and also shared a common garden at a 
camp site, located a few days9 travel outside the village. All of the camp sites, and a few of 
the village gardens, had simple huts where families stayed during the rainy season. Since 
gardens yielded crops that were worth harvesting for only about three or four years (after 
which invading weeds and declining soil fertility made them impracticable to keep up), each 
family made sure it claimed a plot in newly-opened garden sites almost every year. This 
strategy ensured that each household always had one plot at the height of its productivity (in 
its second or third year), plus a younger one (in its first year) that would replace an even 
older one (in its fourth year) that would soon be abandoned. This strategy also ensured that 
each family had a variety of garden partners with whom it might share trips to their sites and 
exchange labor or harvests from their individuals plots. Women or their families rarely went 
to work in their plots alone, preferring to go with members of one or more other households. 
Therefore, trips to the garden were an opportunity for providing mutual companionship and 
childcare, dividing work and food, and thereby lessening the tedium of weeding and the 
exhaustion of harvesting. 
Because gardens lasted only a few years, the exercise of leadership in sponsoring 
garden sites represented short-term gauges of political influence, providing periodic tests for 
the longer cycles of political control that prominent men (with the support of their 
households) exerted over neighborhoods and the community at large. Many of the names 
of garden sponsors listed in Table 8 should already be familiar from the prior section on 
neighborhoods, since all four men who founded and headed those neighborhoods (Yakuta, 
Kirpaka, Xexewa, and Kumara, indicated in boldface type) were also active as garden 
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sponsors. Furthermore, most of the men who held formal village offices as headman, church 
pastors, or work leaders (indicated with an asterisk, and discussed further in the next chapter) 
were garden sponsors as well. However, other men who did not head neighborhoods or hold 
formal offices could also sponsor garden sites, as long as they could persuade volunteers to 
exchange their labor for plots. As a glance at Table 8 testifies, there was a quite a bit of 
overlap between leaders who headed neighborhoods, those who sponsored gardens, and those 
who held formal public offices. Indeed, I argue that garden sponsorship provided as a means 
for coordinating leadership roles at the domestic level (as heads of neighborhoods) and those 
at the public collective level (as formal village officers). Such mediation was possible 
because the duration of sponsorship roles were harnessed to short ecological cycles of the 
gardens, constituting one aspect of what I propose calling socio-agricultural cycles. 
The impermanence of garden sites also meant that each one represented a temporary 
constellation of social ties among households that owned plots in the site. With each new 
swidden cycle, many of these ties would be dissolved and reshuffled. This meant that the 
socio-agricultural cycles of gardens allowed for more flexibility, innovation, and informality 
in inter-household ties than neighborhoods made possible, the latter being based on long- 
term, weighty co tments among coresidential kin and affines. Although certain 
neighborhood ties were usually duplicated in garden sites--especially between the 
households of a senior couple and their daughter and son-in-law-gardens also included 
plots belonging to other kin, friends, and "just plain people" (tooto maE) dispersed 
throughout the village. Thus, for example, a senior couple whose married daughter moved 
to a different neighborhood "far away" on the other side of the village could be reunited by 
having plots in the same garden site. Similarly, a couple who hoped to arrange a marriage 
for one of their children with another family might choose a plot in the same site. Pairs of 
siblings (epeka komo) who said they "missed each other" after their marriages scattered them 
could once again work together. Female friends (yakrono) especially enjoyed going to 
garden sites together, offering a chance to let down their guard, share confidences, and relax 
from the serious affairs of family and in-laws. Even people who considered each other 
unrelated tooto matt? might take advantage of the opportunities provided by their contiguous 
plots to develop new social ties. The location of plots also allowed newcomers to the village 
to be assimilated into the working life of the community. As in neighborhoods, spatial 
proximity in garden sites was both an instigation and a reflection of social intimacy. 
Consequently, where a household had plots, next to whom, in which garden sites, 
divided up among which other households, and so on, had a significant impact on social 
interaction for the next three years of a fertile garden. Families thus thought carefully before 
deciding where they wanted plots. They might request a plot in a given site because of their 
long interaction with a particular family in the past or because they sought develop a social 
relationship with another in the future. Not only did they consider with which families they 
wanted to associate, but also which ones they wanted to avoid. Each garden site thus 
represented a crystallization of various choices by particular households at a particular 
moment in the social history of the village. Since gardens became exhausted and abandoned 
after only three or four years, and since every household had several plots in different sites, 
the impact of each decision about garden location was less momentous than choices about 
house sites in particular neighborhoods. Nevertheless, the temporal span of a garden was 
sufficiently long to guarantee numerous occasions for households to collaborate with many 
others, allowing them to foster various social relationships that extended into other activities. 
The intermediate socio-agricultural cycles of gardens made them ideal grounds for 
experimenting with new avenues for conviviality. 
In his important study of Waiwai gardens in the village of Xapariymo in Guyana, 
Mentore argued that plots were distributed along male affinal lines (1 984:34-43). Because 
the bride-service obligations of a young man includes the onerous work of clearing a garden 
for his wife's father, they were especially likely to request plots next to each other. My data 
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for Kaxmi confirmed Mentore's finding that a high correlation existed between contiguous 
plots and male affines, especially senior males and their young sons-in-law. However, my 
female informants tended to view this bond as one between mothers and daughters, who 
continued to collaborate in garden labor even after the latter's marriage. More broadly, 
women often identified plots by the names of the senior female in the households that owned 
them. Furthermore, even male informants mentioned many other social relationships that 
motivated them to volunteer labor in clearing a site or to request a plot in it. Without 
denying the crucial role of the male affinal relationship in the social structure of garden sites, 
I would argue that Mentore's finding is only a beginning, not an end, to understanding the 
particular constellation of relations among plot owners. Since garden sites were divided up 
into an average of seven plots, there were many more significant relationships among plot 
owners to account for beyond dyadic pairs of male affines. Many other questions remained: 
for instance, why did a senior man and his son-in-law choose their pair of plots within one 
particular garden site rather than another? What were their relations with the leader who 
organized labor to open up the site? Current political alignments influenced which leaders' 
calls for labor men were willing to heed and whose sites they wanted to share. What were 
their relations with other plot owners? Although many such relations were based on kin, 
affinal, or coresidential bonds, some of them were innovative or experimental relationships. 
How do we deal with fathers-in-law and sons-in-law who do not have plots in the same site? 
Is there a pattern to these separations, such as I found in post-marital residence over time? 
Or again, what were the relations among their wives, and what input did women have in 
household decisions about plot locations? Women were, after all, the ones who invested 
most of the on-going labor in gardens over the next three or four years, long after the men 
retired from the intensive but short-lived labor of garden clearing. It is the household, as an 
integral productive unit involving both male and female labor, which the Waiwai consider 
to be the owner of a garden plot. In short, simply identifying male affinal bonds fiom a list 
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of male plot owners does not give us enough data to explain the social networks in garden 
sites or their dynamics over time. Indeed, these sites always included households fkom other 
neighborhoods, precisely because gardens constituted the domain that mediated the domestic 
relations among kin and affines, and the public relations among community members. I 
suggest that the notion of socio-agricultural cycles can help us understand the diversity, 
flexibility, and creativity in social relationships that gardens make possible. In later chapters, 
I will argue that these cycles are embedded in and coordinated with broader spatiotemporal 
cycles that encompass wider social relationships, including the construction of community 
and the assimilation of newly-contacted peoples into the "Waiwai." 
Let me turn now to the stages in the socio-agricultural cycle of gardens. The 
gardening season would begin in the late part of the rainy season as the skies began to clear 
and the waters recede (which, in Kaxmi, occurred in September or October). The idea of 
sponsoring a garden site could be raised by either a husband or a wife in family 
conversations, but both of them had to be willing to invest considerable energies into the 
project. They needed to find a good site for a potential garden, with adequate soil, drainage, 
and access. When they did, the husband, representing the household, would discuss the 
matter with one of the work leaders, who then passed the word along to the village headman 
for approval. He considered the request in light of labor needed for other upcoming 
collective projects; after conferring with other work leaders, he gave his approval or 
suggested a delay. Approval signaled that he considered the project to be in the collective 
interest. The work leader who agreed to mobilize volunteers for the project conveyed this 
approval to the garden sponsor and they would plan specific details for organizing the work. 
At a public meeting, the work leader would announce the name of the new garden 
sponsor, called a rnarari eniiie, literally, "one who looks after (or oversees) a garden." On 
his behalf, the work leader would describe the collective need for another garden, the 
location and virtues of this particular site, and then call for volunteers to help clear the site. 
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Early in the mornings of the days scheduled for the project, the sponsor would bring 
over large amounts of flavored tapioca, prepared by his wife, to the umana to offer the 
volunteers he hoped would show up. The work leader stood outside and shouted out an 
invitation that reached even the farthest neighborhood: "AmoCbko haaaaaa!", "Come and 
get it!" Men and youths trickled in gradually and began to drink the tapioca amid 
conversations and joking. When it seemed no one else would come, people took off for the 
garden site, which usually took almost an hour to reach during my fieldwork in the rnid- 
1980s (when the village was about ten years old and nearby gardens were exhausted). After 
the men had been working for several hours and noon approached, the sponsor's wife and 
several other women (often with some children in tow) arrived with the midday meal of 
tapioca, manioc bread, and stew. Unlike the tapioca served collectively by the sponsor in the 
morning, this food was usually served and consumed within family units; notably, however, 
all these independent family units were eating in the same place and the same time, as if to 
stress their repetitive, symmetrical equality, in contrast to the centralized, asymmetrical 
hierarchy structuring garden projects (from headman to work leader to sponsor to 
volunteers). After a restful meal in the cool shade, the women packed up and the men cut 
trees for a few more hours. 
Usually men volunteered to help open a new garden site to merit the right to request 
a plot within in; sometimes volunteered more casually, for instance, to reciprocate prior 
favors they owed to other families or to lend a hand to a friend who wanted a plot. Not 
everyone who contributed their labor to clearing a site asked for a plot. Many more people 
were needed for the arduous work of felling trees, burning the site, and clearing underbrush 
than the number of plots that would be available at the site. My data showed that a typical 
work party to open a site usually involved 15-35 youths and men. The work of felling trees 
was strenuous and time-consuming, requiring several days of collective labor. The greatest 
number of volunteers would show up the fir: 
except for those who planned to request a plot at the site or who were helping relatives or 
friends who needed plots. None of these reasons were ever explicitly mentioned; everybody 
participated as an outward show of civic responsibility. Such voluntarism nevertheless 
represented an investment of labor that was carefully calculated in the balance of reciprocity 
between households. All of this was given a public alibi through the only transaction that 
was explicitly acknowledged: the daily exchange of garden work for tapioca beverages. 
The seeming simplicity of this exchange of labor for drink masked a complex 
ideology of reciprocity. The tapioca was offered by the sponsor in a display of magnanimity, 
which earned him the additional title of wooku yosom, "owner/master of the drink." I was 
told that this offer constituted an unsolicited prestation because "No one came up to the 
sponsor saying, 'Please give me some tapioca!"' Since the beverage was unsolicited by those 
who drank it, the offer was considered a "free gift" (wakreclo) that was unencumbered by 
any past debt. As such, the drink was thought of as an act of "concern" or "love9' (pinin 
yaw), which the giver expressed in the material form of the gift. By accepting it, however, 
people acknowledged the sponsor's generosity and became indebted to him for the nurturance 
represented by the drink. Being a foodstuff, the tapioca he offered framed their relationship 
as one based on trust and mutuality ("like kin") rather than suspicion or exploitation ("like 
strangers or like Brazilians"). The labor the volunteers then put into the sponsor's site was 
a means of reciprocating this nurture and working off the debt. 
The crucial distinction that the Waiwai make between prestations (whether of 
material goods, labor, and so on) is whether or not they are solicited or unsolicited offers. 
Solicitations are er distinguished into two types: ekuyma, a term used for public, formal 
requests at the collective level; and aponku, the less formal requests made between private 
individuals. The verbal request for volunteers represents one dimension of a garden ekayma, 
which is made by the work leader on the sponsor's behalf. The tapioca offered to the 
volunteers who show up represents the sponsor's participation in the ekayma; it is the 
material counterpart (in the form of drink) to the verbal solicitation (in the form of public 
speech). The complementarity between the two is illustrated in the fact that the term ekayma 
means literally, "to cause to be announced or performed," based on the root -ka-,which 
means both "to speak" or "to do." Once someone publicly states his intention to help and 
then partakes of the collectively offered drink, he cannot back out from his obligation to 
work off the debt through garden assistance. 
Although the work leader acted on behalf of the garden sponsor by soliciting 
volunteers to help open the site, he was not, strictly speaking, representing this sponsor. 
Rather, he was serving as the headman's agent or representative by mobilizing people to 
work on collective projects that the headman endorsed, enhancing the public welfare. When 
villagers contributed their labor to clearing a site, they were not merely helping the garden 
sponsor but were also working for the headman. Many months later during the harvest 
festival, when the garden sponsor would thank the village for help on the gardens, he 
channeled his gifts of food from the harvest through the headman, who publicly distributed 
them to the villagers through his representative, the work leader. The path traced by these 
harvest fruits covered a great deal of symbolic ground: through it, the sponsor was thanking 
the headman for endorsing the project, and in turn the headman was thanking the collectivity 
for doing his bidding, just as he promised to act in the public interest. As I discuss in the 
next chapter, these transactions reinforced and indeed constituted the surprising degree of 
hierarchy in Waiwai social organization. 
About two months after the trees had been felled and they were dry, the village 
headman consulted the work leaders about the timing for burning the trees and underbrush. 
The scheduling of this stage was a delicate matter of weather prediction, since the burning 
had occur before the rains come but, after the felled trees had a chance to dry out. Since the 
transition from the dry to the rainy season could sometimes come abruptly, miscalculations 
about the timing could lead to an incompletely burned garden, whether too green or too 
soaked. Since the welfare of the gardens was a collective concern, not merely to the several 
garden sponsors, but the entire village at large, the decision about when to commence 
burning lay with the headman. As the figure who represented the hierarchically superior 
structural position concerning the logical integration among all the households and 
neighborhoods, all such decisions affecting the village as a whole were his: burning the 
gardens, initiating collective fish poisoning, inaugurating the hunting season, announcing 
festivals, and making other decisions about the scheduling of seasonal activities. However, 
the Waiwai believed that the timing of the rains was not caused merely by impersonal 
meteorological factors, but also by human activities. The rainy season begins, I was told, 
when the thick black smoke from burning gardens irritates the skies and causes them to cry 
rain, much like smoke provokes tears in a person's eyes. One year the rainy season began 
several weeks too early, even though Kaxmi gardens had not been burned yet and were not 
even dry enough. Some people blamed the Brazilians for their untimely and indiscriminate 
bumings of more space than they needed. Others blamed the members of the new Waiwai 
village on the Jatapuzinho River for being in a hurry to plant (not coincidentally, this charge 
was leveled by opponents of plans to move to the Jatapuzinho). The smoke from their 
gardens triggered the rains and drenched Kaxmi's gardens. Critics said their burning was 
"selfish" because they barreled ahead without any thought to whether other villages' gardens 
were dry enough; more sinisterly, it was possibly a plot to make Kaxmi go hungry and force 
them to move to the Jatapuzinho. 
The actual burning of a garden site required concerted collective action. Everyone 
considered the event to be an exciting one, dangerous but thrilling. Controlling the fire was 
a tricky affair, since the aim was to burn the felled trees and underbrush as thoroughly as 
possible without allowing the fire to spread beyond the clearing. Since the burning had to 
be completed within the same day, a large number of volunteers set out for the site very early 
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the burning was well underway; if the wind picked up and the flames threatened to spread, 
the women would pitch in to help control them. By the end of the day, the fires were dying 
down and smoldering. The larger trees did not burn completely, but were left lying where 
they were felled to serve as boundary markers between household plots. Much of the 
underbrush was burned, forming a fertilizing ash; unburnt brush was either dragged to one 
side of the garden or simply left where it was. Like the gardens of other native groups 
described in the ethnographic literature of Amazonia, Waiwai sites looked confused and 
barely tamed to Western eyes, littered with felled trees, charred stumps, incompletely cleared 
underbrush. However, to Waiwai eyes, the site was precisely mapped out into plots and 
subsections for different species of crops with careful regard for variations in soil, shade, 
elevation, moisture, and so on. 
Over the next several weeks, various families approached the garden sponsor in 
private to solicit a plot at the site. As noted earlier, not everyone who contributed labor in 
opening up the site requested a plot, but those who did should have contributed a substantial 
amount of labor (either directly or through the labor of someone working on his behalf, such 
as a son-in-law or son). When all the plots had been distributed, the work leader announced, 
on behalf of the garden sponsor, that it was time to begin planting. At this stage, the social 
organization of labor at the site made a transition from a collective project divided along 
gender lines to a domestic enterprise divided along household lines. Planting was performed 
by a myriad of household units, each including a husband, wife, and children-an apt symbol 
of the procreativity they hoped to induce in their gardens. However, the transition to the 
purely individual household level was not yet complete, since all the households were 
planting their plots at the same time, scattered in small clutches through the garden site. 
Most of the planting was done by inserting cuttings from other gardens. The largest 
number of cuttings for the major crop were sections of manioc stems, from which new tubers 
and stalks would propagate in several months. Each time a new garden plot was planted, the 
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family had a chance to experiment with new varieties of manioc. Not only did they select 
cuttings from those that proved the best in an older garden, but they also solicited and 
exchanged cuttings from other families. They also planted cuttings acquired along with other 
trade goods on a visit to another village, whether Waiwai or another group. The movement 
of manioc cuttings across the physical and social landscape was thus another example of how 
the Waiwai constantly borrowed things from external sources and used them to nourish their 
community. Varieties brought fmm other villages were often named after the location or 
group from which they came. Families enjoyed experimenting with new cuttings adopted 
from foreign sources: besides adding diversity of flavors to the menu over the year, some 
varieties would prove more resilient, better adapted to certain soils, higher in yield, easier 
to grate, or yielding a better flour for various breads; sometimes a variety was preferred 
simply because of its rich, deep color. The best varieties would be retained and planted in 
successive gardens; less desirable ones were abandoned in the next round of plantings. 
Varieties that had been handed down for several generations were called by names describing 
their most prominent feature: & m u ~ o ,  "the hard kind"; wayweo, "straight as an arrow"; 
tumutho, "with white fleshy9; kuyanapo, "from Guyana"; and so on. Although certain classic 
varieties were widespread throughout the village households, each family had some sub- 
varieties, the result of keeping the exchange of cuttings within relatively narrow lines of 
kinship. Women would not ask just anybody for cuttings; they were careful to confine their 
requests to those families they knew well or wished to know better, those with whom they 
would be willing to share cornrnensality. The exchange of cuttings, like other items, both 
reflected the history of social relations between the parties and generated new ones. 
After garden plots had been turned over to individual households and they were 
planted, they spent most of their productive life providing food for their owners at the 
domestic level. Their crops were harvested and processed mainly by the female members 
of a household, complementing the fish and game that male members contributed to family 
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meals. An ensemble of tapioca, manioc bread or farina, and meat represented the ideal meal, 
which nourished not only bodies but household relations as well by confirming and renewing 
the malelfemale cooperation that produced it. In addition, food moved across household 
boundaries through exchange relations with kin, affmes, and neighbors, thereby 
strengthening inter-household bonds at the domestic level. Up to this stage in the socio- 
agricultural cycle, the essential message is that this level is sustained by the collective level 
of social relations, which were responsible for creating the gardens in the first place. 
However, my analysis of the dynamics of the socio-agricultural cycle will not be 
complete until I trace the hrther steps in the life of a garden, when it would once again 
become the focus of collective labor and formal exchanges. This occurred when the garden 
site reached the height of its productivity (during its second or third year), coinciding with 
the approach of a major festival (during Christmas or Easter). The sponsor of the garden site 
offered the crops in his plot for the village-wide feasts, as a way of explicitly thanking the 
villagers for having helped him open the site the prior year. These crops would be harvested, 
processed, and consumed collectively, through a series of exchanges that were organized by 
various leaders (work leader, garden sponsor, feast sponsor, and village headman). The 
feasts represent the point where the socio-agricultural cycle of gardens achieves a certain 
degree of closure, when the original prestation of collective labor by villagers is reciprocated 
with cooked meals for the collective feasts. I will discuss these later stages in detail in the 
next chapter, when I describe the festivals and how they help generate community identity. 
For now, however, the diagram below (Fig. 23) should suffice to summarize the stages in the 
socio-agricultural cycle of a garden as labor, land, and harvests as they move through time 
and the social hierarchy. 
Let me close this section with an ethnographic counter-example that initially appears 
to undermine my argument about the collective source and destination of Waiwai gardens, 
but which ultimately reinforces it. Recall that, besides the garden sites near the village, 

Kaxmi households also had more distant camp gardens (listed as sites #18-24 in Fig. 22 and 
Table 8, on pp. 164-1 65). The differences between these two kinds of gardens highlighted 
Waiwai notions of social labor. 
Camp gardens were located much farther away than village gardens, requiring one 
to three days of canoe travel down the Rio Novo and then up the Rio AnauB During the 
rainy season, the village would split up as households moved to these camps in order to 
exploit a wider area for scarce food resources. They included simple huts for sleeping and 
cooking, each sheltering a family but not owned by any particular one, so it might be 
occupied by a different family the following year. Each camp had the potential to become 
a full-fledged village in the future; indeed, the village of Kaxmi was originally Yakuta's 
camp garden when everyone used to live upriver in Yawko. 
All of the sites were established on the Rio Anauii not only because it afforded easy 
access to a wide foraging area, but also because it was bordered by lush Brazil nut groves. 
Once harvested, many nuts were immediately grated and mixed with tapioca flour to make 
delicious nut breads and beverages. Some stores of nuts were brought back to the village to 
consume during the ensuing year. Large amounts were also sold (independently or via 
FUNAI) to a Brazilian middleman downriver in the colonist town of SZio Luiz do Anaua 
In many respects, the process of opening up a garden camp differed from that 
described for gardens near the village. Only those families who planned to spend time at the 
camp would expend labor opening up the garden, so the project did not become a public 
affair. Since most families at a camp were closely related kin and affmes, and the garden 
was not divided into individual household plots, everyone was expected rather than enticed 
to contribute their labor. Hence, there was little of the formality accompanying requests for 
help that typified village solicitations of volunteers. Correlatively, there was no circulation 
of the harvest to the village at large; it was not engaged in the annual cycle of collective 
exchanges. The camp garden was treated more like a domestic-level nutritional resource, 
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rather than a community-level site of social reproduction, and therefore lacked the elaborate 
formality, rituals, and obligations that characterized gardens near the village. 
I therefore found it intriguing that my informants described the camps as places 
where they went on vacation (enmaso) and "where we do no work" (etapidkzra tasi). At 
first, I was confounded by these statements, since it seemed to me that the usual intensity of 
physical labor continued unabated. In fact, the scarcity of game and fish that dispersed during 
the rainy season meant that men had to spend even more time trying to obtain enough meat for 
their families. They also pursued the usual male tasks of weaving baskets, making bows and 
arrows, training dogs, and the like. Women certainly faced the same amount of work as ever 
in childcare, harvesting and processing manioc tubers, cooking meals, and gathering firewood. 
Furthermore, everyone invested a great deal of energy into gathering Brazil nuts to sell to a 
middleman downriver in the colonist. Nonetheless, my informants insisted that enmaso in 
these rainy-season camps was a time of relaxation and no work. Only much later did I come 
to understand what they meant. Physical labor at the camps did not constitute "work" because 
it was merely invested in domestic households and the private relations of kinship and &nity, 
while none was spent on collective projects or public community relationships. Only when 
families returned to Kaxmi and began work on community enterprises directed by the headman 
and work leaders did they say they had begun to "work" again. The term etapi&etopo did not 
refer to work in the sense of "exceptional physical effort," as Mentore (1 984:65) claims, but, 
rather, to "social labor," that is, exceptional cultural effort toward transforming household 
relations of production into expansive community relations of reproduction (see Turner 1979a; 
Marx 1967 [1867]). Through such labor, people participated in collective efforts to transcend 
the domestic level of relationships and transform inter-household social dynamics into the 
village-wide public level of social relationships and dynamics. In short, it took a lot of"work" 
(etapi&etqo) to construct a Waiwai community-the subject of the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
INVENTING CO 
The cosmological, sociological, and territorial maps that were plotted in the prior 
chapter provided a basic orientation to the Waiwai habitus. They showed how this people 
situates itself within an articulated universe comprised of many different types of Others, and 
how it concatenates its own community into various groups of ethnic blocs, neighborhoods, 
and kindreds. But a basic question arises: given such heterogeneity, how do the Waiwai 
construct a sense of communal identity, of belonging to a collectivity? What prevents them 
from splintering into an arbitrary aggregation of independent units? What do they mean 
when they speak of themselves as a Waiwai community? These questions were just as 
pressing for my informants as they were for me as an external observer struggling to grasp 
what principles of unity complemented their complex diversity. 
In this chapter, I explore the ethos, discourse, and rituals that underwrite the social 
and cultural invention of the Waiwai sense of community. I first address how they use a 
language of social sentiments to characterize individuals and groups, to evaluate their 
actions, and to explain transformations in ethnic identity. I then discuss the responsibilities 
of leaders in their role as erziiie komo, literally, "those who look after others," caretakers of 
the community who are skilled in nurturing social health and managing village sentiments. 
Although at the level of neighborhood politics, leaders may represent divergent viewpoints 
and compete with each other to garner support from other villagers, at the level of the public 
life of the community, they must sublimate their positions in a rhetoric of harmonious 
discourse that accentuates "peacefulness." Finally, I describe the occasions when the 
community reinvigorates itself through an intensified, festive period described as "joyful." 
These rituals dramatize the creation and articulation of the Waiwai community out of a 
primal state of non-differentiation through interchanges of nurturant substances and powers 
with various external entities (human, natural, and supernatural). 
A Sentimental Education 
Recurrent in Waiwai conversations, public oratory, and casual remarks are allusions 
to certain qualities that describe the tenor of interaction among people and the dispositions 
expressed by their behavior. These qualities refer as much to forms of conduct as to 
emotional states, and as much to overt demeanor as to presumed inner moods. The terms for 
these qualities are descriptive as well as evaluative and can be applied to an entire society as 
well as to individuals. Thus, for instance, when the Waiwai define themselves or 
missionaries as "peaceful people" (tawakem komo), and uncontacted groups or Brazilians as 
"fierce people" (tirwofiem komo), they are referring to characteristic patterns of behavior as 
well as assessing those patterns in normative terms. When leaders exhort villagers to be 
"joyful" during festivals or chide them for being "morose," they are alluding both to 
subjective experiences of such feelings in the "belly" and to overt interaction among 
members of the community. 
Early in my fieldwork, these terms struck me as psychological signifiers, since the 
Waiwai so often used them to describe their own feelings, to comment on someone's 
temperament, or to speculate on a person's frame of mind. For example, my next-door 
neighbor Tawosi said she was reluctant to visit a certain household of nonrelatives because 
she felt "embarrassed" (EhyapamyasQ to do so; the work leader Emehta helped organize 
festival dances and games but refrained from participating himself, explaining, "I am by 
nature withdrawn (ahwora)"; a child threw a tantrum that prompted its mother to exclaim, 
"Why are you acting so angry (ml^ nuofiasQ?!" As time went on, however, I realized that 
these descriptions were much more than simple psychological referents to the emotional or 
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inner states of individuals. Furthermore, the restricted number of these terms and their stock, 
almost stereotypical usages struck me as inadequate for covering the much wider and 
nuanced range of emotions that Waiwai individuals experienced but described in more 
elliptical ways. 
In this section, I analyze the four major sentiments that came up over and over again 
in Waiwai discourse and indicate how they model social interaction. These sentiments can 
be glossed as congeniality or peacefulness (tawake); anger or fierceness (tirwoAe); joyfulness 
or elation (tahwore); and sadness or alienation (ahwora). This discussion will set the stage 
for my argument later (in Chapters VI and VII) that the Waiwai use this vocabulary of social 
sentiments to explain why they undertake contact expeditions and how they transform the 
newly-contacted people into proper Waiwai. Here, I show how these four states are 
systematically interrelated in Waiwai discourse and suggest that they can be analyzed as a 
paradigmatic schema of social sentiments. Although certainly other states are mentioned by 
the Waiwai, such as affection, envy, shame, and familiarity, they have a narrower range of 
relevance and are sometimes treated as vaxiations on the four primary sentiments. 
Anthropologists sometimes use the term "social emotions" to distinguish their 
approach, which investigates how the affective experiences of social actors are culturally 
construed or socially induced, from that of psychologists, who use the term "emotions" to 
describe the sensations of individuals that make up their personality structure (see, e.g., 
Rosaldo 1980; Abu-Lughod 1986; Lutz 1988). However, the shared use of the term 
"emotion" can easily blur this distinction, especially since social psychologists also adapt the 
term to their interdisciplinary approach. Although some anthropologists (such as Schieffelin 
1985) defend the blurring of these differences, I have found Fajans's distinction (1983) 
between "sentiments" and "emotions" to be useful for clarifying the special concerns of the 
anthropological approach. She adopts the concept of social sentiments fiom Durkheim (1 972 
to each other and to society as a whole. Fajans proposes that the term "emotion" be confined 
to "a private, subjective state, whether socially and culturally motivated or not," and that 
"sentiment" be used for culturally constructed states which may be ascribed to the individual, 
but which go beyond inner experience and "act across the boundaries of the person and often 
serve to extend or contract those limits" (Faj ans 1983 : 166- 1 67). The particular sentiments 
Fajans analyzes among the Baining are shame, hunger, and lassitude. 
Similarly, my concern here is not the range or nuances of emotions that Waiwai 
individuals experience-indeed, they often say "no one truly knows what goes on inside 
someone else"-but rather the role of the four paradigmatic sentiments in conceptions of 
public life. The semantic spread of Waiwai sentiments is much broader than our idea of 
emotions, whether social or personal. The sentiments of congeniality, dejection, anger, and 
joy may describe someone's passing mood or characteristic disposition, the seasonal 
variations in social interaction among villagers, or the ethos that epitomizes an entire ethnic 
group. Furthermore, these sentiments can be correlated with certain kinds of knowledge, 
discourse, body states, social roles, and exchange behaviors. They not only describe certain 
qualities but also refer to constitutive actions, which can generate, modify, or transform the 
essence of social actors and a society. 
My analysis differs from that of Fajans, however, in that she restricts sentiments to 
problematic situations. The everyday maintenance of Baining social relations, she 
demonstrates, involves a type of attitude that is unmarked and unnamed; sentiments arise in 
reaction to circumstances that diverge from this unmarked condition (1983:167). The 
Waiwai too have a notion of a normative state of everyday interaction, one in which people 
are contented with each other and exchange valued resources across the permeable 
boundaries of persons and households. But in contrast to the Baining, the Waiwai consider 
this normative condition as a sentiment like all the others and label it with the term tuwake, 
"conviviality" or "peacefulness." This sentiment epitomizes fully human conduct, the ideal 
tenor of social relations to which they aspire. Although being tawake is the unmarked state 
against which others are measured, it is the subject of considerable attention, since it requires 
a great deal of energy to sustain. The Waiwai think of being tawake as an actively achieved 
sentiment, not a neutral or given state (similar to what Weiner 1979 describes for the 
Trobrianders). It is constantly being threatened by negative sentiments, irruptions of 
"natural" forces, or barriers impeding the normal flow of social exchange. Such entropic 
pressures must be brought under control, domesticated, or removed. The way to do so is 
through the investment of nurture, labor, food, and goods, which both express and bring 
about the state of being tawake. Periodically, the community must whip up an intensified, 
collective state of "joyfulness," described as tahwore, in order to regenerate the principles 
upon which ordinary tawake sociability are based. For a Waiwai to say she feels tawake is 
understood to mean not only that she is contented and pacific, but also, by contrast, that she 
has resisted becoming angry, has overcome sadness, or has not been aroused to elation. In 
other words, she implicitly identifies her normative state in relation to other states that are 
considered departures or deviations from being tawake. Together, these four sentiments 
form a paradigmatic set of positive and negative sentiments of greater or lesser intensity. 
For the Waiwai, the ability to experience, respond to, act on, and generate social 
sentiments is an axiomatic attribute of human beings. If having a soul (ekati) is what 
distinguishes the human h m  the animal, one's soul cannot be said to exist in an abstract 
condition unqualified by some sentiment. Sentiments are, in a sense, the predicates of the 
soul. Since animals have no souls, they have no sentiments, only automatic responses. In 
the Waiwai concept of the person, the seat of the sentiments, judgment, social knowledge, 
and the conscious soul is the "belly" (ropotari). Animals have empty bellies, mere physical 
envelopes that hold food or fetuses, whereas people's bellies contain consciousness. This 
makes human awareness, reflection, and judgment possible. 
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Social sentiments can also typify generic aspects of certain social relations and roles. 
Some informants described the figure of a male ego's father-in-law as "fierce" (tirwoHe), 
since he is prototypically impatient in making demands of his son-in-law. Yakuta, the village 
leader, once told me (with a chuckle of self-mockery) that "A father-in-law orders his son-in- 
law about angrily, as if he were a chief: 'Go do this, go do that!' He makes his son-in-law 
work hard!" The headman's role is sometimes characterized as an angry or stem one, since 
he scolds people for acting improperly and tells them to behave themselves. 
The Waiwai also use a vocabulary of sentiments to characterize certain times or 
places. The height of the rainy season, when food was scarce, networks of sharing 
contracted, and the village split up into separate outlying camps, was accompanied by a 
marked increase in complaints of unhappiness and isolation (ahwora). Because I lived alone, 
the Waiwai assumed that I must be feeling lonely and ahwora, so they often came to visit me 
to cheer me up, to make me joyful (kahworesi). Families were especially solicitous of me 
during festival seasons, when one of them would send over a young daughter to live with me 
for several weeks so neither my house nor my "belly" would be empty or sad. 
The following schema (Table 9) presents an overview of the four major social 
sentiments, which indicates how they apply to certain aspects of social life and arranges them 
as a paradigmatic set to highlight their interrelationships. The labels and descriptions I use 
are mere glosses for much more complicated attributes, but they should serve the heuristic 
purpose of summarizing ideas that are crucial to my overall argument. The sentiments are 
arranged in two columns (positive and negative), each of which is broken down into degrees 
of intensity (standard and intensified degrees). Thus, the positive sentiments of being tawake 
(contented) and tahwore (joyful) are opposed to the negative sentiments of being ahwora 
(dejected) and tirwofie (angry); correlatively, the standard sentiments of tawake and ahwora 
can be intensified in degree to become tahwore and tirwofie. While these simple binary 
relations may seem unremarkable, the value of the paradigm lies in its capacity to show the 
TABLE 9 
PARADIGM OF SOCIAL SENTIMENTS 
I TAWAKE AHWORA 
social state: socialized, sociable 
mood: contented, peacefbl 
event: everyday chores, meals 
exchange: balanced reciprocity, 
cross-cousin marriage 
place: neighborhood houses 
time: daytime 
roles: relatives, parents, neighbors 
groups: Waiwai, missionaries 
body: healthy, strong, beaded 
sight: mutually visible 
communication: consent, kind 
words, teaching 
knowledge: proper conduct 
social state: asocial, unsocialized 
mood: morose, lonely, withdrawn 
event: failure, separation 
exchange: absence of reciprocity, 
poverty, envy 
place: inside house, earth 
time: rainy season 
roles: affines, individual 
groups: mourners, ostracized person 
body: unornamented, weak, skinny 
sight: hidden, enclosed 
communication: silence, mourning, 
in-law avoidance 
knowledge: hearing slander about self 
I TAHWORE 
social state: ultrasocial social state: antisocial 
mood: joyful, vivacious mood: angry, fierce 
event: public meetings, festivals 
exchange: collective reciprocity, 
public ritual gifting 
place: forest, far away 
time: nighttime 
roles: strangers, sorcerers, warriors 
groups: unseen tribes, Brazilians 
body: armed for attack, beadless 
sight: invisible, too distant to see 
communication: slander, sorcery, 
noise, foreign languages 
knowledge: ignorance, lies 
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systematic interrelations among a great many facets of social life: moods and dispositions; 
events; kinds of exchange; places and times; typical roles and stereotypical groups; bodily 
appearance; accessibility to sight; and types of communication and knowledge. 
I should note that this paradigm is probably not one the Waiwai would design to 
explain the relationships among their social sentiments, which they take for granted; it is an 
artificial model intended to help us, as outside observers, understand the patterns emerging 
from the way in which the sentiments are invoked in Waiwai discourse. Because villagers 
repeatedly referred to the same four sentiments in such consistent ways, I feel justified in 
abstracting the terms for them and portraying them as a paradigmatic set. The economy of 
terms, combined with their wide semantic spread, allows us to discover unexpected analogies 
among different orders of experience. Let me now explore these sentiments in greater depth, 
starting from the negative to the positive ones and from one extreme to the other. 
No emotion is more censored by the Waiwai than yirwon, "anger." The range of 
behaviors they include in this category is exceptionally broad, ranging from a simple 
unmitigated "No" to someone's request for something, to resentment over a wrong committed 
against oneself, to covert sorcery or outright murder. Dispute hearings are as much an 
investigation into the accused's transgressions as they are a probing of whether the victim 
feels "angry," which may cause him or her to seek revenge, spawning a catastrophic cycle 
of negative reciprocity. As one might imagine, the rhetorical devices that community 
members have developed to negotiate their way through all the rough spots of daily 
interaction, while at the same time avoiding the charge of being tirwofie, "angry," are 
elaborate and subtle. 
Anger is conceived as an especially uncomfortable state of internal chaos in the belly, 
described as hot and churning. Similarly, it is conceived as a dangerous state of external 
chaos in the social sphere. If ~uichecked, hostility wreaks damage to others through violent 
attacks, covert sorcery, or hurtful slander. These actions represent the distortion or inversion 
of the normal means of maintaining harmonious, tawake relationships, which rupture the 
smooth flow of nurturant exchanges and undermine the health of the body social. To borrow 
's terminology of analogous relations in Gawa Island in the Massim, we might describe 
hostile behaviors as those that subvert social value by undermining positive reciprocity 
among actors, reversing the symbolic expansion of social relations through space and time 
(1 986: 13-14,215-216). Anger epitomizes negative reciprocity and maximal social distance, 
and, as such, is rarely suspected between kinspeople, but is expected as typical between 
strangers. The reception rituals for visitors, especially alien anarf ro fiom unrelated ethnic 
groups, provide means for countering possible hostile outbursts through food prestations, 
ceremonial trading, and wrestling matches. More problematic are individuals who fall in the 
intermediate range between kin and strangers: disaffected affines, jealous competitors, 
frustrated seducers, insulted covillagers, or enemies of one's kin in other Waiwai villages. 
These are the people with whom one (or one's kin) must interact in daily life and who may 
act cordial on the surface, but perform sorcery in secret, spread gossip behind one's back, or 
lash out with unprovoked violence. Unlike the situation with outside strangers, the 
procedures for preventing such attacks are less certain, precisely because the identities of 
these foes are hidden and their antagonism more personal, catching the community off-guard. 
Less intense than anger, but no more pleasant, is the sentiment of ahwora. Waiwai 
individuals used this term when they feel saddened, disappointed, or alienated. Examples 
are a hunter who returns home empty-handed; a woman who overhears gossip about herself; 
a young man who cannot find a wife; a mother whose daughter has just married and moved 
out of her house; someone in mourning; a child who has been scolded; or a person who made 
a request of someone but was turned down. A person who is ahwora was described to me 
as someone who "just wants to sit by himself, all alone in his house, not talking to anyone." 
If he does venture out in public, he wears no featherwork, body paintings, or other 
adornments, thereby signaling his reluctance to engage in social interaction. The image is 
one of exclusion and abandonment, a lonely experience of loss and isolation, a dull sense of 
unsatisfied longing, a discomforting individuation, or public humiliation. The term can also 
describe the temperament of someone who is by nature withdrawn or reserved. The rainy 
season is sometimes described as a period when everyone feels ahwora, since family groups 
disperse to outlying camps and food is scarce, so people have little to share and cannot 
adequately fuel their exchange networks. Illness, injury, and mourning are typical occasions 
for this asocial state. At times, Waiwai pastors described life on earth as ahwora, saying it 
is the stage for hardship, pain, loss, and mortality; by contrast, they depicted the Christian 
heaven as an arena of perpetual joy and immortality, strikingly similar to the first celestial 
layer in their notion of the cosmos before missionary contact. 
Contrasting with these negative passions are the sentiments of tawake, 
"peacefulness," and tahwore, "joyfulness." Recall that the term tawake refers to the 
normative, unmarked state of healthy, everyday sociability. Someone who is described as 
tawake is said to be congenial, calm, patient, cooperative, and measured in speech and action. 
Such characteristics resemble the Kalapalo Indian notion of ifutisu, which Basso describes 
as "behavior characterized by a lack of public aggressiveness and by the practice of 
generosi ty..., hospitality, a willingness both to part with material possessions and to assist 
others when called upon to participate in work groups" (1973: 12-13). A tawake person is 
willing to accede to requests from others as well as to accept their offers; since every offer 
tacitly opens up the receiver to unknown future requests from the giver, being tawake implies 
a willingness to become indebted in the long run. Cooperative, generous people actively take 
part in the circulation of food, goods, labor, and persons, exchanges that instantiate the 
essence of positive social value. Rather than effect closure to a relationship by immediately 
paying off a debt (something the Waiwai interpret as an angry or antisocial gesture), delayed 
reciprocity adds temporal longevity to social relations and assures that the parties continue 
to have a vested interest in each other. Moreover, reciprocity that is indirect and generalized, 
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involving more than two parties in a circle of exchanges, is an ideal characteristic of 
peaceful, tawake interactions. Such forms of delayed, indirect reciprocity involve people in 
relationships that build on one another to create long-term, wide-ranging social networks, in 
other words, expanding the spatiotemporal breadth of relationships they coordinate and 
enhancing their positive social value (Munn 1986:49-50, 55-60). Since the circulation of 
resources and the multiple layers of mutual indebtedness are the means for generating both 
hierarchy and equality, the social norm that promotes such circulation and keeps it flowing 
freely-being tawake, cooperative, open, peaceable-in effect constitutes the value that 
makes it possible to forge a society. 
If tawake connotes a sociable state of being convivial, the intensified positive 
condition of tahwore implies an ultrasocial state of vivacity. The Waiwai apply the term 
tahwore above all to the heightened pitch of "collective effervescence" (Durkheim 1972 
[19 121) that typifL festive occasions, especially their week-long celebrations for Christmas 
and Easter. Such festivals are dedicated to rejuvenating the principles of their social 
existence, which calls for deliberately generating the sentiment of joyfulness. Everyday life 
should be characterized by a generalized ethos of being tawake, but this condition cannot be 
trusted to endure as some kind of steady state. Keeping one's exchange networks actively 
humming with the give and take of positive reciprocity, is the necessary, but not sufficient, 
condition for maintaining society and sociability. Negative and entropic forces constantly 
threaten the smooth flow of reciprocity, eroding the banks of community unless they are 
periodically shored up. Reiterating the fundamentals of social viability, renewing 
individuals' commitment to the sometimes arduous work of daily interaction, and 
replenishing the potencies that fuel expansive social value are absolutely crucial to the on- 
going reproduction of Waiwai society. This work requires the input of the entire village, 
with everyone pitching in to generate an exuberant period of joy and elation. Indeed, the 
process of producing "joyyfulness" (tahwore) is itself a form of constructing society. 
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The season when the sentiment of tahwore is brandished is above all the dry season, 
when everyone is living in the village, collective labor projects are convened, travel is easier, 
food is abundant, and festivals are held. As such, it contrasts with the rainy season, when 
complaints increase about feeling ahwora, "depressed" or "isolated." The terms tahwore and 
ahwora share the same root -ahwo-, which can be glossed as "happy." Adding the negative 
suffix -ra yields ahwora, "unhappy, lacking happiness"; conversely, adding the adjectival 
suffixes t- and -re yields tahwore, "causing happiness, being joyful." While a person who 
is feeling ahwora is withdrawn from social interaction, the one who is tahwore is by 
definition found in the midst of others. In Kaxmi and Jatapuzinho (both in the state of 
Roraima), the dry season lasts from about October to April (the seasonal cycles being 
somewhat different in Xapariymo and Mapuera). Fittingly, Christmas and Easter fall during 
this period (having replaced the pre-missionary dry-season festivals ofxorowiko and yaamo; 
see Fock 1963 : 170- 18 1). These celebrations (which I discuss later in this chapter) nowadays 
represent the Waiwai's most protracted occasions for engaging in public revelry, lasting at 
least a week each (after months of exhausting preparation). Solitude and sadness (ahwora) 
are gently discouraged; anger and hostility Cyirwon) are emphatically proscribed. Leaders 
exhort the villagers to celebrate, joke, and be as high-spirited and tahwore as possible-and 
harangue them if they are not. Warapuru, one of the Waiwai pastors, and his wife, Kamiiari, 
often set an example to encourage everyone to be tahwore by leading flirtatious games such 
as the banana game, when the men would chase the women with bananas held at groin level, 
trying to seduce them into "eating" them. Although I found such behavior to be an amusing 
interpretation of the pastors' religious duties, it was congruent with their responsibility of 
inducing community joy. 
The preceding overview of the four paradigmatic social sentiments-anger, isolation, 
congeniality, and joyfulness-should suffice for the time being in providing a basic context 
for understanding how the Waiwai talk about and evaluate human conduct. The relevance 
of these sentiments to their contact expeditions will become increasingly clear in subsequent 
chapters. At this point, let me turn toward the issue of how Waiwai leadership is exercised 
ity level. Men who occupy formal positions as public leaders (and, in an 
informal role, their wives, although no women hold formal positions) are responsible for 
guiding the collective social sentiments of the village. This includes pacifying anger by 
resolving family conflicts, coaxing the withdrawn into village affairs, motivating labor 
projects by whipping up public enthusiasm for upcoming festivities, and otherwise attending 
to the constant cultivation of a "peaceful" community. 
Eniiie Komo: Those Who Look after Others 
As among most Lowland South American societies, Waiwai leaders exercise 
authority not through commands or coercion but through persuasion, eloquence, generosity, 
and example (see, e.g., P. CIastres 1977 [1974]; Kracke 1978; Jackson 1983; Rivikre 1984; 
Viveiros de Castro 1992). Village leaders are no wealthier than anyone else, nor do they 
escape the same work obligations expected of everybody. They are simply theprimus inter 
pares, or, as one of my informants put it, "the nose on the community face." Political 
positions are not hereditary (although leaders may groom their sons to assume prominent 
roles when they come of age), but, rather, are achieved through gaining the respect of one's 
peers; even then, such respect must be continually reaffirmed through activities and 
occasions that test whether others are still willing to follow. Every feast, every collective 
work project, every group decision is a sensitive gauge to the current influence that leaders, 
aspirants, or rivals discreetly exercise in village affairs. 
The Waiwai have several different kinds of formal leaders who hold public ofices: 
the kayaritomo, or village headman; the antomaAe komo, or work leaders; and those skilled 
in dealing with spirits-formerly yaasi komo, or shaman(s), nowadays Kaan min yeniAe 
komo, or church pastors. Collectively they are known as eniAe komo, literally "those who 
look after others," the '6caretakers" of the community. Many other opportunities arise for 
temporary or informal leadership, such as when some women volunteer to be hostesses for 
village feasts or when a man takes the initiative to sponsor a garden site. 
By late 1986, near the end of my fieldwork, when the population of Kaxmi reached 
its peak of 202 people, there was one village headman (Yakuta); four work leaders (Emehta, 
Xexewa, Kumara, and Tamoka); and six church pastors (Yakuta, Arawxi, Mamiewa, footo, 
Warapuru, and ~ a h ~ a ) .  Although it appeared that the male leaders achieved their positions 
through the strength of their character and personalities, it was equally true that the social 
dynamics of neighborhood organization generated certain choices of leaders. The 
distribution of these leadership positions assured that all four neighborhoods and five ethnic 
blocs in Kaxmi were represented in the public forum. The most influential leaders at the 
community level were those who had drawn together a network of related households at the 
domestic level, concretely visible in the clusters of family houses built around theirs. Recall 
that neighborhoods were called by the name of the man around whom others had settled, 
such as "Yakuta's neighborhood," "Xexewa's neighborhood," and so on. Since the various 
leaders, and hence their neighborhoods, came from different ethnic groups that joined the 
Waiwai, the village of Kaxmi could be thought of as a confederation of spatially marked 
groups headed by leaders who represented their interdependence by participating in the 
community council. 
Most of the wives of these Kaxmi leaders assumed correlative roles, albeit in less 
public, formal ways. They served as leaders of the women, dramatized during the weekly 
church meeting for women only, and as partners in their husbands' enterprises, especially in 
feast preparations and mobilizing female labor. As noted earlier, a man could not possibly 
hope to achieve a public office without the assent and collaboration of his wife. 
Formal leaders convened public meetings twice a week (another one was held just 
for women), combining religious and secular topics. In addition, these leaders met among 
themselves before or after the public gatherings to discuss problems in the village and call 
in families to resolve disputes. All work leaders and church leaders reported to the headman, 
informing him about village affairs and relaying messages between him and the rest of the 
village. As in the case of garden labor discussed earlier, residents were supposed to confer 
~ t h  work leaders about their labor plans for the coming weeks; these work leaders conveyed 
these plans to the headman for approval and, conversely, tried to persuade residents to take 
part in collective labor projects approved or favored by the headman. Furthermore, villagers 
were expected to send formal requests to the headman via church pastors or work leaders for 
approval on many other types of activities, such as negotiating a marriage or taking a trip out 
of the village. W i l e  requests concerning minor matters tended to be merely pro forma, it 
was the verbal exchange of petition and permission that was crucial, transforming individual 
initiatives into a coordinated collective through the centralized dominance of the headman. 
The headman was thus the figure who exerted control, with the assistance of the lesser 
leaders, over all other villagers' activities in space and time. In this respect, the Waiwai 
system of authority appeared to be unusually elaborated, differentiated, and hierarchical for 
Guiana societies; indeed, it contrasted strikingly with the Waiwai's absence of economic 
stratification or sociocentric groupings such as clans. Even members of traditional, 
precontact villages, most of whom shared one roof, used to observe this elaborate chain of 
authority for relaying messages, prompting Fock (1963:229-230) to speculate that the 
Waiwai might be descendants of wandering tribes from the sub-Andean region (!). 
A village headman (kayaritomo) derives his authority from several sources that are 
described with various metaphors, He is the one who founded a new village and mobilized 
a group of people to settle with him, and is thus the "one who went first." He is sometimes 
called the ''owner of the drink" (wooku yosom) in his role as sponsor of intervillage festivals, 
representing the community vis-$-vis outsiders. Sometimes he is called the "tree of the 
village," its firm central support that holds it together; the image evokes the qualities of 
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strength, firmness, and resistance to decay or bending.' The strong vertical thrust of a tree 
is associated with a dynamic balancing of tensions, a defiance of gravity that transforms it 
into an icon of stability. By extension, these characteristics connote someone who is astute, 
principled, not easily swayed or tempted, centered in himself, and strong enough to keep the 
community centered. It could be said that the headman is the one who constructs a 
community out of a crowd, providing the structure that keeps it articulated and centered. 
When a headman moves away, retires, or dies, people say, "Our tree has fallen," upon which 
the community begins to lose its structure, disintegrate into entropy, and be invaded by wild 
animals and weeds. 
The work leader (antomafie) is responsible for mobilizing village labor for collective 
work projects, such as clearing garden land and communal grounds, building houses, or 
organizing the extensive preparations for festivals. He announces projects and recruits 
volunteers during public meetings. Although the Waiwai are generous in sharing their labor, 
they feel that in public a dignified person should never appear too eager to offer or accept 
anything, so a work leader has to develop an astonishing range of creative tactics for cajoling 
people to volunteer publicly--even if in private they planned all along to help. In essence, 
the work leader coordinates the plans of the headman with the plans of the rest of the 
villagers, and coordinates the exchanges of labor between households. 
A church pastor is called Kaan min yenifie, "one who looks after God's house" or "a 
keeper of God's place." North American Protestant missionaries ordained the first generation 
of indigenous pastors; today's pastors are selected and ordained by senior male Waiwai 
church leaders after a lengthy trial period of apprentice preaching, moral scrutiny, and public 
ratification. Pastors are responsible for maintaining the integrity of the relationship between 
members of the village and the Holy Trinity. This involves keeping the paths of 
I found it intriguing during my linguistic survey work to learn that the Xerew term 
for strength or firmness is kayariti. Curiously, the Waiwai claimed not to know the roots 
of the term kayaritomo. 
communication open between the human community and the divine, ensuring the continuous 
exchange of life-giving powers between the terrestrial realm and the celestial (cf. Hocart 
1970 [1936]:30-40, 60-71). Human beings keep God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit alive by 
"remembering" or "thinking about" them (kihtinoyasf), manifested by engaging in actions 
that acknowledge their existence. In turn, these divine entities keep human beings alive by 
protecting them from harm, guiding them toward what is good, and disciplining them if they 
act unethically . 
Traditionally, the shaman was the person who mediated between the human members 
of his village and the spirit populations of the forest, skies, and waters. This included 
seeking the help of friendly spirits to find cures for sick patients, retrieving kidnaped souls 
from unfriendly ones, asking for names for newborns, performing counter-magic against 
sorcerers, and requesting the spirit game master, the Owner of White-Lipped Peccaries, to 
release his "pets" for hunters to capture (Fock 1963: 129-1 3 1). The current church pastor has 
similar responsibilities, only now he appeals to the Christian pantheon on behalf of the 
village. In fact, it was the Waiwai shaman Ewka who converted to Christianity in the mid- 
1950s, convinced others to do likewise, and became the first native pastor among the 
Waiwai. The Waiwai have not stopped believing in the power of traditional spirits and 
shamans (or sorcerers); they have simply bracketed them for the time being and turned their 
attention toward the Holy Trinity and pastors. 
These formal leadership roles can be summarized as follows: 
1. Work leaders coordinate the relationships between households through the 
exchange of labor, and between the headman and the rest of the villagers; 
2. Church pastors coordinate the relationships between the human community and 
the divine through the exchange of attention and protection; 
3. The village headman coordinates the relationships between work leaders and 
church pastors, between neighborhoods and ethnic blocs, and between villagers 
and outsiders, through the exchanges of requests and approval. 
Describing the responsibilities of these roles, however, does not really impart much 
of a sense of the Waiwai's own conception of leadership. This is a far more subtle matter, 
and one that is easily distorted through the ethnographer's ethnocentric biases. Nevertheless, 
let me make the attempt to convey some sense of their perspective. 
Leaders are above all eni2e komo; they "exert themselves" (-ehkarito) on behalf of 
community affairs; they "perform work on people" (Aetapicketu tooto poko) in order to 
induce a collective state of peacefulness (tawake). The idealized image of a tawake 
community is one where everyone "likes each other" (etixati me so) or "loves one another" 
(etpinin yaw so). The Waiwai are clearly aware of the fact that their society constantly falls 
short of this ideal, mainly due to the eruption of '6anger.e The public oratory of leaders are 
full of scoldings and harangues to the villagers to "Start loving one another!" and "Be 
peaceful!" Such harangues, though often impassioned, are not categorized as "angry words," 
but rather as concerned speech meant to "warn others to be respectful" (nitwerimesf). 
Rhetorical devices such as harangues, preaching, or dispute hearings are consistent with 
leaders' responsibility to control the tenor of village sentiments. Just as the individual 
becomes tawake by gaining control over the anger in his belly, so, at a higher level, leaders 
wield persuasive, moralizing discourse to quell hostilities and enjoin order on the relations 
among individuals and households. 
The moral instruction that church pastors dispense is calledpanatanmekya, "making 
someone have ears," i.e., causing them to 6chear/understand" explanations about fundamental 
truths. The ears are considered the channel whereby words travel to the belly, where the 
conscious soul is located. Listening to "peaceful talk" (tawake mtapotarf) has the capacity 
to pacify the inner state of a person, making him or her feel and act "loving" (pinin yaw) 
towards others. When pastors begin or close their sermons with a prayer, they ask God to 
take over their tongues and speak through them. This has the effect of disclaiming personal 
responsibility for the sermon, which is legitimated as the words of God and therefore 
"peacell" by definition. Sometimes I heard pastors describe themselves as disusuyanton, 
"Jesus's assistants" or "those who help Jesus." Like the disciples described in the Bible, they 
said they were faulty human beings, whose own words, when uninspired by God's power, 
were prone to anger or sadness. But when the Holy Spirit, as God's emissary, directed their 
tongues, the church pastors' sermons were potent tools for pacifying the entire community. 
The Waiwai evaluate discourse as "peaceful" or "angry" speech: the former 
contributes to social harmony, while the latter triggers dissension; peaceful language is 
considered "beautiful to hear" (ckntaporern) because it circulates "in the open" (kirwantaw), 
while angry language is "ugly" and is usually hidden and secret or does its damage behind 
the scenes. Public speech clears the paths along which exchanges flow, while secretive 
words grow like weeds that choke off the paths of sociability. Public, peaceful speech 
engenders the reproduction of the social body, while concealed, angry speech undermines the 
health of an individual's body and can even lead to its demise. Community leaders constantly 
coax private words out of hiding and into the public light. This process of revelation is one 
of the major techniques of healing individual illness, family conflicts, and community 
dissatisfaction. The most negative forms of private speech are gossip and sorcery: gossip 
can destroy the social personae of others, while sorcery destroys their physical bodies and the 
souls resident within. The most positive forms of speech are collective prayers, hymns, and 
sermons. As the one who controlled the circulation of words among villagers, and between 
humans and the divine, Yakuta (shown in Fig. 24) held two public offices, as the village 
headman and as head church pastor. Similarly, before missionization, his older brother 
Ewka had been both the headman and main shaman of his village. 
Social pressures are constantly at work to move forms of speech along the s p e c t m  
from destructive to constructive. Such processes are sometimes described as '6pulling up the 
weeds." This phrase portrays a vision of a domesticated space (a garden or a plaza) that is 
cleared of extraneous, uncontrolled matter that has invaded it. Several types of discourse 

allow "angry" forms of language to be transformed into "peaceful" forms: meetings with 
leaders to resolve disputes; ceremonial dialogues; and confessions. Through these arenas, 
private, angry speech is brought out in the open and circulated through the public domain 
where it can be socialized, then recycled back to the private domain in a positive form. This 
recirculation of language follows the paths from the domestic households out in the 
neighborhoods to the central edifices in the village center, the church and the umana. This 
journey is reiterated every time a public meeting is held during the week and most 
dramatically during the semi-annual festivals. This spatiotemporal movement recapitulates 
the origin of society recounted in public speeches and scripture. The history of Waiwai 
society, including both traditional and Christian versions, is conceptualized as a gradual 
process of domesticating their wild and ly elements, pacifLing their clamorous behavior 
and desires, in sum, socializing their natural origins. This same process informs their view 
of the maturation of children into adults and the transformation of "fierce" uncontacted 
peoples into "peaceful" members of the Waiwai collective. As excerpts from public 
speeches will illustrate, these three parallel processes-the formation of Waiwai society, 
individual growth, and the assimilation of outsiders-are described in images that constantly 
play off of each other in elaborate rhetorical constructions. To make these rather abstract 
transformations more vivid and comprehensible to their audience, orators mention daily 
events and recent news as concrete examples that illustrate the same underlying processes. 
The concept of being an assistant or helper @anton) reveals a great deal about 
Waiwai concepts of social hierarchy. The term for work leader, antomatie, literally means 
"the one who recruits helpers" or "the one who directs assistants." But whose helpers are 
they? As I discussed in the prior chapter, work leaders mobilized volunteers to help a garden 
sponsor clear a new site. In one sense, the men who volunteered their labor were considered 
to be the assistants of the garden sponsor. In another sense, they were seen as the assistants 
of the work leader who solicited their help. But in a broader sense, the garden volunteers 
were viewed as assistants of the village headman who approved the collective project in the 
first place and who would eventually redistribute the harvest. More broadly, Kaxmi residents 
were sometimes described as Yakuta yanton konzo, "Yakuta's helpers," because by settling 
in the village, they were tacitly agreeing to work under his direction, to follow his leadership. 
This long-term relationship (which lasted as long as people continued to reside in his village) 
underlay and gave meaning to the temporary relationship between a garden sponsor and those 
who volunteered to help him (which lasted only as long as the site was fertile). As an 
intermediary, a work leader had the responsibility of coordinating one relationship with the 
other. A yanton is not only a helper, but is someone who agrees to follow the direction of 
somebody in charge. It implies a degree of subordination, a voluntary relinquishing of 
autonomy to "work" (Aetapic5kesi) under someone's orders. For instance, a young girl might 
become the yanton of an elderly woman, such as her grandmother, who needed household 
help. The Waiwai also used the term for the Brazilian maids or nannies employed by FUNAI 
functionaries at the Post. Furthermore, the concept implied the subordination of a follower 
who did the bidding of a leader. The missionary Robert Hawkins adopted the term yanton 
to translate the Biblical word for "servant" when it described Christians as "servants of God," 
Kaan yanton, those who do God's bidding and follow his will. 
The relationships between leaders and villagers were actualized, dramatized, and 
regenerated in frequent public meetings held in community buildings. Meetings were held 
three mornings a week in Kaxmi: on Sundays, the day for the fullest schedule of speeches 
and discussions, which often spill over into the afternoon; on Wednesdays, when speeches 
are abbreviated and younger men who aspire to positions of public responsibility are allowed 
to give speeches; and on Fridays, when women hold their own meeting, relieved of the 
painful shyness about speaking publicly that the male presence ordinarily triggers. All of 
these church meetings follow the same format: 
1. leaders meet early to discuss current problems in the community and make plans 
for the coming week; 
2. villagers are summoned to the church for the public gathering, which opens with 
an introductory speech by a leader who reports on recent village news and leads 
a brief prayer marking the transition from secular to sacred phases of the meeting; 
3. an adult member who has a special aptitude for music leads the audience in 
singing several hymns; 
4. another adult member gives a lengthy prayer; 
5. a church pastor (on Sundays), aspiring leader (on Wednesdays), or a respected 
woman (on Fridays) gives a sermon, consisting of a scriptural reading and 
elaboration, ending with a prayer that closes the sacred portion of the meeting; 
- 
6. then a work leader (or, on Fridays, the wife of a work leader) recruits people to 
participate in collective projects; 
7. fufther items are sometimes included on the agenda, such as confessions, 
baptisms, weddings; speeches by visitors; elections; or grievance hearings; 
8. after Sunday or Wednesday gatherings break up, leaders may hold restricted 
meetings with families that are having serious problems. 
When I first came to Kaxmi in 1984, only one public building for village-wide 
meetings existed: the umana. This was where all assemblies that concerned the community 
as a whole took place: church services, annual festivals, collective meals, leaders' meetings, 
and so on. On such occasions, households from various neighborhoods came together, 
transcending their narrower domestic identities to ritually construct a higher-order, totalized 
community (Turner 1979b). As the anchor for the collective identity of the village, the 
umana was aptly located right in the middle of the central neighborhood. In pre-contact 
villages, most of the families lived in a single umana. After missionaries arrived and villages 
grew much larger, family units separated and built private houses. The umana ceased being 
a residential structure and became a site where the collective identity of the community was 
reconstituted during public events. 
Kaxmi's umana was a large, circular structure about fifty feet in diameter topped by 
a huge conical roof (see Fig. 25, below). Like family houses, the roof was made of thatched 
palm and tbe walls were made of vertical slats lashed together; however, unlike private 
homes, there was considerably more space in between the slats and betwwn the wall and the 
roof in order to let in more sunlight. The greater permeability of the walls also expressed the 
idea that this building was open to the entire community, unlike the densely-closed wails of 
private homes, closed to the gaze of curious neighbors. Despite its huge she, the atmosphere 
inside the umana was one of lightness, airiness, arnd spaciousness. 
On each side imediately inside the front door was a long, low bench, approximately 
ten feet long and six inches high, These front benches were used by village leaders during 
public meetings. A blackboard stood behind the bench on the rig& on which a quotation 
from the Bible was written each week Facing the leaders' seats were two columns of 
benches, each with about twelve rows, for the conpegation: male youths md  adults sat an 
the benches in the column on the right side, while women and children sat in col 
left. For collective feasts, the benches would be rearranged into two circles: one for men in 
the front right of the umana, and that of women and children in the left rear. These seating 
arrangements gave visible form to social contrasts between leaders and followers, males and 
females, adults and children, cross-cutting the domestic spatial separation of  household^.^ 
Near the ceiling were rafters that supported the roof. A thick vertical pole was lashed 
to the rafters so that it was suspended about fifteen feet off the ground. Black designs and 
words were painted on the pole: the designs represented lizards, birds, and angular geometric 
designs, while the words said "Roraima," "1979" (the year the umana was built), and 
"tapota" (meaning "language"). This pole had been painted and installed by the adult men 
under the direction of the village headman as the final stage in constructing the building-a 
ritual that transformed the umana from a mere physical structure into the community abode. 
Outside, the pole extended upwards about fifteen feet through a hole in the roof, pointing 
toward the heavens, with a hollow Brazil-nut husk stuck near its upper end. 
Fock described the installation of the pole in a ritual that clearly illustrates the pole's 
reproductive symbolism (1 963: 169- 171). After painting designs on the pole, the male hosts 
gave the pole to the male visitors, who danced with it around the umana and then carried it 
through the door and stuck it through the hole in the top of the roof. The installation ritual 
was followed by feasting and drinking, during which the men danced around the women, 
who sang in the middle of the umana. Afterwards, lovers paired off for sanctioned 
extramarital relations. The association of the social habitus and the human body through the 
sexual imagery in the ritual installation of the central pole could hardly be more blatant.3 
In other Waiwai villages, seating arrangements were based on nuclear family groups 
rather than gender. A Kaxrni pastor introduced gender segregation in the late 1970s after he 
visited a colonist Assembly of God church where men and women sat apart from each other. 
Fock (1 988) recently discussed more evidence for Waiwai metaphors of the house 
as body. Guss (1 989) and Kivi6re (1 995) discuss house symbolism elsewhere in Guiana. 
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In 1985 a new church, separate from the umana, was erected on the outskirts of the 
central neighborhood. This new structure led to a functional division of community meetings 
between those considered "sacred" and those considered "secular." The church, called 
"God's Housey9 (Kaan miin), became the site for all church services, while the umana 
remained the site for feasts and dancing. One metaphor used by leaders to describe this 
separation of functions was to call the umana the place where community members 
consumed "food for the body," while the church was where they consumed "food for the 
soul." During the annual festivals surrounding Christmas and Easter, church services were 
held in the morning in "God's House," after which feasting, dancing, and games were held 
in the umana for the rest of the day. The split between "sacred" and "secular" functions had 
further ramifications: for instance, one marriage ceremony was held in the church in a public 
ceremony, since the village leaders considered the union to be blessed by God; another 
marriage, however, which displeased the couple's parents (and presumably God) took place 
in the umana in a private service after the couple forced the issue by having premarital sex. 
The church was built shortly before the village split up, although the project 
demanded thousands of labor hours from men and women in the village as a whole. 
Ironically, its construction was instigated by Yakuta, the very leader who also prompted the 
split-up of the village. Mobilizing labor for constructing the church served as a testing 
ground for his current influence in the village and ability to summon volunteers in a project 
under his leadership. Not only did the project serve as a tangible manifestation of his 
persuasive powers, anticipating his effort to persuade the entire village to move to a new site, 
but it also represented a direct response to the leadership threat posed by the work leader 
Xexewa, who had just finished leading a three-month project to refurbish the umana. People 
who took part in the massive task of replacing the walls and thatch roof of the umana 
signaled through their participation their willingness to stay in Kaxmi as urged by the work 
leader. Yakuta interpreted the high degree of community participation in the umana project 
as a sign of resistance to his plans to move. Since he was not only the head of the village but 
also the head pastor of the church, his project of building a new church was an inspired 
rejoinder to Xexewa's success. Even though the investment of labor in the church was 
excessive in light of his plans to move, it allowed him to flex his leadership muscles. In sum, 
the two buildings represented not only the division of "sacred" and "secular," but also the 
competition between the two strongest community leaders, each of whom attempted to 
incarnate their power in the form of architectural testaments to their persuasive skills. Their 
ability to mobilize followers reflected their capacity to extend their influence beyond the 
present into the future. The construction of the two public buildings illustrates yet again how 
spatial and temporal coordinates of power can be fused. 
The Festival Fabrication of Collective Identi* 
The socially valued sentiment of being tawake must be periodically reinvigorated and 
reconstituted at a higher, collective level of social action through the intensified sentiment 
of tahwore. This is accomplished through festivals, especially the week-long affairs that 
nowadays take place at Christmas and Easter. The festivals are the most intensive collective 
affairs of the year, classical rituals of renewal when Waiwai society dramatizes its 
fundamental organizing principles as a totality built up out of, but transcending, lower-level 
production and consumption units. They involve a variety of features drawn from traditional 
intervillage festivals and recently-adopted Christian features: feasting, dancing, ceremonial 
prestations, wrestling, animal imitation rituals, games of flirtation, Brazilian games, daily 
sermons, and midnight caroling or  baptism^.^ Preparations begin six weeks before when 
feast hunters and sponsors volunteer; in the ensuing weeks, large supplies of manioc bread 
and tapioca are prepared, while numerous collective work projects are undertaken to repair 
Features dropped from traditional festivals, due to pressure from missionaries, 
included fermented drinks, masked impersonations of spirits, and licensed extra-marital 
sexual liaisons. 
public grounds and produce basketry, pottery, arrows and wooden carvings, culminating in 
the last ten days with a collective hunt undertaken by the men. 
These festivals of collective effervescence described as tahwore represent both the 
pinnacle of social life and its foundation. It is the time when exchange networks are 
reinvigorated through the infusion of large amounts of food, labor, and artisanry. Although 
such resources are ordinarily produced at the domestic level (comprised of kinship and 
affinal ties) and circulated among households in accord with the ethos of tawake 
(conviviality), their production and movement transcend this level during tahwore festivals 
and attain the public level of village and intervillage relevance. This is made possible by 
integrating generalized exchange networks between households in neighborhoods into a 
hierarchically organized, centralized exchange circuit in which items are pooled into a 
communal stock controlled by village leaders. When they then redistribute the resources 
back to village members in a climate of corporate joyfulness, they are symbolically 
revitalizing the fbndamental principles of social collaboration. After the festival, villagers 
return to the activities of everyday life with a renewed spirit of cooperation. 
The common theme underlying all the various ritual activities during these festivals 
is the appropriation by Waiwai society of external powers and resources from various 
domains-natural, material, spiritual, and social. This may involve powers of "nurture" 
retrieved from distant, "wild" forests in the form of game animals brought back by the 
hunters; songs learned from other villages, tribes or ethnic groups that, when translated and 
exhaustively rehearsed, imbue the collectivity with a sonoral form of "beauty"; or the 
"protection" that settles over the community when the Christian pantheon is invoked through 
the prayers of the pastors. These outside potencies are viewed as critical sources of vitality 
and energies necessary for social reproduction, but they must be brought under control, 
channeled into social avenues, and structured according to certain principles. If not 
"s~cialized,'~ these powers can wreak destruction on the community. On the other hand, if 
society is not invested with these potencies, it will be rendered sterile. Through the process 
of co-opting external powers, Waiwai society renews its position in the cosmological 
"center" from which it exerts control over various concentric domains in the "periphery." 
Before any major festival, the plaza and all paths between the neighborhoods are 
cleared of weeds to assure that social communication can occur unimpeded by chaotic, 
"natural" forces. Cleanliness is often a metaphor for order, active social intercourse, and the 
absence of "weeds," dirt, confusion, and destructive behavior. Light is linked to visibility, 
unconcealed thoughts and actions, and the sun and sky, where the most powerful spirits 
(native and Christian) live. The sky is the most distant region, but light bridges these 
distances; it is also the region of the greatest temporal depth, since it is where names come 
from as well as where the soul goes to after death. 
The first stage in preparing for an upcoming festival involves a call for families to 
volunteer as hosts or sponsors of a festival. Host families are those who agree to process 
large amounts of manioc into bread and tapioca for the festival and to cook the game that the 
hunters bring back. When the work leader calls for volunteers during a Sunday meeting, it 
is the male household heads who speak up on behalf of their family. However, it is the 
female household head who provides most of the labor. Families volunteer on a rotating 
basis. Those who have not volunteered for the past few festivals feel the subtle pressure to 
take their turn; families who wish to expand their influence tend to volunteer more often than 
their fair share. The main responsibility of this role is preparing the huge quantities of food 
for the village to last through the week-long festival. The hosts are called wooku yeniiie, 
literally "the ones who look after the beverages," since they are the ones in charge of 
overseeing the production and serving of the key indexical food of festivals, special tap i~ca .~  
Traditionally, this tapioca was fermented into an alcoholic beverage for festivals. 
Since missionaries discouraged consumption of intoxicating drinks, tapioca is no longer 
fermented, but enormous quantities of tapioca flavored with favorite palm fruits are still 
produced for festivals and continue to index collective celebrations. 
Indeed, because of its centrality as the metonymical symbol of festivals, which in turn were 
the constituent ritual of constructing collective identity, one of the titles of the village 
headman was wookuyenfj?e, since his leadership derived in part from his ability to mobilize 
and host festivals. With two hundred people in the village gorging themselves on two large 
collective meals a day, the hosts must prepare over 3000 meals. In fact, before the festival 
even begins, the hostesses must prepare enough manioc bread and meal to sustain the hunters 
during their ten-day search for fish and game to supply the festival. Usually about a dozen 
households volunteer to host a particular festival, but it would be impossible for this small 
number of households to process such enormous quantities of food. The host families are 
actually focal points for organizing an entourage of other households to prepare the food. 
Every household is expected to join a work group that pools labor and garden produce under 
the orientation of a host and hostess. Recruiting and organizing women from other 
households is a demanding role that allows, indeed requires, women to exercise leadership. 
Most women are recruited on the basis of kinship and affinal ties--especially daughters and 
daughters-in-law, often in the same neighborhood. 
The next stage in the preparations involves the work leader cajoling the men to weave 
basketry for processing manioc, which will be used by the hostesses. Usually such basketry 
items are woven by an individual man for his wife, mother-in-law, or sisters-in-law for 
domestic use. Basket-weaving is considered part of the reciprocity between the sexes, 
husbands presenting baskets in exchange for food processed by their wives by means of the 
baskets. In the inter-household realm, men present manioc basketry to their wife's mother 
and sisters as "replacements" or "substitutes" (emtakan) for manioc labor they lost when a 
female member is removed from the household through marriage (cf. Weiner 1980). For 
collective festivals, the division of labor along gender lines is generalized: men produce the 
baskets not as individual husbands or in-laws, but as adult male members of the village who 
collectively and anonymously weave baskets to present to the adult female members of the 
village represented by the hostesses. During the week that men are weaving the baskets, the 
hostesses are recruiting help and preparing supplies of manioc bread, meal, and tapioca for 
the men who will volunteer to join the collective hunt. Two weeks before the festival, a 
public meeting is convened when the work leaders collect the gift baskets woven by the men 
and formally present them to the hostesses. Immediately afterwards, the work leaders recruit 
men to volunteer for the collective hunt. Dry manioc bread and meal is distributed to the 
volunteers to bring with them on the trek. Even though the hostesses may recognize the 
distinctive weaving of certain men, knowledge of this identity is not publically 
acknowledged. As with all collective prestations, particular kin and affinal ties from the 
domestic level are suppressed so that the hierarchically superior level of village social 
relations stands out. 
A es have selected which baskets they need, they fetch a large amount 
of manioc bread, meal, and flavored tapioca. The tortillas are stacked in a pile next to an 
enormous urn full of flavored tapioca. In addition, some hunting supplies are brought: a 
couple of elderly men who are expert craftsmen bring bow strings and arrow canes they have 
~traightened.~ Another work leader gives a speech and then waits for men to volunteer. As 
in the case of any occasion for recruiting work groups, volunteers are slow to speak up and 
need to be cajoled and prodded out of their silence by the work leader, who becomes 
increasingly aggressive and pointed in his persuasive tactics. Xexewa, the head work leader, 
was especially adept in putting people on the spot and relentlessly pressuring them to 
volunteer until they finally caved in. Even though most men have already made up their 
minds privately whether they will participate in the hunt, they do not admit it before the 
formal recruitment. Conversely, being recognized as a participant requires a public 
declaration as a volunteer. This testimony to one's intentions through public speech is 
The head missionary also brought ammunition, fish hooks, and flashlight batteries 
(for night hunting), since these were trade goods he could readily provide the community and 
since they could serve as substitutes for his presence on the hunt. 
crucial. The simple statement "I'll go!" ("Kiwcesi!") is all that is needed, but without it, a 
man is not recognized as an official participant, even if he goes on the hunt, nor will he be 
allowed to receive food offered as thanks to the hunters by the hostesses when they return. 
As soon as an individual volunteers, the chief writes down his name on a piece of paper and 
another work leader gives him three or four manioc tortillas from the stack. To seal the 
agreement of formal participation, the volunteers form a semi-circle around the um of 
flavored tapioca and take drinks from it. Consuming this drink and accepting the manioc 
bread supplies commits them to fulfill their promise. The model this compact follows is the 
presentation of a meal by a garden manager; none who accepts the food would dare let down 
their side of the agreement. Gradually the meeting breaks up and people drift back home. 
The next day, the hunters depart for a hunt lasting about ten days. In the meantime, 
the hostesses go into high gear recruiting help for food preparation. Some men stay behind 
to work on other projects requiring male labor for the festival. In 1985, Xexewa stayed 
behind to organize all labor on a collective basis. He and his wife led a large gardening party 
of almost a dozen families to harvest enormous amounts of manioc, bananas, and sugar cane. 
Rather than bring the harvest back to the individual houses of the hostesses, all of it was 
brought to the feast house to be processed as a collectivity. A public kitchen was improvised 
as all the implements and furniture needed for processing the food were set up along the 
walls of the ample feast house. In the coming days, women from all four neighborhoods 
came together in shifts to peel manioc, grate and wash it, and compress the mash into flour. 
While most adult women and their unmarried daughters are processing manioc 
tortillas and tapioca, some agree to prepare specialty foods for the festival: puud (a delicate 
manioc bread made from smoked, cured flour), tapioca bread, brazil nut cookies (cut in the 
shapes of animals and people), molasses, and sugar cane juice. Several men trek out to 
nearby forests to fill large backpacks with any of a variety of palm fruits, which will be 
mixed into the tapioca to give it a luscious nutty flavor. Other men who opened gardens with 
collective help over the past year harvest ample stocks of bananas for the festival. As the 
festival draws near, the work pace picks up, especially for the hostesses, who push 
themselves to rack up enough provisions, even if it means working far into the night. 
Besides preparing food, some people work on specialty artisanry. Women who are 
regarded as the most skilled potters in the village volunteer to make the enormous urns for 
the fruit-flavored tapioca that has made the Waiwai so renowned for their festivak7 Several 
men carve wooden birds and animals that will serve as targets for the hunters to demonstrate 
their feats when they return. The hostesses give their adolescent daughters the task of 
making bead bracelets and pendants for the men as thank-you gifts for weaving manioc 
baskets. 
Another important chore to be accomplished is clearing weeds fiom all public spaces 
and paths between neighborhoods. Men convene to cut the grass on the airstrip and the 
paths, while women weed the central plaza. As with all other collective work projects 
undertaken for the festival, the labor begins and ends with exaggerated gestures of 
ceremonialism marking the event as a formal event: whistling, shouting, promenading out 
of the forest, and, during the work itself, boisterous public teasing between joking partners. 
Throughout the two weeks of final preparations, the work leaders in charge of organizing the 
festival anxiously make the rounds, checking up on families, making sure everything is going 
smoothly, pressuring slackers to put aside private concerns in favor of collaborating for the 
general welfare. They also apprize people of the movements of the hunting parties (based 
on periodic reports from scouts) and listen to any complaints among families of tensions that 
may spoil the festive mood. Serious problems gleaned from the work leader's daily rounds 
of the households are reported to the church pastor who stayed behind to look after the well- 
being of the village; he in turn will meet with concerned parties to air grievances and resolve 
This complicated procedure requires trips upriver to gather clay, preparing it with 
sand and ash, sculpting the pots by hand, drying and firing them, and glazing them with 
resin-a process that takes several weeks. 
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disputes. Besides their organizational responsibilities, work leaders fulfill the crucial 
obligation of rallying everyone's enthusiasm and increasing the collective emotion of 
"joyfulness" (tahwore) to a crescendo that will peak during the festival. Wielding an arsenal 
of persuasive techniques from prodding and scolding to encouragement and praise, the work 
leaders gradually move the village from a state that dwells on private, domestic matters to 
one focusing on the higher-order state of village and intervillage affairs. 
Finally the day arrives when the hunting parties draw near. All morning, villagers 
hear sounds from the hunters lurking nearby in the forest, who make their presence known 
with periodic gun shots, whistling, hooting, and blaring on bark horns. Several people bring 
over hands of bananas and specialty breads to hang outside the back door of the umana 
where women enter. Handwritten signs are tied to the dangling food, with such messages 
as: "This fruit is for someone who shot a tapir, it is not for someone who did not shoot 
anything, these bananas are only for tapir shooters"; or "Here is some bread with some 
bananas, something you can eat, brothers, some nice soft bread for you to eat and some 
bananas you can eat too." This food, I was told, represented gifts for the hunters, an 
exchange of vegetable foods from the gardens for the meat fetched from the forest. As 
female-identified foods, it was appropriate that they were hung by the women's door to the 
community meeting house. 
After final preparations, everyone in the village excitedly dresses up in their most 
beautiful clothes and ornaments; the hunters in the forest are doing likewise. While the 
leaders eat a meal on their own, villagers gradually drift over to the umana. Finally, when 
everyone is assembled and the anticipation is reaching an excruciating pitch, the hunting 
parties announce their arrival with gunshots and make a formal entry into the village. They 
emerge from the forest in single file, roughly in order of their age and status in the hunt 
(leaders of the hunt first, then other married heads of households, followed by teenage 
youths, and then little boys shepherded by an elder). They raise a ruckus by rhythmically 
tapping their arrows on their bow strings and loudly whistling and hooting. Each hunter is 
carrying a freshly killed animal or bird suspended from their waist or shoulder, almost like 
a costume or emblem that links hunter and prey. The wild sounds rising from these forest 
figures have the effect of dramatizing an invasion of the village by frightening creatures: are 
they naturalized humans or socialized animals? The ambiguity is deliberately staged. 
The hunters circle the urnana several times outside and inside, then form a circle in 
the middle. One of the leaders of the hunt makes a short speech about the hunt and the meat 
they brought back, then thanks God in prayer for his help. Then, one by one, the hunters 
demonstrate their skills by reenacting the hunt as they shoot the wooden targets perched in 
the high beams of the urnana ceiling. Each hunter, self-conscious and nervous, tries to 
concentrate on hitting his mark while others shout and tease him: "Show the women how 
we shot their meat!"; "Don't miss!"; "Hit that old grandmother monkey over there!" Cheers 
greet successful shots, while cackles follow fumbled ones. Then the hunters throw the fresh 
meat on palm leaves laid out on the floor in the center ofthe urnana. Suddenly they all break 
out into loud shouts and run out through the rear entrance, grab the bananas and bread, race 
wildly around the urnana, and disappear into the forest again. Their aggressiveness suggests 
that they are forcibly stealing the offerings rather than civilly receiving them. 
Shortly, eerie sounds are again heard from the edge of the forest and the hunters file 
out into the open for mother ceremonial procession. This time they are carrying enormous 
backpacks full of smoked meats, which are so heavy that the men must bend over. They are 
blaring on trumpets made of ribbons of bark wound in a el shape and secured with long 
slats that extend the length of the trumpet and a foot or two beyond its mouth. Tied to the 
slats in front of the et is a smoked bird or fish decorated with ornamentation of paint 
and feathers, as if they were human beings. As a counterpart, the hunters are dressed as if 
they were wild animals: one year they wore wigs and beards of monkey fur, with bird wings 
spread out at their sides; another year they lashed animal trophies (smoked or live) to racks 
on their backpacks arching over their heads. Hunter and prey were symbolically merged in 
these figures; they would be separated from each other through differential treatment by the 
women. In the center of the urnana await the hostesses (and their adolescent daughters) 
holding pots of tapioca. After circling the urnana, the hunters enter and surround the women. 
After a short prayer, one of the work leaders urges the women to be generous in their thanks 
by feeding tapioca to all the hunters, regardless of kinship or spousal ties. One by one, each 
hunter takes a sip of the beverages &om each of the pots held up to their mouths by every 
hostess. This gesture of nurture is purposely indiscriminate; by suppressing the usual 
recognition of inter-household social bonds, the feeding has the effect of generalizing the 
relations between men and women as broad categories transcending particularized domestic 
households. The reciprocity between the genders is described as something "joyful" 
(tahwore) and "beautiful" (hnporern) by the work leader. The reproductive symbolism, both 
sexual and social, is emphatic in this offer of tapioca. Notably, the women who feed the 
hunters are all of the age when they can potentially bear children; prepubescent girls and 
post-menopausal women are excluded. When every hunter has taken a sip from every 
hostess's pot, they unload their heavy backpacks in a pile in the center. They all then join the 
rest of the villagers on the benches. The chief and work leaders arrange the back packs in 
a star shape and call on the hostesses to come forward and choose which ones they want. 
Some are opened and the contents distributed to several hosts. Each backpack contains a 
mixture of meats from all of the hunters. In the forest, the men butchered and smoked their 
game, then pooled the pieces and redistributed them to all the backpacks. This exchange had 
several consequences: it effaced the identity of each hunter in relation to his catch; it 
generalized their identities as human beings confronting natural species and as men 
exercising the quintessential masculine activity; and it dramatized the interdependence of all 
the participants on the hunt, constituting them as a genuinely social group, not merely a 
crowd. This simple act, in other words, rehearses the basic founding principles of Waiwai 
society. When they return to the village and hand over their backpacks to the leaders to 
distribute to the hostesses, the same principles are reiterated but now within the domain of 
village society. The redistribution of each hunter's booty underscores the generalized identity 
of the hunters as a masculine collectivity, complementing the equally generalized feminine 
identity of the hostesses in relation to the manioc foods they produced through collectivized 
labor. Unlike everyday food exchanges, when the specific ties between kin and affines are 
preeminent, the reciprocity enacted during festival food exchanges ostentatiously suppresses 
these particularistic ties, giving way to gender- and age-based groups as the totalizing 
elements of the society at the collective level (cf. Turner 1979a, 1979b on the Gt?). 
Furthermore, it is at this point that the women's actions begin to distinguish hunters from 
prey: having given food (in the form of tapioca) to the human hunters, the latter can now 
divest themselves of the prey they have worn and imitated; the women may now appropriate 
the prey and bring it home to transform into food (in the form of stewed meat). The ensuing 
activities in the festival continue to reiterate the constitutive principles of society at ever 
more detailed levels and defining the proper relations between them. 
At this point, people drift home while the hostesses prepare the first meal and the 
hunters wash up. A few hours later, a work leader yells out, ""Here it is!" ("On hare!"). 
Refieshed and reornarnented, everybody returns to the umana around 4:00 in the afternoon, 
where the hostesses have set out trays of bread, pots of tapioca, kettles of broth, and plates 
of meat. This food is divided in two groups, one for the men in the front part of the umana 
and the other in the back left-hand part for the women and children. Benches are arranged 
in two feast circles around the food. People are called to order and several public speeches 
ensue: a description of the meat and vegetable foods and what they represent; prayers of 
thanks for God's generosity and protection; singing new hymns (freshly composed for this 
season); and exhortations to be "joyful." Finally, it is time to eat: the hosts and hostesses 
walk around handing out bread, meat, and drink, and everybody eats and chats merrily for 
the next hour. When everyone has had their fill, the hostesses clear away the pots and trays, 
young men push the benches up against the wall, and adolescent girls sweep up debris from 
the floor. Around dusk, young people and children gather to dance and play games, boys in 
one group and girls in another. The serious play will begin in earnest the next day, when 
everybody joins in energetic dancing and games in an exuberant celebration of collective life. 
Each night around 4 a.m., the men gather in the central plaza for dancing and music 
until dawn. They play deer bone flutes, s, and turtle shells resonators (which sound like 
clarinets when rubbed), and make noise with pots, pans, and firecrackers. The intention of 
all this merry-making is to elevate the mood of the village toward a state of "joy" (tahwore). 
For the Christmas festivities, the men also circumambulate the village singing carols 
on the first night. The men say they are singing to the women, who stay inside their houses 
listening. Women say they do not join the nocturnal caroling because of the possibility of 
illicit liaisons under cover of night. Before missionary influence, festivals included periods 
of sanctioned affairs between lovers, which were initiated during night dances. But not to 
be outdone, women began Christmas caroling in 1985, when KanarnaCiEi, as wife of a work 
leader, created a new women's ritual as a counterpart to the men's. Whereas the men caroled 
at night, moving from the umana out to the neighborhoods, the women caroled in mid- 
afternoon, converging on the umana from the neighborhoods. After circling the umana 
outside and inside, they left gifts for the hunters on a table placed underneath the central 
painted pole. The women then broke into wild shouting and clapping as they ran out and 
grabbed bananas left by back door-a flourish that served as a direct analogy to the hunters' 
outburst upon their arrival from the woods. 
Male leaders then distributed the women's gifts to the men. Most of them were bead 
ornaments; also included were bottles of hair oil processed from brazil nuts. Each bead gift 
was wrapped in a piece of notebook paper, upon which was written a message from the 
craftswomen to the hunters, such as: 
"Here's a silly little thing I made"; 
"Well, here's a little something for all of you, a little fish I caught; if you 
don't want it, throw the nasty thing away"; 
"I-Iere's a little present I wove, just one, oh dear"; 
"This is a present for you, people; just because I love you, I made you a 
present. That's all I have to say to you. December 25&." 
These messages served as a sort of rejoinder to the notes attached to the smoked game 
presented by the hunters to the hostesses on the first day. Furthermore, the bottles of hair oil 
extracted from vegetable sources represented direct complements to the delectable fat 
rendered from the game and wrapped in leaves. Whereas hunters brought animals in the 
form of meat to be eaten and incorporated into the body, the women brought animals in the 
form of designs in beadwork to ornament the surface of the body. Note also the various 
permutations of language common to both male and female rituals: beautified singing, 
naturalized shouting, formal oratory, and written letters. 
The second day of the festival begins with a morning church service; in fact, each day 
of the festivities will begin with a congregational gathering in the Kaan min, "God's house." 
Like all church services, this includes a full schedule of speeches: introductory news, 
prayers, hymns, a sermon, and work recruitment. During the festivals, however, the "work" 
to be done is not hard physical labor, but, rather, play and joy-making. Work leaders, 
pastors, and the village headman alike exhort the villagers to celebrate, reminding them of 
their duty to be joyful and haranguing them for signs of moroseness. Collective 
effervescence is not a mere option, but an obligation. 
The congregation disperses to their houses and the hostesses begin preparing the first 
of two community feasts for the day. Everyone reconvenes in the urnana. After some brief 
speeches, prayers, and hymns, hosts and hostesses pass around meat, bread, and tapioca. 
After people have eaten their fill, dancing and music begin. Dance groups are divided by 
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gender or age, and follow one or two formations: line dances (when participants hold hands 
and form long chains that weave around the plaza and in and out of the umana); and cluster 
dances (when small groups huddle in tight knots of dancers that slowly shuffle their way 
around the urnana). The dance movements are not complicated, consisting of a steady one- 
two rhythmic pace, emphasized by loud breathing through the teeth in time with the beat. 
The absolute uniformity and monotony of the rhythm has the effect of conjoining the dancers 
into a collectivized entity that transcends the individuality of its component members. 
Reconstituted as supra-individual beings defined purely by gender or age, these groups are 
now permitted to engage in open flirtation. Men's dance lines weave around the women's 
dance line with raucous laughter rising when they threaten to collide. when a small cluster 
of young men begins to dance, a group of young women may chase them around with pots 
of sweet potato tapioca, inviting them coyly to imbibe its sweetness. Conversely, clusters 
of girls dancing may be pursued by youths holding bananas at groin level, ribaldly attempting 
to convince the girls to eat. Clusters of elderly men and women ofien put on the most 
experienced demonstrations of salacious flirtation. Sometimes odd combinations of dancers 
form, such as pre-pubescent girls and an elderly great-grandfather-fired up by their parallel 
infertility to innocently pantomime sexual flirtation, to the great hilarity of all. Dance groups 
may keep at it for an hour or more, stopping only to quench their thirst by dipping into the 
huge urns of flavored tapioca. These dance groups coalesce and disperse spontaneously and 
continually throughout the days of the festival. 
Various games are played on different days of the celebrations, also designed to 
--- . .. 
enhance the joyfulness of the village. Some games have a long historv among tl 
w 
le Waiwal's 
immediate ancestors; others have been adopted more recently from neighboring tribes and, 
lately, missionaries or colonists. Wrestling is a traditional game that has been reported in the 
early ethnographic literature: opponents clasp each other around the chest and attempt to 
throw them off balan~e.~ Animal imitation games, which were adopted by the Waiwai from 
the Mawayana in the 1930s or '40s, are among the most popular features. Actors dress up 
and mimic various animal species that invade the village, terrorizing the women and 
children; other actors playing the part of hunters then come on the scene to attach the 
invaders. The ensuing struggle is rough, but the "hunters" always end up triumphant, 
dragging the limp prey to the laughing women, who pretend to butcher the carcas~es.~ 
Games borrowed from Brazilians or the missionaries include soccer (adapted to a 
considerably looser Waiwai version), greasedpole contests, and blindfold games. One of the 
most original inventions is the "Visitors" improvisation (Pawana), when actors impersonate 
village hosts and visiting guests who come to feast, trade, and seek spouses (analyzed in 
depth in Chapter VIII). All of these rituals and games are accompanied by gales of laughter 
that mark them as "joyous" and highly social activities. Each day of the festival features a 
couple of different games interspersed with repeated episodes of dancing and feasting. 
One of the focal rituals occurs on the fourth or f ifh day, which condenses many of 
the meanings implicit in the festival as a whole. Known as the "day of reciprocal gift-giving" 
(fietwukretopo), it involves the collective redistribution of special arrows among all the men 
and youths. A repetition of the ceremonial entry into the village takes place, echoing the 
Ogilvie (n.d.a:297-303) also gives eyewitness reports of whipping rituals in which 
opponents exchanged lashes from a long whip. Although he offers no interpretation of the 
ritual he described, I conjecture that it belongs to a large category of endurance tests 
involving lashing, stinging insects, or pepper poultices, intended to "harden" the body and 
mature the person. 
The kinds of animals I saw imitated in these rituals included: anteaters (portrayed 
by actors who were covered with long palm fronds protruding ahead and behind them, like 
snouts and tails); white-lipped peccaries (played by actors who coated themselves with mud, 
wore skirts and crowns of palm fronds, and blew through bamboo tubes to sound like an 
invading herd); collared peccaries (represented by actors who ran though a tunnel, like a 
hollow log, formed by a line of men with their legs akimbo); tapirs (depicted by actors who 
tied lemons around their crotch to imitate the animal's huge scrota); and monkeys (featuring 
actors who climbwed trees and rafters) chased by a jaguar (played by an actor wearing fangs 
and a long tail). Coowi said that the Mawayana used to imitate many other species (and with 
much more verve). She also said sometimes Mawayana women imitated the animals as well, 
but that nowadays the Waiwai did not let women play such rough and tumble games. 
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procession of the hunters on the first day, except that now all of the males of the community 
take part. Each member carries one to four exquisitely made arrows, carefuily constructed 
of the best materials and with the greatest skill, decorated with paints and eagle down, just 
like the men who made them, to make them "beautiful" (Cenporem). All these arrows were 
solicited by leaders exclusively for this collective gift exchange. As in the opening 
promenade, participants walk in single file by status and age, making noises and encircling 
the umana, then shooting the targets in the rafters, this time in unison rather than singly, to 
emphasize their common identity. The leaders send young boys climbing up the poles to the 
rafters to fetch the arrows. The headman, work leaders, and the pastors align the arrows 
nearly in a row and discuss who should get how many arrows, based on how many they 
contributed. The redistribution is conceived as a collective gift from everyone to everyone; 
nobody publicly admits to knowing whose arrows they receive, since individual social ties 
are irrelevant, indeed, suppressed in favor of collective membership in the community. The 
accompanying speeches explain the symbolism of the ritual as a dramatization of the mutual 
interdependency of everybody in the village, an enactment of how "everyone takes care of 
each other," and an expression of how "everybody shows their love for one another." 
Although the Waiwai know full well that everyday life is plagued by jealousy, envy, 
suspicion, conflict, and other manifestations of "anger," this ritual of renewal holds up an 
ideal for everyone to remember in the year to follow. Not only do the arrows represent 
metaphorically the mutual interdependence of village citizens, but they also constitute a 
literal means of hunting game and providing food for each household long after the festival 
is over. The rite therefore reiterates a theme running throughout the entire festival: the 
dependence of domestic households on the greater collectivity, which in turn will be 
sustained through the coming months by the contributions of each household. 
Several more ritual stages need to be fulfilled before this symbolism of 
interdependency is brought to a resolution. Using their gift arrows, men and boys venture 
out for a final short hunt to replenish dwindling supplies and prolong the festival a couple 
more days. Although everybody's energies are becoming depleted, the work leaders rally the 
whole village for an ostentatious show of enthusiasm for a collective work project, such as 
cutting the grass on the airstrip or breaking ground for a new schoolhouse. This act 
inaugurates a new season of collective projects and labor exchanges. 
At one level, the festival dramatizes how the Waiwai community as a whole is 
constructed out of its component households on the domestic level. Indeed, the long 
preparations necessary for staging the festival instigate collaboration among households 
scattered through the various neighborhoods, stretching back to the approval granted by the 
village headman to open a new garden site, up through the public presentation of feast foods 
to the headman, who redistributes them to the community at large. Ultimately, the 
households precipitate the community as a totalized, integrated whole. To do so, however, 
they need the guidance of work leaders (to organize labor), church pastors (to inspire 
peaceful sentiments), garden and feast sponsors (to draw in participants through domestic 
ties), and the village headman (to represent the community as a whole). In essence, the 
community invents itself by creating leaders to shape the processes of such invention. 
At another level, the Waiwai are dramatizing how they pull in resources from distant 
domains, wrestle to bring them under control, circulate them through the social network, and 
reap their benefits for the community. Each of the component rituals in the festival 
represents a variation on this theme directed at a different external domain with its distinctive 
kind of power. These powers are organized through juxtaposition into a series of 
complementary oppositions, which, at a higher level, are coordinated through overlapping 
homologies into a comprehensive ritual format. This basic schema is portrayed in the 
diagram below (Fig. 26), which summarizes the major contrasts dramatized during the 
festival (animals/hurnans, forest/gardens, men/women, visitors/hosts, elderlylyoung, custom/ 
Christianity, among others) and how they are synthesized into a whole. The repetition of the 
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oppositional relationship among these social and cosmological categories serves to 
emphasize the essential capacity for unification among them. Such a capacity is reinforced 
by the overlap among these contrasts, represented when actors or elements that initially form 
part of one opposition (e.g., forestlgardens) are diverted to relationship or redefined as 
representing another opposition (e.g., medwomen as hunterslgardeners). One of the tacit 
messages of the festival is that their social relationships are simply a reflection of 
cosmological categories, and thus rooted in "reality"-even though these categories are a 
construct of Waiwai society itself. 
In the process of imposing structure on disorderly energies fiom various outside 
domains, Waiwai society itself becomes internally structured as a totalized, hierarchical 
system of relationships. However, this hierarchy is far from an arid structure or barren 
skeleton; it has been revitalized as a dynamic nexus of balanced tensions through the 
extraction and absorption of the radiant energies from a colorful array of resources. The 
passions, laughter, and effervescence stirred up through the week of festivities generate a 
powerful sense of collective "joyfulness" (tahwore), which is essential for the social 
reproduction of the Waiwai community. It is significant that, as the feasting, games, 
sermons, and dancing wind down, leaders enjoin everybody to participate in a mass work 
party, and, in particular, one which, echoing preparations for the festival, clears the "weeds" 
fiom the airstrip or schoolyard, thereby opening up the paths to the outside world of Western 
resources. Through this final rite, the leaders channel the energies that have been whipped 
up into productive labor that will form part of the everyday life of the village until the next 
cycle of festivities. If villagers have been appropriately inspired during the rituals to be 
generous and convivial, they will follow suit by circulating the products of their labor with 
other households. In this fashion, the festivities will have succeeded in rejuvenating an ideal 
tawake community. 
CHAPTER V 
UGONAUTS OF THE NORTHERN ZON 
The Waiwai are renowned in northern Ammonia for their trade specialties of manioc 
graters, talking parrots, and trained hunting dogs. These and other local goods are exchanged 
with trade partners for complementary Western manufactures, such as iron tools, kettles, 
beads, and mirrors. Although the goods that are bartered are useful, their value does not 
pertain to their utility, understood w economistic sense, but to the much broader 
realm of symbolic and social m epitomize Waiwai concepts of personhood, 
peacefulness, and influence. When the Waiwai go on their expeditions in search of the 
"'unseen tribes," they bring gifts of manufac~ed goods they previously acquired from trade 
partners. The Waiwai believe that these co 
"fierce peoples" (tirwoAem komo) for several reasons: because these goods are given by the 
Waiwai as gifts; because seeing the goods for the first time is a form of acquiring new 
knowledge; and because the goods such as beads and shiny knives are beautifid. For the 
Waiwai, gift-giving, knowledge, and beauty exemplify the ethos of "peaceful people" 
(tawakem komo). Laden with so many symbolic "virtues" (Schwi 
are thought to help transform fierce peoples into peacefiil ones like the Waiwai. 
Before analyzing how wealth items play a part in the contact expeditions, it is 
necessary to understand how these goods accrue their special virtues. In this chapter, I 
examine how the potency and significations of indigenous and Western goods are gradually 
constructed as they move through the exchange network. I starts with an overview of the 
regional trade network and its historical roots, and then explore how K 
specialties of dogs and parrots are raised, trained, and exchanged in ways that construe them 
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as symbolic substitutes of persons. These animate specialties are traded for Western 
manufactured goods, which embody the seductive yet dangerous powers of foreigners. I 
argue that the Waiwai tame and coopt these powers as they are channeled through the 
indigenous exchange network. The most highly valued wealth items of foreign origin are 
glass beads, which I interpret as icons of influence and attraction. This entire system of 
exchange is oriented toward social reproduction, yet it is inherently contradictory and 
therefore unstable. Open to the outside, it is incomplete within itself and must constantly 
expand to appropriate new resources. In this respect, the trade system can yield insights into 
the Waiwai's continual search for new peoples to incorporate. 
The Regional Exchan~e Network 
Let me first outline how the four Waiwai villages participated in the regional 
exchange network in the mid-1 980s, as shown in the following map (Fig. 27). Although the 
network embraced dozens of groups, from the Waiwai perspective it looked like a system of 
interconnected routes configured around an inner core of Waiwai villages, each of which 
opened up to groups on the outside. These external groups were in turn connected to yet 
more peripheral ones. The Waiwai thus appeared to be strategically located in the center of 
a well-coordinated web of transactions. Each time they traveled the long distances to meet 
trade partners in other villages, they reconfirmed this vision of Waiwai centrality. 
Since the village of Jatapuzinho was only a year old in 1986, it was more of a 
recipient than a producer of trade goods; its residents concentrated on meeting their own 
subsistence needs and accumulating gifts for imminent contact with the Karafawyana and 
other unknown groups to the east. Manioc graters were produced by the southern village of 
Mapuera and the northern village of Xapariymo. The Mapuera Waiwai supplied their graters 
to the Hixkaryana and the centrally located Waiwai village of Kaxmi, while the Xapariymo 
Waiwai traded their graters for cloth and clothing with the savannah Wapixana, who then 

shuttled the graters to other groups in northern Guyana and Venezuela (cf. Mentore 1984; 
Colson 1973). The Waiwai of Kaxmi concentrated on the animate wealth specialties of 
parrots and dogs. Most of these were sent to the northern Waiwai village, from where they 
were then passed on to the Tiriy6 of Surinam in the east, thence to the Maroons. Along with 
dogs and parrots went various subsidiary specialties, such as cotton thread (formerly also 
loincloths), annatto face paint, hair oil from Brazil nuts or palm fruits, balls of resin, arrow 
reeds, and pepper sauce. In exchange they received manufactured goods from the Tiriy6: 
aluminum pots, knives, iron tools, mosquito nets, and glass beads. The Tiriy6 had long 
obtained these fiom the Surinam Maroons, who acquired them through links leading to the 
coastal cities, where many of the goods were imported from Europe or North America. The 
Tiriy6 maintained exchange relations with the Wayana to the southwest, who in turn were 
in touch with the Waiampi. 
Returning to the central Waiwai of Kaxrni, it can be seen in the map that other trade 
routes led toward the south. One went to the Waimiri-Atroari, with whom they had 
established contacts in the 1970s. Although originally the Waiwai supplied Western 
manufactures to the Waimiri-Atroari, the tables were reversed when the government agency 
FUNAI began showering the Waimiri-Atroari with such goods to curry their favor. The main 
wealth items that continued to move between the two groups were glass beads from the 
Waiwai, which were traded for iron arrow points and spear points from the Waimiri-Atroari, 
which were made from old knives and machetes found in abandoned Brazilian fields. The 
other route heading south from Kaxmi led to the Waiwai villages of Jatapuzinho and 
Mapuera. Along this route moved the pots, tools, and beads acquired from the north and 
east. Some had been used as gifts when the Waiwai established contact with the 
Karafawyana. W e n  these goods arrived in Mapuera, some were passed on to the 
Hixkaryana village to the southwest. A new route was opened in 1985 to link Mapuera to 
Tiriy6 in Surinam, allowing the southern Waiwai direct access to greater quantities of 
manufactured goods. Some goods remained in every village along the network, where they 
filtered through links of kinship, affinity, and friendship, fortifijing and regenerating these 
relations crucial for social reproduction. 
This exchange network has been evolving for many centuries. Archaeological data 
testifL to the wide circulation in the Guianas of beads and artifacts made of shell, fired clay, 
quartz, greenstone, and other special stones long before Europeans set foot on the continent 
(POMO 1985; Boomert 1987); unfortunately, less perdurable goods did not survive the steamy 
climate to allow us to amplify our understanding of these early trade systems. When 
Europeans arrived, new goods and exchange relations were introduced into the indigenous 
trade networks. Farage (1 991) examines colonial documents pertaining to trade between 
Europeans and native peoples of the Rio Branco region in the Guianas and argues that the 
traditional network incorporated novel commodities into preexisting routes and categories, 
which were at the same time modified in response to the colonial system. African slaves 
who escaped or revolted from their Portuguese, Dutch, British, or French masters established 
their own communities in the Amazon, usually remote enough to avoid recapture but close 
enough to surreptitiously acquire Western goods fiom slaves or freemen back in the towns 
or plantations (R. Price 1973,1979; S. Schwartz 1992). The most dramatic revolts occurred 
in Dutch Guiana, where so many slaves successfully escaped that the Dutch were forced to 
recognize their independence in the 1760s. Once barter with Dutch colonists became legal, 
the Maroon communities became a significant source of Western trade goods for the 
indigenous peoples farther in the interior, including the Waiwai.' In the nineteenth century, 
Brazilian Maroons, rubber tappers, and Brazil-nut gatherers made inroads north of the 
Amazon, adding their stocks of exchange items to the region. In the twentieth century, the 
Guiana exchange network has been supplemented, but not replaced, by exchange for 
The contemporary Maroons of Surinam include the Sararnaka, Djuka, and Aluku, 
who continue to barter with their Amerindian neighbors. For ethnographic data on these 
groups, see R. Price 1973,1976; S. Price 1984; Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering 1988. 
manufactured goods directly from missionaries, colonists, and gove ent officials of the 
several countries traversed by the network. 
Even a brief survey of the historical literature on the Mapuera-Trombetas-Essequibo 
watersheds reveals the early penetration of Western manufactures into this wide-flung 
intertribal network of trade relations. This can be seen in the reports of Robert H. 
Schomburgk, a Prussian geographer commissioned by the British to explore the borderlands 
of southern British Guiana in the 1830s and '40s. His journals are peppered with 
observations about intervillage trade, well-trodden trails, and European manufactures turning 
up in the deep interior. For instance, he reported that at a village of the Pianokoto on a 
tributary of the Trombetas he saw "8-1 0 machetes, several new axes, knives, and scissors, 
all of Dutch manufacture"; at an abandoned maloca in Surinam, he found that "a parcel of 
beads was hanging up in the hut, and a fine large cutlass of English make"; and in yet another 
Pianokoto village, "the men wore a prohsion of beads round their wrists and across their 
shoulders" (R. H. Schomburgk 1845:69,76,78). Although aprons of Pianokoto women were 
made of seeds, he noted that among most of the groups he had seen, they were "usually made 
of glass beads, when this so much coveted article is to be procured" (1845:64). The 
Pianokoto traded with other Indians and with "the Mekurus, or Maroon negroes of Surinam, 
and give, in return for axes, knives, and cutlasses, which we saw they possessed in 
abundance, hunting dogs, waistlaps, hammocks and cassada-graters [sic]" (1 845:69, 78). 
Direct contact with the Europeans was, however, another matter: Schomburgk's Wapixana 
coxswain, Sororeng, said that while he was making some bark canoes with the Pianokoto, 
...[ they] broke out several times while working with him in lamentations similar to 
those of the first Pianoghottos who came to visit us. Sororeng understood that a 
tradition prevailed among them that the arrival of the first white man betokened the 
extinction of their race. If that be the case, we have to admire their hospitality, which 
was no way diminished by any angry feelings against those who brought this dread 
tradition so forcibly to their minds, and rendered the period of their extinction 
definite. (R. H. Schombwgk 1845:87) 
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Schombwgk also saw bead ornaments and some iron goods (though scarce) among 
the Mawayana (1845:49,53,55). Unfortunately, he made only the briefest mention of the 
Waiwai. He estimated their population to be 150 in three villages seen on the Essequibo and 
Mapuera Rivers (1 845 : 17 1). The Waiwai, he said, were renowned for their hunting dogs and 
were great cultivators of cotton, from which they spun loin-cloths to trade to the Mawayana 
(1 84554). The Waiwai were probably the ones who provided the Taruma with hunting dogs 
and manioc graters, which Schomburgk said were highly esteemed by their northern 
neighbors (reported in R. Schomburgk 1923 [1848]:309). 
Schombwgk also reported some revealing data about burial goods. He met a 
Barokoto2 man at a Taruma village who, upon his request, disinterred a grave that contained 
the remains of the man's two wives, his mother-in-law, and a young child: 
[The elder wife] was buried in a bark canoe, and with her was deposited a bottle and 
g-cup. On inquiry, he told Mr. Goodall that she herself had requested it, that 
she might not suffer thirst while proceeding to the other world; the bottle still 
contained some water. In the grave of the younger were some glass beads, and a few 
articles of dress. Next to her was the grave of her mother, and of her young child. 
Near the remains of the child was lying a looking-glass and a broken cutlass; and 
near those of an old woman were some glass beads. (R. H. Schomburgk 184 1 :46-7) 
The association apparent in this passage between imperishable Western goods and the 
concept of an afterlife is not extraordinary; indeed, as I will show later, their link is very 
close in this region. 
The next time the Waiwai were mentioned, albeit indirectly, was in 1870 when the 
British geographer Barrington Brown passed a large group of Taruma, Wapixana, and 
Mawayana traders fresh on their way back from some Waiwai villages, laden with numerous 
manioc graters and hunting dogs (Brown 1876: 248-9). From his 1884-85 expedition, the 
The identity of Schombwgk's "Barokoto" is unclear: they may have been the same 
as the 'Tarikutu" or "Farokoto" mentioned by other sources that locate them north or south 
of the Acarai Mountains (see Chap. I1 for a discussion of the term "Parukwotho" and related 
ethnonyms). Since all of these ethnonyms are relational and contextual, we would need 
more information than Schomburgk provides to understand the affiliation of this individual. 
French geographer H. Coudreau reported various trade links of the Waiwai with the 
Wapixana, Atorai, and Tawma to the north, the Pianokoto to the east, and the Mawayana, 
Xerew, "Japii,""Tarim", and Tukano on the Trombetas-Mapuera headwaters3 (H. Coudreau 
1886:39,70-72,90,95,107-11). His claim that the Mawayana and Waiwai had no European 
manufactures among them (1886:94, 106) should be regarded (like some of his other 
exaggerated notes from his rushed journey) as dubious in light of the reports of others. His 
widow Olga, who continued expeditions after his death, met up with many Waiwai on the 
Mapuera in 190 1 who wore numerous bead items (aprons, hairtubes, necklaces, bracelets, 
e t ~ . ) . ~  Eager to trade with her, they impressed her as experienced negotiators in their requests 
for beads, mirrors, machetes, fish-hooks, knives, combs, scissors, and axes, some of which 
were obtained through sporadic barter with rubber tappers and Brazil-nut gatherers moving 
up the lower Mapuera (0. Coudreau 190350-92). 
Precious information is contained in the unpublished manuscripts of John Ogilvie, 
an unconventional Scotsman who pursued various economic, scientific, and literary activities 
in southern British Guiana fiom 1900-1 920s. He got to know the savannah Wapixana well, 
becoming fluent in their language, and through them met the Waiwai and Taruma living in 
the forests. While serving as a government Indian agent, he visited them several times and 
gathered valuable ethnographic data and material artifacts. In one manuscript, he estimated 
that the vast majority of their European-made goods came fiom the north (Ogilvie n.d.c 
[1942]:11). He describes, for instance, two mixed Wapixana/Tawma brothers who, in 
Coudreau's '"apii" is probably a misspelling of the Portuguese term "Japim," a 
translation of the indigenous ethnonym Pawxiyana, "Curassow People." I have not been able 
to identify Coudreau's "Tarim," nor am I sure of the identity of his "Tukano" ("Toucan 
People"), since the closest group by such a name lives in the E o  Negro region in the 
Northwest Amazon. 
Although none of them called themselves "Waiwai," Mme. Coudreau surmised that 
they were her "beloved Ouayeoue," whom she had met on an earlier expedition with her 
husband in British Guiana, based on their physique, dress, and disposition. In fact, the terms 
she said they used for trade items (190350-92) were the same ones that my Waiwai 
informants used a century later. 
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exchange for hunting dogs and manioc graters (about thirty to fifty a year) from the T 
and Waiwai, would give iron tools, fishhooks, and beads they had obtained from the 
Wapixana (who obtained them directly from British colonists or through Makuxi contacts). 
Cary-Elwes, a missionary who visited the Waiwai a few times from 19 19-23, added that the 
goods they gave to the T a and Wapixana were, in order of importance: manioc graters; 
tar; red face paint; bamboo arrow heads; feathers crowns; and bows and arrows. In return 
they asked most often for: knives, machetes, axe heads; beads; fish-hooks; iron arrow heads; 
and occasionally combs (Colson and Morton 1982:232). 
If the amount of manufactures found in any one place appeared low, Ogilvie 
explained that it was because they were soon passed on to more remote groups: 
a were ... the poorest tribe I have ever met; probably due to the lack of any 
native manufacture (except Makabur [curare] ...) and more so due to geographical 
position by which they were forced to act as middlemen between the tribes both to 
the North and South. Overseas supplies only came in from the North, generally soon 
after the close of the rainy season. The tribes from the South [including the Waiwai] 
timed their visits a couple of months later when they invariably made the Taruma 
hand over every article of outside manufacture. This, of course, was tribal etiquette 
and the Tarurna had to live with a minimum of such goods ... The Waiwai in turn had 
to supply whatever hardware they could spare to the Mapidien [Mawayana], Parikuta 
[Parukwoto], Shelew Berew] and Bone [?I tribes who were their immediate 
neighbours some 100 miles farther into the forests, hence just as soon as they got 
supplies, their less fortunate neighbours were begging for anything they could get. 
(Ogilvie n.d.c [I  9421: 1 1-12) 
Ogilvie also mentions that a small amount of "hardware of French manufacture trickled in 
from Cayenne [French Guiana] through the medium of the Bush Negroes and some dozen 
aboriginal tribes scattered vaguely through nearly 1,000 miles of colossal, almost trackless 
forest" (Ogilvie n.d.c [1942]: 1 1). 
Ogilvie's observations underscore a point that is key to understanding the regional 
exchange system: it is the movement of exchange items that is fundamental, not their stasis; 
their value is constituted not in possession, but in the process of acquiring them and giving 
them away. Contact with other societies should not be measured in terms of the 
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accumulation of goods, but rather, analyzed in terms of how these goods flowed through the 
exchange network and how their meanings were transformed through such channels. Models 
that trace the "life trajectory" (Weiner 1983) or "cultural biography" (Kopytoff 1986) of 
things offer revealing insights into how material objects become apt media of social value. 
The first anthropological theories about this exchange network were proposed by the 
Danish anthropologists Jens Yde and Niels Fock. Their data confirmed that the basic 
features of the system were still present in the 1950s. They also added other details of village 
specialties that moved through the trade routes, such as fine bows, poisoned arrow tips, arrow 
reeds, carved stools, shell inlays and posts for earrings, bark mats, spindle whorls, and 
calabash cups. They argued that these routes allowed the Waiwai to adopt various 
agricultural plants, domestic animals, and canoes (Yde 1965:247-49; Fock 1963:9,236-42). 
However, to account for such intergroup exchanges, both ethnographers started with the 
notion of an atomistic, independent group and used utilitarian models to explain their 
interaction with other groups. Yde invoked the uneven distribution of ecological resources: 
[Tlhe Waiwai are forced to travel far and wide within their region, and even beyond, 
in order to acquire certain materials needed in their economy and industry, and 
certain finished articles which they are not able to manufacture themselves on 
account of the absence of raw materials for them. (Yde 1965246) 
Fock relied principally on a functionalist model of social institutions that arise to 
"overcome" problems generated by subsistence and population limitations. Consistent with 
the endocentric biases of the literature (see Chapter I), he argued that the Waiwai possess a 
"natural tendency towards isolation" (1963233). To compensate for this isolation, he said, 
they had to resort to trading relations: 
Much of the Waiwai trading has primarily a social aim: it often is more a means to 
create friendship than an economic transaction. This is undoubtedly connected with 
the fact that every form of institutional communication must be utilized to the full in 
view of the great isolation of a small population in the area. (Fock 1963:240) 
Yde predicted that trading expeditions would soon disappear as groups moved up to join the 
mission station and replaced indigenous products with Western ones. This pessimistic 
forecast not only failed to come about but, indeed, was turned upside down by subsequent 
events: as a counterpart to the growth of consolidated villages, new settlements were 
founded to expand the range of the contacts with other groups, among which trade was one 
expression of their relations. 
This complex interchange of village specialties has persisted (albeit in modified form 
due to increasing Western influences) among many groups in the Guianas, described by 
Coppens (1 97 I), Colson (1 973), and especially D. Thomas (1 972, 1978, 1982). The term 
that most Carib groups in the Guianas use to refer to "trade partners" is pawana, ipawana, 
orpavana. For example, Colson (1 973 : 16- 1 8) notes that "the Akawaio refer to thepawana, 
translating the word as 'those who sell,"' and apply it to either the Maiongong (Yekuana), 
from whom they acquire trade goods, or more vaguely to the producers who live beyond the 
Maiongong. She says the Wayana also apply the term to their Surinam Maroon trade 
contacts. Rivikre (1969: 227, 79) briefly mentions the Trio (Tiriy6) relationship between 
socially distant men who are trading partners, called ipuwana. Thomas discusses the Pemon 
term pawanaton ("trading people") used for their trading partnerships with the Makiritare 
(Yekuana), as well as for such partnerships between eastern and western groups of Pemon 
(cf. Coppens 1971 for the Makiritare's perspective on their trade relation with the Pemon). 
He translates the form pawanabe as, "to stand in a trading relationship," "negotiating, 
coming to an agreement about relative values" (D. Thomas 1972: 1 1; 1982: 124). Thomas 
describes a strategy used by certain "big traders" who exploit affinal relationships, and says 
that although pawanaton are sometimes kinsmen or unrelated people, they are usually 
associated with brother-in-law or father-in-lawlson-in-law (MBIZS) relationships (D. 
Thomas 1972:2 1). Rivikre (1 969:79-8 1) says that "the relationship between trading partners, 
ipawana, is traditionally that ofpito, ... a term reserved for addressing socially distant men" 
of equal age categories, which he argues models the cross-cousin, potential affinal role 
between men who are not actually genealogically related. 
However, Frikel translates the general Guiana term pawdnare as "mediator9' 
(1958: 136-37), which highlights the positional aspect of the term (a relative social role "in- 
between"), rather than the substantive aspect ("trade"). For instance, in discussing the 
interaction between "fierce" and "peaceful" tribes, he says, "In some tribes there exist 
selected, experienced mediators (pawhare) who maintain certain contacts with the 
surrounding wild tribes, more to guarantee the security of his own tribal group than to 
undertake large-scale negotiations, since the 'selvagens,' in general, do not even covet trade 
items9' (1 958: 136). He also suggests that when "wild" tribes enter into such relations with 
more settled, "pacific9'ones, it is probably because ofpressures from the encroaching colonist 
front that deprives them of their traditional land base, forces them to migrate, and provokes 
new needs. The relation consists of a "tacit pact between those who mediate between contact 
points and the wild tribes ... The wild tribes conduct themselves peacefully with the mediator 
and his group. In exchange, the latter gives them what they desire" (1958: 136). 
Thomas's detailed studies (1 972,1978,1982) of trade partnerships among the Pemon 
of Venezuela provide invaluable data on contemporary exchange patterns. The basic features 
of the Pemon trading relationship he describes are characteristic of many groups in the 
Guiana region. A trade partnership involves an exclusive, one-to-one relationship between 
two people (or two married couples), which is conceptualized as egalitarian and based on 
balanced reciprocity. It is ideally long-lasting (although actual contact may be infrequent); 
it exists between people of different villages or groups; it is marked by long-term delayed 
reciprocity and mutual indebtedness; and it operates with theoretically fixed (but 
pragmatically negotiable) rates of exchange between goods that are specialized by group. 
Although a variety of social relationships may be the basis for apawana trade partnership, 
most seem to be modeled on actual or potential affinal relationships. 
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These are, in fact, precisely the characteristics of the Waiwai formalized trade 
partnershipwhich, however, they call warawan, notpawana. In the Waiwai language, the 
latter term signifies the more diffuse meaning of "visitor" (to be discussed in depth in 
Chapter VIII). The term warawan is the nominalized form (-n) of the reduplicated root wara 
(often shortened to wa), meaning "similar, alike," which highlights the reciprocity in the 
exchange of items of equal value between two people. The verb root -warawana- is a 
general term for trade negotiations (such as bartering with visiting groups of potentially 
hostile native peoples, or conducting commercial transactions for cash with non-Indians). 
When the noun warawan is used in the possessed form, it refers to someone's partner in the 
dyadic, formalized trade relationship (e.g., owarawan, "my trade partner9'; noro warawan, 
"his trade partner9'), which suggests that this partnership is the quintessential form of 
exchange upon which other forms of trading, bartering, or buying are modeled. 
Interesting questions are raised by the fact that the termpawana, which among other 
Carib groups refers to the formalized trading partnerships, is used by the Waiwai instead for 
"visitor." People visiting the Waiwai villages end up engaging in some kind of informal 
barter and gift exchanges during their sojourn, but these are distinct from the more 
circumscribed warawan trade partnership. Among the Waiwai, a visitor (pawana) may 
eventually become someone's trade partner (warawan), but this exists as potentiality, as 
something to be achieved. The Other must be persuaded to exchange, become a trade partner 
or an affine, or consent to a social relationship. The Other is ideologically someone who 
contrasts with oneself and with whom one initially has no relationship whatsoever: but for 
the Waiwai, this defines a challenge to be met, not a reason for avoidance. Producing a 
relationship where formerly there was none provides an opportunity to exercise the vaunted 
skills of persuasion, influence, attraction and seduction. Success signals a kind of conquest, 
an ability to exert control over transformations in the Other's actions or identity. 
A certain ideological promiscuity pervades Waiwai trade practices with outsiders. 
A wide variety of relationships can be exploited or even created as a legitimating basis for 
exchange. When I would ask informants, "With whom do you trade?' they would respond, 
"With anyone and everyone." Upon scrutiny, however, my data showed that in fact only 
certain kinds of social relationships corresponded to certain types of exchange. Fuller 
inquiries revealed that these trade partnerships actually consisted of a relationship between 
two married couples, not individuals. Only younger and unmarried people had individual 
partnerships, often with someone else in the same village, which were for that very reason 
regarded as provisional, immature relationships. Since the role of the marital bond in a fully 
developed trade partnership has not been recognized in the regional literature, it is crucial to 
examine it in greater depth.' 
A warawan relationship is set up between a pair of couples in adjacent villages in the 
exchange network; either the couples or the villages may be of different ethnic groups. 
Warawan couples are usually unrelated through any prior marital exchange, but their 
relationship serves as a model of the affmal tie. The same-sex partners usually call each 
otherpoimo, the term used between potential or actual siblings-in-law of the same sex and 
age, while the cross-sex partners usually call each other by sibling terms. As among other 
Carib groups, the relationship is an exclusive, long-lasting bond, although the actual 
exchanges take place only ~poradically.~ Reciprocity is always delayed, often for years, and 
both parties become indebted to each other in multiple, overlapping ways that are sometimes 
subject to conflicting interpretations. Exchanges are perpetuated as an avenue for 
* A close parallel is the formal "friendship" bond among the ArawetC of central 
Brazil, as described by Viveiros de Castro (1 992: 167- 176). Such Eendships (called apzhi- 
pihi?) consists of a pair of married couples within a village who swap spouses, share 
possessions, and 'make each other joyful." 
Having atrade partner does not prevent someone from making exchanges with other 
people, but these are considered casual deals that do not establish the same continuity over 
time. Also, not everyone in Kaxmi had a trade partner (in fact, they were a minority), though 
most mature adults appeared to have had at least one or two during their lifetime. 
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constructing social relationships. It is therefore not surprising that the trade specialties 
produced by the Waiwai for intervillage exchange-hunting dogs and talking parrots- are 
symbolic substitutes of persons. 
D o ~ s  and Parrots as Substitutes of Persons 
Although many ethnographic accounts on groups in Lowland South America mention 
the wide variety of pets (mainly tamed wild animals and sometimes European domesticated 
animals like dogs or chickens), relatively few have explored the topic in depth, perhaps 
because of the greater cultural emphasis that most groups in this region place on game 
animals and hunting, or on mythological and spirit beings that resemble or control wild 
species. A few who say somewhat more about pets are Dumont (1977), who looks at the 
function of naming Panare dogs; Basso (1977), who compares Kalapalo cosmological 
categories of pets, possessions, living things, and monsters; and Viveiros de Castro 
(1 992:280-282), who analyzes how sixteenth-century Tupinamba war captives were treated 
like pet birds. Erikson (1 983, 1987) compares attitudes towards tamed and hunted animals 
in many parts of Amazonia. In his work on concepts of nature and society among the 
Achuar, Descola (1994 [1986]:230-235) discusses the intermediate position occupied by 
hunting dogs, which also mediate between male and female domains. Recently, M. 
Schwartz (1997) compiled extensive information on the early history of dogs among 
indigenous peoples in the Americas. 
The potential for exploring the behaviors and attitudes towards tame animals in 
Amazonia is far from being exhausted in this handful of references. In this section, I explore 
the Waiwai's treatment of and discourse about dogs and parrots, focusing on the care invested 
in raising them and the criteria used to assess their value when trading them away to other 
villages. The ways the Waiwai handle these pets reveal striking parallels to the human life 
chapters when I analyze Waiwai efforts to "tame" and "humanize" the remote peoples they 
seek in their expeditions. 
Even the early explorers mentioned the Waiwai's exceptionally fine hunting dogs and 
their fame throughout the Guiana region (e.g., R. H. Schomburgk 1841 ; Brown 1876:248- 
249; H. Coudreau 1887; 0. Coudreau 1903; Farabee 1924; Ogilvie n.d.c [1942]). Olga 
Coudreau (1903:71) described how Waiwai dogs were kept tethered on special raised 
platforms and how, when they needed to relieve themselves, they would summon their 
owners with a particular whelping and be duly trotted out on leashes to the bush. Yde 
(1 965: 1 17-1 20) described the care spent in raising and training dogs for the hunt.7 Guppy, 
a naturalist, went so far as to call them "the world's most pampered pooches" (1954: 1 13). 
Pampered they indeed are, if compared to the more typical reports of the emaciated, 
mistreated, and mangy curs that scavenge around most other Amerindian villages (e.g., 
Simpson 1940: 134; Lizot 1985 [1976]; Wagley 1977:60; Werner 1984:43, 120; Erikson 
1983, 1987: 106, 123).' Waiwai dogs are a short-haired, medium-sized, slender breed of 
Yde even claimed that injured dogs would receive surgery, illustrated by a 
photograph of a Waiwai dog with a broken leg in a splint and bandages (1965:119). 
However, it is not clear whether this dog was bandaged by a Waiwai or a missionary. When 
I once suggested to a family that they take one of their dogs, whose jaw had been tom by a 
vicious coati, to the village health clinic, they laughed at the idea of giving medical care to 
a dog; only human beings, they insisted, merit treatment. Even more hilarious to them was 
my description of American veterinarians. Florence Reidle, the long-time missionary nurse, 
said she had never seen the Waiwai bandage dogs, and suspected that the dog in Yde's photo 
had been treated by one of the missionaries (note also the commercial bandages). 
' Much rarer are cases of well-treated dogs, reported mainly among groups in the 
same regional exchange network as the Waiwai, who also use dogs for hunting (see Gillen 
[1936:8,45] on the BaramaRiver Caribs [but cf. Adams 1972: 161; Koch-Griinberg [1979-82 
(1 924)] on the Maquiritare; Becher [1966:29, 1 85-89, 2751 on the Yanoama; F. Grenand 
[1979:68] on the Waiampi, who nevertheless believe dogs take revenge in the afterlife for 
beatings they receive). The closest parallel to the Guiana case are the Jivaroan groups 
(especially the Shuar, Achuar, and Aguaruna) ofthe Western montaiia region, who raise their 
dogs with great care, train them to be hunters and watchdogs, and trade them with other 
groups for manufactured goods (Harner 1973:58-59, 63-64, 86; Brown 1985:79, 89-93; 
Descola 1994 [1986]:230-235). In Central Brazil, Nimuendaj6 (1 946:69,75) described the 
care Timbira house dogs received, while Tocantins 1959 [1877]: 14-1 5) mentioned how well 
Mundmcu hunting dogs were treated. Maybury-Lewis saw a few "pampered and well-fed" 
dogs among the Shavante, but they were not used for hunting. By contrast, the Sherente had 
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hound with long legs, elongated muzzles, short flapped ears, and thin curling tails-all 
characteristics that make them ideal for h~nt ing .~  These dogs, numbering fi-om three to ten 
per household, spend most of their time on three-feet-high platforms that line part of the 
inside wall of the family house and keep them away from dirt and parasites (see Fig. 28). 
Children occasionally keep puppies in miniature hammocks, and a few mutts are allowed to 
roam loose, especially at night, to serve as watchdogs. As in Coudreau's day, the dogs are 
assiduously house-trained and leash-trained. Waiwai women carry their dogs draped over 
their hips to the river to bathe during the hot hours of the day. In late afternoons, women can 
be seen sitting in front of their houses delousing their children's hair and extracting chiggers 
from their feet, then turning to their dogs to groom them in the same way. Dogs' bodies are 
coated with red annatto paint from time to time to make them "look nice" and to repel 
insects. Before missionary influences, the Waiwai also said the color of the annatto made 
the bodies of dogs and hunters invisible to dangerous forest spirits. Yde (1965:119) said 
dogs were periodically washed with poisonous manioc juice to kill off parasites. Guppy 
(1 954: 1 14) reported that newborn puppies were bathed in an infusion of roots to make them 
strong and that women would sometimes suckle them if the mother died. During my 
many dogs to assist them on hunts, but they were usually blamed for a poor hunt and hence 
"were kept half starved and were usual ly received with kicks and missiles in the huts, where 
they were invariably thieving food" (Maybury-Lewisl974:37, note 1). 
The origin of the dogs found in Lowland South America has long been a disputed 
subject, complicated by the mute archaeological record in the tropics, where potential 
evidence such as bones quickly disintegrate. Although dogs were raised by pre-Columbian 
Incas, Aztecs, and Caribbean Islanders, many scholars have been reluctant to assign an 
indigenous origin to Lowland dogs, arguing that these are descended from European breeds, 
that few groups have a distinctive term for dogs, and that most groups accord their dogs poor 
treatment, suggesting they have not yet been integrated into the culture. I-Iowever, Schwartz 
(1997) and Carneiro (personal communication, 1996) argue that dogs were probably 
indigenous to the Guianas, although they were replaced or interbred with European breeds 
after contact. Dogs in this region are usually well treated and thoroughly integrated into daily 
activities. Most Guianese groups have a distinct term for dogs, unlike other regions of 
Arnazonia that lacked indigenous dogs, where the term for "dog" is often "little jaguar" or 
a derivation of Portuguese or Spanish terms. The Waiwai term xapari is used exclusively 
for dogs, while jaguars are called kamara; the diminutive h a r a d ,  "little jaguar," is used 
not for dogs but for cats (recently introduced by missionaries and colonists). 
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favorite puppies decorated with feather necklaces, and a few parrots, chickens, or trumpeter 
birds with tiny anklets made of glass beads. 
Pepper, a highly marked category of food, is also given to dogs in ways suggestive 
of the human-animal connection. Before a hunt, dogs were traditionally fed a "stinging, 
stimulating" (krewrem) brew of pepper and the bark of a certain tree to sharpen its senses; 
the concoction was also smeared over the dog's muzzle, over cuts made on the hunter's body, 
and over arrow tips along with other stimulating ingredients in curare mixtures (Yde 
1965:69, 10 1, 1 13-1 4, 120)." By such means, the hunter, dog, and weapon were linked in 
a common project of obtaining game. Traditionally, stimulation was also achieved by 
applying stinging ants and wasps to the bodies of dogs before a hunt to sharpen their senses 
and make them lively. Stinging insects were also used to rouse invalids or heal wounds, to 
discipline lazy children, and to make adolescent initiates stronger and willing to learn." 
Pet parrots (mainly several green species of the genus Amazona, which the Waiwai 
call waaru) are the object of comparable care and nurture (see Fig. 29). Since they do not 
breed in captivity, fledglings must be collected from the forest in the early rainy season (in 
Kaxmi, April to June). Married couples go out to the forest to search for nests of fledglings, 
sometimes camping overnight with the whole family; youths contemplating marriage may 
also collect them with the intention of giving some to a prospective mother-in-law. When 
fetched from the tree, the fledglings are put in a large covered basket and carried back to the 
village where, one might say, they are rehatched in a social setting (like pregnant women 
who used to go out to a hut in the forest to give birth and then return with the infant to 
lo The category of substances or practices that are "stinging" is opposed to the 
category of "sweet" things (which include sugary foods and sex), which are avoided by a 
hunter while making curare or before a major hunt. 
l1 Kensinger (personal communication) compares these practices to the Cashinaua 
one of shaving the fk of dogs and rubbing secretions from a poisonous toad onto their skin, 
sending them into convulsions. Similarly, the Piaroa (Kaplan 1975), Shuar (Harner 1973 :63, 
134) and Achuar (Descola 1994 [1986]:232) give their dogs hallucinogens before a hunt to 
acquire supernatural power and knowledge. 
l' 
Figure 29. h elderly woman feeding her pet p m t s  
introduce it into the community, a sort of social birth). Just like weaning babies, the 
fledglings are fed bananas and manioc bread masticated by the mother of the household. 
Still featherless and "naked," as the Waiwai say, the birds are kept inside the house, 
considered as yet unfit for public exposure. When they have grown enough feathers to be 
decent, a sapling is cut and stuck just outside the house to serve as their roost. They are 
gradually taught to speak, laugh, and whistle by the mother or children, because, people say, 
it is pleasant and amusing to hear the birds' chatter. Even though the Waiwai say parrots 
don't understand what they're saying because they lack a human soul (ekati), their mimicry 
of speech represents a playful version of this most human of faculties. The capacity for 
speech sets these tamed birds off fiom all others, either those captured to use their feathers 
in body ornaments or artifacts, or those killed to convert their flesh into food. The feathers 
of talking parrots are rarely harvested for decorative purposes, nor would any self-respecting 
Waiwai dream of eating a pet parrot. The refbsal to eat pet birds has been extended to 
include chickens, which the Waiwai first acquired fiom missionaries and now raise as pets 
and as producers of eggs to sell to non-Indians. 
A family's acquisition of a flock of parrots or litter of puppies arouses great interest 
in the rest of the village; soon the rumor mill is buzzing with speculations, reports, and 
complaints about which of the offspring have been promised to whom. Prospective owners 
often come visit to fondle the puppies before they are weaned and sometimes bring them 
home for a few hours so that they will gradually become "accustomed" (Aepamya) to their 
future surroundings and masters.12 Women tend to give fledglings and puppies to close 
female kin in other households; men, if they are involved at all at this early stage, tend to 
give them to in-laws. Joking partners may also ask for the young, since part of what 
characterizes their relationship is that they have the license to ask for anything "without 
l2 The same term Aepamya is used for what happens when a wild animal is tamed, 
a woman is seduced, and outsiders are incorporated into the village and become 
"accustomed" to Waiwai ways. 
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shame" @ihyqamra). Sometimes a fledgling or pup may be given to an unrelated family 
in the village as a way of developing a social tie; in return, portions of game caught by the 
grown dog will be given to the family who gave it away as a puppy. Older people whose 
children have all married and moved out to their own houses sometimes fill their homes with 
pet parrots and dogs they have "borrowed" from their children as a hedge against "nostalgia." 
As one informant put it explicitly, "When our children grow up and leave, we are unhappy, 
so we want to raise their pets; if they sent our grandchildren over to live with us, we would 
be happy, but since they don't, we take in their pets-they are like replacements (emtakan) 
for our children and grandchildren." I will examine the theoretical implications of 
"replacement9' shortly. 
Women assume most of the day-to-day care for pets. As parrots mature, they 
continue to remain primarily identified as the "property" of female owners. As dogs mature, 
however, their ties to their mistresses become attenuated (even though women continue to 
feed and groom them) and they become increasingly identified as the property of their male 
owners. This transfer is echoed in the Waiwai origin myth, in which the first dogs 
accompanied the first woman whom the creator hero Mawari obtained from the Anaconda 
People (Fock 1963:42). The male head of the household begins to train a maturing dog for 
the hunt and takes it out with older, more experienced dogs. Not all dogs show an aptitude 
for hunting; only those that do receive the finest care. The best ones are vicious attackers of 
their prey and will quite fearlessly chase even the most dangerous game, sometimes losing 
their lives in the process. A household with a team of good hunting dogs is a popular place, 
well-stocked with meat and able to be generous in sharing it. A man's reputation is closely 
associated with his dogs, and both with the kinds of game they obtain; indeed, I sometimes 
heard women refer to either their husbands or their dogs as "my meat." As throughout 
Arnazonia, generosity in distributing food is a crucial component of the definition of mature 
personhood, as well as a key to building influence. The larger the game in size or number, 
the greater the number of other households that receive meat---or, otherwise phrased, the 
greater the number of social ties that can be nurtured by prestations of meat distributed from 
the hunter's household. Particularly large catches induce a hunter to sponsor an impromptu 
on hare, an invitation shouted out by a work leader on behalf of the hunter to all the men of 
the village, as representatives of their households, to come share in a collective meal. As 
Huber (1980) has argued for Melanesia, it is an occasion for the hunter to momentarily 
crystallize a social network around himself as the center-something which in the Waiwai 
case is made possible because of the success of his hunting dogs. 
The progressive growth of pets therefore parallels their movement out ofthe 
household, crossing greater spatial and social distances. At the broadest level of social 
relations, dogs and parrots are exchanged with trade partners living in different Waiwai 
villages, and thence to those of other groups. As we will see, this temporal development and 
social and spatial expansion is correlated with increasing value in the worth of the pets. 
In the intervillage exchanges, men are responsible for negotiating the trade of dogs, 
while women handle the trade of parrots. For many years, the payment for these pets has 
consisted of machetes and knives, kettles and basins, cloth and clothing, mosquito nets, 
flashlights, and glass beads; recently, it has also included items such as tape recorders, 
wristwatches, and even outboard motors occasionally obtained from the Tiriyb. The glass 
beads are ranked as the highest "wealth item" of this class of foreign goods, complementing 
the Waiwai wealth items of dogs, parrots, and manioc graters. The demand for Waiwai dogs 
is so steady in part because some are kept by intermediate owners along the trade chain, but 
also because the Surinam Maroons reportedly have a taboo on keeping female dogs. 
Apparently the trade in parrots has also linked up with the international market in exotic pets; 
recent requests have expanded the list to include even snakes (much to the Waiwai's horror). 
Although financial gain is certainly not the central issue in these transactions, I should 
note that quite substantial sums are involved: during my fieldwork, good hunting dogs could 
and up to $200-$500 worth of goods (my rough estimate based on their prices in 
Brazilian stores), almost as much as national Brazilians made in a year at minimum wage and 
much more than most Waiwai usually earned from the sale of artisanry, farina, or Brazil nuts 
(their main sources of money). Loquacious parrots could fetch about $50-$100 worth of 
goods. The debt owed for a dog or parrot was cancelled, however, if the animal died before 
it was paid off-not an uncommon occurrence, since the delays in reciprocity may be 
protracted for a couple years. Other complexities in how actual exchanges are worked out 
(e.g., by involving third parties) may also compromise h l l  payment, but the amounts remain 
nonetheless impressive. In recent decades, the quantities of Western goods involved have 
increased since the various groups in the exchange network entered into sustained contact 
with colonists, missionaries, or government agents of the several countries. 
The behavior surrounding the barter of dogs and parrots is literally an exercise in 
international diplomacy. Visiting trade partners bring fresh game, killed with the aid of their 
dogs, to give their hosts, who offer them manioc bread and tapioca. They may stay for 
several days or several weeks, spending most of their time socializing and taking part in 
village activities. Only near the end of their stay will they explicitly broach the delicate topic 
of exchange, after both guests and hosts have found out through innuendos what the other 
has and wants. The actual negotiations are carried out discreetly and in private; a formalized 
style of discourse is employed, the same that is used in maniage negotiations, sorcery 
charges, and work recruitment.13 
Information about what the actual deals were filters out only gradually long 
afterwards; direct questions, whether from the anthropologist or other curious villagers, are 
considered rude and intrusive. As one can imagine, this made research into such issues quite 
difficult, especially as I assimilated the norms and felt increasing embarrassment about 
l3 Nowadays, however, such discourse is not as highly stylized as the ceremonial 
dialogues that Fock witnessed in the 1950s (1963:2 16-1 9,303-16). 
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sticking my nose into such private matters, which was balanced only by the Waiwai's 
growing tolerance of my faux pas. Among themselves, such secrecy serves to shield 
information from inquisitive others who may request certain items, which must obligatorily 
be met or else evaded by various strategies that nevertheless run the risk of upsetting smooth 
social relations and generating complaints in the gossip network. Basso (personal 
communication) has suggested that such secrecy may be part of a shift in the emphasis on 
the status of the pets as metaphorical children to their status as detachable commodities (cf. 
Kopytoff 1 986 on commoditization). Most goods do indeed circulate through interhousehold 
ties-generosity is as much the norm here as with the distribution of food-but owners 
attempt to maintain control over their decisions about those to whom they plan to give such 
goods. Usually owners direct their prestations to certain kin and affines as "repayments" or 
"gifts" that form part of the diffuse network of mutual indebtedness. 
When I asked what the payment for pets represented, the Waiwai would give me three 
standardized explanations. One was that payment was given for the labor and nurture they 
had invested in raising the pets. When young, they cause a lot of work and irritation: they 
relieve themselves in the house, they fuss all night long, and require extensive feeding, 
bathing, and training as they mature. The owners would say they "remembered" the long 
years of this work when it came time for negotiating payment. As an elderly woman with 
a long history of raising and trading pets explained to me, 
Our trade partners pay because we love our pets (y@~iniiiaw faso that we are giving 
away. They pay for our parrots because when they are fledglings, they pester us a lot 
(iiewru@esQ and we feed them a lot. They pay for our dogs because when they are 
puppies, we have to put a great deal of work (kcpick) into the project of raising them 
(pormamnotopo). They need to eat, they whimper all night and keep us from falling 
asleep, they give us a lot of work and bother. We have to take care of them by giving 
them food, stretching their skin, and removing fleas and ticks from their fur. This is 
what the person who obtains a dog pays for. When he hands the payment over, he 
says, "Here, this is for the raising of our pet (t2jlokupormamnoto;po): you fed it, you 
lost sleep over it, you were pestered by it, and you had to put a lot work into it." 
By contrast, a fledgling given away while it is still featherless warrants no return payment 
because no labor was invested in rearing it. Similarly, if someone who is promised a dog 
helps its take care of it while it is still a puppy, he will not have to pay as much because the 
owner had to work less. 
A second rationale for the payment given in return for pets played on the emotional 
dimension of memory. Informants said they "remembered" the days the pets were growing 
up in their household, stirring up memories that ached and made them miss their pet. The 
emotions of nostalgia, loneliness, loss, and grief evoked by these memories were assimilated 
into the category of ahwora (sadness, isolation) discussed in the prior chapter. The trade 
goods given by the recipient of the pet to the donor were thus considered as a kind of 
compensation for the pain such nostalgia caused. The payment was also explained as a 
means of transforming such emotions by drawing former owners out of their sadness and 
bringing them back to a state of contenwent and conviviality (tawake). A more extreme 
variant of this explanation was that the payment prevented pet donors from becoming angry 
(nirwofie) with their trade partners who deprived them of their beloved animals. 
Another explanation was that trade goods were a "replacement9' (emtakan) for the 
meat the household would no longer obtain from the hunting dog it had given away, or for 
the pleasant chatter the parrots would no longer provide. As such, the goods "substituted" 
or "took the place of' what the household gave up, balancing the loss and filling the void.. 
I found it striking that the Waiwai mobilized the same set of explanations for 
marriage exchanges. For instance, some informants said that basketry, meat, and labor were 
owed by a son-in-law to his parents-in-law because of how much work their daughters gave 
them, how much they fussed and cried as infants, the messes they made, and the long years 
of feeding, bathing, and teaching are involved in raising them. Mothers would grieve over 
the loss of their pets in the same standardized vocabulary as they mourned the departure of 
their married children, who likewise left behind memories, nostalgia, and palpable absences 
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(silence, an empty h ock space, ungrated manioc, uncaught game). All these reasons call 
for some kind of "payment for the wife9' (yipin" yepetho), as explained by some informants 
in the following terms: 
When a child is born, it "hatches" like a chick. A hen looks with affection (t&ifie) 
on her chicks because she saw them hatch. It is the same with our children. Babies 
urinate all over us, they soil us, they give us lots of problems raising them-and that's 
why we miss them (pinin yaw so) when they grow up and leave. 
When we give a daughter to someone to marry, he will owe us a great deal 
because daughters are extremely valuable (eehtikye). Children ruin our 
possessions, they make us lose them, they impoverish us. That's why a girl's father 
wants her husband to give him things as compensation. 
Despite these parallels, a significant contrast distinguishes pets from children: dogs 
and parrots can be detached from the household and given away more easily than children. 
It is precisely because they are only substitutes for children-like them but not 
identical-that they can be the subject of displaced symbolic operations. Pets therefore serve 
as "icons" of children-signifiers that not only stand for their signifieds but also comment 
on their significance-while the transactions of pets between trade partners become 
iconically linked to the transaction of marriage partners between families and villages. The 
system of social relations that is built up in the process of exchanging pets and payments thus 
constructs an iconic model or meta-language for relations of other orders-not only the 
system of affinal relations, but also the Waiwai ethnic confederation that has been 
constructed out of political alliances, rooted in the domestic neighborhoods. 
A complex set of criteria is used to assess the exchange value of each dog and parrot, 
that is, to determine the quantity of trade goods to be given in payment. For both kinds of 
pets, these criteria can be divided between two intersecting axes, one referring to physical 
appearance, the other to the skills it has learned. 
Parrots are ranked primarily according to their abilities to speak, which depend on 
the generic potential of each species and the idiosyncratic training of each individual parrot. 
The categories of species are established on the basis of the distinctive colors and markings 
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of their feathers. Each species is associated with a certain potential to learn human speech. 
The species, represented by their physical traits, are ranked in a hierarchy of value along one 
axis (Fig. 30). The three most valuable species are medium-sized green parrots, each with 
its particular markings: the highest ranking one has a yellow forehead (to which the Waiwai 
give the onomatopoeic name wofowofo); the second has a blue forehead and yellow cheeks 
(pana&kay orpanaxewe, literally "yellow cheeks9'); and the third has a blue face (kyokyo, 
also onomatopoeic). In the next tier are two larger types of green parrots, xaraxara 
(onomatopoeic) and porotoyoku (literally, "spider monkey's pet9'), which also have the 
potential to learn speech, although not as well as those in the first tier. Lower down the scale 
are smaller species of various colors that do not speak at all (which the Waiwai identi@ as 
rnafiawfia, Ebowi, kirikiri, katyayapa, and khru: I do not know their Latin or Portuguese 
names), which are evaluated according to how pretty their feathers are, how cute they, or are 
how pleasant their cooing is. Each of the varieties of birds in this hierarchy ideally merits 
a fairly standardized quantity of trade goods, the exact selection being subject to negotiation 
between trade partners. 
Cross-cutting the axis ranking species of parrots is another based on the degree to 
which each parrot has actually mastered the mimicry of human speech, which reflects the 
amount of training it received from its owners. Such training represents an investment of 
labor and care by owners into their pets, a transformation that brings to fruition their generic 
potential for speech and so imbues them with an aura of humanization. Owners attempt to 
demonstrate their pet's accomplishments to trade partners by coaxing and prodding it to 
perform (something it might not do in the presence of strangers), knowing that months or 
even years of patient training are on stage and being evaluated. This criterion, based on the 
particular parrot's history of speech interactions with its owner, thus intersects and modifies 
the criterion of species, represented by physical appearance. 
increasing mastq of speech sounds 
------ 
Figure 30. Intersecting axes of criteria for assessing the value of parrots 
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The value of hunting dogs is likewise plotted according to two axes: one axis 
consists of physical characteristics, primarily the aesthetics of body coloration, while the 
other axis consists of the dog's "life history" of game animals it has hunted ( Fig. 3 1). Dogs 
of solid colors are prized above variegated ones, black being the most valuable, then red, 
then white. One notch down are those with modest color contrasts on their ears, face, chest, 
and feet. The next rank comprises dogs with large patches of different colors splashed over 
their whole body. Those with lots of spots are little esteemed, while those with freckles or 
some other "ugly" melange evoke only sarcasm. The nicknames that the Waiwai give their 
dogs are based on their appearance, often playing on their resemblance to a species of wild 
animal. Some examples are Kamaxakari (a type of snake with the same markings as this 
particular dog); WiCariCi (a diminutive of "squirrel monkey," given to a small dog with black 
fur like this monkey); Kam ("salamander," which has a short tail); Panakiwi ("fish-hook 
ears"); and (of course!) Tapatapa ("Spotty"). 
Along the other axis, trade negotiations involve a narrative of notable hunts the dogs 
undertook: the fullest accounts include who was there, adventures and misfortunes they had 
along the way, and the fine meals everyone enjoyed with the booty. These narratives 
establish the category to which the dog belongs according to the highest species of game it 
knows how to hunt; in turn, these species are ranked according to the amount of meat they 
provide, the difficulty of hunting them, and the flavor of their flesh. A dog that is a y a p ?  
pokono, "tapir hunter," is the highest ranked along this axis; next arepoiiikopokono, "white- 
lipped (large) peccary hunters," andpakfapokono, "collared (small) peccary hunters"; below 
these are koosopokono, "red deer hunters," followed by hunters of large agouti, small agouti, 
paca, and, finally, armadillo (respectivelypaxki, akri, wiifa, and kctpayopokono). These are 
the main species of animals that are hunted, although during trade negotiations, the owner 
may recount other species his dog caught. Dogs that cannot hunt are dismissed as valueless, 
ero pintho, since no one would bother to acquire them. 

This trade discourse can be analyzed from several perspectives. In one respect, the 
narratives constitute the dog as a creature that can have a temporal and a tellable history, like 
people, but unlike wild animals. It is, in other words, an entity whose value is constructed 
gradually through time and which can be plotted according to the rungs of noteworthy actions 
that are rendered memorable by being narrated. The stories told during trade negotiations 
are condensed versions of a multitude of prior tellings, each one originally authored by the 
owner in the evening after a hunt when he recounted in vivid detail the stalking, attack, and 
emotions of the day's adventure, all relished by the responsive audience. 
In another respect, trading discourse narrates how a dog's history was interwoven with 
the career of its owner. Through time and with maturation, each has accumulated knowledge 
and exercised increasing control over a landscape extending beyond the limits of the village 
out into the forests. Dogs are literally an extension of their owners' bodies; the exchange rate 
of a dog that is a meyeno, one that runs far ahead of its master on the hunt, is greater than one 
that skulks close by him. Moreover, the dog is a means for his owner to expand his persona 
and prestige across the social landscape: first, through the meat he distributes to other 
households, and then through the exchange of the dog itself to members of other villages and 
ethnic groups radiating far beyond his own. The exchange items he persuades his trade 
partner to cede in return for his dog are both an icon and a vehicle of this control. 
Significantly, the Waiwai say that only mature adults "know" how to transact dogs 
and parrots and contract formal trade partnerships; younger people only trade "worthless" 
goods in a "foolish" manner with "anyone." The most active traders told me it took a long 
time before they ''took pleasure" in trading pets; younger men said they found the tension of 
dealing with outside trade partners too excruciating, emphasizing the "fear9' and 
"shame/embarrassment" the idea inspired in them. Gradually, however, young men are 
pressured by their in-laws to send them "gifts" of dogs and parrots; the point when they 
afEnes is an expression of their growing independence. The peak of trading activity in a 
man's life is at an age when his children are marrying off and he is expanding his control over 
dependent sons-in-law; this is also the age when he is the most active in the public political 
affairs of the village. Elderly people gradually relinquish trading partnerships because, they 
say, they are too old to invest so much "work" in raising the pets-something we must 
understand in a social rather than a physical sense, since they may spend just as much energy 
raising their children's pets. 
In summary, the "life trajectory" of pets (Weiner 1983), from the moment of birth to 
the time they are traded away and converted into foreign goods, reveals significant parallels 
to the life history of persons. The discourse of trading narratives not only traces the 
interpenetration of the careers of a dog and its owner, but also how both are to be construed 
as "valuable." The hierarchies of value expressed in various registers-the scales of bodily 
among members of Waiwai society. Parrots serve a complementary role (hence their 
association with women), though in a more rarified form. Less spoken about, they are 
nonetheless speakers par excellence, pure parole unanchored in langue (Saussure 1 966 
[I91 5]) ,  circulating media that emphasize, in their radical lack of utility, the sheer social 
value of exchanging substitutes of persons. Moreover, as we have seen, the life cycles of 
dogs and parrots model the life cycle of human beings and the household cycle of their 
families. Raised as metaphors of children in an idiom of filiation, they are subsequently 
exchanged with trade partners in an idiom of affinity. This transformation parallels the way 
that the Waiwai treat newly-incorporated groups like adopted children, guiding their 
socialization into Waiwai ways until, in future generations, they attain the rank of adults. But 
this discussion will have to be postponed until the next chapter. 
Manufactured Goods as Avatars of Foreiyners 
The Waiwai exchange their dogs, parrots, and crafted goods for Western 
manufactured goods, such as iron tools, scissors, kettles and basins, and especially glass 
beads. After acquiring these goods from their trade partners, they h e 1  them through social 
networks based on relations of kinship and affinity. Through such means, I argue, they 
symbolically bring foreign powers under control and "domestic" them, using them to fuel 
their own social reproduction. Here, I explore the qualities associated with manufactured 
trade goods and how the Waiwai treat them as "avatars9' (Farage 1991:76) of Western 
foreigners. The contradictory attitudes and emotions that Westerners evoke in the Waiwai 
are reflected in their modes of dealing with these avatars. In the next section, I focus on the 
most valued of these foreign goods, glass beads, and argue that their qualities of beauty and 
durability symbolize the social values of influence, peacefulness, and reproduction. 
The Waiwai evince conflicting feelings toward Westerners. They view the powers 
of Brazilians and North Americans as having both positive and negative attributes. Coming 
from great distances, Westerners represent turbulent energies that can be seen as naturalized 
and subsocial, potent and suprahuman, dangerous and antisocial. Whatever aspect is 
highlighted, it is a charged mix that must be avoided or controlled. 
Recall from Chapter I1 that, from the point of view of the Waiwai, their society lay 
at the center of the terrestrial plane. Other groups were distributed in the outlying domains 
along a continuum of increasing social difference: other indigenous forest groups who were 
friendly; hostile and "unseen" forest groups (described in increasingly fantastical terms); 
those who had "different" lifestyles, like the savannah Wapixana; meekuru komo" (the 
l4 Komo is a collective particle used to signify inclusion of all the members of the 
class referenced. I translate it as the plural morpheme in English For the sake of brevity, I 
will sometimes omit it and use simply the class term. 
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Maroons of the Surinam forests); karaiwa komo (Brazilians);'' and, farthest of all, 
paranakari komo (formerly the British, Dutch, and French colonizers),16 who are nowadays 
epitomized by the amerkan komo (North Americans or missionaries)." Brazilians andNorth 
Americans can be grouped together as "city-dwellers," in contrast to the Waiwai and similar 
"forest-dwellers." 
The existence of large population centers of non-indigenous people is troubling to the 
Waiwai. The apparent fecundity of Western society is considered in certain respects a sign 
of success in harnessing cosmological powers. Westerners are ideologically "city-dwellers," 
even if some of them live in the country. "North America" is assumed to be even more 
thickly crowded with huge cities than Brazil, consistent with its greater distance and the 
notion that the North American missionaries have greater control over spiritual powers. A 
population decline, by contrast, is interpreted in terms of sorcery attacks or, more generally, 
as a failure to control relations with powerful spirits, either traditional or Christian. Indeed, 
their "conver~ion~~ narratives explicitly point to their shaman-leader's attempt to gain access 
to the cosmological powers that the missionaries apparently understood how to control, in 
order to save the life of his sick daughter. Retrospectively, they sometimes say that their high 
infant mortality before conversion was due to their practice of postpartum restrictions on 
" Karaiwa is a variant of a widespread Amazonian term for Brazilians, although its 
exact derivation is debated. It resembles Tupi-Guarani terms for "shaman-priests" (Clastres 
1995 [1975]), as well as Arawak terms for their enemies, the "Caribs" (from which the 
English terms "cannibal" and "Caribbean" are also derived). Grenand and Grenand (1985, 
cited in Farage 199 1 :86) suggest that the term designates the prototypical enemy or "Other." 
l6 Farage (1 99 1 : 184, n. 6 1) mentions the hypothesis that the term paranakiri means 
"that which emerged from the sea" (supposedly from parana, "the ocean," + kerb, 
"protrusion from an object's surface"), which I find unconvincing. More likely, the term is 
simply a rendition in native phonetics of the Spanish "blanco" or the Portuguese "branco." 
The Waiwai could give me no derivation of their own: "It's just a name we heard." 
l7 Since all of the early UFM missionaries were North Americans and, conversely, 
all North Americans were missionaries, the elision between the two once made sense. The 
ethnic identities of foreigners now living in Kaxmi appear anomalous, since some 
missionaries are Brazilian, and some North Americans (i.e., me) are not missionaries. Some 
Waiwai considered me a karaiwa who had grown up among the amerkan komo. 
certain foods and activities, which made them vulnerable to the influences of forest spirits. 
At the same time, the huge numbers of Westerners threaten to overwhelm indigenous 
society. Their procreative potencies sometimes seem grotesquely exaggerated, suggesting 
uncontrolled and rampant sexuality. Although the Waiwai describe themselves as a people 
who enjoy the pleasures of sex, people are expected to be able to control the number of 
children they have (mainly by rhythm or withdrawal methods) and to confine the indulgence 
of their sexual passions to proper places, times, frequency and social categories. Those who 
do not are criticized for being akpfn, "immature9' and unable to resist temptation, and for 
being twerfhra, "incautious, without shame." The overpopulation of the Brazilians is the 
clearest sign of their lack of maturity and caution, but so is their immodest behavior in public 
with the opposite sex, their preoccupation with women's bodies, and excessive drinking and 
dancing. In sharp contrast are the missionaries, who reveal what the Waiwai consider to be 
an abnormal lack of interest in sex or a rigid control over natural impulses. Among the 
missionaries who have resided with them have been a high number of single women who 
appear to be content with their celibacy. This is considered highly irregular, the "normal" 
state of a woman or a man being the coupled state. The head missionary's opinions on proper 
sexual conduct between husband and wife (see Chapter 11), is retold by them with much 
bemusement rather than admiration. 
The stark contrast between these images of karaiwa and amerkun is a translations of 
the tension inherent in the Waiwai9s contradictory attitudes towards "cities." They associate 
the negative qualities of urban areas with Brazilians, while the positive qualities are 
associated with missionaries. More precisely, the Waiwai consider Brazilian colonists to be 
prone to "anger" O h o n ) ,  while they view missionaries are typically "peacell" (tawake). 
However, both Brazilians andNorth Americans represent '6city-dwellers," who contrast with 
the category of "forest-dwellers," which includes the Waiwai and other forest groups. In 
fact, the "city-dwellerlforest-dweller" dichotomy introduces a fundamental paradox into the 
heart of the social topography by means of which Waiwai society defines itself. While 
Brazilian and North American cities are sometimes spoken of as situated in distant peripheral 
domains from which visitors, news, airplanes, manufactured goods, diseases and medicines 
come to the Waiwai, in a certain respect the very phrasing of the contrast dislodges the 
Waiwai from the center to the periphery. The word for "city" is ewtoymo, from ewto, 
"village, clearing9' + -ymo, an augmentative that can mean "huge," "exaggerated" or 
"prot~typical~~ (often used, for instance, for supernatural beings or spirits representing the 
"essence" of its species). If a "city" is a "huge village," the space of society writ large, then 
the "forest9' is the peripheral '6wilderness." And indeed, in certain joking contexts, the 
Waiwai will make fun of themselves as people or even animals who live in the wilderness 
far from the dense cities where everyone has plenty of machines, money and comforts. Its 
humor nevertheless betrays the crux of the contradiction and the tension it generates between 
alternate ways of aligning the two axes "Waiwai/Westerners" and "centerlperiphery." Their 
continued participation in the regional exchange network is, I would argue, an attempt to 
hold on to in the socio-cosmographic center in the face of this paradox. Furthermore, their 
extension of such exchanges to the practice of assimilating whole groups of people was an 
intensification of such centering operations at precisely the time when Western society began 
to seriously threaten to marginalize them. 
The Waiwai also express ambivalent attitudes toward Western technological skills. 
On the positive side, the Waiwai admire the ingenuity of all Westerners, creators of 
manufactured goods. Crafting skills in general are considered a mark of the human in 
reworking materials derived eom nature; such skills are a criterion for marriage, and 
especially gifted artisans receive ample admiration. These transformation skills are evocative 
of the actions of creator figures in mythical accounts, who formulated the techniques that 
were then handed down through the generations to the Waiwai. 
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On the negative side, the organization of labor in Western societies, where no one 
worker fabricates an entire machine, few understand the entire process, and no one knows 
how the entire repertoire of technology is made, are notions that are not clearly 
comprehended by the Waiwai because it is so alien to their own experience. Again, the 
Waiwai make a distinction between the superiority of the amerkan over the karaiwa in skills 
and knowledge about technology. The mission, by virtue of greater financial resources and 
efficiency, has managed to keep their machines in working order; the ability of FUNAI and 
the colonists to do so is usually unpredictable. In one variant of the origin myth, I was told 
that both the Waiwai and Brazilians are descendants of Mawari's inept younger brother, 
because they don't know how to make machines like Mawari and the amerkan do. 
Furthermore, Westerners9 technological skills are correlated with his aberrations in 
the relationship between labor and production. On the one hand, Westerners (especially the 
amerkan) are ridiculed for not being able to hunt, garden, make manioc bread or basketry; 
the Waiwai scoff that they would make terrible sons- or daughters-in-law because of such 
incompetence. On the other hand, Westerners appear to do no physical labor, and yet plane 
loads full of enormous wealth appear at regular intervals. Even Brazilian colonists, who 
labor to produce their food, do not know how to make the machines they use. Such 
alienation confirms Westerners9 disjunction between labor and production. This split has the 
potential of causing broader disruptions between productive and social reproductive 
processes; such a threat must be countered by either exclusion or encompassment within the 
Waiwai's system of social relations, where the link can be reconstructed. 
The perversity of Westerners is also manifested in their exchange conduct. Their 
intransigence in yielding goods is notorious; despite their wealth, they keeps things to 
themselves and refuse to be generous. In other words, they threaten to destroy, rather than 
construct, enduring social bonds through exchange. Opinions are mixed among the Waiwai 
about how much progress the missionaries have made in this respect, after several decades 
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of their being gradually socialized by the Waiwai. In general, they consider Brazilians' 
understanding of how to employ debt relations in the service of building social ties over time 
to be flawed; they either repay too quickly and cancels out potential relations, or they never 
repay and thus destroy the balance of reciprocity. If they do employ debt, they misuse it in 
an exploitative and non-reciprocal manner, building hierarchy without symbiosis (Rarnos 
1980). By contrast, the Waiwai construct debt relations to connect people across time and 
space; in the most distant trade partnerships with other tribes, the rhythm of reciprocity is 
splayed out over years. Paying something off immediately is interpreted as "anger" and read 
as a sign that someone wants to "forget" the relationship. A myriad of overlapping debt 
relations ideally connects two people through their history of exchanges. 
Although the Waiwai seek to earn money and appreciate its power in commercial 
transactions, they also attribute it with an individualizing and antisocial potential. In their 
most extreme expression, these qualities are associated with sorcery. Sorcery subverts the 
normal processes of constructing value and is conducted in secrecy against other members 
of society; similarly, money can become subversive and be hoarded in private. Sorcerers are 
considered by the Waiwai to be "angry?' and in need of "pacification"; similarly, Westerners, 
the creators of money, are classified according to those who are "angry" and those who are 
"pacific," as testified in their greediness or liberality. The tendency of Westerners to pay 
people individually according to their quantity of labor continues to cause social frictions. 
While FUNAI and the missionaries see such individually-based transactions as a salutary 
civilizing process, the Waiwai wrestle with problems of "anger" and envy provoked by the 
concept of individual gain epitomized in money. A box labeled Kaan purantan, "God's 
money," put up by some missionary in the Waiwai church for donations, remains perpetually 
empty, not only because the Waiwai rarely have extra money, but because a profound 
contradiction lies between the concept of the godhead as incarnating the most comprehensive 
level of social totalization, and that most fragmenting of individual preoccupations, money. 
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The subversive threats of money can be "pacified" by absorbing it into a collective level of 
exchange. An illustration concerns one of the groups who joined the Waiwai who are known 
for their superb and prolific basketry weaving, which has allowed them to earn more money 
than most through selling to missionaries or Brazilians. They are also accused of still have 
practicing sorcerers. Both attributes have given them a reputation for being "angry" and 
"greedy" people. One year, in preparation for a festival, the work leader called upon the men 
of the village as a whole to make basketry items used in manioc processing to give as 
collective gifts to the female sponsors who prepared food for the feasts. He also made a 
special appeal to the members of the group known for sorcery and weaving, calling upon 
them to make extra quantities of their best baskets, which the community would sell, using 
the money to buy flashlight batteries and fishhooks for the men's collective hunting 
expedition, and for firecrackers, candy, and safety pins for collective gifts. By helping the 
village raise money, the organizer said, the weavers would not only be acting tawake, 
"peacefhl, sociable," but they would also make others forget their resentments and intensify 
the "joyfulness" of the festival. This scheme elevated the use of the money from individual 
to collective aims, thereby domesticating its powers and socializing the community as well. 
As Toren stated in a similar analysis of the ritual of "drinking cash" in Fiji, 
In the process, money is divested of moral neutrality, purified of any potentially 
threatening associations with the market and, by being made an object of ceremonial 
exchange, is seen to be amenable to incorporation into what is understood to be the 
traditional politico-economy, such that "the Fijian way" is seen to emerge intact from 
a confrontation with "the European way" or "the way in the manner of money." 
(Toren 1989: 160-1 61) 
The Waiwai9s notions of foreign diseases and medicines are also revealing. They 
have long avoided settling near centers of Brazilian populations out of fear of infections, and 
the figure of the kwaiwa in rhetoric and ideology rarely escapes some reference to disease. 
On the other hand, among the North American missionaries was Florence Reidle, a nurse 
who ministered to the Waiwai's medical needs from1 952 until her retirement in the mid-'80s. 
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Her intensive health care and the mission's steady supplies of medicines and vaccines helped 
keep the diseases and mortality rate exceptionally low as the Waiwai entered into more 
sustained direct contact with Westerners. Hawkins promoted the idea that the efficacy of 
their medicines was due to God's approval, a tenet not unlike the Waiwai's own spiritual 
explanations of illness and health. As a result, there is a sharp dichotomy in Waiwai illness 
ideology between the arnerkan missionaries, viewed as a source of curing powers, and the 
karaiwa colonists, considered a source of infections. While many indigenous groups struggle 
with a contradictory paradigm of Westerners as wielders of life-giving and death-dealing 
powers, medicines and diseases, the Waiwai have resolved the conceptual problem by neatly 
dividing up these attributes between these opposing categories of Westerners. The Waiwai 
explain the contrast precisely in terms of the Brazilians' and North Americans' differential 
control of cosmological powers, which in turn is seen as resulting from their contrasting 
religious and social practices. The Waiwai are aware that recently contacted groups are 
especially vulnerable to Brazilians' diseases, so after these groups have moved in with them, 
the Waiwai make various arrangements to restrict the newcomers to the village and to 
mediate between them and the Brazilians. 
Images of Brazilian society are often invoked as images of disorder. When leaders 
are haranguing the village about some form of behavior they should follow to be true 
"Waiwai," it is common to invoke a contrasting image of Brazilian society. It is often 
compared to the chaos of a leaderless village, since leaders are considered responsible for the 
ethical code underlying Waiwai identity. One orator inveighed: 
How would you act if you had no chiefs, no pastors, no work leaders? You might as 
well just go live with the Brazilians! You'd steal from each other, break each other's 
bows, and smash each other's pottery! You'd be angry and utterly irresponsible 
(akpin)! You'd grab each other's women, get in fights and kill each other, just like 
the Brazilians do! How would you know when to hold festivals? Who would 
organize work parties? The weeds would invade the village! 
The karaiwa is sometimes likened to a child, ignorant, unable to control his desires or to 
provide his own nurturance. He is akpfn, "unripe, i ature," and by extension, 
"irresponsible, foolish." Immature persons are said to have souls that are "soft" and 
"'unresistant." As a father socializes his children, and the leaders, the villagers, so the 
karaiwa must be socialized and taught the norms of proper interaction, to make his soul 
become firm, "hard" and mature. Waiwai dealings with colonists and FUNAI manifest a 
great deal of patience as they try to make this rather slow and volatile child understand. 
Consistent with the Waiwai association of increasing spatial distance with increasing 
temporal depth, they attribute great endurance to Western society. Not only have its large 
populations been around a long time, but its most remarkable products evince great 
capacities to resist or counteract decay. The two products most evocative of this quality are 
Western trade goods-such as iron tools, metal kettles, and beads (discussed further in the 
next section j a n d ,  more recently introduced, their system of writing. Learning how to write 
was one of the forms of knowledge most avidly sought by the Waiwai early in their 
experiences with the missionaries. Hawkins, the head missionary, devised a phonetic 
orthography for Waiwai for the purpose of translating the Bible into their language. The 
shaman-leader who was the first to convert was also the first to learn writing, which he 
taught to the other men before the mission had any schoolteachers. Hymns and the Bible are 
seen as a conduit for the flow of potencies between the Christian pantheon and their society, 
with roots deep in the past and eschatological consequences in the future. Learning the 
techniques ofwriting is a means of appropriating the skills conducive to manipulating those 
potencies, something Westerners appear to have learned to do. Moreover, written words 
survive the mortality of the writer. The ultimate site of the soul's existence in the future is 
posited in one of the celestial layers, into which the Christian heaven was assimilated, 
conceptualized as a place of writing. The Bible is the epitome of the written word, translated 
by the mission as "God's Gift to Us"; sermons often refer to a list of names God has written 
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God has written down of all the people who ever lived, along with a description of all the 
deeds they ever did. Ultimately, one's fate after the Last Judgment depends on what is 
written down in that cosmic list, which "can never be erased or forgotten." 
ary, the contradictory characteristics of Westerners are symbolized and 
embodied in manufactured goods. Although these items have been detached from their 
Western producers, they continue to represented their traits in a highly condensed form that 
can be circulated among many hands. In the process of assimilating Western goods into their 
own social networks the Waiwai bring their foreign powers under control, "pacifjr" them, and 
use them to renew their own society. As Helms argues, 
[Those] who are intimately involved in the acquisition or preparation of such 
goods are ips0 facto agents in an ideologically powerfd process of acquiring 
cosmically charged "wealth" from the uncontrolled, chaotic outside world and 
making it available and useful (by transporting or crafting) for society's 
consumption ... Those who, like long-distance travelers, acquire symbolically potent 
material goods or knowledge from a geographically distant, supernaturally charged 
realm and make them available for the good of the polity, are also involved in 
comparable tasks of "harnessing" the power contained in things from afar (Helms 
1988: 1 13-14). 
Glass Beads as Icons of Re~roduction 
According to Waiwai standards, glass beads belong to the highest category of wealth 
items among Western trade goods, serving as a foreign counterpart to their own hunting dogs 
and manioc graters. Situated at the pinnacle of durable, long-distance goods, beads therefore 
stand for them as a class. It is significant that beads are used to create body adornments, 
which epitomize the values of beauty and attractiveness, which in turn enhance sociability 
and joyfulness. Parents amass bead necklaces to beautify their adolescent daughter so she 
can attract a husband, who will become a partner in biological reproduction as well as 
intergenerational social reproduction. Similarly, expedition leaders amass beads to give as 
gifts to the groups they hope to contact. The beads have become so highly imbued with 
social values that they are considered intrinsically capable of initiating the "pacification" of 
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the ""fierce peoples." After describing the special attributes of glass beads, I will use 
Coppet's (1 98 1) model of "chains of transformation" to analyze how the Waiwai's exchange 
of locally reared, mortal dogs and parrots for externally acquired, durable beads epitomizes 
the means of translating biological generativity into enduring social reproduction. 
Several Waiwai myths and beliefs give partial but complementary accounts of the 
origin of beads, beadwork designs, and beautiful ornaments. One myth (recorded in Fock 
1963:48-50) tells how the Anaconda People gave beads and other "fine ornaments to the 
Waiwai, who were their sisters' husbands. Some visiting Anaconda People come to dance 
outside a Waiwai grandmother's house while everyone else is away at another village's 
festival. They tried to seduce and steal the old woman's adolescent granddaughter (their 
sister's daughter) in revenge for the Anaconda women kidnaped by the Waiwai's ancestors. 
Unsuccessful, they went home, leaving behind various feather and bead adornments as a sort 
of earnest payment for the girl, saying, "Here is something for poimo ['brother-in-law'] to 
look at when he returns from the dance." However, these beads turned out to be fish eggs 
and soon rotted, returning to their watery origins, like their donors. At least they served as 
prototypes of real ornaments, from which the Waiwai got the idea of how to make 
themselves truly beautiful Previously, they had nothing but unadorned clothing or crude 
adornments. The Waiwai spoke glowingly of the "beauty" of the Anacondas' beads for 
generations. However, it was not until much later that men came "fi-om another world" 
(Europeans? Maroons?) bringing real beads with them that did not decay, which the Waiwai 
used for necklaces, women's aprons, men's hair tubes, and other ornaments. 
Another myth (collected by Roe n.d [1985]) asserts that it was one of the iridescent 
and multi-colored h o w i  parrots who gave the Waiwai beads. A Waiwai man lived in a tree 
until a parrot brought him to live in his village, where he was given gifts of beads, knives and 
other iron goods. Upon his return to his tree much later, he gave the items to a terrestrial 
Waiwai, thus introducing beads into society. 
Another Waiwai belief holds that beads come from distant "bead bushes" with seeds 
or seedpods that ripen, burst and spill their shiny, colored contents. They are gathered either 
by the Ebowi bird or by the owners of the bead bushes who lay out cloths underneath them 
on the ground to catch the beads as they spill forth. Some of my informants thought that the 
owners were Westerners who lived far away and gathered up their beads for trade." These 
informants were surprised when I said that I had not seen these groves in America. 
According to another myth I recorded (also found in Fock 1963 and Roe n.d. [1985]), 
the designs used in women's beadwork, like those used in men's basketry, came from a man 
long ago who was tricked by his father-in-law and swallowed by a giant snake. When the 
monster later vomited and the man escaped, his own skin was imprinted with the designs of 
the snake's skin. After killing and skinning the snake, the man copied the beautiful designs 
from the snake's skin (or, alternatively, from his own body) as he wove baskets with strips 
of contrasting colors. Later his wife imitated the same designs in her beadwork. To this day, 
men and women reproduce these designs in their artisanry, which have been handed down 
from generation to generation. The fact that the designs used in beadwork (a female task) 
were derived from those used in basketry (a male task) seems to express some kind of 
priority assigned to models of male activities. However, when compared with other patterns 
in the division of labor, it echoes the notion that women refine the rudimentary products of 
men's labor; men are responsible for the initial detachment of raw materials from "nature," 
which they hand over to women to complete transforming into something fully "cultural." 
All of these myths, I would argue, deal with the natural origins of what might be 
called "proto-beads" or "proto-designs," which were deemed beautiful but which easily 
decayed until appropriated by Waiwai society and translated into a cultural form capable of 
See Schoepf s (1976) intriguing discussion of beliefs about the origin of beads 
recounted by the Wayana, who, like the Waiwai, participate in the Guiana exchange network. 
One of their myths is about a bird who ate bead seeds from the ground and then excreted 
them for his owner. Some Wayana believe that the French own groves of bead trees or, 
alternatively, mines where beads are chipped out of the face of rock mountains with picks. 
replication, dissemination, and perpetuation. In his analysis of the Kayap6 myth of the origin 
of fire, Turner (n.d.a) has argued that acquisition by humans of some resource from nature 
(such as fire) was not enough to usher in the regime of culture; what was M h e r  required was 
that this resource be replicated and distributed to other members of society, who gained the 
capacity to reiterate the production of the resource-literally, to re-produce it. Similarly, in 
the Waiwai myths, the original beads and designs were the products of nature (fish eggs and 
snake skin) that perished, but they served as models that inspired the Waiwai to recreate 
them in a more perdurable medium-glass beads-that were woven into aesthetic patterns 
that could be reproduced from generation to generation. In their natural form, the "proto- 
beads" were associated with female symbols of generativity and reproduction: seeds, fish 
eggs, women's goods, and the first women available to Waiwai men. These natural, 
procreative energies were given by the Anaconda People to the Waiwai twins, which 
transformed them into permanent in-laws. What they exchanged was an embodiment of 
natural, generative powers; how they exchanged them embodied social norms that 
domesticated these powers and channeled them into culturally reproducible patterns. 
Before permanent contact with missionaries and government agents, the Waiwai 
traded beads in the form of necklaces, armbands, woven aprons, hair tubes, and other body 
decor. Nowadays, they trade beads in various forms: as ornate bead belts for men; loose in 
thick plastic bags weighing one kilo each; or, most commonly, as thick bundles of long 
necklace strands. Each bundle of necklace strands serves as a conventional unit of exchange 
and as an item of female ornamentation. The necklaces are worn by women for public 
occasions when individual and collective beauty is important. The beads are strung on a 
continuous string of thread wound round and round in loops that measure about two feet in 
diameter. Loops are added until the bundle reaches a standard thickness, measured by 
encircling the bundle with the thumb and forefinger. To finish off the work, the Eree end of 
the strand of beads is wrapped around the bundle about a dozen times in one spot, creating 
a sort of handle and preventing loops from tangling up. Such a bundle, called a Ebw or a 
pimimn", is used as a standard unit of value for major exchanges; two &w, for instance, 
typically forms part of the goods exchanged for a woman's parrot, while four or five Cbw are 
usually included in the trade goods requested by a man in exchange for a good hunting dog. 
The Cbw can taken apart and used to make other ornaments: shorter strands can be wrapped 
around the wrists, ankles, or knees; they can be split apart to make children's necklaces and 
men's chokers; or they can be unstrung and woven into multicolored pendants, bracelets, or 
belts, some to be worn and others to be sold to non-Indians. 
Waiwai discourse about beads reveals a number of criteria used to evaluate them. 
These criteria (which Munn 1986 calls "quali-signs") consist of tangible characteristics that 
serve as sensory anchors for intangible criteria, which ultimately embody social values. The 
beauty of the beads in a h w  is evaluated by their color, shininess, size, quantity, and the 
heaviness of the bundle. Beadwork ornaments are fkther evaluated according to the 
aesthetics of the contrastive design into which the beads are woven. The more beads 
someone is wearing, the more spectacular the impression. An envied person is "one whose 
neck is bent down from the weight of so many necklaces." The tinier the beads making up 
these thick bundles, the more they are esteemed, since many more small beads are required 
to make a Cbw. The Waiwai make fun of "backwards" peoples for appreciating large beads, 
ones "as large as puppy-dog heads," due to a misplaced parallelism of size and value. 
The Waiwai associate the quality of shininess with cleanliness, light, and the glint 
that catches other people's eyes. Cleanliness is often a metaphor for order, active social 
intercourse, and the absence of dirt, weeds, confusion, and secrecy. Light is linked to 
visibility, unconcealed thoughts and social actions, and the sun and the heavens. Although 
the heavens are far away, light bridges the distance and brings them into communication with 
earthly entities. The heavens are also the region of the greatest temporal depth, since they are 
where names originate and where the eye soul goes after death. The glint of reflected light 
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off of shiny beads is considered pleasing to behold and makes the viewer "turn towards" the 
wearer, creating a bond between them. To capture this quality of shininess, the Waiwai also 
apply Brazil nut oil to their hair, enhancing it with eagle down (which similarly reflects light) 
in preparation for public gatherings when people catch each other's eyes, even those of God, 
creating a collectivity of reciprocal gazes. 
Beads represent the class of durable Western goods as a whole and are the most 
valued item among such items. The Waiwai state that beads are the object they most desire 
in exchange. In this language of desire, they state that only beads can motivate someone to 
give up the family's beloved dogs and the meat they provide, or their chattering parrots that 
so amuse them in the afternoons. As I argued earlier, pets are treated as metaphors or 
substitutes (emtahn) of persons. In the intervillage exchange network, Western goods are 
traded against pets, an exchange that the Waiwai also describe as a process of "reciprocal 
substitution" (esemtakan). The items that are substituted for each other through exchange 
during their "life trajectory'' form a transitive logic of associations. If beads are substitutes 
for pets, which are themselves substitutes for humans, beads can therefore be said to be 
imbued with human qualities. A long series of exchanges lead up to the acquisition of beads, 
through which their meanings are shaped and enhanced. They therefore come to represent 
a culmination of the "chain of transformations" (Coppet 198 1) in meaning and value that 
occur through these exchanges. Each step in the series of exchanges is progressively more 
complex, binding more comprehensive levels of social relations, and therefore representing 
greater spatiotemporal value. The value accorded to each exchange object depends on its 
position in this hierarchy and on the powers of social reproduction entailed in its transactions. 
Beads have gone through the greatest number of transformations and are thus situated at the 
pinnacle of the hierarchy. It is because of this structural position (itself a sedimentation of 
the transformative process) that the Waiwai consider beads to be so valuable. 
After acquiring beads, there are further stages in manipulating them. The next step 
is to craft them into ornaments and apply them to the body to make it attractive, that is, 
beautiful and capable of drawing other persons closer. These attracted others may become 
a spouse for oneself or for one's daughter; alternatively, they may become followers attracted 
to an eloquent and persuasive leader. Upon the success of attraction, beads facilitate yet 
another major step forward in the social reproductive cycle of the entire exchange system. 
As Mum argues in the case of Massim kula shells, the iconic relationship between wealth 
items and influence must be understood not as a static representation but as a sedimentation 
or condensation in certain tangible media of a process of social and spatiotemporal 
expansion. She states: 
[Shells are] a manifestation of [a man's] persuasiveness-his ability to 
of the donating other ...[ Slhells as circulating media can be understood in general as 
objective embodiments of previous and future subjective conversion processes 
connecting transactors and recipients ...[ T]he spatiotemporal control exerted in the 
immediate transaction of a shell-the capacity for influencing the mind of another 
that is demonstrated in the transaction-produces a reverberation that Wher  extends 
that influence in spreading awareness of it to others. (Munn 1986: 1 15,117) 
Traditionally, both men and women wound bead strands around the body's points of 
articulation: upper s, wrists, knees, and ankles. On festive occasions these points were 
also ornamented with bead pendants, rectangular flaps featuring a bicolored design and 
decorated with feathers. Men wore thick layers of short necklaces around their throats, like 
chokers, while women wore longer strands of bead necklaces interspersed with seeds. 
During festivals, men also wore decorated bead belts and bead hair tubes into which their 
long hair was inserted (on everyday occasions, a simple bamboo tube was used). Women 
used bead aprons, decorated with woven designs, over their pubis. These aprons were the 
indispensable item of female clothing and one of the forms in which beads moved through 
the regional network. After she has reworked beads into various ornaments, a woman will 
give a portion of them to her adolescent daughters. Their peak of natural health and 
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plumpness is transformed into a cultural form of beauty with the application of new clothing, 
body paintings, and large quantities of beads. This beauty is the aesthetic vehicle for 
attracting a husband for herself and a son-in-law for her parents. A girl will weave and send 
a bead pendant necklace to a youth in whom she is interested. The pendant serves as a sort 
of metonym of herself, a persuasive object meant to attract the boy to her. Once married, the 
son-in-law will own a great debt of labor, basketry, meat, and deference to his parents-in-law. 
This in-law relationship is the fundamental fulcrum of power relations within and between 
domestic households. At the higher-order level of community relations, men who are full 
heads of households and have sons-in-law are those with the greatest leadership potential (cf. 
Twner 1 979a, 1979b). Their principle avenue of influence is linguistic persuasiveness. The 
association of beads with the sexual attractiveness of their daughters is paralleled by the link 
between beads and the oratorical attractiveness of these leaders. As I discuss shortly, the 
former is instantiated in women's bead aprons, the latter in men's throat necklaces. 
Contact with missionaries and colonists has wrought many changes in the use of 
beadwork as Waiwai ethnic identity is redefined and they adopt Western clothing. Everyone 
in the village gave up the use of upper arm beads in the early 1980s by giving them all away 
to the Waimiri-Atroari when they were trying to "pacifjr" them (discussed further in Chapter 
VI). During the time of my fieldwork in Kaxmi, only women and elderly men continued to 
use ankle, knee, and wrist strands. Other men had largely abandoned the use of these beads, 
except for the throat necklaces. Chokers continued to be used as a daily article of dress by 
most men considered full adults (poritomo), attained when they achieved a certain degree of 
independence from their parents-in-law and when their children were approaching 
marriageability. Most village leaders never appeared in public without their bead chokers, 
Younger men and youths (k;ar@aman), who were not yet qualified for public leadership, did 
not use chokers, but, rather, a newer kind of necklace that had a pendant hung on a single 
strand, an innovation introduced in the 1960s. 
Most women continue to wind bead strands around the points of bodily articulation, 
but, under missionary influence and fear of male colonists, they replaced their bead aprons 
with cloth skirts when they moved back to Brazil in the mid-1970s. However, women 
nowadays complain bitterly about how cloth skirts get worn out, torn, and dirty, in contrast 
to the bead aprons that were resistant, "hard," and indestructible. Some older women will 
still sometimes wear bead aprons underneath their cloth skirts, especially during festivals. 
The sequence in which beads were placed upon the body through the life cycle is 
revealing. A few strands would be wrapped around a baby's ankles, wrists, and sometimes 
knees. At this time of life, the baby's soul was seen as only loosely anchored to the body and 
liable to stray easily from fright or illness, near "strong" game, or in pursuit of a departing 
parent (for instance, if the father went hunting) (Fock 1 963 : 16- 1 7). The beads thus served 
iconically to fasten the volatile soul to its corporal mooring. Furthermore, the use of beads 
as cultural adornments signaled the beautification of the "biological" body and the 
corresponding socialization of the child's identity (Turner 1980; Seeger 198 1). The infant's 
identity was poorly differentiated from its parents, hence not only was the soul likely to 
follow a parent, but it was susceptible to the impact of a wide range of "strong" activities, 
foods, or sense impressions affecting its parents,lg who were hence subject to numerous 
taboos. The wrist and ankle beads thus began the process of demarcating the boundaries of 
the child's autonomous identity. 
Beginning in adolescence, strands of white beads were wound around the upper arm 
as part of male and female puberty rites. At the same time, the initiand was exhorted to 
follow the social norms, heralding the age grade of the most intense subjugation to elders, 
obedience, and work. As a concrete icon of constraint placed upon the body, the upper 
beads represented a pivotal point of socializing the adolescent into adult "Waiwai" identity. 
l9 This included any of the child's fathers, men who had had intercourse with the 
mother during her pregnancy. 
After initiation, the symbolic locus of biological procreative energies for both genders 
was encased in beads representing "hardness," "durability," and "control." For the young 
women (now called emusf), this meant the pubic area had to be covered with a full-sized 
bead apron, approximately twelve inches wide and ten inches long. 
An emusf's burgeoning sexuality was symbolically controlled not only by assuming 
the regular wear of the bead apron, but also by being "contained" upon her first menses for 
at least a month to an enclosure (called waaEb, "walls") constructed within the house. She 
was subsequently confined to this enclosure during each menstrual period. During this time, 
a woman was thought to be fertile (capable of conceiving), potent (dangerous to shamans), 
and attractive to the Anaconda People, masters of the aquatic domain, who to this day seek 
a return for the woman stolen from them by the first Waiwai man. Should a menstruating 
emasi go to bathe in the river, she not only risked being kidnaped but also provoking the 
waters to rise and flood the entire village. Since geography reflected the social state, the 
logic ofthis belief seemed to suggest that distinctions between land and water would dissolve 
with the young woman's failure to respect restrictions and boundaries. Confinement within 
the walls represented society's attempt to contain the adolescent girl's sexuality, to prevent 
its loss to society, and to neutralize its potential destructive forces. 
The situation was somewhat different for the sexual powers of male youths. The 
Waiwai were not so literal as the Kayapo or Suya, who confine the penis in a sheath that 
serves to control erections and, more broadly, to control the youth's exercise of their 
sexuality (Turner 1980; Seeger 198 1). By contrast, the male genital covering used by 
Waiwai men was a "soft" item of wear, traditionally a cotton lap wound around the waist and 
between the legs, and nowadays shorts or pants. Riviere (1969b) argued that among the 
Waiwai, male sexual "creativity" has been displaced to the head hair. Boys, upon reaching 
adolescence (when they would subsequently be called karbaman) would henceforth begin 
to grow their hair long and encase it in a long, hard bamboo tube. These tubes, Riviere 
argued, represent the imposition of social control over male sexuality, epitomized in their 
hair, and the social appropriation of their "creative" powers for collective ends. Small bead- 
covered tubes were traditionally worn on festive occasions by adult men. Note, however, that 
the male sexual organ is not contained by any "hard" material. In both respects, male usage 
contrasts with female, whose genitallsexual region is continuously "controlled" by beads. 
Of all the various uses of beads, I will focus on the most distinctive items for each 
gender: women's aprons and men's chokers. Following the analyses of 66 ado 
Turner (1980) and Seeger (1981), I suggest that men wear bead chokers because of their 
identification with oratory, and that women wear bead aprons because of their identification 
with physical procreativity. These represent each gender's distinctive and essential 
contribution to processes of social reproduction. Women are seen as responsible for the 
production of new members of society through birth and child-rearing. The epitomizing 
vehicle of female nurture is food-giving. Men are viewed as responsible for the production 
of the social person embedded in a network of inter-household relations and for the 
reproduction of society at the village level. The epitomizing vehicle of male nurture is 
language, especially the stylized language used in oratory. While at one level the 
contributions of each gender to processes of social reproduction are viewed as 
complementary, at another level, they are considered hierarchically disproportionate. 
Women's role as reproducers of the biological person is associated with the private, 
household level of social structure, situated in the neighborhoods. Men's role as reproducers 
of the social person is associated with the public, supra-segmental level of the community, 
identified with the village center (cf. Turner 1979b). 
Of the two sexes, it is women's sexuality that seems to receive the brunt of social 
control among the Waiwai. Their fertility appears to be the more volatile, intense, "natural," 
and potentially destructive of society if not confined, controlled, and "socialized." At the 
same time, their sexuality is viewed as essential to society as the vehicle of attracting men, 
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establishing affinal ties between families and villages, and biologically reproducing new 
members of society. But these sexual powers and procreative energies must be channeled 
and contained in cultural forms if they are to work to society's benefit. The placement of 
bead aprons over the female genital region represents the transformation of raw sexuality into 
structured affinity. These affinal ties set up durable exchange obligations based on 
indebtedness over time, thus lasting beyond the mortality of the parties to the original 
marriage. The dile a of sexuality is precisely its temporal nature: although it leads to the 
desired reproduction of new members of society, they will mature, age, and eventually die. 
Beads, I would argue, represent the overcoming of this mortality and image "hard," enduring 
ties beyond the individual's lifetime. As in the case of male sexuality among the GC, 
containing the female pubis in durable, beautiful, beaded form represents the collective 
appropriation of women's sexuality for the intergenerational reproduction of society. In the 
process, beads have expanded their spatiotemporal breadth. 
The quality of hardness attributed to beads is not the stasis of death and immobility, 
the negation of procreativity and reproduction. To the contrary, beads represent a permanent 
vitality, a condensation of "life99 that is so intense that it survives death into the afterlife. The 
Waiwai believe that after death, their eye-souls are freed from their mortal bodies and ascend 
to the first heaven, where everybody is dressed in their most beautiful bead and feather finery 
all the time and engage in perpetual feasting, dancing, and laughter. Each soul obtains a new 
spouse. No one has to work; nothing ever decays and food and wealth items just appear on 
their own. No one ages and no one dies; weapons would just pass through their diaphanous 
spirit-bodies. The beauty of beads instantiates this state of active ortality. Their 
hardness represents the permanence of the vitality and attractiveness embodied in their 
qualities of vivid color and captivating shininess. In this vision of the afterlife, their 
attractiveness is rendered permanent; not only do they cause the wearer to seduce those who 
see him or her and precipitate their movement towards the wearer, but the bond is enduring. 
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Moreover, the sociality of this 66attraction" is rendered transcendent, as viewers and viewed 
are linked in a collective network of reciprocal enchantment. Beads therefore embody a 
dynamic perdurability, a fixing of both movement and imperishability, of action and 
permanence, in a sort of reconciliation of mortality and immortality. This reconciliation is 
located at the highest level of the society as a whole, transcending lower-level divisions. 
Attracting in-marrying men fiom other villages and other language groups through 
the medium of beautihl and beaded daughters requires considerably more persuasion than 
intra-village marriages, but if successful, considerably wider social bonds are established. 
Correlatively, considerably more prestige and influence accrues to the woman's father or 
village leaders who were able to draw in young men from far away to become sons-in-law. 
By contrast, the loss of a daughter to another village in virilocal marriage can be 
embarrassing testimony to the lack of a man's powers of influence. However, it can also 
serve as a source of distant trade goods sent by the son-in-law to compensate symbolically 
for his absence and that of their daughter. Traditionally, when villages were smaller and 
more numerous, intervillage feasts and rituals occasioned a great number of marriages and 
remarriages in the push and pull of competing attempts to draw in and retain both sons-in- 
laws and sons. These demonstrations ofpersuasion and influence echoed the same processes 
underlying negotiations for trade goods. Both represented refractions of social reproductive 
processes. The coin of competitive marriage interests was women; hence it was their 
sexuality that received the focus of the symbolic operations of control, containment, and 
enduring exchange bonds embodied in beads. Nowadays, with more distant and much larger, 
concentrated villages, invitations to Waiwai villages encompass not merely feasts, but 
attempts to attract entire peoples to come settle among them permanently. As before, it is 
through allowing them to marry Waiwai daughters that these incoming groups are more 
securely fixed within the Waiwai sphere of influence. As they become more assimilated, the 
Waiwai horizon expands spatially, temporally, and socially. The displays of oratorical 
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persuasion and gifts of beads originally given to these outside groups to attract them to the 
Waiwai "center" thus hlfill their promise of social regenerativity. 
Like female sexuality, that of men is also considered to be a potent resource for the 
reproduction of society; it too must be contained, controlled, and harnessed to social 
regenerative processes. It represents, however, a lower-order generativity when compared 
to a hierarchically superior locus of reproductivity identified with males: oratory. 
Few Waiwai men nowadays wear their hair long or use hair tubes, but they do not 
thereby consider themselves to be "castrated." They cut their hair in the mid-1970s when 
they came into more frequent contact with Brazilian colonists, who ridiculed their long hair 
as being like women or monkeys. They did not, however, abandon their beaded throat 
chokers. I believe that this is due precisely to the centrality of oratory as the locus of the 
masculine contribution to processes of social reproduction. In the Waiwai system of values, 
I would argue, oratory is a hierarchically superior, more powerful medium of social 
reproduction than sexuality, male or female. It is significant that the hair tubes used for 
ceremonial and festive occasions were covered with beads woven into designs often recalling 
myths. In other words, it was precisely at such expansive, supra-segmental social events 
when the most socialized forms of beauty were invoked to transcend lower-level "natural" 
forms limited to the unadorned physical body. Furthermore, these beaded tubes were not 
used by youths but only by men who were already reproducing families of their own and 
moving into the age grade of those who exercised influence epitomized in oratory. Let me 
now explore the meanings linked to the male use of language and their beaded chokers. 
As discussed in the preceding chapter, the manipulation of words in public oratory 
constitutes one of the distinctively male contributions to social reproduction. Leaders are 
middle-aged independent heads of households who have attained positions of influence 
exercised through persuasive public oratory. Their household cycle is at its peak, with 
dependent uxorilocal sons-in-law and, if possible, married sons as well. Youths do not use 
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necklaces because they have not yet started a family, and therefore cannot yet strive for 
leadership. Typically, their first necklaces are single-stranded ones with a designed pendant 
given to them by a sister and then by a prospective spouse. 
Words are what control other people, persuade them and make them mature and 
wise. A "mature" person is one whose soul is "hard" and firmly anchored to their body. By 
contrast, babies' souls are "soft," volatile, and prone to wander from the body; if unable to 
to the body, the child will die (Fock 1963: 16-1 7). Various ritualized actions are 
designed to prevent these excursions. As people mature, learn about the world, and practice 
proper behavior, their souls become harder and more embedded in their bodies. This 
learning is achieved by listening to the oratory of leaders. It is through their "hard, mature9' 
words that the listeners' souls are shaped, firmed, and attached to their bodies. Recall that 
the village headman is considered the "hardest" of all; he is likened to a tall, hard, resistant, 
upright tree in the center of the social system of the village. Through his oratory, he binds 
the widest network of social relations within and between villages. 
Words are also said to "propagate," but, like sexuality, they must be controlled and 
contained. Women use words, of course, but these are stereotypically gossip, a category of 
"angry" language that is out of control, secretive, hidden from public scrutiny, and 
dangerous. Gossip causes great "sadness9' and "pain" to those gossiped about, should they 
catch wind of it (which is almost inevitable). Gossip is said to spread widely and multiply 
quickly, like seeds, but not those that propagate g plants, but more like "weeds" that 
signifjr dirt, confusion, and the invasion of destructive natural forces into socially controlled 
realms. Women's discourse is thought to be less structured than men's because their souls 
are "softer," evidenced as well in their softer and more liquid bodies. By contrast, oratory 
is the circulation of "hardening" words that engender social reproduction. 
Thus, words can persuade, influence, attract, center, and mold. A man can use them 
to convince a distant trade partner to loosen his hold on valuable trade goods and send them 
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his way. He can use words to persuade a son-in-law as well as his sons that they must build 
their houses next to his, thus expanding his control over various young families in the 
reproductive phase. Words can reestablish smooth village interaction, harden souls, and 
grow a person. They can "pacify" fierce peoples and transform their identity. It is therefore 
eminently appropriate that hard, enduring, beautifbl, and abundant beads should lace the 
throats of those men from whom emanate the most powerful and socially generative forms 
of language. Like women's bead aprons, men's chokers represent the "fixing" in permanent 
form of evanescent powers that are harnessed to the collective goals of social reproduction. 
To summarize, the transformation from "perishable" goods like food to "durable" 
goods like beads represents the construction of an image of the Waiwai person and society 
as imbued with perpetuity. This represents the countering of the entropic processes of decay 
and death that challenge the continuity of social relations as they are pursued through various 
temporal dimensions. In this respect, the exchange transformations move from a cluster of 
operations performed on "mortal" things (life-enhancing, modeling growth and the life cycle, 
but ultimately leading to death) to the opposite cluster representing "durable" things that 
model the celestial afterlife where temporality does not mean decay. It is this 
transformational quality that the Waiwai construct from the trade goods they co-opt from the 
Westerners and which they subsequently use to transform the "fierce peoples" into 
"peaceful" ones like themselves. As I discuss in the next two chapters, the three means of 
"pacifLing9' the "fierce peoples" and eventually "Waiwai-izing" them consist of showering 
them with gifts of bead necklaces; telling them about Jesus and the Bible; and, in later 
generations, arranging marital exchanges of women that will lead to biological procreativity 
and social reproduction. The "chain of transformations" comes to a climax when, according 
to the Waiwai, God "pays" them for contacting, pacifying, and evangelizing these peoples 
by granting them immortality. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PACIFYING THE "FIERCE PEOPLES" 
The contact expeditions have become one of the most powerful organizing motifs of 
Waiwai society, orienting settlement histories, political careers, ethnic identities, and 
eschatology. Their contemporary villages are established and dissolved according to plans 
for and outcomes of expeditions. Men who aspire to be headmen of new settlements must 
first demonstrate their worthiness by leading expeditions in search of "hidden tribes." If the 
Waiwai succeed in "discovering" such a group, they initiate a process of "pacifying9' its 
members by giving them gifts and evangelizing them. This not only alters the newly- 
contacted people's behavior and begins to transform them into proper "Waiwai," but it also 
redefines the Waiwai's relationships with missionaries, colonists, and government agents. 
The Waiwai believe that, ultimately, the expeditions will ensure the favor of God at the Last 
Judgment and earn them eternal life after death. Any one of these transformations in itself 
represents a significant achievement; considered in the aggregate, they constitute a powefil 
matrix indeed for infusing the Waiwai community with expansive social values. The 
expeditions coordinate these various transformations by incorporating them into a grand 
narrative of the quest to discover the "unseen peoples" and persuade them to come live with 
the Waiwai. The journey out into the dangerous wilds and back to village civilization is 
portrayed as a dramatic plot pivoting around a specific climax: the Waiwai's first visual 
contact with a new people, whose uncertain existence is thereby substantiated and, indeed, 
constituted. In many respects, the narratives of discovery resemble traditional origin myths 
and Biblical stories, rendering expedition members like creator heroes and Christian 
divinities, who fashioned the first humans or perfected their nature. 
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My focus in this chapter is the enterprise of the contact expedition and the ideology 
of "pacification" that guides the Waiwai's fust encounters with "fierce peoples." I first trace 
the history of their expeditions to various groups since the 1950s, based on indigenous 
reports, missionary accounts, and the ethnographic literature. I then concentrate on the two 
major series of expeditions conducted from Kaxmi during the 1970s and '80s, one to the 
Waimiri-Atroari, the other to the Karafawyana, drawing mainly on narratives by expedition 
members, public speeches, and my own observations of village activities surrounding these 
ventures. Each of these series formed what I call an "expedition cycle," which served as a 
framework for synthesizing the developmental cycle of the village, the career paths of rising 
leaders, and the historical metamorphosis of Waiwai identity. Finally, I explore the Waiwai's 
ideology of "pacification" through which they legitimate their expeditions. The next chapter 
will trace the longer-term transformations in the identity of recently-contacted peoples after 
they join the Waiwai. 
Histoy of waiwai Contact Ex~editions 
Even a simple list of groups the Waiwai have contacted over the past five decades 
testifies to the prolific energies they have invested in their expeditions. Soon after the 
Unevangelized Fields Mission (UFM) set up a station among the Waiwai in British Guiana 
in 1950, some of southern Waiwai in Brazil migrated north to join them. They then began 
to visit other groups in Brazil and Surinam, spreading their reach ever farther afield and 
persuading some to move into their villages. The peoples they contacted included: the 
Xerew along the lower Rio Mapuera (1954); the Mawayana ofthe northern Mapuera (1955- 
56); the Tiriy6 and Wayana in Surinam (1957); the western Kaxuyana of the Rio Cachorro 
and the Hixkaryana of the Rio Nhamundd (1957-58); two Yanomami g~oups in the Mucajai 
river basin (the Xirixana in 1958-59, and the Waika in 1960-62); several peoples in the 
Tumucumaque region of Brazil (other Tiriy6 groups, the Tunayana, Waiampi, Wayana, and 
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the eastern Kaxuyana, 1963-65); the Katuena and Cikyana in the Trombetas river basin 
(1 966-67); the Waimiri-Atroari around the Rio Alalah (1969- 1970s); the Karafawyana along 
the Rio Jatapu (1 979- 1980s); a Maku subgroup on the Rio Japur9 (1 984); the ZoC on the Rio 
Cuminapanema (1 989); and other groups for which I have no specific details. This series of 
peoples and the approximate dates they were first contacted by the Waiwai are represented 
schematically below (Fig. 32). The history of these contacts reveals a number of patterns as 
the Waiwai expanded their scope. In general, these groups were progressively more different 
from the Waiwai, more apt to be hostile to them, and separated by more intermediary links, 
tendencies that exemplified increasing social distance. The main exceptions to this pattern 
were the Xirixana and Waika, who were first contacted by the Waiwai relatively early on 
(1958 and 1960), ever1 though their sociocultural systems @art of the Yanomami complex) 
were extremely dissimilar from the Waiwai. A closer look at the details of these contacts 
will demonstrate how these patterns emerged. 
During the onset of UFM activity in the early 1950s, little changed about the 
Waiwai's travels except the larger amounts of trade goods (obtained from the missionaries) 
that they brought with them. When visiting relatives or trade partners in villages to the 
south in Brazil (who were identified, at least retrospectively, as "Waiwai" or "Pmkwoto"), 
they told stories about the missionaries9 medicines, material wealth, and strange machines. 
Since none of the Waiwai had converted yet, they had no intention of evangelizing anyone. 
These visits could not be called "expeditions" like the organized, focused enterprises they 
became in later years. Many of those who heard about the missionaries and their novelties 
came to see for themselves; some ended up moving into Kanaxen and surrounding hamlets 
on the Essequibo River, dribbling in family by family with little fanfare. 
Soon, however, the missionaries decided to take advantage of the Waiwai's 
peripateticism to contact more groups in Brazil and explore possible sites for a new mission. 
As discussed in Chapter 11, Claude Leavitt and Bob Hawkins accompanied the Waiwai on 

a four-month trip in 1954 to the Xerew, who lived farther south on the lower Rio Mapuera 
and were trade partners of the Brazilian Waiwai. The missionaries immediately began 
evangelizing the Xerew, who became frightened by their warnings about a huge fire that 
would destroy the earth and anyone who had not accepted Jesus into their hearts. The Xerew 
thought I-lawkins promised to protect them if they came to the mission station, a belief that 
triggered amass migration to the Essequibo River. Soon afterwards, many of the Mawayana, 
who were the Waiwai's affines and trade partners on the upper Rio Mapuera, followed suit. 
The region became almost completely abandoned. 
Seeing the trend, the missionaries cancelled plans for a new station on the Mapuera 
and decided to minister to those joining the expanding settlements on the Essequibo. The 
next year, some of the Waiwai made forays into Brazil again to convince remaining 
Mawayana and "P tho" to move into their villages near the mission. Although 
unaccompanied by missionaries, this time the Waiwai experimented with the discourse of 
evangelization themselves, especially about the "Big Fire" that would supposedly engulf the 
region. Scared, curious, and a bit skeptical as well, the Mawayana visited the Essequibo 
villages and eventually decided to move in. The Waiwai assisted their migration by meeting 
them on the northern side of the Acarai Mountains with canoes they built to ferry the 
Mawayana downriver to the Essequibo. 
When researchers such as Nicholas Guppy and Jens Yde wanted to travel south to 
visit groups around the Rios Mapuera and Nhamundii in Brazil, the Waiwai willingly served 
as guides, eager to meet trade partners of their own trade partners and expand their range of 
influence. In 1957, they contacted the western Kaxuyana, and, in 1958, the Hixkaryana. 
Shortly after their return, some of the IFixkaryana began showing up at the Waiwai villages 
in British Cuiana, a few of whom stayed permanently. Hawkins reported news of their 
arrival to UFM headquarters in the U.S., which eventually recruited Desmond Derbyshire to 
set up a mission among the rest of the Wixkaryana on the Nhamund& As a result, most of 
the Hixkaryana maintained their independence from the Waiwai and have their own village 
to this day. 
As the Waiwai converted to Christianity and began to preach the gospel to those they 
assimilated, Hawkins made sure to send updates on their "spiritual progress" to donors back 
in the United States. More UFM missionaries were inspired to try their hands at contacting 
and evangelizing other groups scattered throughout the Guianas and elsewhere in the 
Amazon. Many new mission recruits first went through ""jungle training" with the Waiwai 
at the Kanaxen mission to prepare them for more arduous challenges among unevangelized 
peoples (Peters 1998:180). The Waiwai used these opportunities to expand their own 
contacts and power base by obtaining more trade goods and helping missionaries on their 
expeditions. In 1958, Neil1 Hawkins (who worked among the Waiwai) and John Peters (a 
new UFM recruit) organized a trip to the Yanomami. With the invaluable assistance of two 
Waiwai volunteers, Ewka and Mawaxa, they soon made contact with two groups of Xirixana, 
a branch of the Yanomarni. The Waiwai stayed for several months to help Peters and another 
missionary, Don Borgman, open up an airstrip and to put the Xirixana at ease by serving as 
intermediaries between them and the Americans (Peters 1998: 1 8 1 - 1 85). 
Encouraged by this success, UFM missionaries and Wawai guides mounted another 
expedition two years later to contact the Waika, another branch of the Yanomami. This team 
included Peters, Borgman, and Claude Leavitt, several Xirixana men, and two aspiring 
Waiwai leaders, Yakuta and Wahni. Although at first they found few people in the Waika 
villages, these contacts stimulated more Waika to visit the new mission station soon 
thereafter. The Waiwai continued to serve as guides in several journeys to Yanomami 
villages between 1960 and 1962 (Peters 1998: 19, 185-1 87). Unlike their journeys to the 
Mawayana, Xerew, and other peoples of the Guiana culture area, the Waiwai never intended 
to persuade the Yanomami to join them. Their participation in these expeditions was mainly 
to help the missionaries and to e e their own prestige back in the Waiwai villages. The 
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Yanomarni belonged to a completely different cultural complex that shocked the Waiwai and 
spoke languages that bore no similarities to any Carib language. Indeed, some of my Waiwai 
informants who had spent time among the Yanomami described them as "utterly different" 
(anari ro) from themselves or other groups they knew. In less relativistic terms, they 
criticized the Yanomami as being "nasty" ( k i d h e )  and implacably "fierce people" 
(tirwoiiem komo)--epithets used by the Waiwai long before Chagnon's book (1968) by a 
similar name made the Yanomami (in)famousl. It would not be surprising if the Yanomami 
had equally harsh criticisms of the Waiwai. 
In the mid-'60s, the missionaries and the Waiwai began turning their attention toward 
groups in the south and east: the Tunayana, Tiriyb, and Katuena. These groups belonged to 
the same Guianese culture complex as the Waiwai, the same Carib linguistic branch, and the 
same regional trade network. Some of the Waiwai had accompanied Claude Leavitt on an 
earlier trip in 1957 to the Tiriyci and Wayana in Surinam, but it was not until 1963 that they 
could make concerted efforts to follow up. These groups were linked indirectly to the 
Waiwai via trade and marriage partners, The Tunayana often traded with the Mawayana, 
with whom the Tiriyb sometimes intermarried, which sometimes broke down into hostile 
raids on each other's villages for women. The Katuena, in turn, were trade partners of the 
Tunayana and old enemies of the Waiwai and Mawayana. 
The "Tiriyb" were actually composed of many different groups living in Surinam and 
Brazil, so various expeditions had to be organized to contact them. Like the Waiwai, they 
were encouraged to congregate in multiethnic settlements around a mission station. Because 
they had their "own" mission in Surinam that Claude Leavitt established in 1962, the Tiriyb 
remained independent of Waiwai, but they set up trade and mmiage exchanges with them. 
In fact, some of the Waiwai and Mawayana ended up marrying Tiriy6 and settled 
Lest there be any misunderstanding, I want to emphasize that I am endorsing neither 
the Waiwai's nor Chagnon's ethnocentric views of the Yanomami. 
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permanently among them. Expedition teams made up of Waiwai and Tiriy6 (sans 
missionaries) made forays over the border into Brazil, where they contacted various groups 
in the Tumucwnaque region (including other Tiriy6 subgroups, Wayana, Kaxuyana, 
Waiampi, and Tunayana) and persuaded many of their members to migrate north to the 
Surinam mission station. Catholic missionaries working in the Tumucwnaque were not 
happy with competition from the Protestant mission in Surinam, accusing them of luring 
"their" Indians away. Protiisio Frikel, a Catholic missionary turned ethnographer, wrote 
bitter diatribes against the tactics of the Protestant missionaries, which he called a form of 
"spiritual terrorism" (Frikel1971:75-82). The Brazilian Air Force (FAB) even got involved, 
treating the border crossings as a national security matter. They expanded the Trinhmios 
Project, conceived as a collaborative effort among the military, the Catholic mission, and the 
Indians to prepare the region for future development, keep foreigners out, and maintain 
vigilance over the internationd boundaries (Frikel 1 97 1 : 1 5- 1 8; Albert, ed. 1 983 : 1 90- 1 92). 
This era was, after all, the height of Latin American anxieties about territorial integrity and 
national sovereignty, concerns that were intensified by the Cold War rivalries between the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union. 
The subsequent stages in the Waiwai's expeditions entailed expanding their horizons 
to seek out former enemies and peoples about whom they knew little. Starting in the late 
1960s, they began a series of expeditions to make contact with the Waimiri-Atroari, a group 
that was valiantly resisting incursions by Brazilians into its territory. Some of the Waiwai 
established a new settlement in 197 1 in Brazil, the village of Kaxmi, in order to be closer to 
the Waimiri-Atroari. In the late ' ~ O S ,  while opening up a path between Kaxmi and another 
Waiwai village, they came across signs of yet another "hidden tribe," which launched a new 
series of voyages of discovery. They succeeded in contacting a small group of Karafawyana 
and convinced them to move into the Waiwai village on the Mapuera. Soon afterwards, they 
founded a new village together on the Rio Jatapu to use as a base for contacts with the rest 
of the Karafawyana. The Waiwai also took part in one-time expeditions with FUNAI agents 
or missionaries to groups such as the Maku (Rio Japurh) and ZoC (Rio Cuminapanema). 
Since the Waiwai of Kaxrni were engaged in expeditions to the Waimiri-Atroari and the 
Karafawyana during my fieldwork, I will discuss them in greater detail shortly. 
This overview of the history of the Waiwai's contacts with other peoples reveals a 
number of patterns as the expeditions evolved over the years. The historical development 
and geographic expansion of the Waiwai's reach entailed an ever-wider extension through 
social space. With the exception of the Xirixana and Waika, the order in which the other 
groups were contacted corresponded to their figurative social and cultural distance (and often 
geographical as well) from the Waiwai. It is illuminating to compare this sequence of 
expeditions with the major categories of social relations discussed earlier (see Table 6 in 
Chapter 111). The Waiwai expanded their contacts from villages of people collectively 
categorizaed as "kin" 'oyino) to those categorized as "affines" (woxin), and from both 
considered together as "relatives" (poyino) to those considered nonrelatives, "just people" 
(tooto rnuki), which included trade partners who acted like "friends" Cyukrono) away from 
home, and distant "strangers" (anarf ro) who often acted like enemies. Thus, the Waiwai's 
contacts progressively encompassed the totality of the categories of their social world. The 
knowledge they gained from their journeys allowed the Waiwai to expand their conceptual 
control over the various peoples who occupied these categories. They exercised this control. 
by persuading many of these peoples to move into their settlements, where it was translated 
into more profound forms of political control. 
As geographical and social distances traversed by the Waiwai to reach new groups, 
the journeys became more sporadic and required greater foresight and organization. The 
formality and focus of the expeditions intensified as more and more residents of the 
composite "Waiwai" villages converted to Christianity. Their anxiety over missionary 
warnings about the Apocalypse stoked the fires heating up their fervor to spread the Good 
Word to save themselves and their pagan brethren from damnation. Drawing increasingly 
elaborate parallels with the journeys of Jesus, his disciples, and other Biblical characters, the 
Waiwai inflated the drama surrounding the departure and return of expedition teams. Some 
of the early expeditions were instigated by the missionaries to contact groups such as the 
Yanomami and Tiriy6, among whom they planned to set up new stations. In such cases, the 
Waiwai served mainly as guides and mediators. However, as border tensions increased 
among Brazil, Surinam, Guyana, and Venezuela, the missionaries were prohibited from 
crossing international boundaries to take part in expeditions. Since native peoples were 
allowed to cross freely, the Waiwai willingly took over the enterprises. At the same time, 
they were becoming more confident about their own command of Christian discourse and 
the techniques of evangelizing. Furthermore, the Waiwai became more reluctant to include 
any non-Indians on their trips, whether missionaries or, later, Brazilian government agents; 
they felt that they knew better how to initiate contact with fellow "Indians" than the spectral 
Americans or bumbling Brazilians did. Nonetheless, the expeditions continued to provide 
the Waiwai with excellent opportunities ts extract trade goods from the mission and the 
government to bring as gifts for the "unseen tribes." Even after missionaries no longer took 
part in the expeditions, they lent crucial material, technical, and logistical support, such as 
making reconnaissance flights in mission planes to pinpoint the location of villages of 
uncontacted peoples or to drop bags of food and supplies to exhausted expedition members. 
Reciprocally, reports on the progress of the Waiwai expeditions provided thrilling news for 
congregations, donors, and mission headquarters back in the U.S. 
A less obvious pattern that emerged over the years was the increasing significance 
that the Waiwai attributed to the expeditions; the growing prestige associated with 
participating in them and, eventually, in leading them; and the greater extent to which the 
expeditions became engaged in settlement histories. Initially, the main participants were 
young men seeking adventure and who had relatively few responsibilities to hold them back 
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from long journeys. As time went on, more of the members were aspiring leaders, married 
and often with children, who sought the enhanced prestige that came with greater knowledge 
of the wider world. As Ewka, an influential leader, gradualIy adopted more Christian 
practices, conversion became respectable and the expeditions became a means to spread the 
gospel. As the journeys became more challenging and dangerous, their safe and successful 
outcomes were considered a sign of God's approval of the enterprise and his special favor for 
the participants, which solidified their reputations and elevated their prestige. Eventually, 
leading an expedition (without missionaries) was viewed as a significant avenue to political 
office and a crucial one for attaining or legitimating the position of headman. In sum, the 
contact expeditions became intertwined with the career paths of leaders. 
More broadly, the expeditions became enmeshed in the developmental cycle of 
Waiwai villages. This not only applied to the history of their settlements on the Essequibo 
River, which swelled rapidly as new ethnic groups moved in, but even more so to the villages 
of Kaxmi and Jatapuzinho, founded as bases from which to launch expeditions to the 
Waimiri-Atroari and the Karafawyana, respectively. Whereas in the early days, new groups 
had to migrate to the Waiwai villages in British Guiana, in later phases, the Waiwai were 
willing to uproot themselves and move closer to the territories of the "unseen tribes" in 
Brazil. Founding a new village had always been a crucial requirement for new headman; 
now, the biographies of settlements and leaders alike were harnessed to a new series of 
expeditions. The increased population and ethnic diversity of the villages reflected the 
successful results of prior expeditions, and, in turn, triggered a sort of social mitosis as the 
village divided into several neighborhoods, each headed by a focal household. The 
heightened complexity and internal stratification of the settlements were counterbalanced by 
the external elaboration of the contact expeditions, which unified the village around a shared 
identity and a common aim. At the same time, different leaders became "specialized" in 
different target groups of uncontacted peoples, with each man representing an alternative 
vantage point on the nexus of social relations within the village and in the wider world. In 
short, the spatiotemporal breadth of expedition cycles became more comprehensive by 
coordinating the developmental cycle of villages and the career paths of leaders. 
The reactions by the newly-contacted groups to the Waiwai were varied. Although 
many of them maintained their own independent villages, some ended up immigrating to the 
Waiwai multiethnic settlements, either wholly or in part. The peoples who dissolved their 
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dramatic, mytho-historical imagery. In the process, the Waiwai attenuated the involvement 
of missionaries, even as they escalated their use of evangelical, messianic discourse. These 
various shifts transpired as the expeditions evolved into the primary means for coordinating 
the transformation of collective and individual identities. The Waiwai's experiences with 
so many diverse populations instigated significant changes in their modes of categorizing 
ethnic groups. Identity became objectified and the notion of transforming newly-contacted 
groups in proper "Waiwai" became a reified goal motivating the expeditions. 
Exnedition Cycles in the Villa~e of Kaxmi 
The founding of a new Waiwai village on the Rio Novo in 1971 was directly linked 
to the predicament of the Waimiri-Atroari, who inhabited the forests east of the Rio Branco 
above Manaus. They were already well known since the eighteenth century for their armed 
resistance against invading Brazilian slave raiders, settlers, bounty hunters, and military 
troops that mounted brutal campaigns of extermination (Hemming 1987:344-349; Carvalho 
1982; MAREWA 1983; Baines 1991). With the collapse of the Brazilian rubber market in 
the 1920s and the onset of the Great Depression, the region became economically marginal, 
allowing the Waimiri-Atroari to gain some (although not total) respite from alien incursions. 
But by 1968, their survival was again threatened when the Brazilian military government, 
defying criticism from Indian rights advocates at home and abroad, insisted on constructing 
a highway directly through the middle of Waimiri-Atroari territory. Highway BR-174 
(shown in map in Fig. 3 in Chapter 11) was intended to connect the city of Manaus on the 
Amazon River with the frontier outpost of Boa Vista near the sensitive borders with 
Venezuela and Guyana. Highways, hydroelectric dams, and other development projects were 
being hewn from the wilderness throughout Brazil as part of the government's vast schema 
for "national integration," which sought to incorporate all territorial regions and population 
sectors into the nation-state (Peirano 1980; Oliveira 1990). 
Stories of the Waimiri-Atroari's attacks on missionary and government expedition 
teams filled Brazilian newspapers. Between 1968 and 1977, these Indians killed over twenty 
contact agents, including Gilberto Pinto Figueiredo Costa, a FUNAI agent who specialized 
in first contacts, and Padre Giovanni Calleri, an Italian priest (Cawalho 1982:47,83; Estado 
de Siio Paulo 1977). What went unreported was the devastating toll suffered by the Waimiri- 
Atroari, whose population dropped from around 1,000 in 1973 to only 330 by 1983, 
primarily from diseases they acquired from construction workers and from mismanaged 
FUNAI vaccination programs (Baines 1994: 34 1). However, the national media (under the 
watchful gaze ofmilitary censors) portrayed the Waimiri-Atroari as wild savages who needed 
to be pacified and civilized, justifying the penetration of their territory by highways and 
ent agents. One FUNAI agent, Sebastiilo Ambcio da Costa, gained notoriety when 
he announced plan for "pacifying" the Waimiri-Atroari by exploding dynamite, tear-gas 
bombs, and frre machine guns in their vicinity "to convince them that the whites are 
stronger" (Tribuna do Norte 1975; WA 1983). Orlando Villas Boas, an experienced 
leader of pacification teams, commented wryly that, if carried out, "the Indians would be the 
ones who would have to pacify the whites" (Tribuna do Norte 1975). Ensuing protests led 
to Costa's dismissal from the expeditions and the substitution of another agent, Apoena 
Meirelles. He made arrangements to bring along six Xavante Indians, a group already well- 
known for their belligerence. They boasted that if the Waimiri-Atroari were to attack, they 
would not hesitate to fight back, tie up their chief, and drag him back to the Xavante 
reservation (Estado de Silo Paulo 1975 )---remarks that led to their removal as well. 
Nevertheless, these reports fueled the national imagination, which relished the unfolding 
drama that pitted stereotypically savage Indians against heroic frontiersmen in the relentless 
expansion of Brazilian civilization. 
I could see the effects of this propaganda on ordinary Brazilians when I traveled by 
bus along the BR-174 highway on my way to the field in 1984. When we reached the 
boundary of Waimiri-Atroari reservation, the driver announced that no further stops would 
be allowed until the bus reached other boundary, and warned everybody to close their 
windows. When I asked someone why, I was told it was to block out arrows the Waimiri- 
Atroari might shoot at the bus. Sleepy passengers became alert and stared out the windows, 
as if hoping to catch a glimpse of wild Indians. Drawing on Hollywood images, one man 
told me he now knew what North American settlers must have felt like when crossing the 
Wild West in covered wagons. I sensed little awareness from anyone that Brazilians posed 
a much greater threat to the Waimiri-Atroari than the contrary. 
The Waiwai made their first expedition to the Waimiri-Atroari in 1969 from Kanaxen 
in Guyana. This early attempt at contact was rebuffed with hostility, but they persisted 
nonetheless, They considered moving to the Brazilian side of the Acarai Mountains and 
settling near the Waimiri-Atroari, hoping this would give them a better chance to make 
peacefbl contact with them. At the same time, life in the Guyana villages was becoming 
more difficult. The country had become independent from Britain in 1967 and adopted a 
socialist form of government. Officials deeply distrusted the "Yankee" missionaries, whom 
they finally expelled in 1971 after suspecting them of inciting an anti-government uprising 
among landowners in the region (Dowdy 1995: 107- 1 1 1). However, the government's efforts 
to replace the mission's medical, educational, and economic assistance proved to be 
inadequate, leading the Waiwai to think even more seriously about relocating to Brazil, 
where many had lived before moving near the mission station. 
Some of the Waiwai leaders approached Brazilian government officials with enticing 
offers: in exchange for assistance to settlements they wanted to establish in Roraima and 
Par&, they would organize contact expeditions to various isolated groups in the vast forests 
of northern Arnazonia. The Waiwai understood the vital role they played as intermediaries 
between UFM missionaries and isolated Indians, a role that garnered material support and 
long-term social assistance from the mission. They now hoped that offering their services 
as mediators to government agents would reap a comparable level of benefits. While Ewka 
met with an Air Force oficial about returning to their ancestral lands on the Rio Mapuera 
near the Karafawyana, Kirpaka approached FUNAI with a proposal to settle on the Rio Novo 
close to the Waimiri-Atroari. Given how many Brazilians had been killed by the latter, 
Kirpaka suggested that the Waiwai should be the only ones allowed to undertake such 
expeditions. He argued that his people's prior successes in contacting other groups had given 
them substantial experience in making peaceful contacts. The Wairniri-Atroari would be 
more likely to trust the Waiwai, who looked like them and spoke a related language, than 
Brazilians, their mortal enemies for generations. Although the proposal generated 
controversy within FUNAI, certain officials with clout were enthusiastic about the idea and 
its propaganda potential. The agency agreed to invest funds in the Rio Novo settlement and 
issued upbeat press releases that led to newspaper headlines such as "Waiwai Indians flee 
socialism in Guyana and may assist FUNAI" or "Waiwai Indians will aid in pacification of 
their Waimiri-Atroari cousins" (Jornal do Brasil 1976; A Critica 1976). 
When the Guyanese government got wind ofthese negotiations, they tried alternately 
forbidding the Waiwai to leave and bribing them to stay (Dowdy 1995:107-115, 153-160). 
In effect, the Waiwai pitted the Brazilian and Guyanese Indian agencies against each other 
by provoking a bidding war between them, each trying to outdo the other with offers of trade 
goods and promises of land rights to persuade the Waiwai to stay on its side of the 
international boundary. Both governments were anxious to secure their sensitive frontier 
areas through settlements, and both hoped to showcase their treatment of the Waiwai to 
deflect criticism from international human rights advocates (Mentore 1984:374-377). In the 
end, Waiwai families did exactly what they wanted anyway-some decided to stay in 
Guyana, others to leave for Brazil-but in either case, they garnered considerable rewards. 
Most of the families followed Ewka, the most influential Waiwai leader of the 
Kanaxen complex of villages, to ancestral lands on the Mapuera River. A smaller group fell 
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behind Kirpaka, a prominent leader, to the site he had recently opened up on the Rio Novo 
near the Waimiri-Atroari. Yakuta, Ewka's younger brother, came with him to serve as the 
head pastor. Unlike Ewka's village to the south, which included anybody and everybody who 
wished to settle there, Kaxmi was envisioned as a select community for true Kaan xikri, 
"Children of God." Because earlier efforts to contact the Waimiri-Atroari had proven 
dangerous, residents were expected to display exemplary character and evangelical fervor, 
traits that would inspire courage and curry God's protection. 
Besides the explicit motive of contacting the Waimiri-Atroari, Kirpaka and Yakuta 
had their own reasons for wanting to move out fkom under Ewka's shadow. As the first 
leader to convert to Christianity and the one still exercising the most leverage over the 
missionaries, Ewka's prestige and influence were unequaled among the Waiwai. With almost 
seven hundred people crowded into six villages on the Essequibo River by the late %Os, the 
Kanaxen complex had become so large and centralized that there were not enough positions 
of leadership available to ambitious individuals, especially to those aspiring to be headmen. 
As RiviGre has argued, the cycles of establishing and dispersing settlements in Guiana 
societies depend not on ecological factors but on the political cycles of leadership, 
competition, factionalism, and fissioning (1984:26-29, 72-80; see also Carneiro 1974 
[1961]). On the Essequibo, the fusion of so many formerly independent groups and villages 
into an overarching confederation temporarily suppressed the full operation of these cycles. 
But as the political contradictions between egalitarianism and hierarchy built up, they began 
to assert themselves again. Since headmanship was determined mainly by establishing a new 
village, Kirpaka made a bid to open up a site on the Rio Novo, accompanied by Yakuta to 
organize expeditions and be in charge of the church. By exhorting worthy candidates to 
follow them for the sake of saving the bodies and souls of the Waimiri-Atroari, Kirpaka and 
Yakuta could make a discreet break with Ewka and submerge their ambitions in the larger, 
more public goals of contact expeditions. This is not to say that their motives could be 
reduced to dissembled private ends, but rather, that the career aspirations of individuals had 
to be legitimated by coordinating them with the destiny of the collectivity. Otherwise put, 
the political cycles of leadership had become harnessed to the expedition cycles. 
The settling of several sites on the Rio Novo in the 1970s, culminating in the 
founding of Kaxmi, has already been detailed (see Chapter 11). What needs further 
explanation is how the developmental cycle of this village was bound up with the cycles of 
expeditions to the Waimiri-Atroari and Karafawyana. 
With perseverance, the Waiwai were eventually successfiil in developing peaceful 
relations with the Waimiri-Atroari. Their first contacts, initiated by Yakuta, had been brief 
and volatile, inspiring fear on both sides. Yakuta led three more expeditions to their villages, 
each one gradually advancing the degree of trust between them. Two other church pastors 
took a special interest in evangelizing the Waimiri-Atroari: MarniCwa, a cheefil but rather 
slow-witted giant (over six feet tall); and f ootho, a pensive philosopher from the Katuena 
bloc, the most recent group to join the Waiwai and convert to Christianity. They succeeded, 
each in their own way, in breaking down further barriers of apprehension holding back the 
Waimiri-Atroari, By the late 1 970s, members of the two groups were making periodic visits 
to each other, using the newly-opened highways, BR-174 and BR-210, for part of the trip. 
In early 1980, a huge group of 92 Waimiri-Atroari visited the Waiwai. Since the population 
of Kaxmi was only 147 at the time, the inundation of visitors was overwhelming. Although 
most of the visitors went home after a month, about 30 stayed another four months. 
The visits by the Waimiri-Atroari supplied the Waiwai with many memorable 
narratives. One they enjoyed recounting often to me was a paradigmatic tale of pacification 
and Waiwai-ization. A party of about twenty Waimiri-Atroari men, women, and children 
came for an extended sojourn in Kaxmi. The Waiwai were thrilled that this contingent 
walked straight into their welcoming arms. However, two months later, a second contingent 
arrived, enemies of the first, intent on taking revenge for an earlier murder. Reminding their 
guests of the pacific code of conduct prevailing in Kaxmi, the Waiwai tried to calm down 
both factions, but emotions ran high. 
Then someone among the Waiwai had a brilliant idea. They persuaded the Waimiri- 
Atroari to put on a performance of a typical dance in the evening so the Waiwai could learn 
more about their "culture" (ehtopo, lit. "habitual way of being9') and preserve it with tape 
recorders. In the meantime, Waiwai leaders went around to households throughout the 
village to ask people to donate bead ornaments as "gifts" (wukre&o) for the Waimiri- 
Atroari. Most people gave the white bead strands wound tightly around their upper arms; 
as some informants told me years later, they were not particularly upset about removing these 
strands, which were quite uncomfortable. They joked that, without these arm beads, they 
were beginning to look like the missionaries, who wore no beads at all. 
That evening, the Waimiri-Atroari men performed an aggressive dance, in which they 
used their arrows as a sort of dance staff, pounding them on the ground as they chanted and 
took steps forward and backward in a line. These m o w  were especially lethal in warfare, 
tipped with arrowheads of sharpened iron made from worn-out knives. The spectacle must 
have been quite impressive, as were the tape recordings, which several Waiwai played for 
me with great relish when they told the story. One by one, the Waiwai men went up to the 
Waimiri-Atroari men and gave them strands of beads in exchange for their mows. By the 
end of the performance, the dancers had been completely disarmed, although visually 
enhanced by their new ornaments. As the Waiwai phrased it, they had succeeded in literally 
"pacifying" their agitated guests by removing their weapons and satisfying their desire for 
beads. Symbolically, they pacified them by exchanging the arch symbol of warfare and 
ferocity for the preeminent icon of beauty and peacefulness. In the process, the Waimiri- 
Atroari became a bit more "Waiwai-ized," peaceful and ornamented, while the Waiwai 
simultaneously became a bit more "Americanized," less adorned, like the missionaries 
(Amerkan). These two sets of transformations in identity were coordinated in the transfer of 
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the beads. At the same time, these comparisons expressed a switching of roles for the 
Waiwai: instead of being the target of pacification by the missionaries, the Waiwai were 
now the agents of pacifying another group. In other words, they assumed the dominant role 
once exercised over them by the missionaries. Just as the Waiwai altered their relationship 
with the Waimiri-Atroari, so they altered their relationship to the missionaries, tersely 
summarized in comments about their altered appearances. 
The Waiwai helped the two factions of Waimiri-Atroari to reconcile, at least for the 
time being. The group that had arrived most recently, bent on revenge, left a couple days 
later without incident. The earlier group stayed on for another four months. Then several 
ened to contaminate 
the Waimiri-Atroari. For one thing, the functionaries said that the Waiwai's fanatical 
evangelizing threatened to destroy the integrity of Waimiri-Atroari religion. Portraying the 
Waiwai as mere puppets of the "gringo" missionaries, these agents ironically cast FUNAI 
as the protector of the Waimiri-Atroari from fellow Indians. The agents also claimed that 
the Waiwai had come to depend so heavily on Western technology such as shotguns that they 
had forgotten how to use bows and arrows-the implication being that their bad example 
might lead the Waimiri-Atroari likewise to lose their self-sufficiency. Not only was this 
claim about the Waiwai patently false, but it ignored the fact that FUNAI itself had promised 
shotguns to the Waiwai if they moved to Brazil from Guyana, but then neglected to provide 
adequate supplies of ammunition. More insidiously, the claim disguised the fact that 
FUNAI's primary function was to assimilate indigenous peoples into the Brazilian nation- 
state, which in practice translated into efforts to render them dependent on commodities so 
they would be obliged to alienate their labor, resources, and eventually their lands (Ramos 
The head missionary of Kaxmi, Joseph Hill, offered me quite a different explanation 
for why FUNAI agents sent the Waimiri-Atroari back home fiom the Waiwai village and 
er contacts between them. Some Waiwai had told him that the Waimiri- 
Atroari were complaining bitterly about FUNAI agents requiring men to perform heavy 
labor, pressuring women for sex, and offering liquor as a reward. Although Hill usually 
conformed to the mission policy of noninterference in government affairs, he became so 
incensed at these abuses that he wote a letter to the national FUNAI headquarters reporting 
the Waiwai allegations. Although several functionaries stationed among the Waimiri-Atroari 
were fired, others soon began prohibiting visits between the two native groups. 
Subsequent events revealed that FUNAI had even more to hide from prying outsiders. 
With the complicity of FUNAI, the government electricity company, Electronorte, was 
constructing the Balbina hydroelectric dam, while Paranapanema, a mining company, was 
extracting tin ore, both on Waimiri-Atroari lands. The Brazilian government wanted the 
details of neither of these activities to be made public, since they involved numerous legal 
violations. Not only did FUNAI authorize such activities and undermine the reservation it 
had been appointed to protect, but its agents also compelled the Waimiri-Atroari to 
drastically alter their subsistence practices and work on projects that benefitted the 
government (Baines 1994:341-343). 
Whatever its motives, FUNAI' s policy toward contacts between the Waimiri-Atroari 
and the Waiwai had clearly changed. In 1983, two agents came to Kaxmi with several 
Waimiri-Atroasi men to fetch two compatriot youths who had stayed behind in Kaxmi since 
the mass visit by the Waimiri-Atroari in 1980. Orphaned by the epidemics that arrived with 
the highway, these boys had been adopted by a Waiwai family. When the contingent of 
Waimiri-Atroari and FUNAI agents insisted they come back, they had to comply, but one ran 
away a year later and returned to his adoptive Waiwai parents, bringing yet another orphaned 
youth with him. Over the next several years, a number of Waiwai parties headed out to the 
Waimiri-Atroari reserve, only to return a short while later, frustrated because they had been 
sent away by FUNAI functionaries or their appointed "caciques" (artificially designated 
"chiefs"). During this time, more Waimiri-Atroari continued to die from Western diseases 
due to inadequate protection by FUNAI. Their fate was far different than that experienced 
by other groups that had joined the Waiwai earlier and gained access to sufficient health care 
and territorial safeguards that enhanced their survival. 
ar expedition cycle to wind down. 
Mapuera, decided to clear a go 
facilitate more visits between Mapuera and Kaxmi by cutting a swath through the forest 
along overland stretches and erecting shelters along the way. Since the split-up of Kanaxen 
into three scattered villages, many residents complained about "nostalgia" (pinin yaw) for 
relatives who settled elsewhere. They were also frustrated that the flow of trade goods had 
slowed down to a trickle. Ewka had been dealing with an increasing range of challenges 
from political rivals and their factions. Since a proper headman, as the caretaker (enifie) of 
the village, was expected to look out for his followers' well-being, and since, as its host 
(yhitin), he was also responsible for attracting visitors, opening up this path offered Ewka 
an oppomity to reinforce his legitimacy. He and Yakuta agreed to sponsor work parties 
to clear the way from their respective villages, meeting up in the middle. 
While advancing from his end, Yakuta was told by some Brazilian colonists that 
"wild Indians" ("Yndios brabos") had been sighted to the east of the Jatapu River, near the 
end of the Northern Perimetral Highway (BR-2 10) (see map in Fig. 3, Chapter 11). Because 
of the Indians' threatening demeanor in defense of their land, the colonists were afraid to 
penetrate any further into the forest. According to Yakuta, these colonists heard about his 
expeditions to the Waimiri-Atroari and now urged him to contact this own band. 
Yakuta, ever ready to brave another adventure, became excited over the news and resolved 
to organize a team of volunteers to go search for these "unseen" enlSlzni komo. 
When the next dry season came around, Yakuta and six other men set out for the Rio 
Jatapu. They brought with them as a guide a colonist who had a brief encounter with the 
own peoples (a nice inversion of the usual arrangement of Indian guides leading 
Western explorers!). Yakuta described for me the excitement and frustration of first 
discovering signs of human activities; 
We trekked and trekked for three days; on the fourth day, we found some 
footprints, human footprints! "They're evidently human beings!" I exclaimed. There 
were the fresh imprints of someone's footsteps, leading up to a heavy stick used to 
club an animal. I was thrilled! ... So we kept going, following the footprints, one 
after another, when suddenly they disappeared! "Damn it!" I said. I looked around, 
but they were nowhere to be seen. .. 
The next day, we went upriver, where we found a garden and then a house. 
"This is wonderful!" I said. There was nobody around. We looked inside and saw 
some pottery, some bananas, some arrows, all sorts of things. "Oh, my!" I 
exclaimed. "Who are they, Karafawyana? Waiwai? Maybe some Xerew? Who 
could they be?" wondered. I shined the flashlight all around, in this corner and that. 
"Damn it, why aren't they showing themselves?" said. 
We looked around for them some more, but we didn't find anybody. ""Where 
could they be?, 1 wondered. "Are they still around here?'Then KEemtu pulled a 
muscle in his leg. "Oh dear, we'll have to bring him back, even though we didn't find 
anybody yet," I said. "We've run out of food, too, so let's go back. We can come 
back later to search for them." So we turned around and went back home. Oh, dear, 
I was so disappointed! I'd really wanted to find those unseen people! 
To Yakuta's chagrin, it was Ewka who succeeded in making first contact with these 
people in 198 1. He was comforted by the fact that at least Ewka acknowledged that he, 
Yakuta, had facilitated peaceful contact by leaving reassuring trade goods behind during his 
first expedition. However, Ewka was the one who reaped the prestige of having 
"discovered" them. After some of the adult men of these "newly seen people" (eAexapu 
komo) visited Ewka's village two times and brought back gifts from the Waiwai, a small band 
of eighteen people agreed to move into Mapuera, where they caused quite the sensation. The 
Waiwai called them the Karafawyana, the name of their former enemies who used to 
terrorize them as they traveled through this region2. For their part, the newcomers denied 
ever calling themselves by this ethnonym, and soon adopted those of various ethnic groups 
comprising the composite Waiwai settlements. This group of so-called "Karafawyana," led 
by a man named ParaEaka, constituted only a portion of the population living in several small 
villages in the Jatapu region. At least twenty other members of the Karafawyana villages 
stayed behind. Parafaka's decision to move into the Waiwai village was a controversial one; 
some of his relatives warned that he and his followers would be killed if they did so. 
A year later, in 1982, Ewka and Yakuta organized expeditions from their respective 
villages to meet up on the Rio Jatapu and search for the rest of the Karafawyana. They were 
accompanied by Padaka  and another Karafawyana man from Mapuera, as well as by 
Sebastifio Ambcio da Costa, the same FUNAI agent who had made incendiary comments 
earlier about the Waimiri-Atroari. However, by this time, the other Karafawyana had 
dispersed, leaving behind heavy pottery and abandoned houses (including a curious one built 
about a living tree that towered above it) (Ricardo 1983:238,243-245). 
The support of FUNAI for this expedition requires some explanation. Although the 
agency opposed interaction between the Waiwai and the Waimiri-Akoari, it was eager to 
facilitate contacts between the Waiwai and the Karafawyana. These seemingly contradictory 
positions were in fact consistent, since both were adopted as expedients to facilitate 
particular development projects (Viveiros de Castro and Andrade 1990). FUNAI's policies 
Karafawyana hostilities used to provoke great fear among against nonbellicose 
groups in the region, according to reports by R. W. Schomburgk (1840-41), H. Coudreau 
(1 886), Farabee (1 924), Frike1(1958), and Fock (1 963). 
were subordinated to its role as an agency within the Ministry of the Interior, which was in 
charge of developing the economic potential of the country (Davis 1977). The uncontacted 
Karafawyana stood in the way of the Ministry's plans to extend the uncompleted Northern 
Perimeter Highway (BR-2 10) further east, so that the colonization agency, INCRA (Instituto 
Nacional de Colonizagiio e Reforma Agrkia), also within the Ministry, could continue its 
plans to settle more Brazilian colonists. The Waiwai's aim of attracting the Karafawyana 
thus coincided with FUNAI's implicit task of clearing the path for other agencies to pursue 
their development plans. 
Within two years of moving into the Waiwai village of Mapuera, Parafaka's wife and 
three other Karafawyana had died of illnesses. Some of the survivors suspected witchcraft 
from other Mapuera residents and agitated to return to their former villages on the Rio 
Jatapu. They missed their relatives still in the wilderness and were unhappy with living in 
the crowded conditions of Mapuera, which by 1983 had some 700 residents and must have 
seemed positively urban to the Karafawyana. The stress of dealing with so many people and 
coping with such different cultural noms induced a state of culture shock in them. One 
effect of this was that the women's menstrual cycles stopped, and none were able to bear 
children until one of the girls reached menarehe, married a Karafawyana bachelor, and gave 
birth to a baby boy in 1984. The other bachelors were unable to find spouses among the 
Waiwai, who considered the Karafawyana far too backward and unsocialized for marriage 
alliances yet (discussed further in Chapter VII). 
ParaEaka and Ewka decided it would be a good idea to leave Mapuera and set up a 
new village on the Rio Jatapuzinho (a tributary of the Jatapu) for the Karafawyana and some 
of the Waiwai. Together they would try to persuade the rest of the Karafawyana that it was 
safe to come out "into the open" (kinuantaw), They also hoped to make contact with other 
"'unseen peoples" reportedly living lower down the Rio Jatapu. 
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Ewka's plans for migrating from Mapuera to Jatapuzinho received additional impetus 
from undesirable effects of development projects underway in the Mapuera reservation. 
Eletronorte, the same government company that was building a hydroelectric dam in 
Waimiri-Atroari territory, was also building the Cachoeira-Porteiro dam on the Rio Mapuera. 
The company had recently informed Ewka that when the dam was completed, it would cause 
flooding upriver as far as Mapuera village (Ricardo 1983:246). Although Ewka expressed 
no protest (which FUNAI interpreted as assent to the project), he was not happy with the 
announcement. He was also upset with the presence of mining companies in the Mapuera 
reservation, whose employees had impregnated some of the Waiwai women. These 
enterprises included the government mining company CPRM (Companhia de Pesquisas e 
Recursos Minerais) and other private companies, such as Paranapanema (also among the 
Waimiri-Atroari), which had obtained government approval to explore for minerals despite 
the existence of other federal laws prohibiting such activities in indigenous reservations 
(CEDI/CONAGE 1988: 10,37-38). 
However, Ewka, now in his sixties, was beginning to feel the effects of aging. 
Having raised twelve children, he and his wife Ahmor! were about to become great- 
grandparents. He was suffering from severe back problems and depression after the death 
of his eldest daughter in 1984. Rumors accused him of committing adultery, which he 
denied, to little effect. He no longer felt the drive to maintain his leadership and decided it 
was time to retire. 
The question on everybody's mind was who would take over Ewka's position as 
headman. This would ultimately depend on who succeeded in mobilizing enough followers 
to establish a new village on the Jatapuzinho and continue the quest for the remaining 
Karafawyana. The two most anxious candidates for this task were none other than Ewka's 
eldest son Kirinaw, who lived in Mapuera, and Ewka's younger brother Yakuta, headman 
of Kaxmi. Although the Waiwai do not inherit offices or follow any rules of succession, it 
was not surprising that m n a w  felt a sense of entitlement to the role of village headman: he 
had grown up in a household that exercised extensive influence, enjoyed special favors fiom 
the missionaries, and cultivated a close relationship with the Christian God through prayer. 
However, unlike his soft-spoken, contemplative father, Urinaw had a reputation among 
many as a bitter, temperamental, and "angry person" (tirwoiiem), which alienated most 
people except his nearest relatives. Resentful of criticism by other villagers and hstrated 
with the lack of economic support he felt he got Erom the mission and FUNAI, he decided 
to break off from Mapuera and move to the Jatapuzinho. He declared that he would 
"Brazilianize" his new village by replacing many Waiwai practices with those of national 
Brazilians, by dealing directly with colonists media ted  by FUNAI or the mission, and by 
bringing in great quantities of trade goods and money. 
Yakuta, on the other hand, had earned a stalwart following through his enthusiastic, 
consensus-seeking, positive style of leadership, which everyone described as "congenial, 
peaceful" (tawake). We had long experience taking part in or leading success~l expeditions 
to find enihni komo, which was taken as evidence of God's approval. Yakuta and many other 
Kaxrni residents were restless and anxious to move, not only because of the collapse of the 
Waimiri-Atroari front and the enticement of contacting more Karafawyana, but for economic 
reasons as well. For one, the FUNAI-sponsored Brazil-nut project had failed, with no 
prospects of a viable alternative, given FUNAI's meager budget. In addition, nearby soils 
and game were becoming depleted, so gardens and hunting grounds were increasingly 
distant. Finally, the mission was suffering a high attrition rate and was about to pull out of 
Kaxmi, leaving the village without medical, educational, or commercial services. The 
headquarters of MEVA (Missgo EvangBlica da Arnazcinia) were unable to recruit new 
missionaries who were interested in ministering to an already-converted group. All in all, 
these various factors meant that the time was ripe for the residents of Kaxmi to make a move. 
In 1984, Yakuta located a fertile site on the Rio Jatapuzinho near the uncontacted 
Karafawyana. Despite a serious hunting accident to his leg, he recruited followers to open 
up gardens that would be ready to harvest a year later, when he planned to relocate the village 
there permanently. Unfortunately, events transpired quite differently than Yakuta 
envisioned. In a race to claim the headmanship, Kirinaw hastened to the site cleared by 
Yakuta, settling there with a contingent of fifty-six people in early 1985. Because his father 
Ewka was part of this contingent-indeed, many said they were simply following 
Ewka-this group included the families of his close relatives and affines, as well as the 
Karafawyana. However, because Kirinaw was in such a hurry to get there, they arrived 
before the gardens planted by Yakuta's group could be harvested. Although he had been 
sidelined, Yakuta graciously lent his support to the new settlement by encouraging Kaxmi 
residents to send provisions of food to K'irinaw's people. The ambiguity over who had 
established the village-the one who cleared the first gardens, the one whose influence 
mobilized others to follow, or the one who took up permanent residence first-meant that 
different factions could marshal good reasons for recognizing either Yakuta, Ewka, or 
Kir'inaw as the legitimate headman of the new Jatapuzinho settlement. 
It took Yakuta two more years before he was actually able to persuade enoughpeople 
to uproot themselves from Kaxmi and relocate to Jatapuzinho, Myriad political factors lay 
behind this delay. While Yakuta and Kifinaw competed for influence in Jatapuzinho, another 
leader was active in trying to persuade Kaxrni residents to stay. This was none other than 
Xexewa, one of the village work leaders, who was head of the Xerew sociolinguistic bloc 
and Yakuta's main rival for power in Kaxmi. Many times before, these two had competed 
to influence the actions of other villagers; after all, leadership was actualized only through 
its manifested impact on others, who were complicit in bids for power when they 
demonstrated their willingness to act as followers. Now, sensing a chance to assert his 
influence in the vacuum that Yakuta would leave behind, Xexewa openly took a stand 

"narrative" because the Waiwai construe the sequence as having a beginning, a middle, and 
an end in the way they recount the journeys, especially through the public oratory of village 
leaders. In their weekly speeches, leaders impose an interpretive construction on the 
journeys and discursively organize the links among them into a chain of logically and 
causally interconnected events. The narrative structure that gradually emerges through 
innumerable public speeches and private commentary must also be emotionally compelling 
and politically credible if villagers are to accept the interpretations articulated by leaders on 
their behalf. This does not mean that the narrative is straightforward or univocal; indeed, it 
is subject to constant revision, reinterpretation, and contestation by many voices in the 
se arbitrary or mundane 
groups, they have been cast 
convince a contingent of followers to accompany him to a new settlement, but he must also 
be someone who has demonstrated an ability to contact a new group of "unseen people." 
Almost every new Waiwai village or hamlet that has been established since the late 1950s 
was founded by a headman who had already led or played a prominent role in at least one 
prior contact expedition and who did so again at least once after starting the new settlement. 
Furthermore, the raison d '2tP.e of the two most recent villages, Kaxmi and Jatapuzinho, was 
phrased explicitly in terms of contact expeditions. Kaxmi, as we saw, was founded as a base 
from which to make further contacts with and "pacify" the Waimiri-Atroari. As this 
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talk" (community prayer sessions, hymns) and to refrain from "angry talk" (gossip or 
sorcery). Several times a week, groups met at the church in the afternoon asking God to 
protect the travelers from sundry dangers: the fangs of jaguars and snakes, the arrows of 
"fierce peoples," the spells of vengeful compatriots, and the temptations of the Devil. The 
Waiwai viewed the safety and success of the expedition as something achieved only with 
God's intervention, so they were constantly on the look-out for uncanny signs of his hand 
and will. 
This preparatory phase achieved an indispensable transformation in the condition of 
both the village and the expedition participants. The travelers had to be protected, since they 
were about to be jettisoned beyond the limits of the safe, known domain of "relatives" 
('poyino komo) into a distant, dangerous realm of "strangers" (anari ro). For this protection, 
they relied in part on the Christian God, seeking to curry his good graces by expunging ill- 
will from the village, confessing "sins" in church, and persuading him to "remember" the 
members of the expedition. But in another sense, the Waiwai had to rely on themselves for 
ensuring their own protection. By resolving the conflicts that rent the collective strength of 
the community, the lengthy preparations transformed the travelers into metonymical 
representatives of a self-pacified community, morally fit to endure possible attacks by the 
"'fierce peoples" and to launch the process of "pacifying" them. Yakuta told vivid stories of 
the time his team had to flee an attack by the Waimiri-Atroari during an early expedition; that 
they survived to tell about it was promoted as proof that their self-pacification had protected 
them and found favor with God. 
The alleged "anger" of the tinvoiiem komo could take various forms: physical 
violence (assaults, murder, warfare); spiritual violence (sorcery attacks); or linguistic 
violence (insults, threats, gossip). Some metaphors linked all these forms, such as the verb 
Aetarme, "to throw someone down," which could refer to defeating an opponent through 
wrestling, sorcery, murder, or slander (see Pootho's speech in Appendix D for examples). 
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The reasons invoked by the Waiwai to explain such anger fell into four main 
categories: (1) '"they are fierce because they are ignorant and unsocialized"; (2) "they are 
fierce because they don't trust strangers"; (3) "they get angry because they don't understand 
our language"; and (4) "they get angry because they intensely covet our trade goods and 
women." These four explanations came up over and over again in public speeches and in my 
conversations with informants. In actual discourse, such portrayals of the "fierce peoples" 
were usually mixed together, but for the purposes of analysis, I have sorted them out into 
these recurring categories. 
The first two reasons pertained to intrinsic characteristics of isolated peoples, while 
the second two related to their reactions when contacted by the Waiwai. The "ignorance" 
of the enihni komo arose from their absence of knowledge about the rest of the material and 
social world beyond their limited horizons. It also included their lack of awareness about the 
Christian God and Jesus, a state that condemned them to perdition. Without guidance, they 
did not know what codes of conduct were acceptable, Like incompletely socialized children, 
uncontacted peoples behaved in unruly, impulsive, and selfish ways; in effect, they grew to 
adulthood without maturing. Their souls (ekati) were described as still soft and flighty, 
poorly anchored to their bellies. Although this notion of immaturity predated the Waiwai's 
conversion (see Fock 1963:14-18), their pastors adapted it to Christianity by saying that the 
Holy Spirit (kirwan ekati) had not yet entered the bellies of the unseen peoples to grab hold 
of their souls and hold them fast. Maturation was viewed as a process of becoming ""hard" 
(hypf) and "unbending" (emabkang to anger or desire. 
The ignorance ascribed to uncontacted peoples perpetuated their fear and distrust of 
outsiders, which further increased their isolation. The Waiwai claimed that the tirwoHem 
komo were constantly at war with each other, much like they were themselves before 
allowing themselves to be "pacified." Because these groups lacked self-control, they were 
quick to take offense, locking them in cycles of revenge. Being unevangelized, they did not 
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paid a visit and, upon his return to Kaxmi, told this story about "unseen peoples" lurking 
around the fledgling village: 
Pehma [one of the Waiwai men] told me about a time when Kirinaw and 
some other men had left the village to go fetch 'na. Only two men stayed behind. 
When nightfall came, the unseen people said, " l?hoooo!" They were there, close by; 
all the dogs started barking. Pehma was pleased to hear voices nearby. "It certainly 
must be people [tooto hamq!" he said. "They're really here, oh my! They may be 
the Kara@wyana9s former relatives (poyinonho)! This is exciting!" They heard the 
sound, "Cho~oo!~' ""Do you think that's a bird?'they said. "No, that's definitely 
people, they probably want to capture us!" said Wayamari's wife. "They want to 
carry us off, oh dear! That's exactly the kind of thing they do!" They were really 
anxious. Ewka joked, "Be careful, they must think we're firewood [to collect and 
bring home]!" ... It was as if the unseen people said, "Oh, so the husbands left, huh? 
Let's go and frighten the women, damn it!" ... When Pehma called out, "Eeeehhhh!" 
the unseen people ran away. They were being very cautious.. . 
I tried to tell Kirinaw, "That's why we suggested, 'Don't show up with your 
wives.' However, I see you came with your wives anyway." I said ..." It's probably 
because of the women that the unseen people became so angry. Had you come 
without your wives, they might not have gotten so angry. That's what happens: 
'There's a woman!' they say; it's what causes them to become angry," I said to him. 
"If we were to go live among those who know God, then we would certainly bring 
our wives. However, if we go to live among those who don't know God yet, it is 
better not to go with our wives, not until the situation gets beaer." (Arawxi 12-25-84) 
In this excerpt, Arawxi weaves together allusions to the uncontacted people's desire for the 
Waiwai's women, their secrecy and caution, their ignorance of the Christian God, their 
potential for violence, and their anger. 
In a life history interview, Warapwu linked the physical violence practiced by the 
tl^rwofiem komo to their belief in magic and shamanism, and both to their ignorance about 
proper conduct and Jesus. 
There are lots of unseen people out there in the forest, a great many! I wonder where 
they are...They get into club fights with people from different tribes, it's terrible! 
They get angry so they club each other, they just don't know any better. I think it 
must be because they are practicing magical taboos, that's certainly the reason why. 
They only practice magic, oh dear. They use tobacco too [for shamanism]. They 
don't know anything about Jesus. That's how we used to be, we didn't know 
anything about Jesus either. But now we know about him. We don't have clubs any 
more; now we have books, God's book. (Warapuru 7-28-86) 
He also told an amusing story about the Akuriy6, who, before they were contacted and joined 
the Tiriy6 villages, had tame jaguars. Since ideologically, the "unseen peoples" incarnated 
the inverse of everything the contemporary Waiwai (or Tiriy6) represented, then logically the 
jaguar-the quintessential fierce animal, enemy of peaceful peoples-became docile around 
wild people. 
We are people who have gardens, but some of the unseen peoples have none. That's 
how the Akwiy6 were: they didn't have any gardens, oh dear! They didn't even 
have houses. They just roamed about the forest in search of palm fruits to gather ... 
Jaguars used to lie down next to them in their clearing, like dogs. When the Akuriyci 
joined the Tiriy6, they asked, "Why are you afraid ofjaguars? They only get vicious 
when you use Brazil nut oil [in your hair] or when you wear red facial paints. But 
they're actually docile!" The Tiriy6 said, "Why do you treat them like pet dogs? Be 
careful, they'll bite you!" "No they won't," they answered. ""Here's how jaguars 
really are: when we used to lie down, we'd wave our hands and jaguars used to come 
along and sit down right next to us. Jaguars used to be nice and calm around us," 
they said. The Tiriy6 were amazed by this. "Oh, my! Jaguars are completely wild!" 
"No, they're not," the Akuriyci said. " They don't get vicious around us because we 
don't use Brazil nut oil or red facial paint ,"... 
Nowadays they've changed. They look nice now: they wear clothes, they use 
beads, they comb and oil their hair, they look nice. They say they like wearing these 
now, they've gotten accustomed to them. "Now that we're wearing beads, jaguars 
will no doubt get vicious towards us,'" the Ak.uriy6 said. (Warapuru 7-28-86) 
The Waiwai invoked two alternate models for explaining how the process of 
"pacification" was initiated: gift-giving and evangelizing. The two paradigms, I argue, can 
be linked to the double roots of their contact expeditions: the interethnic exchange network 
and their recently adopted Christian practices. 
On every expedition, the Waiwai brought copious amounts of gifts for the enfhni 
komo: axes, machetes, knives, beads, fishhooks, scissors, mirrors, and other manufactured 
goods. If they were unable to make face-to-face contact with their intended recipients, they 
left them in strategic locations near signs of human habitation-a tactic learned from the 
missionaries and FUNAI agents. These gifts allayed the unseen people's suspicions of 
strangers by indicating the Waiwai's peaceful designs. Even after their first encounters, the 
latter's generosity communicated that they "liked" about their recipients, a message that was 
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especially vital to convey in the absence of a shared language. Furthermore, giving gifts was 
a means of enticing the strangers to enter into interaction with them. Although the sight of 
so many coveted commodities excited the desires of the "fierce people," the immediate 
satisfaction of such cravings through gifting calmed them down and "cooled their bellies." 
Once the gifts were accepted, a social bond was established, however tenuously, which could 
be elaborated through further exchanges. 
The Waiwai ideology of the "gift" (wakec%o) involved the concept that it was an 
offer freely made out of "concern" (tfhtinopu) and "love9' (pinin yaw), with no expectation 
of a return. True to Mauss's classic observations (1967 [1924]), however, the reality of their 
gifts was that they bound and indebted the receivers in diffuse but inexorable ways. Even 
though the newly-contacted peoples reciprocated with food and items such as bows, arrows, 
covered baskets, facial paints, and other indigenous products, they were unable to achieve 
parity with the Waiwai. For one thing, the party who first offered an unsolicited gift always 
maintained a moral edge; for another, the Waiwai found ways to outdo their partners through 
either the quantity, quality, or ranking of what they gave. Thus, despite the formal equality 
inhering in the give-and-take of their transactions, they precipitated inequality between the 
two sides.3 This unbalanced relationship gave the Waiwai leverage over the newly-contacted 
people, which they exercised by persuading them to visit and eventually settle into their 
villages. 
The Waiwai considered certain gifts to have the power to pacify 
in and of themselves, notably glass beads. Not only did beads cool the anger of the "fierce 
peoples" because they were gifts, but also because beads were "beautiful" (cknporern). Both 
"gifts" and "beaufy" were viewed by the Waiwai as the epitomes of their ethos of 
"peacefulness, sociability9' (tawah). As we saw in Chapter V, beads embodied further 
See Blau's (1964) theoretical model on types of social exchange in which unequal 
power relations can emerge from formally balanced reciprocity. 
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characteristics that epitomized crucial values in the Waiwai schema of social reproduction: 
influence, attractiveness, sexuality, and durability. Beads became imbued with these 
qualities as they were processed through the social network, representing a culminating point 
of the lengthy chain of transformations in meanings analyzed earlier. When removed from 
the body, where they had enhanced its sexual seductiveness and linguistic persuasiveness, 
and carried long distances to remote peoples in the "wilderness," they became icons of 
seduction and persuasion as abstract potencies in themselves. Symbolizing positive, 
generative capacities that reach beyond the self into social space, beads were thus able to 
reverse the negative, centripetal anger of the timooAem komo and convert it into the social 
sentiment of "peacefulness" ( itive and negative transformational 
tangible "avatars" (Farage 199 
Western society. The Waiwai's e with these foreigners, their familiarity 
with their commodities, and their abilities to pry them loose from their producers 
demonstrated their mastery over these avatars. The Waiwai symbolically appropriated the 
powers of Western society through such material goods and then used them to exercise 
influence over the isolated, "hidden tribes." 
The second technique used by the Waiwai on their expeditions was evangelization. 
This contributed to the transformation of the "angry ones" into "peaceful ones" in several 
ways. Evangelization consisted of talk about "God's Book" (Kaan kmitan, the Bible), which 
had been assimilated into the category of 'peaceful language." This mode of talk trafficked 
in images of collective harmony, which entered the ears of listeners, traveled to their 
was God's abiding love for his children and his invocation to "love one another." Another 
was the Last Judgment when the earth will be destroyed and Jesus will separate the good and 
the peaceful (those who have adopted him as their savior) fiom the bad and the angry (those 
who have refused him). The Waiwai promised the peoples they "discovered" that, if they 
"grabbed onto Jesus" (disusu ahsfcYze), they would be reborn after death and live forever. 
Through a combination of these alternately soothing and frightening images-the same ones 
introduced by the fundamentalist missionaries years ago-the Waiwai wielded their best 
oratorical skills to persuade newly-contacted peoples to follow them back to their village, 
where they could expound further on the "true words" (yaaro tfmtapotaxmu) in the Bible. 
There was more to this strategy of persuasion beyond the level of the explicit 
"angry peoples" to abandon their 
Waiwai and a critical component of leadership. Indeed, the entire project of convincing 
others to abandon their villages, join the Waiwai, and alter their tribal identity was perhaps 
the most challenging ritual of persuasion possible. 
The concept of "pacification" was related to the notion of -enpamnopu, "to tame." 
I heard this term used to describe the taming of animals, women, children, outsiders, or the 
"unseen peoples." The term "taming9' literally means '6making someone feel accustomed"; 
it is the causative form of the word -enpamya-, meaning "to become accustomed to someone, 
some place, something or some action." "Becoming accustomed" is directly contrasted to 
yfhyapamya-, "feeling ashamed" or "embarrassed"-literally "to lose one's sense of being 
accustomed" or "to feel out of place." Thus, for instance, the seduction of a woman was 
described as gradually making her lose her "embarrassment" around a particular man and 
making her feel "accustomed" to him. Similarly, wild animals were described as "tamed" 
when they lost their fear of humans and became accustomed to the village. The parallel was 
extended to the "taming" of the "unseen peoples." The comparison between "wild" animals 
and "wild peoples" was not fortuitous. The names of other tribes are usually animal names: 
Mawayana, "The Frog People9'; Hixkaryana, "The Forest Deer People"; Karafawyana, "The 
Marudi Bird People"; and so on. Yakuta explained to me that part of what made it so 
exciting (or "deli~ious,~~ poxwe, as he put it) to search for the "unseen ones" was that it 
presented the same flavor of challenge as the hunt. Indeed, his animated manner of 
describing tracking human fo recently abandoned houses on past 
le as the hunting accounts Waiwai men 
space. To tame them means to cause this process of centering to occur by bringing them in 
fiom the "outside," patiently coaxing them to come ever nearer to one's own familiar 
surroundings, and persuading them to stay in their new home by feeding and caring for them. 
This process represents a conquest of geographical and social distance by inducing 
movements that overcome the separation between self and other, us and them. 
The "taming of the fierce peoples9' thus entailed a process of anchoring them to the 
Waiwai village, a means of making them "feel accustomed" to Waiwai ways. After having 
drawn the 'hseen  peoples" from the most distant places to the "center" by successful acts 
of persuasion, the Waiwai had to continue to wield persuasion to keep them fkom breaking 
out into the periphery again. These newly "pacified" tribes were assimilated and gradually 
"Waiwai-ized" by learning the language and codes of "peaceful" conduct, becoming 
Christian, and gradually being incorporated into the network of exchange relationships based 
on food, inter-household labor, and, eventually, intermarriage. This process of constructing 
"relatives" (poyino) out of "strangers" (anari ro) is the subject of the next chapter. 
THE PROCESS OF ""BECOMING 
The peaceable contacts made during successhl expeditions are only the beginning 
of a long drawn-out process of remaking the "fierce peoples" into proper Waiwai. Having 
convinced the newly-contacted strangers to move into their village, the Waiwai now focus 
their efforts on getting them rooted there. This is initially accomplished through protracted 
hospitality and exaggerated generosity, which allow the Waiwai to claim the moral upper 
entire process require 
members of the composite "Waiwai" community and contribute to its perpetuation. 
In this chapter, I first analyze the process through which the Waiwai now seek to 
transform the ethnic identity of recently contacted peoples from the Amazon "wilderne~s~~ 
by describing the sequence and logic of several key arenas of exchanges that take place 
between them. The process of ethnogenesis that the Waiwai induce in these peoples through 
such transactions is not unidirectional; their ownidentity is profoundly altered as well. I then 
discuss how the Waiwai's role in "civilizing" neighboring groups reconfigures their 
relationships with missionaries, government agents, and other Western colonizers. The 
Waiwai9s expeditions manifest their growing sense of themselves as significant actors on the 
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international stage. Through their wide-ranging journeys and long-term tutelage of 
vulnerable peoples, they have become central figures in a complex nexus of interethnic 
encounters, the indispensable mediators between radically different groups in northern 
Arnazonia. By controlling the access of these groups to each other, the Waiwai have 
succeeded in portraying themselves as everybody's allies in a complicated chess game of 
political maneuvers. More dramatically, they cast themselves as heroic actors who 
recapitulate and rehearse mytho-historical narratives of creation and eschatology, first 
contacts and the Last Judgment, mortality and resurrection. The themes they have seized 
upon in the brand of Christianity that the Unevangelized Fields Mission peddled to them are 
precisely those that offer them an imagery of ethnic and cosmic renewal. Marginalized by 
amaterially wealthier and numerically stronger but morally dubious society, the Waiwai have 
found a way of appropriating its ideological weapons and using them to recapture the center 
of their social and cosmological landscape for themselves. 
Stages ofRewor3iitn~ Identitv 
The sequence of transactions that convert the newcomers into full Waiwai citizens 
is a highly structured process over time; the full cycle takes, in fact, several generations. The 
gradual metamorphosis of strangers (anari ro) into kin (poyino komo) takes places through 
amultilayered series of exchanges that deconstruct and reconstruct their identity. This series 
follows a developmental sequence, moving from simple transactions to ones that are more 
complex in both a logical and a social sense: logically so, in that the sequence of exchanges 
moves up a hierarchy, each level building on earlier, lower-order exchanges but transcending 
them by comprising relations among exchange cycles; socially so, in that later, higher-order 
exchanges embrace wider, more inclusive nets of community ties, which themselves 
comprise relations among social relations (Turner 1979b). Although many different types 
of things are circulated simultaneously among the Waiwai and the newcomers in their 
community, for the sake of clarity I will artificially separate them from each other and trace 
the development of their exchange sequences independently. I will focus on the stages in the 
progressive "Waiwai-ization" of the immigrants through three main arenas of social 
exchange: ( I )  balanced reciprocity in the circulation of food, garden labor, and plots; 
(2) balanced but delayed reciprocity in marital exchanges of sisters and, later, cross-cousins; 
and (3) unbalanced reciprocity in exchanges of knowledge, in which the Waiwai dominate 
the newcomers by teaching them how to speak Waiwai, how to interact with non-Indians, 
and how to act according to Christian codes of conduct. 
Exchanges of Food, Garden Labor. and Plots 
This arena of social exchange is the first in which the Waiwai initiate the 
reconstruction of the newcomers' identity. It is also the most balanced form of reciprocity 
between them. It closely rehearses the stages in an individual's life cycle, in which he or she 
is at first dependent upon caretakers (parents or hosts) to provide food, then begins to help 
them acquire and process food, gradually becomes self-sufficient in food, and eventually 
assumes responsibility for providing food to others. Although this sequence of stages applies 
both to products from the gardens and to products from the hunt, I will concentrate here on 
the former as a model for both, since, as a woman, I was most familiar with the largely 
female domain of ordinary garden work, and since, in Chapter 111, I analyzed in depth the 
series of garden exchanges involving everyone in the village, anticipating this analysis here. 
When a "newly discovered" group (etiexqu konzo) agrees to accompany the Waiwai 
to their village, news is sent ahead so that preparations can be made to greet them. Leaders 
exhort villagers to be generous in feeding them and to speak kindly, not angrily, to them. 
Upon their arrival, the newcomers are ushered into the feast house, where they are welcomed 
by village leaders. Their wives bring tapioca for the guests and those who brought them, and 
take any game the latter brought, carrying it home to boil for a shared meal later on. As we 
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saw, these transactions involve the epitomes of foods marked as female and male, vegetable 
and meat, cooked and raw, garden and forest, domestic and wild, relative and stranger. 
Exchanging these foods expresses the contributions of complementary powers that each side 
brings to their encounter. Beyond such balanced reciprocity, however, the transformation 
of the raw, wild, forest products into cooked, domesticated, edible food exemplifies the 
"civilizing process" through which the visitors themselves will be put. Conjoining cooked 
meat and processed manioc products to proffer a collective meal symbolizes a genuine value 
enhancement, a hierarchically superior level of meaning that is more than a sum of its parts 
by encompassing an expanded social and spatial landscape. The meal models the totality of 
the community that contributed to it, and it will in turn nourish the bodies of the members 
that comprise the co ity. By feeding their "wild" guests, the Waiwai are in effect 
humanizing them by including them within this expanding collectivity. 
The generosity the Wdwai demonstrate though gifts of food is considered a sign of 
being tawake, "sociable, peaceful." Not only does the encounter between them and 'Yierce 
peoples" give the Waiwai an occasion for ""pacifying" them through food generosity, it also 
gives them an opportunity to pacify themselves through the exercise of generosity and the 
suppression of anti-social sentiments. When Kaxrni prepared for the arrival of some visiting 
Karafawyana in 1986, several pastors made comments such as these: 
Yakuta will be arriving soon with the Karafawyana, This is how we should behave 
toward them: treat them well and give them food; if they say, "I'd like some sugar 
cane," say, "All right, here." Give them bananas and pineapples, too; give them 
tapioca to drink. Don't complain that they're eating up all your food. I want all of us 
to show that we love them. Don't talk badly about them; give them moral guidance 
instead. Some of us should go meet them on the path with bread and bananas, and 
help them c a n .  their loads. This will make them joyful (tahwore), so they will say, 
"The Waiwai people are wonderful, they certainly are Christians!" 
The Karafawyana are coming to see us, to see what we're like. What kind of 
character will we reveal? Show them you are peaceful (tawake) and good 
(kimatihe); don't be stingy with tapioca s or meat stew. You should give them 
gifts, just like God gave us the gift of his son. Your character will be shown though 
your actions, not just to people from far away, but to people who live here as well. 
The visitors thus serve the role of the quintessential Other, through whose gaze the Waiwai 
will test their character and learn who they are or should be. The Waiwai's unsolicited 
prestations of "nurture" (wakk.etopo>--a term morphologically and conceptually associated 
with "gifts" (wakk.e~%o>-make the formerly fierce peoples "happy, pleased" (tawah) and 
leave them a favorable impression of Waiwai generosity. As the ultimate witness on high, 
God, too, is said to be pleased with the nurture that the Waiwai render these potential 
converts on his behalf. As Munn noted in the parallel case in Gawa, 
[Gliving food away to overseas visitors for their own consumption is perceived as 
initiating a spatiotemporally extending process-an expansion beyond the donors' 
about Waiwai w 
komo, have toward the community at large. Other households in the village will contribute 
to their nurture as well, since newly-contacted peoples are not ordinary guests of private 
households, but special guests of the community as a totality. 
As they settle in, the immigrants begin to take part in the daily round of activities of 
their caretakers. The members of each family, especially the women, are invited to 
accompany their hosts to the gardens, where they help harvest the manioc, sugar cane, 
bananas, and other vegetables or fruits. The guest women also help the host women to 
process the harvest into edible foods. Later on, the guest women are invited to harvest a 
portion of the crops for themselves, which they process into tapioca, bread, and other cooked 
foods for their own family, sending a portion in return to their hosts. Other families start 
inviting the newcomers to share meals and help harvest their plots, drawing them into wider 
networks of exchange. Each stage allows incrementally greater autonomy for the 
immigrants, although they are still dependent on their hosts, since they lack garden plots of 
their own. 
When the next dry season comes around and it is time for villagers to open up new 
garden sites, members of the new groups contribute their labor to the collective enterprise. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, this warrants their request to the garden sponsor for plots of their 
own. When these plots become productive later that year, each family of newcomers will 
be able to harvest its gardens as an independent household unit. They also move into their 
own houses around this time, much like newly-weds who moves out of the wife's parents' 
bread to the hosts who originally 
omers take part in the festivals that 
ing up garden sites. In later years, 
the village residents (illustrate s how the immigrants are 
gradually assimilated into their ne the "taming" of these formerly 
"wild" people by anchoring them to a new home and, through generosity, making them feel 
"accustomed" to it. This process entails intertwining them with their physical and social 
environment and, conversely, embedding elements of their environment in them. If, as the 
Waiwai claim, the "hidden tribes" were rootless nomads before contact, wandering the 
forests in search of food, sleeping under the trees instead of inside houses and eating wild 
tubers instead of manioc, now they familiar with "real" food, houses, and gardens. Even 
though the foods are immediately consumed, exchanging them draws the newcomers into 
long-term social networks of giving and receiving with the Waiwai, involving more and 
more complicated layers of reciprocity and indebtedness. In short, the exchange cycles 
expand in space and time, yield positive social value for both groups. 

Marital Exchan~es 
A series of marital exchanges constitutes a second major arena of social exchange 
exploited by the Waiwai to reconstruct the ethnic identity of recently contacted peoples. Like 
the arena of food exchanges, the reciprocity in the exchange of spouses (or, according to my 
informants' perspective, the exchange of women) is formally balanced and equal, although 
the Waiwai manipulate the definition of such reciprocity to portray it as imbalanced and 
themselves as the superior wife-givers. 
The Waiwai told me it takes a long time before any of them wants to marry one of 
the newly-contacted peoples: the latter are simply too "primitive," temperamental, and 
untrustworthy to engage in transactions as sensitive as marriages. Correlatively, they said, 
resentful, demand rs-in-law who were never satisfied with their son-in-law's 
Fock 1963; Roe n.d. [1985]). 
It is not until the second generation in the immigrants' families that most Waiwai will 
even consider arranging marital exchanges with them. Not only have the members of the 
first generation spent many years in the "civilizing" milieu of the Waiwai village, but their 
children have been born in it. Recall from my earlier discussion on shifting codes of identity 
that one of the key criteria the Waiwai use to claim membership in a particular ethnic 
category is place of birth. The everyday interaction with coresidents of a specific village 
shapes a person's character; he or she has been raised since birth under the careful watch of 
the Waiwai; and elements of the gardens and forests surrounding a particular place have been 
embedded in and ingested by him or her in the form of food, which bears the stamp of the 
social relations that produced it. Consequently, the fact that the second generation of 
immigrants has been born in the Waiwai village and thus has become a bit more "Waiwai- 
ized" renders the possibility of intermarriage much more palatable to their hosts. 
The initial marriages between the Waiwai and non-Waiwai take a highly regular 
form: the exchange of sisters (often first-degree sisters, but also parallel cousins: see 
Chapter I11 for specific examples). Such marriages constitute the opening gambit toward 
building up formal alliances between two unrelated kindreds. It signals that enough trust has 
been built up between them to risk the alliance, even if this trust is still too tentative to 
endure delayed reciprocity yet. Despite the public discourse about of Waiwai generosity in 
initiating marital exchanges with a new ethnic group, another perspective was often 
suggested in private when infomants talked about the young husbands as individuals, rather 
than as representatives of the ethnic groups b6Waiwai" and "non-Waiwai." I was told that, 
even though the reciprocity made both sides "satisfied" or "contented" (tawake), sister 
exchange marriages were still "a little bit angry" (wahra maki tfrwoAe), because the parties 
did not trust each other well enough to wait patiently for the reciprocity to be cons 
This kind of immediate, rather than delayed, reciprocity was considered to be rather rushed 
and even greedy. It implied that a young man, rather than giving his sister out of sheer 
generosity to another man, offered her only on the condition that he be compensated with a 
wife. Ideal marriages should be contracted out of "love and concern" (gtnfn yaw), with no 
thought of compensation, or at least with the secure trust that the wife-receiver would 
(nfhttnoyaso the wife-giver at a later date and make a reciprocal "loving" 
prestation. Such generosity is, of course, a genre of "formal pretence and social deception" 
in which "prestations and counter-prestations take place under a voluntary guise [although] 
they are strictly obligatory" (Mauss 1967 [ 19241: 1,3). 
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Even though, in a formal sense, the sisters who are exchanged in marriage are 
equivalent to each other qua women, the Waiwai maintain an edge over the immigrds by 
defining themselves as the wife-givers and by reserving the right to control the timing of such 
exchanges. They exercise this right through their leaders, especially the headman, who 
ultimately gives or withholds permission for marriages in the village, depending on whether 
he considers the immigrants to be sufficiently "peaceful" to enter into such an exchange 
responsibly. This temporal control constitutes a palpable means of domination by the 
Waiwai over the reproductive capacity of the non-Waiwai or the not-yet-Waiwai-a form 
of power employed in the service of the social reproduction of the "Waiwai" as an ethnic 
group. In my discussions about interethnic marriages with Yakuta, headman of Kaxmi, he 
invariably defined the Waiwai as the initiators of the exchange, that is, as the ones who were 
the generous wife-givers motivated by "concern" for the needy recipients. I-Ie thus 
maintained the upper hand in the exchange on behalf of the Waiwai family and the "Waiwai" 
of the village at large. Uncannily, he managed to control this definition even if the proposal 
for a marital exchange first came fiom the non-Waiwai and even if it involved the direct, 
immediate exchange of sisters. The non-Waiwai were cast as the recipients of Waiwai 
generosity and benevolence, and thus the ones who were indebted and subordinate to the 
Waiwai. Their subsequent act of giving the Waiwai a woman in return was treated not as an 
equivalent act of generosity, but, rather, as the meeting of an obligation. As the Waiwai 
explained to me, giving a woman in return was a way of "removing the shame9' 
(tihyqamtopo ahihyatopo) one acquired as a wife-receiver; in other words, it was 
performed as a compensatory means of dispensing with a debt and restoring one's equality. 
As the diagram below shows (Fig. 34), the Waiwai and non-Waiwai families become 
progressively more interwoven through marriages in later generations. The children of the 
two couples who first contracted sister-exchange marriages regard each other as cross- 
cousins and, hence, as ideal spouses. As bilateral cross-cousins, they are doubly linked to 
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each other's families. With even more trust built up-after all, the pair of marriages had 
successfully endured and borne children-a single marriage between one pair of these cross- 
cousins can be tolerated without immediate reciprocity. The counter-prestation will come 
in the next generation, with another exchange that is usually a patrilateral cross-cousin 
marriage between FZD and MBS. The Waiwai's logic behind such a marriage is that a 
daughter is being given in "remembrance" (tihthtopo) of a wife given in the prior 
generation. It is not until later generations that matrilateral cross-cousin marriages, involving 
much longer delays in the chains of reciprocity, might be tolerated. 
The Waiwai consider inter-generational marriage exchanges to be ideal "peaceful" 
changes over several generations becomes progressively 
ve illustrates. The interethnic relations move from the 
absence of reciprocity and lack of marriages in the first, to the immediate reciprocity of 
sister-exchange marriages in the second, to the delayed reciprocity of cross-cousin marriages 
in the third and fourth. This evolution is correlated with shifts in the categories within which 
the social relationships between the Waiwai and the immigrants fall: from "strangers" or 
"just people" in the first generation, to "affines" in the second, and finally "relatives" or "one 
people" in the third. These categories are characterized by particular qualities of relationship, 
which likewise undergo a shift from the hostility and suspicion in the relationship between 
"strangers," to somewhat more trust (still hedged by wariness) in the relationship between 
new affines, to, finally, trust and congeniality between kin. Marital exchanges promote both 
the physical and social reproduction of the Waiwai, since, in yet another register, they are not 
only "pacifying" the once-fierce peoples, but they are pacifying themselves as well by 
actualizing the ideals of a tawake community. 
Education, Lanrrua~e, and Evan~elization 
A third major type of prestation that the Waiwai emphasize as essential to the process 
of metamorphosing recently "discovered" peoples into proper Waiwai involves imparting 
information, knowledge, and Christian precepts to them, In this case, they make no pretense 
to disguise the fact that this arena of social exchange is unbalanced and unequal. Indeed, 
they are proud of their ability to concern educate their "backward brethren9' as they would 
their own children. Except for teaching each other skills or practices that do not entail moral 
evaluations, the Waiwai find the notion of being educated in return by these "backward" 
peoples to be ridiculous, an attitude amply illustrated in a ritual parodying savage "visitors," 
which I analyze in depth in the next chapter. 
The Waiwai distinguish among several kinds of education: the first refers to the 
imparting of information; the second, for instruction in practical skills; and a third reserved 
for moral guidance and codes for conduct. The first type involves conveying information by 
telling others (fifisi) or showing them (Zenpesi) about where things are (such as trails, 
gardens, cities) or when things occur (a meal, the rains, a trip). The second form of 
education, tih Eh!mhokehtopo, "that which removes one's ignorance," includes teaching 
someone how to make material objects (such as canoes, baskets, manioc graters), how to 
accomplish practical tasks (cooking, fishing, burning a garden, etc.), and how to speak a 
language. The third kind of education, tpanatanmetopo, "that which makes people have 
ears," covers guidance in the ethics of generosity, reciprocity, and evangelization in Christian 
beliefs and conduct. This also entails persuading the newcomers to refrain from losing their 
tempers, sleeping around, or invoking spirits. Moral education is considered to be the most 
powerful, uniquely human means of shaping the identity of a person, since it alters the 
character of the soul itself. If the second form of instruction concerns how to speak the 
Waiwai language, this third kind refers to the morally appropriate use of language. Instead 
of saying spells, one should say prayers; instead of cursing others, one should speak sweetly 
to them; instead of gossiping privately, one is encouraged to sing hymns publically. 
Like prestations of food or spouses, education is considered a kind of "nurture" 
(wakretopo), but it is one that takes care of the "spirit9' (ekatf,) rather than the body. As such, 
a diffuse but binding web of 
en the Waiwai and the 
reputedly unfamiliar with 
roots instead of m sleeping under trees instead of inside 
Through education, the Waiwai also attempt to demonstrate to the newcomers their 
command of knowledge about the wider Western world beyond the forests. The Waiwai 
describe Brazilianand American exotica such as planes, cars, cities, medicines, and assorted 
I once made the vain attempt to challenge some informants' notion that ""true 
Christians" do not allow courtship dancing by remarking that my grandmother, a committed 
believer, used to help sponsor social dances for young people at her church every month. 
Without missing a beat, the three Waiwai youths present began to laugh dismissively, saying, 
"But so what? Your poor grandmother didn't know any better; she belonged to the 
generation of newly-contacted peoples!" 
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geographical facts (such as what an ocean is or how the world is round). They tell the 
immigrants what kind of behavior to expect from missionaries, government agents, and 
colonists, and how to interact most effectively with them. All these are pieces of infomation 
they have picked up from and about the encompassing society; in appropriating these facts 
as their own, the Waiwai are blurring the boundaries that distinguish them from members of 
that broader society. In the act of passing on this knowledge to "ignorant peoples," the 
Waiwai are able to exercise some of the powers they have appropriated from the non- 
indigenous world. It is this transferral that is crucial. 
Conveying such information has a similar kind of efficacy as giving gifts of 
manufactured goods that also come from the West. These elements have been detached from 
their original context, but metonymically continue to embody powers of their origin. In 
annexing goods and infomation from missionaries, FUNAI agents, or colonists, the Waiwai 
demonstrate their ability to dominate powerful foreign symbols through acts of persuasion 
and attraction. In passing these elements on to the newly-contacted peoples who lack them, 
the Waiwai confirm such mastery to recipients, who serve the crucial function of being 
witnesses. Thus, ironically, in teaching others, the Waiwai constitute their own knowledge. 
At the same time, they redefine their own identity, fiom being subordinate learners of 
Western expertise to being dominant teachers of "backward tribes." 
Since language is considered one of the key symbols of ethnic identity, teaching 
newcomers how to speak Waiwai plays a crucial role in their identity transformation. Recall 
that, during their expeditions, the Waiwai ascribe the "fierceness" of newly discovered 
peoples in part to their inability to communicate with the Waiwai. Even after these peoples 
move into a Waiwai settlement and begin to learn their language, they are said to be easily 
frustrated or angered by linguistic barriers, much like children who cannot express their 
desires or understand others. Some informants claimed they overheard the newcomers still 
using sorcery spells to invoke non-Christian spirits, a perversion of the proper use of 
language that the Waiwai greatly feared. Similarly, elderly Waiwai are among the first to be 
suspected of casting spells if misfortune befalls someone in the village, since they learned 
such skills before missionization. 
Evangelization is considered a further form of education and socialization. Baptism 
now constitutes the principle rite of initiation into full adulthood and into publically 
acknowledged Christian identity (see photo in Fig. 35). If earlier food prestations were 
predicated on the notion that the newcomers were like small children who depend on others 
to feed them, baptism is predicated on the concept that the immigrants have matured enough 
to warrant the ritual of initiation that nowadays usually takes place in late adolescence. 
Baptisms (involving 'full immersion) are conducted at Easter, when Waiwai pastors draw 
d reemergence into the air, on the 
is not considered 
resurrection; it is only a "depictio 
one of the Kaxmi pastors, hypothesized that conversion takes place when the Holy Spirit 
(kinuan yehti) enters into the belly (ropotw) of a person who has accepted Jesus, where it 
latches onto his or her personal soul (also called ekatf) so that they are literally bound 
together. At the Second Coming, when Jesus will return to evaluate the conduct of all the 
souls who ever lived, the Holy Spirit will accompany the souls of true converts through the 
ordeal of judgment and, at last, .through the gates of heaven. The purpose of evangelizing 
formerly "unseen tribes," who never heard of Jesus, is to tell them the stories about his life 

more; now we only care about money (kupurantan) and possessions (&myawno), 
ly." Attitudes such as this were part of a broader ambivalence about the 
consequences of interaction with Westerners and their own efforts to emulate them. 
Reconfi~uriny Relations with Western Colonizers 
Besides the various levels of significance explored so far, the Waiwai expeditions 
and socialization of recently contacted peoples also represent a means for them to exert 
control over their own contact situation, which has been sustained since 1950. Like many 
other indigenous peoples, they are increasingly embroiled in the risky game of doing business 
consequences of such interactions. 
ins of the Guiana 
channel them to social r 
but such attempts, I c igenous minority to counter domination 
ion of the essential value of 
ust not overlook the lemmas they face, which involve 
The conversion of indigenous peoples to Christianity and their incorporation of 
Western goods have usually been viewed as some kind of contamination of their culture and 
as a source of degeneration in their social relations. Supposedly mesmerized by European 
god-men and lured by their worthless "trinkets and baubles," so the story goes, native peoples 
fall victim to their own na'ive desires and unwittingly let themselves become entrapped in 
exploitative political and economic relations that ultimately destroy their culture (Miller and 
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1991). While arising fkom an acute awareness of the devastating impact of colonial 
expansionism on indigenous cultures, such a view ironically ratifies the dominant Western 
perspective. In his incisive critique, Sahlins (1988: 1-9) faults this approach for portraying 
indigenous cultures as tabula rasa, passive and open to the inscriptions of the colonizers. 
Unable to resist, native peoples haplessly succumb to artificially induced wants and needs, 
which our capitalist logic considers to be the engine of commerce and the catalyst of history. 
The presence of Western commodities, practices, or beliefs thus serves as a facile marker of 
In this section, I argue that the Waiwai's contact expeditions, in addition to the other 
social dynamics and cultural meanings they address, also represent a way for the Waiwai to 
reconfigure their relations with Westerners. Despite the best efforts of missionaries and 
government agents to rework the fabric of symbols and material relations comprising the 
cultural world of the Waiwai, the latter managed to develop means of reconstituting the 
ideological and economic projects purveyed by the former. As they have become entangled 
in more complex webs of relations with members of Western society, the Waiwai have 
adopted many of their cultural practices and modified their own. However, they have 
devised stratagems for avoiding domination by these foreigners without foregoing interaction 
with them and the access it affords them to desirable commodities, medicines, literacy, 
spiritual potencies, and political advantages. The contact expeditions are one of their most 
elaborate and effective strategies for accomplishing such goals. 
As we saw, these expeditions grew out of a sort of reciprocal exploitation between 
the early missionaries and the Waiwai during their visits to other indigenous villages in the 
1950s. The members of the UFM saw the Waiwai as mediators who could give them access 
to peoples in the "unevangelized fields," while the Waiwai saw the amerkan komo as wealthy 
foreigners who could provide them with coveted commodities that they could channel into 
trade partnerships. With the rapid success of this collaboration in attracting other groups to 
the expanding Waiwai villages near the mission station, the expeditions gradually became 
more ritualized and politicized. Influential native leaders began to convert to Christianity 
and view participation in evangelical expeditions as a means toward political advancement. 
Starting in the mid-1960s, the Waiwai discouraged direct missionary participation in the 
contact expeditions, relegating them to a role as "assistants" who provided tactical and 
material support. They took control of the journeys and, through the ritual of "pacifling the 
fierce peoples," reiterated the history of their own "pacification" by the missionaries. By 
dominating newly-contacted groups through gifts and teaching, they metaphorically 
replicated the relationship the missionaries once held over them. But with the missionaries 
now removed from the equation, the Waiwai were enabled to assume the dominant position 
in relation to the immigrant groups and, at the same time, claim equality with the 
missionaries. Indeed, in modifying the ways in which they treated these groups after contact 
-by receiving them with generosity, incorporating them into their networks of sharing and 
exchange, and transforming them into "relatives" Cpoyino komo)-the Waiwai evinced moral 
superiority over the missionaries. Whereas they resented the latter for maintaining them in 
humiliating clientalistic relationships, they prided themselves in rearing their "backward 
brethren" to social adulthood, worthy of the respect and dignity due equals. The barriers to 
commensality of food, cooperation of labor, and commonality of wealth that the missionaries 
imposed to separate themselves from the Waiwai were on-going reminders of their 
hierarchical relationship, which showed no signs of dissolving. The Waiwai's ostentatious 
displays of generosity toward newcomers and their explicit strategies for metamorphosing 
their relations of hierarchy into equality thus represented a rebuke of the missionaries and a 
repudiation of their alleged superiority. 
Although the missionaries and FUNAI agents were living under what we would 
consider extremely spartan conditions, the Waiwai viewed these conditions as luxurious. 
They complained that despite the foreigners' apparent wealth, they rarely seemed to display 
a commensurate generosity. The Waiwai were especially troubled by how slowly the 
mission and FUNAI personnel dipped into their large stocks of supplies to tide them through 
many months in the field. In the early years of contact, the Waiwai dealt with the 
missionaries' refusal to share by forcibly redistributing their goods, which the missionaries 
promptly labeled "stealing." By the time of my fieldwork, the Waiwai's approach to the 
problem was more complex: instead of appropriating the goods, they appropriated the 
missionaries' own rhetoric to formulate critiques of their wealth. For example, in a 
controversial sermon one Sunday, Warapuru focused on the Biblical story about a wealthy 
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and devout young man who would not heed Jesus' advice to sell all his possessions and give 
the money to the poor if he wished to enter the gates of heaven. Jesus then proclaimed, "It 
is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of God" (Matthew 19:24). After reading the scriptural passage aloud, Warapuru 
demanded, "So who are the rich here in the village? Who are the poor? We know who they 
are! The rich are the missionaries; they have big houses, planes, money, lots of possessions. 
We Waiwai are the poor; we have none of those things!" He accused the missionaries of 
being stingy, thus violating Jesus's command to share their wealth. By contrast, the Waiwai 
were generous with what little they had, sharing with each other and those even less fortunate 
than themselves, such as the Karafawyana and other destitute groups they recently contacted. 
Warapuru then painted avivid description of the consequences of such behaviors when Jesus 
returned and his father presided over the Last Judgment. As God reviewed his records on 
the lives of each human being who ever lived, he would remind the missionaries of how 
many possessions they had accumulated and how often they had refused to share them with 
the impoverished "indios." "You disobeyed my words, how awful! Because of that, you 
must now be thrown into the Big Fire! Go, then!" When he got to the Waiwai's records, he 
would marvel at how generous they had been despite their poverty. 6'Tnily, you did my will, 
how wonderful! Because of that, you may come to live with me forever! You were poor on 
earth, but now you will be rich!" 
Sermons such as this one, I contend, represented much more than a compensatory 
fantasy of turning the tables; rather, it was a prime example of subterfuge from within, a form 
of resistance that used the colonizers' own rhetoric to undermine their pretensions to 
superiority. Since some of the missionaries was in the congregation, the sermon was also a 
warning to them to change their ways before it was too late. This form of remonstration had 
originally been employed by the missionaries in evangelizing the Waiwai; by demonstrating 
not only that they had mastered the trope themselves, but also deploying it to evangelize the 
missionaries, the Waiwai radically redefined their relationship. In essence, they became the 
ones who were "pacifying9' those who pretended to have pacified the Waiwai. 
In similar ways, the Waiwai's expeditions allowed them to redefine their relations 
with other Western colonizers. Their expedition cycles have also meshed with the 
penetration of the Brazilian state into the remote areas of its national territory. As detailed 
in the prior chapter, the settlement histories and expedition cycles in Kaxmi and Jatapuzinho 
were intertwined with the initiation of several state-sponsored development projects: frontier 
highways, hydroelectric dams, large-scale mining, military posts, and colonization projects. 
Despite protests from human rights and indigenous support organizations within Brazil and 
ht through the heart of Waimiri- 
trated that the Brazilian state was 
the state has bee 
"nation." Political elites have vie 
territorial, class, and ethnic consolidation of the Brazilian nation-state. But, as Ramos asks 
rhetorically, "Development does not rhyme with Indian, or does it?" (1998: 195). 
During my fieldwork, the Waiwai were aware of local manifestations of the 
government's development schemas, but they had no idea of their entire scope at the national 
level. They knew only that a particular planned highway, dam, or frontier town would bring 
Brazilian colonists and uncontacted Indians into confrontation, with terrible consequences 
on both sides. The Waiwai were proud of the role they saw themselves performing as 
intermediaries who could intervene and prevent such a negative outcome. By contacting the 
"unseen tribes" and bringing them into the Waiwai villages, expedition leaders believed they 
were moving these tribes out of harm's way and protecting them from the diseases and 
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exploitation of Brazilian colonists, as well protecting the latter from the arrows and anger of 
the "fierce peoples." In their narratives of their journeys of discovery, Waiwai leaders 
incorporated references to how their expeditions affected colonists and fit into government- 
sponsored projects. Even if their vantage point limited them from grasping the full dynamics 
of Brazilian nation-state building (much less the global political economy that forced Third 
World countries to exploit resources in their frontier regions to pay off crushing international 
debts), the Waiwai did recognize how they facilitated the spatial and temporal progress of 
particular development projects at the local level. Indeed, they were not mistaken when they 
boasted about how government officials in Brazil and Guyana were anxiously awaiting the 
outcomes of their expeditions. As in their relationship with the missionaries, the Waiwai 
dealt with the jarring marginalization they felt upon confrontation with government 
hnctionaries and regional colonists by making themselves indispensable to the latter's 
expansionist plans. As intermediaries between these Westerners and isolated groups of other 
native peoples, they exerted control over all the parties, portraying themselves as the 
independent agents and everyone else as dependent upon them. 
In some ways, the Waiwai's reactions to Westerners echoed their attitudes toward 
other categories of "primitive," undersocialized beings: children, animals, mythological 
characters, or uncontacted tribes. Sometimes these associations were made in humorous 
form. One memorable example took place during the opening ritual of Christmas festivities 
in 1985, when hunters made a ceremonial entry into the village. They emerged from the 
forest burdened with weighty backpacks full of meat, blowing air through bark trumpets over 
an ornamented smoked bird, allowing it to be coated with human breath transformed into an 
eerie, other-worldly music. One of their myths recounted how such trumpets were played 
by prototypical species of animal people as they arrived at the first Xorowiko dance festival 
sponsored by the Waiwai (Fock 196356-74). Each year, the costumes that the men wore 
during this ceremonial entry showed new and surprising variations, which were meant to 
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provoke laughter among the spectators. As I show in the next chapter, such forms of 
"joking" were intended to heighten the collective "j~yfulness'~ of the festival. This particular 
year, various youths sported new costumes that included strawberry blonde wigs made out 
of howler monkey fbr, black beards of spider monkey tails, and imitation chest hair of brown 
fbr bulging out of their shirts (see Fig. 36). 
When I asked spectators whom the hunters were impersonating, I received a 
fascinating variety of answers. Some of the elderly people said they were portraying Mawari, 
one of the creator twins, often described as hirsute, crude, and incompletely socialized. 
Some middle-aged spectators said they might be representing white men, whose copious 
body hair was the target of many jokes among the Waiwai (like many other indigenous 
Amazonians, they took great care to pluck out all body hair located anywhere except on top 
of their heads). Yet again, some younger women said the youths were making fun of 
themselves. They explained that lately they had begun calling certain young men "red 
howler monkeys" after they bleached their hair with hydrogen peroxide that they pilfered 
from the village health clinic. The fad got started when a FUNAI functionary had told the 
youths that peroxide would turn their hair a reddish-blonde color, making look "more 
Brazilian." Waiwai teen-aged boys were especially sensitive to insults by colonists, who 
sometimes cruelly ridiculed them for being "wild Indians" (for instance, by tapping their 
mouths while hooting, like grade-B Hollywood movies, when they passed Waiwai in the 
streets of Boa Vista). However, being teased by Waiwai teen-aged girls was apparently even 
less bearable, so the fad soon died out; the youths meekly cut their hair short and waited for 
the bleached part to grow out. They were the very same hunters who made their ceremonial 
entrance wearing monkey furs, making fun of Brazilians and their own attempts to imitate 
them. They were also well aware of the mythological associations of costumes with Mawari 
and the Xorowiko animal people. In this stunning visual pun of many levels, the actors 
asserted a mode of symbolic control over all these various non-Waiwai foreigners. 

In summary, by assuming control of the contact expeditions and discouraging 
participation by missionaries or FUNAI, the Waiwai have sought to undermine the 
dominance that these sectors of the national and international community attempt to exert 
over them. To resist being relegated to a peripheral status as a people to be "civilized," the 
Waiwai assert that they are the civilizers sine qua non by realigning themselves as the crucial 
mediators between Westerners and unseen tribes, as the only ones able to control both. They 
are in essence reconquering the center of the social topography for themselves. 
Rendezvous with God and Eternitv 
The rewrought identity of both the recently contacted peoples and the Waiwai affects 
not only their standing in relation to various ethnic groups in this world, but in relation to the 
Christian god in heaven as n pacifjring and converting the tirwoiiem komo, the Waiwai 
believe they will be rewar everlasting life in heaven. They say that God will "pay" 
(iiepeme) those who have gone out on expeditions to spread "talk about God's Book" by 
granting them admission into a large celestial village where everyone is joyhl, beautiful, and 
immortal. The way the Waiwai describe this location is similar to traditional beliefs recorded 
by Fock (1 963:20,10 1 - 103) about the closest of several layers of celestial worlds, the place 
where the sparkling "eye souls" enjoy immortality. Nowadays, they believe that the capture 
of more souls in the name of Jesus is the surest guarantee that they will be resurrected after 
death and gain admittance into this domain of eternal effervescence. 
Conversion is explicitly described as a transaction with Jesus and God of souls for 
immortality. The Waiwai say that their efforts on behalf of their "backward brethren," from 
their initial journeys to discover them, through the various methods of pacifling them, 
through the final stages of inducing them to become Christians, represent a type of ‘"ark on 
people9' (Qtapi2htopo tootopoko), which they undertake on behalf of God. In Chapter IV, 
I argued that this kind of "work" refers to social labor, an investment of transformative 
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energies into community relationships. The Waiwai believe that transforming "lost souls" 
into fit material for redemption to be one of the most valuable kinds of social labor 
imaginable. Their term for things or acts of high value is +ethikyem, "something 
expensive" (literally, "that for which one must expend everything"). In gratitude for 
spreading his name and winning converts, Jesus will "repay" the Waiwai with something of 
the utmost value. In a life history interview with me about his numerous expeditions in 
search of "hidden tribes," Yakuta explained what kind of payment the Bible promised: 
When I die and go to heaven, Jesus will give me with immortality for having spent 
my life traveling in search of other peoples. When I get there, he will say, 'YYakuta, 
you were extremely good while you were on earth. Because of that, here is your 
'money' for having done so much work on people." That's what he'll say when he 
repays me with immortality. Sometimes we call it "money" (qurantan); other times 
we call it "being immortal" (waypin me kehtopo), "becoming everlasting" 
(eroromerono me), "not disappearing" (ehhmnopura kehtopo)--those are good 
terms. But some people misunderstand it: "Oh, great, I'll get money up there!" they 
say. They don't understand that it's only like money: it's really immortality, living 
forever. However, if we don't teach other people about Jesus, then we won't receive 
anything when the time comes, oh dear. 
On other occasions (most often, during communion or Easter baptisms), Yakuta and other 
pastors linked immortality to rebirth. At the Last Judgment, God would lift up all the souls 
of the deceased and give them life again, echoing the resurrection of Jesus. Those who had 
done God's will would henceforth live forever, while those who had disobeyed him would 
die a second time in the Big Fire. 
Eternal life thus represents an extraordinarily valuable potency that God will convey 
to people who have spread the story of Jesus far and wide. We might say that the exchange 
converts a form of spatial expansion into a mode of temporal extension. In other words, it 
asserts a commensurability between the diffusion of Jesus's name to distant peoples and the 
prolongation of the identity of the soul. Both names and souls-like the Massim notion of 
fame (Munn 1988:chap. 5)-are aspects of the self that can be detached from the body and 

topic of many a sermon by their pastors. If true, it would mean that their parents, 
grandparents, and other ancestors who lived and died before missionaries or the "Word of 
God" ever reached them will be irrevocably damned. The notion that loved ones, through 
no fault of their own, ~ l l  burn forever in the "Big Fire" after Judgment Day, no matter how 
ethically they have behaved, is a ng affront to the Waiwai9s sense of justice. It also 
represents an apparent denial of the Bible's description of a "loving God." Similarly, the 
implication that converts who behave badly will nevertheless be granted immortality simply 
because they accepted Jesus runs the risk of undermining the very lessons of proper conduct 
that their pastors pre 
ever, unconditionally accepted by 
Pootho's subsequent conversion 
came too late for him to learn enough about Jesus. But that afternoon during our 
conversation, he excitedly told me how he had been coming to some new realizations about 
his father's fate. 
I remember lying in my hammock listening to the stories that my father used 
to tell me about the first people: Mawari and Wohxi, our ancestors; the Anaconda 
People and the Jaguar People; those who used to look like animals but acted like 
people; and many, many other stories ... They were amazing tales! I loved listening 
to him narrate these stories; they were delicious , delightful (poxwe) to my ears! 
... Kmam [Bob Hawkins] told us they were all lies, stories created by Satan. 
He told us to stop telling such lies; they were only trash, worthless things (ero 
pintho). He said if we wanted to gain immortality, we had to stop telling these stories 
and start paying attention only to the Bible's stories. 
... Nowadays, I ask myself, were my father's tales all lies? If they were, why 
were they so delightful to hear? I ask myself, would God make something that was 
so false and evil sound so delightful? The Bible says that God only makes good 
things, he only creates true and beautiful things. Lies are ugly things, they are not 
beautiful to hear. But my father's stories were certainly beautiful to listen to. Since 
they were so delicious to hear, I know that they could not be lies. If so, God would 
have been sure to make them ugly and bitter. 
Pootho then proceeded to recount the first few episodes of the Katuena myth about the origin 
of their first ancestors, the twins Mawari and Wohxi. I was familiar with the Waiwai version 
of this story from Fock's ethnography (1963:38-42), but I had never heard it told myself; as 
one of the "old stories," my informants were reluctant to pronounce it out loud, for fear of 
activating the non-Christian spirits that had been dormant since they converted. While 
Pootho told me the myth, he drew pictures in the ground with a stick to show the movements 
of the characters across horizontal and vertical space from one major domain to another. 
arize, the myth opened with the story of the creator twins' parents, a pair 
of tortoises. The female tortoise climbed a tree to gather fruits and toss them down to her 
husband. While she was there, a certain sky spirit, in the form of a bird, came and had sex 
with her. In the meantime, her husband wondered why she was taking so long and became 
suspicious. When she lumbered back down to the ground, he got angry and sent her away. 
She got lost and went down the wrong path, which took her to the jaguars' village. 
She was terrified they would kill her, but fortunately they didn't. Since she had 
become pregnant up in the tree, she soon laid ten eggs. The leader of the jaguars decided to 
distribute the eggs for everyone to eat, so they would be destroyed. "If we don't, they'll 
hatch and, when they grow up, they'll club us to death because they are not our relatives!" 
they said. All the jaguars, except for one, ate their eggs. This one hid his two and let them 
hatch. They looked like baby chicks, since their father was a bird. They grew very quickly 
into people; their names were Mawari and Wohxi. It was becoming more difficult for them 
to continue hiding, but it would have been dangerous for them to be discovered. 
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One day, they decided to escape, so they began making a canoe. The jaguars heard 
them chipping away on the wood. "That sounds like people!'' they said. "Woodpeckers 
make a different sound. Somebody didn't eat their eggs and now they've grown!" Mawari 
and Wohxi had to flee for their lives. They came to a wooden bridge over a river and, as they 
crossed it, they cut small notches in it. When the jaguars reached the bridge and began to 
cross, it collapsed under their weight and they drowned. 
Pootho concluded these episodes by saying, 'My father told me, W e  are all the 
descendants of Mawari and Wohxi. Had they not cut notches in that bridge, there wouldn't 
be any human beings alive today."' There were many more episodes to the myth,-footho 
said, but for now, he wanted to explain to me what he had figured out. "I've been 
contemplathg this story lately and whether my father was wrong," he said. 
He then began to editorialize the Biblical story of Mary and Joseph. Mary became 
impregnated by the Holy Spirit (which was similar to the spirit bird in his father's tale), but, 
since she had not had sex with her husband Joseph, he became suspicious Gust like the male 
tortoise). She was sent away from her own people and wandered in the land of some "fierce 
peoples" (who were just like the jaguars). There, King Herod heard that a baby boy would 
be born who would grow up and do away with him. To prevent that, he ordered all the baby 
boys killed. But someone (like the kindly jaguar) protected Mary and the baby Jesus, who 
survived. When he got older, he had to escape those who wanted to kill him. The Bible tells 
many more episodes ofwhat Jesus did as he went traveling through the world, doing amazing 
things (just like Mawari and Wohxi did). With great animation, footho explained, 
You see, here's what I realized: the two stories are the same one! My father wasn't 
wrong; he wasn't telling falsehoods; he simply used different names! King Herod 
was the jaguar and Mary was the tortoise. The names may be different, but they're 
all the same! So that's why the stories my father used to tell me were so sweet to 
hear: they were true, just like the Bible's stories are true. That means my father 
knew about Jesus, he just didn't know his name. So when the missionaries or the 
church pastors say our forebears didn't know about Jesus, they're wrong. This makes 
me very happy, because that means I'll see my deceased father again after Jesus 
comes back! 
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The implications of this line of reasoning were exhilarating for someone like Pootho, who 
had long agonized over the notion that his ancestors were condemned to the fires of hell 
simply because they had never heard about Jesus. If indeed the unevangelized Katuena had 
their own cultural versions about his life, then they too could be resurrected fi-om death after 
the Second Coming to live forever in heaven with their relatives. And, if this was true, then 
Bob Hawkins, the head missionary, had been telling terrible falsehoods. This ledpootho to 
question other teachings handed down so presumptuously by some of the missionaries. He 
drew his exegesis to a close by encompassing the Biblical myth of origin within the Katuena 
one, remarking that Mawari and Wohxi were the ancestors of all human beings, Indians, 
Brazilians, and North Americans included. 
This example illustrates that the appropriation of Western ideology is by no means 
a simple reflex reaction by supposedly passive native peoples. As the Comaroffs observe, 
Even as they are encompassed by the European capitalist system--consumed, 
ironically, as they consume its goods and texts-these 'natives' of other worlds often 
seek to seize its symbols, to question their authority and integrity, and to reconstruct 
them in their own image. (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991 :xii) 
Indeed, the Waiwai's usurpation of the Western motif of the contact expedition should serve 
as a fine lesson in "how indigenous peoples struggle to integrate their experience of the 
world system in something that is logically and ontologically more inclusive: their own 
system of the world" (Sahlins 1988:4). 
expand in^ Spatiotemporal Control 
At this point, let me pull together many threads of the analysis I have been developing 
through the course of this dissertation and draw certain conclusions about why the contact 
expeditions have achieved such a prominent place in Waiwai society. So far, I have tried to 
make a compelling case that these enterprises enable them to construct identities and 
reconstruct relationships involving the "fierce peoples," their own ancestors, Westerners, and 
the Christian deities. Through the sequence of activities comprising each expedition cycle, 
the Waiwai attempt to extend their power over other indigenous groups, reverse the 
domination that Westerners have imposed over them (the Waiwai), and exert influence over 
the decisions that Christian deities make about their lives and deaths. Here, I go further by 
arguing that the rituals of discovery, pacification, and Waiwai-ization promote social 
reproduction and transformation by coordinating different levels of spatiotemporal 
expansion. In particular, I contend that expedition cycles interconnect leaders' career paths, 
the process of Waiwai identity formation, national and international political-economic 
processes, and the narrative of Christian cosmogenesis and eschatology. Moreover, they 
conjoin these to the developmental cycle of Waiwai villages and households, the life cycle 
of the person, and the annual cycle. Each of these levels has been discussed in prior sections 
and chapters of this thesis, so my task in reviewing them here is to demonstrate how they are 
concatenated by the contact expeditions and harnessed to the project of Waiwai ethnogenesis. 
As in my earlier discussions, this present analysis is indebted to the dynamic models 
advanced by Munn and Turner. I draw on Munn's studies (1988, 1990) of how kula 
exchanges in the Massim coordinate intra- and inter-island transformational processes. The 
manner in which the kula ring constructs a "regional, lived world" by imbuing local events 
with translocal meanings (1 990: 1-2) is especially relevant to the Waiwai contact expeditions, 
which construct an image of a wider world "out there" and draw it into experiences "right 
here." I also rely on Turner's analyses (1 979a, 1979b) of how GC societies are dialectically 
reproduced by coordinating the activities of community-level corporate groups with 
developmental cycles within the domestic group. His explorations (1 988a, 1988b, n.d.b) of 
modifications in the historical consciousness of the Kayap6 in response to contact with 
national Brazilians have provided krther insights into the Waiwai case. 
To assist the following explanation, I provide a schematic diagram on the following 
page (Fig. 37) of the hierarchy of developmental processes that are woven together by the 

expedition cycles. These processes correspond to a series of spatiotemporal levels, organized 
from the narrowest arena ofthe shortest-term cycles (the annual cycle), up to the widest arena 
of the longest-term cycle (cosmological spacetime). Certainly there are more levels pertinent 
to Waiwai social processes than those depicted here, but for the purposes of analysis, I have 
selected only ones I have already discussed in detail. 
Recall that the annual cycle is marked by the alternation between the rainy season and 
the dry, which entails a contrast between a time of scarce food resources and a time of plenty. 
The Waiwai deal with these fluctuations by dispersing in small groups of households to rainy 
season camps, then reconvening in their large, multiethnic villages in the dry season, when 
households can afford to be generous with much wider networks. The isolation and 
constriction of circles of sharing in the camps are associated with sentiments of "sadness" 
(feeling ahwora), in contrast to the sociability and generosity of village life (acting tawake). 
This is where households collaborate to build community, which they celebrate during 
festivals described as "joyful" (being tahwore). Visiting among villages and hosting of 
guests occur frequently during this period of the annual cycle. This is also the period when 
expeditions are organized and launched to search for or visit "fierce peoples" (who are 
tfrwofie). The Waiwai stereotype of these groups portrays them as isolated in the forest, 
living in small bands plagued by an antisocial ethos-an exaggerated version of the 
sentiments prevailing in their own rainy-season camps. Attracting them to the Waiwai 
villages is metaphorically to bring them in from the rain. 
At the next level up is the life cycle of the person. The Waiwai measure the age of 
individuals according to how many dry seasons they have lived through, that is, the number 
of periods when they have contributed to the construction of community, which, conversely, 
has invested in their growth. Maturation is conceptualized as the process of becoming 
"peaceful" (tawahz) instead of "angry" (titwofie), and generous instead of selfish. In moving 
through the stages of childhood, youth, middle age, and old age, people are supposed to learn 
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how to direct their labor and its products outward from the self toward wider social networks. 
Eventually, they are expected to socialize others as they themselves had been socialized, thus 
reproducing Waiwai society. This same model of maturation is applied to the process of 
pacifying the "fierce peoples" and transforming them into proper Waiwai. They are treated 
as if they were adult children in need of thorough-going resocialization. After they have 
become adequately Waiwai-ized, they, in turn, can participate in expeditions in search of new 
groups of uncontacted people. 
The stages of the life cycle are subsumed within the developmental cycle of the 
household at the next level. The dependency of the child is complemented by the nurturance 
of its parents, who, in establishing their own household, declared their relative independence 
from their own parents. The latter, however, continue to exert dominance over the junior 
households of their children and children-in-law. Households headed by aspiring or actual 
leaders attempt to parlay their influence farther afield, persuading not only their kin and 
affines to join their residential orbit, but also the kindreds of their affines, gradually 
coalescing in a neighborhood around a leader's focal household. The impetus behind this 
residential strategy of "affinal locality" lies in the dynamics of expanding social control over 
the productive and reproductive capacities of an ever-wider network of people and extending 
temporal control over future generations. 
Leaders must continually demonstrate their ability to draw in outsiders from afar and 
convert them into insiders. However, the very success of this endeavor impels the process 
forward anew. In this respect, the search for distant "unseen tribes'?--outsiders par 
excellence-represents an elaboration of this same dynamic at the interethnic level. Few 
challenges are quite as daunting or rewarding for leaders as the effort to lure isolated groups 
out of their forest hide-outs and bring them under their residential control. Expedition cycles 
therefore harness the dynamics of residential politics to the assimilation of new ethnic 
groups. Participating in contact expeditions help propel the career paths of leaders from the 
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domestic to the village arena. At this stage, influential men are transformed from being the 
heads of neighborhoods to becoming formal leaders at the community level. Those who go 
on to become village headmen are almost always leaders who have organized and headed 
successfi.d contact expeditions. 
In their quest to discover and pacifL groups that are located in increasingly distant 
places, village headmen have found it desirable to establish new settlements near them. This 
requires that leaders persuade the members of their communities to uproot themselves and 
relocate, which is not an easy task. Nowadays such a move is legitimated through the 
rhetoric of the contact expeditions. The rise and demise of the career of a headman are 
gauged through the activities of his followers, who heed or ignore his exhortations. His 
efforts to mobilize others to follow him to a new village site represent an especially dramatic 
stage of testing his influence. The developmental cycle of the village is thus synchronized 
with the leader's career path. The stages in the village cycle are also coordinated with the 
unfolding stages in the expedition cycle, although the timing of their initiation and 
completion are staggered. On the one hand, the start of a new cycle of expeditions tends to 
occur at the peak of a village's maturity, but it sets in motion a series of events that lead to 
the death of the village. On the other hand, the birth of another village, because of its 
proximity to the "hidden tribes," spurs the expedition cycle to reach its peak-the triumphal 
moment when a newly discovered tribe arrives to join the village-after which the activities 
settle into the more quotidian process of resocializing the immigrants. 
Through a series of exchanges of food, knowledge, and marriage, the identity of the 
immigrant group is gradually reconstructed in the image of the Waiwai. The early stages of 
exchange are dominated by the circulation of short-lived items, such as food or speech, 
among a narrow range of people, yet they build up a momentum that leads to transactions of 
items of great temporal depth, such as gardens or literacy skills, among progressively wider 
social networks. These exchanges continue to build on each other and eventually culminate 
in marital alliances, starting with the immediate exchange of sisters and later involving the 
delayed exchange of cross-cousins. Similarly, literacy gives immigrants access to the Bible, 
which conveys teachings that promise to save the souls of the converted at the Last 
Judgment. In other words, these exchanges accumulate and generate enough momentum to 
allow conversions to higher orders of value, which entail longer temporal duration and 
greater social breadth. By engaging immigrant groups in these exchanges, the Waiwai 
believe that they are transforming and enhancing the ethnic identity of immigrant groups, 
assisting them to survive in this world and gain immortality in the next. Since all of the 
groups that joined their settlements went through this process of Waiwai-ization in the past, 
they are in essence demonstrating that they have mastered the principles of their 
transformation by inducing the same metamorphosis in others. 
Continuing up the hierarchy of spatiotemporal arenas depicted in Fig. 37, the cycles 
of contact expeditions also allow the Waiwai to deal in creative ways with the ideological 
and economic expansion of Western society. Frontier colonists, government agents, and 
missionaries all represent different facets of this expansion at the local, national, and 
international levels. Each sector has its own image of Indians--competitors for land and 
Brazil nuts, citizens who are only "relatively competent," or souls to be saved-but they all 
concur in portraying the indigenous peoples as Others situated on the periphery of their 
communities. Sensing this marginality, the Waiwai have carved out distinctions between 
themselves and "hidden tribes," the latter being depicted as even farther beyond the limits 
of "ci~ilization.~~ As "fellow Indians," the Waiwai claim to understand them better than any 
Westerner could, while as Brazilian citizens and Christian converts, they claim to be capable 
of civilizing these isolated peoples themselves. By specializing in mounting contact 
expeditions, the Waiwai have devised a role for themselves as intercultural brokers who 
mediate among all the other parties. In classic fashion, they exercise this role by controlling 
the circulation of symbolically laden exchange media and powerfbl forms of knowledge, 
exploiting them to influence the actions and movements of others. Through such strategic 
negotiations, they reassert their own perspective, which casts them as the central actors in a 
drama played out over the social and spatial landscape. 
At the highest level, the cycle of expeditions fits into the grand Christian narrative 
of the origin of the cosmos and its final destruction in the apocalypse. If Jesus is waiting on 
the Waiwai to contact and evangelize the last peoples wandering in the "wilderness" before 
he decides to return for the Last Judgment, then they may be influencing the flow of time and 
the unfolding of that narrative. By preaching the Bible to those who did not know about 
Jesus, the Waiwai are making it possible for them to be rescued from a second death in the 
Big Fire. For those who accept the missionaries' notion of innocent damnation, the chance 
to save the ekatf ("souls") of other Indians still isolated in the forest is a way for them to 
make up for the alleged fate of the souls of their own ancestors, who died before the 
missionaries reached them. Although the Waiwai and those who joined them were fortunate 
in experiencing relatively few deaths from Western diseases after permanent contact, the idea 
that their former relatives would suffer a fate worse than death impels them to seek out as 
many still-uncontacted peoples as possible. 
The Waiwai's expeditions thus have a certain element of redemption in them-not 
merely in the Christian sense, but in a social, political, and psychological sense. Myers 
(1988) noted this redemptive quality in the case of the Pintupi in Western Australia when 
they contacted some long-lost, isolated relatives and refbsed to let Euro-Australians interfere: 
They, not whites-not even, or especially, the government-would decide what 
should be done. Possibly, in this way, they would redeem their past ... It was a chance 
for Pintupi who had lost their [relatives] ... to relive cathartically that circumstance, 
to recover and correct the past ... Thus, the event was part of the more general 
Aboriginal struggle to recover their autonomy as people, to make contact over 
again-to relive or reenact it, in a sense-and to do it without losing their past. 
Local Aboriginal people would exercise the right to decide what may take place in 
their own communities.. .Thus...did I come to understand the current Pintupi political 
project and their struggle to reformulate a cultural identity in its redemptive 
dimensions, recovering fiom the losses and sorrow of their earlier contact. (Myers 
1988:614,623) 
This review of the dynamics operating within and between these various levels of the 
Waiwai social landscape should make clear that their contact expeditions are a powerful 
means of interconnecting all of them. Not only does the succession of events constituting 
an expedition cycle have an impact on each of the developmental cycles discussed above, but 
it also links them together and makes it possible to follow the transition fiom one to another. 
Each level nests into the one above, which represents broader spatial and temporal rhythms 
and which controls the processes on the level below. The hierarchy that is generated thus 
constitutes a tightly organized, coordinated series of spatiotemporal cycles, from the annual 
cycle up through the developmental cycle of the village on up to the narrative of 
cosmological creation and destruction. Of course, many other patterned activities provide 
links between different levels (which ones were most important before permanent contact 
with missionaries is not clear), but none have become so powerful or comprehensive in 
Waiwai society as the trope of the expedition cycle. 
The organization of these journeys into expedition cycles has certain implications that 
deserve further attention. As cycles, they both model the developmental and repetitive nature 
of the processes within each spatiotemporal level and coordinate the different levels with 
each other into a hierarchically ordered, expansive series. In other words, the fact that the 
Waiwai have gone through numerous expedition cycles since the 1950s (e.g., to the Xerew, 
Yanomami, Tiriyb, Katuena, Waimiri-Atroari, Karafawyana, and so on) echoes the repetition 
of the cycles on each of the levels and emphasizes the replication of the same cyclical 
structure on all the levels. The narrative sequencing of events in each expedition cycle-the 
fact that it has a beginning, a middle, and an end-allows the cycle to serve as a model for 
the developmental patterning of the other cycles it concatenates. Furthermore, the 
cumulative results of their history of successful expedition cycles-the fact that each cycle 
has augmented the population, prestige, andlor political leverage of the Waiwai-embodies 
the organization of the other developmental processes into a hierarchy that moves fiom 
narrow, short cycles up to wide, long cycles. Again, this structure is reflected in the 
progressive evolution of the expedition cycles-the fact that their journeys have become 
more formalized, ambitious, and independent over the years. 
To borrow Geertz's phrase (1973:93), the expedition cycle is both a model of and a 
model for the developmental cycles it coordinates. Otherwise put, it serves as a paradigm 
of processes that the Waiwai experience in various registers of their social world. This 
paradigm makes it possible to connect distant events with local experiences, and past 
incidents with present experiences and imagined outcomes in the Euture. Analyzing the 
contact expeditions in this ways makes it possible to address issues that Mum raises in her 
analyses of the kula ring: 
..,we may ask how, from any given position, apprehension of a dis-iated world is 
built up through cultural processes that bring it into awareness as a horizon of the 
present ... spatiotemporal position of a subject, ... how the local events were khsed 
with translocal meanings,. . . [and how] the relations between events are developed in 
the practices of everyday life through infusing the experience of a given event with 
pasts (or possible pasts) and futures. Thus the unit of the event history is not simply 
a "happening," but a happening jlzfused (or becoming infused) with more time and 
space (more events or potential events) than itself. (Munn 1990: 1, 13) 
The series of actions that compris tion cycle offer a readily graspable, dynamic 
structure that villagers can employ to render their interactions with others intelligible. 
Indeed, many Waiwai, and especially male leaders, made use of the expedition paradigm as 
a way of organizing their life histories into narratives during my interviews with them. The 
felt need to make sense of their changing relations with non-Indians is especially strong, 
since the permanent insertion of these foreigners into their world was probably the most 
threatening and disruptive experience that their society ever underwent. Like Melanesian 
cargo movements analyzed by Burridge, the Waiwai's contact expeditions, involving such 
a highly ritualized complex of activities with such a powerfit1 ideology, "may be regarded 
as attempts to bridge the gap between one symbolic system and another," the Western and 
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[1960]:217). More precisely, the paradigm of the expedition cycle tries to bridge the gaps 
between multiple symbolic systems: that of the Waiwai, the various ethnic groups they 
"discovered," the missionaries, the Brazilians, and the occasional anthropologist. The 
contact expeditions have thus played a profound role in the on-going process of ethnogenesis 
among the people who call themselves "Waiwai." 
PAWANA: THE ""VISITORS" IMPROWSATION 
"Waiwai": What tribe do all of you belong to? 
"Visitor9': Mmmmm, I don't know! 
"Waiwai9,: Oh dear, they say they don't know! '6Who knows? Who are we?" 
is all they say! Be careful, these strangers are strange people! 
Among the variety of rituals and games performed during the semi-annual festivals 
is a genre of caricature called Pawana, meaning "Visitors." In this improvisation, Waiwai 
actors parody feasting, trade, and marriage with the "fierce peoples" of the region. Through 
the medium of humor, the ritual enacts a pithy drama about the politics of interethnic 
relations and ethnogenesis. Prior chapters examined more sober expressions of the Waiwai's 
relations with other groups through exchange, pacification, and marriage. As a final 
dimension, I focus here on the fictional portrayal of these peoples in the Pawana 
improvisations, since its farcical and exaggerated form throws into stark relief many attitudes 
that underlie more subtle Waiwai responses to the "unseen tribes." The Pawana rituals 
provide an arena to represent issues such as power and ethnicity in the inverted medium of 
play, which, as many scholars have shown, can be a trenchant form of social commentary. 
Yet, as Keith Basso points out (1 979:5), much still remains to be done in documenting "the 
uses to which humor is put in the management of social relations" among Amerindians.' 
The Sioux spokesman Vine Deloria remarks that 'Yt has always been a great 
disappointment to Indian people that the humorous side of Indian life has not been 
emphasized by professed experts ... Indians have found a humorous side to nearly every 
problem and the experiences of life have generally been so well defined through jokes and 
stories that they have become a thing in themselves" (Deloria, cited in K. Basso 1979:3). 
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The caricature plays on themes of identity contrast between the Waiwai and radically 
"other" groups. Through the exchange of foods, goods, words, and spouses, the actors 
translate their differences, mediate their boundaries, and reformulate their identities. 
Although the improvisation is accompanied by great laughter and is categorized as "play" 
and "joking," it nonetheless strikes deep chords about the "serious stuff' of culture. I have 
already discussed how complicated is the question of just who the Waiwai are, for 
anthropologists as well as for the Waiwai themselves. While their fawana skits may not be 
a definitive answer, they are at least an inventive attempt to expose the implicit components 
of the question. 
The data I use in this chapter were collected from five of the semi-annual festivals 
during which the f awana rituals were enacted. I recorded and transcribed eight scripts of 
improvised dialogues, which represent only a portion of the many rapid-fire parleys that take 
place simultaneously during each improvisation. I will first distinguish between the invariant 
features common to all Pawana performances and the variable aspects open to 
improvisation. This will set the stage for interpreting specific examples of humor from the 
scripts and explaining what makes them amusing to the Waiwai. I will then argue that the 
fawana caricatures represent the processes through which initially antithetical peoples can 
bridge their differences and enhance each other's humanity. Just as the imaginary visitors 
need to be civilized by the Waiwai, so the Waiwai need to revitalize their society with the 
creative energies of their guests. The improvisation, although fictional, thus highlights 
crucial truths about the Waiwai's desire to search for the "'unseen peoples." 
Caricaturin~ Otherness 
The first Pawana improvisations were staged in the mid-'60s, after many groups had 
already been assimilated into the expanding complex of Waiwai settlements on the 
Essequibo River in British Guiana. By the time of my fieldwork in the 1980s, the caricature 
had become a well-integrated feature of virtually every Christmas and Easter festival season. 
It may be recalled from Chapter IV that these week-long festivals involve daily sermons and 
hymns, morning and afternoon feasts, and a wide variety of animal imitation rituals, games, 
and dances that last for hours. The Pawana caricatures are enacted in the latter half of the 
festival, after everybody's spirits have reached a peak and actors have had time to put 
together costumes for the skit. Men and women impersonate visitors in separate skits on 
different days; usually there is one Pawana for the men and one for the women held each 
festival (sometimes a third, less elaborate skit might be organized by adolescents who have 
not participated earlier). Audience members never know exactly when a P w a n a  skit will 
be held; suddenly one afternoon, in the middle of dancing and merrymaking, the "visitors" 
appear and the improvisation begin, much to everybody's delight. 
Since the caricature represents a comic "transcript" (Basso 1979:41) of the actual 
reception of visitors upon their arrival from afar, some description of these encounters is in 
order. The etiquette of visiting in the Guiana region requires that newcomers announce their 
approach before they enter the river port or the village clearing with a distinctive whistling 
or shotgun blast. This not only demonstrates that the visitors have no intention of launching 
a surprise attack, but also gives the hosts a chance to get ready to receive them. As shouts 
of ""fawana! P awana!" are hollered from house to house, residents drop what they were 
doing, frantically change into their best outfits, and dash to the edge of the village where the 
visitors have arrived, also dressed and ornamented to the hilt. They are solemnly ushered 
into the community meeting house (umana), where they sit down, staring at the ground 
uncomfortably and betraying little emotion. Some of the host women (usually wives of 
village leaders) bring tapioca drink and manioc bread for the headman to serve. The visitors 
gradually relax and begin to engage in conversation with their hosts. If the two groups do 
not know each other very well, they will engage in a rapid exchange of trade goods to dispel 
potential hostilities. Before sustained Western contact, male guests and hosts would also 
engage in wrestling matches. Visitors who have come to survey marriage prospects will wait 
several days for an opportune moment to make a proposal. 
Based on these practices, the fmana  ritual generates a caricature by selecting, 
distorting, and exaggerating a number of features. As Basso argues, this process involves 
several logical principles, notably contrast, epitome, intensification, analogy, and 
misclassification (1 979:37-45). In the fictional version of intervillage encounters, the visitors 
are portrayed not merely as outsiders but as total strangers to the Waiwai, foreigners who 
have no prior connection to their hosts. They are not only dissimilar from the Waiwai, but 
radically Other, contrasting with them in every aspect. They are furthermore depicted as 
backward, primitive, and ignorant peoples who come from "very far away," implying social 
as well as geographical distance from the Waiwai. The imaginary '"isitors" take themselves 
very seriously but reveal themselves to be crude, flawed, and unsocialized. They lose their 
tempers easily, threatening to use sorcery or attacking their hosts with clubs if their demands 
for food, goods, or spouses are not met immediately. Indeed, every detail of their apparel, 
behavior, language, and possessions advertises their barbarity and buffoonery. The audience, 
crowding in close upon the actors, accompanies the unfolding of the caricature with 
uproarious gales of laughter. 
wnpeople with short tempers, hot desires, and savage manners, the fictional 
pawana represent "fierce peoples" (tirwofiem komo) who are dangerous and powerful, the 
"unseen tribes" (enihni kamo) who as yet have no contact with the outside. These are, of 
course, precisely the peoples whom the Waiwai seek out in their expeditions and persuade 
to join their village. The improvisation is thus based not only on intervillage visiting rituals, 
but also on first contacts between the Waiwai and the groups they attempt to pacify. By 
eliding these associations, the caricature equates all non-Waiwai with fierce, unseen peoples 
who need to be "civilized" by the Waiwai. It is, in this regard, a theatrical boast about the 
Waiwai's sense of superiority over their neighbors. As we will see later, however, this is 
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only half this is only half the story, since the skit also dramatizes the dependency of the 
Waiwai on outsiders for certain resources they cannot generate for themselves. 
The basic plot of the fawana improvisation follows a standard sequence of generic 
interactions. The sound of whistling is heard as the acting 6'visitors99 emerge from a path 
leading into the village plaza and enter the umana (see Fig. 38). After they are seated, the 
guests are interrogated by audience members representing the resident Waiwai, who ask them 
what group they belong to, where they came from, how their journey went, and why they 
came. The hosts offer tapioca and manioc bread (as they would to real visitors), but their 
guests reject or mishandle the food in some ridiculous way. Barters are then proposed, 
negotiated, and carried out. The pawana offer their finest trade valuables, but these are 
usually sadly inferior versions of actual trade goods, which the Waiwai turn down, 
mockingly praise, or reciprocate with some equally inferior payment. Then one side or the 
other proposes marriage arrangements; the actors review imaginary past histories, evaluate 
the qualities of potential spouses, and make demands for compensation. The visitors may 
conclude by demonstrating for the Waiwai some typical tradition of theirs such as a clumsy 
dance. They then leave abruptly, taking their new Waiwai spouses with them. 
Another invariant feature is that all the actors playing the part of the visitors are of 
the same gender. However, many of them are dressed as the opposite sex. For example, 
pwana women often come bearing bow and arrows (which they pathetically try to shoot), 
while men sometimes come dressed in female clothing or suckling baby dolls. The 
"Waiwai" actors, on the other hand, mix and match genders differently. A men's f awana 
is greeted by a mixed group of male and female "Waiwai," while a women's Pawana is 
greeted by all male or all female "Waiwai." However, none of the "Waiwai" engage in 
transvestism, since they are not confused about their "true" gender identity. 
In an analogous inversion, some actors on the "visitors" side portray themselves in 
the extreme opposite age category: elderly women may state they have just come out of 
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puberty seclusion, while youths may hobble into the umana bent and leaning on a walking 
stick. Kinship relations among actors are also playhlly misrepresented and mishandled, 
guaranteeing gales of laughter every time. The actors exploit the opportunities provided by 
the "play frame" (Goffman 1974) to push the limits of what is normally considered 
acceptable behavior between certain social categories. 
Within this invariant framework, however, ample room is made for spontaneity and 
creativity; this is what makes it a vibrant improvisation, not a stock ceremony. Humor is 
generated not only by the caricature of visiting groups, but also by the inventiveness of the 
actors, the quality of their witticisms, and the novelty of their impersonations. The audience 
inspects and co ents on every detail of the actors' costumes and props, responding to each 
item with glee. Each time a visitor responds to a question, the audience's laughter indicates 
their approval according to how clever it is, how audacious its insults, or how dangerously 
close it alludes to actual tensions in the village. Sometimes an actor scores by the bluntness 
and buffoonery of his portrayals, other times by the subtlety and complexity of her verbal 
quips. Since no actor, "Waiwai" or "visitor," knows exactly what the other will say in their 
banter of questions and answers, humor emerges from the spontaneity and ingenuity of each 
actor's repartees. The comedy, in short, hinges on the element of surprise within loosely 
prescribed parameters. 
Some examples of the variations in how actors portray the visitors may be helphl. 
For instance, their clothing may be fully transvestite or may rely on minimalist keys to signal 
the gender portrayed by the actor (e.g., a single toucan tail ornarnent-a male 
accoutrement-may suffice to indicate that a female actress is representing a male visitor). 
Actors may choose to invert only one aspect of their identity, such as age or gender, or they 
may assemble complex masquerades that coordinate several different kinds of identity 
inversions. The costumes are often old and torn; they may be discarded clothes that have 
been retrieved from the rubbish or even ragged outfits that in their studied disarray testify to 
the time and thought that went into making them (such as dresses stitched together from 
burlap bags). Some of the body decor represent impoverished or antiquated versions of 
contemporary ornaments (e.g., cotton strands for knee bands, seeds for necklaces, or 
decorated bark sheaves for arm bands), representing ornaments the Waiwai used before 
Western contact. Bizarre arrays of feathers testiQ to the visitors' utter lack of aesthetic 
standards. Their faces may be painted with blotches instead of the normal fine designs, or 
they may be covered entirely with red or black paint like the threatening "fierce peoples." 
The props brought by the pawana actors are, like the costumes, potentials to be 
exploited in the course of the improvisation, in the spirit of bricolage. Old kettles or broken 
machetes may be presented as "brand-new"; discarded Brazil nut hulls may be used as 
drinking cups; full-grown men may wear children's carrying baskets, or else huge ones 
containing a single shrivelled piece of game; walking sticks may be swung around 
menacingly as war clubs. Mere curs may be brought as a parody of the Waiwai's actual trade 
specialization in fine hunting dogs; likewise, chickens may be offered as a substitute for 
talking parrots, their other specialty. 
The names of the villages or groups from which the visitors come usually refer to 
a1 or some risible object, accentuating their unsocialized nature. In everyday life, 
animal epithets are a favorite form of banter between joking partners for any peculiarity or 
flaw. Actual ethnonyms used by the Waiwai for other groups in the region often denote 
some animal (as discussed in Chapter 11), while the name adopted by the Waiwai, "Tapioca 
People," expresses the sin qua non of festive sociability. One particular Pawana enactment 
I observed was little more than a sequence of questions and responses about tribal 
ethnonyms, which were composed entirely of animal names, suggesting that the differences 
between social groups are homologous to the differences between animal species (Lkvi- 
Strauss 1963:20,77,87). 
The demeanor of the visitors is alternately hostile, curious, eager, and impatient. 
Before being seated, some brandish mock clubs to repulse the curious audience that crowds 
around them. The Waiwai then attempt to pacifjr their agitated guests with tapioca drink and 
manioc bread. The pawana may rudely refuse these offerings, a violation of etiquette that 
in real life would be considered an act so hostile that no further interaction could take place. 
Some may tentatively accept the drink but then pretend to vomit it in disgust; others ask 
instead for their favorite beverage-some anti-food like fish poison or arrow poison. The 
most najive guests experiment with the refreshments as if trying to figure out what they are: 
one visitor drank the tapioca from an old shoe, someone else smeared it over his body as if 
it were soap, another sat on the bread, while yet another tried it on as a hat. To not know 
what tapioca and bread are is to reveal an ignorance that nearly excludes them from the realm 
of the "human"; but to teach these poor wretches about such foods is an eminently civilizing 
act. The Waiwai consider tapioca and manioc bread to be the prototype of all foods; their 
inclusion in a meal is the essential diacritical that defines it as a true meal. A meal may lack 
gusto when it lacks meat; but lacking manioc products, it is not a meal at all. 
Some of the actors may impersonate visiting sorcerers, also considered fierce and 
dangerous beings. One actor I saw rolled up ground leaves to imitate tobacco, traditionally 
smoked to communicate with powerful spirits. Another mock sorcerer had intermingled 
wisps of white twine in his hair to signifjr old age, playing on the misgiving that elderly 
people, who practiced shamanism and sorcery before missionaries discouraged them, still 
pursue such activities. The "unseen tribes" are especially suspected of sorcery, not only 
because they are non-Christians but also because casting malevolent spells is a form of 
aggression performed in secret by those who wish to remain unseen. 
Sometimes the visitors are portrayed as the victims of sorcery or diseases rather than 
their perpetrators. Being weakened through magic or contagion suggests that the visitors 
have faulty corporal and social boundaries, which have been transgressed through soul loss, 
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the introjection of harmful substances, or infection by germs (now part of the Waiwai's 
etiology). Moreover, the state of one's physical health is thought to reflect one's moral 
condition and social well-being; afflictions in one realm can be symptoms of afflictions in 
another. Sometimes the visitors say they picked up infections on their way through Brazilian 
towns-a wry commentary on the grim reality of contact diseases that continue to strike the 
Waiwai, especially the most recent members to join their villages. 
Often the bodies of thepawana are portrayed as inherently defective. Some visitors 
may sullenly refuse to answer any questions, prompting the hosts to offer a diagnosis that 
they lack vocal chords altogether. This calls the visitors' humanity into question, since 
without these organs, the eminently human attribute of speech is impossible. Other visitors 
may roll their heads around as if they had underdeveloped neck muscles, like newly-hatched 
fledglings. One time a visitor sat quivering as if he were shivering in the heat or as if had no 
control over his muscles. 
The visitors are equally belligerent and ignorant in their trade behavior, violating all 
the rules of decorum that normally order the highly formalized Waiwai diplomacy of barter. 
The visitors may denigrate what the Waiwai offer, insist on more payment, rush the 
proceedings, or accuse their trade partners of being stingy. The goods they offer are sorry 
specimens of trade goods, being shoddy, small, dirty, or worn out. Likewise, their notions 
about the commensurability of goods are pitifully askew. One visitor asked, "Don't you 
happen to have a daughter you can give me? I have no wife!" The Waiwai host replied 
regretfully, "No, I'm sorry, I already gave all my daughters away. But hey, how about this 
belt instead?, "Oh sure, that'll do just fine!" the visitor said. His contentment with what he 
thought was an adequate substitute of equal value earned hearty laughs from the spectators. 
The visitors' need for spouses underscores their social incompleteness. Male visitors 
eagerly advertise their qualities to their potential Waiwai wives and in-laws, who are 
distinctly undenvhelmed. An elderly male actor boasted of having shot his first monkey, a 
hunting feat normally accomplished in adolescence. Another visitor proudly presented a 
ruined manioc sieve as proof of his fine weaving capabilities. Femalepawana, on the other 
hand, often pretend that they are totally uninterested in marrying. In everyday life, this idea 
would strike the Waiwai as eccentric. But through the caricature, women are able to express 
their resistance to the burdens of marriage-something they may resent in real life but have 
no chance to vent except in private to confidantes. 
Scripts for Satire 
I have selected a few excerpts from various Pawana scripts to illustrate some of the 
issues outlined above and to convey more vividly the tenor and substance of their joking 
behavior. Humor may be one of the most difficult types of meaning to translate across 
linguistic and cultural divides, but nonetheless I hope that my commentaries on the scripts 
will shed some light on why they strike the Waiwai as and how they reflect concerns 
from ordinary life. 
The first transcription is a good example of themes that often appear in women's 
fawana. At least fifteen women participated in this particular enactment, all claiming to be 
the daughters of the eldest woman, the leader. They entered the plaza with masculine hoots 
and cries, carrying long sticks with rows of skewered cashew fruits. These fruits belong to 
the category of sweet foods, often compared to sexual organs. In particular, cashew fruits 
are said to be the favorite food of wayam tortoises, creatures that carry numerous sexual 
connotations. In another game enacted a few days earlier, the men hid live wayam tortoises 
in the thick grass around the edge of the village and challenged the women to find them. 
When successful, the women carried the captured tortoises past the men and home to cook, 
flirtatiously proclaiming their desire to eat some luscious "meat," which metonymically 
stands for a woman's male provider. As in so many societies, "eating" can be used as a 
metaphor for copulation. If in the earlier game the women lusted for (male) wayam meat to 
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eat, in the later Pawana the men's desires for (female) wayam fruits were stirred up. 
Notably, the word for "lover," wayamnu, literally, 6'his/her tortoise," refers to anyone in the 
category of permitted sexual or marital partners. In fact, traditionally intervillage festivals 
promoted opportunities for wayamnu to seek out sexual liaisons. 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 2: 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1: 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor 1 : 
[To visitors:] Who are you all? 
Ones who live deep in the forest! 
Ones who live deep in the forest? Wow! What tribe do you 
belong to? 
Wayam Yana, the Tortoise People. 
They say they're the Tortoise People; they must've just come from 
the fungus patch! They must've travelled through groves with 
lots of tasty leaves, ! 
How about all the others, are they your grandchildren? 
They're my daughters! 
They're your daughters? Did all of them come from far away 
too? 
Yes, they all did! All of them are my daughters! 
My, you've obviously borne a lot of children! That's wonderfid! 
That's of course why I'm so weak now!* 
Really? Oh dear! Is that why you're using a cane to walk with? 
Yes, poor me! 
Why did you want to come? 
We heard the word spread about that there was a feast here, so 
that's why we wanted to come! 
Waiwai 2: [To the other Waiwai:] Hey, did you hear that? Word spread 
about the feast! 
In Waiwai notions about the maturation process, women become weaker and 
skinnier as they age due to nursing, which involves a transfer of bodily substance to the child, 
depleting the mother's reserves of fat, the source of her milk. 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 2: 
Waiwai 2: 
Visitor 1 : 
Waiwai 1 : 
Waiwai 2: 
Waiwai 1 : 
Waiwai 2: 
We're thirsty and hungry! We've come on empty stomachs! 
They say they want something to drink! 
[Comes up to Visitor 1, his actual w*.] Hello! Listen, would 
you like to marry me? I'll give you this bag of salt if you agree to. 
No way! 
What did you say to her? 
I asked her to marry me, but she turned me down! 
Did you ask if she has a husband back in her village? 
Surely she does! It's the only possible reason why she doesn't 
want me or my salt! 
Visitor 1 : I don't have one, he already died! 
Waiwai 1 : So now you have no husband? 
Visitor 1 : I'm without a husband now, oh dear! All of my daughters here 
are the children of my long-dead husband! 
Waiwai 1 : Well, there just happens to be available men here! Wouldn't you 
like one? 
Visitor 1 : No, I don't want a husband! 
Waiwai 2: Darn it! 
Visitor 1 : My next husband would die too! I'm very weak, how would I 
feed him? 
Waiwai 1 : But this man here wants a wife very badly! He might die fiom 
desire instead! Yes, he just might! He's even willing to go 
harvest manioc on his own if need be! 
Visitor 1 : But I'm very weakly! I wouldn't be able to fix any meals for him! 
That's why my former husband died! 
Waiwai 1: Wow? 
Visitor 1 : From lack of anything to eat! 
Waiwai 1 : Really? Oh dear! 
Waiwai 2: Well, what about your daughters? 
Visitor 1 : None of my daughters wants a husband! 
Waiwai 2: There are lots of men available as husbands for all of you, men 
who are young and strong! 
Waiwai 3: [Turns to next woman.] Now about you? Do you want a 
husband? 
Visitor 2: No, I don't want a husband, damn it! 
Waiwai 3 : Why not? 
Visitor 2: I've always lived where there are no men! 
Waiwai 3: So you don't want one? 
Visitor 2: Not at all! I'll live and I'll die vvithout a husband! 
Waiwai 3 : Don't you want any meat? 
Visitor 2: I'll go searching for my meat on my own! 
Waiwai 4: Well, what do they say? 
Waiwai 3 : They say they don't want any husbands, oh dear! 
Marriages, like trade partnerships (warawan), involve dyadic pairs of social actors 
with unlike but complementary resources to offer. Both kinds of relationships instantiate at 
the individual level the more diffuse contrasts between self and other, visitor and Waiwai. 
Here, however, gender roles are contested and the division of labor is parodied: women are 
promiscuous, men are romantic; the former go hunting, the latter go gardening. As with 
transvestism, the unexpected juxtapositions of normally separate categories express the 
visitors' existential disorder. Such confirsion is amusing-but it is also a crucial aspect of 
creativity and vitality, a state of abundant possibilities and unformed potency. It is essential 
for Waiwai society to tap such resources if it is to avoid stasis, sterility, and extinction. The 
joke about the numerous daughters of the elderly woman leader played on the idea of the 
visitors being fecund and sexually licentious. They are simultaneously naturalized wayamnu, 
"lovers," and humanized wayam, "tortoises." The irony of such characteristics make them 
ironically (and therefore humorously) intensely desirable to the Waiwai. While the latter 
may introduce themselves as civilized representatives of proper conduct, the direction of the 
transformative processes is not simply from Waiwai to the visitors, for the Waiwai 
themselves begin to act on passions and challenge standard roles ("He might die from desire, 
he's even willing to go harvest manioc on his own if need be!"). While the visitors benefit 
from becoming socialized, Waiwai society benefits from the generative potential of the 
visitors' raw energies, critical for investing structure with vitality. Both sides alone are 
incomplete, like villages lacking members of the opposite sex; the conjunction is 
reproductive in more ways than one. 
Sometimes the comedy allows for vivid allusions to current problems in the political 
and social arena. One time the work leader Xexewa, who was Yakuta's main rival for 
village leadership, played the part of the visitor's chief. When someone asked Xexewa, 
"Who are you?" he declared, "I am the chief (kayaritomo) of my people!" A woman in the 
audience retorted, "Listen to that! He says he's the toyomohfie of his people! He sure is, 
just look at his hair!" The word she used means "someone whose head is all full of lice''-a 
clever inversion of both the phonemics and the politics of Xexewa's brazen assertion. 
Another staging of Pawana involved a complex set of transpositions that alluded to 
the political controversy swirling about Yakuta's efforts to persuade the villagers to move to 
the Rio Jatapuzinho near the uncontacted Karafawyana. In 1985, a few months before he 
planned to open up gardens at the Jatapuzinho site, he suffered a serious hunting accident. 
While running through the forest in pursuit of a spider monkey high in the trees, he ran into 
a sharp branch that penetrated his lower leg and entered the bone. He was determined, 
however, to go ahead as planned with his trip to the Jatapuzinho. Despite medical treatment 
in Boa Vista, the wound festered and worsened, risking possible amputation. The P awana 
improvisation that Christmas starred Pekaiia, a young man Erom the faction staunchly 
opposed to the move, who impersonated a visiting Karafawyana chief (visible as the second 
to last character in Fig. 38). He made a costume out of a burlap bag and an elaborate grass 
mask that completely covered his head. His elderly father Yevvira made a pair of upper 
ornaments, the kind the Waiwai used to wear long ago. Playing on metaphors of sight, 
fekafia claimed to be a "blind" (ewuhni) chief fiom an "unseen9' tribe (enihni) whose eyes 
had been pierced by a stick while hunting a white-lipped peccary. His props included a 
walking stick (an exaggerated version of the one Yakuta had to use) and a large tapir bone, 
painted red with annatto, that hung fiom his belt. In the following passage, the Waiwai 
"hosts" questioned him and learned he was a chief, so they summoned Yakuta as the 
"Waiwai chief9 to interview him. 
Waiwai 1 : What tribe is this?! 
Waiwai 2: They must be the Stiff-Haired Tribe! 
Waiwai 1 : They look like parrots, horrors! 
Waiwai 3: Look at his hair, it's all dried out! 
Waiwai 2: You people should oil your hair! 
Waiwai 3 : [Grabs tufts of grass hair.] His old hair pulls out easily! 
Visitor chief: Ouch! Don't do that, it really hurts! 
Waiwai 1 : Where did you come fiom? 
Visitor chief: From the Onowa R i ~ e r . ~  
Waiwai 2: [Points to tapir bone.] Horrors, look at this! They evidently 
take people's bones out! 
Waiwai 3: Don't play around with them, they'll take our bones too! 
Waiwai 2: Probably his former wife died, so he brought her bone!4 
A river near the wontacted Karafawyana, the target of Yakuta's expedition plans. 
When someone has died through suspicious means, a survivor may exhume a bone 
and perform a type of diagnostic sorcery to discover the culprit. 










Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor chief: 
Waiwai 1 : 
How scary! They're obviously a very strange people!' 
[Patting visitor chief] This is my grandfather: he's a sorcerer! 
Who is your chief! [Hosts bring Yakuta forward.] Are you 
the chief! 
Yes, that's me! 
Really? I can't see, unfortunately! 
Oh dear, why not? 
A piece of wood pierced my eyes! 
How did that happen to you? 
I was chasing after a peccary in the forest when a piece of 
wood pierced my eyes! 
Really? Oh dear! [To another " Waiwai ": J He's the chief! 
His eyes were blinded, how unfortunate! 
You certainly came from far away! Are you tired? 
Yes! We would like something to drink! 
Really? Okay. He says bring some drink! Where are the 
hostesses? 
Waiwai 3: They're with the women pulling his hair out! 
Waiwai 1 : Go bring some drink! They say they are hungry people, poor 
things! 
Waiwai 2: Serve the blind ones something to drink! 
Waiwai 1 : Will you drink some of this tapioca? 
Visitor chief: No! 
Waiwai 2: Evidently he's not a tapioca drinker!6 
Waiwai 1 : All right, so what do you want to drink? 
Visitor chief: Some patawa palmfruit drink. 
Anarf men, "ones who are strange, dangerous," related to the term anarf ro, 
"complete strangers, foreigners." The quote that opens this chapter plays on this similarity. 
Recall that the ethnonym "Waiwai" means "Tapioca People" in Wapixana. 
Waiwai 3 : 
Waiwai 2: 
Waiwai 3 : 
Visitor chief: 




Waiwai 1 : 
Visitor chief: 
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Here, try some of this instead! Ugh! His mouth is ruined! 
Oh dear, how can we serve him, he has no mouth! 
Pour it into his ear, that must be where he drinks from! 
I don't want it, it doesn't taste good! 
He doesn't want it, go bring another kind! 
This is all there is, this old drink! 
What did all of you come for? 
We came to see you. We want to trade (warawanta)! 
What do you want? 
Unfortunately I have no axe! 
Waiwai 1 : The people of the ugly hair say they want axes! Go tell the 
others! 
Waiwai 4: Here's a really great axe! [Offers a broken machete blade.] 
Waiwai 2: Give him a mirror! Do you want one?7 
Visitor chief: Sure, if there is one! 
Waiwai 3 : [Lots ofjostling as audience crowds in.] Everyone wants to 
get a good look at him! 
Waiwai 1 : What's your status? Do you want a wife? 
Visitor chief: No! I'm the chief! I'm someone who can't be tempted 
(ema&kanf)! 
Waiwai 4: He probably has two wives!' 
Waiwai 2: Well, he looks like he's going to sit firm here for a very long 
time! 
Waiwai 3 : Hey! They're leaving! Look out! 
[The visiting chief leads his people out, amidst gales of Waiwai laughter.] 
The joke of giving a mirror to a blind man needs little explanation. 
A practice once common among the Waiwai, but mostly discontinued under 
missionary pressure and now thought of as a "primitive" practice. 
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When Yakuta realized he had been tricked into interviewing a caricature of himself, 
he good-naturedly listened to the joking made at his expense. Despite the thinly-veiled 
criticisms, he laughed as loudly as everyone else. When Pekaiia, representing the blind 
(ignorant) chief, declared, "I'm someone who can't be tempted (ema&kani)!" he was making 
a clear reference to what Yakuta ought to do. In its literal sense, the word emaCbkanirefers 
to strong trees that cannot be toppled over. Metaphorically, it connotes someone with a 
mature, hard soul who stands firm and cannot be easily tempted or swayed. Recall that, as 
the epitome of stability, the headman is called the "tree of the village," its firm central 
support; if he is removed fiom office, dies, or moves away, villagers say, "Our tree has 
fallen."The skit alluded not only to the villagers' fears that Yakuta might become crippled 
or die as a result of his infected leg, but also to the controversial relocation. The faction 
opposed to the idea urged him not to topple over (ema&bni) by leaving, but to "sit firm9' 
in one place "for a long time." 
In another instance, Kumara and Xwixwi, husband and wife, portrayed a male visitor 
and a female Waiwai. Their marriage had long been plagued by the Xwixwi's chronic 
illness, which often rendered her incapable of harvesting her garden or preparing meals for 
their large family. Kumara suspected that a rival's sorcery lay behind her condition. For the 
Pmvana improvisation, he had managed to wrangle a kit of serum, intravenous tubes, and 
a hypodermic needle fiom the nearby FUNAI post. The following excerpt from the middle 
of the skit illustrates how the play frame allowed the couple to articulate the strains in their 
relationship and yet reaffirm their commitment to each other: 
Visitor chief: There are doctors here among us. If you are sick, have them give 
you an injection! 
Waiwai chief: Oh, really? Great! We should have them give us injections! So, 
you promise you won't club anyone any more? 
Visitor chief: No, we'll be peaceful. 
Waiwai man: Hey, Doctor! I want your beads! 
Doctor visitor: These are payment for a wife! 
Waiwai chief: A wife! There are some available women here! 
Visitor chief: We have no wives! All our wives died a long time ago! That's 
why we came, to look the women over! 
Waiwai chief: Oh yeah? It would be good for us to give them gifts of wives, 
they are fiom so far away! 
Waiwai man: Yes, we should give gifts to these far-away people! They are our 
brethren! 
Waiwai chief: This one here must be a doctor! 
Visitor chief: He certainly is a doctor! He can cure anyone in an instant! 
Waiwai man: Is that true, Doctor? I bet he can cure his wife! 
Waiwai chief: They sure came with plenty of medicines! Will you give us 
some? What's this? [Fingers serum bag.] 
Doctor visitor: That's not for you; it's for my wife! I want a wife! 
Waiwai chief: He says he won't give us any medicines! 
Waiwai woman: What kind of thing will you take for some? How about this little 
camera here? [Fingers anthropologist's camera. ] 
Doctor visitor: Yes, I'd like that! 
Waiwai chief: Would you like a hunting dog? 
Doctor visitor: Oh, yes! 
Waiwai chief: He says he wants a hunting dog! What kind of hunter do you 
want? 
Doctor visitor: One that will hunt plenty of game for my wife! 
Waiwai woman: What kind? One that hunts ta ir, one that hunts wild pig, one 
that hunts agouti-what kind? dP 
Doctor visitor: One that hunts everything! 
Waiwai woman: He says, "One that hunts everything!" 
Recall that the value of a dog is partly determined by the type of game it can hunt, 
so these questions are probing the visitor's standards, expectations, and desires. 
Doctor visitor: I also want a skirt for my wife; a second-hand one you might 
have is all right. 
Waiwai man: He says he wants a second-hand skirt! Bring one! 
Waiwai chief: [Returns with a Waiwai woman, in reality the actor's own wife.] 
Here, I've brought you a wife! This is a dear little wife for you! 
Doctor visitor: What did she say about marrying me? 
Waiwai chief: She says she'll consider you! 















It seems that she's looking him over first. 
[She grabs visitor 's bead necklaces.] 
Look! She wants your necklaces! 
Take them quickly! They're the marriage payment! 
She's taking the beads! That's great! 
It seems she does want me! 
If you want her, take her! 
[To Waiwai "wife ":I Do you want him? 
[Laughing.] I don't want him in the least! 
Listen to that, she says she wants you very much! 
I don't want him, damn it! 
She says she wants you, that's what she said! "I really want him!" 
she said! Look, you're wearing a beautiful feather arm band, 
you're obviously quite the skilled hunter!'' 
Our sister is very ill, but he'll be able to cure her quickly! 
I certainly know how I'll cure her! 
Waiwai man: Go give her an 66injection9'!11 Grab her! 
lo By admiring the visitor's feather ornaments and hunting skills, the Waiwai chief 
is evaluating the man's merits as a husband for this woman under his charge. 
' T h e  sexual double entendre of "giving injections" is deliberate. 
Doctor visitor: I want to see her do a seductive dance first! l2 
Waiwai man: Sister, he says, "Dance"! 
Waiwai wife: I'll dance in a moment! [Sits next to him andplayfully tugs at 
more beads.] 
Waiwai man: [Gives her an exaggerated kiss-+ Brazilian gesture that the 
Waiwaifind ridiculously barbaric.] 
Here we can see how the real-life problems of the wife's chronic illness and her 
husband's suspicion of a rival's spells are transposed into a narrative that allows a symbolic 
resolution to be reached. At first, the effectiveness of the visiting doctor's previous 66cures" 
comes under suspicion, since his chief admits that "all our wives died a long time ago." Yet 
when he agrees to the Waiwai's request to be peaceful and becomes impassioned by the 
Waiwai woman, he redirects his former powers as a sorcerer to new ends as a healer. He 
becomes a latter-day shaman, a doctor, who will no longer introject malevolent substances 
that slowly kill, but rather, beneficial liquids-intravenous sucrose and semen-that 
miraculously "cure anyone in an instant." Involvement between the powerful visitor and the 
Waiwai is salutary for both sides-as it is for the couple who plays the roles. The obscene 
double entendres represented an exaggerated expression of their conjugal relationship and 
the affection they still felt for each other despite their problems. 
In variants of the fawana skit, other groups besides "primitive" Indians were 
caricatured. For example, acting visitors might identify themselves as members of groups 
that had already assimilated into the Waiwai village, as if it were a subtle reminder that no 
one ever became fully Waiwai-ized. Occasionally the caricature became self-reflexive, such 
as the time a backward visitor claimed to be "Waiwai," which sparked a stream of self- 
mocking witticisms on both sides. In one of the most elaborate fawana enactments I 
l2 The term he uses is manimbopo, a traditional type of dance between men and 
women that aimed at seduction, which was abandoned a while ago due to missionary 
disapproval. 
witnessed, the "Waiwai hosts" parodied their own conversion to Christianity and caricatured 
a mock church service. Again, there is the example of the Pawana filmed in "Terra de 
Ninguem" (Corbineau 1979) where the members of the "'tribe" that came to visit were 
karaiwa, Brazilians-whom, as we saw, the Waiwai also view as insufficiently socialized, 
angry, and dangerous, as well as a source of external power. The ignorance of the mock 
Brazilian chief (played by Yakuta) was represented as another kind of blindness imposed by 
a mask-in this instance, a pair of sunglasses. I once got caught up in an convolutedfawana 
inversion as well: after so many sessions of observing the caricatures, I was urged by the 
women to participate in their Pawana. Upon our arrival in the urnana, some of the male 
Waiwai looked surprised-but only for a moment. Two of the young men ran to my house 
and returned with my notebooks, tape recorder, and camera, and proceeded to wield them in 
an ostentatious burlesque of ethnographic fieldwork: "Hey, let me take your picture! Move 
that way; no, this way; wait, stay still! [Click!]" If the anthropologist was going to pretend 
to be a Waiwai pretending to be a wild Indian, then these two Waiwai men could just as well 
pretend to be an anthropologist pretending to take data. 
Through inverting, transposing, and exaggerating activities from "real life," the 
Pawana ritual develops a series of associations between ethnic identity and the proper 
perception of value and, by extension, codes of conduct. The basic logic of the performance 
operates on an analogy between two pairs of contrasts, "Waiwai : visitors :: perception of 
value : misperception of value." The Waiwai represent insiders, relatives, "our people" 
(kpoyino), Eull human beings, while the visitors represent outsiders, strangers (anari ro), 
"'unseen people" who live close to a state of nature. The of each group is bound up with 
its knowledge about the differential worth of exchange items. The poor, ignorant visitors 
repeatedly confuse ee th ibe rn  (valuable, durable things) vs. ero pintho (valueless, 
perishable things). These concepts, it may be recalled, are central to the evaluation and 
negotiation of trade specialties (see Chapter V) and to the attainment of immortality after 
death (Chapter VI). In the comic transcript of these serious subjects, the strangers perversely 
label things as what they are not, offer trade items that are not commensurable, feel pride in 
tawdry products, and recklessly spurn the best. But once ethnic differences are translated 
into unequal degrees of knowledge about value, the solution is obvious: teach the backward 
peoples how to distinguish between valuable and worthless things, and how to compare 
relative worth. 
Initially, the distance separating the Waiwai from these '6unseen9' peoples "from very 
far away" involves spatial, temporal, social, and logical distance. The Waiwds response is 
to bridge this distance by giving food, trade goods, and spouses. Besides giving them a 
tangible bond, these items serve as the vehicles for conveying abstract lsnowledge about 
value. As a result, the visitors are incrementally educated, socialized into mature human 
beings who can exercise judgments. The Waiwai, too, are enriched by the interaction. As 
the proceedings move on, both the Waiwai and thepawana rework their identities across the 
differences that originally separated them. The hungry visitors learn how to eat bread; 
intransigent women are convinced to take husbands; trade deals are finally worked out that 
meet their reciprocal needs. The parties gradually convert the terms of their relationship 
from one based on "segmentary oppositions" to one based on "criteria of continuity" 
(Viveiros de Castro 1977Pin other words, from a relation of contrast within a system of 
clear qualitative differences, to a relation of affinity within a spectrum of gradual quantitative 
degrees of similarity. Although they first encounter each other as antithetical, the visitors 
end up a bit more "Waiwai-ized," while the Waiwai become a bit more like their 
rambunctious guests. They exchange substances and teach each other new forms of conduct: 
in other words, they construct their social kinship (Schneider 1972). 
A final excerpt from a fatoana performance will illustrate some links between value 
and ethnic identity, as reified in language. Recall (from Chapter VI) that the Waiwai say 
that one of the causes of the anger of "fierce peoples9' is due to their "not understanding our 
language." Shared language not only represents a common field of semantic categories, but 
a consensus on common values as well. Ignorance is portrayed as being fooled by naming 
a valued thing as worthless and vice-versa. Le another's language is thus a way of 
being socialized into a new way of discriminating value. In the following text, the visitors 
(played by women) spoke in Tiriyci (the language of the Waiwai's wealthy trade partners to 
the east), to which the hosts (played by men) responded with clever puns and plays on words. 
Waiwai 1 : Hello! What group are you from? 
Visitor 1 : Tiriyb. 
Waiwai 1 : Tiriyci? Oh, have you seen my uncle there? He lives there! He's 
Xaapi's son! l3  
Visitor 1 : Yes, I see him every day! 
Waiwai 1: That's wonderful! And you, what group are you from? 
Visitor 2: Tiriyci. 
Waiwai 1 : Another Tiriyo! What did you come looking for? 
Visitor 2: Kaykuy xe way! [Words in Tiriy6 meaning "I want a dog! "1 
Waiwai 1 : [Pretends not to understand.] Oh, dear, what is 'Kaykuy xe way'? 
She must be a Tiriyci! What could 'Kaykuy xe way' mean? 
Waiwai 2: Who knows? 'Kaykuy xe way': that must be in Portuguese, 
"Quinta-feira" [ "Thursday "1. She says she'll leave on Thursday! 
Waiwai 1 : Oh, really? That makes me afraid! It makes me think, "She'll 
surely carry me off to the Tiriyci, or, who knows, to the 
Brazilians!" Oh, dear! 
Waiwai 2: How about you, what do you want? 
Visitor 3 : Parawa xe way! [Tiriyb for "I want a parrot. "1 
Waiwai 2: What does 'parawa' mean? 'Parawa,' 'parawa' ... Oh, dear, I can't 
understand them! 
l3 This actor actually does have an uncle living among the Tiriyci. 
Waiwai 3 : Look out, she'll try to confuse you! 
Waiwai 2: The visitors do nothing but confuse us! Find someone who 
understands their language! 
Waiwai 4: I understand Tiriyci! 'farawa': that means "parrot." 'farawa xe 
way': they want parrots! 
Waiwai 2: Oh, yeah? A "parrot"'? So that's what they said! Well, I have 
some parrots to give. I just didn't understand them! 
Waiwai 1 : I thought it meant 'parawaku,' "insect." It sounded just like, 
'Parawaku xe way,' "I want an insect!" I thought she wanted to 
trade insects! 
Waiwai 5: 'P arawa.. .xe.. . way,' 'parawa xe way,' [quickeningpace] 'parawa- 
xe-way,' 'parawaxeway,' 'parawxiway'-I thought it meant, 'Ariwa 
xe way!': "I desire Arawxi" [apersonal name] ! 
Waiwai 6:  'Parawa': that's sorcery! l4 1 thought she said she worked parawa 
sorcery, oh my! 
Waiwai 2: [Brings a tinyparakeet.] Here's a fine parrot! A 'parawa'! I 
want a necklace! 1'11 give you my fine pet for one! I want your 
arm band! 
[A spirited session of bargaining follows.] 
In this example, mutually unintelligible languages, as tokens of their speakers, are 
initially brought into confrontation. How can the barriers be overcome? One answer lies 
in formulating puns and playing with words. Through them, various levels of meaning that 
are normally distinct-phonetic, morphological, referential-are conflated, superimposed, 
and interchanged. Such indiscriminate mixing is like a form of linguistic fertilization. Out 
of the tangled threads of meaning, however, the speakers pull out one strand at a time and 
produce a new and intelligible order. Although it seems as if the pawana "do nothing but 
confuse us," the residents find a way to use verbal play to construct a bridge of 
intertranslatability. This applies not only in the literal sense but in a broader way as well: 
l4  Parawa is one of the most dangerous kinds of sorcery reported by the Waiwai, used 
to avenge a death. 
as a means of rendering different cultural schemas and systems of value mutually 
comprehensible. The boundaries of identity, formerly insular, are thereby made permeable. 
Because the word play is a form of joking that produces laughter and joy, the very process 
of rendering these different schemas permutable is experienced as a pleasurable act that 
pacifies the initially agonistic relationship between the two sides. By extension, other 
transactions that disrupt boundaries, such as trade, commensality, and marriage, also 
stimulate transformations in the parties' relationship and identities. "Getting the joke" is 
thus a form of revelation that perceives possible equations among formerly incommensurable 
entities-an active construction of knowledge that is profoundly 'kivilizing." 
Repeneration throu~h Plav and Joking 
The Pawana improvisation provokes great hilarity and is explained by the Waiwai 
as "play" (esemaiiitqpo) and "joking" (etaporetopo). Except for the more solemn church 
rituals introduced by the missionaries, most Waiwai rituals are explicitly aimed at producing 
joyfulness (tahwore), which, as discussed earlier, is an intensification of the ethos of 
peacefulness (tawake). Like dancing, singing, and feasting, play and joking are ways of 
intensifying collective joy and celebrating c unal existence. Joy typifies the highest 
form of being "human"; thus, to draw outsiders into the circle of laughter is to humanize 
them. Despite the foolishness of the characters portrayed in the Pawana skits, it should be 
borne in mind that the humor stems from a certain kind of affection that the Waiwai feel 
toward their "backward brethren." 
The improvisation should not be mistaken for amere string of distasteful ethnic slurs; 
on the contrary, the attitude is strikingly similar to the fond insulting bandied about between 
joking partners (htaporehyem). This relationship, existing between particular friends of the 
same sex and status, is the most overtly affectionate of all Waiwai social relations; it involves 
a mixture of physical fondling and hand-holding, name-calling and insults, hospitality and 
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gift exchange, always accompanied by ribald laughter and jocularity. It thus contrasts 
sharply with shame partners (tihyqamyahyem), a term use for affines who speak only 
respectfully to each other or avoid conversations altogether. l5 As in community festivals, the 
aim of Waiwai joking partnerships is to produce joyfulness, the most conspicuously social 
of all culturally coded sentiments. The f awana improvisations, with their blend of affection 
and caricature, are likewise intended to generate mirth and social joyfulness. The humor is 
itself a form of "socializing9' the incompletely formed visitors who have come fiom afar and 
of reinvesting Waiwai society with creative energies. 
Certain zones, occasions, and roles which an earlier anthropology may have labeled 
"sacred" and predicted an attitude of "awee" are instead marked by the Waiwai with a 
deliberate production of joking and joy. For instance, the upper portions of the co 
meeting house (umana) reveal numerous associations with the broadest, most totalized 
structural level of the cosmological hierarchy. A pole up to seventeen meters long hangs 
from the center of the ceiling and protrudes through the conical roof towards the heavens. 
It serves as a point of contact between the human, terrestrial level and the powerful celestial 
zones populated by spirits that the Waiwai regard with apprehension. The pole inside the 
building is painted with designs and words by the village headman and installed by all adult 
men in the village. Such associations with power, hierarchy, and collective labor led me to 
expect that actions directed towards this region would be dominated by gravity. 
I was therefore surprised by the levity and elaborate jokes that were focused here, 
especially during the collective festivals. For example, one year someone lashed empty 
baskets to the highest pa? of the ceiling; to my inquiries, I was laughingly told that they were 
filled with "food for the jaguars": "It's how we joke!" This was not the kind of attitude I had 
read about on Amazonian jaguar symbolism. Another year, someone attached to the top of 
Is Radcliffe-Brow (1 965) has already pointed out the structural link between joking 
relationships, marked by "permitted disrespect," and shame relationships, marked by strict 
formal respect, generated by marital alliances. 
the pole a toy airplane assembled of the unlikely combination of propellers cut from 
discarded tin cans (found in the missionary's dump) and covered with bright red macaw 
feathers (visible in Fig. 25 in Chapter IV). The propellers spinning madly in the wind 
sparked hilarity from everyone watching it being installed. Jokes tumbled out in rapid 
succession: "The umana is going to fly off to $50 Paulo!" "Look out for the Brazilians' 
planes, it'll collide with them!" "Look out for the Vulture People!"" Someone said that 
when the Americans would look down from their jets high above, their eye would be caught 
by the bright glint and color of the contraption: peering out their windows, they would see 
the village and exclaim, "My, how beautiful the Waiwai's umana is, let's stop and visit 
(pawana me)!" Even the compatriots of the missionaries can be enticed to visit and to be 
socialized by the Waiwai. 
The fawana caricature evinces a type of complementarity between orderly structure 
and chaotic energy, which can also be seen during the ceremonial exchange of gifts of arrows 
among hunters during festivals (discussed in Chapter IV). As the hunters solemnly enter the 
village in a single-file line according to their position in the village hierarchy, two elderly 
men play the part of clowns who weave randomly around the line, dressed in freakish 
ornaments, playing irreverent music, imitating animals, pretending to defecate lemons, and 
so on. Not only do they highlight by contrast the dignity and order of the hunters, but they 
also inject the spirit of mirth (tahwore) into the proceedings, preventing their gravity from 
descending into moroseness (ahwora). Later during the festival, the same old men donned 
ridiculous ornaments and danced with pairs of prepubescent girls in a spoof of the traditional 
dances of seduction (manimtopo). Seeger discusses similar forms of behavior by elderly 
clowns among the Suyri, who provide a humorous complement to the more earnest conduct 
of younger adults during ceremonies as well as everyday life (1 98 1 : 1 15- 1 19, 169- 1 7 1 .) 
l6 The Vulture People are powerful anthropomorphic beings living in the highest layer 
of the heavens, with mythological links to shamans, deception, and resurrection (see 
discussion of cosmology in Chapter 111). 
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The standard sequence of events in the fawana narrative concisely reviews major 
stages in the process of "becoming Waiwai": sharing food, exchanging trade goods, learning 
the language, and marrying Waiwai spouses. The very structure of the humor promotes this 
transformation and holds it up for contemplation on a metalinguistic level of theatrical 
commentary. Far from being trivial, therefore, the "Visitors" ritual is a complex form of 
philosophical discourse on Waiwai history. Although the visitors are considered backward 
and uncultivated, they echo the Waiwai's own past. Like the "unseen peoples" whom the 
Waiwai seek out, their childish guests axe viewed as being in many ways like the Waiwai 
"used to be." The logic is that if the Waiwai managed to become socialized, so can these 
visitors. Although the barters seem foolish and the marriage partners unworthy, the link, 
once made, initiates the process of drawing these backward groups into a more 
comprehensive social totality where they can be "Waiwai-ized." But the transformation is 
not simply one-way: the Waiwai are in turn transformed. As the scripts demonstrate, the 
"visitors9' display many naturalized and animal-like features, considered both amusing and 
dangerous. But these features also bespeak a power which, if tamed, controlled, and 
channeled through exchange, has the capacity to reinvest Waiwai society with indispensable 
generative forces. By symbolically marrying Waiwai partners, thepawana actors become 
humanized, as in the Xorowiko myth when animal people did when they married their 
Waiwai hosts. In turn, their offspring will come back in the next generation as cross-cousins 
who represent ideal spouses for the Waiwai, guaranteeing them the fertility they need for 
perpetuating their society. 
The comedy thus plays with a theme of vital concern that permeates every facet of 
the Waiwai9s everyday life and which has been addressed throughout the pages of this 
dissertation: how to counteract potential dangers from the outside, transcend the losses of 
death and decay, and achieve a second life of the collectivity in the afterworld, thereby 
ensuring the continued reproduction of their society. 
CHAPTER IX 
CODA. TNE PAWDOXES OF IDENTITU 
The minute you or anybody else knows what you are you 
are not it, you are what you or anybody else knows you are 
and as everytl~ing in living is made up of finding out what 
you are, it is extraordinarily difficult really not to know 
what you are and yet to be that thing. 
- Gertrude Stein, Everybody's Autobiography 
This dissertation has examined how a small indigenous group of northern Amazonia, 
which has adopted the ethnonym "Waiwai" ("The Tapioca People"), has formulated a rather 
remarkable strategy to stave off domination and erasure by Westerners. Drawing on a 
tradition of long-distance exchanges with other native groups in the region and appropriating 
ideological notions from foreign missio 
seeking out and assimilating remote peoples whom they call "the unseen tribes." These 
practices center around ritualized contact expeditions that they cany out with dramatic flair 
and rhetorical flourish. The Waiwai9s expeditions have been largely overlooked by all but 
a small organization of Protestant missionaries and their church supporters, who accept a 
simplistic version of the evangelical goals of the journeys. A similar reductionist view of the 
Waiwai' s conversion to Christianity and passion for things Western has led environmentalist 
and indigenist rights organizations to dismiss the utility of the Waiwai for their campaigns. 
Their case simply does not fit into the standard narratives they tell about Amerindian peoples 
as hapless victims of colonization or brave warriors of bloody battles of resistance. Yet, in 
their efforts to negotiate the terms on which they will accommodate foreign cosmologies and 
conxnodities, the Waiwai's story reveals deeper insights into the contact histories of most 
indigenous peoples than any romanticized tale. 
My decision to undertake fieldwork among them grew out of my fascination with the 
conundrums of their story, which I have attempted to unravel here in the imperfect language 
of academic anthropology. The gap between who the Waiwai are and the account I render 
here is admittedly wide. While working on this thesis, words often seemed like dank rags 
that I rubbed against a pane of dirty glass blurring the ethnographic situation. Only when I 
accepted the provisional nature of our professional theories and my own limitations was I 
able to r e t m  to my stack of half-written chapters, blow off the dust, and finish them up. 
Through the past eight chapters, I have attempted to demonstrate the cogency of 
certain ethnographic interpretations and the heuristic value of particular theoretical 
approaches. Let me arize them here. 
One of my main intentions was to show how theories of exchange and the 
co~lstruction of identity could shed new light on issues of ethnic identity and ethnogenesis. 
Models of exchange that were developed in Melanesia proved especially relevant (e.g., Clay 
1977; Huber 1980; Lindstrom 1993; Munn 1986, 1990; Schwimmer 1973; Weiner 1979, 
1983), as were models of social production and the construction of identity in Central Brazil 
andNorthwest Ammonia (e.g., Cunha 198 1; Hill 1996; C. Hugh-Jones 1979; S. Hugh-Jones 
1979, 1988; Seeger 198 1; Seeger, Da Matta, and Viveiros de Castro 1979; Turner 1979a, 
1980, 1988a; Vidal 1977; Viveiros de Castro 1979, 1992). In my analysis, I traced the 
processes of production invested in people, gardens, pets, and other valued resources, and 
the circulation of these resources within and among households, trade partners, other ethnic 
groups, and spiritual entities. Over the course oftheir "life trajectories" (Weiner 1980), these 
resources accrue meanings, values, and potencies, which go through "chains of 
transformations" (Goppet 198 1) as they are exchanged against other resources and which, 
in turn, have the capacity to transform the identity of their givers and receivers. I was 
especially concerned with how such transactions contribute to the formation, maintenance, 
in which the identity of newly contacted peoples was transformed and "Waiwai-ized," and 
how the notion of being "Waiwai" has undergone ethnogenesis since permanent contact. 
Crucial to iizy analysis was the question of power: who exercises control over different 
phases of production and exchange, how such control perpetuates and extends dominance, 
and how hierarchical relations emerge from the formal reciprocity of exchanges. Part of my 
argument involved demonstrating the significance of the symbolism of spatiotemporal 
expansion to these issues of power, value, and identity among the Waiwai (Mum 1983, 
1986). Although many groups attribute special significance to people, resources, or 
experiences related to places that are distant in time or space (Helms 1988), the Waiwai 
present a striking example of a society that emphatically and redundantly links the extension 
of control over ever-widening dimensions of space and time to the dynamics of power, the 
hierarchy of value, and the construction of ethnicity. They therefore serve as a good case 
study for experimenting with theories that address the spatioternporal dimension of 
developmental processes. 
In ethnographic terms, I used an approach that took the WBiwai's preoccupation with 
many different kinds of "outsiders" as a constitutive feature of their culture. Their contact 
expeditions represent one of many social practices that continually appropriate external 
resources and convert them into forms capable of regenerating their society as a whole. 
"Waiwai" identity is not based on the notion of a substantive group or an enduring set of 
traditions, but a relational category with boundaries that are capable of expanding and 
eizcompassing other peoples through a reciprocal reformulation of their characteristics of 
inclusion and exclusion. This view challenges the prevailing model in ethnographic 
descriptions of Guiana societies, which portrays them as "self-contained," "atorni~tic,~~ 
"iiidividualistic," and "simpler" than other regions of Lowland South America (Kaplan 1975; 
Riviere 1984). Such notions not only ignore the complex and highly structured patterns of 
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social relations and cultural codings in the region, but they ultimately mean abandoning 
anthropology for psychology as soon as we reach the Guianas. 
Furthermore, the alternative I have offered factors in the indigenous response to 
contact with members of Western society, not just as a passive reaction to extraneous 
"change agents," but as an actively assumed stance that interacts with the outside in a 
reciprocally conditioning fashion. Certainly when Western explorers and missionaries 
arrived in the region, they found cultures that already had their own constellations of symbols 
defining the meaning of the "Other" and the appropriate conduct to pursue in relation to the 
outside. These systems of meaning channeled the impact of outside influences along certain 
lilies, as surely as that impact modified the meanings the Waiwai brought to bear upon them. 
significations that I have tried ions of social sentiments, post- 
marital residential patterns, concepts of the person and community, production and exchange 
practices, the ideology of pacification, and the process of Waiwai-ization. Emerging fiom 
this background of meanings and practices, the contact expeditions serve as a vehicle for 
weaving them together and rendering them coherent, especially in the face of efforts by 
Westerners to mold the Waiwai in their own image. By elaborating certain endogenous 
fonns of social hierarchy and projecting them outward, the Waiwai have managed to exercise 
varying degrees of control over other native groups they seek out, as well as over their 
relations with sectors of the encompassing Western society. Through demonstrating their 
ability to pull in these powers from the outside through vaunted techniques of persuasion, 




Next door to me in Kaxmi lived Coowi and Yewira, an elderly couple who were 
among my closest informants. Y e d a  was a fiequent visitor to my hut. Unable to take part 
in much hunting because of a leg that had been withered by polio years ago, he kept busy 
with other usefil tasks, such as straightening arrow canes to exchange with other men or 
helping his wife and her daughters process manioc. He had many opportunities to listen to 
women's gossip and to observe village affairs as they unfolded. He enjoyed relaying news 
to me about the latest romance or scandal, which he would recount with a bemused, detached 
sense of irony, chuckling over the high melodrama and speculating on the next episode. I 
valued this information and his insights. 
One evening near the end of my fieldwork, Yewnra came over for one of our usual 
chats assessing the day's news. I had been pushing the question of ethnicity and affiliation 
lately, hoping to uncover the final bits of data that might somehow make sense of the whole 
confusing matter. This particular evening, Y e d a  spoke in a low voice, as he did whenever 
he wanted to tell me something confidential or controversial. 
There's something I think you ought to understand. Everyone says "We're Waiwai," 
"We're Waiwai." Well, they're just talking. But you should know that no one here 
is really Waiwai (Vaiwaixa). None of us is Waiwai! The last few original Waiwai 
(Waiwainhirl korno) were Kimiya, f orixa, and Tupuna, but they already died, oh 
dear. All the rest of us are something else. Even those of us who claim to be true 
Waiwai are actually farukwotho. We just call ourselves "Waiwai," but we're not 
really. That's how it is with us. 
This statement surprised me, especially since, up to now, Yewira consistently identified 
himself (and was identified by others) as Waiwai. I asked him, "So why do you call 
yourselves Waiwai'?" He smiled and said, "Because we live among the Waiwai." I asked, 
"But if none of them are Waiwai, what does that mean?" "That's just it, nothing," he 
laughed. "It's simply something we say." Then he got up and left. 
I was left to ponder this statement, which raised new questions about ethnic identity 
in my mind. I already knew that few members of the village claimed to be "originally7' or 
"really Waiwai," but this was the first time I heard a blanket denial that anyone living could 
make such a claim. I also recalled that some people who were members of the original 
Waiwai villages at the time of permanent mission contact in 1950 speculated to me that they 
"might be tho" or were "a little bit Parukwotho." As in the case of other identity 
claims, these were explained in terms of parental nurture, language, or childhood residence, 
whicli, in addition to current residence, were the main codes of ethnic identity used in Kaxmi 
(as discussed in Chapter 11). I also knew that the ethnonym "Waiwai" was borrowed fiom 
the Wapixana term for their group. But if the name or identity of this people was purely 
isted? Why hold out with the names 
who today regard themselves 
Waiwai were in reality Parukotci, and that only two individuals, Ki'mi'ya and Maanata, 
were true Waiwai (1 963 :23 5). 
Likewise, Farabee was surprised when he was also told there were not many "real Waiwai," 
only five, to be exact (1924: 176). 
Beyond indicating the decline and disappearance of the "'true" Waiwai, these 
comments suggested more radical inteipretations of the nature of their ethnicity. I began to 
wonder if the existence of a few authentic Waiwai might be as much a logical as an empirical 
matter, one concerning ontological realities behind immediate experience. That is, maybe 
there had to be at least two individuals who, like the creator twins, Mawari and Wooxi, were 
reputedly "really Waiwai" in order to sustain the notions of ethnic identity and its 
transformation to which members of the four multiethnic "Waiwai" villages were so 
cominitted. It could be that the reality of Waiwai ethnicity depended on historical 
representatives of these mythical creator twins to support the fine fiction that all those who 
joined the Waiwai villages could one day become Waiwai-ized. Even if this endpoint was 
impossible to reach, the process itself became meaningful because a couple of people were 
remembered as "really Waiwai.'" 
These themes appear in a myth that Fock recorded (196356-74), in which a large 
number of animal "tribes" were invited to a Xorowiko dance (a traditional festival to which 
neighboring peoples were invited to dance, drink, and arrange marriages). All of the animal 
people (who looked like human beings) prep most beautiful costumes they could 
make, outfits that ironically represented the animal species to which they belonged. The only 
exception was a Waiwai couple, who created the first Xorowiko dance costume, made of 
long palm strands that completely covered the wearer. They composed the first songs as they 
traveled to the host village; after arriving, they taught the animal people how to sing and play 
flutes. The sounds of the beautiful flute music lured various tribes of bird people to the 
festival as well. When the festival was over, everybody returned home, where they turned 
back into animals and birds-all, that is, except for those wllo got married in the host village. 
They became "proper people," and their descendants became the various sociolinguistic 
groups that now populate the region. 
Similarly, the contemporary Waiwai do their utmost to attract outsiders and establish 
alliances with them as a means of social reproduction. They consider outsiders as possessors 
of coveted resources and as potential candidates for being converted into insiders by ceding 
those resources in exchange for spouses and knowledge that make them "proper people." 
By attracting, anchoring, and transforming these immigrants, the Waiwai demonstrate their 
spatial and temporal control over the social landscape. The result is an expansion of their 
population, which will not only guarantee the biological reproduction of the "Waiwai," but 
also the social reproduction of a "Waiwai-ized" society. 
Yet the paradox of Waiwai identity seems to be that a degree of internal diversity is 
always maintained; despite the avowed project of Waiwai-izing new immigrants, theprocess 
is never complete. The Mawayana, Katuena, Xerew, and other assimilated peoples never 
really lose their distinctiveness, stubbornly preserving indices of ethnicity such as ornaments, 
manioc-grating rhythms, rituals, language, and an ethnonym. Even though they sometimes 
celebrate being "all intermingled" (&sesmaxi), at other times they forefront their alterity to 
remind the rest of the village that they were once autonomous-and that they might become 
e identities of others would lose its 
structure or substantive gro reifjing these processes in the 
figure of a few "true Waiwai." 
In an analogous case, Viveiros de Castro (1992) contemplates the statement of a 
sixteenth-century Tupinamba chief, who claimed to be a jaguar while eating the roasted body 
of a slain enemy. This trope was his way of denying a European's accusation that he was 
committing a cannibalistic outrage by eating one of lzis own species. 
... the Tupinamba warrior defined his perspective: he was a jaguar, because his food 
was a man..-Naturally, a civilized jaguar: he ate cooked flesh-a jaguar with fire ... .It 
was a feline-becoming, but refined by a human cuisine. 
... The cannibal-as-jaguar was perhaps a metaphor, since it certainly was not 
a belief...But more than amere metaphor ...[ since] the Tupinamba'rjaguars" really did 
eat human flesh, not being contented with figures of speech. Nor did it here concern 
either an imaginary "turning into a jaguar" or a mere "acting like" a jaguar-jaguars 
do not cook. But perhaps a jaguar-becoming, where "jaguar" is a quality of the act, 
not of the subject (Deleuze and Guattari 1983). Even if the object of the becoming 
is imaginary, the becoming is real, and the ferocious alterity is a quality of the verb, 
not its predicate. (Viveiros de Castro 1992:271). 
Not long after my conversation with Yewira, Yakuta, the village 
departed Kaxmi and headed for Jatapuzinho (Fig. 39). Within a few months, most of the 
other families likewise abandoned -mi for other settlements; within a few years, the 
village no longer existed. But for Yakuta and his followers, the move represented a major 
step forward in their search for the rest of the Karafawyana. Yakuta told me that he never 
felt more exhilarated than when he was on the trail of a group of enifie korno. Yet no sooner 
had he made contact with one of these groups than he began contemplating other peoples to 
discover. I suggest that his search was intrinsically interminable and that the "hidden tribe7' 
he was actually seeking was his own, seen from the perspective of the Other. Like the eye- 
eye" (Fock 1963: 19), the "Waiwai" 
ough interacting with non-Waiwai. 
ity, the Waiwai gain access to the pure, 
unconstrained creativity that supernatural beings had long ago (Cunha 1 98 1 ; Munn 197 1). 
It is precisely this unfettered autonomy they yearn for in their confrontations with 
missionaries, government officials, and colonists. Despite their efforts to cope with the 
problems of direct contact with non-Indians, the Waiwai increasingly find themselves caught 
up in circumstances that compromise their self-determination. Although they continue to 
build new settlements where they choose, they know that the colonist frontier is encroaching 
and gradually constricting their fieedom of movement. Although they are still self-sufficient 
in their subsistence patterns, their increasing reliance upon goods obtained from non-Indians 
bodes greater vulnerability to an alien socioeconomic system. And although the consider 
their own codes for conduct to be superior, tliey also suffer from the taunts of colonists and 
the shame inculcated in them by the missionaries over their pre-conversion past. 
e 
Figure 39. Yakuta bids farewell as he leaves Kaxmi for new unexplored territory 
But I contend that it is a mistake to think that the refusal by an indigenous group to 
allow the entry of Western influences into their culture is the sole legitimate form of 
resistance to external domination. Rather, as I have attempted to demonstrate in the Waiwai 
case, it is possible for modes of resistance to take many other forms in the midst of, or even 
by means of, engaging in transactions with members of Western society. Such practices 
constitute a subtle assertion of indigenous agency that is just as effective as more blatant 
forms of protest. The Waiwai stance towards Westerners manifests themes that appear in 
numerous registers of their culture. For them, the solution to the potential dangers residing 
in alliances with outsiders is not to search for some symbolic means of negating or shutting 
out such links. Rather, the Waiwai answer is to pursue external contacts with vigor, submit 
them to control, assimilate their potencies, and funnel them towards ends that enhance the 
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continued vitality of society. In short, their aim is mastery, not renunciation, of relations with 
the outside; they seek to convert external social powers into something "Waiwai-ized" and 
thereby expand their control over their surroundings, even when Western society attempts 
to constrain it. In coping with the pressures of Western history to marginalize them, they 
have countered them with their own potent strategies of survival. In the face of challenges 
to their cultural and physical continuity, the Waiwai have devised creative means to prevail 
on their own terms. Of course, these terms will keep on being modified in tandem with their 
changing interactions with and interpretations of various groups of outsiders, but I suspect 
that their evolving strategies will continue to be creative, subtle, and surprising. 
APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
HISTORICAL SOURCES AND POPULATION FIGURES, 
1720-1986 
The following chart (Table 1 1) presents a compilation of historical data on population 
figures for the Waiwai and other indigenous groups whom they assimilated. Most of the 
information in sources before the 1950s were conjectural, since the authors were traveling 
rapidly through the region and did not see all the villages. From the 1950s on, the quality of 
the data became much more precise, since they come from anthropologists or missionaries 
who spent extended periods of time living in the conglomerate " Waiwai" settlements. I am 
especially indebted to Florence Reidle, the UFM mission nurse, who allowed me to copy her 
census records for the villages of Kanaxen, Kaxrni, and Mapuera, which she meticulously 
recorded from 1950 to 1986. 
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Table 1 1  ntinued 
Source Date of Census Group Population 
1-1. Coudreau 1 887 1884-85 Waiwai saw @ 300 (estimated total @ 3,000 
but figure exaggerated) 
0. Coudreau 1903 Waiwai saw @ 150 in 1 of several villages 
Mapuera groups saw several camps 
Ogilvie 1940, n.d.a, n.d.c 1900 Taruma unknown number b. (lived in southern B.G. 1900-2 1) Waiwai 2 villages in B. C., more in Brazil I--- f" 
1905 T m m a  @ 150 after epidemic 
Waiwai reduced number after epidemic 
Farabee 19 1 8,1924 
T m m a  
Waiwai 













Table 1 1-Xontinued 
Source Date of Census Group Population 
Cary-Elwes 1919,1922,1923 Taruma 
(in Colson & Morton 19 Waiwai 
Aguiar 1942, Freitas 1944 1935 
Peberdy 1946 










at least 2 villages 
@ 20 @ 100 in B. G., unknown # in Brazil 
saw @ 16 in 1 of several villages 
8 villages in Brazil 
at least 1 village in Brazil 
saw @ 125-150: 2 villages in B. G., 
3 villages in Brazil 
saw 1 village in Brazil 
Waiwai saw @ 27 in 1 of several villages 
Table 1 1-Continued 
Source Date of Census Group Population 
R. Nawkins 1954 1949 Waiwai 4 villages in B. G. above Essequibo 
(lived among Waiwai 1950-70) 
1953-54 Waiwai 6 villages in B. G., 4 in Brazil 
Mawayma 2 villages 
Xerew 5 villages 
Jones 195 1 
(in Mentore 1984) 
Frikel 1958 
1950 Waiwai saw @ 52 in 4 villages in B. C., 
@ 1 10 in Brazil 
1950s Katuena @ 240 in 8 villages 
Xerew @ 100 in 3-4 villages 
Waiwai, Parukwoto, @ 360 in 12 villages 
Karafawyma, etc. 
Meggars & Evans 1964 1953 
Fock 1963, Yde 1965 1954-55 
Waiwai @ 54-62 in British Guiana 
collectively @ 73-80 in British Guiana, 87- 127 in 
"Waiwai" Brazil (total 160-207) 
Table 1 1-Continued 
Source Date of Census Group Population 
Reidle collectively Kanaxen villages: 
(lived among Waiwai 1952-85) " Waiwai" 
1958 (ms.) Mar. 1958 1t 240 
in Dowdy 1963 
1966 (ms.) 
1962 tt 
Jan. 1966 #I 
in Dagon 1967 Nov. 1966 I! 430 1  
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1967 (ms.) Mar. 1967 (I 528 
1970 (ms.) Apr. 1970 tl 684 
Reidle and mission " Waiwai" 
1977 (ms.) Jan. 1977 f t  
1980 (ms.) Jan. 1980 f l 
1983 (ms.) Jan. 1983 I$ 166 

APPENDIX B 
CENSUS DATA ON RESIDENTS OF I VILLAGE 
This appendix contains two types of population information I gathered: a census 
(Table 12) of all 250 persons who were considered residents of K i bemeen April 1 984 
and December 1986 (the period of my fieldwork); and demographic charts (Figs. 40-44) 
based on the census and other survey data, to support discussions in the body of this thesis 
regarding birth and death rates, gender ratios, and variable criteria of ethnic affiliation. 
The census is organized by households, which are listed alphabetically by the name 
of the male household head (following the Waiwai's gender-biased practice). It does not 
include people who were simply visitors (which meant they did not have garden plots to 
harvest). Not all of these households were present in i at the same time, but the 
majority of them were resident continuously d g my fieldwork. The household numbers 
in Table 12 conespond to those shown in the neighborhood maps and charts of household 
relationships presented in Chapter I11 (Figs. 7-20). For each household, the roman numeral 
indicates the neighborhood where it is located (Neighborhoods I-IV), while the arabic 
numeral indicates which house it occupies (houses 1-49). Names followed by (X) indicate 
a deceased person. Only the most recent spouse's name is listed, along with the approximate 
date of marriage (or recognized conjugal union). Most of the information on dates of births 
were generously made available to me by Florence Reidle, the missionary nurse who worked 
among the VVBiwai for over thirty-five years. The Waiwai themselves do not keep track of 
exact dates, so births that took place in villages without missionaries were approximated. 
The pie charts on ethnic affiliation represent an experimental attempt to compare how 
the population of K i could be divided along several different criteria of ethnic affiliation: 
place of birth (Fig. 42), parentage (Fig. 43), and language competence (Fig. 44). They are 
intended to add parenthetical support to my sociocultural qproach to Waiwai ethnicity and 
their shifting codes of identity. I hope readers will not misundersmd these charts as a 
positivist effort to reify identity through the magic of statistics, but precisely the opposite: 
to challenge the notion that there is one mode of ascertaining the ethnic affiliation of 
residents in "'Waiwai" villages. Their value lies in their differences, not in their particular 
substance. By juxtaposing three sets of statistics, I meant to visually dramatize how variable 
the ethnic profile of i can look, depending on the criterion used. The differences are 
especially striking regarding the proportion of residents in the survey who self-identified 
their ethnic afTiliation (or that of their young children) as "really Waiwai," represented in the 
solid black slice in the pie charts. If the criterion of ethnic &iliation used in the survey was 
place of birth (Fig. 42), defined as the e th ic  label most often used to identi@ the village 
where the individual was born, the percentage of tho who said they were born in an "early" 
or "originally Waiwai" village (i.e., a village considered Waiwai before mission contact and 
the advent of concentrated, multiethnic settlements) was only 4%. If the criterion was 
parentage (Fig. 43), defined as the ethnic label most often used to identifjr the e e c i t y  of an 
individual's parents, and therefore the individual's own affiliation, the percentage of those 
who said both their parents were "Waiwai9' was 12%. If the criterion was language 
competence (Fig. 44), defined as the ability to speak andfor understand speech in a certain 
language (non-Waiwai languages were mainly ones spoken in the home; everybody used 
Waiwai in public as the lingua franca), the percentage ofthose who said they could speak and 
understand only the Waiwai language rose to 58%. Other revealing comparisons can be 
made between these proportions of individuals who self-identified as "really Waiwai9' versus 
those who qualified their ""Waiwai" identity as "mixed," "ppartly," or "sort of" (shown in the 
cross-hatched portions of the pies), and betvveen these two groups together versus all those 
giving a non-Waiwai response. 
Births and Deaths per Year 
Villages of Anawa, Vawko, Kaxmi 
on Rio Novo 1971 -1 986 
Year 
B i r t h s  (+) 69 Deaths (-) 
Figrrre 40, Births and deaths per year in Rio Novo villages, 1971-1986 
Comparison of Gender Ratios 






Mapuera Kaxmi Xapariymo Jatapu 
Total population = 1 170 
Figure 41. Comparison of gender ratios in Waiwai villages, 1986 
Ethnic Affiliation by Place of Birth 
Kaxmi 1984-1 986 
Figure 42. Ethnic affiliation by place of birth, 1984- 1986 
Ethnic Affiliation by Parentage 












Ethnic Affiliation by Language Competence 










I % (3) 
Katuena 
& Waiwai 




no language & ~ a i w a i  
(infants under 1 year) 12% (31) 
7 % (1 7) 
Total suwey 
population: 250 
(1 00% of census) 
* informants tended to 
equate Xerew and 
Hixkaryana dialects 
Figure 44. Ethnic affiliation by language competence, K 

Table 12--Continued 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
























































daughter 1011 6/8 1 
- 































Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
(5iina F daugher 6/76 8 CahCa 
- Makupa 
Xooraw M son 6/79 5 CahCa 
- Makupa 
Aiiisi F daughter 6/82 2 Cahisa 
- Makupa 
Mayawakna M son 6/85 C a h ~ a  
- Makupa 
Cemuswe: 11-2 1 cemuswe M ego 1930 54 Yawaramna (X) Y ooCi 
fiipi (X) 1951 
YooCi F wife 1937 47 Poowa (X) Cernuswe 
- (x)  1951 
Ayseya M WZS 1 1/27/65 19 A y a w  
Matutu 
Cokrna: IV46  cokma M ego 2/05/69 15 Kumara Remeka 
- Xwixwi 4/85 
Remeka F wife 2/26/69 15 virawa (X) Cokma 
- 4/85 
Table 12----Continued 
Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
Sakew M son 2/27/86 
- 
coom M ego 11/15/56 
- 
Kanaki F wife 310915 8 
- 
Pirimaw M son 312 1/77 
- 
Rorata F daughter 1 111 1/79 
- 
Risifa F daughter 12/83 1 
- 
Emehta: 11-14 Emehta M ego 1932 52 
- 
F wife 1942 42 




KayawEiri 1 176 
Yakuta Coom 







Cereya (X) Kanama5iCi 
Cinama (X) 1955 





Kinship Born, Age Father, 
head and # Spouse, Name Sex to head 
MowmaCi M son 4/23/70 14 Emehta 
- KanamaeiCi 
Pawru M son 11/17/76 8 Emehta 
- KanamaCiCi 
Ixakna: 111-37 Ixakna M ego 4/26/6 1 23 Xexewa Wihxi 
- Makama 7/8 1 
Wihxi F wife 1 /0 1 /67 18 Gemtu Ixakna 
- Yoxui 718 1 b W 
b.d 
Soeri F daughter 7/11/82 2 Ixakna 
- Wihxi 
Ixikita: 1-45 
ECireni F daughter 
Ixikita M ek30 
Xiwkma F wife 
Kayrem M son 
0 Ixakna 
Wihxi 
38 Warn (XI 
MaCoro (X) 









Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex tohead died 1/85 mother marriage 
M son 6/75 9 Ixkikita 
- Xiwkma 
Peera F daughter 6/79 5 Ixkikita 
- Xwkma 
Taiieta F daughter 618 1 3 Ixkikita 
- Xwkana 
KaCiwma: 111-3 5 KaCiwma M ego 11/10/65 
- 
Ruhtu F wife 8/27/68 
Xowew M son 4/23/84 
- 
Xose M son 713 0186 
- 
Kamayi: 111-33 Kamayi M ego 412816 1 
- 













- - --- 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 







F mother 1923 
- 
F sister 4/01 168 
- 
F wife 1 2130166 
- 
F daughter 410 1 183 
M son 6/26/85 
M foster son 6/65 
- 



















Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
























Wanariwanken (X) Yoxui 
Woxima (X) 1950 
(X) Kfemtu 
Piipi (X) 1950 






Tarirna (X) Xwixwi 
Wehko (X) 1957 
M Kumara 
Pehsmu O() 1957 
Table 12-Xontinued 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
Maata M son 1012 1 I64 20 Kumara Aapo 
- Xwixwi 3/79 
f ~ Y P ~ Y  F daughter 7/11 /7 1 13 Kumara 
- Xwixwi 
Coy i F daughter 8/73 1 1  Kurnara 
- Xwixwi 
fee t i  F daughter 3/29/77 7 Kumara 
- Xwixwi 
Xenasa M son 
Tawosi F wife 









Toxasa M son 1 1/17/76 8 Kw a 
- Tawosi 
Erisew M son 911 8/85 Kwaruma 
Tawosi 
Table 12--Continued ,, 
Age Father, Spouse, head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
MamiCwa: 11-20 MmiGwa M ei3o 1951 33 Cemuswe Mapesi 
- Tahrno (X) 1968 
Mapesi F wife 4/13/53 3 1 fiemtu MmiCwa 
- Yoxui 1968 
Taytasi M son 9/08/69 15 MamiCwa 
- Mapesi 
Manmasa M son 612017 1 13 MamiGwa 
- Mapesi 
Woxima F daughter 5/04/73 11  MmiCwa 
- Mapesi 
Key asi M son 8/75 9 MmiGwa 
- Mapesi 
Esti F daughter 4/78 6 MmiCwa 
- Mapesi 
MaaEu M son 11/10/81 3 MamiCwa 
- Mapesi 
Remeka F daughter 2/07/84 0 MamiEwa 
- Mapesi 
Table 12-Conti~ued 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head 
MenEmen: 1-8 MenCmen M ego 1 111 3/65 19 Yakuta Ciwi y ori 
- Tarixi (X) 3/83 
Ciwiyori F wife 2/12/65 19 Totore Meneumen 
- Uimson 3/83 
Xiwkmetu M son 12/83 1 Mencumen 
- Ciwiyori 








F wife Frieda 20 Henry 
Elsa 
Panahruwe: IV-40 Pan 






Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
Kamakiiar'i F wife 1932 52 I(makmPEi (X) Paraneikna 1 
- f anaxama (X) 1945 
Reyman M son 611 5/67 17 ParanCikna 1 
- Kamakiiari 
Miipi F wife 
Karihna M son 
Erisa F daughter 
3 3 Yawti Miipi 
fanakmiriri 6/83 
27 Yupum (X) ParmCikna 2 
fotke (X) 6/83 k 
'P 
10 f aranEikna 2 
fekem (X) 
Isakmew F daughter 12/75 9 
10 ParanEikna 2 
Miipi 
Amohpi M son 2/23/77 7 
- 
Arisaka M son 3/27/79 5 
- 








f aranEikna 2 
Miipi 
Table 12-Xontinued 4 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
Krasivvtu M son ParanEikna 2 
Miipi 
Pekaiia: 11-1 6 Pekaiia M ego 11/30/58 26 Yewira Meesi 
- Coowi 8/76 
Meesi F wife 7/24/57 27 KiEpaka Pekaiia 
- p e h ~ a  (X) 8/76 
Naxisi M son 10/02/77 7 Pekaiia 
- Meesi 
Saramaw M son 1211 7/79 5 Pekaiia 
- PeeroCi (X) 
Krasa F daughter 10/29/82 2 Pekaiia 
- Meesi 
Xuwaw M son 9/09/84 0 Pekaiia 
- Meesi 
Piitho: 11-22 f iitho M ego 1957 27 Yawti Waniyawa 
- fanakmiriri 6/78 
Waniyawa F wife 8/23/62 22 Uemtu Piitho 
- Y oxui 6/78 
Table 12--Continued 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother marriage 
Eiieyasi M son 9/29/79 5 
- 
HenaEi F daughter 6/02/82 2 
- 
HeCinawto M son 10113/85 
Poiiwe M ego 1930 54 
- 
Kayawari F wife 1922 62 
- 








a (X) KayawCiri 
Piyayi (X) 1952 
Nakiruma (X) Pofiwe 
Manapa (X) 1952 
Po5we 
Kay awsri 
Pooto: 111-38 Pooto M ego 1949 35 Y?rawa O() AwaCi 
- Panahpo (X) 1969 
AwaCi F wife 1953 3 1 Xexewa Pooto 
- Makama 1969 
Wiripi M son 1 2120172 12 %oto 
- AwaCi 
Table 12--4ontinued 
Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head 
Woxix& F daughter 311 7/75 9 Pooto 
- AwaCi 
son 1 1/15/77 7 Pooto 
- AwaCi 
Sayraxi M son 411 2/80 4 Pooto 
- AwaCi 
Xeremiya 
Susmi: 1-1 2 Susmi 
Awakakna 
M son 611 8/82 
- 
M son 8/27/84 
F wife 1962 
- 
F daughter 4/09/84 



















Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 








38 ParanCikna 1 
Kamakiiari 
3 7 Mahruwi (X) 
Wahratawa (X) 











1 1/85 $ 
Cay uma M son 1/75 9 Tamoka 
- Munusu 
fiimi F daughter 5/27/77 7 Tamoka 
- Munusu 
Tamarixi F daughter 2/08/80 4 Tamoka 
- Mmusu 
Knorotey a F daughter 6/09/84 0 Tamoka 
- Munusu 
Susana F daughter 6/72 12 Tamoka Parwe 
- Munusu 3/09/86 
Parwe M daughter's 1/24/67 17 Muruh Susana 
husband - Apii'a 3/09/86 
Table 12-Continued 
Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
Twepu: 1-5 Twepu M ego 1/49 35 Poiiwe Raapi 
- Kayawad 1968 
Baapi F wife 1953 3 1 
- 
a (X) Twepu 
PekawaCi 1968 
Teypen M son 3105170 14 Twepu 
- Baapi 
Xeeron F daughter 1011 1/73 11  Twepu 
- Raapi 
RowiCi F daughter 1 /I 6/78 6 Twepu 
- Raapi 
Akipasa M son 618 1 3 Twepu 
- Raapi 
newborn M son 4/25/85 
- 
Xikin M foster son 1970 14 
- 







Household Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, head and # Name Sex to head 
Uruxa: 11-1 5 Uruxa M ego 2/58 26 
Bhkiwi F wife 1 013 0159 25 
- 
Iiiaki M son 12/27/78 6 
- 
Ceeni F daughter 711 9/82 2 










ParanCikna 1 Kayawa 
Kamakiiari 9179 
F wife 11/15/59 25 cemuswe 
- YooEi 













W h i p  Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
Kahme (X) 1961 
F wife 1948 3 6 Tukmi (X) Warapum 
- Tihpoxi (X) 1961 
Menturnen M son 111 1/71 13 Warapum 
- Kamiiari 
Watakawa: 111-30 
WoEkma F wife 
Ciriwa M son 
Cemexe M son 
35 T u b a  (X) 
Apifa 








Emm M son 6/73 1 1  Watakawa 
- WoEkma 
Rosma F daughter 6/75 9 Watakawa 
a WoCkana 
(d " Q 5 1 - 8 .- 3 .- .i .g 
~i -8 :g 3 x x 3 %  8 - g  j a  3 g,, p.s m o  (do a 0  .&.& 33 $3 33 * *  f-44 $52 32 32 322 
Table 12--Continued .) 
Age Father, Spouse, head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
Witda: 1-10 WitGa M ego 1964 20 Potaya f u u h  
- Xorori 3/8 1 
Puuku F wife 1964 20 Maxuxa (X) Witda 
- Kanahmama 318 1 
IrisakmeEi F daughter 6/82 2 WiMa 
- fuuku 
Rayti F daughter 1 213 1 184 0 Witaia 
- f uuku b 
Xeiiemtu: 111-3 1 Xeiiemtu M ego 1956 28 T u b a  (X) MaEapi f 

















Table 124ont inued # 
Kinship Born, Age Father, 
head and # Spouse, Name Sex to head 
Xexewa: 111-36 Xexewa 
Makma 
Semi yon 
Xokokpo: 1-9 Xokokpo 
F wife 1 942 
M son 712 1/68 
F daughter 10172 
47 M&ma 
Woxixaki (X) 1954 
42 KamhiCi ( X )  Xexewa 





29 Uemtu Rukuxi 
Yoxui 9/75 
Rukuxi F wife 1960 24 Y a m  Xokokpo 
- Panakmiriri 9/75 
Cey sin M son 6/03/76 8 Xokokpo 
- Rukuxi 
Aparasa M son 7178 6 Xokokpo 
- Rukuxi 
Atemasa M son 411 6/8 1 3 Xokokpo 
- Rukuxi 
Rusiya F daughter 813 1/83 1 Xokokpo 
- Rukuxi 
Table 12-Xontinued d 
Household Kinship Born, Age Father, 
head and # 







F wife 12/07/62 22 
M son 11/78 6 
- 
M son 6/80 4 











Yakuta: 1-7 Yakuta M ego 1938 46 KqCi (X) 
- 
Cohki 
Miiko (X) 4/82 
Cohki F wife 8/02/64 20 Pwrwa (X) Yakuta 
- Munusu 4/82 
Seyri F daughter 7/04/68 16 Yakuta Timoti 
- Tarixi (X) 1 1/85 
Table 1240ntinued , 
Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 1/85 mother 
Aakin M son 711 8/83 1 Yakuta 
- Cohki 
cesika F daughter 3/06/86 Yakuta 
- Cohki 
Yarka: 11-25 Yarka M ego 1938 46 Kmakmiei (X) Yakamay 
- Panaxama (X) 1959 
Yakmay F wife 1944 
- 
Esira M son 
40 KaykiVviG) Yarka e I-d 
Coowi 1959 I 
713 0165 19 Yarka 
- Y akamay 
Kawiri F daughter 112017 1 13 Yarka 
- Yakmay 
Rinta F daughter 2/09/74 10 Yarka 
- 
daughter 1 11 1 I76 8 





Sakaraya M son 1/19/68 16 Yarka Woosisi 
- Yakmay 10185 
Table 12-Xontinued ., 
Kinship Born, Age Father, Spouse, 
head and # Name Sex to head died 
Woosisi F son's wife 12/28/70 14 P oriGiwi Sakarya 
- WhCiki 10185 
Yawti M ego 1922 62 PaGiyo (X) Panakmiriri 
- Mayxuno (X) 1942 
Panakmlri^ri F wife 1928 56 AwaiTa (X) Y a ~ i  
- Atiktik (X) 1942 
Rukawa F daughter 1966 18 Yawti 
- Panakmiriri .L VI 
'P 
Yaymo: IV-41 Yaymo M ego 11/21/58 26 Kumara Tawda 
- Xwixwi 10176 
TawSa F wife 5/06/64 20 Ekaro Yaymo 
- Kasupe 10176 
Etwahtu M son 1120178 6 Yaymo 
- Tawda 
Miwton M son 313 1 180 4 Yaymo 
- Tawda 




RESULTS OF LINGUISTIC SURVEY IN 
The linguistic survey in Table 19 included in this appendix covers the five main 
languages and dialects represented in the village of : Waiwai, Katuena, Hixkaryana, 
Xerew, and Mawayana. The survey form I used was a standard questionnaire devised in 
1960 by linguists at the Museu Nacional of Rio de Janeiro (which sponsored my research) 
as part of a long-term project to compile basic comparative data on indigenous languages in 
Brazil. The questionnaire was drawn up in a sufficiently nontechnical manner as to allow 
it to be used by linguists and nonlinguists alike. The list, comprising 600 entries grouped 
into 341 sets, is designed to gather a sampling of data on phonernic structure, vocabulary, 
singular/plural forms, pronouns and prepositions, adjectival and possessive constructions, 
verb tenses, subject-object relations, transitivity and ergativity, and the like. 
My decision to conduct the survey arose fiom conversations with Bruna Fmchetto, 
a linguistic anthropologist, and Yonne Leite, a linguist, of the Museu Nacional, on the 
problematic relationship between language, culture, and social identity among Amazonian 
groups. This topic was obviously relevant to my questions about key identity markers and 
their shifts over time among the groups that have joined the composite "Waiwai" villages. 
The various positions expressed in the ethnographic literature so far (discussed in Chapter 
111) were widely divergent, ambiguous, and vague. Given the remarkable but largely 
undocumented linguistic diversity reported for contemporary Waiwai villages, I decided that 
the survey would be a useful complement to my research focus, as well as an opportunity to 
collect precious linguistic data that specialists in Lowland South American languages could 
analyze. Furthermore, it turned out that, in the cowse of conducting the survey, members 
of the di-fferent sociolinguistic groups in also found the project valuable, especially 
those whose languages or dialects had never been documented. 
Indeed, the need for linguistic research in Amazonia at large is acute. A large number 
of indigenous Brazilian languages remain insufficiently or entirely undocumented: according 
to Rodrigues (1 985:411-414), only about 100 of the approxhately 170 contemporary native 
languages spoken in Brazil are in the process of being analyzed linguistically to some degree 
or another; of those 100, only 30 are being studied by nomissionary linguists or linguistic 
anthropologists, while the rest are largely oriented toward the ends of translating the Bible 
and evangelizing. 
The mount of information available in the literature about the languages and dialects 
represented in the village of i ranges fiom nil to thorough. Hixkaryana has described 
and analyzed by Desmond Derbyshire of the S er Institute of Linguistics in numerous 
articles (1961, 1965, 1977, 1978, 1979a, n.d. [1979]) and two monographs (1 979b, 1985). 
I have no pretensions that my Hixkaryana survey will yield new insights not already covered 
in Derbyshire's extensive studies, except insofar as the comparative format reveals important 
relationships between this language and the others. Selected aspects of the Waiwai language 
were analyzed in early articles by the missionary brothers W. Neil1 Hawkins and Robert 
Hawkins (W. Hawkins 1952,1962; R. Hawkins 1962, n.d. [c. 19761; Hawkins and Hawkins 
1953). Since then, Robert Hawkins turned most of his attention to translating the Bible 
(1984) and is now reportedly working on a manuscript for a linguistic monograph. Fock 
(1963) and Yde (1965) (who relied heavily on R. Hawkins for translating) included 
glossaries consisting mainly of nouns for plants, animals, material culture, and kinship terms. 
Farabee (1918, 1924) collected some word lists for Waiwai, P to, and Mawayma 
("Mapidian"), among others, but only mentioned Xerew and Katuena in passing, saying 
simply that the former spoke a distinct language from W ~ w a i ,  while the latter spoke a dialect 
of P d w o t o  (1 924: 183,197,250). The only other materials available on the languages of 
this region consist at most of brief word lists (no more than eighteen words) collected by 
nineteenth-century geogrqhers (R. H. Schomburgk 1848; W. Coudreau 1886, 1886-87; 0. 
Coudreau 1903; see also manuscript citations in Loukotka 1968: 127- 128,204-207). 
Several calls have been made to study the languages and dialects of the greater 
Nhamunda-Trombetas-Essequibo region (e.g., Frikel 1958; Butt 1965; Migli 
1985), but the paucity of infomants who speak a national language or of outsiders willing 
to learn one of the native languages has limited research. Given the lack of adequate 
comparative material, classifications of these languages have been precarious. Frikel, in his 
ethnographic survey of groups in northern Brazil (1958), categorized all the languages 
spoken in the western portion (including those =presented in my survey) as members of what 
he called the "P a'kubgroup of the Carib linguistic family. This is a usefbl 
proposition except for Mawayana, which actually belongs to an entirely different linguistic 
family, Axawak. Durbin's schema of Carib languages (19771, based on an extensive review 
of the literature, mistakenly separates Hixkaryana and "Wabui" (which is simply an early 
name for speakers of Hixkaryana dialects) into the two major "Northern" and "Southern" 
divisions of the Carib linguistic family, and similarly separates Waiwai and related dialects 
oto" (which is actually a flexible ethnonym referring to various groups living on 
the Mapuera River, including the Hixkaryana and Waiwai). These errors were corrected by 
Migliazza (1 985:64-68), who sensibly classifies all of them in the "Southern Guiana Carib" 
subgroup ofthe major "Southern Carib" division. The only comparative work based on more 
detailed data is a short article by Derbyshire (1961) that compares three Carib languages, 
Waiwai, Hixkaryana, and Kaxuyana (discussed later). Elsewhere he mentions that Xerew 
bears only minor dialectal variations from Hi ana (n.d. 119791: 1). 
The problems in trying to make any kind of comparison based on such disparate 
sources of data are obvious. Only Derbyshire and the Wawkins brothers were linguists and 
fluent in the languages they analyzed, and only the former has published extensively in 
s. Documentation on Mawayana is mi d, and nonexistent for Katuena 
and Xerew. The following survey is offered as a move toward overcoming some of these 
obstacles. Before discussing some general conclusions that can be drawn from the lists, let 
me briefly discuss how the survey was conducted. 
Because few residents of K i knew much Portuguese or English, I postponed 
conducting the surveys until well into my second year of fieldwork when I felt I had a 
and of the Waiwai language, which all K i residents speak fluently, to 
on ground for working with informants. To draw up the base Waiwai survey, 
I worked with Kw a, the informant who had tutored me the most in the language. He 
not only had a remarkable gift for linguistic matters, both spoken and written, but he had also 
worked extensively with missionary linguists and had taught in the village school. We was 
therefore well-versed in objectifying and illustrating g aticd, morphological, and 
syntactic features. For the other languages and dialects, I worked mainly with older 
informants who were the most fluent in the particular language and whose abilities to explain 
things to me in prior conversations on sociocultural matters suggested they would make good 
linguistic informants (for names, see Table 18). Although none of them had worked with 
linguists before or had formally taught their language, all soon grasped what I was trying to 
get at through the artificial format of the survey and could produce sets of utterances that 
illustrated linguistic paradigms such as verb conjugations, possessives, ergativity, etc. Such 
aptitude was not necessarily related to literacy or schooling, since informants spanned the 
whole range from nonliterate to highly literate (the two elderly informants for Katuena and 
Mawayana were not literate; the two middle-aged ones for Xerew were moderately literate; 
and the two younger adults for Waiwai and Hixkaryana had been literate since childhood by 
attending school). My own training was basic but not extensive, consisting of introductory 
linguistics and linguistic anthropology courses and the use in the field of manuals on 
linguistic and articles on Carib languages. 
Each language survey, I found, required innumerable sessions of eliciting and 
reviewing materials with the informant, revising transcriptions as I got a better sense of the 
sounds, and finally tape-recording the entire list with the informant to provide greater 
phonetic accuracy. Since my return from the field, I consulted relevant linguistic 
publications and went over the tapes again, leading to yet further revisions. I niade copies 
of the survey available to the Dep ent of Linguistics at the Museu Nacional, which 
Franchetto has already consulted for an article on Carib ergativity (1 990). 
Even though the work on each language survey was laborious, stilted, and sometimes 
tedious, the informants I worked with showed remarkable patience and concern for accuracy, 
attitudes that arose from a certain pride they took in teaching something about their language 
to someone who showed a real interest and considered it as worthy of being studied as the 
dominant Waiwai language. On occasion, the initiative for another session on the survey 
came from the informants, when they would send a child over to s 
"language tutoring." One Xerew informant (in rivalry with the village headman) even 
proposed that, in my next research project, I help them write books in their language, which 
he said could free them from their dependency on the Waiwai and perhaps, he mused, allow 
them to found their own independent village. Statements such as this underscored the 
political ramifications of symbols of group identity such as speech and literacy, and how my 
own work was sometimes perceived as another potential political resource. 
A few words are necessary concerning the reliability of the survey results. Because 
of the Wawkins' prior work on analyzing the Waiwai language, the linguistic sophistication 
of my Waiwai informant, and my own familiarity with the language, the data given below 
for Waiwai has a high degree of reliability. Since I did not learn any of the other languages, 
their data should be regarded as more provisional. The protracted work involved for each 
questionnaire discouraged me from doing much cross-checking on the data with other 
infomants. I am sure that some of the informants' utterances were influenced to some degree 
or another by the Waiwai language, both because it was the lingua franca of the village and 
because it was the language used to elicit utterances in the survey.' On the other hand, the 
use of Waiwai for all the surveys introduced a certain degree of positive consistency by 
eliciting cognates of the same term across the different Carib tongues and screening out 
synonyms for the same referent, which would have given the impression of greater linguistic 
divergency. Finally, the reliability of the results was enhanced by the fact that the phonetics 
of Katuena, Hixkaryana, and Xerew were not that different from what I had learned to hear 
and transcribe in Waiwai. If my attempts in the field to analyze the phonemic systems of 
Hixkaryana and Xerew reflected too much influence from Waiwai, these errors were 
corrected after I returned and consulted Derbyshire's works. Unlike the Carib languages, 
Mawayana presented a completely different range of sounds, which made transcription more 
difficult; although I tried to compensate for this by more extensive work with my informant, 
I am less confident of the phonemic system I have attempted to work out for this language. 
Other ways in which Mawayana differed greatly from the others came up, such as 
distinctions among verb tenses or modes, which I believe I did not always adequately grasp. 
This is least problematic for the Hixkaryana data and most problematic for the 
Katuena. I gathered the former from a woman who had recently arrived from the Hixkaryana 
village of Cassaua and who understood but did not use Waiwai. Her information also served 
as a useful control for the Xerew data, which shows a high degree of continuity with 
Hixkaryana. Although Waiwai and Katuena have probably always been close dialects, the 
Katuena families in Kaxmi nowadays use mostly Waiwai. To complicate matters, my 
Katuena informant told a month after we completed his portion of the survey that he had 
been overly influenced by the use of Waiwai as the elicitation language. He then gave me 
a Katuena language lesson in which he chose the words he wanted me to learn, rather than 
my dictating which ones I wanted to hear. My impression was of a slightly greater lexical 
divergence from Waiwai than in the survey work, since he purposely chose Katuena words 
that differed from Waiwai, but in the end only one item in the survey had to be changed. In 
the future, I would like to redo the Katuena survey in the Mapuera village, where their 
community is much larger and more active in their use of their own dialect. 
The Mawayana data, precisely because it is so different from the Carib tongues, 
appears to have suffered little linguistic assimilation to Waiwai. It is interesting to note, 
however, that my Mawayana informant sometimes used the suffix -sf in present tense verb 
forms, which I suspect was adopted from Waiwai, where it is optionally used for the mode 
of certainty. However, I did not pursue the matter far enough to uncover a consistent pattern 
to her use of this suffix. 
However, since there are only about fifteen fluent speakers of Mawayana left, I felt the work 
was worth my best efforts. Although I also tried to work on the questionnaire with a 
Karafawyana man who was visiting Kaxmi, the results were too patchy and unreliable to 
merit inclusion here. 
The major drawback to the results is of course the one intrinsic to all linguistic 
questionnaires, to wit, that the utterances are elicited in a narrow and artificial format, 
divorced Erom naturally occurring conversations, and stripped of much of the richest 
materials. The questions in the Museu Nacional formulary followed the logic of Latinate 
gramrnar and syntax, further restricting how much information the utterances could reveal. 
In addition, an inordinate amount of time was wasted on certain entries that were at best 
unhelpful for the Amazon, poorly thought out, or culturally uncomfortable for residents of 
K a ~ m i . ~  Nevertheless, I have not deleted anything from the questionnaire (to the contrary, 
I added a few clarifications), since it was intended to serve comparative purposes. 
Despite its limitations, I believe that the information contained in the following 
survey should prove useful, until such day as it is superceded by more precise studies carried 
out by a linguistic specialist, ideally familiar with one of the dominant languages (Waiwai 
or Hixkaryana) to bridge the communication gap. Above all, my intention in carrying out 
Some examples may be useful for highlighting problematic data in Table 19. 
Entries that were inappropriate for Amazonia included terms like "snow" or "ice"; "the night 
is short" (nights near the equator invariably last twelve hours and are not reified as states that 
have "length"); or "grass is green" (there, grass is usually yellow or brown). Entries that 
seemed poorly thought out included ambiguous ones such as "he smooths the bow," which 
required confusing pantomimes that prompted a wide range of terms (to rub/rasp/wipe/oil, 
etc.); phrases like "the cloud is in the sky," which struck informants as redundant, if not 
patently obvious ("where else would it be?"); or paradigms based on present tense 
conjugations for verbs of instantaneous (telic) actions, such as "to fall," which in natural 
conversation is used in the immediate past or as a warning of an imminent action. Finally, 
some entries made informants ill at ease for reasons specific to Waiwai culture: for instance, 
their markedly nonviolent ethos made them averse to responding to the numerous entries 
involving people hitting each other, fighting, killing dogs, etc. Similarly, some paradigms 
such as "I/he/you are dirty" were perceived as insulting, leading one kind informant to insist 
repeatedly on giving full sentences on the order of "'You are dirty'; however, don't feel bad, 
I'm dirty too." 
the surveys and presenting the results here is to pay homage to my informants, some of 
whom are among the last speakers of their languages, by fixing in writing some testament 
to the long history and creative genius that lie behind their linguistic systems. 
Survev Results 
The tables and figures included in this appendix present the survey data collected on 
the five languages and dialects spoken in Kaxmi and some basic inferences that can be drawn 
fiom them. I have not conducted in-depth linguistic analyses nor do I include my additional 
notes on language features that emerged in the course of working with informants; these can 
wait for a later project. Tables 13 and 14 provide keys to the phonology of the vowel and 
consonant symbols used in all the tables. Table 15 compares the phonemic systems of the 
five languages. Table 16 analyzes the percentage of shared lexical cognates between the data 
in any two of the language lists. Table 17 shows a schematic representation of the probable 
genetic relationships I infer exist among the languages. Table 18 gives general data on my 
informants and their speech communities. Finally, Table 19 presents the survey data itself, 
the chart of the words and phrases elicited from informants for Waiwai, Katuena, 
Hixkaryana, Xerew, and Mawayana, transcribed, to the best of my abilities, phonernically. 
I would like to thank Prof. Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago) for his help on 
analyzing this data. 
Subjecting the survey data in Table 19 to comparative analysis in terms of their 
phonemic systems, lexical cognates, and syntactic patterns allows us to draw conclusions 
about the relationships among these five languages and dialects. The numerous similarities 
between Katuena and Waiwai strongly suggest that they should be considered close dialect 
variants rather than, as Durbin proposed (1977:35), separate languages. Their phonemic 
systems are identical, and the percentage of lexical cognates they share is 96%. Syntactic and 
morphological patterns are virtually the same. The strongest differences are phonological. 
-462- 
Whereas Waiwai is characterized by a great number of syntagmatic phonetic changes, i.e., 
the systematic modification of sounds in different phonological environments (identified by 
W. Hawkins [1952:32-441 as vowel loss, consonant reduction or loss, vocalic harmony, 
palatalization, elision), Katuena undergoes far fewer such  variation^.^ I f  this contemporary 
contrast reflects a historical divergence, we can hypothesize that Katuena represents a more 
"archaic" form than Waiwai, one that is less changed from their common ancestor. 
The chart of survey entries also demonstrates that Hixkaryana and Xerew should be 
considered very close dialects. They share the same phonemic system, and a comparison of 
lexical cognates in their respective lists yields a shared percentage of 90%. There has 
obviously been some influence on Xerew by Waiwai, which should not be surprising, given 
the fact that most of the Xerew speakers have lived in the Waiwai villages for thirty years. 
The tables suggest that the phonemic, lexical, and syntactic patterns ofthe two dialect 
pairs, WaiwaiIKatuena and Hixkaryanalxerew, are similar enough to lend credence to 
Migliazza's proposal to classifl them in the same subgroup of the same division of the Carib 
language family. Despite such similarities, enough differences exist to warrant considering 
the two pairs to be separate languages rather than dialects of a single language. This 
judgment is reinforced by many native statements about problems of mutual intelligibility 
between the two pairs (although, as discussed in Chapter 111, claims about intelligibility were 
conditioned by sociopolitical and situational factors). 
The sharp differences between all four of these Carib tongues, on the one hand, and 
Mawayana, an Arawak language, on the other, also emerges clearly from the linguistic data. 
Mawayana shares cognates with only .03% of the lexical items in any of the other languages 
Compare, for instance, item 220, "he is sitting": Katuena teremaxi, vs. Waiwai 
&remaxi (t-, adjective prefix, becomes 6 before i, e, or y), an example of palatalization. 
Also compare item 174, "girl": Katuena woxamumreni (woxamu, "woman," + rnreni, 
"little"), vs. Waiwai woxamren, the result of contracting two morphemes, each of which has 
lost the final vowel. For more extensive examples in Waiwai, see W. I-Iawkins (1952). 
(most involving loan words), and its phonological, phonemic, and syntactic patterns all 
display clear differences (see Table 16). 
When the above comparative data is synthesized with broader historical and linguistic 
information on the speakers of these languages, it is possible to make inferences about their 
probable genetic relationships, presented in graph form in Table 17. My inferences assume 
a certain degree of fissioning among language stocks and dialects, as well as borrowing 
across languages through intermarriage or coresidence. 
A final comparative note leads to a proviso about placing too much faith in any 
linguistic survey, mine included. My comparison of the shared lexical items between the 
Hixkaryana and Waiwai lists yielded a far higher percentage (73%) than what Derbyshire 
(1 961 :4) originally calculated on the basis of a list of 123 words (1 5%). Probably the main 
reason for his low estimate is the fact that he compared his own fieldwork data for 
Hixkaryana with Waiwai terms extracted from articles by Hawkins and Nawkins, somewhat 
of an apple-and-oranges comparison. In recent correspondence, Derbyshire admitted that his 
original figure was far too low and that he now believes that the actual percentage is probably 
close to my figure. In addition, in the two to three decades since Derbyshire and the Hawkins 
brothers gathered their data, the Waiwai have intermarried with more Hixkaryana and 
absorbed most of the Xerew, leading to m h e r  linguistic c~nvergence.~ 
Problems such as these confirm how precarious it can be to compare survey lists for 
different languages that have been gathered at different times, under different conditions, by 
different researchers. This broaches the broader question ofjust what a survey of a language 
represents: whatever it is, the token should never be confused with the type. 
A M h e r  reason for our original discrepancy is probably the fact that over half of 
Derbyshire's comparison list were nouns for objects of material culture, whereas the Museu 
Nacional list I used includes far fewer such nouns and far more verbs and verb derivatives. 
Since nouns referring to material objects display a greater variability across the Carib 
languages than verbs, which show a high degree of cognatic consistency, his figure would 
of course be much lower than mine. 
Notes to Sumev Entries in Table 19 
Unless otherwise noted, obligatorily possessed nouns (such as body parts and kinship 
terms) and verbs are given in the third person noncollective (singular) form.5 For Carib verbs 
in the nonpast tense (which serves as present and future), the uncertain mood is used until 
entries 3 10-334, when I note in brackets whether the certain or uncertain mood is being used. 
For Mawayana verbs, I give the terms exactly as the informant translated them from Waiwai, 
even though some seeming inconsistencies appeared which may have been related to mood 
or aspect factors that pertain to Mawayana but not Waiwai. It also appears that this language 
has a future tense that differs from the present tense, but I did not investigate this difference 
adequately either. Hixkaryana and Xerew make aspect distinctions in the recent and distant 
past tenses (continuative vs. completive), which are absent in Waiwai and Katuena; although 
the questionnaire does not bring this out, more information can be found in Derbyshire 
(1979b: 136-141; 1985:194-198). 
In transcribing Hixkaryana and Xerew, I have used a somewhat different set of 
principles than Derbyshire. Like Hawkins, I follow the practice of using one symbol for one 
phoneme, i.e., a significant unit of sound (and its tolerated variants) which native speakers 
perceive as distinctive and meaningful. Derbyshire (1979b), on the other hand, combines 
"phonological units" to derive the set of "distinctive segments," which in some cases require 
pairs of symbols; thus, for example, where Derbyshire uses the symbol pairs I tx I , I  ny I ,  
and I ry / , I use 1 C 1 , I  ii 1 , and I I I instead. On the other hand, his set of distinctive 
phonological segments also includes certain symbols which, like Hawkins, I interpret as 
The four Carib languages in the survey do not actually use "plural" and "singular" 
forms for nouns or verbs, but rather, "collective" and "noncollective" ones, i.e., whether or 
not all the members of a class are involved. Thus, for example, the first person exclusive 
("we," i-e., "me and someone else but not you") takes the noncollective forms, while the first 
person inclusive ("we," i.e., "all of us") takes the collective. 
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allophones of other primary phonemes; thus, I see Derbyshire's / b / , / d / , and / dy / as 
allophones of / m / , I  n / , and / fi 1 ,  re~pectively.~ 
I do, however, accept Derbyshire's (1 979b) analysis that, unlike Waiwai and certain 
other Carib languages, / i / is not a distinctive segment or phoneme in Hixkaryana and that 
the frequently occurring phone [ i ] is simply an allophone of / e / or / y 1. Therefore, the 
reader should bear in mind that the phonemic transcriptions of some words that sound 
exactly the same in all four Carib languages may look different on paper (e.g., /mariyal , 
/mafeya/ ). This problem could be resolved by adding a phonetic transcription, but I have 
chosen to leave this dimension to the tape-recordings. 
The nasal consonants in the four Carib languages have some intriguing allophonic 
variations. The / m / is usually pronounced as a standard bilabial nasal, but it has an 
allophonic variation that resembles an imploded version of "b" after all unvoiced consonants 
(e.g., Waiwai &seresmaxmu [Eeseresbaxbu] , "glutton"). Analogously, the / n / is usually 
pronounced as a standard alveolar nasal, with an allophone that resembles an imploded 
version of "d" after unvoiced consonants (e.g., Waiwai k n o h a n  [docwan) , "our mother"). 
The 1 ii 1 is usually pronounced like a standard alveopalatal nasal, with allophonic variations 
that resemble an imploded [dy] or a glottal stop ['fi] in the combination / -I&- / (e.g., 
Waiwai Mentari [dyentari] , "something we hear" ; meyukyakZe [meyukya' fie] , "you 
answered"). 
Finally, the flaps in Waiwai also have some interesting allophonic variations (since 
I did not master their variants in the other languages, I will confine my remarks to Waiwai). 
The / r / is a voiced alveolar flap (usually pronounced like the single "r" of the Spanish or 
In fact, Derbyshire himself, in describing the voiced implosives / b / , I d / , and / 
dy 1 ,  says they "are closely related to the nasals and co2ntrast with them only in phrase-initial 
position ... The same phonetic realizations, [ b 1 , [ d 1 , [ dy ] , occur as alternants of the 
corresponding nasals in the speech of some people in phrase-medial position following any 
voiceless nonsyllabic other than h" (197913: 180). In my view, these simply describe 
allophonic variations of phonemes in certain phonological environments. 
Portuguese "caro" or an maspirated "d" in the English "ready"), but it has an allophone that 
resembles a Rapped velar [ 1 ] . The voiced alveopalatal / f / resembles an alveolar flap 
with a rapid palatal release, yielding [rY] ,somewhat like pronowing the English "medium" 
in two syllables. This / I / in Waiwai words such as ma& [ma-rya] , "you carry," is 
phonemically distinct from / r I as in Maria [ma-ri-a] , "Maria [woman's name] ,'I or 
mariya [ma-ri-ya] , "knife." 
Let me reiterate that, although I am confident about the data contained in the 
following tables for Waiwai (because of the fluency I acquired over two and a half years of 
using the language) and for Hixkaryana (because of Derbyshire's fluency and linguistic 
training), much more research is needed on Katuena, Xerew, and Mawayana by someone 
who is a trained linguist and who, preferably, speaks the language or the village lingua franca 
(Waiwai or W ma) used by the informants. This is especially urgent because there are 
so few speakers of these languages still living, as their children and grandchildren replace 
them with the village lingua franca and the national language. 
TABLE 13 







high i i u 
mid e o 
low a 
TABLE 14 
KEY TO CONSONAEJT POSITIONS 




nasals m n 
Voiced flaps r 
semi-vowels w 
TABLE 15 
PHONEMG SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGES IN SURVEY 
Waiwai Katuena Wixkqana Xerew Maway ma 
Table 1 5 (continued) 
Waiwai Katuena Hixkaryana Xerew Maway ma 
TABLE 16 
SHARED LEXICAL COGNATES BETWEEN LmGUAGE LISTS* 
Waiwai Katuena Hixkaryana Xerew Maway ma  
Waiwai 200 = 191 = 144 = 155 = 6 =  




* Based on a selection of 200 nonredundmt terms in Waiwai and compared across all five 
lists, expressed as the number of shared cognates and as a percentage of the total 200 entries. 
GENETIC RELATIONSI.IIPS 





Katuena Waiwai Xerew Wixkaryana Mawayana 
influences t 
* Based on degrees of similarities and differences among the researcher's data on these 
languages, combined with historical information and inferences about the development of 
linguistic families, fissioning among language branches and dialects, and fusion through 
linguistic borrowing. 
TABLE 18 
DATA ON INFO 
AND SPEECH C 
Waiwai Katuena Hixkaryma Xerew . Mawayma 
Name of Kwarumna Yawti Hanapo Xexewa, Coowi 
informants Nakama 
Age, sex 35,M 65, M 25, F 48, M, F 65, F 
Number, 1,200; active 80; mainly 400; active 30; mainly 15; confined 
generation of use in all used by older use in all used by older to older 
fluent speakers generations generation generations generation generation 
in 1986 
Residence Waiwai Waiwai Wixkaryana Waiwai Waiwai 
villages, villages, village, villages village, 
some among a few among some among some among 
Hixkaryana Tiriy6 Waiwai Tiriy6 
Bilingualism low: some almost none low: some almost none almost none 
in Portuguese learned in learned in 
or English school school 
TABLE 19 
COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN KAXMI 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
1.  head flhttptfl yihflp~fl uyhuthuru uyhuthuru riktwT 
2. his head is round flhttptfl y?hufpTrf uyhuthuru uyhuthuru RktwT 
tamnoAem tamnoiiemu tamnofieml tamnoiiem aykmfkmtre &. 
-4 
3. hair yThpoEi yfhpoCi th poCe ihpoEe rixirama Y 
4. his hair is black flhpoCi y?hpoEi ThpoEe thpoCe rixirama 
EiCwiyem EiCwiyemu thurmemT thurmem wukntre 
5. ear panarf panafl Thanad Thanarl rixikqa 
6. he pierced his ear panafl panafl Thanafl Thanad rixikqa 
yatpoxapu yatpoxapu athosaho athosaho katukuraMkma 
ewru ewru enuru enuru roso 7. eye 
8, his eye is good kirwan ewru enporme ewru eiihoru enuru eiihorl enuru wiqare roso 
ewnafl ewnari ewnad ewnad ritikrna 9, nose 
ewnafl ewnafl ewnar'l ewnari ritikma 10. his nose is 
tupurukyem tupuru kyemu tohsusomf thurukern ritikqare swollen 
yTmtafl yTmtafl Smtari irntarl rumikqa 11, mouth 
Table 1 9 - Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
12, tongue yu Auru yuiiuru uiiuru utiuru Ryoqokma 
13. the tongue is in yimtari yaw nay yfmtaR yaw nay Tmtari yawono imtari yaw nay rumikqa 
the mouth yuiiuru yuiiuru uiiuru uiiuru kwakni'a 
Inominalizedl riyoqokma 
14. tooth iyof? iyori yof? Tyofi d'u 
1 5 .  five teeth eEome kamof? ahnoro kamort kamod re nay kamorl Te nay akmakokna 
nay iyorl nay iyorl yon Tyorl waklkma fi'u 
16. saliva kuCpi kuCpa tupa kutpa nkna'u 
17. neck yipimtR yipimir? FhmfR ih miri drew? b 
't' 
18. his neck is long kawno yiplmiri kawno yip7mfR kawono ihmTrS kawono ihmfr? ki'u rewire 
19. chest ewan ewant ewani ewani retikma 
20, back ytrnka rl y7mkat-I fmkarT imkarf riknawf 
21. hand amorl amof? amort amorl riklkma 
22. he is holding namoyahsiya namoyahsiya natamoyahosaEowi namoyahosan rlkikma 
someone's hand [reciprocal] rikirukme 
23. leg pet1 ipet7 hetT iheti fiwi 
24. he is scratching nupuhrikya teed nupuhrikya tipet? nfhrekyano theti nihrekyano tiheti rTwS riwirikqe 
his own leg 


- Table 1 9 - Continued 
WAl WAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
46. jaguar kamara kamara kamara kamara yimakna 
47. the jaguar is kamara Aera kamara fiera nefiano kamara kamara fiefiano yimakna kurasi 
drinking 
48. monkey meku meku meku meku oCi 
49. tapir Y ~ Y @  Y ~ Y @  yayhi yayhi kukni 
50. hornlantler panaxfri ganaxir? Thanayaxiri ihanaxiri roqxikga 
51. two horns asak? panaxlri asakpak? panaxfrf asako fhanayaxh-l asakono 'ihanaxiri aknaka rogxikqa b -4 
7 
52. tail matkirl matkiri imatkiri imatkiri rituna 
53. the boy is rikomo nihxikya rikomo nihxikya kmTrekomo mrekomo kurenu xirikesi 
dragging the meku matkiri meku matkirl nlhpexekyano fiehpexekyano 0151 rituna kma'a 
monkey by the go ko po ko meku matkiri hoko meku matkiri 
tail hoko 
54. bird torowo torowo torono torono kutisa 
55. the birds are torowo komo torowo komo torono komo torono komo kuCisa nama 
flying narinatu narinatu gohgo nikeno noskatokeCow mare 
56. parrot war0 war0 kyokyo kyokyo waru 
57. [its1 claw amoxoxon yamoxuxunu amoxoxoni amoxoxon flkmakgi 
58, the parrot's claws war0 war0 kyokyo kyokyo waru kmakqi 
yamoxoxon yamoxuxunu yamoxoxonP yamoxoxon 
Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
59. wing apori apori ahofl ahori rixikma 
60. the wings are apori tapomutwemu ahori ahori rixikma kise 
white tumutwem tmukiiemt tmukfiem 
61 feather apori; yfhpoEi aport yfhpoEi ahori; ThpoEe ahori; OhpoEe rixikma 
62. this feather is apori wahray flhpocf wahray ThpoEe hofehn'i ahori k'ikiwi Eko rixikma 
xikqikqare 
small 
yuhme yuhme thme uhme rikne 63. ovo +i 
64. he is counting yuhme yuhme Thme uhme rikne 7 
nukuknome nukuknome kuknomeno kuknomen flrunaEe eggs 
ob woto kana woto kuwl 65. fish 
66. the fish is otT perena woto nperena kana nteno woto herenan kuwt Eokwe 
swimming ["goes": cf. 2691 
okoyi okoyi okoye okoye uwi 67. snake 
68. he is afraid of the okoyi pona okoyi pona okoye hona okoye hona uwi ekqa 
iieraswa iieraswa noserehyano nosefehyan Tmetesukme snake 
iyamu ayamo ayamo ni 69. flea oyomo 
70. few fleas wahra maki wahra maki yakehra hofe mehra makf xikqikuake ni 
oyomo iyamu ayamo ayamo 
kaTwa ekewri ekewri a'waru 71. worm kafwa 
~. Table 19 -@untlnued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
72. four worms taknoyire karwa taknoyere karwa towtfnkethofe towtlnkethore kakqost kikqo 
ekewri ekewri a'waru 
73. maize nasinasf nasfnast nasfnast nasinasf mariki 
74. the maize is nasfnasf nasfnasi nasinasf nasfnasi mariki 
yellow tfxewekem thewekemu tfxkiwitikfiemi tfxewekem Efxare 
75. manioc tuber xere xere xere xefe kasf 
manioc stalk saragu sarapu saraho saraho kas'i b. 
4 
76. he binds the saragu nimiya sarapu nimiya saraho womyano saraho womyano kasf rikwite ? 
manioc 
77. tobacco kamahxu kamahxu kamahxu; kamahxu tuma 
dxmanikemi 
78. the tobacco is tanf nay tan1 nay tan0 nay tan0 nay ti'a asi tuma 
here kamahxu kamahxu tfxmanikemi kamahxu 
79. tree Comota; wewe Eomota; wewe wewe wewe itikmari 
80, the tree is burning wewe iieEakya wewe fieEakya wewe natakyano wewe natakyano itikmari kawe 
81 . little piece of wewe Eiki wewe Eiki; wewe Cko wewe mxikrl aEamina ixi 
wood wewe mxekri 
82, big piece of wood wewe gorin wewe kotohka wewe hofetho wewe kayareti aEamina tawrere 
83, grass Eugu Eupu Eupu Euhu knara 
Table 19-Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
84. the grass is green Cupu Cupu Cupu Euhu knara cisare 
[cf. 281, 2821 tixewekem tixwayemt t'lswayemi tuxkukuyurem 
[yellowl [green] [green] [yellow-green1 
85. flower epemrutun epemrutunu ehermutunu; ehermutun risiwf 
eherkotkuru 
86. this flower epemrutun tan1 epemrutunu tan7 tan0 eherkotkuru tan0 ehermutun r isW ti'a 
87. the other flower anari anari anaro kmorono anaro 
epemrutun yepemrutunu eherkotkuru ehermutun siwi b 
-.I 
88. fruit eperiri eperfrl eherirl eherirf rika ‘P 
89. the fruit is rotten tmataxi nay tmataxi nay tmataxe naye tmataxe nay kaya rika 
eperiri eperfrf eheriri eheriri 
90. seed yathiri yathiri enathiri inathiri risu 
9 1 . many seeds merpora yathiri ehiiamehra theiiehra merhohra reanu 
yathtrf enathirl inathiri risu 
92. leaf yarf yari ari arf ranakma 
93, the leaf is thin yari panahno yari panahno ari ahtumnu ari ahtumno ranakma 
metaknare 
94. root yimiEin yimicini tmxatl imxati riEakmakna 
95. three roots osorwaw yimiCin osorwaw yimiEini osorwawo 'Imxat? osorwaw imxati itukunake 
riEakmakna 
Tab! s 3 9 - Con tinuea' 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
96. shell, fruit skin yihEipiri yih Wpir i  uhuEhuru uhuthuru rimakna 
97, the shell is yihEjp3-t yihEip1t-I uhuEhuru uhuthuru rimakna 
smooth tmemehse tmemespe tmasmaheno tmemehse pepeka 
[cf. 2891 [WW loan1 
98. sky kapu kapu kahe kahe ekari 
99. sun kamo kamo kamimi kamimi kamu 
100. the sun is round tamnofiem tamnofiemu tamnofiemi tamnofiem a y kmimire 
kamimi kamu b kamo kamo kamimi 00 5=' 
101. moon nufii nufie nuno nuno Hsi 
102. the moon is porin me nay porin me nay hoie me nay hore me nay tawre HsT 
large nuiii nu fie nuno nuno 
103. star xirko xifko xerko xerko siwaru 
104. all the stars ahnoro xifko ahnoro xirko omeroro xefko ehfiahni xerko mekenu siwaru 
105. day kamo; enmari kamo; enmahri kamimi; enmahri kamimi; enmahri ekaknare 
106. one day Eewfie kamo Eewiie kamo towefixa kamimi towexa kamimi akmoqa ekeknare 
107. night kosope kosope kohsaya kohsaya tikmoko'a 
108. the night is [semantically [semantically [semantically [semantically [semantically 
short impossible1 impossible1 impossible1 impossible1 impossible1 
. . .  Table I 9- Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
1 09. year Eimfiipu Eimfiipu Eemiiehi Eem Aehi kmawikqaru 
11 0. cloud kapusmun kapusmunu kahrutunu kahesmun ekari ritare 
["sky dust" 1 
1 1 1 . the cloud is in kah yaw nay kah yaw nay kahe naye kahe yaw nay kiwa'a I"abovew1 
the sky yusmun yusmunu kahrukAe 1adj.l usmun as? ekari ritare 
112. rain tuna tuna tuna tuna u ni 
1 1 3. the rain is cold tuna twotmem tuna Cotmem tuna teCenokfiemT tuna teEenokiiem unT rikare [or] EeCenokAem b 00 
w 
I 
114. mist kaweres? kaweres? kawei'esi kawei'esi katire 
115. wind oEowo aEwo aEowowo oCowo awafi 
1 16. the wind is oCowo aEwo aEowowo oEowo awari yakne 
blowing mokya nmokya nomokyano nomokyano 
117. snow [doesn't know] [doesn't know] [doesn't know1 [doesn't know1 [doesn't knowl 
n I, I, w It 118. ice tuna Eeypamsom " tuna yakihsaho 
["hardened ["formed water"] 
water"] 
n n 11 11 I, 
I 1  11 
1 1 9. the water is Eeypamso nas? 
frozen tuna 
et3u ehf ehf roqrirja 120. river epu 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
1 2 1 . the river is epu nay epu nay amtahra naye amtahra me nay rorlriqa xiknikna 
narrow amtaEme amtahEi me ehT ehi 
122, water tuna tuna tuna tuna uni 
123. water is running tuna nice tuna nRe tuna ten0 tuna ten0 unt Cukakne 
124. the leaf is Eomota yari nEe ttta yari wewe yari tuna Ceca yari ten0 ranakma warikiqe 
floating on top tuna ratari nRe tuna ratawu ratokokon ten0 tuna rataha unT sl'a 
of the water r5%ukakne 
125a. lake nikitho apori ukuthonT ahori fixawakna b 00 Y 
b. tributary apori apori ahori ahori ? 
126. the lake is far moxe nay moxe nay moxe naye rnoxe nay munukgasi 
nikitho apori ukuthoni ahori rixawakna 
127, ocean tunaymo tunaymo tunaymo tunaymo 
128. ground row0 row0 yukreka yukreka ximari 
1 29, the ground is turpe nay turpe nay sororohe naye sororohe nay marakmasi 
dry row0 row0 yukieka yukieka ximari 
130. dust yusmun yusmunu umu7ent usmun ritare 
131, there's a lot of merpora nay ehiiamehra nay tmurenke naye merhohra nay reanusi 
dust yusmun yusmunu theiiehra usmun ritare 
132. sand axawa kretmo sakarara sakarara kat3 
Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
133. forest Eomota Eomota; tita EeCa umamhokono ruturaware 
134. the other is in anarl nay anarl nay anaro naye CeCa anaro nay ruturawesi 
the forest Eomota po Comota po ho umamhokono kmorono hoko 
1 35. hill ipi 
136. that [is a1 hill lpl minl lpi mlni ihi moni ihi monl aru rfnl 
topu tohu tohu Mkma 137. stone topu b 00 
W 
topu naTme tohu narmeno tohu narmeno Hkma rlkakmiEe 138. he is throwing topu naime 
I 
stones 
139. path esama esama asama asama knlnu 
esama yaro asama yare asama yare kninu kna rusuke 140. he is walking esama yare 
along the path fietara fietaia nataieknohyano nataieknohyan 
141, the path is wide esama nay esama nay asama naye asama nay knin u ka wka 
amtapefie tahrorope tamtake amtahefie 
1 42. house 
143. new house 










nlmno nimno ainku 
nfmno xefieno nTmno xefieno ainku wiCakare 
nlmno nimno anhitho ainku kayekma 
amfiehranotho 
kanawa kanawa kanawa 

Table 1 9- Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
158. the hammock is Cimiso nay timiso nay otweto naye 
tied with rope kuyuwa ososwa kuyuwa ososwa twomxe exexwa 
ke ke ke 
1 59. clay pot tahrem pin koko ofen7 
160. lard ka ti kat? ikati 
161. the pot full of tahrem Eopoyi pinkoko Eopoye ofeni naye 
lard ka6 kat? ke tanohkero ikati ke 
162. meat woto woto woto 
163. salt yimitt wapu yimiti; wapu xura 
164. fire wehto wehto weheto 
165. he is seated Eeremaxi nay teremaxi nay terewtaxe naye 
near the fire wehto mRwo wehto mitwo weheto mihto 
166, he is blowing on wehto niriya wehto niriya weheto nikweno 
the fire 
167. smoke yisin isin1 estnt 
1 68. smoke in the nisina mimo yaw y7sinT mfmo nesinano nPmno 
house [verb] Yaw yawo [verb] 
























isesi ainku su'a 
xikariukma 
Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATU ENA HIXKARYAMA XEREW MAWAYANA 
170. the ashes are oEoro nay oCoro nay takiie naye takiie nay kqiCast 
hot wernrunho wermonho werimno wedmno xikariukma 
1 71 . person toto toto toto tot0 krle 
172. man klfi kid H A  kid a stn a 
173, woman woxam; wod woxarnu; wost wosi wosl Rnaru 
174a. child rikomo rikomo kmWekomo mrekomo kurenu 
astna kuri b b. boy k?r?mren kiRmreni kmirekomo klrimfen 00 P 
c. girl wosTmren wodrnrent omsamEe omsamce Rnaru kuri 
175. the child is rikomo nartrke rikomo nar'lrke kmfrekomo mfekomo kurenu suEe 
vomiting narkeno narkeno 
176. this boy is moso kirimren moso kirimrenr moson'l kmlrekomo mosonl kidmien asfna kuri kini 
singing fiewanome fiewanome wan0 ten0 iiewanomen rinake 
177. that boy is mtkl klrim ren mtki kPdmreni moki kmifekomo mokl ktrimfen aru astna kuri 
listening Renee fiente nenEeno iienCen kimTknesT 
178. husband iiio iiio eiio eiio rimes? 
179. wife yipiEi yipiti TheEe ehete rusuru 
180. that woman is mikt wosi mlk? mtW wost mlW mow wost mokP moki wosi mokO aru rTnaru aru 
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ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
191, who is pushing? onoke Eiki nTke inoku Eey ntke onok? onoke Ceke ka Eik i  Rme 
nosohtaymeno nkeno 
192. how do you all ahCe wa iEara isoke isoke iqakara 
sew? rnatpetu matpetu meAemyaEowi mathecow tkat?kuresI 
193. how is wood ahCe wa Make iCara wehto tsoke ttrakeno Tsoke takaheno qakara waEose 
chopped? wehto flrake weheto weheto xikari 
194, when will you ahEe maw ahEe maw ?sokentoko isokentoko lqkemuka 
go hunting? mesetake mesetake ayamrekeno ayarntekyano isukakne b 
CQ 
195. when will you ahce maw ahce maw tsokentoko isokentoko lqkemuka Y' 
stand up [arise]? mawornya mawomya masanirnyano masanimyano IkaMmiEe 
196. where are the ahto rikomo ahto rikomo henta kmilekorno enta mrekom lqkqea 
children playing? komo komo komo komo kureqanano 
fiesemaiiihyatu fiesernaiiihyatu nosrnamehyaCowf nosmaiiehyaEow muknakniqe 
197. where will you ahto mahCe ahto mahte henta makyno enta mahteno iqkqea ikwekne 
dig? 
198. what is it he ahCe nihtinoya ahEe pu eteni hutweno isokaCho ka Irukne 
knows? nihtino ya hutweno 
199. what is that l ahCe wesunukya ahCe pu etenT weknokyano eteni weknokyan ka nise 
smell? wesunukya 
200. he fell, so he is nor0 iiepirka nor0 Aepirka nor0 nehurkano nor0 iiehurkano kawnasi rira'a 
dying ero ke exi ke Tro ke Iro ke mawknoCas? 
fiewaypukukme fiewa ypukukme newayhukukmeno iiekraweno 

Table 1 9 -- Conttnued 
ENGLISH KATUENA XEREW MAWAYANA 
201, he went perenmo ero ke 
swimming, so tukre nay 
he is wet 
202. if you were to 
sing, he would 
listen 
203. if the dog were 
to bite him, he 
would beat it 
to death 








 in; -ni 
perenmo exi ke wetono Tro ke 
tukre nay tukre naye 
awanori yarataw awanori yanitoko 
iiente nenCeno nor0 
xapari ya kaykusu ya 
esketaw toskantoko 
yamawno kiraiie netaheno twaysoro 
ntapepe 
pira; -hra; aEke; -ra; 
pinT; -ni -hni 

















205. he is not ewrera nay ewrehra nay osownohp7ra naye ewnohpura nay mas1 knarinte 
laughing 
206. he is not his yim pin mlkro @mi pint nor0 mokro yimthni yimihni mosoni mas7 ko B a  
father 
207. another 





b. he killed watwa niwo watwa niwo watwa won0 watwa won0 aEuri rukukna 
alligators 
c. he killed tapirs yay@ niwo yaypi niwo yayhi won0 yayhi won0 kukni rukukna 
Table 1 9-Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
217. five ["the eCome kamori ahnoro kamorl kamorl re kamori 7e akmakokna 
whole hand"] wakikma 
21 8. we count tukuknomest tukuknomesf tkuknomeno tukuknomeno warunaEe 
2 1 9. he is standing iieEeEeEesT iieEeCehtesf nosowaxehteno nosowaxehteno kaEfmiCesT 
220. he is sitting Eeremaxi nay teremaxi nay terewtaxe naye tetewtaxe nay itaknesi 
221. he is lying down 
-- on ground Eetiraposo nay tetfraposo nay tohtirahaxe naye tohturahaxe nay Cukuknesi b 
-- in hammock Eetakriso nay tetakriso nay ? ? ? 2 
222. he is sleeping nfwlnik y a niwinfk y a ninikyano ninfkyan toqwest 
223. he lay down to tiwintome tiwintome tinihtohome 
sleep iieflrapo iietirapo nohtirahono 
224. he sees iieiia iieiia neiiano 
225. he hears iiente nenCeno 
226. we iincl.1 blow Eiriyatu tiriyatu tikweche 
227. he breathes iiesehsa iiesehsa nefewsinano 
228. he smells s.t. iiesunukya iiesunukya neknokyano 









Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
230. he drinks iiera iie fa neiiano iieiiano rukuresi 
231. he chews namEike namEike namEuhkeno nameuhkeno rikmisesl 
232. he is vomiting na Arke narirke narkeno narkeno rusuEesi 
233. he bites Aeske iieske neskeno iiesken rawEesl 
234. it is swelling up nupurukwa nupurukwa nanukyano nanukyano ritikqesl 
235. he knows nfhtinoya nihtinohya hutweno hutweno Firuknesi b 
a 
236. he is thinking Aesehtlnoya Aesehtinohya nehutweno fiehutweno Aruknesi v 
237. he thinks hard kirwaiihe Eamkira krawa me ohxe wiqaka 
iiesehtlnoya iiesehdnohya nehutweno hutweno Firuknesi 
238. he is afraid fieraswa iieraswa noserehyano noserehyan metesukmesl 
239. he is talking nimtapowa nimtapowa nlrwonano nirwonan kara'uEesi 
240. he speaks yaro nimtapowa tohnawra yaworo yaworo rikmari 
correctly nimtapowa nirwonano nlrwonan Fikara'uEe 
241. he said "no" plra nika plra nika aEke keno aEke keno Eika Fime 
242. he is singing; iiewanome; iiewanome; newanomeno; iiewanomeno; Mni Anake 
he carries a tune wan0 nata wan0 naia wan0 ten0 wan0 ten0 
243. he is laughing Aewre iiewre nosownohyano iiewnoyano knarintesl 
Table 19 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
244. he smooths [by fienpora; nuhwe; iienpora; nuhwe; noiihoreno; iieiihoreno; risiEest 
rasping1 Aagestre; [etc.] ietc.1 nahxekyano; 1etc.I nuhweno; [etc.] 
245. he scratches nupuhrikya iiepuhrikya nihrekyano nihrekyano riwirikqesi 
246. he squeezes natmunukya tamokaige nakihyano nakihyano rikatakmesi 
247. he is piercing natpe natpe natheno natheno rikatukuresi 
248. he cleans iiesmunke iiesmunke nemurenkeno iiemurenkeno rikmes? 
himself [with a 
cloth1 b \D 
Y 
249. he cuts nth koCe nthkote nihkoteno nthkoteno rTkTrasi 
250, he is sewing natpe natpe neiiemyano; natheno rikatukuresi 
natheno 
251. he is tying iiimiya iiimiya womyano womyano rikwitest 
252. she is washing koroke Aekoroke korokeno korokeno rikekmest 
253. he is splitting nirake nirake nirakeno nirakeno riCosesi 
wood 
254. he is digging nahEe tan? nahte tan? nakeno tan0 nahteno tan0 rlkweknesi ti'a 
here 
255. he is throwing narme narme narmeno naimeno rikakmitesi 
things 
Table 4 9- Continwed 
ENGLISH WAl WAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
256. he is hitting fietape fietape netaheno fietaheno ririknest 
something 
257. he gives ntmya nimya ntmyano ntmyano fiEest 
258. he is walking fietaia iietafa natareknohyano natafeknoyano sukesi 
259. he is strolling fietara fietara natareknohyano natareknoyano sukesi 
260. they are coming mokyatu nmokyatu nomokyaCowt nomokyaCow yaknenu 
iiehxekyano fixtrikest b 261. he is pulling nihxikya nihxikya nthpexekyano \O f 
262. he is pushing Ciki ntke Eey ntke nosohtaymeno Ceke nkeno Ciki fime 
263. he falls fiepirke iieptrke nehurkeno iiehurkeno kawnest 
264. he is fighting fiesetape fiesetape nosohtaheno nosohtaheno ritakest 
265. he is playing fiesemafiihya fiesemafiihya nosmamehyano nosmafiehyano muknaknigest 
266, he is hunting iiesetake fiesetake namrekyano namrekyano suka knesP 
267. he kills ntwe ntwe weno weno rukuknesi 
[by shooting1 
268. it is flying narina narina popo nkeno noskatokeno marest 
269. the man is ktrl perena ktfi nperena kifi newehyano kifi hefenan astna Cokwe 
swimming 
Talble 19-Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
282, green tuxkukure; tuxkukuyure; ttswaye tuxkukuyure; Etsare 
ttxwaye tlxwaye ttswanke 
283. red EtEure ttEure tu~uile tuEure; EtEure usare 
284. black CiCwiye CiEwiye thurme thurme u knlre 
285. white tumutwe tumutwe tmukAe tmukiie kisere 
286a. dirty tusmuyi tusmuye tmuilenke tusmunke ritare 
b. the water is dirty tuna tusmuyi tuna tusmuye torkukiie tuna tusmunke uni rita b a 
Y' 
c. the pot is dirty tahrem tusmuyi ptnkoko tusmuye oFenl tmurenke oilent tusmunke kmaElnkafike rita 
287. wet tukre tukre tukre tukre ka kmlsl 
288. dry turpe turpe sororohe sororohe marakmast 
289. smooth tmemehse tmemespe tmasmahe smasmahe; pepekasl 
tmemehse [WW loan root1 
290. heavy tawdiie tawstiie tamokiie tamuktie kqemesf 
291, that's right yaro tohnawhra yaworo yaworo r?kmari 
292. all ahnoro ahn~ro omeroro 











































* ,  Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
294. few asakmak'l; asakpakl; yakehra hore mehra aknakake 
wahra makt wahra makl 
295. some asakmaki asakpakl yakehra bore mehra aknakake 
296. thick yahEo me yahCo me tahtuiie; tkhafie tahtuiie mitis'i 
297. thin panape panape ahtumra; 'ikhamra ahtumra metakna 
298. long kaw kaw kawo kawo kt'ure 
299. short kawura kawuhra kawohra kawohra oq ka'are b V3 
7' 
300. wide amtapefie tahrorope; tamtake; tamtake; kawkare 
amtapeiie amtahefie amtaheiie 
301. narrow amtaEme amtaEi me amtaheiiehra; amtahEe me; xikniknare 
amtahra amtahra 
302. big porin kotohka hole me hore me tawrere 
303. small wahray wahray horehni hoi'e mehra xi kqikqare 
304, here tani tan! tan0 tan0 ti'a 
305. there minto mtnto mono mono arura'a 
306, right hand kari iiixa kari Aixa howehenohni iiero kai'eti iiero asokma kqanu 




Table 'I 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
g, your [toll.] anoEwan; ason anoEwanl; ason7 oyonl 
mother 
h. their mother Aexamro yinoCwan7 yoni; 





ita cln omo 2 
yim; nor0 yim rita 
amna yim wata 
k ylm wata 
kylm komo wata yananu 
ylm komo rita yananu 
fable 7.9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
31 5. fish otr woto kana od kuwi 
a. my fish oyoti oyotr roti rot7 
b. your fish awoti awofl" owoti owoti 
c. histher fish iyod iyoti eti eM 
d. our [excl. fish amna yoti amna yoti amna yo% amna yoti 
e. our I2  incl.1 fish koti koti koti koti 
f. our l.incl.1 fish kotkomo kod komo kotkomo kotkomo 
g, your Icoll.1 fish awotkorno awoti komo owotkomo owotkomo 
h. their fish iyotkomo; iyoti komo; etkomo; iiamoro etkomo; iiamoro 
iiexamro yoti iiexamro yoti yoti yoti 
316. house mimo mimo nimno nimno 
a. my house omin omini rominf romini 
b. your house amin a mini omini omini 
c. his/her house yimin #mini fmini imini 











Tabie 1 9 --Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
e. our [excl.l house amna mtn amna mini amna mini amna mTni wanuku 
f .  our12 incl.1 kim'ln kim'lnt kmTni 
house 
g. our [incl.] house k'lmin (komo) kimini kminT komo 
h. your Icoll.1 amin (komo) amini omtni komo 
house 
i. their house yimin (komo) ylmTnT 'lm'lnt komo 
j. their own house timini timini timinf komo 
31 7, canoe kanawa kanawa kanawa 
a. my canoe okanawafi okanawarl rokanawari 
b, your canoe akanawarf akanawari akanawari 
c. hislher canoe ylkanawari yikanawari fkanawari 
d ,  our [excl.] kikanawari ktkanawafi kikanawari 
canoes 
e. our 12 incI.1 amna kanawari amna kanawari amna kanawarl 
canoes 












amna kanawari wakanawa 
kikanawafi komo wakanawa 

Table 1 8-Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
c. slhe is big porin noro porini noro horetho noro kayafeti nor0 tawrere ri 
d. we Iexcl.1 are porin amna porint amna hotetho amna kayafeti amna tawrere weawi 
big 
e. we [2 incl.1 are porin kfwyam porini kiwyam hofetho kiwro kayareti kiwro tawrere weawi 
big 
f. we all Iincl.1 are porin komo porini komo horetho komo kayareti kiwyam tawrere weawi 
big Hwyam kiwyamu b y a m o  
I 
Ch 
g. you all are big porin komo porini komo hofetho korno kayafeti omyamo tawrere ri'u o 
amyamro amyamro omiiamo Y' 
h. they are big porin komo porini komo hofetho korno kayafeti iiamoro tawrere neawinu 
fiexamro iiexamro iiamoro 
320. dirty [person] tusmuyi tusmuye tmufenke tusmunke ritare [no cer- 
[verb "to be" in tainluncertain 
uncertain model contrast1 
a. I am dirty tusmuyi way tusmuye way tmufenke tusmunke ritana 
wehxano wehxano 
b. you are dirty tusmuyi may tusmuye may trnufenke manaye tusmunke manay ritay 
tusmuyi nay tusmuye nay tmurenke naye tusrnunke nay rita c. s/he is dirty 
d. we [excl.l are arnna tusmuyi amna tusmuye tmufenke amna amna tusmunke ritawi 
dirty nay nay naye nay 
Table 19-Continued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
e. we [2 incl.1 are tusrnuyi tay tusmuye tay tmufenke tusmunke ritawi 
dirty tehxano tehxano 
f. we all [incl.] are tusmuyi tatu tusmuye tatu trnufenke tusmunke ritawi 
dirty tehxaCow? tehxaEow 
g. you all are dirty tusrnuyi rnatu tusrnuye rnatu tmufenke tusrnunke ritawiko 
rnanaCowl rnanaEow 




321 . good [person] kirwan enporme eiihoru eiihori wiqare [optional 7 
use of "to be"] 
a, l am good kirwan owl enporme owl eiihoru uro efihort uro wiqare naha nu 
b. you are good kifwan arnoro enporme amoro eiihoru ornoro eiihori omoro wiqare iko i 
c. she is good kifwan nor0 enporme noro eiihoru nor0 eiihori nor0 wi~are sko ri 
d. we [excl.] are kitwan amna enporme arnna eiihoru amna eiihon amna wiqare wiha'a 
good weawf 
e. we [2 incl.] are kifwan kfwyam enporme eiihoru kRsrro eiihorl kfwro wiqare wiha'a 
good kfwyamu weawl 
f. we all [incl.] are kifwan kfwyam enporme eiihoru Hwyamo eiihot-7 kTwyam wiqare wiha'a 
good kfwyamu weawl 
Table 19 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
g. you all are good kirwan amyamro enporme eiihoru omiiamo efihofi omyamo wiqare wiko 
amyamro ri'u 
h. they are good kirwan iiexamro enporme eiihoru iiamoro eiihofi Aamoro wiqare nuko 
iiexamro neawinu 
322. oldlmature poritomo poritomo horekomo horekomo tawrenu [optional 
[men] [nominalizedl [nominalizedl [nominalizedl Inominalizedl use of "to be"] 
a. l am old poritomo ow! poritomo owi hofekomo uro horekomo uro tawrenu naha nu (It, 
0 
b. you are old poritomo amoro poritomo amoro horekomo omoro hofekomo omoro tawrenu iko i 7' 
c. he is old poritomo nor0 poritomo noro hofekomo noro hofekomo noro tawrenu sko ri 
d. we [excl.l are poritomo amna poritomo amna hoiekomo amna hofekomo amna tawrenu wiha'a 
old weawi 
e. we [2 incl.1 are poritomo kiwyam poritomo horekomo kiwro hofekomo kiwro tawrenu wiha'a 
old kiwyamu weawl 
f. we all [incl.] are poritomo (komo) poritomo hofekomo horekomo tawrenu wiha'a 
old kiwyam kiwyamu kiwyamo kiwyam weawi 
g. you all are old poritomo (komo) poritomo hofekomo hofekomo tawrenu wiko 
amyamro amyarnro omiiamo omyamo ri'u 
h. they are old poritomo (komo) writomo hofekomo horekomo tawrenu nuko 
iiexamro iiexamro iiamoro fiarnoro neawinu 
Table 1 9 - Contjnued 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
323. red [with paint1 EtEure ti%ure tuEufe tuCuie usare 
[verb "to be" in 
certainty mood1 
a. l am red Eieure wast ttEure wasD tuEufe wehxaha tuEufe wehxaha usana 
b. you are red EKure mas? tl%ure mast tuCute manaha tuEure manaha usay 
c. s/he is red EtEure nasi ttSure nasi tuCufe naha tuCuie naha usa 
d. we Lexcl.1 are amna MEure amna t?Eure tuture amna amna tutuie usawi 
red nast nasT naha naha o SO 
e. we I2 incl.1 are EiEure tast titure tasi tuCuie tehxaha tuEuie tehxaha usawi 
red 
f. we all [incl.] are EiSure taxe tiEure taxe tuEufe tehxaEhe tuEufe tehxaEhe usawi 
red 
g, you all are red ETEure maxe ttture maxe tuEu?e manaEhe tuEufe manaEhe usawiko 
h. they are red CiEure naxe titure naxe tuzufe naEhe tuEuie nathe usanu 
324. to wash ekoroka- -koroka- -koroka- -koroka- -kekme- 
[certainty mood1 [trans.] [intrans.] [trans.] [trans. I 
a. l wash korokes? kekorokest wlkorokehe wfkorokehe nkekmest 
b. you wash mikorokest mekorokesi mtkorokehe mikorokehe tkekmesi 

Table 1 9 -Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
g. you all hunt mesetaketu mesetaketu ayamTekyaEowt ayamfekyaEow sukaknewiko 
h. they hunt Aesetaketu Aesetaketu namfekyaEowi namTekyaEow su kaknenu 
326. to fall [intrans., -eptrka- 
certainty mood1 
a. I fall keptrkest keptrkest kehurkehe kehurkehe kawnena 
b. you fall mepif-kest meptrkesi mehurkehe mehurkehe kawney tln 
b- 
c. s/he falls fieptrkest AepTrkesT fiehurkehe fiehurkehe kawne ? 
d, we Iexcl.1 fall amna fieptrkest amna fieptrkest amna Aehurkehe amna Aehurkehe kawnewi 
e. we [2 incl.1 fall Eepirkes? tepTrkest tehurkehe tehurkehe kawnewi 
f. we all [incl.] fall Eepirkexe teptrkexe tehurkeEhe tehurkeEhe kawnewi 
g. you all fall me ptrkexe mepirkexe mehurkeche mehurkeche kawnewiko 
h. they fall fiepirkexe iiepirkexe fiehurkeEhe fiehurkeEhe kawnenu 
327. to be afraid -erast- -eras?- -0seieht- -oseTehF -metesukme- 
[intrans,, uncer- 
tain mood1 
a. I amafraid keraswa keraswa kosefehyano koserehyan metesukmena 
Table 1 9 - Corltinued 
ENGLISH WAiWAl KATU ENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
b. you are afraid meraswa meraswa mosefehyano moserehyan metesukmey 
c. helshe is afraid Aeraswa iieraswa noseiehyano noseiehyan metesume 
d. we [excl.] are amna iieraswa amna Aeraswa amna noserehyano amna noserehyan metesukmewi 
afraid 
e. we 12 incl.1 are Eeraswa teraswa toserehyano toserehyan metesukmewi 
afraid 
f. we all iincl.1 are Ceraswatu teraswatu toserehyaEowl toseiehyatow metesukmewi 
afraid & I-- 
+ 
I 
g, you all are afraid meraswatu meraswatu mosefehyatowi moserehyaEow metesukmewiko 
h. they are afraid Aeraswatu iieraswatu nosefehyaEowi noseiehyaCow metesukmenu 
328. to pull [trans., -ihxikl- -ihxik'i- -hpexekl- -ehxekT-; -xTrike- 
certainty mood1 -epexeki- 
a. I pull wihxikyasl wihxikyasi wlhpexekyaha wehxekyaha ndrlkesi 
b. you pull mihxikyasi mihxikyasl mihpexekyaha mehxekyaha lxldkesi 
c. she pulls nihxikyast nihxikyasl nihpexekyaha iiehxekyaha fixifikesl 
d. we Iexcl.1 pull amna nihxikyad amna nihxikyasl amna n'ihpexekyaha amna Aehxekyaha waxldkesT 
e. we 12 incl.1 pull Eihxikyasi EiEihxikyasl tapexekyaha Eehxekyaha wadrtkesi 
Table 1 9-Continued 
ENGLISH WAIWAI KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
f. we all pull Eihxikyaxe CiCihxikyaxe tihpexekyaEhe EehxekyaChe waxirlkesi 
g. you all pull mihxikyaxe mihxikyaxe mihpexekyaEhe mehxekyaChe ri'u xirlkesi 
h. they pull nihxikyaxe nihxikyaxe nThpexekyaEhe RehxekyaEhe naxirlkesi 
329. to be standing -eEeEeEa- -eEeEehta- -osowaxehto- -0sowaxehta- -kaEimTCe- 
[intrans., [ I  "' p, certain; 2", [ I "  p, certain; 2nd, [ I  st p. certain; 2nd, I1 p. certain; 2nd, [certainluncertain 
standard mood 31d p. uncertain] 3td p. uncertain] 3rd p. uncertain] 3rd p. uncertain] contrast not 
usage1 relevant1 I 
V1 
r-L 
a. l am standing keEeEeEesT keEeCehtesi kosowaxehtehe kosowaxehtehe kaEimiEena "2' 
b. you are standing meEeEeEe meEeEehte mosowaxehteno mosowaxehteno kaEimiEey 
c. he is standing tieCeCeEe AeEeEehte nosowaxehteno nosowaxehteno kaEimiEe 
d. we [excl.] are arnna ieCeEeEesi arnna EeEehtesi amna arnna kai3miEewi 
standing nosowaxehtehe nosowaxehtehe 
e. we I2 incI.1 are EeEeEeEesi teCeCehtesi tosowaxehtehe tosowaxehtehe kaEimTEewi 
standing 
f. we all [incl.] are EeCeCeEexe teEeEehtexe tosowaxehteChe tosowaxehtethe kaWmiCewi 
standing 
g. you all are meEeEeEetu meEeEehtetu mosowaxehteEowl mosowaxehteEow kaUmiCewiko 
standing 
ENGLISH WAlWAl KATUENA HIXKARYANA XEREW MAWAYANA 
h. they are AeEeEeEetu AeEeEehtetu nosowaxehteCowi nosowaxehteEow kaiYmiEenu 
standing 
330. t o  walk -eta& -eta$ -atareknoht- -atateknoht- -suke- 
[intrans., [Is' p. certain; 2"", [ I s t  p, certain; 2"d, [ I s t  p. certain; 2nd, [ I s t  p. certain; 2nd, [certainluncertain 
standard mood 3"1 p. uncertain] 31d p. uncertain] 3rd p. uncertain] 3rd p. uncertain] contrast 
usage1 irrelevant] 
a. l walk ketarast ketafasf katareknohyaha kataleknohyaha sukena 
I 
matareknohyano sukey Vt b. you walk metara metara mataieknohyano I-- Y 
c. she walks Aetara Aetara natareknohyan natareknoh yano suke 
d. we  1excI.l walk amna iietarast amna fietaras1 amna amna sukewi 
natareknohyaha natareknohyaha 
e. we  12 incl.1 walk Eetaiasi tetarasi tatareknohyaha tatareknohyaha sukewi 
f. we  all 1incl.l Eetaraxe tetaraxe tatafeknohyaehe tatafeknohyaehe sukewi 
walk 
g. you all walk metaiatu metaratu matareknohyaEoM rnatareknohyaEow sukewiko 
h. they walk iietaratu iietafatu nataieknohyaEow7 nataTeknohyaEow sukenu 
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331. to bite [trans., -eska- 
immediate past1 
a. the dog bit me xapari oyeska xapari oyeska kaykusu roskano kaykusu roskano yimakna awEana 
b. the dog bit you xapari aweska xapari aweska kaykusu oyoskano kaykusu oyoskano yimakna awCay 
c. the dog bit him xapari Aeska xapari Aeska kaykusu neskano kaykusu fieskano yimakna awEa 
d. the dog bit the okoyi fieska okoyi iieska kaykusu okoye kaykusu fieskano uwi awEa 
snake xapari xapari yoskano okoye yimakna I 
[ambiguous] [ambiguousl 'Jl [ambiguous] [ambiguous] [ambiguousl P 
e. the dog bit us xapari amna xapari amna kaykusu amna kaykusu amna yimakna awCawi 
[excl.] iieska iieska yoskano fieskano 
[ambiguous] [ambiguous] [ambiguous1 [ambiguous1 
f. the dog bit us xapari keska xapari keska kaykusu koskano kaykusu koskano yimakna awEawi 
[2 incl.1 
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333. to burn [trans., -akiiipu- -akAipu- -akiiohi- -akiiohT- -awakne- 
immediate past1 
a. I burned wood wewe wakhipu wewe wakiiipu wewe wakiiohno wewe wakiiohno aEamTna 
noawakna 
b. you burned wewe makiiipu wewe makiiipu wewe makiiohno wewe makiiohno aEamPna awakna 
wood 
c. he burned wood wewe nakiiipu wewe nakiiipu wewe nakiiohno wewe nakiiohno aEamina rawakna 
I 
aEamTna 'dl d. we [excl.l wewe amna wewe amna wewe amna wewe amna + 
burned wood nakiiipu nakiiipu nakiiohno nakiiohno wawakna ? 
e, we [2 incl.1 wewe takiiipu wewe takiiipu wewe takiiohno wewe takiiohno aEamTna 
burned wood wawakna 
f. we all iincl.1 wewe wewe wewe wewe aCamina 
burned wood takAiEow takiiihEow takiiohCow1 takiiohEow wawakna 
g. you all burned wewe wewe wewe wewe aEamTna ri'u 
wood makiiiEow makfiihtow makiiohEowP makiiohtow awakna 
h, they burned wewe wewe wewe wewe aCamina 
wood nakfiitow nakfiihCow yakfiohEowi nakiiohtow nawakna 
334. to hit [trans.] -etapa- 
[nonpast tense; [ I  "' p, certain; 2nd, 
standard mood 3rd p. uncertainl 
usage1 
-etapa- 
[ I8 '  p, certain; 2nd, 
3rd p ,  uncertainl 
-etaha- -etaha- -rite- 
11" p. certain; 2"d, [ I s t  p ,  certain; 2nd, [certainluncertain 
3rd p. uncertain] 3rd p. uncertain] contrast 
irrelevant] 
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a, l hit you ketapesi ketapesi kotahehe kotahehe nritey 
b. l hit him wetapesi wetapesi wetahehe wetahehe nritesi 
c. I hit all of you ketapexe so; ketapexe so; kotaheChe; 
ketapesi ketapesi kotahehe 
d. I hit all of them wetapexe so; wetapexe so; wetaheChe; 
wetapesi wetapesi wetahehe 
en you hit me ometape o w i  metape uro metaheno 
f. you hit him metape metape metaheno 
g. you hit us Iexcl.1 amna metape amna metape amna metaheno 
h, you hit  all of metapetu so; metapetu so; metaheeow?; 





uro metaheno iritena I 
ul 
!-- 
metaheno iritest ? 
amna metaheno iritewi 
metaheeow; iritenu 
metaheno 
i. he hits me oyetape oyetape rotaheno rotaheno riritena 
j. he hits you awetape awetape oyotaheno oyotaheno riritey 
k. he hits S.O. else iietape Aetape netaheno iietaheno riritesi 
I. he hits us [2 ketape ketape otaheno kotaheno riritewi 
incl.1 
m. he hits us [excl.] amna iietape amna iietape amna netaheno amna iietaheno riritewi 
Iambiguousl noro nor0 nor0 nor0 
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mm. he hits all of us ketapetu so; ketapetu so; kota heEowi; kotaheCow; 
ketape ketape kotaheno kotaheno 
n. he hits all of you awetapetu so; awetapetu so; oyotaheEowi; oyotaheEow; 
awetape awetape oyotaheno oyotaheno 
o. he hits all of fietapetu so; fietapetu so; netaheCowi; iietaheCow; 
them fietape fietape netaheno fietaheno 
p. we  [2  incl.1 hit Eetapesi tetapesi tetahehe Cetahehe 
him 
q, we I 2  incl.1 hit Eetapexe so; tetapexe so; tetaheEhe; CetaheEhe; 
all of them Eetapesi tetapesi tetahehe Eetahehe 
r, we  [excl.l hit amna awetapest amna awetapesi amna oyotahehe amna oyotahehe 
s. we Iexcl.1 hit amna nor0 nor0 amna nor0 amna nor0 amna 
him fietapesi fietapes7 netahehe fietahehe 
iambiguousl [ambiguousl [ambiguous1 [ambiguous1 
t. we Iexcl.1 hit all amna awetapesi amna awetapest amna oyotahehe; amna oyotahehe 
of you amna oyotaheche 
u. we  [excl.] hi t  all amna fietapesi fietapesi amna fiamoro amna fiamoro amna 
of them fiexamro fiexamro netahehe Aetahehe 
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uu. we all Iincl.1 hit Eetapexe so tetapexe so tetahethe CetaheChe waritenu 
all of them 
v. you all hit me ometapetu ow? metapetu uro metaheEow? uro metahetow ri'u ritena 
w, you all hit him metapetu metapetu metahetow? metaheCow ri'u rites? 
x. you all hit us amna metapetu amna metapetu amna metahetow? amna metaheCow ri'u ritewi 
[excl . I 
y. you all hit all of metapetu so metapetu so metaheCowf metaheCow ri'u ritenu cln 
them + 
'p 
t .  they hit me oyetapetu oyetapetu rotahetow? rotahetow naritena 
aa. they hit you awetapetu awetapetu oyotaheCowf oyotahetow naritey 
bb. they hit him fietapetu fietapetu netahetow? fietahetow naritesf 
cc, they hit us f2 ketapetu ketapetu kotaheCow? kotaheCow naritewi 
incl.1 
dd. they hit us [excll amna fietapetu amna fietapetu amna netahetow? amna fietahetow naritewi 
ee. they hit all of us ketapetu so ketapetu so kotaheCowf kotaheCow naritewi 
[incl.l 
ff. they hit all of you awetapetu so awetapetu so oyotahetow? yotahetow naritewiko 
gg. they hit all of fietapetu so fietapetu so netahetowl fietahetow naritenu 
them 
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335. to cut oneself -etama- 
[reflex., immed- [cf. 361 
iate past tense1 
a. l cut myself ketama kehkoto katamano katamano nkira nkikma 
b. you cut yourself metama mehkoto rnatamano matamano ikira ikikma 
c. he cut himself iietama iiehkoto natamano natamano riWra akikma 
d. we [excl.l cut amna iietama amna iiehkoto amna natamano amna natamano waKra wakikma & 
ourselves w 5' 
e. we all (incl.1 cut EetamaEow tehkoEow tatamaEoko tatamatoko wakira waklkma 
ourselves 
f. you all cut metamaEow mehkoEow matamatoko matamaCoko ri'u Kra YWkma 
yourselves 
g. they cut AetamaEow AehkoEow natamaEoko 
themselves 
336. they fought with AesetapaCow AesetapaCow nosohtahEoko 
each other 
337. they played with fiesemafiihCow AesemaiiihEow nosmamehtoko 
each other 
338. they hit each iiesetapaEow AesetapaEow nosohtahcoko 
other [past] 
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339. to kill [to shoot1 -wo- 
[trans,] 
a. he is killing the watwa wesi; watwa nfwesi; watwa wehe; watwa wehe; 
alligator [two watwa niwe watwa niwe watwa weno watwa weno 
moods1 
b. he is going to meku niwe meku nfwe meku weno meku weno 
kill the monkey 
c. he killed the okoyi nlwo okoyi nfwo okoye won0 okoye won0 
snake just now 
d, he always kills oti nfwe roro woto niwe roro kana weno roro woto weno roro 
fish 
he is a regular ot? woiie ro woto woiie ro kana woiie ro woto twoiie ro 
killer of fish 
e. he used to kill oti wekiie woto niwekiie kana wekoni woto wekoni 
fish [as a boy1 Icontinuativel [continuative] 
f. the boy will kill tporimamtikathe tporimamutikathe thormamtThkaEhe totitikathe 
alligators when watwa niwe watwa niwe watwa weno watwa weno 










g. he did not kill torowo wohra torowo wohra torono wohra torono wohra kuMsa mas1 
the bird just iiexi iiexi nahko nahko rukukna 
now 
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h. he does not kill toto wohra nay toto wohra nay toto wohra naye toto wohra nay krle masi 
people rukukne 
i. kill the snake1 twoko okoyi; twohko okoyi okoye wok0 okoye twoko uwi ukukna 
okoyi wok0 
j. don't kill it! twohra esko twohra esko twohra esko twohra esko maya ukukna 
340. to sleep -Twiniki- -iwinTki- -in?@- -inik?- -toqwe- 
[intrans.] &, 
I 4  
a. he is sleeping niwinik yasi; n'iwinikyasi; ninikyaha; ninikyaha; toqwesi ';3 
[two moods1 niwinikya niwiniky a ntnikyano ninikyano 
b. he is about to niwinik y a 
sleep 
niwinik y a ninikyano nintkyano 
c. he will sleep niwinikya niwinik y a ninikyano ninikyano ritoqwe 
[tomorrow1 
d. he slept [a short niwtnko 
while ago1 
e. he used to sleep niwinikyakiie 
[as a boy1 
f. he sleeps [a lot] niwinikya roro 
he is a heavy tiwlnsom ro 
sleeper 
niwin ko ninikno 
nfwinikyakiie ninik y a ko ni ninlkyakoni 
ntwinikya roro ninikyano roro ninikyano roro 
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g. he never sleeps yiwinkira nay yiwlnkihra nay intkh'ira naye inikira nay masf toqwe 
he is a non- yiwinkini ro yiwtnkihnt ro Tnikhini ro lnlkini ro ? 
sleeper 
h. he didn't sleep yiuvtnkira fiexi yiwinkihra Aexi tnfkhlra nahko fnikira nahko mas1 toqwa 
[today] 
i. sleep! a win ko awinthko ownihko owniko itoqwa 
j. don't sleep! ytwlnkira esko yiwtnklhra esko inikhira exko inikira exko maya itoqwa 
341. to eat [intrans.] -eseresma- "eseresma- -emtakma- -asahxemta- -inke- 
a, he is eating fieseresmesi; fieseresmesi; nemtakmehe; nasahxemtehe; inkesi 
[two moods1 Aeseresme fieseresme nemtakmeno nasahxemteno 
b, he is about to Aeseresme fieseresme nemtakmeno nasahxemteno rinke 
eat 
c. he will eat iieseresme fieseresme nemtakmeno nasahxemteno rinke 
[tomorrow] 
d, he ate [a little fieseresma fieseresma nemtakmano nasahxemtono inkasi 
while ago1 
e. he used to eat iieseresmekiie Aeseresrnekfie nemtakmekoni nasahxemtekoni rinka 
[as a boy1 
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f. he eats [often] iieseresme roro fieseresme roro nemtakmeno roro nasahxemteno rinke 
roro 
he is a heavy Ceseresmaxmu ro teseresmaxml ro temtakmaxem ro tasahxemtosom inkare 
eater ro 
g. he never eats eseresmara nay eseresmahra nay emtakmahra naye asahxemtohra mas? inke 
nay 
he is a non-eater eseresmahnt ro eseresmahni ro emtakmahnl ro asahxemtoni ro ? 
I 
mast inka vI h. he didn't eat eseresmara fiexi eseresmahra fiexi emtakmahra nahko asahxemtohra w
today nahko -f 
i. eat! eseresmaki eseresmahki emtakmako asahxemtoko inka 
j. don't eat! eseresmara esko eseresmahra esko emtakmahra exko asahxemtohra maya inka 
exko 
APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE TEXTS OF PUBLIC SPEECHES 
During fieldwork, I tape-recorded scores of public speeches and transcribed a large 
number of them with the help of Waiwai assistants (who would listen to phrases on the tape 
and repeat them slowly enough for me to write them down). I then translated the most 
illuminating speeches, of which only a small portion are presented here. Throughout this 
thesis, I have drawn on data from various speeches. However, due to restrictions on space 
and scope in this dissertation, I could not explore the poetics of Waiwai speeches. 
Nevertheless, I want to convey a sense of their distinctive contents and rhetoric, which is best 
done through the original text in the Waiwai's own words. This appendix therefore contains 
texts of five speeches, which illustrate some of the different types and styles of public oratory 
given by various Waiwai leaders in Kaxmi during their biweekly community meetings on 
Wednesdays and Sundays: opening speeches by Arawxi and Pootho; a prayer led by 
Kumara; and sermons delivered by Warapuru and Yakuta. Not presented here is the final 
component of each meeting, a talk given by a work leader to exhort audience members to 
participate in community work projects, since they were so situation-specific that their 
references would be opaque without extensive contextualization. Nor have I included 
speeches given by women during their Friday meetings, since they usually spoke so softly 
that my tape recorder could barely pick up their words. I have prefaced each text with a brief 
description of the speaker, themes of the speech, and relevant current events. Given the 
textual focus of this appendix, it does not include exegeses or analyses of the speeches, 
which will have to await further elaboration in later manuscripts I plan to dedicate to the 
topic of oratory. 
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The approach I used in translating these speeches was to strike a balance between a 
literal translation and an anglicized version. This involved translating every clause, even if 
repetitive, to preserve the flavor of the original, but also smoothing out the awkward phrases 
so they would flow and make sense to readers unfamiliar with the rhetoric of Waiwai oratory. 
1. Arawxi introduction to community meeting. Wednesday. 1-23-85 
This brief introduction to a mid-week public meeting was given by Arawxi, one of 
the church pastors. He and his wife and children were the only Hixkaryana members of 
Kaxmi village; although he had lived in Waiwai villages since the 1960s, most of his 
relatives lived in the Hixkaryana village of Nhamundh. The following speech is typical of 
most introductory speeches in the way structurally moves from quotidian news to religious 
themes, forming a discursive bridge between the ordinary world from which the audience has 
arrived to the more "sacred" one they will enter when the sermon is delivered. Here, Arawxi 
talks about several groups oftravelers who were coming and going between Kaxmi and other 
villages. Arawxi himself had recently returned from trip to Mapuera village (the large 
Waiwai village to the south), where he left his son to get married. A group led by Kenke, an 
influential leader in Xapariymo (the northern Waiwai village in Guyana) had just arrived, 
accompanied by Cemuswe, who was returning to Kaxmi after fetching his son (who had 
wanted to marry a woman from the Wapixana people of the savannahs). 
This text provides an excellent example of common rhetorical devices used by 
Waiwai orators (e.g., echoing, negation, counterpoint, analogy, embedded quotations) as well 
as typical cosmological themes (e-g., the contrast between earth and heaven, and how 
worthless, mortal things of this earth will "disappear," while the valuable things of heaven 
will last forever). Arawxi's continuous movement back and forth between mundane news 
and eternal verities has the effect of elevating human actions to the sublime and grounding 
the abstract in the concrete realities with whichvillagers deal every day (Geertz 1973:87ff.). 
Well, we have all woken up, brothers and sisters, that's good. We remember 
to say, "When might Jesus come?" I too remember to say, "When is Jesus coming?" 
I know that the earth will disappearbe forgotten [iiehhmnoya] and for that reason 
I'm going to say something about it. "When will this poor place disappear?" I ask. 
But for the time being, it deceives us; this earth is deceiving us for the time being. 
It is like something on the verge of splitting apart like a canoe [etahkan] as we walk 
about on it. When will it be smashed to bits? That's what they say will happen to 
this poor place, this poor earth. That's one of the things one hears in God's book 
[Kaan karifan, the Bible]; that's why I am saying this. It is good that we have 
awakened, people, to hear God's book: how awesome! "You will read God's words," 
and "The words in God's book are true!"-this is the kind of thing I want all of you 
to remember, men, you too, women, when you listen. Let's listen. "This is what he 
said," you should say if I have spoken the truth. If I speak other than the truth, say 
so too. I'll say so too. If I have spoken wrongly, I will say, "I spoke wrongly in what 
I created out of words." And then I'll weep. "It appears I'm no good, oh dear! 
Apparently God will throw me into the Big Fire!" In the future, everyone will be 
judged at the place where the Fire is fanned. I'm telling you, everyone will soon be 
judged at the place where the Fire is fanned. At that time, He will talk about the 
place where people will be banished to. As for those who have been good, He will 
judge them kindly. That's evidently how it will be, I say. That's why I am in awe 
about this, about obeying God's words. Those who don't obey will be killed by God, 
I say. That's what I say, people. 
Well, it's good that my brother Kenke came yesterday; he came back, that's 
really good. He travels around for the time being; that's how we are for the time 
being. When might God say, "That's enough!"? When he does, we won't travel 
around any more; we'll go to heaven then. That's what will happen to us, people; 
we'll all be killed. That's what will happen to me too. For the time being, I travel 
around. I went to Mapuera for a visit. When God says "That's enough!", 1'11 stop 
traveling around. That's how it is, people. We are able to stand upright for the time 
being because of God; while we are on earth for the time being, we stand upright.l 
"We stand upright for the time being": a phrase connoting that we are still alive. 
Upright posture is seen as a proof of growth, health, and strength (likened to standing trees), 
and as a defiance of illness, death, and collapse (epitomized in lying prostrate). 
My brother Cemuswe also went to Xapariymo to see his son. That's how we 
are: we love our sons. We don't say about our sons, "Great, abandon him there!" 
But God looks upon all of us with even more love. He doesn't want to say, "I'll 
abandon the people I've created, the nasty things!'"~ the contrary, Jesus longs for 
us very much. He won't trade us for g; He longs for all of us. But maybe we 
don't long for Him. Some people long for Him, some people don't long for Him. 
Thus it is, people. If you don" long for Him, then you don't love him. You may not 
long to obey His words either, I say. But maybe we do long to obey His words, 
people. That's how it is with Him, I say. That's why we came here to hear God's 
words; we came here to hear God's book. So it is, I say. That's the kind of thing I 
want us all to think about. Jesus loves us, I say. In the same way, I love my child 
whom I left behind; I left Kukyawa behind [in Mapuera to marry]. "Yes, it's better 
that you stay here, my child," I said to him. "You will be in your mother's brother's 
house," I also said. So he's there now. Similarly, this person here [Cemuswe] went 
to see his son. "I see he's brought him back, how wonderful!'" said. He eGdently 
didn't go in vain. He didn't go to fetch anyone else" child; it was his own son he 
went to fetch. That's just how it will be when Jesus comes, I say. And so I am filled 
with awe. Jesus will come to fetch His sons. He will come to fetch His children; He 
will come to fetch those who know Him; He will come to fetch those who obey His 
words. That's how Jesus is. He certainly will not take other people up, not at all? So 
it was with this one here [Cemuswe]; he didn't bring back someone else's child. He 
did not say to someone whom he knew was not his son, "Come with me, my child." 
He certainly knew which children belonged to other people. That's how it is with 
people who don't think about Him, they are certainly someone else's children. And 
thus they will be thrown into the Big Fire; those who are someone else's children will 
be fhrown into the midst of the Big Fire. But He will carry away His own children. 
That's how it is said it will be. This is the kind of thing I would like all of you to 
think about, people. So let's think about that. 1 too want myself to think about that. 
Well, that's all I want to say for now. I'd like to pray to God for a moment. 
Let's be silent now, we will pray to God. Be silent, youths, children, women too. 
[Bows head in prayer.] 
Father on high, you are very good. You evidently help us unceasingly. You 
help us Itremendously, Father. You are one who o many fine possessions. You 
are greater than us, greater than other people, greater than those who own fine 
possessions. You are concerned about the people you created and you treat them well 
[mhakresq. Oh my, you love them so much! That's how You are, Father. You will 
throw those whom you no longer love into the wrath [ahon] of the Big Fire. Even 
though you used to look upon them with affection, You will throw them in. "Oh 
dear!" You will exclaim. Oh dear, what might happen to us if we turn bad, if we turn 
angry lyrmo~oi ie  me]? "Oh dear, why were you like that, my child? I love you!'" 
That is what You say all the time, it says so in Your book, Your words. "I really love 
you," it says. "So I will treat you well [kwakresq anyway for a while. I will treat you 
well; I will treat you well. When will you obey me?" That's what You will say about 
us, about me as well. So make us be ones who obey You better; make my people be 
ones who obey You better. Make us be ones who obey Your words better, ones who 
work harder [&tapi~;katmmu me fihe] at obeying Your words. Prevent us from 
exerting ourselves over worthlesslmortal things [ero pintho]. Prevent us from 
exerting ourselves over things that will disappearlperish. Make us exert ourselves 
over things that will not disappear, Father. Make us exert ourselves over Your talk, 
over obeying Your talk. When we exert ourselves over things that anger us, when 
we exert ourselves over worthless things like possessions and such things, that's 
wrong, they are all things that will disappear. This is what Your Son said when He 
was here: "So, when you haven't eaten, you seek me out; when you harvest manioc, 
you seek me out; for the sake of things that will disappear, you seek me out. But 
when you exert yourselves over things that will not disappear, that is pleasing to me. 
That's how it is to our Father, it's pleasing. But that is not how you have been, oh 
dear." That's indeed what he said to those who were listening to His sermon. There 
were a great many people who were listening. Make us think about that kind of thing 
too; make us think about that kind of thing now. It's aawful when I exert myself over 
worthless things. When I am like that, I arn not thinking about Your words. We 
want You to come down here to earth. When are You coming? 
Well, good, that's all for now. You are evidently very good, Father. That's 
what I wanted to say now, Father. Reveal Your hymn leader, reveal Your verse 
leader, reveal Your preacher. Help them. That's what I wanted to say for now, 
Father. Because of Your son Jesus, so be it, Father. w s e s  head at prayer's end.] 
Well, that seems to be all. 
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continue to act badly. That's the kind of thing God's book talks about as well. That's 
what we came seeking today, that's good. We will look into a mirror today to see 
ourselves. For that reason, we should be joyful. It is God alone who brought us here, 
to make us turn towards him alone and not towards any old thing. The other one [the 
Devil] would rather remove us [from God]; he is one who wants to remove us all. 
For that reason, we may act in many disparate ways. Sometimes we might speak 
about bad things; sometimes we might speak unlovingly of our relatives. That's just 
how we are because of the other one; he wants to remove us. The Devil gets busy 
with us and we become uneasy. That's how we are, brothers; that's the sort we are. 
That's what God's book says. So it says to become disgusted with our ways of being. 
That's the only reason Jesus is delaying [his return]. It is said he is still delaying. It 
is said that he loves us. "The dears!" he says, not just about us but about everything 
on earth, all that God made, even way far away. Far away are cities. God can see the 
land of the Americans, he can see the land of the Brazilians, he can see the lands of 
other peoples; he sees everything. He loves them all. For now, he is saying, "Wait 
a while, they might yet come to know me." That's why he hasn't come yet; he is still 
concerned with us. So we remember this, brothers, elders too. You accepted Jesus 
a long time ago. For that reason, we concern ourselves with ethical teaching.' God's 
book says, "Love each other!" That's how we are; that's the sort we are. Jesus loved 
us long ago; indeed, he loves us still! We are right on the mark when we love each 
other for his sake. If we don't comply with each other, we are acting unlovingly, as 
if we didn't love our brothers. That's what our natures3 are like, they are like clubs. 
Nowadays people don't fight. It was only long ago that our ancestors fought each 
other. That's what our ancestors did, they fought. If God hadn't taken me, I might 
still be fighting too. I too saw how clubs were used long ago. Had I been raised that 
way, I might still be fighting. For that reason, God brought me to be among you in 
GPanatanmekyaxe, literally, "making others have ears." Ears are the channel 
through which language is heard and therefore the avenue to "understanding," which takes 
place in the belly (ropotaw). The kind of "understanding" taught by %anatanmekyaxe is 
knowledge about proper conduct and moral truths (see Chapter IV). 
Kehtopo komo, "our natures, our characters, our being, how we are, story of how we 
are"; from the verb -exi-, "to be'' + -topo, substantive suffix "place of." The Waiwai say the 
ehtopo is situated in the ropotaw, the "belly," the seat of knowledge, emotions, attitudes. 
Kana~en .~  I heard your speeches, they were good. You spoke with me. I heard, 
"What do you think about Jesus?" I was ignorant of the matter at the time. It's the 
same way with those who don't know about God: the Karafawyana, the Xowyana, all 
the others, they are ignorant of God. You may be concerned about peoples like them. 
It is good to be concerned about them; it is good to be concerned about ow children 
too, those of you who look after your children. We are all ignorant; I too am 
ignorant. I am unhappy about this; I'm unhappy about myself too. I don't teach my 
children about how I am, sometimes I fail, so I'm unhappy. "Why don't I teach them 
about what God gave us?" That's what I say to God. Maybe you say the same thing 
yourselves. That's what we should say if we don't know what to do at all. It was the 
same when you explained matters to faraway peoples. That's how we are, brothers. 
Sometimes people say, "He just talks as if he were good." The truth is that people 
will disappear; what God's book says, however, will never disappear. God's book is 
something that will never disappear. We, on the other hand, have bodies that will 
disappear. Our souls, however, were given by God and will not disappear. Listen 
to such things in God's book. "Indeed, that's really how I want myself to be!" That's 
what we should say, good people, brothers. That's how it was yesterday when my in- 
law fell.' "My brother fell, oh dear!" said my wife. "Really?!" I said. "Really?! 
How did that happen?" It's because we're here on earth for now; when we're up there, 
we won't have accidents. This is where we are, in the midst of things that cause pain. 
When we are up there, there will be nothing that will make us unhappy 
[kahwokaclo]. So we should exert ourselves for the sake of good things. That's 
what you're doing now, you're exerting yourselves to make gardens. You want to 
make them quickly, oh my! That's how it is with our beings too. "That looks very 
bad to me!'' says God. That's how I am, I say I'd like to do it, but I don't; I get 
exhausted, I get tired. "It won't be like that up there later," I say when saddening 
things come along. However, I'm still here, still sad [ahwora]. Later, up there, I'll 
be joyful. That's how we are, brothers. We are mortal beings [eropintho] who just 
become unhappy [ t a h w o ~ m u ] ;  I too become unhappy. We are quick to bear 
grudges; I am too. Now, however, we may be more apt to ignore such things. For 
instance, now we call a meeting if someone is threatening to stab another. Other 
Pootho came with a large contingent of Katuena who moved into the Waiwai village 
of Kanaxen in British Guiana in 1967, when he was about eighteen years old. 
He is referring to his wife's younger brother, Ixakna, who recently fell from a tree. 
kinds of people, however, say "I'm going to attack him!" That's the kind of thing that 
people died fiom long ago. That's the kind of thing people said long ago. "I'll kill 
him, damn it!" someone would say. But for that reason, he died. He was attacked 
himself by someone responding immediately, "Look out, I'm going to stab you, damn 
it!" If both say that, you may die along with the other person. "Let's go fight, damn 
it! He might be very strong, so let's go!'' And then you'll die. That's how our 
ancestors were long ago, my deceased father too; that's what he recounted to me. He 
taught me how to do it too. "This is how we attack someone, we act as if we're just 
want to wrestle. Or maybe we're busy weaving; maybe we show it to the person. 
Then we throw them. That's how we appe ar..." But now we hear good talk. "If your 
brothers want to do it, don't attack them, don't cast spells on them." The talk of our 
Father is very good. There came a time when you [Waiwai] didn't want to wrestle 
any more; when you were in Kanaxen, I didn't see you do it any more. There was 
still another kind of way we threw people.6 Now we try not to seize upon such 
things, that's very good. That's not how people in Mapuera are;7 they throw each 
other. Perhaps Jesus is about to come. "Beware, people will be ruining each other 
as my arrival draws near." So let's all obey and listen to Jesus. That's the kind of 
thing we will hear today. We are all nobodies [noropintho], I say; we don't forgive. 
That's what happened with my in-law yesterday. He can't work; that's how he is. 
Someone said, "Well, damn him!" But he just can't come help with the work, not at 
all. Making people sad p y  slander] like that is a*l. We should say only things 
like, "Okay, that's alright; obviously something happened to hi." God's book talks 
about such matters. We should act only with God in mind. Truly, we walk about 
because we are people. We can still be good if we still turn to God. If you don't turn 
to him, you won't be raised up [to heaven]; if you turn to Jesus, you will be raised up. 
Let's be just like that, my brothers. Let's not be covetous. Let's not be that way. 
Sometimes things make us covetous. Sometimes when using someone's things, we 
covet them. That's what happened to my brother [Piitho] here: his father's gun 
exploded, oh dear; it didn't trip quickly enough. Similarly, we are busy with God's 
things today; let's not treat them like cheap things [epetikanl"]. This is how we should 
be: we should truly come to know everything about Jesus. Some say "I accepted 
Metaphorically, someone can be "'thrown7' through gossip, spells, angry words, etc. 
Mapuera, the southern Waiwai village, is considered by Kaxmi residents to be rife 
with "angry" behavior and sorcery. 
Jesus" but treat it like something cheap; beware. Let's think about that. You may say 
about someone, "He was baptized, supposedly he's a Christian." It is good not to use 
God's name in vain. Does Cod's book tell us we should? No, it doesn't. 
So that's all for now, we'll listen to God's book now. It's good you came, just 
fine. It is good that we come to meet together. We should await Jesus' arrival. We 
should think about only that. We should remember that it will take us by surprise. 
Maybe it will happen today, maybe tomorrow; we don't know. Jesus will come upon 
us suddenly. It is said that He will also blow God's horn. That's what we tSlink of, 
my brothers. We will be joyfkl to see each other there [in heaven]; I too will be 
joyfkl when I am up there, thinking of only Him. "How is it with you?' I asask; that's 
what all of you ask as well. "I am th of you, Father," you say. That's what we 
should say. Leave off spreading around nasty talk! It's bad, it makes our relatives 
[koyino] hurt. Talk only about good things. If it's about sad things [ahwon], you'll 
become thoroughly despondent [tahwoketikesq. That's what happens when we hear 
lies. It's the same with our people. There are ones who have become saddened 
[ahwohapu], I know that. We are sad when we think of our children when we are 
far away fiom them. So let's turn to God. That's how we are, brothers. We hear 
gossip about this and that, from the youths too, it is an unloving way to be to each 
other. It is good to celebrate ritual games; it is good to do them. It is good not to 
slander people, not one bit. We will not hear things like that today. This is how I 
hope we will be: I hope no unloving talk will be heard. So let's be obedient. That's 
how we are, my brothers. For the time being, we are in pain, here on earth. It is not 
by our own will that we have to labor. However, later in heaven you will receive 
your payment [awepethfrq for it. If you work for your own ends, you will not receive 
it. That's how it is, so beware, brothers. So let's remember that. Up there, I won't 
hear so much of things like, "He's ! 'The kind of talk there will be is good talk. 
Well, that's all. So let's pray to God. [Bows head in prayer.] 
Father on high, you are evidently very good. You woke us up, Father, wEle 
we are still here on earth. This is what your book says: "Maybe I will come at night 
while you are sleeping," your book says, Father. At the time you come, we won't see 
anything, the dawn will not come as usual. Mqbe we will be py too. 
Everything will be entirely different, it's said, when you come. So make us feel at 
peace, Father. Let's say, "I arn one paid for [Aepenzatho] by Jesus.'Tet's also say, 
"Jesus paid for me, so I feel at peace. My response will be to Lmprove myself 
completely, to exert myself thoroughly over how I act." It is good to say that, it is 
good for the elders as well as the children to do so. That's what I pointed out to them. 
So please help the hymn leader now, the recitation leader too. Make us ones who 
understand, make me understand too. Make us good. Make us say, "Sit over there, 
my child, so you can hear his words." 
Well, that's all I'll say for now. Help us right here, Father. Make the hymn 
leader do well here; there's only one today. Make him not be afraid. That's all I have 
to say to you, Father. In the name of Jesus, so be it, Father. [He raises his head and 
sits back down on the pastors' bench.] 
* * * * 
3. Kumara oraver before sermon. Sunday. 12-30-84 
e of the work leaders. It is a fine 
oratory of elaborating complex 
es, ears, mouth, and belly) 
[He bows his head.] Father on high, yo~l are evidently very good, You 
awakened us today, that is good. People have come here to hear your words. So help 
them, Father. They have come to your house, Father. Please speak to them, Father. 
You are invisible, Father, so people doubt you. Even if you appear in the flesh, they 
doubt you. That's how we are. That's what your book says. Make us not doubt you, 
Father. Make us say, "It's true [he really exists], oh my!" Put our doubts at ease, put 
our doubts at ease no matter where we are. Please make us be that way, Father. 
Make us think about such things, Father. Make us understand, too. Make us listen 
carehlly with our ears [tpanake]. It we hear nasty talk, we are quick to pay attention, 
our ears are wide open. That's not how your book is, Father. Your words are hard 
to understand when you speak through our mouths. Please make us grasp their 
meaning, Father, in ow bellies [ttropotaka]. Please make us comprehend. Help your 
children, Father. Children don't easily understand such things. So keep telling us, 
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Father. Help us tell our own children too. Make us quiet and attentive, Father. 
Make us not spread gossip or pay attention to it. Make us pause to listen to your 
words. Make us quiet and attentive, Father. Please make us think about such things, 
Father. You have awakened us. That is good, Father; you are indeed extraordinarily 
good. You brought us hunting. You accompanied us even when each of us was on 
our own. Even though you didn't show us any game animals on our hunt, we were 
contented anyway. We also spoke to you. I am at ease about you, Father. Make us 
feel that way, Father. We also think about you. So make us understand you. That's 
all I have to say, Father. Help us, Father; help the children, Father. Help the mouths 
of those who preach, help them. They are preaching your words. Our own words, 
by contrast, are different. That's how we are. That's all I have to say for now, I'm 
done for now. [He raises his head and returns to the pastors' bench.] 
* * * * 
4. Warawm sermon. Wednesday. 12-26-84 
Warapm had recently arrived in Kaxmi fiom the Hixkaryana village of Cassauh after 
a long journey by foot. He was originally born in a Xerew village, then came to the mission- 
centered Waiwai village as a youth in the late 1950s. After the Waiwai returned to Brazil, 
he moved around a great deal, living in Kaxmi, Mapuera, Cassauii, and Kaxmi again. He 
was considered one of the best orators, giving speeches that were forceful, dramatic, and 
sometimes controversial, revealing a keen intelligence and self-confidence. He would not 
hesitate to harangue the village, but he balanced this with a sense of humor (often with 
himself as the butt), irony, and a willingness to include himself in criticism. 
In this sermon, Warapuru draws extensive parallels between different attitudes toward 
Jesus and attitudes towards kinds of food, then a series of contrasts between food and words, 
and their implications for the afterlife. It closes with an attempt to reconcile some 
unfortunate contradictions in the missionaries' use of money. 
... Yesterday we all danced a lot, so now our muscles ache. Today we 
continue to remember Jesus' birthday ... Later, another month, we'll recount the story 
of his becoming a youth. Now it is still the time of the birth of Jesus. So now we 
will please listen to the story of how everyone was joyful just like us; we'll listen to 
the story of how people resembling us were joyful. So listen, there's still more: 
Lucas 221. My brother will speak afterwards. For now 1'11 speak with God. [Bows 
head in prayer.] 
Father on high, you are obviously very good, Father. I am going to preach 
your words again today. So please help me, Father, they are truly your words. 
They're not mine; they're your words, Father on high, so help me. Help them too, the 
people who came to meet. They came to be joyful, how good! That's how Jesus was 
apparently, we say. "So hopehlly I have now been removed and lifted up fiom my 
former bad ways." That's what we say today. [Raises head at prayer's end.] 
That's all for now. "This is how you brought me here today; if it is good to 
come here, help us," let's say. "Make us not fall." So that's all I have to say to you, 
by Jesus' will, Father. 
Well, what I'm going to read aloud is a little bit long. First I'll read aloud up 
to 22. Pay attention to what I read. I'm going to speak now; I won't be looking at 
you, so you'd better listen. Afterwards I'll try to look at you; first I'm going to look 
at my book. This is what the heading says, maybe you've heard it. 
[Reads Lucas 221, 25-38 and makes a few explanatory remarks, not 
transcribed here. The passage tells of Ann and Simon who went to see baby Jesus, 
gave him a name, and made him a Jew; Jesus' birth fulfilled the prophesy God made 
to Simon that a savior would be born.] 
That is what God's book says here, people. We listened to a long part, oh 
dear. I made a lot of errors. I hadn't looked it over a lot before; still, I did look it 
over a little bit. But it doesn't catch well when we only spend two days looking it 
over in order to preach. It's the same with the hymns; I have been busy with the 
hymns but I still haven't grasped them yet, oh dear. 
Well, I just read some aloud. Those of you with books understood well, I 
think; of course, those of you without books couldn't, you could only listen well. 
Those of you behind me listened. Youths, you listened, so did the elders. So that's 
apparently how Simon and Ann were; that's what is said about them. She was similar 
to you [myljpu komo], women; they say she had a husband for seven years. Later her 
husband died. She continued that way for quite some time ... NIany years went by, a 
long time, it is said; she became 84 years old, it is said. How many years might that 
be? A great many, oh my! 
I'll talk a little bit now about this. 1'11 cut my talk short; we obviously don't 
want to be here long; we want to celebrate. We may have come here without eating, 
oh dear; me too, I was busy with this, then I ate just a little in a hunry, oh dear. Who 
knows, our s t o m d s  must be growling. 
Well, I'll tell you what happened next. Jesus' mother and father were 
traveling for eight days, it is said. Mrhy was that? They were going in order to make 
[their child] one of the Jewish people. They were also going in order to give him the 
name of Jesus. That's how we are too when we have a child: we wait a little while 
before we name it; we don't do it right away. " b w ! "  [sound of being born]. 
"Here's a name for him!"-that's not what we say. A dawn comes, another dawn, 
another dawn, another dawn, a week goes by, another week; then at that time we 
know its name. That's how it is with our children. It was the same with Jesus. It 
says his mother and father h v e d  and they went to God's house. It says Simon went 
at the same time; Simon went there at that time too. It says he went to where the tiny 
child had been brought. He was a old man indeed! They said he was a very old man 
indeed! He was someone who loved God; they say he still loved God. He went to 
God's house often. This is what God had said to him long before, while he was still 
a young man, before Jesus had come. "Simon," he said. '"Simon, later you will see," 
he said. "You will definitely see Jesus later." "Men?' he said. A year went by, a 
year went by, a year went by, a year went by; it took a long time for Jesus to come, 
indeed! That's how we are now as well, us too. Yesterday I was t g, "When 
might Jesus come?" I've been ng a lot about that! "Oh my! Today is the 25th," 
I said. "He'll surely come here today!" I said. When will he come? Perbps he'll 
come on his birthday; that's what all Christians of on Christmas. So that's how 
it is, and that's how it was then. Simon thought about it; then later, when he 
getting near to death, he saw the baby Jesus. "Oh my!" he said. "I certainly have 
seen him now, I think it's very good!" he said. "Father, you are obviously very 
good!" he said to God. "You are obviously very good, Father, I've seen him now, 
you%e really shown him to me!'"t's what Simon said then. After that, he took 
the little child int s. How big was he? He was probably very small. So he 
took him into his s said. "Oh my! you are obviously very good!" he said. 
He was very joyfbl [tahwore]. "So now you can take me away, Father," he said. 
"Take me away now, I will die very contented [tawake],'%e said. That's what Simon 
said then, people. "It's time to die. I'll die contented because I've seen him," he s d .  
"I've certainly seen him, oh my! I was thinking about it for so long!" he said. "How 
wonde&l, he will be the one to lead the Israelis out," he said. 'We will be the one 
to lead the Israelis out, he is the leader," he said. "Some people vvill want him," he 
said. "Other people will not want him," he said too. It's true, people; rhat's how we 
are now. Some want Jesus; others don't want Jesus. That's how some are; they look 
upon Jesus as displeasing. They say, "You're just joking, oh my! I can see you now, 
your eyes look wily [anari me, strange]. Me, too, I'm happy. How is it with me? 
Am I still with Jesus? Maybe I'm slandering Jesus, d it!'Wod's book 
that kind of thing, people. That's what God's book said long ago when S h o n  spoke 
its truth. "Beware, that's how people will be,"he said. "Some will not want him," 
he said. "Later others will not want him either," he said to Joseph and Mary. 
"'Because of what happens to him, it will be as if your belly were stabbed with a 
machete; you will suffer because he is your child." That's how we are too, people. 
If our child is slandered, we suffer, ouch. "'D it!" we say. " m y  are they talking 
like that?" we say, people. "Oh dear," we say later to them. "Hey, my brother, this 
is what you are reported to have said to my ehildren,'%e ~ g h t  say. Thafs the sort 
of thing Simon was thi g about. "Beware, that's what you'll feel like, that's what 
you'll feel like, oh dear," he said to them. "Your belly will be in great pain," he said. 
That's what Simon told Joseph and Mary. That's how they were, youths, children. 
Listen to this, these are God's words that I am spefing, they are not my words. I 
have my own talk, but it's the opposite, d it, it's bad. Listen to only God's words; 
they are what we will listen to for now. They were his words that Simon spoke, so 
Mary's people thought them pleasing to hear. They listened. "Is that true? Oh my!" 
Mary's people said. "Yes, it's true," is what he said, people. That's how Simon was, 
he was like we are. He thought about God, he thought about Jesus. Even though he 
lived long ago, he turned to them. That's how I'd like all of us to be also, us too. I 
don't want us to become unhappy [ahtvokara] about Jesus. I don't you to 
become unhappy, even though year after year after year we have been expecting 
Jesus, and still will for a very long time. "Whatever are we going to do, oh dear?" 
we said long ago. It was a long time ago, while I was little, that I heard people say, 
"It's said that Jesus is coming!" Maybe we say, "However, I've waited as much as 
possible, now I've become old." Maybe we say, "Apparently Jesus still isn't corning. 
So because of that, I am displeased with Jesus. So I'm going to start doing bad 
things! I won't like people; I'll slander people! I want to strike people, I want to kill 
people!" Oh, dear, no! Let's not say things like that, people. If you are under 
restrictions,' don't become unhappy; it is God who restricted you. God still loves 
you, people, he still loves you. He still remembers you, he does. Don't slander each 
other, don't do whatever bad things your desires want. No, don't, anyone. 
Well, here is what it says here in God's book, people. I will tell you, myself 
too, exactly what is in here. I still have things to learn here myself. "Damn it, that's 
the sort I am, d m  it!" I still say. "I act unloving to people too, I am apt to not love 
those who slander me too." It's said that God considers that awful, people. It's 
slanderous to God; we shouldn't do that. Later on up in the clouds when we are 
judged, we'd rather not hear what we had said, such as "You're a bad one, damn it!'I9 
That's where we will all be judged. It is said that later on, Jesus will not tread this 
earth, people; later on, Jesus will not tread this earth. It's said he won't tread here, not 
at all; only up there will he arrive. Christians will go that way, only them, up there. 
That's what it says, people. How does that sound to you? Listen to this [book], 
people. Listen, youths, children too; I say this to my child too. "Take Jesus!" I said 
to him; I said it today. Jesus hasn't come. When might he come? Maybe today. So 
how are you concerning Jesus? How am I, Father? I am ignorant about how to take 
Jesus. That's how all of you may be too; maybe you too are ignorant about how to 
take Jesus, people. Maybe you are really ignorant about Jesus altogether. Don't be, 
people; don't delay. Take Jesus; know him. Let's be like Simon. That's how Simon 
was, indeed. He didn't become disgusted at all even though he'd heard for a long 
time, "Jesus is coming for sure." So he went to God's house repeatedly. He was told, 
"I'll bring a little newborn, a little infant." So he went, went, then later he saw him. 
So it was, people; that's how we should be too, people; we should be ones who go 
to God's house repeatedly. We woke up to God's book. Maybe you'll look at your 
If someone has committed a wrong considered especially grievous or refuses to 
acknowledge guilt, the leaders restrict his or her movements (poropu), e.g.,by prohibiting 
him or her from leaving the village, buying things from the mission trade store, or attending 
communion. Restrictions are usually lifted if the person confesses his or her guilt to the 
leaders and then to the public. 
The Waiwai believe that everything a person says and does on earth will be repeated 
for him or her to hear at the Last Judgment. Sometimes they said that "God will read from 
a big book in which he writes down all our actions" or that he will play back recordings of 
our words that he taped on his cosmic tape recorder. 
book some more; but maybe you're tired. Maybe you're tired, oh dear. Well, look 
at your book some more; look at it some more. 
Well, I'm going to talk about something else, just one more thing. Ann was 
a woman. Over there in Cassauh [Hixkaryana village] is another 
wife; that's very good indeed! It's good indeed if you name your children that way; 
they'll be of the same sort; I want it to be good. There's my child too whom I named 
from God's book. Just one; the other I d a different way. How did I narne him? 
With the name of someone who lived here long ago, that's how. So that's how Ann 
was, they say. She was the same sort; how so? She was one who didn't become 
disgusted either, it's said. They say she was married for seven years at first. Then he 
died: "Tow!" [sound of dying]. Her former husband had been one who twlled to 
God, people. That's how they say he was. Well, she was the same that time when 
she went back to God's house as an old woman. She didn't leave God's house at all, 
people. She skipped her meal, oh my! Is that how we are? No, oh dear, we don't 
skip our meals at all! We eat repeatedly. Ann was like this; she didn't eat, she didn't 
eat; only once in a while did she eat. She loved God, I tell you. They say she loved 
God a great deal! Ann wanted God greatly; Ann wanted God greatly. It's said that 
she wanted God as if he were her food. That's how she was, people; that's how I'd 
like us to be. But we see God as distastehl ~oxumra], oh dear, like something 
valueless [eropintho], like old meat. How so? What did you of the stingray 
that was served here yesterday? "How fine!": is that what you said? "How fine, 
that's what I want!": is that what you said? people said, "No, oh dear, how 
awfbl, how avvful!'Wat I heard was, "How , how awful, throw 
the nasty stuff to the dogs!" Why? Because people t's bad, old stingray. 
Here's how it should be with meat, something to make us say, "How fine!'"imilarly, 
it pleasing to see Jesus, people, causing us to exclaim, "Now 
Maybe we still say, "How awful! " about Jesus, people. "No 
may say. We still may eat stingray, but when we eat it, we eat it hesitantly. "This old 
it!" we say. That's how I eat it too. God's book says, rather, "Eat it 
anyway,'"t says. "Bad meat will never ruin you," it says. You can eat old wami 
Find of fish], old thee-toed sloths, old two-toed sloths, eat them all. The 
Hixkaryana people will not eat two-toed sloths. I went to the garden with them. 
"How , an old sloth, leave the nasty thing behind?" they said. Later, my son 
killed it. "1'11 carry it back,"he said. "All right," I said. Well, it was there in the 
garden that I spoke with someone else. "Do you eat it?' he said to me. ""Se, I eat 
it," I said. "Oh yeah? We don't at all." "What does God's book say?" I said. "This 
is what God's book says: your food goes into your stomach. But out of your stomach 
come the bad words that you say. That's how God divided you up, God's book says 
so," I said. "Is that true what you're saying? Oh, my, it's true what you say! 
However, even though I want to obey it, I still won't taste the sloth. I won't eat lizard 
either." "Oh, yeah? All right," I said. 
So don't slander people for what they eat, don't slander them. That's just how 
they are, even if they're wrong about it. However, it's just fine, people. We should 
eat even bad things; if someone serves stingray, we should eat it. We should eat 
macaw, we should eat large alligators; they're all right! However, if we act badly, we 
will be separated from God, such as for gossiping or for saying, "Damn it, he's a 
terrible one! Damn it, he's a terrible one!" It makes us think we're so good, people. 
I do too, I criticize others as if I were so perfect, people. "That's very bad," God says 
to us, people. "That's very bad, you'll ruin yourself doing that!" God says to us. 
Talking badly about each other is something that God considers evil, people. So I'd 
rather we weren't like that so much, people, not so much like that. We should be 
ashamed to talk about each other; we shouldn't talk carelessly, people. You should 
be ashamed, people; let's feel shame at that. We should worry when we talk about 
somebody in their absence. "Father, am I still good? No, oh dear, I was very bad." 
Then God will make himself known in our belly. "You were very bad, you were very 
bad." Then we become saddened. When that happens, come to see the church 
pastors. Tell them, "I was bad, I was bad, I was bad." That's what I'm telling you, 
youths, children. 
Today we are being joyful about Jesus, about listening to God's book too. So 
it is good to meet together here to listen. If you are joyful only about the drink," then 
you won't come to meet here [in church]. You'll come only to the call, "Come and 
get it!" But no, then it won't be tasty, not really, oh dear. This is what we should 
really be seeking when we come to meetings; but don't come to meet for drink. How 
were you about the money that was there up high?" "How fine!" I certainly said too. 
'O This refers to tapioca drink in huge urns, which represents the feast as a whole; 
recall that the feast hosts are called "The Owners of the Drink." 
l 1  Here he is referring to a game taught the day before by a new Brazilian missionary: 
a greased pole had various "prizes" at different heights; first a toothbrush and toothpaste, 
then a bag of fishhooks, then candy, and at the very top, money. Since the highest realm in 
Waiwai cosmology is the closest to God, and money is viewed as a threat to morality, this 
"Here it is! How fine, that money will be mine, how fme!" I said. I made the 
attempt, I only got this high; "Oh dear!" I said. "How is it possible, oh dear! It's so 
high up, oh dear!" I said. "It's so fine!" we all said. All the children climbed up, he 
did too, he did too, he did too; oh dear, all in vain, oh dear. Today maybe they woke 
up with their feet hurting, clinging as they went up, inching up, inching up. They 
were anxious to get it. That's how we should be about Jesus too, people. We should 
be as anxious to reach him as we are about money, people. "Indeed, that's what I 
really want, I really want Jesus!" We shouldn't say, "I don't want him." So let's heed 
this, people. Here there was a gourd filled [with candy].'2 They were supposed to 
make it fall. I certainly didn't get to pick up any [candy]; I was squeezed out by the 
crowd. "Pukupuku!" [sound of swinging stick], they kept on going; they took all of 
mine away. "Oh, dear! Well, it's all right," I said anyway. That's how they were. 
That's how we should think of Jesus, as delicious as candy, as money, as fishhooks, 
as all sorts of things. Our beings should be anxious about Jesus, people. But we 
think of him as something valueless [ero pfntho], like any old thing, like very old 
manioc, that's how we think of him. 
Well, that's what I have to say now, that's enough for now. We'll listen to 
more preaching later on. Maybe tomorrow we might hear more of it. So now let's 
turn to our playing. You'll all play well. I won't join you; my knee hurts, darn it. I'll 
still try a little here and there, that's all. I can't, ouch, it's burning me. It's my tendon, 
it's apparently tom. That's what Luiz of FUNAI said, "You're dying, your tendon is 
completely tom!" He was really worried. He said, "This is what the medicine book 
says, 'Those whose tendons are tom are going to die for sure!' That's what it really 
says. So I'm extremely worried!" Luiz said to me. Obviously God truly helped me! 
Well, let's sing a hymn now, this nice little one. That way we can say, 
"Everything's done." I still don't know how this one was created, I haven't heard. In 
Mapuera I didn't hear it either. No, I didn't hear it. So all of you should go ahead and 
sing it. I've just read it, I've just read what's been translated from the Hixkaryana, but 
I haven't heard it sung. I've only heard it sung in Hixkaryana; that's what it was 
posed a profound contradiction, especially since it was taught by a missionary. Warapuru 
here tries to reconcile the two. 
l2  This refers to another game taught by the missionary: a gourd filled with candy was 
suspended from a tree; each contestant was blindfolded and given a stick, which (s)he tried 
to strike the gourd; if successful, it fell and shattered, greeted by shouts from the children as 
they all scrambled to pick up the candy. 
[written] in. It says, "Jesus came from the sky, Jesus came from very far away." So 
you'd better sing it. It's on page 18. Women, let's sing a little bit of the hymns, just 
a couple. Just a couple; let's sing them joyfully. Today is Christmas! In a little while 
when it is January, there won't be any more. It's now that it's said, "Oh my, now is 
apparently when Jesus came." You should say, "Christmas, December; Christmas 
has two names, even three, let's go ahead and sing." I'll keep quiet, I'm just learning. 
[Everyone sings a hymn.] 
That's what our hymn says, how good! It's one for Christmas, translated fiom 
Hixkaryana. It was apparently translated; where does the one who translated it live? 
Someone over there [in another village], maybe someone here. It is good to translate 
such things. They did God's will by doing the hymns. They really were busy with 
the hymns. In doing so, they are like our fathers; that's what the Tiriyb people and 
the Hixkaryana people do. As for us, not so much, oh dear, there's apparently no one 
when we were in Guyana we 
take [the words] from here 
We make God's songs, but out how to do so. 
Well, that's all 1'11 say for now. So now I'll speak with God, my brothers. 
Let's be silent a moment. [He closes with a prayer spoken in Hixkaryana.] 
* * * * 
5. Yakuta Sermon. Easter Sunday. 4-22-84 
This important sermon by the lead pastor and village headman links contact 
expeditions to baptism, resurrection, and ortality. Although he decided to perform no 
baptisms this year, he explains the symbolism of Easter. The speech contains comments on 
ornaments, clothing, modesty and Waiwai identity (in contrast to Westerners, Waiwai 
ancestors, uncontacted peoples, and animals). Yakuta repeatedly exhorts people to go on 
expeditions to contact the Karafawyana and Waimiri-Atroari, urging them not to be 
frightened. He throws in many anecdotes on earlier expeditions he led and jokes about the 
"Visitors" caricature as an imitation of an uncontacted group arriving in the village. 
I pick up this speech immediately after Yakuta had explained that he would not 
baptize anyone this year because he wanted to avoid hasty baptisms; he recently had a bad 
experience with baptizing someone too soon who was subsequently guilty of serious 
misconduct. 
... Those of you who are candidates for baptism, be happy anyway. You will 
be baptized next Easter, remember that. Your names are written down in the list. So 
reflect on the matter. But don't say something like, "So, evidently I'm not good 
enough. Evidently I'm a bad person." Don't say that, not at all. That's not what all 
this means. You're still true Christians anyway. Even though you're not baptized, 
you've accepted Jesus, so you're still true Christians. If Jesus comes, you'll still go 
to heaven. Even the unbaptized, indeed, even the unbaptized will. I'm very joyful 
about that, young men and women ... So please remember this. Perhaps you will 
misunderstand what I mean. So, don't get into arguments with the work leaders, the 
pastors, or those who aren't leaders either, even your peers. Lend them help. If the 
work leaders say, "Please get busy with this; then please get busy with that; then 
please get busy with this," you should say, "Alright." That's the right thing to say to 
impress those who look out for you; God is looking out for you too. So let's act this 
way, people. So that's all I told them. "Wait a while," I told them. "Wait a while, 
let's hear what all our people say." Let's not say, "Oh dear, maybe I'll die first." It's 
better to wait. That's my opinion, men. That's how we are. Our tempter [devil] is 
around, damn it. That's indeed what God's book says. Our tempter is around, 
tempting us with all sorts of things. They are his way of saying things to confuse us 
about God, to get us confused when we go traveling, when we go traveling to remote 
places. Today we'll listen to what God says in his book about our expeditions; today 
we'll listen to what God says in his book about our expeditions. We'll hear about 
how Jesus spoke with his companions, the twelve disciples, he spoke with them. 
After we listen, don't say, "That's how it is, but I'm c not baptized, so I won't 
go search for the uncontacted people." If you have accepted Jesus, go s e m h  for 
those people. He'll still help you, God's help will still be there. He'll protect you too 
fiom whatever might do away with you. We'll hear about that today as well. It says, 
"If a snake bites you, you won't die at all. If you drink poison, you won't die either. 
That" how you'll be9 because you are dwelling in my house," Jesus said. That's how 
it'll be when we go to heaven. Today we'll hear about those who came fiom Galilee 
at the time when he rose again. So, men, let's be joyful about such things. 
Well, I have something more to say. If you are one of the baptized who are 
under restriction, well, you should worry about this inside your belly [ v o t m ] .  
"Now am I being? Supposedly I accepted Jesus, I was baptized, but then I was 
placed under restrictions because I was acting that way. But now I don't want to be 
like that any more." You should say that right now, those of you who are under 
restrictions. I don't know what you're thinking. However, if you say that, God will 
you. If you say that m ~ l l y ,  if you really think about it, God will carry you. 
That's how it is with us, brothers. I'm mthinking about all of you with good intentions. 
If you behave well, it's so your name will be counted among the good, so all will be 
well with you. You will hear God say, "This is how you were when you were on 
earth." That is why I'm saying things now that may seem a bit hurtful to people. 
Res~etions or delays are done in order to make you behave well. However, if I 
didn't place anybody under restrictions, oh dear, I would be blamed [@onanr^nz&sfl. 
I'd be blamed p y  God], all of us church pastors would be blamed, woe to us. "You 
didn't talk to him about it while you were on earth. So this is what will happen to you 
too," I-Ie'll say to me, oh dear. That's the only reason I'm saying these things to all of 
you, brothers. If all of you remember that acceptance of Jesus will allow you to go 
to heaven, everything will be fme. I do not say anything like, "Turn to me, brothers," 
I don't say that at all. It is God's will, I am here only in order to do God's will. Do 
his tasks. I do his tasks too. God's children do his tasks. That's the only way we 
should be. By contrast, don't do the tasks of [mere] people. If the church pastors 
said, "Look to the church pastors," they'd be wrong. You should all think about these 
things, people. Think about it, women. mat's all I have to say about that for now. 
We will not yet see any baptisms today. That's what I wanted to say for now. "The 
ng to me, that's the only on I'm saying, 'Wait a whde,"" 1 said. 
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"Yes, wait a while, you'll still be baptized later," I said. I really prayed to God a lot 
about it. 
[Reads Mark 16: 1 -9, "The Story of Jesus' Resurrection," with occasional 
ents. He then jumps to Luke 24:6-7, with the same subtitle.] 
We heard what happened when Jesus was resurrected. will happen to 
all of us? What will happen to all of you? What will happen to you later when you 
die? Will you revive or will you not revive? This is what Jesus says, look at what 
he says in Luke. Long beforehand, he said, "They will kill me later, those who do not 
love me, bad people. But aftemards, after three days, I will rise up." He was 
speaking to all of you. It was truly what happened, people. That's why I 
speak about it. The same thing will happen later to you, women, men. It says Jesus 
revived, just like he had said he would. Long before his death, he had said, "I will 
die," he said. "I will die; those who do not love me will accuse me later," he said. 
"Then they will kill me," he said, it was apparently true. Read it, he died on a 
wooden cross. It was for our sake, because he loved us; he loved men, he loved 
women. This is what I ask you: Did he die for the sake of meat? What's your 
understanding of the matter? Did he die for the sake of dogs? Not at all, only for 
people! It is said that long before, when Moses lived, people paid for themelves 
[fiesepemefie]. It says they would kill all sorts of animals, sheep, cows, they killed 
them as a kind of payment. However, ever since Jesus cme,  we don't do that any 
more. He paid us offcompletely. That was the reason he died on the wooden cross. 
That was why he did so, because he loved us. If that's how you want to be [is., paid 
off, "redeemed,'" accept Jesus, men, women too, so he will love you. If that's how 
you want to be, if you are listening with pity [tfpifie, afjfection], you should say, 
"Apparently Jesus paid for me, oh my! Apparently he loved me so much that he even 
died for me. Look, he died and left his father. Now he dwells with his father again." 
That's what we should say, men, women too. Say, 'We apparently loved me, t W s  
why he died." So you should say, "I want him." If you do, he'll be contented 
[twak].  That's how Jesus was, it says. That's why he rose up [fiom deathj. He 
demonstrated how he would rise back up, people. He demonstrated it by being 
baptized in water. What was the reason for Jesus' baptism? VVas it because of his 
sins? Nowadays we do it because of our sins. We get baptized to abandon our 
secretive ways, to abandon our ways of acting. By contrast, when he was baptized, 
he was already without any sins, none at all. He did so for the sake of what? He 
wanted to show people how powerhl he was; he wanted to show how powerrl he 
was. "People, this is what will happen to me later when I die,"he said. So he was 
baptized, he went down in the water a long time and then rose back up. "This is how 
I will rise up later, I am doing this to give you a sign of what will happen [meroro 
so],'! that's what he said. So he went down in the water and rose up again. That's the 
sarne thing all of us will hear about, brothers, that's what we'll hear. We'll watch it, 
we'll hear about it, we'll watch each other. "He is getting baptized, how awesome, 
he apparently accepted Jesus," we'll say. "I want to too, oh dear," some other people 
will say, those who haven't accepted him yet, they'll follow suit. We'll be like Jesus, 
people. It is good when I hear people say that. So don't say, "Who's Jesus? I 
dunno!" The reason [for baptism] is so that you will be reborn, it's like you were 
reborn through water. You'll be like new when you go into the water, like new... 
Jesus' disciple said to Jesus, "I will die with you." That's what I try to say 
when I pray with God, when I go in search of other peoples, A long time ago [I 9593, 
I traveled to Mokaxay [name of ana village] with Claude keavitt, early 
missionary]. Later [Joe, current missionary e here, they said he wanted to come 
badly. He told us, "I've seen Rawa, I know wiymo, I know T o y u  too" [name 
of Wayana villages]. "Oh yeah? I know them too," I said. "Oh yeah?" he said. So 
that's how they [Wayana] are, I say, that's how that kind of people are. If people are 
like that, it's very bad. The Wayana wanted to be baptized, so they were. However, 
if someone says, "I'll baptize anybody," if someone says, "I'll deceive them,'"tls not 
the sarne thing. We will have been falsely baptized if that's how it's done. I heard 
similar things in Kanaxen. People would eat manioc wafers [at co ion] and 
maybe say, "Oh dear, it seems all they're eating is bread that doesn't taste good, just 
plain hard bread." Don't say that here, when those who are baptized have 
co ion, if they eat manioc wafers and drink tapioca. If you imitate them, you 
won't go to heaven, oh dear, you won't go. Don't be deceitw. Don't joke around 
about Jesus. Don't act like someone who makes jokes like that. That's how the ones 
who killed Jesus acted, don't do it. You would be all wong. That's the kind of thing 
Jesus talked about .... 
So don't weary of speaking with Cod, don't weary of doing so. Say, 'Tather, 
help me." Say, "Support me." Say, "Make me turn completely to you, Father. From 
here to there, make me not weary." That's what you should say, people, don't forget 
that. That's what I want you to say, so you'll rise again after death. After three days 
you'll rise again. That's what he did ... That's why I ask you here, where might Cod 
carry you? You should say this to God, "'Father, you are vvithin me, you are really 
within me, you're with me, you are one who heals me." Where does God intend to 
cany you? If you want to go somewhere, our trip to the ana will be in 
August, people, men, you too, our trip will be in August. We will also go look for 
the Waimiri-Atroari. We were not able to go recently. So when it is August, we will 
go. So ask for [peI-mission] from God, right now, not later. Look, Jesus was 
baptized; you will still be baptized the same way, right along with Him. And you 
will rise again [from death] right along with Him. It will be the same when you go 
[traveling]. fin the Bible] it says, "Lift: up your wooden cross, the thing you will die 
on." It says, "Lift: up the thing you will die on, the wooden cross, your means of 
baptism. It is our means of baptism." What does that mean, with water, something 
else? "It is our means of baptism," what does that mean? Supposedly water, we 
might say, going into the water. That's where Jesus went. What did it mean? Did 
he stand back up? For what kind of reason did Jesus get baptized? did it 
mean? While he was still alive? He was put on the cross outside, then he died; they 
closed up [the cave] with a rock. W l e  he was still alive, he went in the water. 
What did it mean? In the water or on the mountain, what does God's book say? He 
was demonstrating, "Look, this is how I will die later." It was indeed a way of 
demons~ating how he would die. He did it through baptism in the water. We do the 
same thing as well. So Jesus said, "If you want to come right along with me, you will 
die right along with me." So we are ones who will die with Jesus. Maybe you say, 
"Oh dear, I'd rather not die." Rise up along with Jesus too. Then you will never die 
again, you'll only die once. You will forget that you once cane from your mothers 
[i.e., had mortal birth]. So we will only have a single death. God's book says, "Ifyou 
don't accept Jesus, you will die twice."By this, I understand that we will have two 
deaths, if we don't accept Jesus. Othemise we will die only once and then be 
revived. Everyone will be revived, people, all the dead will be, when they hear God's 
horn. That's what happened to Jesus. 
And so, I say, we are fearful ones. Look, we heard about what frightened 
Kirinaw. Oh dear, those people were very bad. That's the kind of thing it says in 
Luke 10. "Go seek out peoples spread all over the world. After that, they will be 
able to join us," it says. "You will be able to speak foreign languages. You will be 
able to take hold of snakes and they will not bite you. Even if you drink poison, you 
will not die," it says. That's indeed the kind of thing that happens; look, Kirinaw was 
not killed. "I want to be right alongside you; they are evidently ones who do God's 
bidding, they are evidently traveling to do God's will," that's what people will say 
about you. Please listen well to this, brothers. Read your relative's Bible [if you 
don't have one]. We [pastors] don't hide them from you. I don't hide them either. 
If you want to read them, I don't hide them. So read them, read the things that will 
amaze you read what moral lessons it teaches you. That's the kind of things it says, 
the moral lessons it teaches me are good to hear. You should heed what it says, we 
have our natures to contend with [kehtopo komo]. If we dwell in Jesus, we will 
revive, for his sake. That's why the twelve disciples traveled about; when he went 
to heaven, they all wept, they loved him. Nevertheless, they traveled about. They 
obeyed God's words, they also obeyed Jesus' words. So nowadays we will obey 
them. So I say to you, obey them in August, go search for other peoples, go visit 
them. Maybe today you will impersonate the arrival of visitors [in "The Visitors" 
improvisation]. Fine, then you may go to Mapuera [southern Waiwai village]. The 
path is being opened; I want to have it completed, the last part near here.13 So then 
you can go to Mapuera as a visitor, to Cassaua too. Me too, I want to go. I'm not 
going for the sake of seeing Waraka, I'm not going for the sake of seeing Kaywere 
[Hixkaryana leaders]; I'm going only for the sake of what I see written in God's book. 
I understand some of their language, although I still don't know it well, dam it. %%at 
do they mean when they say things like "Ooxe ha"? I understand a little bit of the 
Wixkaryana language; when I hear my nephew [Arawxi, a Hixkaryana resident in 
Kaxmi] speak, it sounds strange to me [anari me]. He says, "Haaaa," it sounds 
strange. "Oh dear, I don't say, 'Haaaa,"' I say. But I want to talk to Kaywere and to 
Waraka by tape recordings. I listened to what they said [on tapes]. "Oh yeah? 
Should I speak like that? I wonder what my speech sounds like to them," I said, but 
I answered in my own language. "Translate it for them," I said [to someone who is 
bilingual]; I, on the other hand, understood what they were saying. TGpa and C a h ~ a  
[Hixkaryana residents of Cassauti] said, "This is what the leaders are saying to you, 
cousin." "Fine, I understood it anyway," I said. However, I didn't understand the 
tape they sent back, even though I understand Hixkaryana. I know many languages. 
I know foreign languages; I also understand what the elders say [i.e., archaic, formal 
expressions]. Well, that's how languages are. I want to go see those who speak like 
that. For a long time, even while I was still living in Guyana, [Waraka sent messages 
l3 The path being opened up between Mapuera and Kaxrni goes through the territory 
of the Karafawyana. When the path was initiated five years earlier, signs of "unseen tribes" 
were discovered; some eventually joined the Waiwai villages, but others refused. Here, 
Yakuta is trying many tactics to entice people to continue clearing the path. 
saying,] "Come see me, come see me, come see me; there are unseen tribes [eniiie 
b m o ]  here, indeed!, they're in my territory! So please come here to lead me to 
them." But no, this is how I replied: "I" merely human, mortal. I'm a mere mortal," 
I said. "Whose tasks do you do? I do God's tasks. If you do God's tasks, he will take 
you to look for the unseen tribes," I said in my letter. That's what I said while I lived 
in Guyana. They were very worried, they wanted me to take them. After that, 
Mawaxa went. "Oh my, T suppose I'll go instead," he said. So it goes, people. It's 
very firightening to initiate contacts with unseen tribes. That's how we seem to thenn, 
when uncontacted peoples come, we seem very frightening to them. That's how we 
seem, extremely frightening, when they've never had contacts with us. They feel the 
same way when they first see us, "Wow scary! Who are they?lg%ey say. Why? 
Well, for instance, we're wearing clothes. They might be lacking even loincloths, 
then again, they might be wearing loincloths. We used to be the sarne as them long 
ago. That's how the hafavvyana are too. about that? When I saw the 
W a y q  they looked very good indeed, just like we used to. They had bindings 
around their calves. Their calves were straight, without any bulge at all, they were 
bound so tight they had groove marks. That's what happens when one wears bark 
bindings on a long time. That's what the Wayana wear, calf bindings of bark. If we 
would consider wearing them, we'd be like them, but we won't even consider it, dam 
it. We don't know how to use them, only ow deceased ancestors wore them, my 
deceased cousin told me about them. He said, '"ey made a clapping sound [when 
one walked], cousin, like the sound haimara fish make when jumping in and out of 
the water, 'Knuu!"' "They made a nice slapping sound, 'Turu!"' he also told me. But 
we won't try them, we see none around, we know nothing about them. We'll have 
nothing to do with them, we just go about with all the veins in our legs exposed, we'll 
have nothing to do with them. But we used to walk around in them too; wearing 
them made one tire out, d it, they were heavy. That's the kind of thing other 
peoples wear. As for us, we don't. 
So it goes, people. So let us think about those kinds of peoples, for the sake 
of God. We heard what it says here, "Go seek out all peoples." So that's what you 
should do. Accompany us, accompany the pastors, accompany the work leaders. 
What should all of us do? We should worry about those who live deep in the forest, 
we should worry about them. Please do that, people. So rhink about going to the 
Waimiri-Atroari, about searching for the Karafawyana, or even to the long-contacted 
people in Mapuera. We are not afraid when we go to villages of people who were 
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contaGted long ago, they do not wield clubs. Well, maybe they do wield clubs, by 
him, I hate him," saying something to make us perish p y  sorcery]; I 
don't know if they do. It might even be people who knew us long ago; maybe the 
only reason they haven't killed us is that they haven't seen us. I heard reports that 
someone said something like, "D him, he's apparently over there, look out, I'll 
be coming!'" heard about something like that, it was terrible. 'Why did he say that? 
Did you come to blows long ago? I think it's terrible if people like that come here, 
it," I answered. So that's the kind of thing I pay aaention to, men, women. So 
that's enough for now, we've finished. We listened to good things in our lesson. We 
listened to the story of Jesus' reswecGon. That is what we are rejoicing about 
[tahowrrxe]. So rejoice about it, it is very good to rejoice about God. Don't get into 
trouble, don't get angry, don't say, "Damn it, this is what he's like." Don't listen to 
worthless things [ero pintho], don't listen to nasty talk. That's how it is with us, 
people. Well, that's all for now. We will pray to God so we can go feast and feed our 
bodies. So that's all. 
[He closes with a prayer.] 
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